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PREFACE
The period of Iran's history from the Arab conquests to the Saljuq
expansion is very difficult to separate from the general history of the
Islamic oecumene. Since the overwhelming majority of the sources are
in Arabic, and more concerned with general Islamic affairs than with
Iran, the story of the transition of Iran from a Zoroastrian land to an
Islamic one is not easy to reconstruct. Under Islam, for the first time
since the Achaemenids, all Iranians, including those of Central Asia
and on the frontiers of India, became united under one rule. The
Persian language was spread in the East, beyond the borders of
the Sasanian Empire, by the conquering armies of Islam, and Persian
became the lingua franca of the eastern caliphate. The New Persian
language written in the Arabic script, and with numerous Arabic
words in it, became a marvellous instrument of poetry and literature,
similar to the English language, which developed from a simple AngloSaxon tongue to one enriched by Latin and French usages after the
Norman conquest. Although Firdausi with his Shdh-ndma commonly has
been proclaimed the founder of New Persian literature, in another sense
he was the preserver of the old Persian style of the Sasanians, not only
in epic content, but also in the simplicity of his language without Arabic
words. He not only feared the loss of old traditions in Iran, in the face
of massive conversions to Islam by his time, but he also sought to
preserve the very language which was threatened by permanent change
from the use of Arabic, as the language of Islam par excellence. Even
poetry in Persian had been adapted to Arabic models, and the synonymity of the words "Arab" and "Islam" questioned the very identity of
Iranians. This threat was not only evaded by the Iranians, but they
gave a new direction to Islam.
Islam was rescued from a narrow bedouin outlook and bedouin
mores primarily by the Iranians, who showed that Islam, both as a
religion and, primarily, as a culture, need not be bound solely to the
Arabic language and Arab norms of behaviour. Instead Islam was to
become a universal religion and culture open to all people. This, I
believe, was a fundamental contribution of the Iranians to Islam. By
Iranians, I mean Soghdians, Bactrians, and other Iranians, ancestors of
the present Kurds, Baluchis and Afghans, as well as the Persians, who
were joined together under the roof of Islam. Although almost all
XI
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Iranians had become Muslims by the time of the creation of the Saljuq
Empire, nonetheless they preserved their old Iranian heritage, such
that even today the chief holiday in Iran is ancient naurik^ "new year's
day". This continuity is unequalled elsewhere in the Near East, where
in Egypt for example, two great changes erased the memory of the
pharoahs from the minds of the inhabitants: first Christianity and then
Islam. In Iran Christianity had little influence and Islam was adapted to
Iranian customs. So Iran, in a sense, provided the history, albeit an
epic, of pre-Islamic times for Islam. After all, the Arabs conquered the
entire Sasanian Empire, where they found full-scale, imperial models
for the management of the new caliphate, whereas only provinces of the
Byzantine Empire were overrun by the Arabs.
One of the main themes of this book is the process of conversion,
how people changed from one religion to another. This process differed considerably from place to place and many monographs should be
written before a general picture can be presented. Nonetheless,
throughout Various chapters in this volume the conversion process is
mentioned. Jpie first conversions took place in the cities and towns
where Arab garrisons were settled, more in the east on the frontiers of
the ddr al-harb, "the abode of war", than in western Iran. In the east
the Sasanian name for the Arabs became a synonym of "Muslim", such
that even today we have Tajiks in Soviet Central Asia who are Iranians,
but who carry the ancient designation for "Arab", because they were
converted to the religion of the Arab conquerors and were identified
with them. It was not until the end of the eighth and especially the
ninth century of our era that Muslim missionaries made extensive
conversion in the countryside. By the ninth century, except in areas
of Fars province and pockets of non-Muslims elsewhere, the Islamic
religion became everywhere predominant even in the countryside. This
process must be kept in mind when reading the present volume.
It must be strongly emphasized that this volume is only the history of
Iran under Islam, and is not intended to repeat the Cambridge History of
Islam; Vet, as mentioned, it has proved very difficult to separate the two.
Some readers will undoubtedly point out that much which occurred in
Damascus under the Umayyads, for example, had repercussions in
Khurasan. This is true, but the emphasis of our volume is upon local
conditions, even though the sources in this regard are very sparse.
Nonetheless, it is hoped that the reader will find here the information
he may want in regard to this period. If omissions have been made, the
xn
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editor can only take refuge in the Islamic remark that what is presented
is in part and not all. Indeed, it would have been impossible to cover
the many details of the history of the period, as well as all aspects of
culture and civilization. Perhaps one should remember that history
can hardly be what Leopold von Ranke decreed, a report of what really
happened, nor even what people thought had happened, but rather history is what people believe should have happened. For history at the
least is a people's attempt to justify their past for posterity, even if the
record be at times rough or even sordid. In the case of Iran after the
Arab conquests the record is brilliant as well as fascinating. It was in
this period that the foundations were laid for the flourishing of Persian
poetry and the arts, so characteristic of Iran after the Mongol conquest.
It is hoped that the present book will provide the reader with a record
of these formative centuries of Islam in Iran.
Most of the time of an editor is spent on trying to standardize names
and to be consistent, an almost impossible task. On the whole, the rules
adopted for Volumes i and 5 of the Cambridge History of Iran have been
followed in Volume 4. Naturally, certain transcriptions were changed,
since the sources for Volume 4 are overwhelmingly in Arabic rather
than in the Persian language. Certain practices, such as italics for the
first occurrence of a foreign name and roman type for later appearances,
may startle but surely not confuse the reader. Certain names have been
spelled in their common English forms while others have been transcribed in their Arabic or Persian forms. In these instances the indulgence
of the reader is sought with a passing reference to Emerson's dictum
that "a foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds".
It remains to thank deeply all persons who worked upon this volume
to make it ready for the final printing. Without the unfailing help of
Hubert Darke, the Editorial Secretary of the entire series, this volume
would not have appeared. Likewise Peter Burbidge of the Cambridge
University Press gave encouragement and help unstinting. Richard
Hollick, and others at the Press, patiently had to endure an editor's
failings and certainly their help made this book possible. The hospitality
of King's College and of Peter Avery made my frequent visits to Cambridge a great pleasure. My peregrinations between Shiraz and Cambridge, Massachusetts, at times cast a shadow over the progress of the
book, and in the end I hope that, in spite of shortcomings, it will
prove of use to many readers.
Cambridge, Massachusetts, March 1974
•••
xin

RICHARD
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CHAPTER

I

THE ARAB CONQUEST OF IRAN
AND ITS AFTERMATH
I. IRANIANS AND ARABS IN PRE-ISLAMIC TIMES

The Muslim Arabs' disastrous defeat of the Sasanian Empire opened a
new chapter in the long history of Iran. In distant Hijaz in the city of
Mecca, Muhammad b. 'Abd-AUah had given to an idolatrous and
strife-ridden people a new religion, which inculcated monotheism, its
message coming to Muhammad as Revelation, conveyed to his Community later in the Qur'an, and bade the Arabs to submit as people
accountable to God and fearful of his wrath. Some of them were so
inspired by this new teaching that they undertook the conquest of the
world about them, to achieve at the same time in this holy war the
reward of a share in the world to come, Paradise.
Muhammad's death in 11/632 was followed in his successor Abu
Bakr's time by a crisis of apostasy, the R.idda, which put both the
religion and the government of Medina in jeopardy. The faith and the
polity which Muhammad had promulgated there were shaken, but
nonetheless the new Islamic vigour was enough to achieve dominion
over all the Arabian Peninsula. Once the apostasy had been suppressed,
closer unity followed with greater zeal to sacrifice all in a larger struggle.
The end of the Ridda wars left the Arabs poised for Holy War for the
sake of Islam, ready to challenge even Byzantium and Iran.
From as early as before the advent of Alexander the Great Arabs had
been known to Iran. In the Sasanian period, from A.D. 226 to 651, their
jurisdiction reached as far as the western outskirts of Ctesiphon.
According to Tabari, Shapur I (A.D. 241-72) had settled some of the
tribe of Bakr b. Wa'il in Kirman. 1 Arab merchants, as well as Arab
pirates, frequented the shores of the Persian Gulf. Arab-occupied areas
in proximity to so imposing a structure as the Sasanian state could not
escape being under Iran's influence, if not its full dominion. For
example, from ancient times Bahrain and Qatif had been Iranian
protectorates. Shapur II (A.D. 309-79) had subdued the whole of the
1

Tabari, in T. Noeldeke, Geschichte der Perser und Araber (Leiden, 1879), p . 57.
CHI
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western side of the gulf, and it seems that from the time of Ardashir I
(A.D. 226-41) the Azd tribes had chosen to settle in 'Uman under
Iranian rule. In Bahrain the Tamlm, 'Abd al-Qais and a section of the
Bakr b. Wa'il tribes were, in Hajar in the centre of Bahrain, under
direct Iranian influence. From Shapur IFs time the Lakhmid kings of
al-Hira appointed there their own nominee as amir, but in later Sasanian
times this amir was generally under the supervision of a high-ranking
Iranian revenue official.1
Those Arabs under Sasanian jurisdiction acted under that government's protection especially in the matter of conducting overland trade
with Byzantium and Egypt, through Mesopotamia (Iraq) and Syria;
and with India, through the Yemen and Bahrain. The emergence of the
Sasanian navy owed a great deal to the co-operation which existed with
the Arabs. Khusrau I (A.D. 5 31-79) intervened in Yemeni affairs on the
pretext of aiding the Arabs against Byzantium, with the result that
Iranian forces replaced Ethiopian there. Among the secretaries at the
Sasanian court was one for Arab affairs. He also acted as interpreter
and his salary and maintenance were supplied in kind by the Hira
Arabs.
Thus from ancient times Iran had had contacts varying in degree of
closeness and amity with the Arabs. Before the Sasanian era, Arab
tribes had settled in the Tigris-Euphrates region, though at the
beginning of the era Ardashir I had wrested from them the district
known as Maisan, in southern Iraq on the Persian Gulf.
In Hira on the right or west bank of the Euphrates resided the House
of Mundhir of the Lakhmid Arabs, who were generally accounted
the tributaries of the Sasanians, as their rivals, the Ghassanids, in the
desert of north Syria, were the clients and vassals of Byzantium. The
Lakhmids frequently aided the Iranians in their contests with Byzantium. Notwithstanding, in some respects their influence could become
a source of annoyance to the Sasanian state, as for example when 'Amr
b. cAdi, the king of Hira, arose on one occasion in defence of Manichaeism, while in the end Hira became the refuge of Christians. Kavadh
I (488-531) arranged with Harith b. 'Amr b. al-Maqsur al-Kindi, who
had ousted Mundhir III from the throne of Hira, that a portion of the
revenue from Hira should be his, provided he prevented the tribes of
Bakr and Taghlib raiding over Iran's frontiers.
In the time of Khusrau I, otherwise known as Aniishirvan (531-79),
1

G. Rothstein, Die Lakhmiden in al-Htra (Berlin, 1899), p. 131.
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the Bakr tribes joined the Lakhmids and fought against the Ghassanids
under the banner of Mundhir III. Khusrau II Aparviz (591-628),
according to Arab tradition, found refuge with Nu'man Abu Qabus,
Nu'man III, King of Hira, when fleeing from Bahram Chubin, but
when restored to his throne, he ill repaid this assistance by seizing
Nu'man, having him thrown beneath an elephant's feet, and divesting
his family of Hira. The state was given to Iyas of the tribe of Tayy, a
Persian inspector being appointed to oversee what had in effect become
an appanage of Iran. This was the end of Lakhmid power. The reason
for this imprudence on Khusrau II's part is not clear. Nu'man's refusal
to confer on the Shahanshah his horse when the latter was a fugitive,
or to give one of his daughters in marriage to a relative of the shah's,
do not appear sufficient cause for Khusrau's subsequent treatment of
Nu'man, who had, however, embraced Christianity. It is possible that
his leanings towards Nestorianism, whose adherents had promoted a
conspiracy against the shah, might have motivated Khusrau against
him, especially since the shah had every reason to fear the influence of
the Christians in his own court. The name of the Persian inspector is
given in the sources as Nakhveraghan, probably a form of his title.
No doubt the collapse of the puppet kingdom of Hira was welcomed
by the Iranian nobles and tnobads, the former out of contempt for it and
the latter out of religious prejudice against it; but the later calamitous
events between Arabs and Iranians revealed how lacking in foresight
the elimination of this "puppet" Lakhmid house had been. The first
warning was the battle known as Dhuqar, from the name of the place,
near the present-day Kufa, where it occurred. The tribes of Bakr b.
Wa'il, of the vicinity of Hira, were dissatisfied with the new ruler of
Hira, Iyas of Tayy. They began raiding across the Iranian border. Near
Dhuqar they fell in with two parties of Iranian horse, each comprising
a thousand troopers. The tribesmen were equipped with arms the
despairing Nu'man had entrusted for safe-keeping to the chief of the
Shaibanids, one of the Bakr b. Wa'il tribes, when leaving to answer
the summons of Khusrau II. Thus armed, they were able to defeat utterly
the Iranians, who were led by Hamarz and Khanabarin, both of whom
were slain, their squadrons being decimated. The date of this episode,
and indeed its exact nature, are uncertain. In some traditions it is
suggested that the battle took place in the year of the prophet Muhammad's birth; in others that it coincided with his opening of his mission,
or a short time after the battle of Badr, 2-3/623-5. Recent research,
3
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however, reasonably places it between the years A.D. 604 and 611, a
supposition based on the date of the ending of Nu'man's reign, A.D. 602,
and the fact that Iyas's rule lasted only until 611. The episode came
to be sung in Arabic legend and verse as one of the ayjdm: the Arabs'
Heroic Days.
The Bakr tribesmen took heart from their success on this day; their
raids on the Iranian frontiers increased. The removal of the Lakhmid
government meant that there was no longer any restraining force, no
paramount local influence to command the tribesmen's respect and
have the power to rebuke them if they overstepped the bounds of what,
however tenuously, had been accepted as neighbourly convention. It
is not possible dogmatically to assert that the presence of the Lakhmid
power would have prevented the Muslim attack on Iran and the fall of
the already tottering Sasanian state; but the absence of this screen,
however flimsy it may have been, contributed to the boldness of the
Muslim Arab warriors - as did the memory of Dhuqar - at the beginning of their inroads into Iran, especially as these began at a time when
after Kavadh II, Sheroe (Shiruya) (A.D. 628-9), there was a period of
total insecurity and decline. Thus, amid conflicting claimants for the
throne and a rapid succession of incumbents, chance was not given for
a planned and continued campaign to counter these mounting inroads.
After a succession of weak monarchs and brief reigns, following the
patricide Kavadh, in the year of the death of Muhammad, the prophet
of the Arabs, in Medina, Yazdgard b. Shahriyar, Yazdgard III (A.D.
632-51), was crowned in the temple of Nahid at Istakhr in Fars. His
accession coincided with the emergence of the Arabs into a field of
activity the result of which was the conquest of the whole of the
ancient dominion of the Sasanians, in a period of less than a quarter of
a century.
II. FROM HIRA TO MADA'lN

The first major encounter between the Arabs and Iran occurred during
the reign of the first caliph, Abu Bakr (11-13/632-4). In his time the
area from Yamama, the Najd and eastern Arabia as far as the Persian
Gulf and Gulf of 'Uman, up to the borders of Hira, was in the hands of
the Bakr b. Wa'il tribe, itself divided into numerous sub-tribes. In this
area the celebrated Islamic warrior, Khalid b. al-Walid was still occupied in suppressing the remaining vestiges of the Ridda. The sub-tribes
of the Bakr b. Wa'il supplied the raiders against the borders of Sasanian
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Iran where Iranian, Nabatean and Arab peoples were mingled and
living as neighbours. The fortifications on the Hira frontier were
mainly intended to counter these raids.
The principal Bakr b. Wa'il tribes, at this time in the Euphrates
district and apt to raid Iranian soil, consisted of Shaibanids, 'Ijl,
Qais and Taim al-Lat. The Shaibanids and cIjlids, from the vicinity
of Hira, near the site of present-day Najaf, as far as Ubulla, conducted
raids deep across the Iranian frontier. The chief of the Shaibanids was
Muthanna b. Haritha. His raiding grounds were in the neighbourhood
of Hira. The 'Ijlids were led by Suwaid b. Qutba, or one who might
have been his father, Qutba b. Qatada; they raided in the region of
Ubulla and even as far as the area of Basra. Both these Bakri chiefs
plundered the frontier cultivators and if pursuit of them were attempted,
fled into the desert.
The stronger and bolder of the two was Muthanna, who pitched his
tents in a place known as Khaffan, on the edge of the desert not far
from Hira, whence he mounted highway robbery and plundering
expeditions. In the first stages of the caliphate of Abu Bakr, the
Shaibanids and the rest of the Bakr b. Wa'il tribes neither had any
contact with Medina nor had they received the Islamic message. As
the power of Medina, especially following Khalid b. al-Walid's success
in suppressing the Ridda, spread as far as Yamama, the various groups
of the Bakr b. Wa'il were faced with the choice of either accepting
Islam and so uniting with their Muslim Arab brethren, or of submitting to the ancient enemies, the Sasanians, whose decline had by
this time become manifest. For generations they had regarded the
desert areas adjoining the scene of their activities as their natural refuge.
Their custom was to seek asylum from the Persians in flight towards
the desert and among their fellow-Arabs. Consequently it was with the
latter that they now chose to ally themselves, in order to ensure a
greater measure of immunity in their inroads on Iranian territory, freed
from the threat of attack from behind. Thus Muthanna b. Haritha
betook himself to Medina, submitting to Islam and the caliph. Furthermore, he sought the caliph's recognition of him as rightful leader of his
people, whom he would bring with him to Islam, to organize them for
a campaign into the Sawad of Iraq to spread Islam, ostensibly among the
Arabs and Christian Nabataeans residing there.
Abu Bakr issued a decree to this effect. Muthanna returned to Khaffan
and summoned his followers to the Faith. His choice of alignment with
5
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the Muslims resulted in his gaining the allegiance of practically all the
Arabs engaged in raids on the populous and cultivated Iranian frontier
regions. The caliph, however, could not place all his confidence in the
operations of the new convert. Khalid b. al-Walid, the same whom the
Prophet had awarded the title "The Sword of God", and in whom
the caliph had implicit confidence, was immediately despatched to take
charge of the campaign in 'Iraq, while Muthanna was ordered to
accept his command and in all ways assist him.
The Yamama and Bahrain areas having been cleansed of the Ridda
disaffection, Khalid addressed himself to 'Iraq, his primary purpose at
this stage being the chastisement of those Arabs who had sided with
the apostates in the Ja2ira. In other words, he was still engaged in
mopping up the remnants of the Ridda. Concerning the route Khalid
took, WaqidI relates that it was through Faid and Tha'labiya, that is,
across the Arabian desert to the district of Hira. According to a number
of other sources, he came from Bahrain, approaching Hira by way of
Ubulla. These sources establish the fact that near Ubulla he fell in with
Suwaid b. Qutba, who joined him. Khalid began his campaign in the
Euphrates area, but his operations were little more than skirmishes
with Christian Arab tribes, and the completion of suppression of the
apostasy.
At that time Abu Bakr was preoccupied in Syria and Palestine. It
seems unlikely that thoughts of attacking Iran had yet arisen. Saif b.
'Umar's narrative, that Abu Bakr, following Muthanna's insistence,
commissioned Khalid to invade Iran according to a concerted and
carefully arranged plan of campaign, would appear to be a romantic
historical fiction, of the kind the 'Iraqi Arabs in 'Abbasid times
(A.D. 750-1258) concocted for their own greater glorification.
In any event, and certainly in accordance with Abu Bakr's orders,
Khalid reached the Mesopotamian area from Yamama and Bahrain,
and his operations there are only imperfectly known and subject to
dispute, but were chiefly against the Christian Arabs. It is probable that
in the course of engagements with the Arabs of this region he met
parties of the Iranian frontier forces. That is proved by the encounter
known as the battle of Dhat al-Salasil in the region between Bahrain and
Basra called the Hafir, at a place called Kazima.
The Iranian frontier official in this district was called Hurmuzd. He
was reputed irascible by temperament, of a tyrannous disposition,
particularly in relation to his Arab subjects; so much so that the Arabs
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of the area made his pride and ill-temper the stuff of proverbs. This
Hurmuzd was killed by Khalid in the battle which, apparently because
of the resemblance of the ranks of the armoured Iranian cavalrymen
to an iron chain, came to be called Dhat al-Salasil. The Iranian force he
had commanded was routed.
Not long after, another engagement occurred between the two sides,
in a place near the present-day Kut al-'Amara and called Madhar. On
this occasion there is evidence that skirmishing was beginning to
develop into more regular warfare; the element of surprise was lacking
and preliminary preparations had been made. Two Iranian commanders,
of a force comprising fugitives from the army of Hurmuzd, named
Qubad and Anushajan (it is likely that they were princes of the Sasanid
house) made a stand against Khalid, while another leader, Qarin by
name, came to their aid from Mada'in. He, as well as Anushajan and
Qubad, was put to the sword with a large number of the Iranian
troops, many of whom were drowned in the canal called Thany.
Besides considerable booty numerous captives fell into the enemy's
hands, Magian and Christian.
A further battle took place in the district of Kaskar at a place named
Walaja half way between Ubulla and Hira. The Iranian commander on
this occasion is called in Arab sources Andarzghar (his title: andar^gar?), and his force included, in addition to Persian cavalry units, a
number of Christian Arabs from the Bakri 'Ijlids. According to the
sources Khalid killed an Iranian veteran named Hazar Savar. Andarzghar fled, to perish of thirst in the desert. The triumphant Muslims
captured a number of Christians besides Iranians and Khalid invested
Hira.
Near Anbar a fourth engagement occurred on the banks of the
Euphrates at a village called Ullais. The Iranian commander, whose
name was Jaban, was again accompanied by Christian members of the
Bakr b. Wa'il tribes. Near the battleground was a channel known as the
River of Blood, perhaps connected with the legend that the Arab
commander, driven to wrath by the casual air of the Iranians, caused a
number of captives to be put to death so that blood flowed as a river,
a legend which is, incidentally, associated with several other commanders in the history of the Arab conquests.
The mart^bdn of Hira, called Azadbih, lost his son in an encounter
with Khalid. He fled before the conqueror, who proceeded to lay siege
to the fortress and town. The Christian population after tasting the
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bitterness of the siege sought a compromise, which they gained on
condition of paying tribute and agreeing to act as spies among the
Iranians on behalf of the Muslims, an arrangement which Khalid also
exacted from the inhabitants of Ullais.
The taking of Hlra and the pillage of the Arab-inhabited areas on the
banks of the Euphrates had only just been completed when Abu Bakr's
orders reached Khalid, to decamp with his army for Syria. From Hlra,
or perhaps to be more precise from 'Ain al-Tamr, he took the desert
road to Syria and arrayed himself before the gates of Damascus. This
departure of Khalid from what might be described as the "Iranian
front" demonstrates that Abu Bakr had as yet no ready plan for the
conquest of Iran; rather the Muslims' main preoccupations in those
days were still associated with the aftermath of events of the last days
of the Prophet's life, and were centred on the "Syrian Problem".
Nevertheless the fall of Hlra put the Iranians on their mettle and the
youthful Yazdgard began to take the business of the Arabs more
seriously. After several years of patience, it began to seem that he too,
as Shapur II had done, was on the point of punishing the refractory
Arabs on his borders. When Muthanna felt himself threatened by the
Iranian forces, he had recourse to Medina in search of reinforcements,
but his arrival coincided with Abu Bakr's death (13/634). 'Umar b.
al-Khattab succeeded as caliph. Khalid was still engaged in Syria and
against Byzantium, while, moreover, 'Umar was dissatisfied with him.
Though he was unable, in spite of the new caliph's urging, to muster
sufficient men to fight the Iranians, Abu 'Ubaida ThaqafI had no alternative but to go to Mesopotamia, where the caliph placed Muthanna
under his command.
Abu 'Ubaida encountered the Persian force, commanded by Bahman
Jaduya, at a place near the present site of Kufa on the banks of the
Euphrates, the Arabs being on the west bank in a spot called Mirwaha
and the Iranians on the opposite bank. As the two places were linked
by a bridge, the battle which followed is known as the "battle of the
bridge" (A.H. 13 or 14). With great intrepidity Abu 'Ubaida succeeded
in crossing this bridge and taking the battle on to the eastern bank of
the river, but the sight of the Iranians' elephants and their noise and
ferocity terrified the Arabs' horses. Abu 'Ubaida ordered an attack on
the elephants and himself wounded a white elephant which in its anger
tore him down with its trunk and trampled him under foot. An Arab
of the Thaqlf tribe who had witnessed the awful slaying of his Thaqafi
8
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leader went and cut the bridge in order to force the Arabs to continue
the contest, but they panicked and fled. According to the tales of this
battle, Muthanna made a stand against the enemy while the Arabs as
best they could with the help of local folk fixed a new bridge and
crossed in safety. About four thousand of them perished in this
engagement and Muthanna himself received a wound from which he
later died. The wonder is that the Iranians, though their victory was
not gained without appreciable losses on their side, made no attempt
to pursue the fleeing enemy.
Those Arabs who had accompanied Abu 'Ubaida from the Hijaz
now returned there. A year elapsed during which there was neither
thought in Medina of renewing the Persian war nor serious activity on
the frontier on the part of Muthanna. Then, apparently after Damascus
had been secured for the Muslims, the caliph once more permitted
operations against Iran. Volunteers, however, were not at first forthcoming until the Bajlla tribes, who since some time before the advent
of Islam had been scattered among the Arab tribes, principally in the
hope of booty came forward for the task with Jarir b. cAbd-AUah
Bajali. A number of former apostates, whom, in spite of their
repentance, Abu Bakr hitherto had not allowed participation in the
Uhdd, or Wars for the Faith, also came. They were joined by groups of
the Mesopotamian Arabs under Muthanna. Thus hostilities recommenced a year after the disaster of the battle of the bridge.
The Iranians meanwhile had taken no advantage of their victory to
chastise the Arabs but were now under the command of Mihran b.
Mihrbandad and facing the enemy in a place called Nakhila near presentday Kufa, through which ran a canal from the Euphrates known as
Buwaib. Mihran crossed the bridge over this stream and made a
surprise attack on the Arab camp.
A severe conflict ensued and the Arabs, though Muthanna's brother,
Mas'ud b. Haritha, was slain, did not break. Mihran was killed and the
leaderless Iranian army fled in confusion. Muthanna was able to seize
the bridgehead and thus slay or capture many of the retreating Iranians.
In this encounter, which occurred in October, A.D. 635, the Arabs,
besides gaining considerable booty in cattle and baggage, were able to
some extent to make amends for the battle of the bridge. Perhaps more
important was the fact that news of this victory drew the caliph's
attention to Mesopotamia; the second battle of the Yarmuk in August,
A.D. 636 completed the conquest of Syria and the Caliph 'Umar lost no
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time in ordering part of his Syrian army to the Persian front. He now
sought to augment the force on the Euphrates and recruits were called
from all the Arab tribes, while 'Umar himself set out from Medina
intending personally to command the expedition. His chief men counselled him against this and he appointed the Prophet's relative and one
of the Prophet's companions, Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas, the commander.
Muthanna died soon after his success in the battle of Buwaib, from the
wound received in the battle of the bridge.
Incensed by the defeat at Buwaib and possibly apprehensive on
account of news of the Arab successes against Byzantium, the Iranians
also turned their attention to the Euphrates situation, and now hastened
to defend that frontier against the Arabs. This defence was entrusted
to Rustam b. Farrukhzad, the commander of armies in Azarbaljan. For
a while the two armies confronted each other on the western side of the
Euphrates at Qadisiya. The authorities differ regarding the numbers of
each force. The Arabs have been enumerated at from six to thirty-eight
thousand; the Iranians from twenty to thirty, and by some, from sixty
to over a hundred thousand men. It is unlikely that Arab manpower
problems and the necessity for garrisoning the Syrian frontier would
permit the Muslim army reaching such proportions, while internal
troubles in Iran and the extensive frontiers which the Sasanian rulers
had always to watch would equally make the larger numbers given for
the Persian army considerably more than actually could have been
present. An Armenian historian, Sebeos, has given the Iranian force as
eighty thousand and the Arabs as nine or ten thousand with the addition of six thousand men who came to their aid from Syria, but arrived
only towards the end of the battle. Though these figures are not free
from exaggeration, there can be no doubt that the numbers of the
Persians were appreciably greater.
Qadisiya was a small town situated fifteen miles from the site of Kufa
and on the edge of the desert of Taff. It was a frontier post, with a fort,
some cultivation and palm groves. Near it at a distance of some four
to six miles, was the last stage of the desert, at a spot known as 'Udhaib,
with a spring. Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas had his camp at 'Udhaib. Rustam
had his outside Qadisiya. For a time neither side showed any haste to
open hostilities, especially Rustam, for he saw in the desert of Taff an
ever-present refuge for the Arabs, to which they could take flight and
whence they could again attack. In his view temporizing with them and
reaching some reasonable basis for negotiations were the best policies.
10
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He began discussions in order to find out what their ultimate aim in
undertaking this expedition and in raiding the frontiers of Iran might
be, but the exchange of messengers, some of whom in all probability
Rustam even sent to Ctesiphon, bore no fruit. After four months'
negotiation and procrastination, and against his private wishes, Rustam
opened the battle.
The Iranian lines were drawn up on a canal called 'Aqiq. The Muslims
were on the walls of a fort near 'Udhaib, known as Qudais. The battle
lasted only three or four days and, in accordance with old Arab custom,
each of these days of fighting was to bear its special name, generally, it
would seem, after the name of a particular place. Throughout the battle
Sa'd b. Abl Waqqas, said to be suffering from either boils or sciatica,
neither mounted his horse nor entered the field. He watched the battle
from a vantage point. In spite of all the Arabs' efforts, as might have
been anticipated the outcome seemed about to be in favour of the
Iranians - until the arrival of the Syrian reinforcements. Though they
were numerically insignificant, they turned the day to the Arabs'
advantage. It goes without saying that victory was not cheaply gained;
the Arabs lost about a third of their number, while Iranian losses were
also heavy. On the final day Rustam was killed and his army dispersed
in flight. Amongst the quantities of spoils which fell into Arab hands
was the banner which these victors termed the banner of Kabiyan.
The precise date of the battle of Qadisiya varies in the sources from
A.H. 14 to 16, but it would appear to have taken place some months
after the second battle on the Yarmuk in Syria, in the middle of the year
A.H. 16, a dating confirmed by Ilyas of Nisibln, who states that the
battle was fought in Jumada I 16/June 637. The battle's importance for
the Arabs was such that it became subject to grandiose treatment in
poetry and legend, a reason for treating traditions relating to it with
caution.
In any event, after the victory at Qadisiya the fertile lands of the
Sawad of 'Iraq lay open to the Arabs. Here too, as in Syria, almost
without any obstruction they took over a population of Aramaean cultivators ready to accept the Arabs as liberators. Two months later, in
accordance with the caliph's orders, Sa'd marched towards Mada'in or
Ctesiphon, the celebrated Sasanian capital. The Muslims reached the
banks of the Tigris without encountering any opposition worth mentioning, and arrayed themselves before the walls of Ctesiphon. This
city, which as its name Mada'in implies was a group of cities embracing
11
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Ctesiphon and Seleucia, had been from the time of the Parthians heir
to the ancient role of Babylon; in fact it comprised seven cities adjoining
one another on either bank of the Tigris. The whole complex was
surrounded by lofty walls, in which gates had been symmetrically
arranged. On the west bank of the Tigris were the cities of BihArdashir (Bahurasir), Seleucia, Darzljan, Sabat and Ma Hauza, while
Ctesiphon, Asbanbur, Rumiya, which was also called Veh-AntiokhKhusrau ("better than Antioch Chosroes built"), were situated on the
east bank.
The shah resided in the White Palace of Ctesiphon, and the Aivan-i
Mada'in, the Arch of Chosroes, where receptions took place and
banquets were held, was in Asbanbur. After Qadisiya, Sa'd's first action
was to lay siege to the western parts of these cities. Some indication of
the extended length of the siege is given by the inclusion in the narratives of the fact that the Arabs twice consumed fresh dates and twice
celebrated the Feast of the Sacrifice. Meanwhile within the walls famine
broke out and the population fell into sore straits so that in the end the
people of Sabat began to sue for peace. They submitted by paying the
ifcga. The people abandoned the section known as Bih-Ardashir, and
when the Arabs entered it, they beheld the White Palace of Ctesiphon
and raised their call to the witness of the greatness of Allah. It was
spring and the river in full spate. The Persians had destroyed the
bridges. The Arabs nevertheless found a crossing and quietly but
suddenly made their way across. When the sentries on the gates saw
them, they cried, "Devils have come".
Before their arrival Yazdgard with a retinue of several thousand
people and all his treasure had left Ctesiphon. After a short and
dispiriting engagement, Khurrazad, the brother of Farrukhzad, to
whom the shah had entrusted the city, abandoned it and fled towards
the Zagros mountains, to Hulwan, whither Yazdgard had also gone.
Ctesiphon's gates were opened to the Arabs, and the booty, which
according to the account given by Baladhuri consisted of carpets,
dresses, arms, jewels and so forth, astonished the Bedouin soldiers. It
is said that by this time Sa'd b. Abl Waqqas's army had reached sixty
thousand men in size, each one of whose share of the spoils amounted
to twelve thousand dirhams. While acceptance of these figures calls for
caution, it still remains clear that an Arab warrior's share of the booty
which fell to him on this occasion was great.
On entering the palace of Chosroes, Sa'd had performed eight
12
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rak'ats prayer for his victory and, because of its appropriateness in
recalling the fate of those who reject God, recited the Qur'anic verse
(44, 25-7) which begins, "How many gardens and springs have they
left". He made a mosque in the citadel and the four-hundred-year-old
capital of the Sasanians became for a time the camping ground of this
Muslim general. Then as is well known the caliph sent one of the
Prophet's own Persian mawdli or clients, Salman Farsi, whose Iranian
name is recorded as Mahbeh or Ruzbeh and who is said originally to
have been an adherent of Christianity before his travels took him into
the orbit of Muhammad at Medina, to be governor at Ctesiphon.
Accounts, legends rather, relating to his subsequent life after he had
been sent as governor to the ruined capital on the Tigris speak of his
gaining his living basket-weaving, thus providing an example of
asceticism and humility, an example that has not been lost on the
Sufis or the Shi'is, especially the Nusairis. He has been claimed as one
of the chief pillars and earliest exponents of Sufism, and also as the
Grand Master of Guilds (asndf). His tomb beside the Arch of Ctesiphon
is still a memorial to the fall of Mada'in, and is a shrine guarded by
devotees of the ascetic life.

III.

THE VICTORY OF VICTORIES

The conquest of Iraq was only the beginning of a larger task, for so
long as Media, Khurasan, Sistan and Transoxiana remained unsubdued,
Iraq could not be securely in the possession of its new masters. They
would constantly have to fear the preparation of a fresh army by either
the fleeing Yazdgard or some claimant to his throne, with the inevitable
attempt to retrieve Iraq. Thus pursuit of Yazdgard and the conquest
of central and eastern Iran were undertakings the Arabs could not
avoid.
Beyond the Zagros mountains, which mark the dividing line between
the Semitic world of Mesopotamia and Aryan Media, in J alula, near the
site of present-day Khanaqln, and probably where Qizil Ribat now is,
Sa'd's advance party fell in with the remnant of the Persian army
commanded by Mihran Razl. The day went to the Arabs who once more
acquired considerable booty. Yazdgard received news of this episode
in Hulwan, not far from Jaliila; he elected further flight.
In spite of the victory which had been gained, 'Umar did not evince
any great eagerness to embark on extended conquests, and on his
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command, Sa'd did not remain either in Mada'in or Anbar, where for a
while he had established his headquarters. The cities further to the
west, on the banks of the Euphrates, were avoided by the desert Arabs
because of the discomforts of fever and insects, while the caliph himself
writing to Sa'd said that the Arab was like the camel and needed the
desert and green pasture, city life not being in harmony with his nature.
To make a place suitable for his army Sacd chose a spot near Hira
which, since it was on the right bank of the Euphrates, fulfilled the
expressed desire of the caliph, that no natural obstacle, river or mountain, should come between the Arabs of Iraq and their brethren in the
Prophet's city of Medina. Thus fourteen months after the conquest of
Mada'in the garrison city of Kufa came into being; Basra had already
been founded, to be the garrison for the Muslims in Lower Mesopotamia. At first it was the caliph's wish that between Basra and Fars
there should be a barrier, just as the Zagros provided a wall between
Kufa and Media. The Arabs were to stand in their two garrisons
on what he intended to be their frontier against the Iranian
world.
This was neither acceptable to the Iranians who had lost their capital,
nor to the Arab warriors, aroused by the hope of further booty and
imbued with hope of admission to Paradise, hopes not to be realized
by a status quo. Furthermore, since Yazdgard had not yet given up all
idea of recovering the position, it was unlikely that the status quo
would be tenable, especially when the presence of Hurmuzan, who
probably belonged to one of the seven great families of Iran and was
related to the shah, among the tribes of Khuzistan posed a threat to
Basra.
Hurmuzan, the ruler of Khuzistan, had retired to his realm with its
capital at Ahvaz following the battle of Qadisiya. From Ahvaz he
occupied himself in raiding the Maisan district, which was held by the
Basra Arabs. It seems that Yazdgard encouraged him in these exploits.
Hurmuzan became a thorn in the flesh of the Arabs and it was not until
the Basra and Kufa garrisons united that he was driven back from
Maisan. Since he was compelled to seek an armistice, inevitably his
defeat resulted in loss of territory. Later, in the course of pursuing a
quarrel with an Arab tribe resident near his province, Hurmuzan again
opened hostilities against the neighbouring Arabs, only once more to
be reduced to asking for peace. He was forced to accept disagreeable
terms. When under Yazdgard's urging the men of Fars united with
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those of Khuzistan to oppose the Arabs, Hurmuzan's fortunes took a
turn for the better. The caliph sent Nu'man b. Muqarrin to lead the
defence against him.
Battle was joined in Arbuq and, though he put up a stout struggle,
Hurmuzan was in the end forced to flee. Nu'man entered Ramhurmuz
while Hurmuzan was at Shustar, whither Nu'man decided to follow
him. There Hurmuzan was surrounded. Abu Musa Ash'ari, the
Commander-in-Chief at Basra, was assigned the task of besieging him,
reinforced by a party of men sent on the caliph's orders from Kufa.
The siege of Shustar was protracted, but in the end an Iranian's
treachery - his name was Siya - enabled the Arabs to enter the city.
According to some accounts, even after the city's capture, Hurmuzan
continued to hold out in the citadel, of which the siege was also long.
Those in the fortress with Hurmuzan killed their dependents and threw
their possessions into the river rather than let them fall into the Arabs'
hands.1 Ultimately the Arabs' persistence won. Hurmuzan had to
surrender, in 21/641-2, on condition that he was sent to the caliph.
The siege of Shustar had lasted eighteen months, or, as some accounts
have it, two years.
Hurmuzan was sent to Medina in the garb and with the trappings of
royalty, to be amazed by the simplicity and austerity which were
characteristic of 'Umar, the caliph of Islam. Though after lengthy discussions Hurmuzan maintained his refusal to become Muslim, by some
stratagem he was also able to preserve his life. Later he became a
Muslim and gained the caliph's confidence, even to the extent of
receiving a share of the spoils of the war against Iran. After 'Umar's
assassination at the hands of an Iranian Christian named Firuz, who was
known as Abu Lu'lu', Hurmuzan was seized on suspicion of being in
collusion with him and, rightly or wrongly, put to death by 'UbaidAllah, 'Umar's son.
After the capture of Shustar it was the turn of Shush and Jundlshapur,
so that city by city Khuzistan fell to the Basra Arabs. Meanwhile Fars
became increasingly subject to the raids of the amir of Bahrain. Though
he was not always successful, Fars was insecure, never knowing when
to expect Muslim raids. Thus, contrary to the wish of 'Umar, Fars and
Khuzistan were the victims of inroads from the Muslim Arabs of Basra,
and the garrison at Kufa began crossing the Zagros into Media, which
was later to be known as 'Iraq-i 'Ajam, Iranian Iraq.
1

Hasan b. Muh. al-Qumml, Tdnkh-iQum (Tehran, 1313/1934), p. 300.
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Yazdgard, who saw his throne lost, decided after Jalula once more
to equip an army and make an attempt to rid Iraq of the Arabs, or at
least prevent their invasion of western Iran. He issued his summons
from Ray, requiring his generals and their divisions to be ready to face
the Arabs. Nihavand was considered suitable for this last stand, being
situated to the south of the route which makes a circuit round the
heights of Alvand and the district of Hulwan to join the central
regions of Iran.
Yazdgard's decree assembled here the Iranian troops scattered about
the country, from both the province of Fars and the central mountainous region known to the Arabs as the al-Jibal. The gathering of
such a force at Nihavand excited the anxiety of the Kufans, and Sa'd b.
Abl Waqqas's replacement as governor there, 'Ammar b. Yasir,
approached the caliph for assistance against so formidable a host. The
caliph was at once alarmed and for a time contemplated himself moving
to Iraq. Instead he appointed Nu'man b. 'Amr b. Muqarrin, the
official responsible for collecting the khardj from the Kaskar district
of lower Iraq, to command the army of Kufa and sent him there with
instructions that contingents from the armies of Syria, 'Uman and
Basra should join him at Kufa. Nu'man sallied forth from Kufa with
this composite army towards Nihavand in the province of Media
(Arabic: Mah). The Iranian base there was called Vaykhurd, the Arabs'
Isbidhan, and from these two bases the two armies watched each other
for several days without engaging. Then the Arabs spread a rumour
that the caliph had died and they intended to withdraw, a ruse by which
they drew the Iranians from behind their defences onto the wide plain,
the type of field preferred by the Bedouin for battle. Here the Arabs
gave battle, apparently having received further reinforcements which
had given them fresh heart. The engagement lasted three days, from
Tuesday to Friday. Nu'man was killed, but the battle was continued
and the Iranian forces were defeated and fled from their last stand. The
people of Nihavand were besieged but finally submitted. Once more
the Muslims gained great booty.
With this victory of Nihavand, which the Arabs called the "Victory
of Victories", the Iranians' last concerted stand against the Muslims
was smashed. In spite of minor struggles continued by local chiefs, and
in spite of the occasional clarion calls which Yazdgard made in attempts
to gather an army again, the collapse of Sasanian power was now final.
Thus the four-century-old power which had defied Rome and Byzan16
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tium and kept at bay the threats of the Hephthalites, now succumbed
to the Arabs with their religion, Islam.
Concerning the real cause of this collapse, undoubtedly one of the
most important events in world history, there has been much debate.
Certainly one of the causes was the marked difference between classes
then prevalent in Iran, and the lack of co-operation between them.
Another was the differences of religion which existed, for, together
with a tendency towards fatalism and belief in the power of destiny,
ideas which prepared the Iranian people to accept defeat, there were also
numerous heterodoxies and Christian groups as well, whose followers
were sufficiently numerous to impair any concerted effort for the defence
of the fire temples and the Sasanid family. Also, the cupidity and corruption of the mobads and their interference in politics had raised hatred
against them. Another factor was the weakness of a government that in
the course of four years put no less than eight rulers one after the other
on the throne, while the treasury was exhausted and had become solely
devoted to the adornments of vain pomp. Further, the aimless wars of
Khusrau II also played their part in weakening the government and its
finances.
Thus, in a last analysis it can be seen that the chief cause of the downfall of the Sasanians was the material and spiritual bankruptcy of the
ruling class, which especially became apparent after the bad government of Khusrau Parvlz, and which must account for the crumbling of
so great a power before the attacks of a hungry people newly arrived
on the scene - newly arrived, but inspired by the sense of walking in
the way of a Lord whose message had been brought to them by their
Prophet, and filled with ardour for adventure.
Not that religion was by any means the sole inspiration of the Arabs
at the outset; it cannot be denied that poverty and hunger were powerful goads to action and avarice. The Prophet had promised that the
treasures of the Chosroes and Caesars were destined for the Arabs.
That promise was now being redeemed in a fashion which must have
lent significance to the religious injunction that it was an able-bodied
Muslim's duty to spread the Faith. To be killed so doing was meritorious to the extent of being the highest form of martyrdom (shahada)
with a place assured in Paradise. The caliph also encouraged the Muslim
community to jihad, especially as, since the suppression of the Ridda,
the numbers of Muslims in Arabia and on its perimeters day by day
increased. It was necessary to send them out to fresh lands, both for
2
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the sake of their stomachs and in order to restrain civil strife within the
community.
The Arab way of waging war moreover differed from that current
among the Byzantines and Iranians, so that, for example in the case of
Iran, it had been more viable to combat the Byzantines with Arab
mercenaries from Hlra than to use the heavily armoured cavalry of the
Persians. Unfortunately, however, the principality of Hira had fallen
some time before the events which have just been described. This
barrier removed, the heavily accoutred Iranian knights had been left
exposed to the lightly armed Arabs, all of whose weapons could be
borne on one camel with its rider, and whose lightning tactics of attack
and withdrawal ultimately paralysed the ponderous panoply of the
empire. The victory of Nihavand spelt not only the final dissolution of
Sasanian power but the end of ancient Iran. It left the rest of the
Iranian lands open to the Muslim Arabs.
IV. THE PURSUIT OF YAZDGARD

The victory of Nihavand in 21 or 22/641-642 marks the beginning of a
new era of Iranian history. No further obstacle remained in the path of
Arab conquest, for though for a time the fleeing ruler, frontier guardians (the semi-independent marzbans and pddhghospdns) and likewise
independent local governors, hindered very rapid Arab expansion,
nevertheless in the course of fifteen years after Nihavand, with the
exceptions of the Makran and Kabul, most of the Sasanian realm on
the Iranian plateau fell to the Muslims. Following the victory there was
no co-ordinated resistance. The caliph, moreover, sought to forestall
any attempt on Yazdgard's part to raise further organized resistance by
nominating groups of Arabs from Kufa and Basra to undertake the
gradual subjection of the Iranian region; it was as if an organized
infiltration movement into the heart of the distracted and shattered
empire was now mounted, at first under the direction of Medina,
though later under that of Kufa and Basra, the headquarters of the
majority of the Muslim armies engaged in Iran. Certainly the conquest
of Iran, contrary to the account of Saif b. 'Umar, did not by any means
reach its completion in the time of the caliphate of 'Umar b. al-Khattab;
it in fact continued into Umayyad times, the Umayyad caliphate having
begun in 41/661. It was not conducted on a single front, hence the use
of the term organized infiltration; for example, the conquest of the
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west-central region, the Jibal-Mah area comprising ancient Media, and
southeastern Azarbaijan, followed the capture of Mada'in and was
undertaken by Sacd b. Abl Waqqas. After the episode at Jalula, this
general entrusted an army to Jarir b. 'Abd-Allah Bajali and sent him
to take Hulwan. Jarir took Hulwan, then a fertile spot with mineral
springs, gardens and orchards, peacefully in 19/640. The way was then
open for the conquest of Kirmanshah, which was apparently the
Sasanian provincial capital for the province of Mah. It too submitted
peacefully. Meanwhile Abu Musa Ash'ari the governor of Basra took
Dlnavar and Masabadhan. Thus the districts of Mah fell half to the
Muslims of Kufa, half to those of Basra, so that later the caliph awarded
the province of Mah, to be called by the Arabs al-Jibal or Mahain, the
old region of Media, to both the Basrans and the Kufans. The upper
portion became Mah al-Kufa, its centre Dlnavar; the lower portion,
Mah al-Basra, had as its capital Nihavand.
Hamadan, the ancient Ecbatana, was taken after Nihavand, according
to one account by Mughaira b. Shu'ba, the governor of Kufa, or by
Jarir b. 'Abd-Allah, the commander of his army. Another narrative
names Nu'aim b. Muqarrin, whose brother Nu'man was slain at
Nihavand, as the conqueror of Hamadan, and states that he overcame
the brother of Rustam, and several other Iranian generals. It was this
same Nu'aim b. Muqarrin who took Ray, whose governor at that time
is named as Siyavakhsh the son of Mihran the son of Bahram Chubin,
for the province of Ray was in fact the fief of the Mihran family.
Yazdgard III after Jalula had come to Ray from Hulwan; it was
thence that he issued his last summons to his forces, to assemble
against the Arabs, the summons which led to Nihavand. After that
battle, Yazdgard resorted to Isfahan, leaving Ray in the hands of the
local marzban - the Mihranid, so that when the Arabs threatened it,
Siyavakhsh organized its defence, gaining assistance from the people
of Damavand. His efforts were in vain. One of the notables of Ray,
possibly a certain Farrukhan, joined the Muslims and the Arabs were
able to seize the province. Nu'aim punished Siyavakhsh's strong stand
by totally destroying the ancient city of Ray, ordering Farrukhan to
construct a new city in place of it. When Ray had fallen, the governor
of Damavand, who had the religious title of Masmughan, independently came to terms with the Arabs on payment of jizya fixed at two
hundred thousand dinars a year, an arrangement which for practically
a century kept the Masmughan immune from Muslim attacks. The
2-2
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conquest of Ray is dated differently in different sources, ranging from
18/639 t o 24/^45- What seems likely is that portions of the province of
Ray fell to the conquerors piecemeal at various dates.
Qazvin also, which comprised several strong points against the
inroads of the Dailamites from the mountains to the north, fell after the
battle of Nihavand. It is reported that Barra' b. 'Azib laid siege to it
and the city surrendered in 24/644-45, the entire population accepting
Islam, presumably in order to gain exemption from payment of the
jizya. Henceforth Qazvin became an Arab garrison against the Dailamite
raids which from time to time reached as far as Qum. The reign of
the caliph 'Uthman, 23-35/644-56, saw the taking of the province of
Gurgan, one of the Caspian littoral areas, and an important Sasanian
frontier region, by the governor of Kufa, Sa'ld b. cAs (30/650); but
the real conquest of this region was not effected until Umayyad times,
when Yazid b. Muhallab took it from a Turkish overlord named Sul
in 98/716-17.
Similarly during the caliphate of 'Uthman, Sa'idb. al-cAs attacked the
region of Tabaristan, but in those days the Arabs failed to make headway in this area; even as when, in the time of the Umayyad Mu'awiya
(41-60/661-80), Masqala b. Hubaira entered Tabaristan with ten,
according to some twenty, thousand men and lost most of his forces
in the mountains of that inhospitable region. It was only later, during
the reign of Sulaiman b. 'Abd al-Malik (96-9/715-17), that Yazld b.
Muhallab again brought Arab arms into Tabaristan, and even this great
commander was unable to complete a conquest which eluded the
Umayyad caliphate.
The conquest of Azarbaijan likewise began after Nihavand and was
undertaken by the same warriors for the Faith. Among them was
Hudhaifa b. al-Yaman, who raided Ardabil, the centre of the province
and seat of the governor. After a stiff resistance this city submitted and
accepted the imposition of the jizya. According to some accounts,
Bukair b. 'Abd-Allah Laithi also campaigned in Azarbaijan and defeated and captured there Isfandyadh, the brother of Rustam Farrukhzad. The real conqueror of Azarbaljan, however, was 'Ataba b.
Farqad al-Sulami, who approached it after the conquest of Mosul by
way of Shahrazur and Urmiya (modern Reza'iya) and extended the
Arab conquest in the northwest. The region of Mughan, with a part
of the lower Aras district, submitted in 22/642 to Saraqa b. Bukair and
later both Walid b. 'Uqba and Sa'id b. al-'As raided in that area.
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Mughaira b. Shu'ba, who held Kufa on behalf of 'Umar, embarked
thence on the conquest of Khiizistan but was forestalled by Abu Musa
Ash'arl from Basra. In spite of the stout efforts of Hurmuzan all over
the province, only the city of Shustar, which was the site of great
hydraulic works as well as being of strategic importance, could hold
out against the attackers. Ash'ari later despatched an army northwards
towards al-Jibal, which took Saimara, Slravan and Mihrajanqadaq and
penetrated as far as the neighbourhood of Qum. Likewise Abu. Musa
despatched Ahnaf b. Qais to capture the city of Kashan, which did not
fall without fighting. Apparently acting on the orders of 'Umar, he
sent cAbd-Allah b. Budaii to Isfahan, whose marzban was an aged man
of the rank of padhghospan. It is said that since the people were not
willing to defend the city against the Arab attack, this padhghospan
left it with a few companions, but when the Arabs pursued him, he
returned and surrendered the city on payment of the kharaj and jizya.
Thus did 'Abd-Allah b. Budaii conquer Isfahan in the latter part of
'Umar's caliphate (23/644). He remained there until the early days of
'Uthman's caliphate. Narratives, however, emanating from the people
of Kufa differ: they make Isfahan's fall earlier, in 19/640 or 21/642, and
its conqueror another eAbd-Allah, 'Abd-Allah b. 'Ataban.
Because many Iranian cities revolted after being taken, the Arabs
were repeatedly forced to retake cities they had conquered earlier, a
•fact which no doubt explains the frequent confusion in the sources
over the names of the conquerors and dates of the seizure of cities and
localities. Fars, the cradle of the Sasanians and seat of several important
Zoroastrian fire temples, being situated strategically on military routes,
inevitably became exposed to Arab attacks. Thus as early as 19/640
'Ala' b. Hadhrami, the cdmil of Bahrain, attacked it, apparently against
the caliph's wishes, from the sea and penetrated as far as Istakhr. He
had not reckoned with the forces of Shahrag, the marzban of Fars,
however, and it was only with very great difficulty and aided by
reinforcements sent on the caliph's orders from Basra that he was able
to fall back on the coast of the Persian Gulf and effect his withdrawal.
Some four years later, in 23/644, his successor, 'Uthman b. Abi 'l-cAs,
again attacked from Bahrain and in a battle near Rashahr (Bushire) on
the coast, which Baladhurl states to have been of no less magnitude or
significance than Qadisiya, overcame and killed the marzban Shahrag.
He was joined by the men of Basra, and the governor of Istakhr made
peace with this joint Basra-Bahrain Arab host. Shiraz, Naubandajan in
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Shulistan, Darabjird and Fasa were also taken. During Caliph 'Uthman's
reign, in 28/648 cAbd-Allah b. 'Amir, the amir of Basra, seized Istakhr
from Mahak its governor, and a year later took Gur (Flmzabad).
During the caliphate of 'Umar and in the early years of 'Uthman,
Iraq, Jibal and Fars came under the domination of the new conquerors
in such a complete way that the revolutions of the latter part of
'Uthman's time, and even the sanguinary civil wars in 'All's brief
caliphate, afforded various claimants for the Sasanian throne no
opportunity to rally any support or popular sympathy for a general
rebellion or an attempt to restore Iranian independence. Nevertheless,
sporadic local revolts did occur, especially after 'Umar's murder in
Medina at the hands of an Iranian. The Iranians in an unconcerted
manner, and in different regions, frequently seized the opportunity to
break truces or terms of surrender which they had made with the
Arabs, who were forced once more to renew their attacks and reimpose
themselves on refractory areas. This was particularly the case as long
as Yazdgard III remained alive. He was perpetually in a state of flight
from province to province, and his quest for the means with which to
repel the Arabs, in Ray, Isfahan, Istakhr, Kirman, Sistan, Khurasan,
forever remained fruitless; nonetheless his presence was from time to
time a source of hope. Even after his death, which occurred in 31/651-2,
apparently at the instigation of Mahoe Suri the marzban of Marv, at
the hands of a miller, the people of some provinces to whom submission to the Arabs and acceptance of their new faith were not agreeable, used every available opportunity to contend with their conquerors.
They repeatedly found an excuse to break their treaties of surrender returning to their former religious practices and ancient
customs.
Thus after the murder of 'Umar b. al-Khattab the people of the district of Shapur rose and Kazarun was engulfed in rebellion. Similarly
after 'Uthman's murder in 35/656 and after the murder of the caliph
'All five years later, and almost every time the governors of Kufa and
Basra were changed, the Iranians had occasion to revolt. In the early
months of the caliphate of 'Uthman, when Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas w^as for
the second time made governor of Kufa, the people of Hamadan and
Ray staged an insurrection against the Arabs. Sa'd sent 'Ala b. Wahab
to reduce Hamadan, and the population of Ray were once again induced
to pay the kharaj and jizya; but the peace which, with the aid of the
internal differences between the notables of Ray, was imposed in 2 5
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upon the refractory populace was not lasting. Rebellion was endemic
and the Arabs were repeatedly compelled to mount armies to suppress
them, until finally during the time of 'Uthman and under the governorship, at Kufa, of Abu Musa Ash'arl, the city was reduced and peace
imposed by Qurzat b. Ka'b Ansari. During the period when Walld b.
'Uqba was governor of Kufa, again in 25/646, in place of Sa'd b. Abl
Waqqas, the people of Azarbaljan took the opportunity to mount an
insurrection. Walld responded with a fresh invasion taking his army as
far as Mughan, Tilsan (Talishan) and even raiding into Armenia. In
Fars, apparently at the instigation of Yazdgard or at least on account
of his brief presence, the people rose against the Arabs. The people of
Idhaj and the tribes of that mountainous district wore out the patience
and resources of Abu Musa Ash'ari. His successor, 'Abd-AUah b.
'Amir, the youthful twenty-five-year-old cousin of the caliph, confronted the rebels, who had killed the Arab general 'Ubaid-AUah b.
Ma'mar near Istakhr. 'Abd-Allah b. cAmir brought an army into Fars
and after a bloody encounter managed to regain Istakhr, only to learn
of a second outbreak there while he was marching on Darabjird and
Firuzabad. Bypassing Fimzabad, where it appears Yazdgard was at the
time, he returned to Istakhr, which withstood a long siege and put up
a courageous resistance. He pounded the walls with stones from
catapults, and the narratives have it that the conduits ran with the
blood of the slaughtered. It is said that the remnants of Sasanian
chivalry were decimated in this protracted struggle, in 28-9/648-9, and
the hyperbolical estimates of the slain reach figures of between forty
and a hundred thousand. The next year Flruzabad submitted on payment of kharaj fixed at thirty-three million dirhams a year.
With the Arabs dominant in Fars, Yazdgard went to Kirman, but
the Arabs of Basra and Bahrain did not leave him any security, even in
that remote province. 'Abd-Allah b. 'Amir, at this time governor of
Basra, sent Mujashi' b. Mas'ud Sulaml on the heels of the fleeing
Yazdgard, but his army perished from snow and the intense cold while
Mujashi', though himself escaping destruction, failed to catch up with
the fleeing monarch. The latter's misplaced haughtiness and imperious
manner excited the hatred of the marzban of Kirman, whence Yazdgard the ill-fated pursued his tragic destiny into Khurasan (30/650).
Mujashi' meanwhile collected another army to replace the one lost in
the Kirman region, and seized Sirjan and Jiruft. He also succeeded in
repelling an attack launched on him in Kirman by Iranians from
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Hurmuz. It is significant that before his invasion of Kirman a number
of the inhabitants fled in order to preserve their ancestral Zoroastrian
religion, seeking refuge in Sistan, Khurasan or in the mountains. Some
years earlier the Arabs had campaigned in Sistan and thither 'AbdAllah b. 'Amir now went in pursuit of Yazdgard.
Sistan comprised the ancient province of Drangiana, whose governor
was at this time independent. On retreating from Kirman, Yazdgard
had first gone to Sistan, where the governor had given him support,
which he withdrew on being ordered by Yazdgard to render taxes
which had fallen into arrears.1 It is not known precisely whether in
those days the governor of Sistan was a Sasanid prince or a local ruler,
but in any event he was unable to keep Sistan free from Arab penetration. In 30/650-1 'Abd-Allah b. 'Amir, who was at Kirman, sent Rabf
b. Ziyad Harithi to Sistan. Rabf crossed the desert between Kirman and
that province and reached Zaliq, a fortress within five farsangs of the
Sistan frontier, whose dihqdn surrendered it to him. Likewise he received
the submission of the fortress of Karkuya, mention of whose fire temple
in the Song of the Fire of Karkuy has come down to us in the anonymously written Tdrikh-i Sistan. Falling back on Zaliq, Rabf projected
the seizure of Zarang which, though formerly it had submitted to the
Arabs, had once more to be subdued. Between Zaliq and Zarang, Rabf
subdued various districts.
The marzban of Zarang, Aparvlz, however, strongly contested his
advance, but in the end was forced to submit to the Muslims. According
to the sources, when Aparviz appeared before Rabf to discuss terms,
he found the Arab general sitting on the corpse of a dead soldier, his
head reclining against another, while his entourage had been instructed
also to provide themselves with such macabre seats and bolsters. The
sight terrified Aparviz into submission, to spare his people such
barbarous cruelty, and peace was concluded on payment of heavy dues.
Thus Rabf with considerable difficulty succeeded in gaining Zarang,
the centre of Sistan, where he chose to remain for several years. Not
that Zarang was a safe or quiet place for the Arabs; only two years
elapsed before the people of Zarang rose and expelled Rabf's lieutenant
and garrison there. cAbd-Allah b. 'Amir sent 'Abd al-Rahman b.
Samura to Sistan to secure it a second time, and he added to the Arab
gains the cities of Bust and Zabul. Meanwhile 'Abd-Allah sent Ahnaf
b. Qais from Tabasain, which had been conquered in 'Umar's time by
1
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'Abd-Allah b. Budail Khuza'I, with a portion of the Basra army, to
complete the conquest of Kuhistan.
Ahnaf campaigned for a time in this area, which lies between
Nishapur, Herat, Sis tan, Kirman and 'Iraq-i 'Ajam. Then 'Abd- Allah
ordered him to set out for Tukharistan, where either by war or peaceful
means he possessed himself of Marv ar-Rud, Juzjanan, Taliqan and
Faryab, reaching as far as the borders of Khwarazm. Ibn 'Amir himself
with his other generals made expeditions in Khurasan and captured the
towns of Jam, Bakharz, Juvain and Baihaq. After taking Khwaf,
Isfara'in and Arghiyan, he marched on Nishapur. The siege lasted
several months but in the end, aided and guided by a person from
among the local petty rulers of the district, 'Abd-Allah b. cAmir was
able to take this important city. Next it was the turn of Abivard, Nisa
and Sarakhs to fall to the Arabs. The kandrang or governor of Tus
peacefully submitted to the Basran Arabs on the condition that he remain
governor of the district.
Yazdgard's last refuge was Marv, whose governor was the Mahoe
Surl already mentioned, who seems to have belonged to the great
Suren family. The entrance of the uninvited guest pleased him no more
than it had the kanarang, especially as, according to the sources,
Yazdgard was accompanied by a retinue of some four thousand noncombatants, secretaries, cooks, ladies, infants and the aged. The
monarch also required of him taxes fallen into arrears. The governor
incited some Hephthalites under their ruler Nizak against him, and
when the unfortunate monarch learned of the plot, fleeing the city he
fell the victim of a nameless assassin in a mill in 31/651.
Mahoe's compact with the Nizak did not save his realm from the
Arabs, for a short while afterwards, when £Abd-Allah b. 'Amir had
taken Herat, Badghis and Bushanj, Mahoe sent an emissary to him to
discuss surrender terms. According to one account these were payment
of two million two hundred thousand dirhams, while others have it
that the demand was for one million dirhams in cash and two hundred
thousand measures of corn and barley. The treaty included provisions
that the Iranians should receive the Muslims in their houses and
apportion the payment of the jizya among themselves, the Muslims'
task being limited to the receipt of the stipulated returns. According to
some authorities, peace was concluded only on condition of payment
in slaves, kind and cattle, this being only later converted into and
assessed in money. To Mahoe was left the tax collection and during
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'All's caliphate he went to Kufa, when the caliph wrote to Mahoe's
dihqdns, instructing them to render to him their jizya. This was followed
by insurrection in Khurasan, apparently because of discontent with the
administration of Mahoe.1
Meanwhile Ahnaf b. Qais conquered Tukharistan and thus, within a
short time after the death of Yazdgard III, nearly all Khurasan was in
the Arabs' hands.
V. THE ARABS IN IRAN

As has been shown, in spite of the victories, the lands conquered did
not at once settle into anything like continuous submission: they
continued to be the scene of frequent military campaigns. The provinces
of Khurasan and Sistan, far from the Arabs' headquarters at Kufa and
Basra, were especially troublesome for the Arabs. For example, within
a year after Yazdgard's death an Iranian local notable named Qarin
raised an insurrection in Kuhistan, collecting supporters in Tabasain,
Herat and Badghis to the extent that it is reported he mounted a body
of forty thousand insurgents against the Arabs in Khurasan. They were
able to surprise him, however, so that Qarin and many of his people
perished, while many were made captive (32/652-3). This type of regional revolt was a feature of the latter days of the caliphate of 'Uthman
and of the whole of the reign of 'All, days when the Arabs themselves
were distracted by civil war.
'Uthman was slain in a general uprising in Medina in 35/655-6 and
the people of Istakhr chose the moment to rise, to be suppressed in a
welter of blood by 'Abd-Allah b. 'Abbas on the orders of his cousin,
'All b. Abl Talib, the fourth caliph. Not long afterwards the caliph
ordered Ziyad b. Abihi to put down revolts in Fars and Kirman, in
39/659, the Arab civil authorities having been driven out of these areas.
The population of Nishapur, also in the time of 'All, broke their treaty
and refused payment of the jizya and kharaj, so that the caliph had to
send an army to bring them back into submission.
After 'All's murder, Mu'awiya, who became caliph in Syria in
41/661, restored 'Abd-Allah b. 'Amir to the governorship of Basra, a
post he had had to relinquish during 'All's brief reign. 'Abd-Allah sent
'Abd al-Rahman b. Samura to govern Sistan, and Qais b. Haitham to
Khurasan. When Ziyad b. Abihi succeeded in the governorship of
Basra, he followed the Sasanian practice of dividing Khurasan into four
1
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quarters, a governor being appointed to each, so that the Arab position
in this area was greatly strengthened.
After Ziyad his son, 'Ubaid-Allah b. Ziyad, and later Sa'idb. 'Uthman,
a son of the third caliph who went to Khurasan on the instructions of
Mu'awiya, began raids on the other side of the Oxus, mainly in quest
of plunder. Many are the tales of Sa'id's military adventures in Transoxiana. He was subsequently dismissed from Khurasan and brought a
number of prisoners from Transoxiana, whom in fact he had retained
as hostages, to Medina, where they murdered him. Khurasan, in
spite of efforts at administrative consolidation, and Transoxiana remained, for all the Arabs' efforts and sojourning there, the scenes of
military upheavals, and ripe for unrest and dissatisfaction.
In the western and southern regions the populace had less opportunity for raising the head of revolt. After the victory of Nihavand in
the Jibal, at Ahvaz and Shlraz, the Arabs had established garrisons. In
these regions, at first the local governors and marzubans had supported
with their levies the main Sasanian armies and also had put up some
resistance against the invaders, but in the end each of them had
separately negotiated his surrender. By submitting to payment of the
jizya and contracting treaties with the Arabs, they had managed to save
some of the privileges and inheritance of their families. These negotiated surrenders implied in the beginning little change in the way of life,
but the gradual penetration among the people of the Arab tribes and
the imposition of the jizya had the effect of making the presence of the
Arabs accepted and tolerated, while in response to the burden of the
tax more and more, who had at first remained in their former religion,
turned to Islam. The real Arab, so to speak, dispersal into Iran began
after the initial Islamic victories. Indeed in Sasanian times, before
Islam, there had been Arab tribes in southern and western Persia; but
after the conquest, the flood of these desert dwellers onto Iranian soil
was suddenly loosed, in particular from the vicinities of Kufa and
Basra. In the first century after the Hijra, places like Hamadan, Isfahan
and Fars soon began to attract immigrants, to be followed by Qum,
Kashan, Ray and Qazvin and even Azarbaljan. Later Arab tribes found
settlement in Qumis, Khurasan and Sistan on account of the attractiveness of the climate, or wherever they found the environment most
congenial to them. In the midst of these settlers came people bent on
jihad on the frontiers, adventurers among whom were those who
because of affiliation with the Shi'a or the Kharijites could not or did
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not wish to remain in Syria and Iraq. Many of these, such as the Sa'ib
family who settled in Qum, were subject to persecution in Iraq from
the Umayyad officials, so that by removing themselves to distant areas
they found freedom from oppression.
In spite of having been defeated, the Iranians did not accept the
penetration of these different kinds of immigrants with enthusiasm; on
their entrance to Mada'in they referred to the Arabs as devils; in Slstan
they were regarded as adherents of Ahriman. In many places their
entrance was contested and when the Arabs assembled in Qum for
their prayers, the people came and shouted insults at them, sometimes
throwing stones and refuse into their dwellings. The flood was not,
however, to be stemmed; gradually the Arabs acquired property and
land in these new realms, and, particularly with the notables of different
districts, they were able to establish relations which were not slow to
move from the formal to the friendly. Marriages between the local
residents and the new arrivals cemented fresh ties; the offspring from
them brought into being a new class of people whose increasing
numbers meant increasing strength. The Arabs' pride in their tribal
lineages and Arab patronage served to give this new class cohesion and
to augment its influence and status.
In these migrations, the geographical characteristics of Khurasan
were more congenial to the immigrants than those of many other areas.
With their camels the Arabs were able to move easily about the deserts
of Khurasan. Accordingly Khurasan and Qumis were especially
attractive, so that the sources tell us that in 52/672-3 as many as fifty
thousand warriors, with their dependants, went to Khurasan, half of
them being Basra Arabs, half Kiifans. If the number of soldiers
amounted to fifty thousand, the number of non-combatants with them
- women, children and others - must be reckoned to have been at least
three times this figure. Thus the number of Arabs involved in this large
migration must have been of the order of two hundred thousand. In
addition to this vast movement of people, in the year 64/683-4 another
group of tribes went to Khurasan. Of these immigrants, some would
stay in cities, in their own Arab and tribal subdivision in special
quarters, but a large number outside the cities continued to follow their
former Bedouin way of life, as in the Arabian Peninsula.
The larger portion of these Arabs were from Basra. In Slstan and
eastern Khurasan, the Bakr and Tamim tribes predominated. In western
Khurasan and round Qumis, the Qais were mainly to be found. The
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Azd tribe reached Khurasan a little later, to form another significant
group in that region. The ancient, deep-seated rivalry and hostility that
existed between the Qahtani and the 'Adnani Arabs reappeared among
the immigrants, to be an important factor in bringing about the means
by which the Umayyads were eventually unseated through rebellion
begun in Khurasan.
VI. MAGIANS AND MUSLIMS

In the wars between the Iranians and the Arabs, especially during the
conquest of the Tigris-Euphrates basin and Iraq, those who fought
valiantly against the Muslims either fell in battle or were taken as
captives to become part of the victors' booty in the form of slaves.
After a fifth of their number, as was the arrangement for all forms of
the spoils of war, had gone to the caliph, the remainder were divided
among the Muslim warriors. The numbers of these male and female
captives, in particular before the time of Nihavand, were excessive.
The conquerors used them for hard labour, the men in farming and
building and the women for domestic service. The battle of Jalula and
the expeditions into Khuzistan were particularly productive of captive
slaves. It was one of them, Abu Lu'lu' Flmz already mentioned, at first
the slave of Mughaira b. Shu'ba, who finally put an end to the life of
'Umar, the victorious caliph. The condition of these slaves, especially
in Iraq and the Hijaz, was not at all pleasant, although the majority of
them by becoming Muslim gained their freedom. It was a qualified
freedom, for they became mawall (clients) of the Arabs, freed slaves
but still dependants who, as second-class citizens, could be exposed to
ill-treatment and the contumely of the Arab Muslims.
Iran's submission to Islam, moreover, was only a very gradual
process; the speed with which the new faith was spread varied according to region and to the different classes of society concerned. Acceptance of Islam changed the domestic and social life of the people: in the
conquered territories it meant, aside from accepting new teachings in
religion, taking new manners, customs and laws, and assuming a new
way of life. Since Islam legislates for every detail of life, this change of
faith meant that any habits and ideas not in conformity with it were
abandoned. The conversion to Islam on the part of the whole population, such as is related about Qazvin, was extremely rare. Although
some groups, such as the Zutt, the Siyabija and a group of Dailamite
horsemen, went over as whole bodies to Islam, and even as mawall
29
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fought side by side with the Arabs in the wars in Iran, in several areas,
notably Fars, Jibal, Gilan and Dailam itself, the people avoided Arab
overlordship and their faith. In other areas taken, too, a section of the
population refused to follow the new ways; by accepting the jizya and
kharaj they elected to continue in their old religion. After all of Iran
had fallen to the Muslim conquerors, the privileges and immunities
which those who accepted Islam had over those who remained as
dhimmis, became a force more potent than the efforts the conquerors at
first made to propagate their new faith. Particularly significant is the
fact that the artisan class and the craftsmen of the cities, unlike the
cultivators in the countryside and members of the great families, were
not deeply attached to the old religious organizations and the rules and
taboos promulgated by the Zoroastrian clergy.
The explanation for this lay in the fact that these classes through the
nature of their daily tasks could not help perpetually colliding with
the taboos and injunctions of the Zoroastrian religion, which forbade the pollution of fire, earth and water, so that in the eyes of the
Zoroastrian priesthood the artisans and craftsmen were ritually unclean
and neglective, perhaps even of doubtful devotion. Not unnaturally, the
new religion seemed to these classes more palatable and less rigorous.
It must be admitted also that, while Islam abolished the class society of
Sasanian Iran, in some respects it conformed to what were also ancient
Iranian ideas, such as the belief in one God, Allah, and the devil, Iblls,
the angels, the Day of Judgement, the Bridge of Sirat, Heaven and
Hell; and even the five diurnal prayers were similar to ancient Iranian
cult practices. Thus among the Iranian masses, who witnessed the selfconfidence, the enthusiasm and the faith of the new-comers, and
were aware of the corruption and weaknesses of the Sasanian religious organization, gradually hesitation in accepting Islam disappeared.
When the Sasanian government fell, people who in accordance with
the precepts of the Qur'an were recognized as "People of the Book",
that is to say the Jews and Christians, could continue in their former
faith as dhimmis, members of a recognized confessional, on payment of
the jizya. Moreover Islam for them spelt liberation from forced labour
and military service, which in Iran formerly they had been bound to
perform. They enjoyed more liberty in the performance of their
religions than had been accorded them under the regime of the Zoroastrian clergy. In return for the jizya Islam took them under its pro30
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tection. In any event the amount of this tax was in practice generally
little in excess of what the Muslims themselves paid in the form of
sadaqa or ?(akdt, while women, infants, the indigent, the disabled and
monks were exempt from it. Needless to say the dhimmis were required
to show respect for Islam and the Qur'an, and not to seek marriage or
association with Muslim women, nor to proselytize among Muslims,
nor aid those at war against Islam. In addition it was binding upon
them that they should not wear the same garb as Muslims and that
their buildings should not exceed Muslim edifices in height. The sound
of the instruments by which they were permitted to summon their coreligionists to prayer and the sound of their devotions were not to
reach Muslim ears. They were not openly to consume wine or show
signs of their religion, and their dead were to be interred secretly and
separately. They were not to construct new places of worship, nor to
carry weapons and ride horses. In accordance with the Qur'an, payment
of the jizya was furthermore to be accompanied by signs of humility
and recognition of personal inferiority. On payment of the tax a seal,
generally of lead, was affixed to the payee's person as a receipt and as a
sign of the status of dhimma.
Islamic rule, especially in the early days of the conquest, sat more
lightly upon Christians and Jews than had the rule of the Zoroastrian
state. At first the term dhimma applied exclusively to the Jews and
Christians as those specifically mentioned in the Qur'an. Later Zoroastrians, also known as Magians, although the caliph 'Umar sought to
impose very rigorous measures against them, on the precedent that the
Prophet was said to have accepted the jizya from Magians in Bahrain,
were counted in the ranks of "People of the Book".
Muslim treatment of the Zoroastrians varied in accordance with the
policies of the caliphs and attitudes of different governors. In the early
days of the conquest both sides from time to time broke their agreements and ignored the convention which was supposed to exist between them, but after the time of 'Uthman the dhimmis in Iraq and
Iran lived fairly comfortably. With the exception of the Umayyad
governor Hajjaj, who went so far as to exact the jizya from monks
because he was of the opinion that people became monks to avoid the
tax, the Umayyad 'ummal^ especially in Iraq, adopted after the example
of their caliphs a markedly lenient policy towards the dhimmis. Khalid
b. 'Abd-Allah Qasrl displayed positive affection for Christians, his
mother having been one, and was moderate in his dealings with the
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Magians. It is said that the reason for his dismissal as governor was
that he placed a Magian in charge over Muslims.1
Nevertheless Muslim treatment of Magians in the Umayyad period,
particularly in Fars and Khurasan, gradually became increasingly contemptuous and intolerable. It was for this reason that a group of them
left the land of their ancestors in order to preserve their ancient religion,
emerging from the fortress of Sanjan, which is situated near Khwaf in
the vicinity of Nishapur, and departing to Kuhistan and the island of
Hurmuz, ultimately to go to Gujerat by way of the Persian Gulf, there
to found a colony in India. The story of the migration of this group,
which seems to have been at the end of the first century after the Hijra,
about A.D. 718-19, was later made into a Persian odyssey, the Qjssa-ji
Sanjan ("The Story of Sanjan") by a Zoroastrian poet named KaiQubad Nusarl and is extant.2 Sixty years after this first group had found
safety in Gujerat, they were joined by another group, and their descendants still preserve their faith and are known as Parsis. Magians also
stayed in Iran and by dint of paying the jizya were able to maintain
their rites, but in the course of the centuries their sufferings have been
considerable.
The adherents of other old Iranian religions, such as Manichaeism
and even Mazdakism, found in the time of the Arab invasion more
scope than they had enjoyed under the Sasanians for the practice of
what had to the latter been heterodoxies, to be suppressed. The
followers of Man! during Umayyad times in Iraq and Khurasan maintained a secret existence on a limited scale. Among others, Ibn al-Nadim
is a source for the fact that Manichaeism existed in Iraq and Khurasan
in the reign of Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik (86-96/705-15). According to
him, for some time prior to this period there had been a difference of
opinion among the Manichees about the successor of Mani; the sect of
them known as the Dinavariyya, who lived beyond Balkh, were in
opposition to the Manichaean chief who resided in Babylon.3 Among
the secretaries of Hajjaj one was a Manichee, who built a hospice and
oratory in Mada'in for one Zad Hurmuzd, who claimed to be the chief
of the Manichees and was moreover recognized by the Dinavariyya.
The opposing faction came to be called the Mihriyya, after one Mihr,
the Manichaean leader in the time of Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik. The
1
2
3
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existence of various sects of Manichaeans indicates the degree of freedom with which they were able openly to proclaim themselves, while it
would appear that heterodox Muslims in this time were charged with
being Manichees.
Followers of Mazdak also, at various intervals, found increased scope
for action. The Zoroastrians themselves strove harder than the Muslims
against these heresies, as is shown by the manner in which they rejected
Bihafarid b. Mahfurudln, who was in reality the apostle of reform in
Zoroastrianism since he apparently wished to remove from it those
aspects which struck the Muslims most forcibly and cleanse it of
accretions and superfluities. It was the Zoroastrian priests themselves
who supported Abu Muslim and the newly arisen 'Abbasid regime,
because both offered them help against heretics.
Bihafarid appeared in the last days of the Umayyad caliphate, in about
129/747, at Khwaf in the vicinity of Nishapur, and produced a book in
Persian. His appearance indicates a tendency towards sectarianism
among the Magians, but he tried to effect a rapprochement between the
teachings of Magianism and those of Islam. Although, and to some
extent at the promptings of the Magian priests, Abu Muslim destroyed
Bihafarid, his followers, the Bihdfarldiyya, continued until the fourth
century of the Muslim era, the tenth century A.D., to expect his return.
However, this piece of collusion on Abu Muslim's part with the Magian
authorities against the Bihafaridiyya must be accounted part of his
policy of taking advantage of a variety of anti-Arab forces in mounting
his campaign against the Umayyads.

VII.

THE MAWALI BETWEEN THE SHi'A AND THE KHARIJITES

With the death of 'Uthman the centre of the caliphate moved from
Medina to Kufa in Iraq, a city which had been built near to the ancient
Hira and half of whose inhabitants were non-Arabs. 'All b. Abi Talib,
the new caliph, had a considerable following in Iraq both from among
the Yemeni Arabs and from among non-Arab Muslim elements, those
who were known as mawali. Under the Umayyads the Arabs and the
mawalls of Iraq continued to show respect for 'All's descendants. In any
event the internal division which manifested itself during 'All's brief
reign ended in the separation of the two sects the Shi'a and the
Kharijites from the mass of Muslims. Later both acquired a following
among the Muslims of Iran. Iranians thus entered the lists of the
3
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internal political differences of the Arabs. Generally in order to show
their hatred for the Umayyad regime the Iranians supported the Shi'a,
which had the best organized platform against the Umayyads, besides
being in accord with the Iranians' own sentiments. From these beginnings of internal conflict among the Arabs themselves, and among
Muslims in general, the Kufan Arabs, who were generally Yemeni in
origin, showed a marked predilection for 'AH; they were followed in
expressing affection for him by the mawali of Kufa.
Most of the mawali in this instance were humble craftsmen whom
the Arabs had received into their city in order to have jobs performed
which the Arabs regarded as shameful. The Arabs saw their function
as war; any other they regarded as beneath them, the mawali being
held in contempt for the very skills which made their presence desirable
and useful. The caliph 'All, unlike 'Uthman, was sympathetic towards
the mawali and treated them with respect, to the extent of arousing
complaints on this score from his compatriots. To the anger of the
latter, he accorded the mawali equality in all respects with the Arabs, a
factor which also accounted for the mawall's attachment to him. Some
Kufan Arabs regarded 'All as the exponent and support of the ascendancy of Iraq, while subsequently they took the imamate of his descendants, Hasan, Husain and Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya as the symbol
of the greatness and predominance of their city. In the same way
Husain b. 'All's marriage and connection with the family of Yazdgard
or Hurmuzan became one of the principal reasons for Iranians' increased regard for 'All's progeny. Perhaps in their imamate the Iranians
envisaged the restoration of Iran's past greatness.
At the bottom of the Shi'i reverence for the imam - the Prophet's
successor - and the conception that the leadership of the community
was a divine and extraordinary office, lay the Iranians' belief that the
farr-i i^adi, the Divine Power or Aura, should be an essential attribute
of the exercise of sovereignty. This is not to say that the bases of Shi'i
beliefs are in any way derived from Iranian religious tenets; but the
attraction these beliefs held for Iranians was in large measure due to the
manner in which they were in harmony with and, as it were, echoed
older cult conceptions. Nor is it without significance that some of the
extremer forms of Shi'ism, such as the Kaisaniyya, Khashabiyya,
Khattabiyya and Ravandiyya, received their greatest support among the
Iranian mawali.
In contrast the Kharijites may be said to have been a "puritan"
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party in Islam, entertaining extreme democratic views verging on the
anarchistic; if they really had any specific aim it was the creation of an
Islamic community in which no one, not even the caliph, should deviate
from the dictates of the Qur'an. This extremist sect believed that to
commit any major sin meant, even for the caliph, expulsion from the
Faith, to be condemned as an unbeliever.
It happened that since the Kharijites in the issue of the election of the
caliph were opposed to the view supported by the Umayyads, they
gained the support of the mawali. With their conceptions of equity and
egalitarian tendencies, the mawali looked with favour upon this sect.
They frequently joined them in risings against the Umayyads, so that
throughout the period of the Umayyad caliphate not only were the
distant regions of Iran the scene of Kharijite rebellions against the
caliphate, but also mawali fought side by side with Arabs in these
insurrections. Whatever difference there may have been between
different parties of them, the Kharijites were united in the belief that
an oppressive caliph must be opposed.1 It was this same point which
brought the mawali, who were generally labouring under the burden
of the kharaj and the oppressive manner of its collection, into the ranks
of the Kharijites, both from the towns and the rural districts. For
example during the time of 'All some of the mawali of Ahvaz, discontented by the amount of kharaj required of them, joined in the fray.
In the case of the rising of Abu Miryam of the Ban! Sa'd Tamim in
38/658, when Kufa was threatened, most of his army consisted of
mawali. In the interregnum which followed the death of Yazid b.
Mu'awiya (64/683), both Fars and Ahvaz were the scene of Kharijite
risings, as well as the vicinity of Ray. The conformity between mawali
aims and some of the claims of the Kharijites accounted for such
joining of forces as was apparent in the rising of 'Ubaid-Allah b. alMahuz, one of the Azraqite leaders, when an appreciable number of
mawali were involved, while there were many also among the supporters of Qatari b. Fuja'a, another Azraqite chief who managed for a
time to hold Fars and Kirman. The emergence of differences between
the mawali and the Arabs, however, did not escape the camps of the
Kharijites. While the Arabs took the part of Qatari, the mawali put up
against him 'Abd Rabbihi, causing a division which did as much to
destroy the Azraqites as did the arms of the Umayyad commander
Yazid b. Muhallab.
1
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The mawali habit of seeking refuge from Arab oppression in the
encampments of the Kharijites and joining in their fighting continued
until the end of Umayyad times. Similarly in the Shi'I struggles against
the Umayyads, the mawali played a part. Although in the rising of
Hujar b. 'Adi (51/671) and that of Husain b. 'AH at Taff (61/680) the
complexion was completely Arab, with the insurrection of Mukhtar
the mawali were with the Shl'Is; in Mukhtar's army, as is well attested,
were twenty thousand of the Hamra', the Kufan mawali, all of Iranian
origin.1
Mukhtar's pretext for rising against the Umayyads was to exact
revenge from the slayers of Husain b. 'All. At the time, however, even
the Shl'ls were doubtful of his sincerity; it was said that he used support
of the cause of Husain as a means of attracting to himself the people of
Kufa, in particular the non-Arab element, for the forwarding of his
own designs. Nevertheless Mukhtar presented himself to the Shl'Is as
the representative and minister of Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya, who
was in the Hijaz, and by sending messages to him, persuaded him to
express secret agreement with his plans, so that he could win the
adherance of the Kiifan Shi'Is and in their name gain the ascendancy
over that city.
Mukhtar exhibited a special skill in gaining the support of the
mawali, and their numbers in his forces became so great that the
movement might be accounted a movement against the Arabs of Iraq.
The Kiifan Arabs were disconcerted by his special regard for the
mawali elements; the complaint gained ground that in his camp not a
word of Arabic could be heard.2 With the support of this non-Arab
element, Mukhtar was in fact able to rule Kiifa for eighteen months,
taking kharaj from the Sawad, Jazira and the Jibal. His own bodyguard
was chosen from among the Hamra', and its command was also
entrusted to one of them. Moreover, hitherto the mawall's arms had
been limited to a baton and they had participated in battle only on foot
and had no share in the spoils of war. Mukhtar mounted them and
provided them with weapons. Not only were they to share booty with
the Arabs, but he promised that the property of the Arab nobles should
fall to them also. Mukhtar's general, Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar, who said
that these mawali were the descendants of the knights and marzbans
of Fars, considered them more suitable for doing battle against the
1
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Syrians than any other group. The Arabs of Kufa, who also as Shi'Is
to some extent supported Mukhtar, grew angry over this complete
confidence in the client class; it would seem that his movement
developed into an anti-Arab movement, not solely one against the
Umayyads.
Therefore, gradually support was withdrawn from Mukhtar. The
Arabs joined Mus'ab b. Zubair who was in Basra on behalf of his
brother, the famous claimant of the caliphate, 'Abd-Allah b. Zubair.
Thus Mus'ab b. Zubair, who in effect represented the Arab faction,
overcame Mukhtar, who had become little more than the leader of the
clients. After taking Kufa, he left the Arabs free to exact their revenge
from the mawall; it is reported that after defeating Mukhtar, Mus'ab
visited such excessive cruelty upon the mawall that he gained the
soubriquet ja%%dr, "butcher". More than seven thousand of the Kiifan
mawali are said to have perished.
However, in spite of this heavy death-roll, the important result
achieved by Mukhtar's insurrection was the emergence of the mawall
in Iraq as a fighting force to be reckoned with. For example, when
a few years later the tyranny of Yusuf b. 'Urnar Thaqafi, who continued the repressive policy of Hajjaj in Iraq, compelled Zaid b. 'Ali,
Husain b. 'All's grandson, to come out against the Umayyads and
proclaim himself, again his principal support consisted of mawall. His
venture failed on account of his own vacillations and the lack of unity
among his confederates. When he rose, in 122/739, only two hundred
and eighteen people of all those who had sworn loyalty to him were
mustered. As might be expected, Zaid suffered defeat and was murdered.
Likewise when a short time afterwards, in the year 125/742-3, his
son, Yahya b. Zaid, rebelled in Khurasan and was defeated in Juzjanan
by the governor of Khurasan, Nasr b. Sayyar, he too was put to death.
The death of this father and son, however, though apparently marking
an Umayyad victory, in fact to some degree redounded to the advantage
of the 'Abbasid cause. The deaths of Zaid and Yahya removed rivals
who might have been able to prepare those unseen forces awaiting the
'Abbasid call. After the death of these two. practically all the Shfi
partisans in their various groupings came over to the secret propaganda
of the 'Abbasids. The latter's programme even came to include the
appeal of taking revenge for Zaid and Yahya's forfeited lives.
Zaid wanted to gain the caliphate with, as far as possible, the support
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of the majority of Muslim sects. To this end he even accepted Kharijites
among his sworn adherents. Contrary to the inclination of most
Shi'ls he was unwilling to inculpate Abu Bakr and 'Umar and, while
acknowledging their inferiority to 'All, he insisted upon recognizing
the validity of their caliphates. As a result most of the Shi'ls abandoned
him and this was an important factor in his defeat. 'Abd-Allah b.
Mu'awiya, the grandson of Ja'far b. Abl Talib, had the same experience,
to be left, like Zaid, without the support of the Shi'ls. The Zaidis, who
were a group consisting of many different elements, joined 'Abd-Allah
b. Mu'awiya, but his insurrection at Kufa in the month of Muharram
127/October 744, in spite of a demonstration of great courage on the
part of the Zaidis in his defence, met with defeat. Following his flight
from Kufa he was able for a short while to gain power in Isfahan,
Istakhr, Ahvaz and Kirman, and a party of Kharijites joined him, but
he was defeated by 'Amir b. Dubara and finally went to Khurasan to
Abu Muslim. The latter, who had just placed the 'Abbasid propaganda
on the road to victory, took him and put him to death in 129/746-7.
The time had passed when the 'Abbasid cause could tolerate any
kind of vacillation or difference of opinion of the kind which in the past
had vitiated all the Shi'l movements. In any event, at the end of
Umayyad times not only were the mawali, as in the days of Mukhtar
and cAbd al-Malik (65-86/685-705), co-operating with both major
movements, Kharijite and Shl'i, against the Umayyads, but it would
also seem that they were becoming affected by the tenets of these
movements. This was especially true with the Zaidi rising and that of
'Abd-Allah b. Mu'awiya; while the Kharijites in order to raise contention against the hated Umayyads sank their differences sufficiently to
collaborate with some of the Shl'i moderate factions. The Umayyad
government had learnt to regard the mawali, as it did the Kharijites
and the Shi'a, not as subjects, but as disturbers of the peace and its
unrelenting opponents.

V I I I . THE MAWALI AND ARAB RULE

When the Islamic invasion of Iran began, Yazdgard III was ruling as
possessor of the divine glory, blessed and confirmed by God; he saw
himself as above and as the guardian of the rest of the people. The ruler
and guardian of Muslim affairs, who was called the Prince of Believers,
and imam, was simply one among the rest of the Muslims, who, at least
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in theory, see themselves as brothers and equals. But he was a member
of the Quraish, who acted as the deputy of the Prophet in overseeing
the execution of the laws of Islam and in guiding the community. It
was only on account of his being the deputy of the Prophet of God that
obedience to him was required, and opposition to him tantamount to
denial of the Prophet. The early caliphs sat in the simplest garb among
their people and took with them the simplest of fare. When Hurmuzan
the governor of Khuzistan was captured and taken to Medina, he was
amazed at the simplicity of the caliph, who lacked both chamberlains
and guards.
The Umayyads, having regard to the extraordinary way in which the
realms of Islam had expanded and to the variety of elements which now
composed the Muslim community, became aware that religion alone
was not sufficient as a base for a great empire; some kind of national
feeling was also required. They placed the caliphate on a new kind of
footing, changing it into a government - an Arab government - which
depended upon the protection of the Arab tribes. Naturally in this
government new aims and institutions appeared, while the pristine
simplicity and strong complexion of theocracy characteristic of the
times of the first four caliphs disappeared. In opposition to these new
aims and government structures parties arose such as the ShTa and the
Kharijites, totally ready to disown the bases of this new government.
For example, the sects of the Shi'a, with the exception of the Zaidis,
refused to recognize an elective caliphate, and maintained that the right
to be caliph rested exclusively in 'All and his descendants. On the other
hand the Kharijites denied the necessity for the imam's being of the
Quraish, and in some instances, the necessity for there being an imam
at all.
Nevertheless Mu'awiya made the caliphate like kingship, hereditary
in his own family, and gradually by the introduction of various ceremonies and types of etiquette, transformed it into something much
more resembling an Arab monarchy, its raison d'etre the defence of the
Arab tribes. Accordingly, as long as the unity of the tribes survived, so
did their government. It was only when ancient tribal factions reappeared, the Qaisis and Kalbis, the Mudaris and Yemenis, that their
government began to decline. Until then the Umayyads were able to
rely upon these tribes to withstand the serious threats being posed
against them by the Shi'is and Kharijites. The Arab tribes whose chiefs
Mu'awiya had attracted, accepted and lent strength to this new policy.
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The Arab conquerors, who in the time of 'Urnar had seized from the
Iranians the fertile Sawad, were gradually emerging as an elite ruling
group which in its heart had no desire to be considered on the same
level with mawall - the Iranians and Nabataeans of Iraq, whose lands
had been conquered and whom, though they did accept Islam, the
conquerors still regarded as only freed captives and bondsmen. Some
of these mawall were in fact the descendants of captives who during the
conquest had fallen into the Arabs' hands and then, on becoming
Muslim, gained their freedom. Others were people whose cities had
surrendered to the Muslims without resistance, and who had accepted
Islam and attached themselves voluntarily to the Arabs for their
protection, thus willingly taking on the status of clients of the Arabs.
The Arabs looked upon both sorts of mawall as aliens and, regardless
of what class they had belonged to, treated them with scorn and contempt. They led them into battle on foot. They deprived them of a
share of the booty. They would not walk on the same side of the street
with them, nor sit at the same repast. In nearly every place separate
encampments and mosques were constructed for their use. Marriage
between them and the Arabs was considered a social crime. The
Umayyad caliphs and their governors generally regarded the mawall
with suspicion and aversion. Mu'awiya, alarmed at the large number
of them he found in Iraq, went so far as to contemplate putting many
of them to death and exiling others. He did at least send some of them
to the Syrian coast and Antioch, apparently as a foresighted move to
obviate troubles to come.1
Although the conduct of Ziyad and his son, 'Ubaid-Allah - governors
of Iraq - towards the mawall was not unmixed with mildness, the
prevalence of the Arab power there continued to be regarded by these
people with disfavour. Thus it was that unceasingly among them men
appeared who, in spite of those who supported the Umayyad caliphate,
united with the Umayyads' enemies. When 'Abd-AUah b. Zubair
revolted they joined him, but when they found him not to be favourable
to non-Arab elements they deserted him. What principally caused the
rivalry and enmity which gradually came into existence between the
Arabs and the mawall was that for the governors of Iraq hostility
against non-Arabs became obligatory as a form of regular observance,
a harsh manifestation of the Arabs' right of patronage. Thus Mukhtar
Thaqafi became the victim of the Arabs' wrath and hatred when, in
1
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pursuance of his own plans, he deemed it expedient to support the
mawali, giving them their share in the common distribution of booty,
a gesture which brought him down in defeat.
The governorship of Hajjaj was particularly characterized by profound suspicion of the mawali, who were, not unnaturally, always in
league with his opponents. To prevent this, Hajjaj encouraged and
compelled them to participate in wars against the Kharijites or in the
jihad on the frontiers of Sind, Kabul and Transoxiana; such expeditions
were in his eyes the best medicine for the trouble-makers who according
to him were prevalent in Iraq. They, on the other hand, did not show
much enthusiasm for these distant wars. They preferred remaining in
Iraq and since there they were subject to Hajjaj's strict surveillance and
oppression, they were seldom missing in any movement aimed at his
discomfiture. For example, in the rising of Ibn Ash'ath, the mawali
played a considerable role. Hajjaj b. Yusuf made this cAbd al-Rahman
b. Muhammad b. Ash'ath, who was a relative of his, the 'amil of Sistan,
sending him thither with an army composed of Arab and mawali
elements to reduce the king of Kabul. Since Ash'ath saw no likelihood
at that time of success in those regions, he wrote and told Hajjaj of his
intention to return. Hajjaj wrote back angrily and did not spare his
reproaches, to which the Arab responded by rebelling against Hajjaj.
On his return to Iraq, Ash'ath was joined by more mawali; besides the
Kharijites, always ready to fight the Umayyad regime, Shl'ls attached
themselves to him, as did Murji'ls, whose normal avoidance of taking
sides gave the Umayyads an advantage. In these three different sectarian
groups were mawali and, since Hajjaj had no alternative before such a
concourse but to seek help from Syria, in effect Ibn Ash'ath's motley
rising developed into a rising of Iraq against Syria. Ibn Ash'ath's defeat
fell heavily upon the mawali elements, Hajjaj's ruthless pursuit of
whom and the punishments he meted out to them calling forth protests
from the caliph cAbd al-Malik, who wrote and rebuked him.
So outstanding was the persistence of the mawali in the Ibn Ash'ath
insurrection that the courage of one of their leaders, named Flruz, gave
Hajjaj special cause for concern. It is said that he offered ten thousand
dirhams reward to anybody who brought FIruz's head. Flruz retorted
by offering a hundred thousand in return for Hajjaj's head.1 After the
defeat of the rebellion, Flruz escaped to Khurasan, where he was
captured by Ibn Muhallab. He was sent to Hajjaj, and tortured to death.
1
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Apart from Hajjaj other Umayyad governors, civil and military, in
both Iraq and Khurasan treated the mawall with the same harshness
and contempt as other Arabs displayed towards them. This treatment
by the authorities continued in spite of the fact that the oppression
which had been a feature of the reign of 'Abd al-Malik was somewhat
relaxed under Sulaiman his son, under 'Umar II b. cAbd al-'Aziz and
even Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik. In Khurasan and Iraq the Arabs'
attitude towards the mawall was not based on any assumption of equality
or justice. Probably the sources exaggerate, but nonetheless there is
plenty of evidence of Arab contempt for the non-Arab Muslim, not
least in the scorn poured on them over their genealogies, so that there
is every reason to consider this assumption of superiority on the Arabs'
part a main cause of the mawall's dissatisfaction against them. This was
aggravated by the fact that the Umayyad governors exerted their
oppression in lands which had belonged to the ancestors of the mawall.
In this respect the case of Khurasan differs from that of western Iraq.
For Mu'awiya the conquered territories were the means for sweetening potential foes and attracting the allegiance of friends. When Sa'id
b. 'Uthman complained of Yazid being made the caliph's heir, he was
given Khurasan as a douceur. Sa'id fully appreciated the succulent sop
brought to him and in a couplet which he composed remarked that if
his father, the caliph 'Uthman, had been alive, he would not have
awarded him with more than Mu'awiya had.1 The Umayyads saw the
granting of governorships in the eastern provinces as a means of
rewarding services, and provided that gifts and tribute regularly
reached the caliph, these governors were, contrary to the practice under
the first caliphs, subject to no supervision. 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan,
inviting the Iraqi chiefs to aid him in his war with Mus'ab b. Zubair,
promised them governorships, while they in most instances entered
into a contract with him for them. For example, forty of them, each one
separately, at one time requested of him the governorship of Isfahan;
c
Abd al-Malik asked in astonishment, "Goodness, what is this
Isfahan?".
One of the Arabs of the desert appointed by Hajjaj to collect the
kharaj at Isfahan summoned a number of people who had failed to
render the tax at the appointed time and cut their heads off, to intimidate
others into prompt payment.2 Influential governors from time to time
1
2

(Pseudo) Ibn Qutaiba, al-lmdma wcfl-siydsa, vol. i (Cairo, 1957), p. 192.
Mas'udI, vol. v, pp. 390-3.
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deposited the taxes to their own account, sending nothing to Damascus.
Maslama b. 'Abd al-Malik, who was later governor of Iraq and Khurasan on behalf of his brother Yazld, sent nothing out of the kharaj of
his governorship to the caliph.1 Sulaiman b. 'Abd al-Malik, who
preceded his brother Yazid in the caliphate, appointed Yazid b. Muhallab to Khurasan, but Sulaiman's successor, 'Urnar b. 'Abd al-cAzi2,
was forced to imprison Yazid to extract the dues of the Bait al-mdl, the
Muslim community's treasury, from him.2
In those distant provinces the caliphs' officials lent themselves to
every form of oppression of subjects, especially as in many cases their
office had been acquired by the offering of presents and payment of
bribes. The caliph Hisham (105-25/724-43) gave Junaid b. cAbd alRahman al-Murrl Khurasan in return for a costly and much appreciated
jewelled necklace he had given the caliph's wife, and a similar one
presented to Hisham himself.3 Walld b. Yazid (125-6/743-4) granted
Khurasan with Nasr b. Sayyar and all its revenue, in return for a sum of
money, to Yusuf b. 'Umar, the governor of Iraq; however, before
either Khurasan or Nasr b. Sayyar could fall into the hands of this cruel
purchaser, Walld was killed and the evil passed.
Enough has been said to illustrate the harsh treatment of the mawali
in the matter of taxation by Umayyad governors who tended to make
no distinction between Muslim converts and the dhimmis. Conduct in
such marked contrast to the manner in which the Arabs under the first
four caliphs acted caused increasing dissatisfaction. Indeed, during the
century that had elapsed since the conquest of the Jibal and Khurasan,
the Umayyads had changed the Islamic theocracy into something that
could only be described as an Arab government, and the enthusiasm
and idealism of Islam had been so much weakened that a rising of a
group of discontented people in Khurasan under the title of protecting
the Faith and the Family of the Prophet was sufficient to overthrow the
Arab government.
IX. JIZYA AND KHARAJ

The dihqans, or landed aristocracy, of Sasanian times remained under
the new Islamic dispensation as the government's representatives in
rural areas. Their main task was collection of the kharaj from the
1
2
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cultivators and its transference to the central treasury of the Muslim
community. The kharaj on land was of course levied from the agrarian
classes, and it was the duty of the dihqan to apportion what was due
among the peasants who had to pay it. Thus, as in Sasanian times, under
the Muslim government the cultivator continued bound to work the
land and render taxes to the government.
In Iraq at first the principal aim of the Muslims was to gain booty
and at the same time make the Christian Arab tribes of the Sawad
Muslim. The chief purpose was then not to overthrow the Iranian
regime. At the time of Hlra's fall, when a party of Arabs came out of
the city for negotiations, Khalid made three proposals to them acceptance of Islam; payment of the poll-tax, the jizya; or war. The
people of Hira elected to pay the jizya. According to the sources, out of
the total population about six thousand were capable of paying the
poll-tax. On this basis the sum required was estimated as sixty thousand
dirhams. Its collection was entrusted to persons selected by the citizens
themselves. Khalid left the "People of the Book" free to continue the
practice of their religion. In their turn these promised to forbear from
any hostile act and from giving aid to the Iranians. In sundry other
cities of Iraq similar arrangements were made between the Muslims and
the local population. If, however, an invested town could only be taken
by war, its people were put to the sword or made slaves.
Once an administrative centre, Kiifa, had been established in Iraq,
the next problem was the division of lands and administration of the
tax regime, the kharaj. The conquering Arabs expected to divide the
land among themselves, exploiting the peasantry of Iraq for their own
benefit, as had been the custom under the Sasanians. The caliph, 'Umar
b. al-Khattab, however, abandoned these ideas in the interests of
prudence and out of military and religious considerations. For the
Faith had to be defended, if not spread. If its warriors were to settle on
the lands distributed amongst them in the Sawad, the conquests would
be halted, and manpower for Muslim garrisons on the frontiers, against
the risings or invasions of enemies, would be short. Distribution of
fiefs among the conquerors, moreover, would prevent the regular
receipt by the central treasury of fluid assets. Accordingly, cUmar took
counsel with the notables among the Prophet's former companions at
Medina and left the Sawad lands as before, in the hands of the dihqans,
and those formerly in control of them, the condition being that they
paid kharaj as before on their lands, and jizya on their own heads. The
• • • • • • •—••
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dihqans had been responsible for tax collection under the Sasanians;
the caliph instituted the same procedure. Surveyors were sent to Iraq
to make a cadastral survey. At first the kharaj was restricted to grainproducing lands or to those producing dates, grapes, olives and alfalfa.
Since other products implied exemption from the tax, the cultivators
tried to sow crops not subject to the kharaj. In consequence, part of the
Sawad escaped taxation, until in 22/643-4 the governor of Kufa,
Mughaira b. Shu'ba, drew the caliph's attention to the fact and fresh
regulations were promulgated. Thereafter, not only were other crops
subject to tax, but also lands not under cultivation were assessed.
Though these lands remained under the control of the dihqans, since
they were made mortmain or waqf, in trust on behalf of the Muslim
community by what was a species of entail, the dihqans had no way by
which to get them exempted from the kharaj. Such exemption could
not be gained by selling the lands to Muslims, nor by the dihqans'
turning Muslim.
Besides the lands left under the dihqans' control, there were estates
which had belonged to the former imperial house or to soldiers slain
or missing in the wars. These also were left to their former cultivators,
but became in effect thtkhdlisa or, so to speak " crown lands " pertaining
to the caliphs, who held them as sawafi, i.e. the part of the booty which
went directly to the imam as distinct from what was divided among the
soldiers. They sometimes distributed them as they wished in the form
of iqta' fiefs.
From the dhimmls, besides kharaj, which only applied to those
holding land, was also taken the jizya, a capitation tax not limited to
land ownership but applicable in accordance with their capacity, and
so long as they remained non-Muslim, to artisans and craftsmen and all
the inhabitants of the cities. This gattft or jizya, capitation tax, had also
been levied in Sasanian times on the masses, but the nobles, clergy,
dihqans and dabirdn (the scribes or civil servants) had been exempt
from it. Thus it was a tax which had come to denote a low position in
the orders of society. In Islam this levy was in accordance with the
direction of the Qur'an and becoming Muslim meant, in theory at least,
its cessation. Kharaj, on the other hand, being a land tax was not
affected by acceptance of Islam. Thus though the Muslims took over
the Sasanian tax system in Iraq as it stood, from the beginning they
recognized a difference between jizya and kharaj.
The collection of revenue and disbursements out of it depended on
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the creation of a divan, a treasury office, and this began in Iraq in the
time of Mughaira b. Shu'ba under the direction of an Iranian named
Piri or Plruz(?). After him, his son, Zadan Farrukh was for a time in
charge of it. After a short while, the second caliph, 'Umar, expanded
this divan of Iraq, creating an establishment in which the entire income
and expenditure of the Islamic realms were registered along with all
those who were entitled to stipends or a share of the booty. Reforms
had to be carried out in the operations of the divan in the time of
Mu'awiya, when Ziyad b. Abihi was governor in Iraq. Another
problem that arose was the gradual Islamization of the dhimmis and
likewise the unavoidable changes and transferences which occurred in
lands and their ownership, with steps taken by recent converts among
the mawali to leave their lands and escape the kharaj by going to the
cities - all these matters were a source of concern to the caliphs and
their revenue officers.
Hajjaj b. Yusuf, the harsh governor of Iraq, returned to their villages
by force those mawali who fled their lands, and in addition he used to
extract from them the jizya, illegally, of course, since according to
Islamic law they were exempt from this on conversion. The cultivation
and industry of Iraq at this time were principally in mawali hands. The
divan, with its significance as the central and most sensitive organ of
government, was also in mawali hands. Up to the time of'Abd al-Malik,
the accounts were still written entirely in Persian notation. Hajjaj, who
was not happy about the mawali predominance and prevalence of the
Persian language in the divan, took measures to have its language
changed to Arabic, thereby making the supervision of the affairs of
non-Arabs by Arabs more extended. The person who accomplished
this for Hajjaj was himself an Iranian, one of the clients of the Bani
Tamim named Salih b. 'Abd al-Rahman, a Sistani. He worked in the
divan with Zadan Farrukh b. Piruz. When the latter was killed in the
course of the insurrection of Ibn Ash'ath, Hajjaj ordered Salih to effect
the change into Arabic, in spite of the fact that Zadan's son, Mardanshah, endeavoured to obstruct the innovation.
At the same time, following differences with Byzantium, 'Abd
al-Malik the caliph established a mint in Damascus to produce coins
with Arabic inscriptions, and Hajjaj also struck new coinage to replace
the old. Until this time the currency of Iraq and Iran had been of the
ancient pattern. In spite of the change from Persian to Arabic notation
in the divan and the new coinage, contrary to what Mardanshah had
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foreseen, the Persian vernacular did not disappear, while the governors
who succeeded Hajjaj, though themselves Arabs, were forced increasingly to take advantage of the presence of mawall in the divan.
In Khurasan, however, another kind of difficulty arose in connection
with the kharaj. The local aristocracy and marzbans of this region gave
up hope of a restoration of the Sasanians after the fall of Ctesiphon and
the final Arab victory, and most of them peacefully submitted to the
Arabs. This submission, however, was accompanied by acceptance of
an arrangement whereby they were to pay a fixed sum annually to the
Arab conquerors. It was by making this kind of peace, whereby a fixed
sum should be paid and should not be subject to any arbitrary changes,
that the cities of Tabasain, Kuhistan, Nishapur, Nasa, Abivard, Tus,
Herat and Marv fell to the Arabs, each making its treaty separately.
Unlike Iraq, where the Muslims had the lands and their extent and
taxable value registered in the divan and where their officials could
interfere directly in the affairs of revenue collection, in Khurasan this
was left to the local kadkhudds or overseers, who accomplished it in
collaboration with the local religious officials. The revenue collection
was carried out according to former practices or in whatever way
suited the men responsible for doing it. Of what accrued, only the
amount stipulated in the treaties made at the time of the conquest was
paid to the Arabs. A portion of what the officials collected was under
the heading of jizya and the rest from the land, while the sum which
the people of a city paid as a whole to the Arabs was fixed and was more
or less based on an estimate of the total of both these components. As
elsewhere, becoming Muslim, if one were one of the People of the
Book, entailed a diminution of the tax obligation, at least in so far as
the jizya was concerned. Although several of the governors in Khurasan
strongly urged that these converts to Islam, in accordance with Qur'anic
precept, be exempt from the poll-tax, those responsible for revenue
collection often failed to carry out these injunctions. If they seemed to
implement them, they generally found some pretext for manipulating
the taxes under one heading or another in such a way that the loss of
the jizya was made up and the global sum rendered remained the same
as before. Since the tax gatherers were, as has been shown, working in
conjunction with officials of the former religions, when they saw one
of their own faith turning to Islam or accepting it, not only did they
not excuse him taxes, from which in theory he thus became exempt, but,
since his conversion was to their disadvantage, they were venal enough
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to find means to increase the burden of his tax over that paid by those
who had retained their former religious allegiance. Bahram Sis, who
in the last days of the Umayyads was in charge of collecting kharaj from
the Zoroastrians of Khurasan, used this device as did others. Thus at
that time nearly thirty thousand new converts still paid the jizya, while
eighty thousand dhimmls were in effect exempted from taxation. The
last Umayyad governor in Khurasan, Nasr b. Sayyar, tried to correct
this situation in favour of the Muslims and with some regard for the
teaching of the Qur'an, and he even proposed to have land taxes reassessed and allocated anew. His attempted reforms, however, began
too late to silence the numerous discontented whose patience had been
exhausted by years of the injustice of Arab intendants and their Iranian
tax gatherers. Moreover his reforms seriously vexed the dhimmls, upon
whom the tax burden fell heaviest. Finally, internal differences among
the Arabs gave this last but worthy Umayyad governor no opportunity
to continue his ameliorative efforts; it was in the midst of his various
difficulties that the secret 'Abbasid propaganda burst into the open and
began to bear fruit.

X. THE 'ABBASID PROPAGANDA

There was little possibility of open Shi'l propaganda making any headway in Iraq because of Umayyad power, but also there were a number
of different Shi'i sects at work, in opposition to each other. From this
time began the Shfi interest in having recourse to kitmdn and taqiyya,
valid dissimulation, to prevent discord and obviate personal persecution, in readiness for the time when the right torn from the House of
Muhammad, the caliphate, might be restored and with the advent of
the true imam. To this end, secret underground propaganda began.
According to the sources, the secret propaganda was initiated by
Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya, 'AH b. Abl Talib's son (not by Fatima,
the Prophet's daughter, but by a wife from the Banu Hanlfa), although
it seems more likely that the foundations for it were laid right from the
time when Imam Hasan came to terms with the Umayyads. After the
murder of Husain in the battle of Taff, the majority of the Shica
gathered round Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya. His fabled physical
strength gave them hope of progress in realizing their cause.
With the rising of 'Abd-Allah b. Zubair, however, who in a sense
was his rival and opponent, this opportunity was not granted, and
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Muhammad himself, despite the high expectations the Shfis entertained of him, refrained from any sort of violence, giving Mukhtar,
whose proclamations and incitement to action were in Ibn al-Hanafiyya's name, only the most ambiguous verbal support.
His son, 'Abd-AUah b. Muhammad, known as Abu Hashim, continued his father's secret propaganda but in the presence of the Umayyad officials' suspicion and close observation of Shfi movements,
found no opportunity to stage a rising. Nevertheless his father's
followers, who in his father and him saw the Mahdl of the House of
Muhammad, the Promised Deliverer of Islam, continued secretly to be
in communication with him. Among them the Kaisaniyya - after the
episode of Mukhtar, who had claimed to be about to realize their plans
- secretly retained contact with the son of their imam. They believed
him still to be alive but in a state of occultation.
In this way the Shl'l cause found response among both the Arabs and
the non-Arabs of Iraq, for the latter were disaffected by the oppression
of non-Arabs on the part of the Umayyad governors; and the former
by the Umayyads' having transferred the caliphate from Kufa to Damascus. Since Mukhtar's policy, however, had gradually lost him the
support of the Kufan Arabs because of their dislike of the mawali, little
by little the real supporters of Shi'ism became almost exclusively the
mawali. This meant that in the course of time Shi'ism became to some
extent penetrated by the ideas and practices which had belonged to
these people's traditions.
The hope for the advent of the imam, a secretly nurtured millennial
anticipation, and the need for practising kitman gradually developed
Shi'ism into an underground faction or party. This going into concealment of itself became a cause for the emergence of different movements,
in conflict with each other, under various Shl'I leaders; but in this state
of affairs Muhammad b. al-Hanaflyya and his son, Abu. Hashim, had
the advantage of long experience in the conducting of secret propaganda. They were able to gain the greatest degree of influence and
prestige among the Shfis, while Abu Hashim, after his father's death
in about 81/701 (an episode which seems, as clearly indicated, to have
been kept hidden from some of his followers), organized the Shi'I
mission on regular lines.
On the death of Abu. Hashim, which occurred in Syria after a meeting
with Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik, the Umayyad caliph, in 98/716-17,
several different groups of Shi'ls appeared, each claiming that Abu
4
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Hashim had assigned the task of leadership to their particular imam. For
example, the Bayaniyya, followers of Bayan b. Sam'an Tamiml, claimed
that Abu Hashim had conferred the imamate after himself on Bayan.
Likewise a group of the followers of 'Abd-Allah b. Mu'awiya - the
Harithiyya - chose him and designated him the heir of Abu Hashim.1
The Ravandiyya pretended that when he was dying Abu Hashim had
transferred the leadership of the Shl'is to one of the house of his
paternal uncles - Muhammad b. 'All, the grandson of 'Abd-Allah b.
'Abbas.
This Muhammad b. 'All, whose ancestry went back to 'Abbas, the
Prophet's uncle, hence the name "'Abbasid" for his descendants,
continued the secret propaganda with great caution after Abu Hashim's
death. Two years afterwards he sent agents to Kufa and Khurasan. At
this time, since the affairs of other propagandists had fallen on evil days
because of their carelessness, those of the Ravandiyya, who exercised
the utmost caution and secrecy, prospered. It was thus that the secret
propaganda, whose aim was the restoration of the usurped caliphate
to the Prophet's family, became in its direction and control transferred
from the descendants of 'All to those of 'Abbas.
Both out of fear of being discovered, in which event it is probable
the 'Abbasid Imam's life would have been endangered, and also because
the majority of the Shi'is still persisted in their loyalty to 'All's family,
the 'Abbasid Imam instructed his missionaries not to mention in their
propaganda the name of any specific imam. They were to proclaim a
general propaganda, referring ambiguously to the one from the Family
of the Prophet whose imamate would be acceptable to all. The basis of
the propaganda was the necessity to rise against the Umayyads and
absolute secrecy and obedience to the propagandist or cell-organizer
with whom the neophyte was in contact. Besides Kufa, the chief centre
for Shi'i propaganda in Iraq, the 'Abbasid Imam paid special attention
to Khurasan. This was because in his eyes the people of Kufa were still
in their hearts supporters of the 'Alids; those of Basra, of the 'Uthmaniyya; those of the Jazlra, of the Kharijites; and those of Syria, of the
Marwanids. The Khurasanis on the other hand were recognized by
him as people whose minds were as yet free from any ulterior designs
and might incline to his propaganda very rapidly. Khurasan seemed
ripe, and was moreover far from the formidable watchfulness of the
1
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Umayyad officials in Iraq. From the outset he sent people to its various
centres.
The chief centre of the propaganda was Humaima in Syria, where
the 'Abbasid Imam or leader himself resided, and which was situated
on the pilgrimage route, so that his missionaries could resort to him for
instructions, or to give him gifts, in the guise of pilgrims or merchants.
In Khurasan the Umayyad officials watched these comings and goings
with the utmost rigour; their suspicious movements made the missionaries repeatedly the object of pursuit in Iraq, Syria and particularly
Khurasan. Nevertheless Khurasan was for a number of years the scene
of the dissemination of this propaganda.
The essence of the propaganda was exploitation of stories of the
Umayyad's abandoning Islam, and exciting the people into support for
the Prophet's family by raising hope of the advent of the promised
Mahdl, who would come to inaugurate justice in a world woefully filled
with oppression - Umayyad oppression. It was this very expectation of
the advent of the promised Mahdi or Deliverer that caused a group of
Arabs and mawall in Khurasan to gather about a person of the Ban!
Tamlm Arabs, named Harith b. Suraij. He had appeared in Tukharistan
claiming the caliphate; he also displayed the Black Standard as a sign
of the good tidings of the Mahdi's appearance. Nasr b. Sayyar was able
in the end to defeat him in the vicinity of Marv, and he was put to death,
in 128/745.

The persistence of feuds between the Arabs, the Qahtani and 'Adnani,
in Khurasan gave the 'Abbasid Imam, who closely observed developments in that region, a particularly valuable opportunity to add to his
other adherents by attracting discontented and restless Arab elements.
Finally, when he had found a sufficient numbet of good and faithful
leaders, he selected from them some special chiefs or nuqabd, twelve in
number, of whom four were mawall and the rest Arabs. These nuqaba
for an extended period secretly spread the propaganda in Khurasan, assiduously preaching against the Umayyads in spite of the unremitting
policing and suspicion of their governors. Similarly in Iraq Maisara
c
Abdl and his comrades also carried on the work. Not long afterwards
Maisara was able to attract the allegiance to the movement of Bukair
b. Mahan, who contributed to it all the wealth he had accumulated in
trade with India. After Maisara's death in 105/723-4 leadership of the
secret propaganda was transferred to Bukair. He despatched a number
of agents to Khurasan, of whom all except one were seized and executed
si
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by the governor, Asad b. 'Abd-Allah (107/725-6). A few years later
another group went to Khurasan with 'Ammar b. Yazid who later
called himself Khidash (118/736). Khidash to some extent succeeded
in spreading the propaganda, but when he was charged in Marv with
being of the Khurramiyya sect Asad b. 'Abd-Allah arrested him and
C?

—————

j

j

had him put to death under torture. The 'Abbasid Imam had no
alternative but to send Bukair to Khurasan (120/738), to demonstrate
to the Shi'l leaders his dissatisfaction with Khidash and his views.
On his return to Kufa, Bukair became the object of the governor of
Kufa's suspicion and in 124/741 he was cast into prison. There he
became acquainted with 'Isa b. Ma'qil 'Ijll and, since he had Shi'i
leanings, was able to gain his adherence; and, more important, at the
same time he gained the allegiance of a young maula named Abu
Muslim, apparently of Iranian origin, although he was attached to the
'Ijli family. Bukair, who was later released, went to Khurasan once
more, in 126/743-4. This time he went to inform the Shi'l nuqaba of
the death of Muhammad b. 'All and administer to them the oath to his
son, Ibrahim b. Muhammad. After Bukair's death in 127/744, which
occurred on his return from this journey, according to his will the
continuation of his work was to go to one of the mawali of Ktifa, Abu
Salama, who later in the caliphate of Saffah was known as the vizier of
the House of Muhammad. Besides Bukair and Abu Salama, who
were responsible for the direction and dissemination of the 'Abbasid
propaganda in Iraq, many others were also active in Khurasan. Of
this group, Sulaiman b. Kathlr acquired special influence; he became
the object of the utmost respect from the Shf Is of Khurasan, and the
repository of great confidence from the 'Abbasid Imam.
XI. ABU MUSLIM AND THE MEN OF THE BLACK RAIMENT

In the end the 'Abbasid propaganda in Khurasan was declared openly
by Abu Muslim, who seems to have joined Muhammad b. 'All towards
the end of the latter's life, and to have been sent by his successor, the
Imam Ibrahim, to Khurasan in 128/745 with fresh instructions and a
special commission. The arrival of this young missionary, who lacked
either an Arab pedigree or an outstanding past, was not received with
enthusiasm by the Shn leaders, Sulaiman b. Kathlr for example, in
Khurasan, and it was only through the Imam's renewed instructions
and endorsement of his credentials, when he met the leaders at the
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season of the Pilgrimage, that Abu Muslim gained the acceptance and
recognition he required to carry out his dangerous mission. This was
to lay the preliminaries for publishing a propaganda the foundations
of which had been prepared for twenty years in secret, and which the
conflicts among the Umayyads and the Arabs in Khurasan gave encouragement to think might now be revealed. Ibrahim had instructed
Abu Muslim to take advantage of the conflict among the Khurasan!
Arabs, keeping the tribe of Nizaris as enemies, while so far as possible
attracting the Yemenis and being wary of the Rabl'a. He was also to
put to death everyone who aroused his suspicion; and, if it were
necessary, nobody who spoke the Arabic tongue need be left alive in
Khurasan. However he was to take, and heed, the counsel of Sulaiman
b. Kathir.
Regarding Abu Muslim, it seems that from the period of his own
lifetime he has been somewhat of a mystery; his name and origins have
been the occasion of contention among different sects, and from very
early times different accounts have described him as an Arab, Turk,
Kurd or Persian. Some have associated him with the 'Abbasids through
the dubious line of Salit b. 'Abd-Allah. Some have gone so far as to
make him a descendant of 'All, while other legends have made him
Iranian as the descendant of Buzurgmihr. His official name, which
appears on a coin, was cAbd al-Rahman b. Muslim, though some have
averred that this was the name given him by the Imam Ibrahim, his
original name being something else, Ibrahim b. 'Uthman, while an
Iranian name has also been applied to him, Bihzadan the son of VindadHurmuzd. 1 It is most likely that he was one of the mawali and in all
probability an Iranian.
For a time he continued the propaganda in Khurasan in secret until
the imam ordered the publication of it. Abu Muslim made the propaganda public in the house of Sulaiman b. Kathir, in the village of
Safldhanj near Marv in Ramadan 129/May-June 747. Abu Muslim with
Sulaiman b. Kathir and other associates donned black clothes, either
as a sign of mourning for those of the Prophet's family who had been
slain, or to signify the raising of the Prophet's banner, which was
black, against the Umayyads. In the course of one night the residents
of sixty neighbouring villages came and joined him, all donning black
and referring to their wooden clubs as infidel-fellers, their asses as
Marwan, a satirical reference to the title of Marwan - himar - the ass.
1

Ibn al-Athir, op. cit., vol. iv, p. 295.
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Most of them-people described by one western historian as "black
devils" 1 - were peasant cultivators, artisans and other classes of the
mawali, whom the Arabs sarcastically called the saddler's whelps, in
allusion to Abu Muslim's reputed former occupation as a saddlemaker.
Nasr b. Sayyar, the Umayyad governor, sent a party to suppress
them, but his army was defeated; Abu Muslim's affairs took a turn for
the better. Safldhanj no longer provided sufficient room for his
followers and he moved to the larger village of Makhwan, where he
prepared for a new encounter with Nasr b. Sayyar, while one by one
the cities of Khurasan began to fall to him. The governor, meanwhile,
was preoccupied with the difficulties arising from the Arabs' internecine
conflicts, those between the Yemenis and Nizaris, to which there
seemed to be no end. The episode of Harith b. Suraij had just been
settled when Nasr was confronted with the opposition of an Arab
named Judai' b. 'All al-Kirmani, a chief of the Banl Azd, whose contentiousness in fact once more represented a renewal of war between
the Nizaris and the Yemenis. Before Abu Muslim could attract and
unite Kirmani to himself, Nasr succeeded in killing Kirmani, but his
son, 'All b. Judai', joined Abu Muslim. Thus the latter was able to
prevent Nasr b. Sayyar from uniting the Arabs of Khurasan against
him, while the governor, on account of Umayyad difficulties in those
provinces, could not hope for help from Syria and Iraq. It can be said
that confronted by the combination of Abu Muslim and Kirmani's son,
Nasr b. Sayyar fell into a trap, so that he lost the seat of his government,
Marv, and was forced into flight.
After consolidating his position in the northeast, Abu Muslim sent
Qahtaba b. Shabib Ta'l after Nasr, who had fled to Nlshapur where
others of Abu Muslim's opponents had gathered round him. Moreover,
his son, Tamlm b. Nasr, had taken up a position in Tiis, where he was
ready for battle against Abu Muslim. After a bloody engagement,
Qahtaba was able to wrest Tiis from him, on his way to Nlshapur.
Tamlm was slain and the Men in Black gained great booty. When
Qahtaba invested Nlshapur, Nasr with his companions escaped to
Qumis.
In Gurgan Qahtaba met an army which the governor of Iraq had
sent against Abu Muslim. It was here that, in order to encourage the
Iranians, he delivered a khutba in terms calculated to demean the Arabs
1

J. Wellhausen, Das arabische Reich undsein Stur% (Berlin, 1902), p. 332.
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and exalt the ancient Iranians.1 After defeating this Arab force, Qahtaba
sent his son, Hasan b. Qahtaba, in pursuit of Nasr b. Sayyar at Qumis.
However, Nasr, who at this time was in charge of all Arabs in Iran,
now suffered the same fate as had Yazdgard a century earlier; he could
not remain in Qumis, but went to Ray, where a number of freshly
recruited Arabs were to meet him on the instructions of the caliph,
Marwan. At Ray Hasan b. Qahtaba was again deprived of the chance to
engage him, for Nasr took to flight. He had fallen ill in Ray and he died
at Sava, in Rabf I 131/October 748 aged eighty-five. His companions
fled to Hamadan.
When Qahtaba himself arrived in Ray, he again despatched his son
after the fugitives. Hasan surrounded them in Nihavand, while his
father administered a severe defeat to Umayyad forces in Isfahan.
After this, he went to Nihavand; the city which a century before had
marked their "victory of victories" once again became the site of a
"victory of victories", but, though also won by an Arab general, its
significance for Arabs was of a different sort (131/748). Nihavand, as if
to reproduce in reverse what a hundred years earlier had happened to
the Iranians, was followed by Hulwan, where the retreating force was
defeated by the Khurasanis under one of Abu Muslim's generals,
Khazim b. Khuzaima.
The final and most important engagement took place near Mosul in
northern Iraq, so that it was not far from Marwan's capital, Harran,
that the Umayyads were ultimately defeated. cAbd al-Malik b. Yazid
Khurasani, nicknamed Abu 'Aun, on the orders of Abu Muslim, had
been deputed to this area, and he defeated cAbd-Allah, Marwan's son,
close to Shahrazur, in Dhu'l-Hijja 131/July 749. A few months later he
confronted Marwan himself, on the banks of the Greater Zab. In the
meantime Qahtaba without any opposition had passed Jalula and
crossed the Euphrates and, having triumphed in an engagement with
Ibn Hubaira, disappeared in mysterious circumstances, but his army
reached Kiifa under his son, Hasan, thus to gain the Shi'i centre in Iraq.
A few days before this, the Imam Ibrahim had become the object of
Marwan's profoundest suspicion and been arrested and put to death.
Thus it was his brother, Abu'l-cAbbas 'Abd-AUah, later known as
al-Saffah, whom the Khurasanis proclaimed caliph in Kufa, in Rablc I
132/October 749. So, in spite of the fight unto the death put up
by Ibn Hubaira, Iraq witnessed the establishment of a new regime,
1

Ibn al-Athlr, op. cit., vol. iv, pp. 313-14.
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founded with the help of the Iranian mawall. The new caliph sent his
uncle, 'Abd Allah b. 'All, to Abu 'Aun's assistance in the Jazira, so that
Marwan's final defeat might be accomplished. It was. Marwan became
a fugitive to Egypt where, at Biisir, he was murdered in Dhu'l-Hijja
13 2/July 750.
Iraq and Syria were now in the hands of the Khurasanis, to be
followed by Egypt and Arabia. The Umayyad government had been
overthrown by the Iranians and given way to that of the 'Abbasids.
Nevertheless the new government very soon disappointed its supporters; Arab and mawall hopes were dashed. For a few years Abu
Muslim managed to maintain his power in Khurasan, but very soon he
fell a victim to the suspicion and morbidity of the second 'Abbasid
caliph, Mansur, to be treacherously put to death. Nonetheless the new
regime, fruit as it was of a long secret propaganda and intrigue, did not
lose its anti-Arab complexion until nearly a century later, while its new
capital, Baghdad of the Thousand and One Nights, near the ruins of
the ancient Mada'in, perfected an amalgamation of the culture and
institutions of Iran with the religion of the Arabs.
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CHAPTER 2

THE 'ABBASID CALIPHATE IN IRAN
On 3 Rablc 1132/20 October 749 AbuVAbbas 'Abd-Allah b. Muhammad b. 'AH b. 'Abd-AUah b. al-'Abbas, after receiving the oath of
allegiance as caliph, spoke in the mosque of Kufa until, weakened by
fever, he sat down in the pulpit while his uncle finished the speech for
him. The speech served as an inaugural address for this first 'Abbasid
caliph and clearly outlined both the discontents which had encouraged
the revolution against the Umayyads, and the claims of the 'Abbasids
to restrict the caliphate of the Islamic community to the members of
their own family. Even if the authenticity of the speech is difficult to
establish, it faithfully reflects the tone of 'Abbasid rule during the
following two hundred years:
Praise be to God . . . who has given us ties of relation and kinship with the
Messenger of God, and has brought us forth from his fathers . . . and has
placed us in respect to Islam and its people in an exalted position . . . He has
informed them of our excellence and made it obligatory for them to render
us our right and to love us . . . The erring Saba'iyya have claimed that
someone other than us has a greater right than we to leadership, administration and the caliphate . . . How so and why so, oh people ? It is through us
that God has guided men after their erring and enlightened them after their
ignorance . . . God tolerated [the Umayyad usurpers] for a while, until they
angered Him; and when they angered Him, He avenged Himself on them at
our hands and returned our right to us . . . Oh people of Kufa, you are the
object of our love and affection. You have been constant in that love, your
mistreatment by the oppressors has not turned you from it until you reached
our time and God brought you our turn in power {dauld)> and so you have
become the happiest of people through us and the most honoured by us. We
have increased your [yearly] stipends by one hundred dirhams. Hold yourselves
ready, for I am the pitiless bloodshedder (al-saffdh) and the destroying
avenger.
At this point, Abu'l-'Abbas, overcome by his fever, sat down. His
uncle continued in the same vein, declaring that the 'Abbasids had
revolted partly because the Umayyads had mistreated "the sons of our
uncle" (the cAlids), and had taken exclusive possession "of the
revenue rights (fat9) of the community which are yours and of your
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charitable taxes (sadaqdt) and of your plunder (maghdnim)". He asserted
that, in contrast, the 'Abbasids would rule according to the Qur'an
and the example of Muhammad. He said that "God has given us as our
party (sM'a) the people of Khurasan. . . and has caused a caliph to
appear amongst you from the descendants of Hashim and [shown
favour to] you through him and given you ascendancy over the
Syrians and. transferred the government to you . . . So take what God
has given you with gratitude; remain obedient to us; and do not
mistake your position - for this is your affair . . . Know," he concluded,
"that this authority is ours and will not leave us till we hand it over
to Jesus son of Mary." 1
The 'Abbasids, therefore, claimed that recognition of their right to
the caliphate was obligatory, and that they received their authority by
divine mandate and not by the agreement of men. In this speech, while
no genealogical proof of the 'Abbasids' right is offered, Abu'l-'Abbas
is presented as a descendant of Hashim - an ancestor of the 'Alids, the
Ja'farids and the 'Abbasids - and as the common avenger of the entire
family of Muhammad. Only the extremist Shi'i beliefs of the Saba'iyya
(or Saba'iyya), who revered 'All as divine, are specifically rejected. Up
to this moment, 'Abbasid propaganda had been carried out and the
oath of allegiance taken in the name of al-ridd min dl Muhammad, "the
one of Muhammad's family who would be agreed upon" - a designation which left room for both 'Abbasids and 'Alids. Abu'l-'Abbas
made it clear that the Kufans, who had especially hated Umayyad rule,
were to be materially rewarded and restored to the place of honour
which they had held when 'AH brought the caliphate to their city.
Hence, by implication, the non-Syrian provinces, formerly held in
check by the Syrian troops which were the military basis of the Umayyad empire, would be free from this domination. However, not all
these provinces would contribute equally to the military basis of the
new caliphate, for the "party" which supported the new empire by
force of arms was the army of Khurasan. Many Muslims felt that
continued Umayyad government would bring the destruction of Islam,
and Abu'l-'Abbas promised them that the 'Abbasids would answer
the growing desire to see a truly Islamic government, conducted
according to the Qur'an and the sunna. The financial rights of the
Muslims would be restored to the community as a whole after they had
been usurped by the Umayyads.
1

Tabarl, vol. in, pp. 29-33. At least two other dates are given for this speech.
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When Abu'l-'Abbas accepted the oath of allegiance or bai'a, the
success of the 'Abbasids was far from assured. Marwan II was in Syria
preparing for a decisive battle, and his chief lieutenant, Ibn Hubaira,
was encamped with an Umayyad army at Wasit. Even the loyalty of the
chief partisan of the 'Abbasids at Kufa, Abu Salama al-Khallal, was
doubtful because he had forced Abu'l-'Abbas and his relatives to
remain in hiding several weeks after the contingents of the Khurasanian
army had arrived in that city; and it was rumoured that he favoured
transferring the caliphate to the 'Alids. The military threat from the
Umayyads, however, was soon over; the victory of the 'Abbasids on
the Upper Zab ( n Jumada II 132/25 January 750) was complete and
the army of Ibn Hubaira surrendered after a long resistance had finally
been made hopeless by the desertion of the southern Arabs, who had for
years disliked Marwan's rule.
This chapter gives an account of all the principal political events in
Iran under the 'Abbasids, and then discusses the long-term significance
of these events for the history of that country; but it should never be
forgotten that the 'Abbasids intended to create and for a time nearly
succeeded in creating a universal Islamic empire. When Zaidi 'Alid
pretenders rebelled in the Yemen and in Mazandaran they posed
essentially similar political threats to the 'Abbasids. Consequently, the
actions of the central government, and the reactions of the Iranian
Muslims under 'Abbasid rule, were always more subject to Islamic
considerations than to any specific feeling about Iranians as a group.
The success of the 'Abbasid revolution has often been viewed as a
success by Iranians over Arabs; but a very great number of the soldiers
and propagandists who won and maintained 'Abbasid rule were Arabs,
and there is little sign that the Iranian supporters of the dynasty in the
early period were anti-Arab. In the Umayyad period the 'Abbasid
family had fostered an extensive and complex network of secret
adherents, and the victory of the 'Abbasids probably encouraged many
later Islamic revolutionary movements to imitate their example. The
first members of this network in southern Iraq were mawdli - non-Arab
converts to Islam - and southern Arabs, especially the Band Musliyya;
and the 'Abbasid movement was sustained right through to its victory
by the efforts of both Arabs and Iranians. A document of the late
120S/740S shows that at that time the secret organization in Khurasan
was led by twelve naqibs, most of whom were Arab. The original
'Abbasid army was quite naturally in large proportion and perhaps in
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majority Arab, for the standing army of the Muslims in Khurasan was
overwhelmingly Arab, and the help of this army was essential to the
success of any military effort. Abu Muslim, the Iranian architect of the
'Abbasid uprising in Khurasan, recognized the importance of Arab
adherents and found among the Arabs as well as among the Iranians
many eager to support a complete change of government. A large
number of Arab tribesmen in Khurasan had struck roots in that
province and become interested in agriculture and trade, and were
unwilling to engage in the continual campaigning which the Umayyad
governors had demanded of them. Therefore, they had been dropped
from the muster lists, and, to their annoyance, the Umayyad government made them - like the non-Arab population of Khurasan - pay
their land taxes through the largely non-Muslim Iranian large holders
called the dihqdns. They had lost not only the advantage of being Arabs,
but they were even partly governed by non-Arabs; and only a change
of dynasty, not merely of governors, seemed likely to improve their
lot. When in Ramadan 130/May 748 (or, according to other historians,
1 Shawwal 129/15 June 747) Abu Muslim began recruiting an army
openly, he registered soldiers not according to their tribes, as the
Umayyads had done, but according to their place of residence. This
reform not only diminished the spirit of tribal solidarity which had
caused nearly continual war in preceding years but also suited the new
situation of the more settled and Iranized Arabs of the Marv region,
as well as the situation of the Iranian Muslim population who shared
many of their interests. Meanwhile, the fight between the southern
Arabs regularly listed on the muster lists and the Umayyad governor
Nasr b. Sayyar, who was also the leader of the northern Arab regulars,
was dragging on inconclusively; and Abu Muslim, with great skill, also
persuaded many of these southern Arabs to join his army.
If, however, many of the soldiers in the first 'Abbasid army were of
Arab ancestry, the army was seen not as Arab or Iranian but as
Khurasanian. The soldiers of this army spoke lugha ahl Khurasan^ the
speech of the people of Khurasan, and do not seem to have greatly
cared which of their fellow soldiers were of Arab ancestry, and which
of Iranian - for Iranians were unquestionably present in the army. The
'Abbasid government claimed that it was truly Islamic, and therefore
expected the passive obedience of all Muslims; but it reserved a
privileged position for the soldiers of this Khurasanian army who were
called "sons of the daula" {abna* al-daula) and whose children inherited
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this distinction. Even Jahiz (d. 255/868-9) who wrote when the
descendants of this first Khurasanian army ceased to be important
militarily, called the 'Abbasids "Khurasanian and non-Arab (cfjami)"?Nevertheless, the early 'Abbasid basis of power was not so much the
entire province of Khurasan, parts of which rebelled repeatedly against
the first 'Abbasid caliphs, as a specific Khurasanian army stationed in
Iraq.
The destruction of the Umayyads did not bring peace to the Islamic
empire, and the first two 'Abbasid caliphs found themselves embarrassingly dependent on Abu Muslim to keep order in their new
dominions. The 'Abbasid revolution had been conducted on behalf of
an imam whose name remained hidden until its final stages, and it
therefore raised hopes even among non-Muslim peoples, who were
affected by the expectation of a universal saviour which had become
widespread at the end of the Umayyad period. Forces which had
despaired of a change of regimes during the seventy years of Umayyad
rule were encouraged by the revolution to come into the open. In the
first years of the new caliphate Abu Muslim rendered great services to
his 'Abbasid masters by defeating their external and internal enemies.
He received the governorship of Khurasan, where he had many
devoted followers, and of the Jibal. His lieutenant defeated the Chinese
in central Asia in July 751, after which Chinese influence in this area
greatly decreased; and a pro-'Alid uprising which started among the
Arabs in Bukhara was suppressed in 133/750-1. In 132 Abu Muslim
sent Muhammad b. al-Ash'ath to govern Fars and to hunt down the
representatives of the philo-'Alid Abu Salama al-Khallal, who had
himself been killed in the same year. The caliph, constrained to get
Abu Muslim's approval for Abu Salama's execution even though it
took place in Iraq, tried to exert his authority over Fars by sending his
uncle, 'Isa b. 'All, to claim control of that province. But Ibn al-Ash'ath
would not let him perform the duties of a governor, and it became
increasingly urgent for the caliph to find a way of dealing with Abu
Muslim, his over-powerful subject. The caliph, however, was able to
control the governorships of Ahvaz and Azarbaijan. In 135/752-3
Abu'l-'Abbas secretly encouraged two lieutenants of Abu Muslim
to revolt in Khurasan, but they were defeated.
When Abu'l-'Abbas died in the night on 13 Dhu'l-Hijja 136/8 or 9
June 754 he was succeeded, as he had arranged, by his brother Abu
1

al-Bayan, vol. i n (Cairo, 1947), p. 206, cited in Zarrlnkub, p. 487.
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Ja'far who took the throne title of al-Mansur. While the continued life
of the new dynasty seemed uncertain in the reign of Abu'l-'Abbas, the
long reign of his forceful brother saw the power of the 'Abbasids
consolidated throughout the empire. On his accession al-Mansur was
faced with the revolt of his uncle who as governor of Syria commanded
a large army, and Abu Muslim was sent against him in the hope that
one of the two would be eliminated. After his victory (7 Jumada II
137/26 or 27 November 754) Abu Muslim disregarded al-Mansur's
order that he stay in the provinces he had occupied, and openly said
that " H e makes me governor of Syria and Egypt; but Khurasan
belongs to me!" Finally, to prevent Abu Muslim's return, al-Mansur
gave the governorship of Khurasan to Abu Da'ud whom Abu Muslim
had left there as his representative; and Abu Muslim, finding that his
way back was blocked, and still hopeful that al-Mansur intended no
harm, went to the caliph who killed him in Sha'ban 137/February 755.
Abu Muslim's importance as the living link between the emerging
central government and the province from which it drew its military
manpower and its most fervent adherents was now made apparent by
the long series of revolts in Khurasan which followed his execution.
The first of these was the revolt of Sunbadh in 138/75 5. Sunbadh was
not a Muslim and the participation of non-Muslims in most of these
revolts indicates how much the non-Arab peoples of Iran and Transoxiana had felt somehow identified with the state under Abu Muslim.
Sunbadh was killed seventy days after he revolted but his movement
had attracted enormous numbers to its standard, including many
farmers from the Jibal, and helped to form a clandestine religious
group called the Bu-Muslimiyya which continued to foster anti'Abbasid feeling for many years. In 140/758 dissension which broke
out in the 'Abbasid army in Khurasan resulted in the death of Abu
Da'ud, the governor, and the death of the sub-governors of Bukhara
and Kuhistan at the hands of the new governor Abu Ja'far 'Abd
al-Jabbar. When the Khurasanians complained to al-Mansur about the
harshness of his appointee, the caliph decided that cc<Abd al-Jabbar
is destroying our party (shi'a)" and sent an army which defeated
and killed him. 1
The revolts of Ustadhsls and al-Muqannac like that of Sunbadh had
extensive local support. Ustadhsls, who attracted followers principally
from the regions of Herat, Badghis and Slstan, defeated the garrison
1

Tabari, vol. in, p. 134.
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at Marv ar-Rud. Finally al-Mansur sent a large army which defeated
Ustadhsis in 151/768. The rising of al-Muqanna' had a more specifically
religious colouring. After starting the rebellion in Khurasan, he moved
to the region of Kish and Nasaf in Transoxiana where supporters of
Abii Muslim were numerous and where there had been an earlier and
unsuccessful rebellion against the 'Abbasids led by Ishaq the Turk, so
called because he had been a ddci or propagandist sent by Abu Muslim
to the Turks. Al-Muqanna' was defeated in 162 or 163/778 or 779 after
a campaign of two years.
Al-Mansur's armies were active in other parts of Iran as well. In
142/759 al-Mansur began the conquest of Tabaristan which had preserved its independence under its ancient rulers. Armies were also sent
to Armenia to decrease the threat of attacks by the Khazars who had
raided southward several times, sacking the Caspian port city of
Darband (Arabic: Bab al-abwab) in 145/762. The Kharijites, though
defeated by the early 'Abbasids in northern Iraq and the Jazira, continued to be a source of rebellion in Sistan.
When al-Mansur died on 6 Dhu'l-Hijja 158/7 October 775, he left
the 'Abbasid dynasty firmly established and without serious contenders. He had cleverly anticipated and removed many of the traditional sources of disruption to the stability of the state and to smooth
transfer of rule from one member of the 'Abbasid family to another.
As the 'Abbasid revolution had used the slogans of the Shfa yet
rejected their essential goal, some of these contenders were, quite
naturally, 'Alids. Al-Mansur purposely provoked a revolt by the most
prominent 'Alid, Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya, whose consequent
defeat and death in the Hijaz on 25 Ramadan 145/6 December 762 for
a time discouraged the 'Alids from openly opposing the 'Abbasids.
Al-Mansur had also discouraged the pretensions of the southern Iraqis
to control the caliphate by moving his capital from the neighbourhood
of Kiifa to a new city, Baghdad, especially constructed so that he would
be surrounded by his army which, however, would not be concentrated
in one spot but garrisoned on several sides of the city. Baghdad was
also near the most convenient pass leading from Iraq to the Iranian
plateau and Khurasan, and the city gate facing this route was appropriately called "Bab al-Daula". Al-Mansur's handling of his own
family showed the same firmness as the rest of his administration. Like
Abu'l-'Abbas he appointed many of his governors from his own
family, the only group virtually certain not to feel that the 'Abbasid
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revolution had betrayed them. But he controlled his family as carefully
as he controlled the other servants of the state, and in 147/764, after
intimidating his relatives by killing his uncle, 'Abd-Allah b. 'All, he
changed the line of succession established by Abu'l-'Abbas to make
his son al-Mahdi heir apparent.
Under al-Mahdi there was a change in caliphal policy towards
religion and administration, a change which al-Mansur seems to
have intended. This change reflected an inevitable shift from the
fervour of a revolution, in which extravagant and ultimately unfulfillable hopes are raised, to a post-revolutionary situation in which
an astute government seeks a moderate fulfilment of some of these
hopes in order to survive. Al-Mahdfs throne title evoked the atmosphere of the 'Abbasid revolution at which time the "divinely guided
one" or mahdt was expected by many Muslims and even by some nonMuslims. Al-Mansur seems to have chosen this throne title in an effort
to derive whatever support he could for his heir from the devotion to
the dynasty formerly shown by the Hashimiyya, the network of
'Abbasid partisans who had plotted against the Umayyads. Hadiths in
later sources, while contrived tofitthe actual course of events, probably
reflect the eschatological framework in which the earliest 'Abbasids had
sought support for their rule; one hadlth quotes Muhammad as saying
"By God, were no more than one day left to the world, God would
cause the downfall of the Umayyads so that al-Saffah (the bloodshedder),
al-Mansur (he who is rendered victorious) and al-Mahdi would come." 1
(While Abu'l-'Abbas called himself al-Saffah in his inaugural speech,
until al-Mas£udl who wrote in the early 4th/ioth century this title was
used by Arabic authors for his uncle 'Abd-Allah b. 'AH who killed so
many Umayyads.)
Yet by the end of al-Mansur's reign the original ideas of the
Hashimiyya were no longer an important prop to 'Abbasid rule; and
extreme forms of these ideas were a positive embarrassment to the
ruling dynasty. When a few hundred members of the Ravandiyya came
from Khurasan to worship al-Mansur as the living God, he was forced
to attack and disperse them. The execution of Abu Muslim, the consequent rebelliousness of Khurasan and the continued affection of the
Kufans for the 6Alids had dampened the enthusiasm of the Hashimiyya
itself. Under al-Mahdi the 'Abbasids no longer emphasized that - as in
1
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fact had been the case - their ancestor Muhammad b. 'All had received
by testament both the imamate and the secret organization of the 'Alid
Abu Hashim 'Abd-Allah, who gave his name to the Hashimiyya.
Instead, "Hashimiyya" was understood to refer to the supporters of
Banii Hashim, the clan of the Quraish which included Muhammad and
the head of which, after the death of 'Abd al-Muttalib, was, in fact, their
ancestor al-c Abbas. On this basis the'Abba"sids claimed that the imamate
had belonged in their family without interruption from the time of
Muhammad's death. A specific genealogical argument was advanced to
support their claim and to disprove the claim of certain descendants of
'All. Descent through their ancestor al-'Abbas, they said, was more
important than descent through the female line of al-Fatima, the eldest
daughter of Muhammad and the wife of 'All, or than descent from
'All's father, Abu Talib, an uncle of Muhammad who never openly
professed Islam; for al-'Abbas was a paternal uncle of Muhammad and
had become a Muslim. This position allowed the 'Abbasids to seek the
approval of the Sunnls and those S£ii'is who felt that the 'Alid claim
had died with some previous imam. Al-Mahdi furthered this policy of
reconciliation by releasing political prisoners, choosing a Shi'l vizier,
and distributing gifts and pensions from the very full treasury left by
al-Mansur; and if al-Mahdi persecuted Manichaeans, by doing so he
probably increased his popularity with the majority of his subjects.
Under al-Mahdi there were some signs of the future weakness of the
'Abbasids. Like al-Mansur, al-Mahdi wanted to change the line of
succession established by his predecessor. He encouraged the 'Abbasid
party in Khurasan to demand that his sons Musa and Hariin be made
first and second in line of succession respectively; and to placate the
former heir apparent, 'Isa b. Musa, and his son, he distributed enormous
sums of money and estates to both of them. He was the first caliph to
have the bai'a or oath of allegiance taken to more than one son, a
practice which eventually increased the number of pretenders to the
caliphate. Al-Mahdi also anticipated the practices of future 'Abbasid
caliphs by his retreat into an exalted isolation which made him increasingly dependent for any suggestions of policy on his chamberlain
al-Rabl' b. Yunus, his wife al-Khaizuran and other immediate associates.
At the accession of Musa al-Hadi (22 Muharram 169/4 August 785)
the army mutinied and demanded additional pay as a gift; they burnt
the gate of al-Rabic b. Yunus and only returned to obedience after
receiving two years pay. This mutiny may have been the result not
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only of al-Mahdi's clemency and generosity but also of his neglect to
keep the army dispersed in detachments which would therefore find it
difficult to make common cause with each other. This first entry of the
central army into politics without the leadership of a pretender to
the caliphate established a precedent which continued to trouble the
'Abbasids until their loss of power. Al-Hadfs short reign did not allow
him to develop any major policies except a reaction against the attempt
to reconcile the 'Alids, whose support in any case, does not seem to
have been won by al-Mahdi; and towards the end of his reign even
al-Mahdi seems to have become more hostile to the Shi'ls, at least to
the Zaidis. Al-Hadfs harsh treatment of the 'Alids provoked the
rebellion, during the pilgrimage of 169/786, of al-Husain b. 'All, a
descendant of al-Hasan b. 'All, who was easily defeated at Fakhkh in
the Hijaz. Al-Husain's head was sent to Khurasan to intimidate the
Shi'is there who had disliked the anti-'Alid policy of the governor in
the last years of al-Mahdi's caliphate. The battle at Fakhkh, though of
small military importance, seems to have taught the 'Alids the lesson
of the 'Abbasid revolution: that efforts to establish a new caliphate
should seek support in border provinces which were less accessible to
the principal army of the caliphate and in which standing armies
accustomed to continual warfare might feel very little loyalty to a
remote caliph. From the battlefield at Fakhkh the founder of the
Idrisid dynasty fled to Morocco and Yahya b. 'Abd-AUah fled to Dailam
where he was the first of many 'Alids to receive the support of the
warlike people of the southern Caspian coast.
Al-Hadi determined to make his son Ja'far the heir apparent, but his
brother Harun, supported according to some accounts by Yahya the
Barmakid, refused to withdraw from the succession. Al-Hadi may have
been killed by his mother al-Khaizuran, who resented her exclusion
from politics and wanted her favourite son Harun to remain the first
heir. When, therefore, Harun al-Rashid succeeded to the caliphate on
15 Rabi' I 170/4 September 786, he felt deeply indebted to his mother
and to her allies the Barmakids.
This remarkable Khurasanian family was descended from the
hereditary high priest of a Buddhist temple near Balkh. They had a long
history of successful service to the 'Abbasids in the course of which
they developed a network of contacts and introduced important
innovations into 'Abbasid administrative practice. Khalid b. Barmak
was an adherent of the 'Abbasid cause at the end of the Umayyad
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period, and an important officer in the first 'Abbasid army. According
to al-Tahshiyarl, at Abu Muslim's direction Khalid arranged the land
tax(khara/) in Khurasan at the time of the 'Abbasid revolution, and he
did so with a spirit of fairness which made the Khurasanians deeply
grateful to him. 1 Abu'l-'Abbas put him in charge of the two important
ministries of the army (jund) and land tax at which time he is supposed
to have introduced the system of keeping records in daftars or codices
instead of separate sheets.2 Under al-Mansur he was demoted to the
governorship of Fars, which he held for two years, and subsequently
he became governor of Ray, Tabaristan and Damavand. Under
al-Mahdi he was again governor of Fars where he redistributed the
kharaj and dropped a widely disliked and burdensome tax on orchards.
The first five 'Abbasids continued the centralization and elaboration
of administration which had begun under the Umayyads. Al-Mansur
separated judgeships from governorships, making their personnel and
functions discrete, and is said to have been the first caliph personally to
appoint judges in the important cities. To obtain better intelligence he required the band or postal service to report on provincial administration
and prices more frequently and in greater detail than any earlier caliph; and
even his son and heir al-Mahdi, when he was governor of western Iran,
was under its surveillance. To control the increasing number of divans
or ministries in the central government, al-Mahdi in 162 created a
separate %imdm^ literally, " a halter", to audit each existing divan; and
in 168/784 he created the diwdn ^imdm al-a%imma, a ministry to supervise
these auditing bodies. While the central administration continued to be
refined by the Barmakids under al-Rashid, this caliph nevertheless in
some respects halted the trend to centralization by allowing provincial
governors more freedom than they had hitherto enjoyed. Under alRashid the Aghlabids were permitted to hold a governorship in North
Africa hereditarily as a tnuqatcfa, an arrangement which gave the governor financial and military control of his province in exchange for a
fixed yearly tribute and acknowledgement of the caliph's position in the
Friday prayer and on the coins issued in such a province. This arrangement was to be frequently imitated in Iran. The caliph, however, continued to take a direct hand in the choice of governors in the key
provinces, often with unfortunate results. Al-Rashid disregarded the
protests of the Khurasanians against the unauthorized increase in
taxes under the governors 'Abd al-Jabbar b. 'Abd al-Rahman and
1
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al-Musayyib b. Zuhair. When, however, al-Fadl b. Sulaiman al-Tusi and
the Barmakid al-Fadl b. Yahya, in an attempt to still this discontent,
forwarded less money to al-Rashld during their brief governorships
because they burnt the books of arrears and invested taxes in local
public works, they were dismissed.
With al-Rashid's accession, Yahya b. Khalid became vizier, a title
which originally had as much religious as administrative meaning.
Wa%jr in the Qur'an designated the position which Aaron held as the
helper of Moses, and it was in the spirit of the Qur'anic verse that
the head of the 'Abbasid dcfwa in al-Kufa, Abu Salama, even before the
bai'a to Abu'l-'Abbas, was called wavgr dl Muhammad, or vizier of the
family of Muhammad. Before al-Rashld, the vizier had never been more
than the first secretary in the administration; and it was not because
Yahya was appointed vizier but rather because both he and his sons and
uncles were favoured with appointments to so many specific tasks in
the government that their influence under al-Rashld became great. In
176/792 al-Rashld made al-Fadl b. Yahya governor of the Jibal,
Tabaristan, Damavand and Armenia, and in 178/794 he was made
governor of Khurasan where his administration was praised for its
excellence. He was succeeded in this position in 180/796 by his brother
Ja'far b. Yahya who also supervised the barld, or post-intelligence
system, and the mints - this last an amazing privilege since the mints
had always been under the supervision of the caliph alone.
One night in Safar 187/January 803, Ja'far b. Yahya was killed and
the other principal Barmakids arrested. The sudden and dramatic fall
of the Barmakids, usually represented as a puzzling and totally unexpected event, is associated by some sources with earlier events in
Iran. According to al-Tabarl, "AH b. 'Isa b. Mahan, the repressive
governor of Khurasan who replaced Ja'far, made al-Rashld suspicious
of the love which the Khurasanians felt for the Barmakid family; and
consequently al-Rashld imprisoned Musa b. Yahya in 186/802, then
released him. 1 The affection of the Khurasanians was certainly not the
only reason that the Barmakids had been disgraced, and the arrest of
Musa b. Yahya was not the only previous sign that al-Rasjnd was
concerned by their increasing domination of the government. Whatever
the causes of their fall, its result was to make clear that even the most
powerful bureaucrat was only the servant of the caliph, and no vizier
would be allowed full control of the government. V. V. Barthold
1
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believed that the role of the Barmakids in the central government
symbolized the co-operation of the Iranian "squirearchy" or class of
dihqans with the ruling family, and that the downfall of the Barmakids
signalled the end of such co-operation.1 The evidence for this very
plausible theory is, however, ambiguous. The Barmakids probably
favoured some Zoroastrian officials like the Banu Sahl and opposed
anti-Iranian officials like Muhammad b. Laith in their own self-interest
and not because they were consciously advancing Iranian interests to
the detriment of Arab interests. The two parties at court, the Barmakid
party which included al-Khaizuran who died only a year before the
Barmakids were disgraced, and their enemies led by al-Rashid's wife
Zubaida, cannot easily be identified as the pro-Iranian and pro-Arab
parties since Zubaida's party included Iranians like 'All b. 'Isa b. Mahan.
The Barmakids may nonetheless have represented a specifically
Khurasanian interest at court and al-Rashid's disregard of their support
for the protests of the Khurasanians against the extremely bad administration of 'All b. 'Isa b. Mahan may have been part of an effort to
decrease the dependence of the 'Abbasids on Khurasan.
Al-Rashid had started towards Khurasan in 189/804 because of a
rumour that 'All intended to revolt; but the governor met al-Rashid at
Ray and, by his lavish gifts, persuaded the caliph not to interfere in his
province. The rebellion of Khurasanians in 191/807 finally brought
home to al-Rashid how far the misgovernment of 'All (and, possibly,
the downfall of the Barmakids as well) had estranged the people of that
province from the 'Abbasids. The rebellion of 191 was not anti-Arab;
for its leader, Rafi' b. al-Laith, was a descendant of Nasr b. Sayyar, the
last Umayyad governor of Khurasan. The cause of the rebels was
popular not only in Khurasan, but also in Transoxiana where the kings
of al-Shash and the Turks supported it. Al-Rashid made Harthama b.
A'yan governor and had 'All b. 'Isa arrested. In 192/808 the caliph, now
thoroughly alarmed at the continuing disorder in all the eastern provinces, started travelling eastward during his final illness. Al-Rashid's
progress through western and central Iran was probably an occasion
of administrative reform in that area for we know that he reformed the
system of taxes in Qazvin in 189/805 and took some districts away from
Hamadan and Abhar-rud in order to make Qazvin a separate kiira or
province, just as he had made Qum a separate kura.2
1
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Al-Rashid died in Tus on 13 Jumada II 193/24 March 809 leaving
the caliphate and most of its western provinces to his younger son
al-Amin while he left the heir apparency and all the provinces from the
western borders of Hamadan eastward to his older son al-Ma'mun, and
he made a third son, al-Mu'tamin, third in line of succession as well as
governor of the Jazira and the cities bordering the Byzantine empire.
By dividing the empire in this manner al-Rashid had unintentionally
made sure that his dangerous policy of alienating the Khurasanians
from the government in Baghdad would be fully realized. The
Khurasanians accepted al-Ma'mun as one of their own and, because his
mother was an Iranian, called him "son of our sister". The rebellion
of RafT, which had begun because the distant government in Baghdad
would not respond to protests against misrule in Khurasan, had now
lost its point and in 195/810 he surrendered himself to al-Ma'mun who
pardoned him. The poets at al-Amin's court soon began to represent
al-Ma'mun and his vizier al-Fadl b. Sahl, a Zoroastrian until 190/806,
as opponents of Arabs and, by extension, of Islam itself. One poet said
of al-Ma'mun, "A power continuing that of Chosroes and his religion
has gathered and the Muslims are humbled."
In 194/810 al-Amin removed his brother al-Mu'tamin from the
governorship of his provinces and ordered that in the khutba, or Friday
sermon, prayers be said for his son Musa as well as for his brothers;
on hearing this, al-Ma'mun stopped the post from Khurasan to Baghdad. Finally, al-Amin asked for direct control of al-Ma'mun's provinces;
and when al-Ma'mun refused, al-Amin announced in 195/811 that his
son was heir apparent to the caliphate, and ordered 'All b. 'Isa b.
Mahan to march on Khurasan. In the face of his brother's hostility,
al-Ma'mun had courted the religious classes in Khurasan and decreased
the kharaj or land tax of that province by one quarter. His inaugural
speech, delivered before the Khurasanians, was surprisingly unautocratic and conciliatory for an 'Abbasid: " O h people, I have taken it
upon myself before God that, if he gives me charge of your affairs, I
will obey him in dealing with you. I will not purposely shed blood
except in lawful punishments and obligations imposed by God, nor
will I take anyone's wealth . . . if the law forbids me." 1
Al-Amin tried to gain the affection of the Khurasanians by matching
his brother's gesture and decreasing the kharaj of Khurasan by one
quarter. But al-Amin who commanded the central armies of the
1
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caliphate, including the army which had been with al-Rashid at Tus,
foolishly sent the hated 'AH b. 'Isa b. Mahan against al-Ma'mun's
brilliant Khurasanian general, Tahir, who defeated both 'All and another
army led by 'Abd al-Rahman b. Jabala. The third army sent by al-Amln
returned without fighting Tahir, and finally the abna' al-daula revolted
in Baghdad itself and gave the bai'a to al-Ma'mun, so that Tahir was
able to take the city without much difficulty.
This second Khurasanian conquest of Iraq was accomplished by an
army much more clearly Iranian than the army of Abu Muslim. When
al-Ma'mun decided to remain in the East and made al-Hasan, a brother
of al-Fadl b. Sahl, governor of Baghdad, the Iraqis felt even more
keenly that they were occupied by an alien army. After the Arab general
Harthama b. A'yan defeated Shi'i rebellions in southern Iraq and the
Hijaz, he travelled to Khurasan to inform the caliph how deeply
al-Hasan's rule was disliked in the central provinces; but al-Fadl
persuaded the caliph to imprison Harthama immediately on his arrival.
In 201/815 when news of this event came to Baghdad, the troops
descended from the old Khurasanian army, who were now as much or
more Iraqi than Khurasanian, joined the populace and drove al-Hasan
out of the city, though eventually a peace was arranged and al-Hasan
returned to Baghdad.
In 201/816 al-Ma'mun proclaimed 'All b. Musa heir to the caliphate.
'All was the descendant of al-Husain b. 'All whom the twelver Shi'Is
regarded as the imam; and al-Ma'mun, who was a philo-'Alid, chose
him at least in part out of personal conviction. But when al-Ma'mun
chose for him a throne title which evoked the intellectual climate of the
'Abbasid revolution, al-rida min al Muhammad, he seems to have
7
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hoped that Muslims would rally to a member of the Banu Hashim who
had no role in the quarrel between Iraq and Khurasan (and within
the 'Abbasid family) which had so deeply divided the empire. Quite the
opposite happened - the proclamation revived the quarrel, and the
'Abbasid princes gladly supported the people and army of Baghdad in
their new revolt. Even the Shi'i Kufans who presumably favoured the
nomination of 'AH al-Rida, put their regional loyalties above their
traditional sympathy for the 'Alids, and consequently would not
support the hated al-Hasan b. Sahl who represented the continued
predominance of Khurasan over Iraq. Al-Fadl b. Sahl hid the seriousness of the rebellion from al-Ma'mun until 'All al-Rida convinced the
caliph in 202/817 to start for Iraq. Al-Fadl b. Sahl and 'All al-Rida
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conveniently died on the way; and the rebellion of the Iraqis collapsed
on his arrival.
Tahir had been fighting a rebel Arab chieftain in northern Syria,
though without enthusiasm because of his dispute with al-Hasanb. Sahl,
who had refused to supply or support him properly. Tahir was now made
governor of "all the West" (maghrib), and in 204/820 head of police in
Baghdad; but he feared that al-Ma'mun would hold him responsible for
al-Amin's death, and longed to return to Khurasan. In 205/821 he was
made governor of the Jibal and of Khurasan, where he replaced
Ghassan b. 'Abbad, a cousin of al-Fadl b. Sahl. Al-Ma'mun, whose
troops had threatened to mutiny after al-Fadl b. Sahl was arrested, may
have appointed Tahir to keep the affection of his Khurasanian troops
when he removed the remaining members of the Banu Sahl from the
government. His son, 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir, was now given his father's
former command, and was later made governor of the Jazira and Egypt
which he reduced to order with his Khurasanian troops.
Al-Ma'mun understood that the 'Abbasids needed a new and wide
basis of support to avoid excessive dependence on the increasingly
independent Khurasanians, and to win back the loyalty of the central
provinces of the empire. For this reason, and from personal conviction,
he attempted to enforce Mu'tazilism as the official form of Islam. He
had already tried without success to use the philo-'Alid sentiments
among some of the remnants of the original 'Abbasid party and among
his Shl'l subjects. He therefore turned to the Mu'tazilites, who may
have been associates of the earliest 'Abbasid propaganda and who made
the superiority of Abu Bakr over cAli a point of basic doctrine. Judges
and witness-notaries {shuhud) were required to testify to the central
doctrine of the Mu'tazilites, the createdness of the Qur'an. Ultimately,
al-Ma'mun's campaigns against the Byzantines won him far more
respect among the religiously minded than his much resented interference in theology, just as the popular reputation of al-Mahdi and
al-Rashid for piety had been largely based on their pilgrimages and
personal campaigns against the Eastern Romans.
In 218/833 al-Ma'mun started the last significant effort by an
'Abbasid to conquer the Byzantine empire in its entirety. During this
campaign, on 18 Rajab 218/9 August 833, al-Ma'mun died and was
succeeded by his brother al-Muctasim. With al-Ma'mun's death, the
personal tie of the 'Abbasids with the Khurasanians was broken and
the end of this special relationship brought a fundamental and lasting
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change in the character of the 'Abbasid state. Al-Mu'tasim, whose
mother was Turkish, made Turkish slaves bought as boys and raised as
professional soldiers the core of the caliphal army. Most of the Turks
were from Farghana and Ushrusana; and two thousand Turks were
sent to the caliph each year as tribute by 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir. Other
elements still existed in the army, including the maghdriba (nomadic
Arabs from Egypt), Khazars, the old Khurasanian detachments, and
detachments from other parts of Iran. 1 The Turks, however, dominated
the army of the central government from this time until the appearance
of the Dailamites.
Under al-Ma'mun appeared the most serious movement of local
opposition in Western Iran since the 'Abbasid Revolution. The
rebellion of Babak, a Mazdakite, which had begun at Badhdh between
Arran and Azarbaijan in 200 or 201/816, continued an older tradition
of Mazdakite or " Khurrami" resistance to 'Abbasid government in that
part of Iran. Babak received encouragement from Hatim b. Harthama
b. A'yan, the governor of Azarbaijan, who revolted when he heard
that al-Ma'mun had imprisoned and killed his father. By 218/833, after
defeating four caliphal armies, Babak controlled most of Azarbaijan
and some of the Jibal where his followers, who were especially
numerous at Masabadan and Mihrajanqadaq, now gathered in a
military encampment in Hamadan province. The Babakls in the Jibal
were mostly farmers and no match for the troops of Ishaq b. Ibrahim,
the governor of the Jibal; after their defeat, many of them fled to the
Byzantines. To defeat Babak himself in the mountains of Azarbaijan
was more difficult, however, and al-Mu'tasim chose for this task the
Afshln, the Iranian king of Ushrusana, who had been converted by
al-Ma'mun and entered the caliph's service with an army of his
countrymen. The mountains made supply extremely difficult; therefore,
after an unsuccessful campaign, a series of fortresses were constructed
from Zanjan to Ardabil and Babak was finally besieged in Badhdh
which was taken on 20 Ramadan 222/26 August 837.
The movement of Babak left followers in most parts of Iran, and
several Iranian nobles were his adherents; but the violent rebellion of
Mazyar, a king of Tabaristan who had become a Muslim at the hands of
al-Ma'mun, would have taken place even without Babak's encouragement. Mazyar was governor of Tabaristan, Ruyan and Damavand and,
according to some sources, was encouraged by al-Mu'tasim to take the
1
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governorship of Khurasan from the Tahirids whom that caliph feared.
In any case, in 224/839 Mazyar refused to pay kharaj to the Tahirids.
His revolt soon developed into a social revolution; for when he found
that the Islamicized land-owners of the Caspian were hostile to him, he
came more and more to rely on the peasants and to voice their discontents. He ordered the peasants to attack their katkhudds (village
headman and usually the largest holder in the village) and to plunder
their goods. The caliph, if he had seen any advantage in encouraging
Mazyar, now recognized the danger of this rebellion to Islam, and
consequently co-operated with 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir in putting down
the revolt. Mazyar was defeated and killed in the same year. The rebel
Mankjur al-Farghani, son of the Afshin's maternal uncle and the
Afshin's representative as governor of Azarbaijan, was accused of
BabakI sympathies as Mazyar had been. Al-Mu'tasim had the same
accusation brought against the Afshin in 226/841 in which year he was
tried and killed; but the real reason for his execution was probably
al-Mu'tasim's desire to rid his army of these powerful Iranian noblemen
whose troops were usually more loyal to their commanders than to the
caliph, and who, though they had been especially useful in fighting
Babak, were now not urgently needed. Mazyar and Mankjur may, in
fact, have rebelled because they correctly gauged their future under
al-Muctasim's philo-Turkish government.
When al-Mu'tasim died on 18 Rabf I 227/5 January 842, he left his
heir a prisoner of the Turkish soldiers. Al-Muctasim had moved the
capital to Samarra in 221/836 partly to avoid the frequent street fights
between the Baghdadis and the Turks, but even more to separate the
Turks from outside influences so that they should maintain the manner
of life which was thought to make them excellent soldiers; they were,
in fact, forbidden to marry non-Turkish wives. The new caliph,
al-Wathiq, gave the Turks an excellent pretext for dominating the
affairs of the caliphate by not appointing a successor, and it was the
Turks who chose al-Mutawakkil to succeed on 23 Dhu'l-Hijja 232/11
August 847.
The principal events of al-Mutawakkil's reign were related to his
attempts to free himself from his dependency on the Turks. He sought
popular support by reversing the pro-Mu'tazilite policy which had
pleased only a minority and had led to public protest under al-Wathiq.
His standing as a champion of the Sunnl majority was increased by his
oppressive policy to non-Muslims and to the Shi'Is who were particu76
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larly horrified when he ordered the tomb of al-Husain to be destroyed.
Al-Mutawakkil seems to have tried to gain more control over the
administration by giving the governorship of the empire to his sons
on the understanding that they would inherit portions of the government just as al-Amln and al-Ma'mtin had. According to this arrangement, Ahvaz and the Jibal were included in the share of the first heir,
al-Muntasir, while Khurasan, A^arbaijan and Fars went to al-Muctazz,
the second heir. As al-Muntasir, the elder, was only thirteen at the
time, a secretary was assigned to administer his provinces. It is likely
that al-Mutawakkil tried in this way to avoid assigning provinces to his
Turkish generals and to assert more direct control over these areas,
since the secretaries were really answerable to the caliph, not to his sons.
Five years later, the treasuries and mints in all regions were assigned to
his sons. Nothing, however, released him from the control of the Turks.
In 242 he contemplated moving the capital to Damascus where nonArab influence was negligible and the population strongly anti-Shl'l,
but the Turks forced him to return to Samarra. He tried to sow dissension among the Turkish leaders by taking the estates of one general,
Wasif, and giving them to another, al-Fath b. Khaqan; but Waslf and a
third general, Bugha, turned this dissension against the caliph and
killed him along with al-Fath on the night of 4 Shawwal 247/11 December 861. With this event whatever awe or respect had surrounded the
caliph's person in the eyes of his Turkish troops disappeared. The
alarming frequency with which the Turkish generals now changed
caliphs made the next decade a period of confusion in which the
degradation of the 'Abbasid caliphate seemed irreversible.
Al-Muntasir, the successor of al-Mutawakkil, had participated in the
plot because his father intended to replace him in the succession by his
brother al-Mu'tazz. Al-Muntasir died either of illness or poison on
3 Rablc II 248/6 June 862, and the Turks made al-Mustacin, a grandson
of al-Mutawakkil, caliph. The old Khurasanian guard disliked this
choice and fought the Turks for three days but were defeated. The
Turkish generals fought with each other to control the caliph until the
caliph moved to Baghdad with Waslf and Bugha. The Samarra troops
then chose al-Mu'tazz as caliph on 4 Muharram 252/25 January 866.
Muhammad b. 'Abd-Allah, who held the office of chief of police in
Baghdad as many Tahirids had done before him, armed some of the
populace and some passing Khurasanian pilgrims to defend the city,
but soon realized that a defence was hopeless; he surrendered to the
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Samarran troops. Al-Mu'tazz tried to favour the maghdriba and fardghina
as counterweights to the Turks, but delays in pay finally brought the
army together against him and he was killed with Wasif and Bugha on
27 Rajab 255/11 July 869. The troops made Muhammad b. al-Wathiq
caliph with the title al-Muhtadi, but Musa b. Bugha who was fighting
in Khurasan would not recognize him; and when the Turks in Samarra
saw that Muhammad intended to favour the faraghina and maghariba
to lessen their power, they deposed him on 18 Rajab 256/21 June 870
and killed him four days later.
After Musa b. Bugha chose al-Mu'tamid, he agreed to a policy of cooperation with the caliphate which ended the confusion of the Samarra
period. The 'Abbasids had partly won their struggle with the Turks;
for the caliph was still powerful enough to encourage factionalism
within the army and, increasingly, between the new generation of Turks
and the older Turks, so that the resulting anarchy kept the troops
irregularly paid and caused the deaths of almost all the leading Turkish
generals except Musa. The Turks, even if they did not respect the
caliph's person, needed a caliph to make the government stable; and
they never seriously thought of transferring rule to one of themselves
or even to a non-'Abbasid.
The confusion of the Samarra period allowed the development of
independent dynasties, not only because the army of the central
government was occupied with affairs in the capital, but also because
many governorships were assigned to Turks who stayed in Iraq and
only sent representatives to their provinces. Rebellions continued to
break out in Azarbaljan, and one of the most serious of these, led by
Muhammad b. al-Ba'ith, was only defeated in 235/849 after three
caliphal armies had been sent there. The Caspian provinces, subjected
to bad government by the Tahirids and the more direct representatives
of the caliph, rebelled under a Zaidi pretender in 250/864 and were
never again fully recovered by the 'Abbasids. Most dangerous of all
were the rebellions of the SafFarids of Sistan and the Zanj, the black
slaves of southern Iraq. At its high point, the Zanj rebellion extended
into Ahvaz where they held Abadan and Wasit. Musa b. Bugha began
fighting the Zanj in Dhu'l-Qa'da 2 5 9/August 873 ; but his lack of success
and the news that the province of Fars, of which he was governor, had
been occupied by a rebel caused him to withdraw from the campaign.
He also resigned his governorship of the East "because of the many
who had forcibly seized it [i.e., the eastern provinces of the empire],
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and because he had no support against them". Al-Muwaffaq, the
caliph's brother, trusted by Musa and increasingly the actual administrator of the empire, took over these tasks; and with the help of the
Turks, he prevented the Saffarid conquest of Baghdad and patiently
drove back the Zanj until their complete defeat in Safar 270/August
883.
When al-Muwaffaq died, his son al-Muctadid assumed his father's
role as actual administrator of the empire, and therefore succeeded his
uncle as caliph, on 20 Rajab 279/18 October 892. The reigns of alMu'tadid and his son al-Muktafi (acceded 22 Rabf II 289/5 April 902)
saw important victories in Iraq, where the Kharijites were defeated in
the Jazira, and the recovery of large parts of Iran. Abu Dulaf, al-Amin's
governor of Hamadan, had been followed in that position by his son
and grandsons, who had become increasingly independent of caliphal
rule. In 281/894 Harith b. 'Abd al-cAz!z b. Abi Dulaf gained control of
Isfahan and Nihavand but was defeated in the same year by the forces
of the caliph, who now resumed direct control of all the Dulafid
territories.
Both of these caliphs sought to preserve the recovered strength of
the 'Abbasids by making the bureaucracy more elaborate and hierarchical than it had been before, so that it could be the effective voice
of the caliph in the day-to-day affairs of the government. As a result
when al-Muktafi died on 12 Dhu'l-Qa'da 295/13 August 908 without
having officially chosen a successor before death, it was a cabal of
officials, not generals, which chose his thirteen-year-old son al-Muqtadir
as caliph. Under the strong government of the preceding caliphs the
army had become accustomed to regarding the vizier as the spokesman
of the caliph and, therefore, as their superior. With the accession of the
youngest caliph since the 'Abbasid revolution, the bureaucrats now
had almost unrestrained control of affairs. Two factions of clerks, the
Jarrahids and Furatids took turns in office and the caliph allowed each
incoming faction to fine and often torture the outgoing faction in order
to enrich the treasury of the state.
A government budget of 306/918 provides an insight into the
'Abbasid administration of Iran in this period, especially when it is
compared with a budget prepared under Harun al-Rashld. Each item
in either of these tax budgets might represent several tax districts
together, but almost certainly would not represent a fraction of a tax
district, since it is not likely that the government would divide out
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subdistricts after taxes had been reported by a full district. If the
budgets are examined with this principle in mind, they give some idea
of the change in tax districts between the time of al-Rashid and alMuqtadir. The provinces of Khurasan, Sistan, Gurgan, Qumis, Tabaristan and Gilan were no longer under direct 'Abbasid control.
Azarbaijan, Ahvaz, Fars and Kirman - insofar as they were controlled
by the 'Abbasids - continued to be tax districts; but the government
had separated out the tax districts of Qazvln, Qum and Sava, from the
districts of Ray, Isfahan and Hamadan, and had separated the joint tax
district of Nihavand and Dinavar into two districts.
At the centre of the government these districts were supervised by
the various divans (loosely, "ministries") and majlises or "committees"
under the vizier. Although lists of these divans differ, there was a
gradual increase in their number throughout the 'Abbasid period and,
under al-Muqtadir, there were over twenty divans in Baghdad. Communication of the government's orders to the provinces and classification of letters from provincial officials was the task of the chancery,
dwdn al-rasail, which was aided in this task by the divan of the post
(al-barid) which also served as an intelligence service. The divan most
actively concerned with provincial administration was the dwdn
al-khardj which supervised the land tax. This divan dealt with the
provinces through separate divans in Baghdad for each major tax
district or group of districts. One of al-Mu'tadid's reforms was to
bring these divans together as dwdn al-ddr or divan of the palace. Later
the divan of the East {al-mashnq)^ the divan of the West (al-maghriV)
and the divan of the Sawad, a vast region of southern Iraq, were
separated from the divan of the palace, which survived as an accountancy or records office for the divans which actually administered the
land tax. The dwdn al-diyd' or divan of caliphal estates supervised the
vast properties directly owned by the central government. Linked to
each of the financial divans was a dwdn al-^imdm as mentioned above.
The two officials appointed by the central government to run the
provincial administration were the 'dmil Wl-harb or amtry the military
governor, and the cdmil IPl-khardj, or financial governor. Probably
most military governors were professional soldiers, and they acted
as local garrison commanders. Their appointments covered several
tax districts, and presumably either their deputies or the heads of the
local police were in charge of keeping order in safer provinces. The
financial governor may sometimes have been subordinate to the military
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governor, but was not ordinarily so. He not only paid local taxes but
also paid the salaries of local officials and other government expenses
out of local revenues, which made him a source of patronage used
even by the central government. Ibn Abi Baghl, financial governor of
Isfahan from 299/911-12 to 310/922-3 became so annoyed by the size
of the packet of recommendations one man brought from Baghdad
that he cried: " Every day one of you comes to us demanding a situation. If the treasuries of the whole world were at my disposal, they
would by this time be exhausted."1
Under these officials were clerks, jahbadhs or experts in money
matters, the muhtasib or market inspector, mintmasters, toll officials and
officials in charge of irrigation. Judges were somewhat outside this
system, for they were responsible to the chief judge or qddi H-quddt in
Baghdad. The first Chief Judge was appointed by Harun al-Rashid, but
only later were provincial judges subordinated to him. In the confusion
of later 'Abbasid times one or more headmen (singular re?is) appeared
in Iranian towns because the towns needed spokesmen to deal with the
rapidly changing governors and soldiers of fortune who held authority
over them. These headmen owed their position more to local support
than to the favour of the central government, and it is not surprising
to hear that the headman of Qazvin was held hostage by the 'Abbasids
to assure the co-operation of his fellow townsmen. As the history of the
Dulafids shows, there was little that distinguished such popular local
headmen from some of the "independent" dynasties which appeared
in the 3rd/9th centuries except the official maintenance of a professional
army.
At first, the excesses of the clerks in Baghdad seemed not to threaten
the recovery of the post-Samarra period. The often brilliant if corrupt
viziers of this period skilfully used and played off the new semiindependent rulers against each other. The 'Abbasids, helped by the
Sunnl Samanids who had replaced the Tahirids as the great power in
eastern Iran, continued to regain control over parts of central and
western Iran. The Samanids were important enough in the empire that
the vizier in 296/908 considered their support a significant help if he
should replace al-Muqtadir with another caliph. However, the sometimes conflicting ambitions of these two neighbouring powers prevented the Samanids from becoming as closely associated with the
'Abbasids as the Tahirids had been. The ruler of Khurasan was angry
1
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when the 'Abbasid government gave refuge to one of their rebellious
generals and his four thousand troops, 1 and sometimes the Samanids
and 'Abbasids would actually quarrel over control of certain provinces
in central Iran.
Under al-Muqtadir, the regular army was led by Mu'nis, who had
risen under al-Muwaffaq and retained some of the loyalty which that
'Abbasid had inspired among his officers. Mu'nis recovered Fars in
297/910 from the Saffarids who were weakened both by a quarrel
with the governor of Fars and by the pressure of Samanid attacks on
Slstan, their home province. Tribal groups were also used in the
caliphal army; and in this period the partly Arab tribal leaders called
the Hamdanids, who were closer to Mu'nis and to the Jarrahid clerks
than to the Furatids, became more prominent. They not only defended
the Syrian and northern Iraqi borders of the caliphate but they also
received assignments in Iran as governors of Qum and the Dinavar
road to Khurasan. More dangerous allies were the Sajids, a family from
Ushrusana who, as governors of Azarbaljan, had created an army in
that province loyal to themselves; and finally one of the Sajid rulers,
Yusuf b. Abi '1-Saj, took Ray on his own initiative. Mu'nis, after several
unsuccessful campaigns, defeated him in Azarbaijan in 306/918 but
gave this ever-rebellious province to Sabuk, one of Yusuf's retainers,
who, like his former master, usually did not forward the taxes to the
central government.
All these gains by the 'Abbasids in Iran were short lived, not only
because governors had their own armies, but also because they had so
little to fear from the central government. Al-Muqtadir, forgetting that
he owed his throne to Mu'nis, who had suppressed a palace revolution
in 296/909 and even defeated a dangerous Fatimid invasion of Egypt,
plotted to kill his general in 315/927. Finally on 27 Shawwal 320/31
October 932 the caliph decided on a direct contest of strength with
Mu'nis; he rode against Mu'nis wearing the cloak and carrying the Rod
of the Prophet, preceded by descendants of the first Muslims holding
copies of the Qur'an - in short, with all the symbols of caliphal authority.
The caliph was killed. Al-Muhtadi had also tried unsuccessfully to
evoke pious support in his struggle against the Turks; but the effect
of al-Muqtadir's death was much greater. The ineffectiveness of both
religious reverence and an extensive administration in the face of any
determined opposition by the army was made unmistakably clear to
1
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Muslims in all parts of the empire. As Muskuya (Miskawaih) (d. 421/
1030) wrote, "it emboldened the enemies to achieve what they had
never hoped for - to take possession of the capital. Since that time
the caliphate has been weakened and the caliph's authority
shattered."1
The confusion at the centre of the government made it impossible
for the 'Abbasids to maintain their control of Western Iran. When
Sabuk died in 310/922 the Sajid Yiisuf was released and sent to govern
Azarbaljan, Ray and the intervening provinces. In 311/924 he captured
Ray, which had been lost by the Samanids to rebellious governors.
Ray was the gateway to central Iran; and the dizzying rapidity with
which it changed hands in the next twenty years reflected the anarchy
of a period in which there was no stable successor to 'Abbasid rule in
that area. It was occupied by the Samanids in 313 or 314, then by an
independent commander who was a former Samanid governor from
314 to 316, then by the Zaidl ruler of Tabaristan, then by the soldier of
fortune Asfar b. Shiruya, who declared his loyalty to the Samanids only
to be killed by his lieutenant, Mardavlj. Mardavlj defeated the caliphal
governor of the Jibal in 319/931 and direct 'Abbasid rule in central
Iran ceased. Shortly after this, cAll b. Buya, an officer in the army of
Mardavij, revolted against that ruler and fled southward to Fars where
he defeated the semi-independent caliphal governor in Jumada II
3 22/June 934, and occupied Shlraz. After this event there was virtually
no official on the Iranian plateau responsible to the caliph in Baghdad.
'All b. Buya sent his brother Ahmad to Arrajan where in 326/938 he
defeated the governor of Khuzistan and thereafter took Baghdad itself
in Jumada I 334/December 945. Asfar, Mardavlj and 'All b. Buya were
from Dailam, a geographical term used in this period for Gurgan,
Tabaristan, Dailam proper and Gilan. Henceforth Dailam was to be a
major source of military manpower for western Iran and southern Iraq.
When Mu'nis was treacherously killed in 321/933 by al-Qahir, who
had become caliph after al-Muqtadir, the swollen and inefficient army
which had just barely been able to hold onto the core of the caliphate
could no longer defend the central government. The field was open for
a new military leader to establish himself in Baghdad, and the caliph,
who was in any case bankrupt, decided to make the best of the situation
by choosing this leader himself. Therefore al-Radi, who followed
al-Qahir as caliph on 6 Jumada I 322/29 April 934, agreed to accept the
1
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offer of the semi-independent military governor of Wasit, Ibn Ra'iq,
to defray all the expenses of the government including those of the
army and the court. In exchange the caliph made him amir al-umard\
or supreme commander, and put him in charge of the principal
ministries, giving him in effect "the management of the empire". Ibn
Ra'iq's name was to be mentioned with that of the caliph in the
khutba in all lands. Ibn Ra'iq arrived in Baghdad in Dhu'l-Qa'da
324/September 936; and in 325/936 he killed the remaining household
troops of al-Radi and thereby deprived the caliph of all actual military
power.
Rival governors now fought to be the caliph's keeper or to set up
their own candidates for the caliphate. The other supreme commanders, the Turks Bajkam and Tuzun, the Dailamite Kurankij and
the Hamdanid Nasir al-Daula were all, like Ibn Ra'iq, professional
soldiers. The only civilians to assume control of Baghdad in the decade
of the supreme commanders were the clerk Ibn Muqla and the taxfarmer Abu cAbd-Allah Ahmad al-Barldi; and though both assumed
the more traditional civilian titles of vizier, they had to assume the
style of military commanders in order to survive; the subordination of
the bureaucracy to the army was complete. None of these supreme
commanders or viziers, however, gained sufficient strength to keep his
office for any length of time, partly because Sunnl circles in the populace, government and army favoured Sunnl contenders, while Shi'is
favoured Shfis like the Hamdanids; and partly because there was
enmity between the Turkish cavalry and the large new contingents of
Dailamite foots old iers.
It was only when the Baridis introduced the Buyids, who had a strong
military base on the Iranian plateau, that a stable dynasty of supreme
commanders arose. The Baridis had had the tax farm of Khuzistan since
the reign of al-Qahir, and had become independent in that province in
324/936; but when Ibn Ra'iq briefly occupied Khuzistan, Abu cAbdAllah al-Baridl took refuge in Fars with 'All b. Buya who supported
him. The Baridis not only recovered their province, they also occupied
Baghdad more than once and were only driven from there by the
Hamdanid ruler of Mosul in 330/942. The Hamdanid ruler, after struggling for a year with the factions of the capital while trying to keep his
army of Arabs and Kurds together, left in disgust. But the position of
al-Muttaql, who had succeeded al-Radi as caliph on 20 Rabi' I 329/23
December 940, under the Hamdanids foreshadowed the position of the
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'Abbasids for the next hundred years. A ruler who was a Shfi had
occupied Baghdad at the head of an army united largely on principles
of tribal loyalty. Unlike the rule of the earlier supreme commanders,
Hamdanid rule could not be seen simply as a more severe form of that
subjugation to the army which the 'Abbasids had suffered before
al-Muwaffaq. When the Shi'I Buyids who led armies largely composed
of Dailamites occupied Baghdad, the event was therefore not entirely
novel in character. But it was appropriately seen by contemporary and
later Muslim writers as marking an era in the history of the Muslim
caliphate; for the Buyids, firmly in possession of Fars, came with much
greater military power than the Hamdanids possessed, and they came
to stay. Less than a month after occupying Baghdad Ahmad b. Buya
deposed al-Mustakfl, who had been caliph since 20 Safar 333/12
October 944.
With Ahmad b. Buya's conquest of Baghdad, Iraq was again loosely
tied politically with western Iran where his two brothers had large
kingdoms of their own. This conquest therefore revived the long
political association of Iraq and Iran, and ended the 'Abbasid attempt
to make Iraq the centre of an empire whose heartlands included Egypt
and Syria as much as it included the Iranian plateau. When the first
'Abbasids had moved the capital from Syria to Iraq, they had made the
Islamic empire less of a ghd^i state, centred on former Byzantine
territory near the new Byzantine borders, and more of a Mesopotamian
(or Iraqi) state. To be a Mesopotamian state meant to be constantly
compared with a Sasanian imperial tradition. By force of such comparisons, the 'Abbasids and their servants sometimes imitated that
tradition self-consciously, if not accurately; for many of the "ancient
Persian" ceremonials of the 'Abbasid court, like the Persian etymologies for administrative terms like barld, were based on historical fictions
satisfying to contemporary taste. Those who wished to denigrate the
'Abbasids were no less eager to create fictitious resemblances to a
period when men had lived in ignorance of Islam. Yet the 'Abbasid
empire, for all its real or imagined family likeness to earlier Iranian
empires, remained a Mesopotamian empire, not an empire which,
though it had a capital in Mesopotamia, retained a special tie with the
peoples of the Iranian plateau. The 'Abbasids in the 4th/ioth century
lost control of Egypt, Syria and western Iran almost simultaneously;
and the temporary loss of Fars in an earlier period to the Saffarids was
no worse a blow than was the temporary loss of Egypt and part of
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Syria to the Tulunids. With the breakdown of the 'Abbasid state, an
older division reappears, in which Mesopotamia is often the natural
extension of the power of the rulers of western Iran or of northern Iraq
and Anatolia.
If the 'Abbasids had no special tie with the peoples of the Iranian
plateau as a whole, they did at first have a special tie with a specific
Khurasanian army and, more loosely, with Khurasan in general. As
Abu'l-'Abbas said in his inaugural speech, the people of Khurasan
were especially designated by God to be partisans of the 'Abbasids;
and when al-Mansur found that the Khurasanians disliked the governor
he sent, he decided that this governor was "destroying our party
(shi'a)". Nevertheless, whether from overconfidence or from fear of
dependency, the 'Abbasids loosened this special tie by a series of acts
which the Khurasanians could not easily forgive. Al-Mansur killed
Abu Muslim, perhaps politically the most justifiable of all these acts.
Al-Rashid disgraced the Barmakids. But by far the worst damage was
done by al-Rashld's division of the empire between al-Amin and
al-Ma'mun; and with al-Ma'mun's victory, the 'Abbasids found themselves dependent on the Khurasanians in an altogether more dangerous
way. The army of al-Ma'mun was as loyal to its Iranian patrons as it
was to the caliphs; al-Ma'mun, as we have seen, not only was dependent
on the Tahirids but even had trouble with the army when he disposed
of al-Fadl b. Sahl. The civil war and the consequent dependency on
Khurasan also meant that the caliphate had lost all prestige in the eyes
of the Arabs. Yet Muslim Iraqis were still passively obedient, because
the attacks of the Kharijite and Shi'l Bedouin offered an alternative
much less desirable than 'Abbasid government; and by the end of the
3rd/9th century some Iraqi Muslim theologians had made it a definite
religious duty not to revolt. Nevertheless, this obedience covered a loss
of loyalty, and sometimes even a covert hostility.
Al-Mu'tasim's Turkish slave army, therefore, was not a personal
whim but a pressing necessity. The Khurasanian tie did not disappear
immediately, and the Tahirids, who were parvenus in the eyes of the
nobility of eastern Iran, rightly prized the prestige that 'Abbasid recognition gave them. The Tahirids continued to be chiefs of police in
Baghdad; and it was so automatically assumed that Khurasanians were
their supporters that Muhammad b. 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir armed the
Khurasanian pilgrims to defend al-Musta'in. Al-Ma'mun's use of
the Afshin was one way of avoiding dependency on the Tahirids; for the
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people of Farghana felt themselves to be separate from the Khurasanians, and the Afshin disliked the Tahirids. But the most successful
alternative to the Khurasanians was the Turks; and if the Turks for a
while chose and deposed caliphs as they wished, the ultimate revival of
the 'Abbasid empire at the end of the 3rd/c)th century was militarily a
Turkish accomplishment.
To safeguard and pay for this accomplishment al-Muwaffaq, alMu'tadid and al-Muktafi made the administration more elaborate than
it had ever been before. More money was needed to maintain slave
soldiers and mercenaries than to pay levies of free men, yet more
territory was being lost from direct financial control as provincial
governors arranged to hold their provinces by way of muqdtcfa for a
fixed tribute, which they often withheld in any case. The central
government was therefore obliged to get as much revenue as it could
from the sources which remained to it. By creating smaller tax districts
and more divans the government was able to have a closer and more
effective oversight of the collection of revenue; at the same time new
auditing divans like the diwan al-dar allowed a vigorous caliph to have
a closer and more effective oversight of the operations of his officials.
Not only did the 'Abbasids create a more refined bureaucracy, they also
made greater use of tax-farming and of assignments of revenue rights
called iqtd\ These measures were successful as long as there was a
strong caliph who kept the bureaucracy under his surveillance; but as
soon as al-Muqtadir came to the throne, the bureaucrats destroyed the
financial apparatus created in the previous reigns to ensure the maintenance of the army. As al-Muqtadir grew up he proved to be negligent
and spendthrift in the same style as the caliphs of the Samarra period;
and when he foolishly provoked the army by his opposition to Mu'nis,
it was only a matter of a few years before the 'Abbasids resigned themselves to the necessity of another dynasty's tutelage. The failure of the
'Abbasids to create anything more lasting and stable than a household
administration is a failure which they share with all early Islamic
dynasties.
In a sense, the 'Abbasids were less successful ideologically during
their first empire, when they ruled a larger territory and were much
more formidable to their enemies, than they were in the revived empire
of the 3rd/9th century. There had been an internal contradiction in the
ideology of the 'Abbasid state from the beginning: the empire was to
be based on the unity of all Muslims, not an extension of power by a
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relatively homogeneous group like the Syrian Arabs. Yet the empire
was at first essentially an extension of the power of the Khurasanian
army, however much the 'Abbasids tried to represent the Khurasanians
as playing only the role of military guardians for the Islamic state. From
the beginning circumstances forced the 'Abbasids to make choices
which caused parts of the Islamic community to feel excluded from
participation in their rule. They had to choose between the religious
groups which had brought them to power: the Hashimiyya, the Shi'ls
and the anti-Umayyad Sunnis. They chose the Sunnis but were never
completely successful in convincing the Sunnis that their interest and
that of the 'Abbasids was the same. Then, thanks to al-Rashid's treatment of the Barmakids and the question of succession, the 'Abbasids
and their subjects had to choose between Iraq and Khurasan. This
choice proved the undoing of the original 'Abbasid empire, and only
when the new Turkish army agreed to co-operate with the caliphs could
a second 'Abbasid empire be formed.
The second 'Abbasid empire was militarily limited, but ideologically
successful, because the 'Abbasids, despite their failure to dictate an
official form of orthodoxy under al-Ma'mun, al-Mu'tasim, and alWathiq, seem to have convinced most members of the religious class
throughout the empire that in principle many Islamic institutions could
function properly only if the reigning 'Abbasid caliph recognized them.
In the vast majority of cases, the 'Abbasids had disguised their loss of
power by giving the new independent rulers deeds delegating the
caliph's authority to them by official appointment. The independent
rulers wanted these deeds of appointment for, as Blrunl wrote in the
5th/1 ith century, "the common people in the large cities have become
accustomed to the 'Abbasid claim, and have been inclined to their rule,
and obey them out of a sense of religion, and consider them possessed
with the right to command". 1 Most Muslims believed that their
community could not be divided against itself, and, though they were
often disloyal to individual caliphs, they were nonetheless upholders of
the principle of the caliphate. This principle, they felt, not only satisfied
established theological requirements, but was to their advantage in that
it gave them the same right to "citizenship" in any kingdom within the
empire, and the same right to demand (though not always to receive)
the protection of the sacred law of Islam, the sharl'a. Almost everywhere, if no rival caliph was recognized, the 'Abbasid caliph's name
1
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continued after 334/946 to be inscribed on coins and mentioned in the
Friday prayer. In the long run, the greatest contribution of the
'Abbasids to Islamic society was their fostering of Islamic institutions,
and they were repaid by the continuing reverence in which their
caliphate was held as guarantor of these institutions long after their
non-ideological instruments of power had been lost.
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CHAPTER 3

THE TAHIRIDS AND SAFFARIDS
During the 3rd/c)th century, four generations of the Tahirid family
succeeded each other hereditarily as governors for the 'Abbasid caliphs
(205-59/821-73). The line is thus often considered as the first dynasty
in the east to make itself autonomous of the caliphs in Iraq; their role
in the dissolution of the political unity of the Islamic caliphate would,
according to this view, correspond to the roles of the Aghlabid
governors of Ifrlqiya or Tunisia in the far west and of the Tulunids in
Egypt and Syria. There are, as we shall see below, cogent objections to
this view, both from the standpoints of constitutional theory and of the
Tahirids' actual behaviour; in many ways, it is a misleading and superficial analysis of affairs. Yet it is probably true that the continuity in
power of the Tahirids did favour the beginnings of a resurgence of
Persian national feeling and culture, although Spuler is perhaps being
unduly dogmatic when he remarks, concerning the succession of the
first Tahirids in the governorship of Iran, "In theory, nothing essential
had changed, but in practice, the first independent Muslim dynasty had
been established on Iranian soil; the political rebirth of the Persian
nation began." 1
Previously, Khurasan had been economically and socially backward
compared with the rest of Persia. It had endured a succession of
governors sent out from Iraq, normally Arabs who had little concern
for the enduring prosperity of the province; the turnover amongst
governors was often rapid, providing a temptation to exploit one's
charge and line one's pocket whilst opportunity permitted. The
Tahirids were culturally highly Arabicized, but they were nevertheless
Persians. The firm and generally just rule which they gave to the
eastern Iranian world favoured a material and cultural progress,
whereas earlier, the indigenous, older Iranian culture had been weakened by the dynamic impact of Islamic religion and Arab political
dominance. The practical effects of these trends inaugurated by the
Tahirids were seen somewhat later, in the governmental policies and
1
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cultural climate of succeeding dynasties - the Saffarids and Samanids in
eastern Persia, the various Dailamite and Kurdish dynasties in the west whose links with the 'Abbasid caliphate were perceptibly looser and
whose respect for the constitutional theory that all political power was a
delegation from the caliphs was much weaker.
The founders of the Tahirid family fortunes were typical of the
Persians who had lent their support, first to the anti-Umayyad da'wa
of Abu Muslim, and then to the new regime of the 'Abbasids which in
132/749 emerged from that upheaval. From the accession in that year
of the Caliph al-Saffah to the death of al-Ma'mun over eighty years
later, the Khurasan! troops formed the backbone of the 'Abbasid army
and the mainstay of the dynasty, fully meriting their designation of
abnd* al-daula "sons of the dynasty". Their services contributed much
to the victory of al-Ma'mun, who commanded the human and material
resources of Persia, over his brother al-Amln, whose main support
came from the Arabs of Iraq. Only with the accession in 218/833 °f
al-Mu'tasim did the Persian element in the caliphal armies take second
place to newer groups, most prominent amongst which were Turks
from the Central Asian and South Russian steppes.
Ruzaiq, ancestor of the first Tahirid governor of Khurasan, Tahir b.
al-Husain, was a mauld or client of Talha b. cAbd-Allah al-Khuza'l,
known as "the incomparable Talha" (Talha al-Talahdt), who had been
governor of Sistan towards the end of the ist/yth century. Tahir's
grandfather Mus'ab b. Ruzaiq played a part in the 'Abbasid revolution
in Khurasan, acting as secretary to the 'Abbasid dcfi or propagandist
Sulaiman b. Kathir al-Khuza'l. As a reward for their services, these
early Tahirids acquired governorships in eastern Khurasan. Mus'ab
was governor of Pushang and apparently also of Herat. He was certainly
governing Pushang for the Caliph al-Mahdl in 160/776-7, for in that
year he was expelled from the town by the Kharijite rebel Yusuf b.
Ibrahim al-Barm al-Thaqafl. These were years of considerable social,
political and religious upheaval in Khurasan, but the Tahirids flourished
in an unspectacular way, and their continued grip on Pushang foreshadowed the wider role they were later to play in Khurasan: both
al-Husain and Tahir, son and grandson of Mus'ab, succeeded at
Pushang. The sources agree that the Tahirids were ethnically Persian
and that they acquired the nisba or gentilic of al-Khuza'I through
clientship to the Arab tribe of Khuza'a. Tahir b. al-Husain's normal
tongue was Persian, and Ibn Taifur records his dying words in that
•
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language. When the Tahirids were at the zenith of their power,
attempts were made by their partisans to inflate their modest origins.
Mas'udI states that they claimed descent from the hero Rustam, and
the Arab poet Di'bil b. 'All, himself of genuine Khuza'I stock, satirizes
the Tahirids' attempts to connect themselves on the one hand with
Quraish (because Khuza'a had once in pre-Islamic times controlled
Mecca) and on the other with the Persian Emperors. 1
In 194/809-10 Tahir joined the general Harthama b. A'yan in operations against Rafi' b. al-Laith, a grandson of the last Umayyad governor
of Khurasan Nasr b. Sayyar. Rafi' had in 190/806 raised up a serious
and protracted rebellion against caliphal authority, attracting support
from the Iranian populations of Transoxiana and Khwarazm as well as
from the Turks of the surrounding steppes. By 194/810 the fragile peace
between the two 'Abbasid brothers al-Amin and al-Ma'mun, the chief
legatees of their father Hamn al-Rashld's power, was already crumbling.
In the complex succession arrangements made by Harun in 182/798 and
confirmed at Mecca in 186/802, it had been laid down that al-Ma'mun,
governor of all the Persian lands east of Hamadan, should follow
al-Amin in the caliphate, with a third brother, al-Qasim al-Mu'tamin,
governor of al-Jazira and the fortresses along the Byzantine frontier,
as next in line. Urged on by his vizier al-Fadl b. al-Rabf and by 'AH b.
'Isa b. Mahan, former governor of Khurasan, al-Amin in 194/810
declared the succession rights of al-Ma'mun and al-Qasim to be null
and void, and he proclaimed his infant son Musa as heir, with the
honorific al-Ndtiq bi'l-Haqq. Al-Ma'mun retaliated by dropping his
brother's name from the khutba or Friday sermon in his territories and
from the coins minted by him there, and by cutting the band network
of communications between Khurasan and Iraq.
In 195/810-11 Tahir became commander of the army posted by
al-Ma'mun at Ray to confront al-Amln's forces at Hamadan. In the
subsequent battle, 'AH b. 'Isa b. Mahan was defeated and killed; and
one of the explanations given for Tatar's nickname of DhuH-Yamtnain
"the man with two right hands" or "the ambidexter" is that in this
battle he cut a man in two with his left hand. The historians praise
Tahir's skilful generalship in deploying his troops, whom he urged to
"attack with the fury of the Kharijites" (ihmilu hamlatan khdrijiyyatan),
and also his use of spies.2 Al-Ma'miin's subsequent victory is generally
1

Mas'udI, Kitdb al-tanbihy ed. M. J. de Goeje (Leiden, 1894), p. 348; tr. Carra de Vaux
2
(Paris, 1897), p. 446.
Ibn al-Athlr, vol. vi, pp. 168, 177.
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regarded as a triumph of the Persian east over Arab Iraq. His cause was
certainly helped by local memories of 'All b. 'Isa b. Mahan's tyrannical
rule in Khurasan, and by Tahir's denunciations at Ray of the opposing
army as being a rabble of predatory Bedouins and mountain brigands;
al-Ma'mun's maternal descent from Marajil al-Badghisiyya, one of
Harun's Persian concubines, and his known Persian sympathies, must
also have helped. Tahir pressed on after his victory at Ray and overran
the whole of Jibal, inflicting further blows on al-Amin's armies and
advancing through Ahvaz to the capital itself. When Baghdad at last
fell to Harthama and Tahir, Tahir's Persian soldiers slew the captive
al-Amln (198/813); certain sources say that al-Ma'mun later came to
hold Tahir responsible for his brother's murder.
The new caliph al-Ma'mun remained for several years in his eastern
headquarters of Marv. Although Tahir was one of the architects of his
triumph, he ordered Tahir to relinquish control of western Persia, Iraq
and the Arabian peninsula to al-Hasan, brother of his principal adviser,
the Persian al-Fadl b. Sahl, called Dhu'l-Riyasatain ("the man charged
with the two functions, al-tadbir wcfl-harb",, i.e. civil and military
power). Instead, he was appointed governor of al-Jazira and Syria,
with the specific charge of combating a local Arab chief, Nasr b.
Shabath al-'Uqaili, who had raised a revolt of pro-Aminid elements.
In the event, he made no real headway, and Nasr b. Shabath continued
to cause trouble for over ten years, until his centre of power at Kaisum,
north of Aleppo, was captured.
Tahir's base during these years was at Raqqa on the Euphrates, but
he also acquired further offices in Iraq, becoming sahib al-shurta, the
officer responsible for public order and police services, in Baghdad,
and taking over responsibility for collection of the revenues of the
Sawad of Iraq, the fertile and prosperous agricultural region of central
Iraq. Whilst the Tahirids have come to be primarily known for their
rule in Khurasan, these administrative charges in Baghdad were hardly
of less importance for the maintenance of the family's power; indeed,
various Tahirids held on to them till the early years of the 10th century,
long after Khurasan had been relinquished to the Saffarids. They were
undoubtedly very lucrative. According to Ya'qubi, the khardj or landtax of Khurasan under the Tahirids amounted to forty million dirhams,
but as well as this, their interests in Iraq brought them an extra thirteen
million dirhams, plus other revenue in kind.1 Within the city of
1
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Baghdad, the Tahirids were rich property-holders. The Harim of Tahir
b. al-Husain, one of the most opulent buildings in the western side of
Baghdad, was the residence of the Tahirid governors of Baghdad, and
later, of the caliphs themselves; as early as 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir's time,
it acquired quasi-regal status, with consequent rights of sanctuary
(hence the name harim "inviolable place, sanctuary"). By means of
these offices, the Tahirids were able to exert influence at the centre of
the caliphate, and since their seat was in Baghdad, they were less
affected by the violence of the Turkish guards who dominated and
often terrorized the caliphs in Samarra. Thus Tahirid pressure in
Baghdad compelled the Caliph al-Mu'tamid to take a firm line, if only
temporarily, against Ya'qub b. al-Laith when in 259/873 he captured
Nishapur from Muhammad b. Tahir.
Tahir became governor of all the caliphal lands east of Iraq in
205/821. He is said deliberately to have sought investiture of these in
order to remove himself from court, fearing that al-Ma'mun had turned
against him. The governorship was actually secured by a piece of
unpleasant intrigue, in which the intercession of al-Ma'mun's vizier
Ahmad b. Abi Khalid was employed against the incumbent governor
of Khurasan, Ghassan b. 'Abbad, protege and kinsman of the previous
vizier al-Hasan b. Sahl. Soon after his arrival in the east, Tahir began
leaving al-Ma'mun's name out of the khutba, and certain coins minted
by him in 206/821-2 also omit the caliph's name; both these actions
were virtually declarations of independence from Baghdad. However,
at this point he died in Marv (207/822).
It is obviously difficult to gauge Tahir's motives, since we do not
know how events might have turned out. There are certain contradictions and differences of chronology in the historians' accounts, and
it is possible that Tahir was poisoned on the orders of Ahmad b. Abi
Khalid, concerned to vindicate his own fidelity to the caliph now that
the man whom he had personally recommended for office had proved
rebellious. It is possible that the significance of Tahir's action has been
exaggerated. Despite it, the caliphs did not hesitate to appoint Tahir's
sons and other members of the family to the governorship of Khurasan,
and their power in Baghdad and Iraq continued undiminished. None
of these subsequent Tahirids emulated Tahir; all of them behaved
circumspectly and entirely correctly towards the caliphs.
When Tahir died, his son Talha assumed command of the army in
Khurasan, although he was powerless to prevent the troops from
95
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plundering his father's treasury. Al-Ma'mun eventually confirmed
Talha in the governorship of Khurasan; certain sources say that the
caliph at first appointed another son, £Abd-Allah b. Tahir, but cAbdAllah's preoccupation in al-Jaziira with Nasr b. Shabath's rebellion led
him to make Talha his deputy in the east. Whatever the exact circumstances of Talha's succession to power, the significant point is that
al-Ma'mun, apparently on the advice of Ahmad b. Abl Khalid, maintained a son of Tatar's in Khurasan. Either Tahir's gesture of rebelliousness was not regarded over-seriously, or else the caliph and his advisers
realized that it was wisest in the circumstances to entrust Persia to the
indigenous family of the Tahirids. Certainly, caliphal authority was
beset by difficulties at this time. The Arab west was not yet fully
reconciled to al-Ma'mun, with Nasr b. Shabath still at large and with
disturbances in Egypt. In the east, Sistan was still in the throes of the
protracted rebellion of the Kharijite Hamza b. Adharak or 'Abd-Allah,
and most serious of all these revolutionary movements, the NeoMazdakite Khurramiyya sectaries, under their leader Babak, controlled
Arran and Azarbaijan and were threatening Jibal. On the intellectual
plane, the caliph was trying to secure greater religious harmony by
making concessions to the Shi'a (seen in the adoption of the Eighth
Shi'i Imam, 'AH al-Rida, as his heir in 201/816), and by encouraging
the views of the Mu'tazilite sect on such topics as the createdness of
the Qur'an; these policies had only succeeded in rousing conservative,
orthodox forces to the defence of the Sunna, and had aggravated rather
than composed religious dissensions within the caliphate. Thus by
retaining the Tahirids in Khurasan, the caliphs took the line of least
resistance and ensured a degree of continuity and stability in the east.
Talha b. Tahir governed Khurasan till his death in 213/828. After
Tahir's death had been reported to Baghdad, al-Ma'mun had sent out
Ahmad b. Abl Khalid with military powers, in order to install a caliphal
presence in the east. The vizier led an expedition across the Oxus into
Ushrusana, the region lying just to the south of the middle Syr Darya,
where the local ruler, the Afshin Kawus, had stopped paying tribute
(the successor in Ushrusana to this Kawus was the famous Khaidhar or
Haidar, vanquisher in al-Mu'tasim's reign of the Khurrami Babak).
Ahmad b. Abl Khalid is also said to have given support to the Samanids
in Transoxiana, and to have aided Ahmad b. Asad in Farghana, a
region which was, like Ushrusana, only partially Islamized (207/822-3).
In the next year, the energetic vizier was in Kirman suppressing a revolt
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by a dissident member of the Tahirid family, al-Hasan b. al-Husain b.
Mus'ab. Ahmad b. Abl Khalid seems to have been satisfied with
Talha's bonafides^ especially as the latter had judiciously given the vizier
a munificent offering of three million dirhams in coinage and two
million dirhams' worth of presents.1 During Talha's governorship, the
main threat to 'Abbasid and Tahirid authority in the east came from the
Kharijite movement centred on Sistan and led by Hamza b. Adharak
or 'Abd-Allah. The movement had a social and political aspect as well
as a religious one, for the Kharijites utilized rural discontent against
the 'Abbasid officials and tax-collectors. The Tahirids could not therefore remain oblivious to the wider implications of Hamza's revolt - its
dissolving effect on the whole fabric of caliphal authority and Sunnl
orthodoxy in Sistan and the adjacent provinces of the east. Nlshapur,
Baihaq, Herat and other towns of Khurasan proper were at times
affected by Kharijite depredations, and Gardizi records that Talha was
much occupied with warfare against the Hamziyya. Hamza did not,
however, die till 213/828, the year of Talha's own death.
Talha is a somewhat shadowy figure in the sources, but there is an
abundance of references to Tahir's other son 'Abd-Allah, perhaps the
greatest of the Tahirids and certainly the one who has left the deepest
impression on the history and culture of his time. According to
Shabushti, 'Abd-Allah had long been a favourite of al-Ma'mun's, and
the caliph had "treated him like one of his own sons and brought him
up {tabannahu wa-rabbdhu)".2 Much of 'Abd-Allah's early career was
spent in the west, dealing with the unrest in the Arab lands consequent
on the civil war between al-Amln and al-Ma'mun. He followed his
father Tahir at Raqqa in the operations against Nasr b. Shabath, and in
209/824-5 or the following year, finally induced the latter to surrender.
In 210/825-6 he was also in Egypt, putting down a long-standing
uprising led by 'Abd-Allah b. al-Sarl, a revolt which had been aggravated by a group of freebooters from Muslim Spain, seizing control of
Alexandria. In 214/829 he was at Dinavar with a commission to attack
Babak, but was then transferred by al-Ma'mun to Khurasan in order to
combat Kharijite raids there. (The final defeat and capture of the
Khurrami leader was to be the work of the Afshin Haidar, who in
222/837, after lengthy and hard-fought campaigns in Azarbaljan and
Mtighan, captured Babak's fortress of Badhdh; the Armenian prince
1
2
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Sahl b. Sunbadh delivered up Babak to the Afshin, and he was executed
at Samarra in 223/838.) When in 213/828 the death of Talha b. Tahir
supervened, his brother 'AH was on the spot in Khurasan, and acted as
deputy governor until 'Abd-AUah, the official governor, arrived in
215/830 at Nishapur, where he made his capital.
During his fifteen years' rule in central and eastern Iran (215-30/
830-45), 'Abd-Allah was undisputed master in his own house, without,
however, behaving disrespectfully towards the 'Abbasids. Both Tahir
and 'Abd-Allah had been high in al-Ma'mun's favour. According to
Gardizi, the new Caliph al-Muctasim (218-27/833-42) hated 'AbdAllah, ostensibly because of a slight he had experienced at court from
'Abd-Allah during his brother al-Ma'mun's lifetime. Al-Mu'tasim is
alleged to have tried to poison 'Abd-Allah, and later in the reign, the
Afshin Haidar was encouraged in his own ambitions for Khurasan by
talk from the caliph indicating that he wanted the Tahirids removed
from Khurasan. This may be so, but on the other hand, al-Mu'tasim
seems to have had a high regard for 'Abd-Allah and his capabilities. At
his accession, he confirmed cAbd-AUah in his governorship, and
'Abd-Allah retained the long-established interests of his family in Iraq.
At his death he held, besides Khurasan, the provinces of Ray, Tabaristan
and Kirman, and was administrator of the Sawad of Iraq and military
commander in Baghdad (wall al-harb wcfl-shurtd), the total revenue from
his territories being 48 million dirhams.1 'Abd-Allah followed a policy
of circumspection and non-provocation in his dealings with the caliphs,
and would never leave his territories and visit the caliphal court at
Samarra. When at one point cAbd-Allah announced his intention to go
westwards and perform the Pilgrimage, his secretary Isma'il protested,
" O Amir, you are too sensible to undertake such a senseless business!";
the Tahirid agreed, and said that he had only wished to test him.
'Abd-Allah's governorship was punctuated by spells of military
activity. In Transoxiana, Tahirid efforts were devoted to strengthening
the position of their Samanid vassals, in the hope of achieving the final
Islamization of the province and of warding off attacks from the pagan
Turks. Sheltered in this way, the early Samanids were able to lay the
foundations of their later powerful amirate in Transoxiana and
Khurasan. Thus at one point, 'Abd-Allah sent his son Tahir into the
Oghuz steppes, probably with Samanid help, and Tahir penetrated to
places where no Muslim force had ever been. Tahirid concern over
1
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Transoxiana is also in part explicable by the fact that the 'Abbasid
caliphs themselves still had important direct interests there. The commercial links of Transoxiana and Baghdad were kept up, despite the
great distance involved; Tha'alibi mentions the export of Khwarazmian melons to Baghdad during the caliphates of al-Ma'mun and alWathiq.1 The caliphs also possessed private estates there. Al-Mu'tasim
was persuaded, albeit grudgingly, to contribute two million dirhams
towards the digging of an irrigation canal in the province of Shash,
and later in the century, al-Muctamid made over revenues from
property at Ishtlkhan and Iskijkath in Soghdia to Muhammad b.
Tahir b. 'Abd-AUah.2 But the prime economic factor here was, of
course, the traffic from the Central Asian steppes in Turkish slaves, for
which demand (and consequently prices) rose sharply in the course of
the 3rd/9th century. The Tahirids, and later the Samanids, controlled
this traffic; it contributed both to the economic prosperity of Transoxiana and Khurasan and to the great personal wealth of the Tahirids.
These slaves formed a proportion of the tribute forwarded to Iraq by
the Tahirids, and they went to swell the ranks of the caliphs' military
gu.2itds(ghilmdn, mamdlik); thus on his accession in 232/847 al-Mutawakkil received a gift of 200 slaves of both sexes from the Tahirids.3 Slaves
were also brought from the far eastern fringes of the Iranian world;
amongst the tribute sent by the Shah of Kabul during 'Abd-Allah b.
Tahir's governorship were 2,000 Oghuz slaves valued at 600,000
dirhams. It was in the middle years of the century that one of the
Tahirids' tributaries, the Abu Da'udid or Banljurid Amir Da'ud b.
Abl Da'ud 'Abbas, undertook an obscure but doubtless profitable
expedition into eastern Afghanistan and Zabulistan; and it is recorded
that in 250/864 Muhammad b. Tahir sent to the caliph two elephants
captured at Kabul, idols, and aromatic substances (? musk from Tibet).
These eastern fringes were also the scene in 219/834 of an 'Alid rising
led by a descendant of al-Husain, Muhammad b. al-Qasim, who
appeared at Taliqan in Juzjan, but was finally captured by 'Abd-Allah
b. Tahir's troops.
Yet the gravest threat to the Tahirid position in Persia came from the
Caspian provinces. This was a region whose sub-tropical climate and
vegetation made it notoriously unhealthy for outsiders; consequently,
1
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it was for long inaccessible to Muslim armies. Islam came here late, and
older Iranian practices lingered. When Islam did secure a foothold,
some sections of the local population emphasized their continued
differentiation by adopting heterodox forms of the new faith, in
particular, Zaidl Shi'ism. Tabaristan came under 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir's
jurisdiction, but in 224/839 the local ruler, the Ispahbad Mazyar b.
Qarin b. Vindadhhurmuz (himself only a recent convert to Islam),
refused to pay tribute to the caliphate through the intermediacy of the
Tahirids, insisting on direct access to the caliphs. Mazyar thus aimed
at reducing Tahirid influence over Tabaristan, so that he could pursue
unimpeded a policy of aggression which he had already embarked upon
in the mountainous hinterland of the province. He had disposed of a
rival from the neighbouring Bavandid dynasty, and was in correspondence with the Afshin Haidar. At this time, the Afshln's prestige was
high, as the victor over Babak and as a participant in al-Mu'tasim's
Amorium campaign of 223/838 against the Byzantines. He regarded the
Tahirids with envy and coveted the lucrative governorship of Khurasan
for himself, pretensions encouraged, according to Tabari, by alMu'tasim's dislike of the Tahirids. On hearing of Mazyar's defiance,
to
'Abd-AUah b. Tahir
sent his uncle al-Hasan
b. al-Husain
b. Mus'ab
•
•
•
•
Gurgan and sent forces through the Alburz Mountains to invade
Tabaristan from the south. By taking advantage of opposition in the
mountains to Mazyar's expansionism (Mazyar's power being based on
the coastal lowlands and such towns there as Amul, Sari and Chalus),
and by suborning other members of Mazyar's family into betraying
him, in the end he captured Mazyar and sent him to Iraq. The Afshin
Haidar was now slipping from caliphal favour; he was adversely
affected by the revolt of one of his kinsmen in Azarbaijan, and was
suspected of diverting plunder captured from the Khurramiyya to his
home province of Ushrusana and away from the caliph in Iraq. Finally,
he was accused of sympathy for the older religions of Transoxiana
(Manichaeism or Buddhism?), of apostasy from Islam and of a desire
to see the Arabs and Turks abased and the ancient glories of Persia
restored. In a celebrated trial, he was condemned, and in 226/841 died
in prison. Mazyar confessed at Samarra to involvement with the Afshin
and his plans, and was executed, his body being gibbeted with Babak's
(225/840).

'Abd-Allah b. Tahir died at Nishapur in 230/end of 844. Ya'qubfs
epitaph on him is that "he had ruled Khurasan as no-one had ever done
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before, so that all the lands were subject to him, and his orders were
universally acknowledged". 1 According to Sull and Shabushtl, who
cite Ahmad b. Abl Du'ad, chief qadi under al-Mu'tasim and al-Wathiq,
the caliph at first appointed to Khurasan a Tahirid from a collateral
branch, Ishaq b. Ibrahim b. Mus'ab; presumably al-Wathiq was
reluctant to encourage direct hereditary succession of the line of Tahir
b. al-Husain. Nevertheless, he then cancelled Ishaq's nomination and
confirmed 'Abd-Allah's son Tahir, an appointment subsequently confirmed by al-Mutawakkil, al-Muntasir and al-Musta'in. Tahir b.
6
Abd-Allah's just rule and personal virtues are praised by the historians
in the same glowing terms as those employed about his father, and
Ya'qubl again says that "he governed Khurasan in an upright manner
{waliyahd mustaqim a/-amr)".2 The historians have, however, little
specific to say about events in Khurasan during his governorship
(230-48/845-62); yet we know that political and social disturbances, of
the kind exemplified in the rebellions of Babak and Hamza al-Kharijl,
continued in outlying parts of Iran. In 231/845-6 the caliphal general
Wasif had to march into Jibal and Fars to suppress unrest amongst the
local Kurds, and a year later, a Tahirid, Muhammad b. Ibrahim b .
al-Husain b. Mus'ab, was appointed governor of Fars. In Azarbaijan,
there was a rebellion at Marand to the north of Lake Urmlya by a
former official, Muhammad b. al-Ba'lth, which had to be suppressed
by al-Mutawakkil's general Bugha the Younger (234-5/848-50). It was
also during Tahir's governorship that direct Tahirid control over
Sistan, an administrative dependency of Khurasan, was lost, for in
239/854 the 'ayydr leader Salih b. al-Nadr of Bust assumed power in
the capital Zarang, driving out the Tahirid governor and paving the
way for the Saffarids' eventual triumph there.
Other members of the Tahirid family continued to hold official posts
in Iraq and the central lands of the caliphate. However, the basic
stability obtaining in Khurasan under cAbd-AUah and his son Tahir
was lacking in the west, and these Tahirids of the west shared in some
of the vicissitudes and tribulations of the 'Abbasids. In 236/850-1 there
occurred a sordid sequence of intrigues amongst these Tahirids.
Muhammad b. Ibrahim b. al-Husain b. Mus'ab, governor of Fars,
opposed the appointment of his nephew Muhammad b. Ishaq b.
Ibrahim to the governorship of Baghdad, an office to which Muham1
2
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mad b. Ishaq further added responsibility for Bahrain, the Yamama, the
road across Arabia to Mecca and Medina, and Fars itself. Muhammad
b. Ishaq therefore ordered the deposition of his uncle from Fars and
his replacement by al-Husain b. Isma'Il b. Ibrahim, who murdered
Muhammad b. Ibrahim and succeeded to his governorship. The outcome of these internecine quarrels was that in 237/851 Muhammad b.
'Abd-Allah b. Tahir came from Khurasan to take over the shurta and
governorship of Baghdad and also the governorships of the Sawad and
of Fars, exercising these functions in the west till his death in 253/867.
According to Shabushti, he further acted as hdjib or chamberlain to the
caliphs, and in 251/865 organized the unsuccessful defence of Baghdad
for al-Musta'in against the Turks supporting al-Mu'tazz.1
Ya'qubi says that Tahir's death in 248/862 was greeted by the caliph
with relief, "for there was no-one more feared by al-Musta'in's
entourage than the governor of Khurasan". The caliph invited
Muhammad b. 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir to transfer from Baghdad to
Khurasan, but he refused. So al-Musta'in had to follow Tahir's own
wasiyya or testamentary disposition and appoint his young son Muhammad b. Tahir to Khurasan, Muhammad b. 'Abd-Allah being at the same
time confirmed as governor of Iraq and the Holy Cities, sahib al-shurta
of Baghdad and controller of the finances of the Sawad.
Perhaps because of his final failure in Khurasan and his loss of the
province to the Saffarids, Muhammad b. Tahir is viewed in the sources as
a markedly inferior figure compared with his predecessors, and as a weak
and neglectful voluptuary. He was unfortunate in that, soon after his
assumption of power, the Caspian provinces broke out in a general
revolt so serious and lasting in its effects that outside control could
never be fully re-imposed there. This Zaidi Shi'i revolutionary movement in Tabaristan is, in fact, an early manifestation of the rise of
hitherto submerged northern Iranian elements, above all of the Dailamites
which was to characterize the 4th/ioth and early 5th/nth centuries.
The middle decades of the 3rd/c)th century also witnessed widespread
activity by various €Alid claimants, who seized their opportunity as the
'Abbasid caliphate became paralysed at the centre with uprisings and
military coups. In 250/864 there occurred the revolt of Yahya b. 'Umar
in the region of Kufa in Iraq, which was suppressed by Muhammad b.
c
Abd-Allah b. Tahir's forces. A much more serious threat was posed
by the movement of al-Hasan b. Zaid in Tabaristan. Maladministration
1
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by members of the Tahirid family and their officials contributed much
to popular exasperation there, leading in the end to revolt. 'Iraq 'Ajami
or western Persia, including the Caspian provinces, came under
Muhammad b. 'Abd-Allah, who had appointed his brother Sulaiman as
his deputy in Tabaristan and Gurgan. Sulaiman's officials, and especially
one Muhammad b. Aus al-Balkhi, behaved oppressively. Particularly
resented were the actions of a Christian official of the Tahirids on some
caliphal estates at Chaliis and Kalar, on the borders of Tabaristan and
Dailam, which had been granted to a certain Muhammad b. 'AbdAllah. This agent had confiscated mawdt "dead" lands (i.e. uncultivated
ones) formerly used by the local people as common pasture. There
followed a rising of the people of Tabaristan and Ruyan, headed by
two "sons of Rustam", and aided by the Dailamites of the mountains
to the west. The 'Alid al-Hasan b. Zaid, called al-Ddcz al-Kabir "the
great summoner to the true faith", then came from Ray. He was
generally recognized as amir of Tabaristan; Sulaiman b. 'Abd-Allah
and the Tahirid tax-collectors were expelled to Gurgan, and for a time,
the insurgents even held Ray. Sulaiman's ignominious defeat did not
prevent his nomination to the governorship of Baghdad and the Sawad
in 255/869, two years after his brother Muhammad had died in these
offices; it did, however, bring down on his head the satires of the poet
Ibn al-Rumi.
Al-Hasan b. Zaid was checked in Tabaristan, but withdrew westwards into Dailam, where he energetically spread the Shi'i form of
Islam in regions hitherto pagan, and achieved the reputation of a wise
and just ruler. In 251/865 there was a further 'Alid rising against the
Tahirid officials in Qazvin and Zanjan led by al-Husain b. Ahmad alKaukabi, aided by the Justanid ruler of Dailam. Two years later,
al-Kaukabi was driven back into Dailam by Musa b. Bugha, but
al-Hasan b. Zaid maintained his position in the Caspian region, and in
259/873 crossed the Alburz Mountains and occupied the province of
Qumis. He continued to rule in Tabaristan till his death in 270/884,
and his equitable rule there was praised by impartial historians.
The history of Muhammad b. Tahir's governorship in Khurasan now
merges into that of the first Saffarid, Ya'qub b. al-Laith, who gradually
extended his power from Slstan, expelling the Tahirid governors from
the towns of eastern Khurasan, and finally in 259/873 occupying
Nishapur and deposing Muhammad b. Tahir; these events will be
treated in more detail below.
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Muhammad b. Tahir's failure marks the end of fifty years' Tahirid
control over Khurasan, although his brother al-Husain held out in
Marv for some time longer, and various military commanders hostile
to the Saffarids campaigned under the banners of legitimacy and
restoration of the Tahirids. Muhammad b. Tahir was later re-appointed
by the caliph al-Mu'tamid to Khurasan, but never dared to show
himself there. He became governor of Baghdad in 270/883-4, and did
not die until 297/910 or possibly the next year. His uncle 'Ubaid-Allah
b. 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir held the governorship and shurta of Baghdad on
various occasions under al-Muctazz and al-Muctamid, including after
the death of Muhammad b. Tahir. During the reign of al-Mu'tadid he
fell into a certain amount of hardship, in which he was helped financially
by the caliph, and died in 300/913. 'Ubaid-Allah seems to have been on
bad terms with his brother Sulaiman and nephew Muhammad, and this
hostility presumably explains why 'Ubaid-Allah acted as representative
in Iraq for the Saffarids Ya'qub and 'Amr b. al-Laith during those
periods when they were able to exert influence there. The Tahirid
family by no means disappeared in the 4th/ioth century, even though
it no longer exercised any political power. Tha'alibi mentions one
Abu'l-Tayyib al-Tahirl, who in the second half of the century lived on
revenues from former Tahirid estates granted to him by the Samanids,
but never ceased to hate the Samanids as supplanters of his own family.
The Tahirids thus had fifty years of unbroken rule in Khurasan, but
it is dubious whether one should speak of them as a separate dynasty
there. The governorship of Khurasan was only one of several offices,
albeit the most important one, which they held simultaneously, and
certain of these offices they continued to hold after the loss of Khurasan
to the Saffarids. The coins of the Tahirids are little different from those
of other 'Abbasid governors. With the exceptions noted above in the
case of Tahir b. al-Husain, the caliph's name is always acknowledged,
and indeed, coins were minted in many places definitely under Tahirid
control which do not mention the Tahirids at all. The evidence seems
to show that the Tahirids were retained in Khurasan because the
caliphate in Iraq was increasingly unstable and its direct authority over
outlying provinces was shrinking; the Tahirids gave firm government
to a large part of Persia, respected the constitutional rights of the
caliphate and gave as little trouble as could be expected.
Culturally, the Tahirids shared to the full in the Arab-Islamic
civilization of their time. They acted as patrons to many of the great
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figures of contemporary Arabic literature and music, such as 'All b.
Jahm, Ishaq al-Mausill and Ibn al-Rumi. The poet and author Abu'l'Amaithal al-A'rabi served both Tahir b. al-Husain and then 'AbdAllah, becoming tutor to the latter's son. Almost all the major figures
in the Tahirid family achieved some fame as scholars or poets themselves, from Tahir b. al-Husain onwards. Tahir's epistle to al-Ma'mun
on the capture of Baghdad and his moralising charge to his son
'Abd-Allah on his taking over the governorship at Raqqa became
especially famed; al-Ma'mun ordered copies of the latter to be sent to
all his other governors. 1 According to the Kitab al-aghdni, both 'AbdAllah and his son 'Ubaid-Allah composed numerous melodies to which
poetry could be sung, but did not like their names to be connected with
the unstatesman-like business of composing, so they let them be
attributed to their slavegirls. Moreover, cAbd-Allah, together with
Ibrahim b. al-Mahdi, held contests in singing at his court. The Fihrist
of Ibn al-Nadlm even has a special section devoted to the Tahirids as
scholars and litterateurs. 'Abd-Allah's nephew Mansur b. Talha,
governor in northern Khurasan and Khwarazm, wrote books on
philosophy, music, astronomy and mathematics, and was known as
"the wisdom of the Tahirids". 'Ubaid- Allah b. 'Abd-Allah is described
in the Kitdb al-aghdni as "pre-eminent in literature and all its varied
aspects, in the transmission and reciting of poetry, in grammar, and in
knowledge of the ancient philosophers and authorities on music,
geometry, etc., to an extent which is too wide for adequate description
and too lengthy to be enumerated". 'Ubaid-Allah further wrote a
history of the poets and a treatise on government, and his epistles to
Ibn al-Mu'tazz and his divdn of poetry were collected together.
The Tahirids' attitude towards Persian culture is more difficult to
evaluate. 'Aufi and Daulatshah, both writing several centuries later,
allege that they were hostile to Persian lore and literature. Daulatshah
says that ' Abd-Allah b. Tahir once ordered a copy of the Persian
romance of Vdmiq-u 'Adhrd* to be destroyed, and all other Persian and
Zoroastrian books in his territories to be burnt. This is almost certainly
untrue. It is unlikely that the Persian literature appearing in eastern Iran
under the first Saffarids did not have precursors in the Tahirid period,
and indeed, al-Ma'mun is said to have been greeted by an ode in Persian
when he first entered Marv.
Because of their opulent and aristocratic way of life and their concern
1
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for the maintenance of the orthodox status quo, the Tahirids are treated
with warm approval by later historical sources, and anecdotes illustrating their benevolent and just rule abound in adab literature and works
of the "Mirrors for princes" genre. Their rule in Khurasan is rightlycharacterized by Barthold as one of enlightened absolutism, in which
they endeavoured to provide stable rule after the period of socialpolitical and religious upheavals in Persia consequent on the 'Abbasid
revolution. According to the great Saljuq vizier Nizam al-Mulk,
'Abd-Allah b. Tahir was always careful to choose honest and pious men
as his 'dmils or tax-collectors; his tomb at Nishapur became a pilgrimage-place, still frequented in the author's own time over two centuries
later.1 He was especially concerned for the restoration of agriculture
and the preservation of the peasants from undue exploitation. On
hearing of the frequent disputes over water rights and the upkeep of
qandts or subterranean irrigation channels, 'Abd-Allah commissioned
scholars from Khurasan and Iraq to compose an authoritative book
on the law and practice regarding water rights; this Kitdb al-quniy was
still used in Khurasan in Ghaznavid times. Tahirid activities for the
pacification of the Persian countryside were in large measure directed
against such sectarian movements as the Kharijites in Slstan and the
Shi'is in the Caspian provinces, so that the family came to be regarded
as the upholders par excellence of the Sunna and moral authority of the
caliphs. There are nevertheless certain references in the sources imputing ShH sympathies to some of the Tahirids. Thus Sulaiman b. 'AbdAllah b. Tahir is alleged to have campaigned in Tabaristan against
al-Hasan b. Zaid's partisans in a lukewarm fashion only, because of his
family's 'Alid sympathies. Although this was a period when Shi'ism
had not yet crystallized into a dogmatically rigid movement, and it was
still possible for good Sunnis to have an emotional sympathy for the
house of 'All, these imputations do not seem to have had any firm
basis; pro-Shi'i poets like Di'bil b. 'AH satirized the Tahirids, and Tahir
b. al-Husain rejoiced when al-Ma'mun and his entourage reached
Baghdad in 204/819 and consented, at Tahir's own request, to restore
the c Abbasid official colour of black (it had been green in the period of
attempted rapprochement with the Shi'is, when the Imam 'All al-Rida
had been proclaimed heir to the caliphate).
The first Saffarids have a significance in the history of the caliphate
1
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disproportionate to the duration of their power, for the period of their
florescence hardly extended beyond fifty years. The Saffarids persisted
long after this, showing great tenacity, but were rarely a force outside
their native Sistan. The main significance of the early Saffarids is that
by establishing a vast but transient military empire in the Islamic east,
an empire which stretched from Bamiyan and Kabul in the east to
Ahvaz and Isfahan in the west, they made the first great breach in the
territorial integrity of the 'Abbasid caliphate. The Tahirids arose from
the military and official entourage of the caliphs; as governors, they
were congenial to the 'Abbasids and to the orthodox religious institution. Ya'qub b. al-Laith, on the other hand, achieved power in Sistan
with no advantages of birth or official connections. In the parts of
eastern and southern Persia which he took over, there was no smooth
transfer of power, but rather, the imposition of a regime of military
occupation; accordingly, this regime only endured whilst the Saffarid
amirs had the vigour to hold their territories against rivals. When the
caliphs confirmed the conquests of Ya'qub and 'Amr - the act of confirmation being regarded from the point of view of constitutional theory
as the bestowal of a governorship - this was done only grudgingly.
Hence when rivals appeared who could be urged against the Saffarids,
such as Rafi' b. Harthama al-Sayyari or Isma'il b. Ahmad the Samanid,
the grants to the Saffarids were promptly withdrawn. It was, in fact,
the Samanids of Transoxiana who in the end overthrew cAmr b.
al-Laith, wrested Khurasan from the Saffarids and eventually extended
their own suzerainty over 'Amr's weaker successors.
It has not in the past been easy to form a balanced picture of the early
Saffarids
and their achievements. The standard historical sources on the
•
eastern Iranian world, Arabic and then from the 5th/nth century
onwards, Persian also, are generally hostile to them. Most of these
historians reflect the socially hierarchical and aristocratic atmosphere of
the 'Abbasid caliphate and the empires of the Samanids, Ghaznavids
and Saljuqs. They regard with contempt the plebeian origins of the
Saffarids, treat them as rebels against the legitimate authority of the
caliphs, and on the whole view them as little better than brigands. The
early Saffarids seem personally to have had no strong religious feelings,
though there is evidence that they were not unaware of the need to
conciliate the orthodox religious classes. The historians nevertheless
frequently accuse them of heterodoxy, above all, of Kharijite sympathies, for Kharijism persisted in Sistan much longer than in most of
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the eastern Islamic world. That they held positive Kharijite beliefs is
unlikely, although it is undeniable that Ya*qub incorporated Kharijite
troops into his armies, taking advantage of their fighting qualities.
Nizam al-Mulk, obsessed as he was by the threat to the fabric of the
Saljuq empire from the extremist ShH Assassins, even makes Yacqub a
convert to Isma'ilism. Only in a writer with Shi'I sympathies like
Mas'udi do we find a sympathetic appraisal of Ya'qub's undoubted
qualities as a military leader.
Fortunately, we have in recent decades acquired a vigorous corrective
to the hostility of the orthodox Sunnl sources in the Tdrikh-i Sistdn, the
essential part of which was compiled by an anonymous local author in
the middle years of the 5th/nth century. He shows an intense local
patriotism and regards the achievements of Ya'qub and 'Amr with
pride, for these leaders had made the peripheral and rather unimportant
province of Sistan for a while the centre of a vast empire, overthrowing
the Tahirids and humiliating the 'Abbasid caliphs. The Tdrikh-i Sistan
deals with the Saffarids during the first two centuries of their existence
in such detail that it might well be regarded as a special history of that
dynasty.
Caliphal control over Sistan had become tenuous even before the rise
of the Saffarid brothers. When the Umayyad Viceroy al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf
and his generals cleared the Kharijite sectaries of the Azariqa from
Persia, many of these last fled eastwards into Kirman, Sistan and the
adjacent regions. During the course of the 2nd/8th century, the savagery
of the Azariqa (who were one of the most extreme of the Kharijite
sub-sects) moderated somewhat, although it by no means wholly died
down. In the eastern Islamic world, it was only in Sistan, Kuhistan and
Badghis (the region around Herat) that Kharijism retained its vitality,
probably because it utilized the social and religious discontent endemic
in the Persian countryside during the 2nd/8th and 3rd/c)th centuries, the
discontent which may also be traced in such outbreaks as those of
al-Muqanna', Ustadhsis and Babak al-Khurrami. Certainly, the strength
of Kharijism in Sistan lay in rural areas; the large towns, such as the
capital Zarang and Bust, were garrisoned by the troops of the caliphal
governors and held fast to the official connection. The governors were
perpetually harassed by peasant jacqueries and Kharijite outbreaks,
movements of local protest against the exactions of the caliphal taxcollectors. These culminated in the great rebellion beginning in 179/
795-6 or just after, led by Hamza b. Adharak or 'Abd-Allah. For thirty
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years, Hamza successfully defied the caliphs and their governors,
claimed the title "Commander of the Faithful" for himself, and did not
die till 213/828. After this, the khutba in Zarang was maintained for
the 'Abbasids, but no revenue was forwarded to Iraq. The Tahirids
appointed deputies to govern Sistan and at times sent troops (one of
the commanders employed there was Ilyas b. Asad of the Samanid
family), but their inability to collect revenue was chronic; the Kharijites remained active in the countryside and the governor's writ rarely
extended far beyond the walls of Zarang.
In this period of waning caliphal authority, the orthodox, legitimist
elements in Sistan were thrown back on their own resources. Hence
there arose in the towns, above all in Zarang and Bust, bands of
vigilantes to combat the Khariiites. These are sometimes called in the
sources muttawwFa "volunteer fighters for the faith", but more often
by the rather opprobrious term of 'ayydrun "ruffians, marauders ", for
the 'ayyars were often as much a scourge to the orthodox and lawabiding as to the Khariiites.
Ya'qub b. al-Laith first rose to prominence through joining one of
these 'ayyar bands. He had been born in one of the villages of Sistan
and had worked at the humble trade of coppersmith (Arabic saffdr,
whence the dynasty's name). He and his three brothers, 'Amr, Tahir
and 'All, had military ambitions. Ya'qub joined the 'ayyar band of
Salih b. al-Nadr or al-Nasr, who in 238/852 was recognized by the
people of Bust as their Amir. Salih aimed at taking over the whole of
Sistan, and in 239/854 drove out the Tahirid governor, Ibrahim b.
al-Hudain, from Zarang; with Ibrahim's expulsion, all direct caliphal
control over Sistan virtually ceased. The ancient rivalry of Bust and
Zarang weakened Salih's position in the latter town, and in 244/858 he
was replaced there as amir by another 'ayyar leader, Dirham b. Nasr.
The part of Ya'qub in these events is unclear, but he was obviously
growing in power and reputation, for in 247/861 Ya'qub himself
overthrew Dirham and emerged as amir of Sistan.
Ya'qub's first years as amir were devoted to strengthening his
position within the province. The dispossessed Salih retreated into
al-Rukhkhaj or Arachosia, the region around Qandahar in southeastern Afghanistan, and obtained help from the local ruler there, the
Zunbil. Not till the beginning of 251/865 was Salih captured and
killed, the Zunbil also being slain; two years later, a cousin of the
Zunbil, who had been made governor of al-Rukhkhaj for the Saffarids,
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rebelled unsuccessfully against Ya'qub. The pacification of the Sistan
countryside was obviously essential. At the time of Ya'qub's accession,
the leader of the Kharijite bands was 'Ammar b. Yasir, but Yacqub
managed in 251/865 to defeat and kill him at Nishak in Sistan, after
which "The Khawarij all became broken in spirit and fled to the hills
of Isfizar (modern Sabzavar, between Zarang and Herat) and the
lowlands of Hindqanan." 1 Ya'qub's expedition against Herat in 257/
870-1 and his operations in Badghis were also the occasion for an attack
on the Kharijites of that region. The town of Karukh, to the north-east
of Herat, was one of their strongholds; over a century later, the
geographer Muqaddasl describes them as still numerous there.2 Karukh
had been for thirty years the headquarters of 'Abd al-Rahman or 'Abd
al-Rahim, who claimed the title of "Caliph of the Kharijites" and the
honorific of al-Mutawakkil 'ala ylldh. He mustered 10,000 men, but was
defeated and submitted to Ya'qub. According to Tabarl, Ya'qiib killed
c
Abd al-Rahman, but the more circumstantial account of the Tdrikh-i
Sistan says that he submitted and was made governor over Isfizar and
the Kurds who nomadized in the surrounding steppes; only after this
was he killed by a discontented group of Kharijites who then raised
Ibrahim b. Akhdar to be their leader.3 Ya'qub settled the whole affair
in a manner which he had successfully adopted previously, by incorporating the Kharijite warriors into his own forces. In 248/862 one of
Ya'qub's commanders had won over 1,000 of the Sistan Kharijites in
this way: "Then Ya'qub gave robes of honour to the Kharijite leaders
and said, 'Those among you who are sarhangs I will promote to amirs,
those of you who are ordinary cavalry troopers I will promote to
sarhangs', and those who are infantrymen will become cavalrymen.
Moreover, whenever in future I see special ability in anyone, I shall
give him particular promotion and honour.'" Similarly, Ibrahim b.
Akhdar's followers were now incorporated into the SafFarid army and
assigned regular salaries from Ya'qub's divan; they formed a special
section known as the jaish al-shurdt.
One of the most important aspects of early Saffarid policy, of
significance for the spread of Islam in Afghanistan and on the borders
of India long after their empire had collapsed, was that of expansion
into eastern Afghanistan. The early Arab governors of Sistan had at
1
2
3

Tdrikh-i Sistan, pp. 205-8.
The name of the geographer probably should be read Maqdisl.
Tabarl, vol. in, p. 1882; Gardlzl, p. 12.
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times penetrated as far as Ghazna and Kabul, but these had been little
more than slave and plunder raids. There was fierce resistance from the
local rulers of these regions, above all from the line of Zunblls who
ruled in Zamindavar and Zabulistan and who were probably epigoni
of the southern Hephthalite or Chionite kingdom of Zabul; on more
than one occasion, these Zunblls inflicted sharp defeats on the Muslims.
The Zunblls were linked with the Kabul-Shahs of the Turk-Shahi
dynasty; the whole Kabul river valley was at this time culturally and
religiously an outpost of the Indian world, as of course it had been in
earlier centuries during the heyday of the Buddhist Gandhara civilization.
When he had finally disposed of Salih b. al-Nadr, Ya'qub had captured several members of the family of the Zunbll, Salih's ally. In
255/869 the ZunbiPs son escaped from captivity in Bust and speedily
raised an army in al-Rukhkhaj, an indication of his dynasty's popularity
and deep roots there. He was forced to flee to the Kabul-Shah, but
Ya'qub was unable to pursue him northwards because of the onset of
winter. The Arabic sources refer to the Zunbll - whether to the man
whom Ya'qub killed in 251/865 or to his son is unclear - not under this
title or designation, but under what was apparently his personal name
of Firuz b. Kabk (?). A raid on Zabulistan from Balkh in the north by
Da'ud b. al-'Abbas, of the Abu Da'udids of Khuttal, is mentioned in
the middle years of the century, and Mas'udi speaks with wonder of
the impregnability of Firuz b. Kabk's fortresses in Zabulistan. Ya'qub
made a further raid into eastern Afghanistan in 256/870, aiming at
Kabul, where the Zunbll's son had fled for refuge. He marched through
Panjway and Tiglnabad in Zamindavar; captured Ghazna and destroyed its citadel; and levied a tribute of 10,000 dirhams per annum on
the local ruler of Gardiz, Abu Mansur Aflah. He turned northwards to
Bamiyan and then Balkh, where he destroyed the palace of Da'ud b.
al-'Abbas, who had fled before him. These conquests in the Hindu
Kush region gave Ya'qub control of the Panjhir river valley and the
silver mines of the Andaraba district; the first Saffarid coins extant were
minted by Ya'qub at Panjhir between 259/873 and 261/875, but after
this, possession of Panjhir reverted to the Abu Da'udids or Banijurids.
Kabul was also taken, and according to Gardizi here "Firuz" (sc. the
Zunbil's son) was captured.
Ya'qub's activities on these remote frontiers of the Islamic world
were widely publicised in the heartlands of the caliphate because of the
Saffarids' care to send presents from their plunder to the 'Abbasids.
in
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Fifty gold and silver idols from Kabul were sent by Ya'qub to alMu'tamid, who forwarded them to Mecca. cAmr b. al-Laith led an
expedition as far as Sakawand in the Logar valley between Ghazna and
Kabul, described as a pilgrimage-centre of the Hindus. In 283/896 a
sensation was caused in Baghdad when there arrived presents of idols
captured from Zamlndavar and the Indian borders, including a copper
idol in a woman's shape with four arms and two girdles of silver set
with jewels, with smaller, bejewelled idols before it, the whole being
mounted on a trolley suitable for pulling by camels. The next few
decades in the history of this region are very dark, but it is symptomatic
of the imperfect Muslim control there that in 286/899 or at the beginning of 287/900, during the absence of 'Amr b. al-Laith in Gurgan, two
Indian princes attacked Ghazna and temporarily expelled the Saffarid
governor. Yet though the power of the local rulers in eastern Afghanistan was not yet entirely broken, Islam did achieve a break-through,
and despite our lack of information about the period before the rise of
tne
Ghaznavids, it is probable that the Islamization of the region
proceeded apace.
Campaigns against the Kharijites and the infidels of eastern Afghanistan gave the Saffarids prestige in the eyes of the orthodox, but
Ya'qub's ambitions were also fixed on the much richer settled lands of
Persia. Here he was bound to clash with representatives of the established order: with the caliphal governors in southern Persia, where
some semblance of direct control was still maintained, and with the
Tahirids in Khurasan.
The historian Ya'qubl says that Ya'qub invaded the adjacent province of Kirman soon after he became amir of Sistan, and was recognized as governor there by the governor of Khurasan Muhammad b.
Tahir at the Caliph al-Musta'in's request (thus placing the event before
the beginning of 252/866). This invasion may perhaps have been part
of Ya'qub's general operations against the Kharijites, who were also
strong in Kirman, and especially in the town of Bam. The report may,
on the other hand, refer to the undoubted invasion of Kirman which
Ya'qub undertook in 25 5/869, i.e. at the end of al-Muctazz's caliphate.
According to the account in Tabari, Kirman was a dependency of the
Tahirids, but the caliphal governor in Fars, 'AH b. al-Husain, sought
to add it to his own territories, adducing the feebleness of the Tahirids.
Al-Mu'tazz craftily sent investiture patents to both 'All and Yacqub,
hoping to involve these two powerful figures with each other. Ya'qub
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defeated 'All's general Tauq b. al-Mughallis and soon occupied
Kirman. 'All organized resistance in his capital of Shlraz, summoning
help from the Kurds of Fars and the mountaineers (Kufichis) of the
Jabal Bariz region of Kirman, but was defeated and captured by Ya'qub.
The caliph, whose plan to neutralize the two leaders had misfired, was
conciliated by rich presents from the captured plunder.
Caliphal 'ummdl or tax-collectors reappeared in Fars when Ya'qub
left for Slstan, but Kirman remained as a base for a future revanche.
Ya'qub wTas in Makran and Fars in 257/871 and in Fars again the next
year. After 255/869, Fars had fallen into the hands of the adventurer
Muhammad b. Wasil al-Hanzall, who had seized power from the
caliphal governor. Fars and Ahvaz were among the territories granted
by the caliph al-Muctamid to his brother al-Muwaffaq in 257/871, and
for a time, 'Abbasid authority was restored. But in 261/875 Muhammad
b. Wasil was again independent in Fars, having killed the governor
appointed by the Turkish general Musa b. Bugha al-Kabir. So when in
261/875 Ya'qub resolved on a large-scale invasion of Fars, he had a
certain specious claim to be ridding the caliph of a rebel. He speedily
captured Muhammad b. Wasil's treasury at Istakhr and defeated him at
al-Baida'. Ya'qiib's victories had now brought him to Ramhurmuz and
the borders of Ahvaz (262/875). The rich province of Fars, upon which
the 'Abbasids depended for a good proportion of their revenue, was
securely in his hands. Further advance westwards would bring him into
Iraq, and there was an obvious fear that Ya'qub might join forces with
the Zanj rebels, the black slaves who had since 255/869 been tying
down large 'Abbasid armies in lower Iraq and Ahvaz (in fact, Ya'qub
seems to have rejected offers of an alliance from the Zanj leader 'AH b.
Muhammad). Thoroughly alarmed, al-Mu'tamid endeavoured to
placate Ya'qub by the grant of Khurasan, Tabaristan, Gurgan, Ray and
Fars, in addition to his existing provinces of Slstan, Kirman, Makran
and Sind. He was also to have the office of sahib al-shurta in Baghdad
in place of the Tahirids, and his name was to appear in the khutba in
Mecca and Medina; these concessions were publicly proclaimed to the
merchants of Baghdad and the pilgrims of Khurasan by al-Muwaffaq.
Ya'qub nevertheless continued his advance and occupied Wasit. AlMuwaffaq now made a supreme effort, and halted and defeated Ya'qub
at Dair al-'Aqul on the Tigris, only fifty miles from Baghdad itself
(262/876). This was Ya'qub's first major defeat, and it saved the capital
from what had appeared to be certain capture.
8
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Even so, Fars remained firmly in Saffarid hands, and between 263/
876-7 and 264/877-8 Ahvaz was recovered. Muhammad b. Wasil reappeared in Fars as the caliphal nominee for governor, but achieved no
lasting success. Just before Ya'qub's death at JuncUshapur in 265/879,
al-Mu'tamid recognized the strength of the Saffarid hold on Fars and
sent Ya'qub a diploma for its governorship. Henceforth, Fars remained
fairly continuously under the control of the Saffarid amirs or their
military commanders down to the time of the fifth amir, Muhammad
b. 'All b. al-Laith (298/910-11); a greater number of coins are extant
from the Fars mints of the Saffarids than from the Sistan or Khurasan
ones.
In 25 3/867 Yacqub marched to Herat, drove out the Tahirid governor
there, Husain b. 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir, and then defeated at Pushang the
Commander-in-Chief of the Tahirids' army in Khurasan, Ibrahim b.
Ilyas Samani. It was after this that operations were undertaken against
the Kharijites of Badghis. Ya'qub's attack on Herat was a deliberate
provocation of the Tahirids, but Muhammad b. Tahir judged it
prudent to bow to the obvious strength of the Saffarids, and he invested
Ya'qiib with the governorship under the Tahirids of " Sistan, Kabul,
Kirman and Fars". With this legitimation of his authority, Ya'qub had
for the first time the khutba in Zarang made for himself. In 257/871
al-Muwaffaq sent Ya'qiib a diploma for Balkh and Tukharistan.
According to Gardizi, this had been seized in the previous year during
the course of the Kabul campaign; the Banljurid Da'iid b. al-cAbbas
was expelled to Transoxiana, and severe financial levies imposed on
Balkh. However, Da'ud's successor Muhammad was in 25 8/872 minting
coins at Andaraba in Badakhshan, and Saffarid dominion over
Tukharistan was obviously only short-lived.
It was increasingly apparent that Tahirid power in Khurasan was
crumbling. On the western fringes, Tahirid authority was threatened
by the Zaidi Shi'I movement in Tabaristan under al-Hasan b. Zaid.
After his successes in Herat, Fars and eastern Afghanistan, Ya'qub felt
strong enough directly to provoke a war with the Tabirid amir. A
pretext was found in the latter's sheltering at Nishapur a fugitive from
Ya'qub's wrath, 'Abd-Allah al-Sijzi or 'Abd-AUah b. Muhammad b.
Salih. On hearing news of Ya'qub's approach, he fled immediately to
Damghan and the Caspian region, leaving Muhammad b. Tahir to his
fate. In 259/873 Ya'qub entered the capital of Khurasan without striking a blow, and ended the fifty years' dominion there of the Tahirids.
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Muhammad b. Tahir scorned to flee, and he and several members of his
family and entourage (amounting to seventy people, according to
Gardlzl) were taken by Ya'qub into honourable confinement. The
Tdrlkh-i Sistan says that Muhammad b. Tahir later died in captivity in
Zarang, but the reports in Tabari, Gardizi and other sources (including
a later part of the Tdrikh-i Slstdn itself) about his later life, contain the
real truth. According to these reports, Muhammad b. Tahir was taken
along with Ya'qub during the Fars and Ahvaz expedition of 261/875,
and managed to escape to Baghdad after the SafFarid defeat at Dair
al-'Aqul. Al-Mu'tamid re-appointed him governor of Khurasan after
Yacqub's retreat from Iraq, but he never deemed it safe or prudent to
leave Baghdad and take up the office. In Nishapur, the local notables
showed concern about the legitimacy of Ya'qub's setting-aside of the
Tahirids. Ya'qub is said to have assembled them before him and then
to have shown them a naked Yemeni sword, the true symbol of his
authority and a more potent one than a mere investiture document.
Ya'qub's prowess as a conqueror now made many of the 'ayyar leaders
of Khurasan rally to his side. The Tahirid treasuries at Nishapur produced a rich haul of money, clothing and weapons; from these, Yacqub
fitted out 2,000 of his ghuldms with shields, swords and gold and silver
maces.1 After this, Tahirid rule in Khurasan was only upheld sporadically by Muhammad's brother Husain b. Tahir, on one or two occasions
in Nishapur itself, more continuously in Marv; after 267/880-1,
however, Husain fades out of Khurasanian affairs.
'Abd-Allah al-Sijzl had meanwhile allied with the 'Alid ruler of
Tabaristan, al-Hasan b. Zaid. Ya'qub pursued him to the Caspian
coastlands, and defeated both his opponents at Sari, after which
al-Hasan fled into the mountainous interior of Dailam (260/874).
Ya'qub now made harsh financial exactions in the towns of Sari and
Amul. But the impenetrable jungle of the coastlands and the damp and
febrile climate there, defeated the SafFarid just as it had defeated earlier
invaders. With his troops decimated by disease, Ya'qub returned to
Nishapur in 261/874-5. cAbd-Allah was, according to the Tdrikh-i
Slstdn, handed over to Ya'qub by the "Marzban of Tabaristan" (? one
of the Bavandids or Baduspanids) and killed; according to Tabari and
other sources, he fled to Ray, but at Ya'qub's demand was handed over
by the local governor al-Salani or al-Salabi, the appointee of Musa b.
Bugha, and killed. Al-Salani died in 262/875-6, and for a while,
1

Tdrikh-i Sistdn, pp. 222, 224-5.
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Saffarid authority was established in Ray, in accordance with the
caliphal grant to Ya'qub in that year; from 262/875-6 dates the sole
known Saffarid coin minted at Ray.
The overthrow of the Tahirids in Khurasan could hardly be ignored
by the 'Abbasids, for as virtually hereditary holders of the shurta and
governorship of Baghdad, the Tahirid family was very influential there.
Ya'qub had written to al-Mu'tamid announcing the imprisonment of
Muhammad b. Tahir, and sending as a placatory measure the head of
the Kharijite 'Abd al-Rahman (see above). In 261/874 the caliph
assembled the pilgrims of Khurasan and denounced Ya'qub's annexation of Khurasan as unlawful, although the advance of Ya'qub to the
borders of Iraq soon forced al-Mu'tamid to make an undignified volteface. Whilst Ya'qub was occupied by his campaigns in Tabaristan and
southern Persia, a new factor had appeared in the politics of Khurasan
in the person of Ahmad b. 'Abd-Allah Khujistani (from Khujistan, a
district of Badghis). Khujistani was a former soldier of the Tahirids
who rallied to Ya'qub when the latter occupied Nishapur. But when
Ya'qub returned to Sistan after the Tabaristan expedition, Khujistani
saw a chance to further his own ambitions. He expelled from Nishapur
Ya'qub's governor Uzair b. al-Sari and made the khutba for the
Tahirids (beginning of 262/end of 875). He then marched to attack
Herat, where Ya'qub had left his brother 'Amr as governor, but in his
absence, Nishapur was seized by the ghulam Abu Talha Mansur b.
Sharkab, who, however, kept the khutba for Muhammad b. Tahir
(after Ya'qub's reverse at Dair al-'Aqul, Muhammad had once more
become titular governor of Khurasan). Khujistani reconquered
Nishapur, apparently in 265/878-9, defeating Abu Talha and his ally,
the 'Alid al-Hasan b. Zaid.
At this point, 'Amr b. al-Laith succeeded his brother Ya'qub as
amir. It seems that another brother, 'All, was at first the favoured candidate of both Ya'qub and the army, but 'Amr's craft and ruthlessness
secured him the throne. 'All was never reconciled to his supersession;
'Amr placed him in captivity, but soon afterwards, he was in treacherous
communication with 'Amr's enemy Khujistani and eventually defected
to another opponent, Rafi' b. Harthama. 'Amr himself is said to have
started life as a mule-hirer or stonemason; he had been associated with
Ya'qub in many of his campaigns and in 261/875 had been made
governor of Herat. 'Amr expressed his obedience to the caliph, and
was given robes of honour and an investiture patent for Khurasan,
J
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Fars, Isfahan, Sistan, Kirman and Sind (and according to the Tdrikh-i
Sfstdn, for Gurgan and Tabaristan as well), in return for tribute of one
million dirhams. This legitimation proved a considerable help in the
struggle against Khujistani in Khurasan, for the ghd^is and religious
classes in Khurasan now gave their support to 'Amr. He was able to
appoint as his representative for the shurta of Baghdad 'Ubaid-Allah b.
'Abd-Allah b. Tahir (who was, as we have seen above, on bad terms
with other members of his family), and as his representative in Mecca,
Muhammad b. Abi '1-Saj (266/879).
The re-establishment of Saffarid control in Khurasan was to be a
lengthy process. During his last years, Ya'qub had been pre-occupied
with events in southern Persia and Iraq, and various rivals had appeared
in the east. Herat had fallen into the hands of Abu Talha's brother
Ya'mar and then into those of Khujistani. The latter had himself been
campaigning in the Caspian provinces against al-Hasan b. Zaid, and
now he decisively repelled 'Amr from Nishapur. 'Amr had to take
refuge in Herat, whilst Khujistani went on to invade Sistan, unsuccessfully besieging Zarang (266-7/880). In Khujistanl's absence, a proSaffarid rising took place in Nishapur, led by the 'ayyars, but Khujistani
returned from Sistan and restored his authority. 'Amr acquired, as his
ally against Khujistani, Abu Talha, who was at that time in Tukharistan; but Abu Talha could not achieve any significant success. 'Amr's
influence with the caliph secured for a while the imprisonment in
Baghdad of Muhammad b. Tahir, on the plea that the latter had been
urging Khujistani against him. 'Amr's prestige was high even in
distant Mecca. During the Pilgrimage rites of 267/881, 'Amr's representative was involved in a dispute over precedence with the lieutenant
of Ahmad b. Tulun, governor of Egypt; in the end, the Saffarid interest
prevailed, and 'Amr's banner was hung from the right-hand side of the
Prophet's minbar or pulpit.
Until now, Khujistani had been the nominal vassal of the Tahirids,
but during 267/880-1 he ceased mentioning them in the khutba at
Nishapur, and made it for the caliph and himself only. He also assumed
another of the prerogatives of independent sovereignty and minted his
own dirhams and dinars', dirhams of his from Nishapur and Herat are
extant for the years 267/880-1 and 268/881-2. Khujistani occupied
Tukharistan and Herat in the first of these two years, but towards the
end of 268/882 was killed by one of his own ghulams. Abu Talha took
over Nishapur, and for a while, he and 'Amr were recognized as
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masters of all Khurasan, their names appearing jointly on a Nlshapur
coin of 269/882-3. Saffarid coins were also minted at Isfahan in this
year. Isfahan had been governed by the Abu Dulaf family, and when in
265/879 the town was granted to 'Amr, he retained the Abu Dulafid
Ahmad b. 'Abd al-'Aziz there as his governor; the names of both
Ahmad and his suzerain appear on this dirham of 269/882-3.
One impediment to the establishment of Saffarid authority in
Khurasan had gone with Khujistanl's death, but a further threat arose
from Rafi' b. Harthama, a former partisan of the Tahirids who had
become Khujistani's Commander-in-Chief. Khujistanl's leaderless army
acknowledged Rafi' at Herat as its leader. Rafi' restored the Tahirid
khutba in both Herat and Nlshapur, and raided towards Sistan as far
as Farah. Abu Talha was at this point the independent ruler of Marv,
and a complex, three-cornered struggle between 'Amr, Abu Talha and
Rafi' now followed. During these struggles, Abu Talha fled to Samanid
Transoxiana; he obtained help from Amir Nasr's brother Isma'Il b.
Ahmad, and in 271/885 recaptured Marv. At the end of this year, Abu
Talha and 'Amr were reconciled, and 'Amr appointed him deputy
governor of Khurasan for his own son Muhammad b. 'Amr. 'Amr and
Muhammad then left for Fars in 272/885.
Seizing the opportunity of 'Amr's difficulties in Khurasan, alMuwaffaq had in 271/885 assembled the Khurasanian pilgrims and
ordered the public cursing of 'Amr. Muhammad b. Tahir was reinvested with Khurasan, and he forthwith made Rafi' b. Harthama his
deputy there. Rafi°s power grew rapidly. With the help of Samanid
troops and the commander 'All b. Husain Marvarrudhi, he drove Abu
Talha from Marv and the latter's deputy from Herat (272/885-6). In
this same year he also raided Khwarazm and returned to Nlshapur with
rich booty. In 275/888-9 he attacked Gurgan and Tabaristan and
defeated at Chalus the 'Alid Muhammad b. Zaid; and in the following
year he went to Qazvin and then Ray, where he remained till alMuwaffaq's death in 278/891. It was whilst Rafi' was in Tabaristan that
he was joined by 'AH b. al-Laith, who had fled from Kirman, where his
brother had been holding him captive.
Al-Muwaffaq's enforced concentration on the Zanj revolt in Lower
Iraq had meant that 'Amr's grip on Fars had remained generally firm,
leaving him fairly free to deal with the more dangerous situation in
Khurasan. Two campaigns in Fars by 'Amr are recorded from the early
years of his reign, in 266/879-80 and in 268/881. The latter one was to
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suppress the revolt of the governor there, Muhammad b. al-Laith
(his own son Muhammad b. 'Amr b. al-Laith?); Muhammad was
captured and his headquarters at Istakhr plundered. 'Amr used the
prestige of his victory to exact 300,000 dirhams' tribute from the Abu
Dulafid governor of Isfahan, Ahmad b. 'Abd al-cAzlz, and this money,
together with rich presents, was sent to al-Muwaffaq. He also sent a
successful expedition to Ramhurmuz against a Kurdish chief of Fars,
Muhammad b. 'Ubaid-AUah b. Azadmard, a former adherent of
Ya'qub b. al-Laith's, who was suspected of aiding the Zanj rebels.
Al-Muwaffaq now gave 'Amr a fresh diploma for his territories, and
'Amr in return sent four million dirhams' tribute to Baghdad (270/883).
But in this year, the Zanj were finally mastered. Also, Rafi' b. Harthama's star was in the ascendant in Khurasan, with corresponding
difficulties for the Saffarids. As noted above, al-Muwaffaq accordingly
dismissed 'Amr from his governorships, and took steps to wrest Fars
from him. In 271/884-5 Ahmad b. 'Abd al-'Aziz was invested with Fars
and Kirman. Al-Muwaffaq's vizier, Dhu'l-Wizaratain Sa'id b. Makhlad,
was sent from Wasit into Fars, and a general onslaught was made on
the Saffarid position there. Initial reverses forced 'Amr and his son
Muhammad to hurry to Fars at the beginning of 272/summer 885. The
caliphal general Tark b. al-'Abbas was defeated, but in 273/886 Ahmad
b. 'Abd al-'Aziz inflicted a severe defeat on 'Amr; cAmr withdrew to
Sirjan on the borders of Kirman, and Fars passed into the control of
al-Mu'tadid, al-Muwaffaq's son and the future caliph. 'Amr invaded
Fars once more, and in 274/887 al-Muwaffaq came personally with an
army. 'Amr was again pushed back into Kirman; in the course of these
operations, 'Amr's ally Abu Talha, who had come from Khurasan,
changed sides, and 'Amr's son Muhammad died. However, al-Muwaffaq
did not dare to pursue 'Amr across the desert separating Kirman from
Slstan.
Threats to the position of the caliphate in Syria and al-Jazira, where
both the Tulunid Khumarawaih and the Byzantines were active,
inclined al-Muwaffaq towards peace. In 275/888-9 'Amr's governorships
in Khurasan, Fars and Kirman were restored in return for ten million
dirhams' tribute; his name was inscribed on the banners, lances and
shields; and his agent 'Ubaid-Allah b. 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir was reappointed to the shurta in Baghdad. 'Amr's officials came back to take
over the administration of Fars. Yet in the next year, al-Muwaffaq
rescinded these grants, and Ahmad b. 'Abd al-cAzlz was once more
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commanded to invade Fars. 'Amr retaliated by omitting al-Muwaffaq's
name from the khutba; he defeated Ahmad and advanced into Ahvaz.
Negotiations were opened up with the vizier Isma'il b. Bulbul, and
peace was made; the series of coins minted by 'Amr in Fars during
these years shows that he remained fairly continuously in possession of
Fars down to al-Mu'tadid's accession in 279/892.
The last decade of the ninth century saw 'Amr at the zenith of his
power. Rafi' b. Harthama remained a major threat in* Khurasan. In
273/886 Rafi' was in Transoxiana aiding Isma'il b. Ahmad against the
Samanid amir Nasr, and in 276/889 he established himself at Ray. When
al-Mu'tadid came to the throne, he endeavoured to remove the threat
to Jibal implicit in Rafi°s commanding position at Ray. He invested
(
Amr with Khurasan, and the standard sent from Baghdad was publicly
exhibited at Nishapiir for three days as a visible sign of caliphal favour.
Al-Mu'tadid demanded of Rafi' that he should evacuate Ray, and
commissioned Ahmad b. 'Abd al-'Aziz to expel him. Rafi' fled to
Gurgan, but returned to Ray and decided to make peace with Ahmad
and concentrate on the reconquest of Khurasan. He conciliated
Muhammad b. Zaid, and was promised a contingent of Dailami
warriors. In Tabaristan and Gurgan, he had the khutba made for the
'Alids. This public renunciation of allegiance to the 'Abbasids gave
c
Amr a moral advantage in that he could rally the support of the
orthodox and the religious classes in Khurasan against Rafi'. It was at
this time (283/896) that 'Amr sent to Baghdad four million dirhams and
the munificent array of presents captured by him in eastern Afghanistan.
Rafi' invaded Khurasan, among his commanders being Mu'addal and
Laith, the two sons of 'Amr's brother 'All. At one point, whilst 'Amr
was at Sarakhs, Rafi' occupied Nishapiir, making the khutba there for
the 'Alids and adopting the white colours of the 'Alids instead of the
'Abbasid black. He also accused al-Mu'tadid of having hastened the
end of his feeble-minded uncle, al-Mu'tamid, in order to secure power
for himself. Unfortunately for Rafi', the help promised by Muhammad
b. Zaid never materialized. He was expelled from Nishapiir, defeated
at Baihaq and Tus and finally killed in Khwarazm (283/896). 'Amr sent
the rebel's head to Baghdad, and with Khurasan cleared of all opposition, his prestige had never stood higher; in 284/897 the caliph invested
him with Ray, in addition to his existing territories. It may be noted
that it was probably during these latter years of 'Amr's reign that
Saffarid authority was recognized on the other shore of the Persian Gulf
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in 'Uman. This is unmentioned in the literary sources, but a coin from
here, dated 295/907-8 and bearing the name of 'Amr's successor Tahir,
is extant; it seems likely to have been 'Amr rather than the weaker
Tahir who established his suzerainty there.
'Amr's downfall was now brought about by pride. He aspired to
follow his Tahirid predecessor in extending his overlordship beyond
the Oxus. At Nishapur he received the homage of one Muhammad b.
'Amr al-Khwarazmi, and sent him back to Khwarazm with military
support as a Saffarid protege. This was a provocation of the Samanids
of Transoxiana, who claimed to exercise suzerainty over the Afrighid
Khwa razm-Shahs. It was obviously to the astute al-Mu'tadid's advantage to widen the breach between the Saffarids and Samanids. According to the account of the Tdrlkh-i Sistdny 'Amr's interference in
Khwarazmian affairs led to fighting with Isma'll b. Ahmad, in which
the Saffarids were worsted; in his anger, 'Amr wrote to the caliph
seeking the grant of Transoxiana and promising to subdue the 'Alids
of the Caspian region. This seems, however, to be an inversion of the
true order of events. In 285/898 al-Mu'tadid sent 'Amr rich gifts and a
diploma for Transoxiana and Balkh, and a decree deposing Isma'll was
read out in Baghdad to the Khurasanian pilgrims. 'Amr marched
northwards to take possession of his newly-granted territories, not only
from the Samanids but also from the petty rulers of Tukharistan and
Jiizjan, the Abu Da'udids and Farighunids. There was considerable
fighting south of the Oxus, in which first 'Amr's general Muhammad
b. Bishr was killed and then in 287/900 'Amr himself was defeated near
Balkh. 'Amr was captured and eventually sent to al-Mu'tadid, who had
him killed in 289/902. According to the Tdrlkh-i Sistdn, Isma'll was at
first willing to ransom 'Amr, but 'Amr's successors in the Saffarid
amirate, his grandsons Tahir and Ya'qub b. Muhammad b. 'Amr,
would not do so. The caliph was overjoyed at Isma'iPs victory, even
though it was technically an act of opposition to his previous proclamation deposing Isma'll, and he now invested the Samanid amir
with all 'Amr's eastern possessions.
With 'Amr's capture, the dynamic of the Saffarid empire, which had
dominated the eastern Islamic world for forty years, slackened, and its
territories shrank. The Samanids took over Khurasan, and were to hold
it for a century until the coming of the Ghaznavids. Fars was vulnerable
to caliphal attacks, and al-Mu'tadid was in 289/902 succeeded by his
equally-energetic son al-Muktafl. Even so, Fars and Kirman were
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generally retained by the Saflfarids or their nominal servant Sebiik-eri
(Subkari), and coins of SaflFarid type were minted there, down to the
definitive assertion of 'Abbasid authority in Fars in 298/911. Also, the
heartland of Sistan itself was defended for a decade until the Samanids
appeared there.
'Amr's successor, Tahir, had been governor of Marv during his
grandfather's lifetime, the names of 'Amr and himself appearing on
coins minted there. He was raised to the amirate in Sistan by the
SaflFarid generals, and ruled in close conjunction with his brother
Ya'qub, but there was also a faction in favour of Laith b. 'All b. Laith,
partly because his father 'All had, in fact, been Ya'qub b. al-Laith's
intended successor. Compared with his predecessors, Tahir emerges
from the sources as a weak and frivolous ruler, addicted to hunting
and luxurious living. During his reign (287-96/900-909) much of the
thirty-six million dirhams which he took over from 'Amr's treasury at
Zarang was expended on palaces and gardens. Whilst this money lasted,
taxes went uncollected, income decreased and by 293/906 the treasury
was completely empty. Also, the capital Zarang was at this time rent
by social-religious factional strife, the two sides corresponding roughly
to the adherents of the Hanafi and Shafi'i law-schools respectively; this
division persisted down to the Ghaznavid occupation a century later.
The real powers behind Tatar's throne were his uncle Laith b. 'AH, the
slave commander Sebiik-eri (who had been captured during a Saflfarid
raid into Zabulistan and was one of 'Amr's freedmen) and the latter's
co-ad jutor cAbd-Allah b. Muhammad, of the old Nishapur family of
Mikalis.
In 288/901 Tahir drove out the caliphal officials from Fars and
established his authority there, but a threatened invasion of Sistan by
Isma'll b. Ahmad, whose grant from al-Mu'tadid of 'Amr's former
eastern territories included Sistan, forced him to return thither. However, Laith b. 'All held Fars against the caliphal general Badr until
Tahir could return; al-Muktafi was thus in 290/903 obliged to send
Tahir a diploma for the governorship of Fars. Tahir and Ya'qub spent
much of their time in festivities at Zarang and Bust; Fars remained in
the hands of Sebiik-eri, who by 292/905 was showing signs of independence, and cut oflf all revenue from Fars and Kirman to Tahir.
Tahir's financial position was now perilous, and he became completely dependent on Laith b. 'All, who in 295/908 sent him revenue
which he had collected from his governorship of Makran and from
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Kirman. Out of this, Tahir could send tribute to the new Caliph
al-Muqtadir, and was confirmed by the latter in his possessions. Laith,
however, soon decided to end the feeble and neglectful rule of Tahir.
He marched to Zarang, and besieged Tahir in the inner city or
shahristdn. Lakh's superior financial resources told in the struggle; most
of Tahir's commanders deserted him, the city fell to Laith, and Tahir
and Ya'qub fled westwards (296/909). They thought first of seeking aid
from Sebiik-eri in Fars, but were doubtful of his good faith as a servant
of the Saffarids, believing him to be inclining to a pro-caliphal policy.
This suspicion was justified; Sebiik-eri bought over the remaining
commanders of Tahir and Ya'qub, and when the two brothers came
into his hands, he sent them captive to Baghdad. Sebiik-eri's seizure of
Fars had been without caliphal authorization, but now he was formally
invested as governor of the province.
The new amir Laith (296-8/909-10) had first of all to send his brother
Mu'addal to suppress unrest in Zabulistan (297/909), and then he
resolved to invade Fars to punish Sebiik-eri for his treachery. He
invaded Kirman with 7,000 cavalry, defeated Sebiik-eri and pushed on
to Istakhr and Shiraz. Sebiik-eri appealed to the caliph for help, and the
slave general Mu'nis was sent. Mu'nis soon concluded a separate peace
with Laith, but Sebiik-eri fought on and defeated Laith in Fars. Laith
was captured and sent to Baghdad, dying at Raqqa in 317/929, but
Mu'addal escaped to Kirman (298/910). Sebiik-eri's good relations with
the caliph did not last long. He could only collect ten of the sixteen
million dirhams stipulated as tribute from Fars, so a punitive expedition
was sent against him. Defeated at Shiraz, he dared not go to Sistan, but
fled across the Great Desert to Herat and Marv; he was captured by the
Samanid Ahmad b. Isma'll and sent to Baghdad as a prisoner, where
in 305/917-18 he died. Laith b. £Ali was the last Saffarid to have controlled Fars; it was now placed under the caliphal slave general Qunbuj
al-Afshini.
In Sistan, Lakh's brother Muhammad (298/910-11) became amir at
the beginning of 298/summer 910, but he was only recognized in
Sistan, Zamlndavar, Zabulistan and Kabul; no coins of his or of his
brother Mu'addal seem to be extant. At this point, al-Muqtadir invested
Ahmad b. Isma'll with Sistan and instructed him to end the rule of the
Saffarids for good. Muhammad lacked military experience. He released
from captivity Mu'addal, who forthwith treacherously seized Zarang
for himself. Muhammad had to retire to Bust, where he acquired a bad
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reputation for the exactions he made in his frantic need for money.
Accordingly, when amir Ahmad came from Farah to Bust, he met little
opposition there. Soon afterwards, Mu'addal surrendered Zarang to
the Samanid general Simjur al-Dawati. Both Muhammad and Mu'addal
were carried off as captives; Saffarid rule was for the moment uprooted
from its native province, and a Samanid governor appointed there
(298/911).

The Saffarid empire in its heyday under Ya'qub and 'Amr was essentially a military creation based on force of arms alone; in an anecdote
told by Nizam al-Mulk, Ya'qub boasts to the caliph's envoy that he has
achieved his high position not through birth, like the 'Abbasids, but
through his own boldness and valour (^ayydri n>a shir-mardz).1 The
Saffarids' unashamed proclamation of the superiority of force over the
moral considerations which were supposed to underpin the temporal
rule delegated by God to man, probably accounts for much of the
hostility to them in the standard Muslim sources. On several occasions
the amirs showed their contempt for the constitutional doctrine,
generally observed by provincial governors, that all secular power
derived from the caliph, and lesser rulers only had de jure authority in
so far as they obtained investiture from the caliph and forwarded suitable tribute to him. Ya'qiib and 'Amr were prepared to fall in with this
when it suited their purposes. Thus 'Amr was aware of the value of
caliphal approbation in so strongly orthodox a province as Khurasan,
and he made much of his campaigns against the 'Alids of the Caspian
region and against the pagans of eastern Afghanistan, forwarding to
Baghdad rich presents from the plunder gained there. Yet 'Amr always
knew that the sword was mightier than the diploma, and he expressed
this view volubly when in 28 5 /89s he received from al-Mu'tadid's envoy
the investiture diploma for Transoxiana: "What am I to do with this?
This province can only be wrested from Isma'il with the aid of 100,000
drawn swords." 2 It is also said that cAmr was the first provincial ruler
to place his own name in the khutba, until then only read in the name
of the caliph, but the narrative of the Tdrikh-i Sistan and other sources
such as Narshakhi show that Ya'qub placed his own name in the
khutba of his territories from c. z^/SGj onwards.
It is, indeed, abundantly clear that the caliphs and the Saffarids never
trusted each other for one moment. The investiture diplomas were
1
2
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swiftly cancelled when Saffarid fortunes flagged, when there still
seemed chances of restoring the Tahirids to Khurasan and when the
rising power of the orthodox and obedient Samanids could be used
against the Saffarids. In the Tdrikh-i Sistdn,, Ya'qub emphatically lays
bare his hatred and mistrust of the 'Abbasids: "He used often to say
that the 'Abbasids had based their rule on wrong-doing and trickery 'Haven't you seen what they did to Abu Salama, Abu Muslim, the
Barmakl family and Fadl b. Sahl, despite everything which these men
had done on the dynasty's behalf? Let no one ever trust them!'" 1
Given the military nature of the Saffarid empire, the army was
necessarily of prime importance. Ya'qub and cAmr were themselves
skilled commanders, inured to hardship and following a simple way of
life, thereby setting an example to their troops and avoiding the
encumbering of their army with unnecessary impedimenta. Ya'qub's
food is described as rough-and-ready, and consisted of the staples of
Sistan diet such as barley bread, leeks, onions and fish. The nucleus of
the army consisted of local Sagzl troops and 'ayyars, both cavalry and
infantry; the infantry of Sistan had been renowned since Sasanid times,
and over a century later, the Ghaznavids employed Sagzl infantry. But
the Saffarid army was also influenced by the trends in military organization prevalent in the Islamic world of the 3rd/9th century, in which
professional armies of slaves {ghilmdn^ mamdlik) drawn from a multitude
of different nationalities were increasingly employed. Ya'qub and 'Amr
similarly welcomed into the ranks of their troops capable soldiers of
any race; in addition to the Sagzis and Khurasanis, there were not only
the ubiquitous Turks, but also Arabs, Indians and peoples from the
Indo-Afghan borderlands. Peasant levies (hasharhd-yi rusta't) were also
pressed into service in times of need, but were often of dubious fighting
quality; when Muhammad b. 'All b. Laith was attempting to defend
Sistan against the incoming Samanids in 298/911, his hashar broke at
the first charge.
According to Mascudi, who in his Muruj al-dhahab quotes from a
much longer account of the Saffarids which he inserted in his lost
Akhbdr al-^amdn^ Ya'qub exerted an unparalleled discipline over his
troops, requiring them to be ready for battle or for moving at a
moment's notice, and to refrain from looting till expressly permitted
to do so. When a recruit to the Saffarid army presented himself, Ya'qub
personally tested his skill. Then the recruit had to surrender all his
1
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possessions and equipment; these were converted into cash and credited
to him in the divan. If he was later found unsuitable and was discharged,
this sum was given back to him; but if he stayed in the Saffarids'
service, he was fitted out with clothing, weapons and a mount from
the army's own stocks, there being a central pool of mounts which was the
property of the amir himself. There are several specific examples in the
sources of the amirs' care to attract good men into their forces. Ya'qub's
winning-over of bodies of the Kharijites of Sis tan and Badghis has been
noted, as has the interesting fact that one of these bodies preserved its
separate identity within the Saffarid army as the jaish al-shurdt. After
Ya'qiib had ended the rule of the Tahirids in Nishapur and had campaigned energetically against the 'Alids of the Caspian provinces, his
reputation caused several of the former commanders of the Tahirids
and the 'ayyar leaders of Khurasan to rally to his side; amongst these
were Abu Talha Mansur b. Sharkab and Ahmad b. 'Abd-Allah
Khujistani, both of whom were later prominent in Khurasanian affairs.
Like other contemporary rulers, the Saffarid amirs had a body of
palace ghulams, probably in large part Turkish, who were used as an
elite force and for ceremonial occasions. When Nishapur was captured,
Ya'qub fitted out 2,000 of these with weapons found in the Tahirid
treasury; he then held court like a king, with two lines of ghulams
drawn up before him.1 The evident similarity in weapons, equipment
and functions, of these slave guards to the Ghaznavids' palace ghulams,
is striking, and illustrative of the continuity of military techniques in
the eastern Islamic world. Both Ya'qub and cAmr were keenly interested
in the acquisition and training of these ghulams. According to Mas'udi,
watching the progress of his young slaves' education was the sole
diversion of Ya'qub, who had no interests outside his military career.
'Amr is said to have trained young slaves, and then to have attached
them to his chief commanders as spies, again a striking anticipation of
the Ghaznavid use of such spies or mushrifs. As to numbers, 'Amr is
alleged to have possessed 10,000 palace ghulams at his death, but this
seems exaggerated.
In order to maintain the morale and discipline of the army, Ya'qub
and cAmr were careful to see that it was paid promptly and in full. Pay
was normally issued in an allotment (ra^qa, bistgdm) every three months,
whilst extra payments might be made after some conspicuous success;
thus in 275/888, after his second occupation of Fars and his peace
1
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settlement with the caliph 'Amr distributed two million dirhams to his
army. These payments were made after a general inspection ('ard) of
the troops, their equipment and mounts; according to the historian of
Khurasan Sallami, the 'arid or head of the Department for Military
Affairs inspected everyone, from the amir himself downwards. Ibn
Khallikan, who cites Sallami, links these inspections with the practice
of the Sasanid Emperors, and here too we see a continuity with the
Iranian past. In addition to normal pay allocations, Tahir b. Muhammad
b. 'Amr in 289/902 distributed grants of land or iqtaf's to his troops in
Fars. Whilst this system of supporting troops on the revenues from
lands and estates was at this time hardly known in Khurasan and the
east, it was certainly widespread in Iraq and western Persia, and the
Saffarids were in this instance merely adapting an established local
practice to their own needs.
We know little of the internal administration of the Saffarid empire.
In the case of provinces like Khurasan, Fars and especially Ahvaz, the
amirs' authority was often broken by the occupations of enemies or
rivals. Here, the Saffarid central government was represented principally by tax-collectors ('ummal). The expense of maintaining a large,
professional army in the field was almost certainly heavy. It is improbable that these tax officials behaved in a tender fashion, although it was
apparently newly-conquered or hostile territories which were mulcted
most severely. During the course of his campaign of 261/874 against
al-Hasan b. Zaid, Ya'qub's officials exacted a year's kharaj from the
people of Amul and Sari in Tabaristan, and refugees from the Caspian
coastlands carried their complaints as far as the caliph in Iraq. But if an
amir were in desperate straits, the heartlands of the empire might suffer
equally. Muhammad b. 'All b. al-Laith so oppressed the people of Bust
in 298/910 that they welcomed the appearance of the well-behaved and
disciplined Samanid army; when he had occupied Bust, the Samanid
amir restored to their former owners the goods and property confiscated
by Muhammad. Clearly, the government's demands for money often
pressed hard on the ra'iyya or subjects. The amir Tahir refused to
collect revenue on the explicit ground that he did not want to incur the
odium of oppression and tyranny; nor did he use corvee labour for the
building of his new palaces. The general trend towards harsh rule is
probably not negated by the emphasis in the Tdrikh-i Shtdn on Ya'qub's
piety and justice, his refusal to exact taxes from the very poor, his
hearing of ma^alim or complaints of official misconduct, and his care to
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see that the amir-i db (the official in charge of the division of irrigation
waters, a vital factor in the agricultural prosperity of the eastern provinces) functioned equitably; and the same reserve applies to 'Amr's
charitable works in the shape of new mosques, ribdts, bridges, stones
marking the tracks through the deserts, etc.
Because of the paucity of information, it is difficult to estimate how
advanced in organization was the Saffarid administration, and how
much it owed to the 'Abbasid caliphate for its institutions and techniques, for the caliphal administration was the model for that of its
successor-states. Ya£qub set about establishing his own divan and
appointing his own officials as soon as Slstan was under his control in
247/861, and the head of his chancery seems to have been the poet and
litterateur Muhammad b. Vasif. Not till 'Amr's reign do we hear of a
vizier as the amir's chief executive, but the office is frequently mentioned from the opening years of the 4th/ioth century onwards. 'Amr's
administrative skill and good government are specifically mentioned,
and Gardlzi (using information from Sallami) describes how he had
four treasuries. One was in eflFect an armoury, and contained a store of
weapons. The other three were financial hoards and were entirely at the
amir's personal disposal. The first comprised revenue from the land tax
and other imposts, and was used for the army's salaries. The second
comprised revenue from the amir's personal properties and estates (the
rndl-i khdss), which was used for court expenses, food, etc. The third
comprised revenue from occasional and extraordinary levies, and confiscations of the wealth of soldiers who had gone over to the enemy;
from all this, special rewards and payments were given to outstandingly
brave warriors and to spies and envoys. The same author goes on to
say that 'Amr was careful always to make confiscations at suitable times
and with plausible pretexts. Out of all this income, tribute was sent only
intermittently to the caliphate, though when money was sent, the sum
involved might be as high as ten or twenty million dirhams. The good
financial management of the first two Saffarids is seen in the well-filled
treasuries which each of them left behind. Ya'qub left at his death fifty
million dirhams and another four million (or alternatively, 800,000)
dinars, and 'Amr left thirty-six million dirhams plus a great number of
dinars, jewels, clothing, weapons, etc.; his improvident successor Tahir
got through all this in about six years.1
Whatever unfavourable reputation the Saffarids may have left behind
1
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in the provinces outside their homeland, there is much to show that
they were genuinely popular inside Sistan, that they expressed something of the local, particularist spirit there, and that they had in some
measure the interests of Sistan in their minds. In the early years of
Ya'qub's career, when he was an cayyar commander in Salih b. alNadr's service, he is said to have restrained Salih's predominantly Bust!
troops from plundering Zarang, since impoverishment of the capital
could only benefit the rival town of Bust. More explicit are the attempts
of a member of the ruling family, Muhammad b. Khalaf b. al-Laith, to
sooth the factional strife between the two groups of the Samakiyya and
Sadaqiyya. His theme is that the unity and cohesion of Sistan will
suffer from dissensions: " H e said, 'Let there be no more strife
(ta'assub), for we are already in deep trouble. You have all seen the
present state of affairs and the divisions which have arisen since the
deaths of Ya'qub and c Amr; you must not let any more divisive factional strife arise. Instead, let there be concord amongst you, so that
even if all the [outlying] provinces [of the empire] are lost, this province
at least will remain in your hands and be inviolate from the grasp of
outsiders and unworthy ones.'" 1 Moreover, during their period of rule
in Khurasan, the Saffarids made some endeavour to enlist the support
and sympathy of the *ulamd and scholars there. Ya'qub had caused some
destruction in Nishapur when he had captured it, but cAmr added to
the Friday mosque and built the ddr al-imdra or governor's palace
there. The Saffarids employed as a secretary the poet Ibrahim alMughaithl, and it is mentioned that 'Amr rewarded the jurist and
traditionist Muhammad al-Bushanji with 20,000 dinars.
Of undeniable importance is the Saffarid stimulus to the renaissance
of New Persian literature and culture in the later part of the 3rd/c)th
century. In this movement, the plebeian milieu of the Saffarids played
a part as well as the feudal, aristocratic Samanid court. According to
the Tarikh-i Sistdn, Ya'qub had poets attached to him who, after the
conquest of Herat and Pushang from their Tahirid governor, eulogised
him in Arabic verses. Ya'qub could not understand these, and asked
the secretary of his chancery, Muhammad b. Vasif, "Why must something be recited that I can't understand?" So Muhammad b. Vasif
composed some verses in Persian. That the appearance of vernacular
literature in Sistan at this time was something new is implied by the
local history itself when the author contrasts Ya'qub's encouragement
1
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of New Persian literature with the purely Arabic eulogies and verses of
the Kharijites of Sistan. Muhammad b. Vasif made himself court poet
and commentator on events affecting the Saffarids; thus he celebrates
'Amr's pacification of Khurasan after Rafi°s death, and mourns the
capture of Tahir and Ya'qub b. Muhammad b. 'Amr. In this fashion,
the Saffarids were some of the catalytic agents in the birth of a specifically Irano-Islamic culture and feeling.
Over succeeding centuries, the Saffarids continued to be the rallyingpoint for local feeling and desires for independence. The exact genealogy
of the later generations of the dynasty is unclear, but the charisma of
the Saffarid name, if not the blood connections, plainly persisted. For
the 150 years or so after the Samanid conquest, undoubted descendants
of Ya'qub and 'Amr and their kinsmen headed resistance to alien
control, and it is with these amirs of the period before the Ghaznavid
conquest of 393/1003 (sometimes distinguished as the "second Saffarid
dynasty") that we shall finally be concerned.
In 298/911 Samanid rule had been imposed on Sistan, and Mansur
b. Ishaq, the amir Ahmad b. Ismail's cousin, was made governor there
in 299/912. Mansur soon made himself unpopular by his excessive fiscal
demands, well above the million dirhams regarded as the normal 'amal
or tax-yield of the province. A rebellion against Samanid rule was
sparked off by one Muhammad b. Hurmuz, called Maula Sandali, who,
according to Gardlzl, was formerly a Kharijite and then a soldier in the
Samanid army, but had been dismissed as too old for further service.
For a successful popular rising, it was necessary to have a Saffarid at
least as a figure-head, and this was found in the person of the ten-yearold boy Abu Hafs 'Amr b. Ya'qub b. Muhammad b. 'Amr b. al-Laith,
apparently the only survivor then in Sistan of the direct lines of Ya'qub
and 'Amr (others were captive in Baghdad at this time). Muhammad b.
Hurmuz raised the 'ayyars of Sistan, killed the Samanid garrison in
Zaranj and seized Mansur b. Ishaq (299/912). Muhammad b. Hurmuz
now made the khutba for himself, and not for 'Amr b. Ya'qub, and his
aim was clearly his own personal aggrandisement. However, the proSaffarid forces rallied, defeated him and set up 'Amr b. Ya'qub as amir.
Eventually, a Samanid army under Husain b. 'All MarvarrudhI was
sent to deal with the rebellion. 'Amr's brief amirate was ended; he was
sent into exile at Samarqand, and the 'ayyar leaders were massacred. A
second Samanid occupation of Sistan followed, this time with the
Turkish slave general Slmjur al-Dawati as governor (301/913).
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In 301/914 a period of chaos and weakness began for the Samanid
state when the amir Ahmad b. Isma'll was murdered by his ghulams.
The regency of the kingdom was undertaken for the child Nasr II b.
Ahmad by the vizier Jaihani, but the Samanid grip on the peripheries
of the empire was inevitably relaxed. In Sistan, it was the occasion for
the 'Abbasids briefly to re-assert their authority; as events turned out,
this was for the last time. The governor of Fars Badr b. 'Abd-Allah
al-Hammami appointed Fadl b. Hamld as his deputy in Sistan. Fadl and
Khalid b. Muhammad, governor of Kirman, took over Sistan, Simjur
having fled; by sending expeditions to Bust, al-Rukhkha) and Zabulistan, they drove out the Samanid officials and established caliphal
authority as far east as Ghazna. Yet it proved difficult for the 'Abbasids
to hold this distant outpost of the caliphate. The situation in Sistan
continued to be unstable, and very soon, the province was in the hands
of 'ayyar bands once more. An adventurer, Kathir b. Ahmad emerged
as amir by popular acclamation from 304/917 to 306/919, followed by
Ahmad b. Qudam. Bust seems to have been generally held by a group
of the Samanids' Turkish ghulams, originally left there as a garrison;
and in 317/929, after the failure of an attempt to raise Nasr b. Ahmad's
brother Yahya to the throne in Bukhara, the general Qara-Tegin
Isfijabi settled there.
In the midst of these confused happenings, the 'ayyars of Zaranj
broke out in revolt and raised to the throne a member of the Saffarid
family, Abu Ja'far Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Khalaf, whose grandfather
had been a close associate of Ya'qiib and 'Amr's, and who was related
also to the founders of the dynasty through his mother Banu. Amir
Ahmad (311-52/923-63) soon won over Bust and al-Rukhkha) to his
allegiance, and began to restore Sistan to prosperity and effectiveness in
the politics of the eastern world. The local historian of Sistan says:
"Then they all made a general oath of allegiance to Amir Abu Ja'far,
and his rule was universally recognized. The army, comprising the
slaves (mawdli), the 'ayyar leaders {sarhangdri) and the free Sagzl troops,
all became united, and all the disorder was ended." 1
In Ahmad's early years, a vigorous policy was pursued. In 317/929, a
year in which the 'Abbasids were distracted by the temporary deposition and restoration of al-Muqtadir, and in which the Samanid state
also was shaken by the putsch in Bukhara mentioned above, Ahmad's
troops marched into Kirman and collected a million dirhams' taxation;
1
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possibly this was connected with an event recorded for the preceding
year in which a rebel {khdriji) is said to have marched from Sistan
towards Fars, but to have been killed by his own troops before reaching there. In 320/932 a rising of Qara-Tegin and the Turks of Bust
was suppressed. The 'Abbasids, although increasingly enfeebled and
approaching the nadir of their fortunes, were still not disposed to give
up Sistan for lost. In 318/930 al-Muqtadir appointed his son Harun
governor of Fars, Kirman, Makran and Sistan, and in the following
year Muhammad b. Yaqut was invested with Sistan; but there is no
record, historical or numismatic, that these investitures had any
practical consequences. In 321/933 the Saffarid Abu Hafs 'Amr b.
Yaq'ub, who had briefly reigned as amir from 299/911 to 301/913,
returned to Sistan from Baghdad; possibly the caliph hoped thereby to
introduce an element of discord into Sistan politics. Two other
Saffarids, the grandsons of 'Amr b. al-Laith, Tahir and Ya'qub, had
been released from captivity in Baghdad in 310/922-3 and were living
there in an honoured state.
Amir Ahmad's prestige spread beyond the confines of Sistan. The
Tdrikh-i Sistan lists rich presents sent to him by Nasr b. Ahmad, and
gives the text in extenso of a lengthy ode by the Samanid court poet
Rudaki praising Ahmad as "that foremost one amongst the nobles and
the pride of Iran, That just king and sun of the age . . . from the
glowing orb of the stock of Sasan"; the poem earned for Rudaki a
present from Ahmad of 10,000 dinars. The last years of Ahmad's reign
saw a certain weakening in the state. The Commander-in-Chief Abu'lFath was for a while the dominating influence, but at some time
after 341/952-3, he raised a revolt at Jarwardkan and Baskar in favour
of a son of the former amir Tahir b. Muhammad b. cAmr. There was
some support for this claimant on account of his direct descent from
£
Amr b. al-Laith, but Ahmad suppressed the revolt with the aid of the
Turks of Bust.
Ahmad was murdered by his own ghulams in 3 5 2/963 and succeeded
by his son Abu Ahmad Khalaf, the last and most celebrated of the
Saffarids of the 4th/ioth century. Khalaf had to set aside another
member of the family before he could consolidate his power, and at the
beginning of his reign was dependent on Tahir b. Muhammad (or
Tahir b. [Abl] "All) Tamimi. Tahir had been a general in the Samanid
army, and had fought against the Dailamite rebel Makan b. Kaki; in
amir Ahmad's reign he had been a popular governor in Bust, and then
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at the Samanid amir's request was made governor of Farah by Khalaf.
Tahir's mother was a grand-daughter of the Saffarid 'All b. al-Laith,
and Khalaf now formally associated Tahir in his rule, their names being
proclaimed jointly in the khutba. In 353/964 Khalaf left Sistan to fulfil
a vow by making the Pilgrimage to the Holy Places, leaving Tahir as
regent. Under Tahir's enlightened rule, the country flourished; apart
from the perennial strife of factions in Zarang, the country was at peace,
and the kharaj was collected "dirham for dirham", i.e. strictly according to the assessment and not with the usual dang or so demanded in
excess. In 357/968 or shortly afterwards, the authority of the great
Buyid ruler 'Adud al-Daula, who had just conquered Kirman from the
Ilyasids, was recognized in the khutba of Sistan. Also in 357/968 Tahir
led an expedition against the Turks who had again seized control of
Bust; Gardizl implies that these Turks were the former ghulams of
Qara-Tegin. Yet soon afterwards, Bust fell once more into the hands
of a Turkish chief called in the Tdrikb-i Sistan Yiiz-temiir. This man
may be the Baituz known from early Ghaznavid sources to have been
ruling in Bust when Sebiik-Tegin conquered it in 367/977-8 and also
known as the minter of an extant copper coin at Bust in 359/970; the
famous rhetorician and author Abu'1-Fath Bust! had been secretary to
Baituz before passing into Sebiik-Tegin's service.
It was perhaps natural that Tahir should be unwilling to relinquish
power when in 3 5 8/969 Khalaf returned from the west. Khalaf took the
precaution of going first to the Samanid court and obtaining military
aid from Mansur b. Nuh, but was unable to prevail against Tahir's
well-entrenched position in Sistan; it was not till Tahir's death in
3 5 9/970 that Khalaf managed to occupy Zaranj and carry out a purge
of Tahir's former supporters. The struggle against Khalaf was now
taken up by Tahir's son Husain, of whom a coin is extant. Husain
retired to Bukhara; Khalaf cut off the tribute and presents which he
customarily sent to Bukhara, hence Husain returned with a powerful
Samanid army, including the general Abu'l-Hasan Slmjuri. A long
siege of Khalaf within the citadel of Zarang followed, but he could not
be dislodged (372/982-3). A peace was then arranged by the Samanids,
but fighting again flared up, this time with Husain shut inside the
citadel of Zarang. Husain vainly sought help from Sebiik-Tegin in
Ghazna, and had to surrender in 373/983-4; peace was made, but
Husain died soon afterwards.
Khalaf was now undisputed master of Sistan. He secured an investi133
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ture patent from the caliph and assumed the honorific of wall al-daula.
Like his father, Khalaf was a great patron of the culamd* and scholars.
One of his eulogists was the great poet and author of maqamdt, Badi'
al-Zaman al-Hamadani. He combined extreme avariciousness and
duplicity with ostentatious piety, and is said to have commissioned a
grand Qur'an commentary, which finally ran to ioo volumes; it comprehended all previous commentaries, set forth all the variant readings,
explored all grammatical questions and set forth all the sound traditions.
Externally, Khalaf felt strong enough in 376/986-7 to send an army to
Bust and Zabulistan whilst Sebiik-Tegin was absent fighting the
Hindushahi Raja Jaipal, but he had to evacuate Bust on the Ghaznavid's
return. An expedition under his son 'Amr was sent in 3 81-2/991-2 to
the Buyid province of Kirman, taking advantage of dissensions amongst
the Buyids after Sharaf al-Daula's death, but the Saffarid troops were
eventually driven back. Nevertheless, Khalaf continued to covet
Kirman; in 384/994 his army again invaded the province, but was
repelled by the Buyid general Abu Ja'far b. Ustadh-Hurmuz.
After the failure of his attempt to recover Bust, Khalaf9s relations
with Sebiik-Tegin had been good, and he had sent troops to help
Sebiik-Tegin against Abu 'All Simjurl. However, the extension of
Ghaznavid authority over Khurasan was plainly inimical to Saffarid
interests, and Khalaf tried to induce the Qarakhanid Ilig Khan Nasr,
who was threatening the last Samanids in Bukhara, to attack the
Ghaznavids (386/996). After Sebiik-Tegin's death in the next year, his
sons Mahmud and Isma'il were for several months locked in a struggle
over the succession, and Khalaf seized the opportunity of wresting
Pushang and Kuhistan from Sebiik-Tegin's brother Bughrachuq, the
latter being killed by Khalaf's son Tahir (388/998). But once Mahmud
was firmly in control at Ghazna, Khalaf could only sue for peace,
paying a tribute of 100,000 dinars or dirhams (both terms are given in
the sources), and placing Mahmud's name in the khutba (390/1000).x
Khalaf had only one surviving son, Tahir, having put to death 'Amr
after the failure of the Kirman venture. The events of the last years of
Khalaf's reign are somewhat confused. Some sources say that Khalaf
renounced the throne in favour of Tahir, and then snatched it back
again; others, that Tahir rebelled against his father, marched into
Kirman, but was defeated there and had to return to Sistan. With
'ayyar help he secured Zarang, but was treacherously captured and
1
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killed by Khalaf (392/1002). A severe revulsion of feeling against
Khalaf resulted. A group of the military leaders of Sistan invited
Mahmud of Ghazna, and after a siege in the fortress of Taq, Khalaf
surrendered and abdicated (393/1003). He chose exile with the Farlghiinids of Guzgan, but after plotting once more with the Qarakhanids
during their invasion of Khurasan in 397/1006-7, was removed to
Gardiz for the last two years of his life. Such is the narrative of the
historical sources, although the existence of a coin bearing the names
both of Tahir and Mahmud points to the possibility that Tahir had
already acknowledged the overlordship of the Ghaznavids before his
death.
Sistan now became a province of the Ghaznavid empire, under the
governorship of Mahmud's brother Nasr, but the province was never
reconciled to the yoke of the Ghaznavids and their rapacious taxcollectors. Revolts were frequent; the activities of the 'ayyars, now
more than ever linked with the cause of local patriotism, increased;
and it was not long before scions of the Saffarid dynasty re-appeared
in their ancestral homeland.
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CHAPTER 4

THE SAMANIDS
The original home of the Samanids is uncertain, for some Arabic and
Persian books claim that the name was derived from a village near
Samarqand, while others assert it was a village near Balkh or Tirmidh. 1
The latter is a shade more probable since the earliest appearance of the
Samanid family in the sources seems to be in Khurasan rather than in
Transoxiana. In some sources the Samanids claimed to be descended
from the noble Sasanian family of Bahram Chubin, whereas one author
claimed that they were of Turkish origin and. belonged to the Oghuz
tribe, which is most unlikely, but conceivably may be a later attempt
to link them to a Hephthalite or Turkish origin.2 All traditions relating
to the origin of the dynasty, however, have it that Saman accepted
Islam from Asad b. cAbd-Allah al-Qasri (or Qushairl), governor of
Khurasan 105-9/723-7, for subsequently Saman named his son Asad
after the governor. We hear no more of Asad until the time of alMa'mun, when his governor of Khurasan, Ghassan b. 'Abbad, rewarded the four sons of Asad for their support of al-Ma'mun against a
rebel Rar? b. Laith. This was about the year 204/819, and the four sons
of Asad were appointed over the following cities: Nuh - Samarqand,
Ahmad - Farghana, Yahya - Shash and Ilyas - Herat. This assignment
of rule to the sons of Asad marked the beginning of Samanid power in
Transoxiana, for the line of Ilyas in Herat did not fare as well as did his
brothers in the north. Ilyas died in 242/856 and his son Ibrahim took
his place in Herat. Afterwards Ibrahim was called by Muhammad b.
Tahir, governor of Khurasan, to become his army commander, but he
unsuccessfully fought against the Kharijites in Sistan. When Ya'qub b.
Laith besieged Herat, the Tahirid governor sent Ilyas against Ya'qub.
At a battle near Fushanj (or Pushang) in 253/867 Ilyas was defeated by
Ya'qiib and fled to Nishapur, where he later surrendered to Ya'qub
and was taken as a captive by him to Sistan.
In Transoxiana, at the death of Nuh (227/841-2), the governor of
Khurasan appointed both of Nuh's brothers, Yahya and Ahmad, over
1
2
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the city of Samarqand, but Ahmad (d. 250/864-5) survived his brother
(d. 241/85 5) and transmitted power to one son Nasr in Samarqand, and
to another son, Ya'qub in Shash, who ruled there a long time. We do
not know exactly what happened between Yahya and Ahmad, and why
the line of Ahmad replaced that of his brother Yahya. Perhaps Yahya
surrendered power to his more energetic brother Ahmad, who ruled
most of Transoxiana, other than the oasis of Bukhara and Khwarazm,
while Yahya remained only a figurehead ruler in Samarqand. It is
significant that no coins of Yahya have been found whereas copper
coins {fals) of Ahmad begin in 244/858-9 in Samarqand. (The right of
the Samanids to strike silver coins, dirhams, did not exist before Nasr
b. Ahmad, c. 273/886.) With the breakdown of the authority of the
Tahirid governors of Khurasan and the victories of Ya'qub b. Laith,
Nasr b. Ahmad found himself the virtually independent ruler of
Transoxiana with his capital in Samarqand. He consolidated his power
by sending his brother Isma'Il to Bukhara which was in a chaotic state
in the vacuum left by the fall of the Tahirids. Khwarazmian troops had
raided and pillaged the town so Isma'Il was welcomed by the people
who supported him from the outset as the restorer of order. It was not
long before disagreement over the allocation of tax money caused strife
between Isma'Il and his brother Nasr. The story of the conflict between
the two, and the victory of Isma'Il, is related by Narshakhi, as well as
by other sources. Although Isma'Il was the victor in the fratricidal
struggle, he did not move to Samarqand but made Bukhara the new
centre of the Samanid state.
The Samanid state had received recognition in the year 261/875 when
the caliph al-Mu'tamid sent the investiture for all of Transoxiana to
Nasr b. Ahmad, in opposition to the claims of Ya'qub b. Laith the
Saffarid. Even after the victory of Isma'Il, in the eyes of the caliph Nasr
was still the legal ruler of Transoxiana rather than his brother Isma'Il,
and this legality Isma'Il recognized until the death of Nasr in Jumada I
279/August 892.
Meanwhile, Ya'qub b. Laith had also died and was followed by his
brother 'Amr, who considered himself the heir of the Tahirids, hence
dejure ruler of Transoxiana, as well as Khurasan and other parts of Iran.
'Amr persuaded the caliph to send him the investiture for Transoxiana,
and this was done possibly with the hope that the Saffarids and
Samanids would destroy each other. Isma'Il was victorious, and if the
stories about 'Amr's defeat are to be believed, he was captured by
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Ismail's troops near Balkh without a skirmish. In any case 'Amr was
captured and sent as a prisoner to Baghdad where the caliph ordered
his execution. The date of the victory of Isma'il over 'Amr is uncertain,
but probably it was in the spring of 287/900.
The victory over 'Amr brought recognition to Isma'il from the
caliph as ruler over all of Khurasan. This formal recognition, in the
form of documents, presents, and a robe of honour, meant only a
recognition of the actual situation, since the power of the caliphate had
long since ceased to extend to the east. Isma'il was the real founder of
the Samanid state, and is highly regarded in all sources for his good
qualities as a ruler, indeed almost an idealized ruler.
Isma'il enlarged the Samanid domain in all directions. In 280/893 he
raided to the north and captured the city of Taraz where a Nestorian
church was reputedly turned into a mosque and much booty was taken.
This expedition is reported differently by various sources, but they all
agree in the success of Isma'il. This campaign and another by Isma'il
in 291/903, although it did not result in a great extension of the
Samanid frontiers to the north and east, at least made that frontier safe
from raids of Turkish infidels, and enabled Muslim missionaries to
propagate Islam into the steppes. We may surmise, if we study the
extant coinage, that Isma'il ended the independent existence of a number of small vassal states in Central Asia, placing them directly under
Samanid rule. Probably in 280/893 he ended the local dynasty of
Ushrusana in the upper Zarafshan valley, famous as the homeland of
the ill-fated Afshin Haidar b. Kaus. 1 It is not known when the various
parts of Transoxiana submitted to the Samanids, but some of them
remained under the control of their local rulers, for example in
Khwarazm where the country became a part of the Samanid state after
Isma'il's defeat of 'Amr b. Laith, but the local Khwarazmian dynasty
continued to flourish until 385/995 in the south of the country, while a
governor of the Samanids ruled in the north with his capital at Gurganj.
In 385/995 the northern ruler defeated the southern and annexed his
domains, but throughout the existence of the Samanid state both parts
of Khwarazm remained true vassals of the Samanids. So Isma'il's
domains were composed both of provinces of the central government
and of vassal princes.
Since after the defeat of 'Amr b. Laith, Isma'il had received from the
caliph investiture over Tabaristan as well as Khurasan, Ray and Isfahan,
1
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he decided to annex these realms to his own. In 287/900 he sent an army
against Muhammad b. Zaid, the defacto ruler of Tabaristan and Gurgan,
despite the attempts of the envoy of Muhammad to restrain him. Isma'il
was successful and defeated and killed the ruler of Tabaristan. The
general of Isma'il revolted, however, and in the following year Isma'il
himself led an army into Tabaristan. The rebellious general, Muhammad b. Harun, fled to Dailam and Isma'il re-established Samanid rule
over Gurgan and Tabaristan. Ray and all of Khurasan submitted to
Isma'il but Sistan and Isfahan remained independent. Thus the heart of
Ismail's domains remained Transoxiana with his capital at Bukhara.
Isma'il has come down in history not so much as a capable general or
as a strong ruler, although he was both, but rather as the epitome of the
just and equitable ruler. Many stories in this vein about Isma'il are to
be found in both Arabic and Persian sources. For example, on one
occasion he found that the weights used in the city of Ray to weigh the
precious metals for the taxes were too heavy. He ordered them corrected
and deducted the amount of excess which already had been collected
from the city taxes.1 Stone weights have been found with Isma'il's name
on them, so we may suspect that the ruler systematized the weights and
measures in his domains although it is not mentioned in the sources.
Isma'il introduced other reforms in his kingdom, and even at Qazvln,
his westernmost outpost, he confiscated the possessions of some of the
landowners with the approbation of the common folk.2 Because of his
campaigns, especially to the north against nomadic Turks, the heart of
the kingdom, Transoxiana, was so safe from enemy attacks that the
walls and other defences of Bukhara and Samarqand were neglected. As
long as Isma'il lived there was no need of defensive walls but later, at
the end of the dynasty, the earlier, but now dilapidated, walls were
sorely missed.
Isma'il was loyal to the caliph but there is no evidence that he, or any
of the Samanid rulers, paid tribute or taxes to Baghdad. Gifts were sent,
for this was normal procedure, reports on their activities were also sent,
and coins were minted in the names both of the caliph and the ruling
Samanid, while both names were also mentioned in the daily prayers, at
least until the rise of the Buyids. Nonetheless relations between the
Samanids and the caliphs continued to be correct though formal to
1
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the end of the dynasty. All of the Samanid rulers are called amir in the
sources, which in that age meant something like viceroy of the caliph,
who himself was amir of all the Muslims. Like the 'Abbasid caliphs,
the Samanids took throne names, for example amlr-i hamid for Nuh b.
Nasr; some also had posthumous names, for example Isma'Il was called
amir-i mddi^ "the late amir", after his death, and Ahmad b. Isma'Il was
called amir-i shahid, "the martyred amir", as was noted by Muqaddasi
(P- 337)Isma'il became sick and after a long interval died in the month of
Safar 29 5 /November 907, the exact day reported differently in various
sources. He was succeeded by his son Ahmad. At the outset of his
reign Ahmad set out to conquer Sistan which had remained under a
Saffarid ruler. By 298/911 most of the province had submitted to
Samanid rule. The province of Tabaristan, however, broke away from
the Samanids with the revolt of a Zaidl ShTl leader called Nasir alKabir. Before Ahmad could take measures to reconquer Tabaristan and
Gurgan, which had also revolted, he was assassinated by some of his
slaves who cut off his head when he was sleeping in his tent near
Bukhara. Some sources say that the slaves killed Amir Ahmad because
he relied too heavily on learned men for advice, and he had introduced the
use of Arabic instead of Persian in orders and decrees, contrary to his
father. He died in Jumada II 301/January 914 and his son succeeded
him at the age of eight.
Nasr b. Ahmad, surnamed Sa'id "the fortunate", was just that in
having Abu 'Abd-Allah al-Jaihanl as his prime minister. Jaihani was
not only a capable administrator but also a famous geographer and
learned man. The accession to the throne of a boy of eight, however,
led to a series of revolts, the most dangerous of which was that of the
uncle of his late father, Ishaq b. Ahmad, a younger brother of Isma'll
in Samarqand. Ishaq struck his own coins and his sons aided him; one
of them Mansiir seized Nishapur and several cities in Khurasan. After
several battles Ishaq was defeated and captured while his son died in
Nishapur. Later Nasr's own brothers revolted against him, and with
difficulty he suppressed those revolts too. In spite of these interior
troubles, Nasr was able to reconquer some of the western provinces
which had left their allegiance to the Samanids at the death of Amir
Ahmad. Ray was reoccupied but Tabaristan proved much more
difficult. Much of the province returned to Samanid rule but then a
local leader called Makan b. Kaki not only took over Tabaristan but
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also raided Khurasan where he was defeated by a general of the Samanids in 940. Nasr died after a rule of twenty-nine years in 331/943.
Several sources tell us that the leading officers of Nasr's army were
opposed to Nasr's support of Isma'ill missionaries in his realm and
plotted to assassinate the amir. But Nuh, son of Nasr, heard of the plot
and at a banquet to organize the revolt Nuh seized and decapitated the
chief of the malcontents, promising, however, to put an end to the
Isma'ilis. He persuaded his father to abdicate and shortly afterwards
Nasr died.
In spite of the revolts and internal troubles, the reign of Nasr b.
Ahmad might be called the high point or golden age of Samanid rule.
More than the ruler, his two prime ministers were responsible for the
flowering of literature and culture. We have already mentioned Jaihani
who was prime minister from 302/914 to 310/922 and from 327/938 to
331/941. The other was Abu'1-Fadl al-Balcami who held office from
310/922 to 327/938. Jaihani wrote a geography which has not survived
but parts of which were incorporated in other works. This geography
contained detailed information about lands and peoples to the east and
north of Transoxiana, which the prime minister had obtained from
envoys, merchants and others. His interest in geography led him to
invite geographers to the court at Bukhara, but the most famous one of
the age, Abu Zaid al-Balkhl, refused to leave his native city of Balkh in
spite of the attractions of the amir's court. But Jaihani's interests were
not limited to geography, since we know from the Fihrist of Ibn
al-Nadim that he wrote other books which have not survived. Scientists, astronomers, men of letters and others did come to the capital
Bukhara, such that its fame as a centre of learning spread throughout
the Islamic world. Bal£ami, who extended his patronage to many
savants and men of literature, was also a man of learning and
culture. He replaced Jaihani, who had been suspected of harbouring
Shf i beliefs or even Manichaean dualist tendencies and was removed
from office. Bal'ami continued the policies of Jaihani and showed
himself an even more skilful administrator when he put down an
uprising in the city of Bukhara led by brothers of Nasr, by inciting the
rebels against one another.
Anthologies of literary figures, such as the Yatimat al-dahr of Abu
Mansur al-Tha'alibl, the Lubab al-albdb of Muhammad 'Aufi and others
give us the names and works of poets and authors of this age, and the
list is impressive. Not only religious scholars, writing in Arabic, but
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poets writing in both Arabic and Persian, historians and scientists
adorned the court of Nasr b. Ahmad. To begin with geographers, not
only was Jaihani famous in this area but Abu Dulaf went on an embassy
to China for Nasr and wrote a report of his travels. Ibn Amajur
al-Turki was an astronomer active for a time in Nasr's domain.
Theologians were so many they cannot be discussed here. Although
al-Farabl (d. 339/950) was born in Transoxiana, most of his life was
spent in Baghdad and elsewhere. Perhaps the most significant group of
literary men at Nasr's court were the Persian poets, principally Rudaki
who died probably in 329/940. The rise of the New Persian language
and literature is discussed in another chapter. Suffice it to say that
during the reign of Nasr both Arabic and Persian books were produced
in his capital, as well as elsewhere in the kingdom, and a library was
assembled at Bukhara which won the praise of scholars including Ibn
Sina, who used it later in the Samanid era.
The organization of the Samanid state was modelled after the
caliph's court in Baghdad with its central and provincial divisions. We
have mentioned that the ruler appointed local governors, or local
dynasts functioned as governors although they were actually vassals of
the Samanid amir. The primary duty of both governors and local
potentates was to collect taxes and provide troops if needed. The chief
governorship in the Samanid domains was the huge province of
Khurasan, south of the Oxus River, which was at first entrusted to a
relative of the ruler or later to one of his trusted slaves. The governor
of this province was usually the sipdh-saldr (Arabic: sahib al-juyush) or
commander of the principal army. Slaves, just as in Baghdad, could
rise to high positions of authority, and the palace school for court
slaves is described in detail by Nizam al-Mulk in his Siydsat-ndma. The
system of training remained a model for succeeding dynasties. Just as
at Baghdad, so in Bukhara Turkish slaves eventually succeeded in
usurping authority and the ruler became almost a puppet in their
hands.
The division of political functions between the court (dargdh) and the
chancery {divdri) mirrored similar conditions at Baghdad. The office of
prime minister or vizier (va%fr), was especially important, for a powerful
minister could appoint and dismiss other officials and could even hold
command of the army. Theoretically the vizier was the head of the
divan, the bureaucracy, and thus was the counterpart in the bureaucratic
institution of the head of the court, the chamberlain (hdjib). Actually,
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the vizier became the right-hand man of the amir, and thus in effect the
second in command in the Samanid state. The hajiby or hajib al-hujjdb
as he is also called in the sources, was the equivalent of a modern
minister of court, although under the early Samanids the vakil, or head
of the amir's household seems to have been more influential than the
hajib. As the Turkish palace guard became more powerful, the office
of hajib, which included authority over the guard, also increased,
primarily at the expense of the vakil. Thus the constant factor in the
government of the Samanid state was the bureaucracy, presided over
by the vizier, whereas the court could be the scene of conflict for power
between the domestic organization managed by the vakil and the
executive branch of the dargah run by the hajib.
The executive branch was composed not only of the palace guard,
but also the army. The problem of control of the army was later complicated, however, by the overwhelming importance of the governor
of Khurasan as commander of the army of Khurasan, and also by the
growth of the Turkish slave system at the Samanid court. After the
reign of Isma'Il, the Samanids turned their prime attention from Central
Asia to western Iran, and the Turkish slave system came to dominate
the court. Until the middle of the 4th/ioth century, however, the limelight was held by the divan under the two remarkable viziers of Amir
Nasr whom we have mentioned above. Under them the divan, as
described by Narshakhi, received the form which was so admired by
Nizam al-Mulk and later authors. The historian (p. 24) tells us that
there were ten ministries in the capital city, that of the prime minister
(vattfr), the treasurer (mustaufi), correspondence (^amid al-mulk), captain
of the guard {sahib shurat), postmaster {sahib band), inspector, fiscal as
well as general {mushrif), the private domains of the ruler, chief of
police {muhtasib), religious endowments {auqdf), and of justice {qadd).
This central bureaucracy was matched by a similar organization in the
provincial capitals, but on a smaller scale. Some provinces, however,
were not under the central government but maintained a quasi-autonomous existence under local princes and with varied relationships to
Bukhara. Although the bureaucracy would flourish, or at least exhibit
power and influence, under a good vizier, it could and did continue to
function, even poorly, under a weak vizier. This instrument of administration, forged under the Samanids, continued to exist after the fall of
the dynasty. It is not easy, however, to follow the fortunes of the
bureaucracy throughout the 4th/ioth and 5th/nth centuries. For one
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matter, we are not certain when Persian replaced Arabic as the official
language of the bureaucracy. A remark by Hamd-Allah Qazvlnl, an
historian of the 8th/i4th century (p. 381), that Amir Ahmad b. Isma'il
changed proclamations and decrees from Persian to Arabic, indicates
that before Ahmad Persian had been the language of the bureaucracy.
In any case, the measure was not popular and had to be rescinded. The
language question, however, is more important than a mere bureaucratic change, for it is a keynote of the nature of the Samanid bureaucracy, which was to have much influence later.
We must digress briefly to discuss the question of the use of Persian
at the court of the Samanids. It is generally believed that in the chancellery of the Samanids, till the end of the dynasty, Arabic alone was
used and all attempts to introduce Persian failed. I believe the situation
was different. Since we know that Persian was used as the language of
bureaucracy under the Ghaznavids, and the vizier of Sultan Mahmud,
Maimandi, failed in his attempt to change usage from Persian to Arabic,
one must assume that Persian had been used previously. Furthermore,
under the Buyids there was a kdtib al-rasd'il al-fdrisiya " secretary for
Persian correspondence", and the name of one of them, Shlrzad b.
Surkhab, is known. It has been presumed that this bureau was concerned with Zoroastrians and only used Pahlavi, but there is no reason
why the scribes could not have written Persian in Arabic characters in
the Buyid courts. Rudakl, the poet of Transoxiana, I believe presupposes some previous development of New Persian in Arabic script.
Furthermore, |Chwarazmi in his book Mafdtih al-ulum (pp. 59, 117),
although he does not say so, implies the existence of New Persian
writing. I suggest that much of the bureaucracy of the court of
Bukhara was conducted in written Persian, while Persian was the
"official" spoken language and Arabic was also used for more formal,
for religious and for caliphal matters. In effect the Samanid bureaucracy
was bilingual.
Unfortunately, we do not have enough evidence to reconstruct the
central and provincial administration and bureaucracy of the Samanid
state in detail, but from later books, such as the Siydsat-ndma of Nizam
al-Mulk, it is clear that the Samanid state organization provided a model
for the Saljuqs and later states. The model itself was not a direct
inheritance from the Sasanian state apparatus but an interesting mixture
of Sasanian, local Central Asian and Arab-Islamic features, for Transoxiana, the domain of the Samanids, had not been a part of the Sasanian
10
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Empire. A brief look into its origins may help to explain some of its
general features.
From the beginning of the 2nd/8th century until the second half of
the 3rd/9th century Transoxiana had been transformed from an area of
many local dynasts, almost what one might call city states, using
Soghdian and other Iranian tongues as their "state" languages, into an
important part of the 'Abbasid Caliphate. If we take Samarqand in the
year 725, the "official spoken" language of the city was still Soghdian,
witness the Soghdian letters found in 1934 in Mt Mug east of Panjikant.
The "official written" language was Arabic, since the Arabs ruled the
city. The "religious" language was also Arabic for Muslims, and
Avestan with Pahlavi for Zoroastrians. At home Soghdian dialects were
spoken. A hundred years later Persian had replaced Soghdian as the
"official spoken" language, whereas Arabic remained as the "official
written" language though soon (probably under Nasr b. Ahmad or
Isma'il b. Ahmad) to be changed to Persian. The "religious" language
was now almost exclusively Arabic since most of the population had
become Muslim. At home Soghdian dialects were still spoken as well
as more and more Persian. As noted above, we do not know where the
first writing of Persian in the Arabic alphabet occurred, but the
Samanid bureaucracy from the time of Isma'il was based on both Arabic
and the new Persian form of writing. The Samanids were the first to
"Persianize" the bureaucracy as copied from Baghdad, which in turn
had borrowed from Ctesiphon, the capital of the defunct Sasanians.
It is probable that the Sasanian bureaucracy had been strongly under
the influence of the Zoroastrian clergy in pre-Islamic Iran. References
to mobads in the Middle Persian and Arabic literatures, as well as the
enormous number of Sasanian seals with the names of priests on them,
indicate the importance of the Sasanian clergy. The class of scribes,
however, did exist and was separate from the clergy, which is why it
survived to serve new Arab Muslim masters, whereas the priests, of
course, had to retire from any positions of influence in the government
after the coming of Islam. The scribes, on the other hand, were of vital
importance for the bedouin conquerors, for only the scribes could keep
the accounts and help the Arabs rule their new conquests in the east.
Consequently, after the Arab expansion the role of the scribes in Iran
increased in importance compared to Sasanian times, where they had
performed little more than the bookkeeping for the secular chiefs and
for religious officials such as judges and lawyers.
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In pre-Islamic Central Asia, on the other hand, the rigid, almost caste
system of Sasanian Iran had not held sway and the scribes, the "priests "
(Manichaean, Christian and Buddhist as well as Zoroastrian) and the
men of letters were more equal in influence, for the society there was
much more a mercantile, trading one rather than a hierarchical caste
society as in Iran. The development of an egalitarian Islamic society
therefore was more propitious in Transoxiana than in Iran, which is
why the well-known "Iranian Renaissance" began in Central Asia
rather than in Iran itself. The name "renaissance", however, can be
misleading if it signifies a re-birth of the past, for it was rather an
Islamic-Iranian Renaissance which flourished under the Samanids, and
the Islamic part of it was both more important and more characteristic
than the Iranian side. The Samanids liberated Islam from its narrow
Arab bedouin background and mores and made of it an international
culture and society. They showed that Islam also was not bound to the
Arabic language, and in so doing they earned a significant niche in
world history.
The government structure of the Samanids reflected this, too, for the
three intellectual classes of Islamic society are clearly discernible in the
sources on the Samanids, the scribes (Pers. dabir, Ar. kdtib), the literati
(^tzs.farhangi, Ar. adlb) and the religious scholar (Pers. ddnishmand, Ar.
l
dlini)> more known in the Arabic plurals, kuttdb, udaba'> and ctilamd\ In
Bukhara, the Samanid capital, the scribes were the more important of
the three in the earlier years of the dynasty and the 'ulama' at the end of
the dynasty. All were eclipsed, however, at the end by the Turkish
military institution which will be discussed below.
Society under the Samanids thus was far from being a mere reflection
of the state government divided between the court and the bureaucracy.
Indeed the religious leaders were frequently loath to accept any employment by the government, even a judgeship, which was in the domain
of religion. Like the learned men, poets and story-tellers, although
frequently supported by the amir or one of his entourage, at times
showed their independence of and opposition to the Samanid government. Likewise, merchants, landowners (usually the dihqdns, a continuation of pre-Islamic society), and bazaar craftsmen could exert pressure
on the state by virtue of their influence and co-operation to secure
mutual goals. During the first half of the 4th/ioth century economic
conditions were good in the Samanid domains. The ghd^js were busy
on the Central Asian frontiers against the pagan Turks, while the
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'ayydrun or fitydn, who were active in many parts of Iran during this
period, were comparatively quiet in Transoxiana. With the conversion
of Central Asian Turks to Islam and internal developments in the
Samanid state, the situation changed in the last part of the 4th/ioth
century, which will be discussed below. Before turning to the Turks,
however, the provincial organization of the Samanid state should be
examined.
Transoxiana at the time of the Arab conquests was an area of small
oasis states which might be divided into three linguistic and cultural
areas: Khwarazm on the lower Oxus River and around the Aral Sea,
where Khwarazmian was the official written and spoken language, with
a local, native era dating from the first century A.D. 1 Greater Soghdiana
included not only Samarqand and Bukhara, but areas of Soghdian
influence or colonization to the east such as Farghana and Shash. The
Soghdian language, and a culture based on trading as far as China and
on the land holdings of the local aristocracy of dihqans, held sway over
this widely extended area. Finally in Bactria, which included Chaghaniyan, most of present Tajikistan and northern Afghanistan the KushanBactrian language in a modified Greek alphabet was in use in the ist/yth
and 2nd/8th centuries. In Bactria, the centre of Iranian Buddhism, that
religion still claimed many adherents. Finally, to the south in the
Hindukush mountains, in the Kabul valley, Ghazna and in Zamindavar,
a resurgence of Hinduism had reasserted Indian influence. Although by
the time of Isma'il b. Ahmad most of Soghdiana was Muslim and
Khwarazm much the same, large parts of Bactria, and almost all of the
Hindukush and southern Afghanistan regions had not been Islamicized.
In all these areas, however, no matter what the religious changes,
ancient customs and practices of rule continued to exist. In the many
valleys of the mountainous areas, the only political reality was expressed
in the form of a vassal-lord relationship. Thus the Arabs in their conquests in Central Asia had been obliged to make separate agreements
with each town or oasis, which probably considered the new masters
in the old vassal-lord relationship which had existed previously in this
part of the world. The Samanids were heirs of this tradition.
When the four sons of Asad were given governorships under the
Tahirids, they not only fitted into the Central Asian pattern of various
local dynasts, but the relationship between them was one of family
1
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solidarity, a characteristic of that "feudal" society. We do not know
whether the system of rule in pre-Islamic Soghdian society was based
on a strong family tradition where the eldest member of the family
would succeed to the paramount rule, but if we remember that later
among the Biiyids the system of the senior amirate was a political
reality, and among the Qarakhanid Turks, after the fall of the Samanid
dynasty, such a system of succession was practised, one may ask if this
system was not an old Iranian rather than a Central Asian custom. We
do not have enough information to answer this question, but it seems to
have existed in Central Asia at an early date.
In any case, in their dealings among members of their own family
and with petty dynasts in the east, the Samanids expanded their state
on the basis of vassal relationships. We have already mentioned
Khwarazm which submitted to Isma'Il. In Chaghaniyan the local
dynasty also accepted Samanid rule early, probably submitting to
Isma'il, and in many sources the ruling family is called by the Arabic
name of Muhtaj (Al Muhtaj). One of their members, Abu 'All Chaghani,
became governor of Khurasan about 318/930 and was removed in
334/945, but he revolted and occupied Bukhara for a short time in
336/947, then was defeated, pardoned and reinstated as governor of
Khurasan, dying in 344/95 5. Farther to the east, in the present Vakhsh
valley, was the principality of Khuttalan which also submitted to
Samanid overlordship. To the south of the Oxus River the family of
the Farighunids ruled in Juzjan, the present-day area of Maimana in
Afghanistan, and they were loyal vassals of the Samanids to the end of
their rule. There were, of course, minor vassals whose existence can
be implied only from brief notes in the sources, such as the rulers of
Gharchistan, Bust and Ghazna. All in all, Samanid rule weighed lightly
on their vassals and the benefits of centralized rule were more than any
disadvantages. Some local princely families, however, lost their
patrimonies, such as the family of the ancient rulers of Bukhara and
other towns in the Bukharan oasis. On the whole, however, the
Samanids tried to tie the local rulers to Bukhara in a vassal relationship,
rather than extirpating the local dynasty. Peace was even made with the
Saffarids in Sistan who became vassals of the Samanids for a time.
The rise of Turkish slaves to great power in the Samanid state should
be examined, for they changed the balance of power to their own
advantage. Turks were not newcomers in the Near East, for the Arabs
had much difficulty fighting them in eastern Khurasan and in Trans149
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oxiana in the time of the Umayyad caliphate. One of the reasons for the
efforts of the early Samanids to expand their boundaries to the north
and east was much more to obtain slaves than to spread Islam. The
missionaries who followed the Samanid armies, however, did convert
many pagans in the course of time. Even before Isma'll the Samanids
had participated in Tahirid raids and conquests in Transoxiana. Under
the governorship of Talha b. Tahir his general Ahmad b. Khalid raided
Farghana and Ushrusana, which had revolted against the rule of
Ahmad b. Asad the governor in Shash.1 In 207/822 Bunjikath, the
capital of Ushrusana, was burned, and under Isma'il Ushrusana was
incorporated into the Samanid kingdom and the last ruler, called
afshin, Sayyar b. 'Abd-Allah, was killed. His last coin, of copper, is dated
279/892. General order was restored and some conversions made.
According to Sam'ani (s.v. Samanl) in 225/839-40 Nuh b. Asad conquered Isfljab and built a wall around it to protect the city from the
nomadic Turks. It is difficult to gather all of the notices about the
expeditions of Isma'il against the Turks, but the year 280/893 is memorable for the conquest of Taraz/Talas, where converts to Islam were
made.2 On these expeditions the ghazls or warriors for the faith were
an important factor in Samanid successes. All this time the slave trade
in the Samanid domains was an important source of revenue for both
merchants and the government, which taxed even the transit slave
trade to Baghdad and elsewhere. Turkish slaves were highly valued for
their martial qualities and the Samanid amirs maintained schools for
slaves who prepared for military or for administrative service. It is
probable that the amirs used Turkish slaves in their government
because they were more reliable than the local dihqans and furthermore
the slaves were well trained for their positions from childhood. Their
numbers grew as did their influence. One Arab geographer says that in
the year 375/985 slaves were selling in Transoxiana for twenty or thirty
dirhams a head, for the Samanids had made so many prisoners, and they
monopolized the slave trade so the prices dropped because of the glut
on the market.3 So the number of Turks inside Samanid territory was
considerable.
The training of slaves at the Samanid court is described in detail by
Nizam al-Mulk, and their training prepared them well for positions of
1
2
3
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leadership in the state. These Turkish officials and generals then imported slaves themselves and thus the Turks became more and more
important in the army and in the administration. The ultimate Turkification of most of Transoxiana was thus begun in earnest under the
Samanids, but it was not so much this which brought about the fall of
the Samanids as the loss of confidence in the dynasty by the population,
which in the end abandoned the Samanids to their fate.
From the time of Nasr b. Ahmad to the end of the dynasty most of
the energies of the Samanids were devoted to their western frontiers,
for the rise of Shl'I dynasties in western Iran posed a threat to the Sunni
Samanids. The rise of the Buyids, and especially their conquest of
Baghdad in 333/945, heightened the threat in the west. The amir in
Bukhara was Nuh b. Nasr, who succeeded his father in 331/943. The
new ruler was faced with a revolt in Khwarazm which was suppressed,
and then with difficulties from Abu 'AH ChaghanI, mentioned above.
Abu 'All refused to abdicate his post of governor of Khurasan in favour
of Ibrahim b. Slmjur, a Turk in the amir's service. Instead he joined an
uncle of Nuh, Ibrahim b. Ahmad, and raised the standard of revolt. In
336/947 for a short time Ibrahim was recognized as ruler in Bukhara
and Nuh had to flee to Samarqand. The populace of Bukhara, however,
did not support the new amir, so Nuh returned and took revenge on
his uncle and two brothers by blinding them. Even though Nuh
succeeded in sacking Abu 'All's capital in Chaghaniyan, he was obliged
to make peace in 948 and reinstated Abu 'All in the rule of Chaghaniyan.
In 341/952, after the death of the interim governor of Khurasan,
Mansiir b. Qara-Tegin (Ibrahim b. Slmjur having died earlier in
337/948), Abu 'All was reappointed governor of Khurasan and began a
war against the Buyids. This struggle was instigated by the Ziyarids of
Tabaristan who were enemies of the Buyids and allies of the Samanids.
Abu 'All, though successful in the field, made a compromise with the
Buyids in Ray which displeased Vushmgir the Ziyarid who complained
in Bukhara that Abu 'AH was making common cause with the enemy.
As a result Abu 'All was again deposed from his governorship. Abu
'AH thereupon joined the Buyids and received, through their agency,
a diploma from the 'Abbasid caliph Mutl' for rule over Khurasan.
With the death of Nuh in 343/954 Abu 'AH had seemed to be in a
good position to establish his independent rule over Khurasan, but he
too died and Samanid rule was re-established. The new governor Bakr
b. Malik al-Farghani had been appointed by Nuh, but this Turkish
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officer, who had carved out a fief for himself at a place called Nasrabad
in the Farghana valley (a symptom of developments in the Samanid
state), was killed by the Turkish guard of the amir less than two years
after assuming office.1 He was succeeded for a time by Muhammad b.
Ibrahim Simjuri, while the vizier was Abu Ja'far 'Utbi, from the same
prominent family which had produced an earlier vizier. It was clear,
however, that the Turkish military establishment in Bukhara had taken
control of the government, for 'Abd al-Malik, son and successor of
Nuh, was incapable of acting without their agreement. The leader
of the Turks was Alp-Tegin and he had himself appointed governor of
Khurasan, at the same time securing the appointment as vizier of
Muhammad b. Abu 'AH Muhammad Bal'aml, son of the Barami who
had been vizier under Amir Nasr. Unfortunately, the son was not as
capable as his father and affairs continued to devolve into the hands of
the Turks. The death of the Amir 'Abd al-Malik at the end of 350/961
did not change the picture.
The problem of succession, however, split the Turkish party, for
Alp-Tegin supported the son of 'Abd al-Malik whereas another and
larger group, headed by a childhood companion of the amir's brother
Mansur called Fa'iq, was successful in raising Mansur to the throne.
Alp-Tegin, seeing his chances dim, left Nishapur the capital of Khurasan for Ghazna where he established himself independently of the
Samanids and laid the foundations for the future Ghaznavid empire.
Abu Salih Mansur b. Nuh ruled for fifteen years in the same tradition
as his predecessors, a patron of the arts and literature, but his government was now not only weak but chronically in debt. His governor of
Khurasan, Abu'l-Hasan Muhammad Simjuri, who remained in power
from 3 51/962 to the death of Mansur, fought against the Buyids. It was
easy to find a pretext for hostilities since Vushmgir, the Ziyarid prince,
had been driven from Tabaristan and Gurgan by the Buyids the same
year in which Simjuri was appointed governor of Khurasan. The death
of Vushmgir in the following year put an end to hostilities, but the Buyid
ruler 'Adud al-Daula agreed to pay tribute to the Samanids who were
hard pressed to raise money for their troops. The tribute unfortunately
did not continue long.
One feature of the last part of Samanid rule in both Transoxiana and
Khurasan was the decline of the dihqan class. Not only the rise of the
1
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Turks through the slave system of the court, but also the decline of the
countryside caused the impoverishment of the dihqans. Compared to
the Tahirids, the Samanids were a very centralized dynasty, and the
growth of the bureaucracy paralleled a growth of cities. Bukhara,
Samarqand, but especially Nlshapur, and other cities of Khurasan
increased greatly in size and complexity. For example, the oasis of
Bukhara, which had been dotted with flourishing towns and surrounded
by a wall which kept out the desert sands as well as nomads, under the
later Samanids became a metropolis - Bukhara, with villages which
were almost suburbs, rather than a succession of towns. The wall was
neglected, as was agriculture in general, as the sands encroached on the
settled areas. Archaeology confirms the sources which indicate that the
dihqans and peasants flocked to the cities in the second half of the 4th/
10th century. The dihqan class lost its power and influence, and the
city proletariat was swollen in size. The government bought land, or
confiscated it in lieu of taxes thus diminishing the taxable land, while
land values declined, not helped by the growth of waqf or religious
endowment lands, attached to a mosque, hospital, school or the like.
Revenue from the land dropped considerably, which is one reason why
the government was always in search of new revenue. So the old,
traditional families gave way to new landowners, including merchants
and army officers. The peasantry was more oppressed than previously
and they too fled to the cities. Contemporary writers complain of the
lack of sanitation and crowded conditions in the cities, while many
people suffered from the privileges which others had. For example,
sayyids, descendants of the Prophet Muhammad, were exempted from
paying taxes by the Samanid government as were officers of the guard
and others. All of this did not help the revenues of the state.
We have mentioned religion only briefly. The Samanid amirs were
devout Muslims, and except for the interlude when Nasr b. Ahmad
flirted with the Isma'llls, they remained Sunnis of the Hanafl persuasion.
Shafi'Is existed but not in great numbers, while Shfis, in general after
Nasr b. Ahmad, kept themselves underground. The Samanid amirs
promoted missionary activities, and patronized the translation of religious works from Arabic into Persian. It was under Mansur b. Nuh
that the Tafsir or commentary on the Qur'an by Tabari was translated
from Arabic into Persian by a group of scholars. Other books were put
into Persian at the orders of the Samanid amirs to help defend orthodoxy against heresy. Abu'l-Qasim Samarqandi (d. 342/953) was one of
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the religious writers active under the Samanids and he translated into
Persian his own Arabic treatises on orthodoxy. Until the end of the
dynasty the 'ulama were pro-Samanid but at the end they too abandoned
the dynasty.
The literati who flourished at the courts of the early Samanids, such
as Rudaki, continued to enjoy favour later. Not only were religious
works translated from Arabic into Persian by order of the Samanid
amirs, but secular works too were not neglected. The vizier Abu 'All
Muhammad Barami started his work on the translation of Tabarfs
great history into Persian in 352/963 and finished it a few years later.
Likewise books on medicine and drugs were written in Persian under
the Samanids, and the court library at Bukhara was famous. It provided
an education for the young Ibn Sina who lived in Bukhara at the end
of the Samanid dynasty. Another savant Muhammad b. Yusuf alKhwarazml, who died c. ^SJ/^J, served in the Samanid bureaucracy
and composed a small encyclopaedia in which he wrote about the
bureaucracy among many other subjects. In short, scholars were
welcomed at the court of Bukhara as well as in the provincial courts of
the Samanid state which copied Bukhara. The poets and story-tellers
were even more welcome, and the most famous was Daqiql.
Abu Mansur Muhammad b. Ahmad Daqiql was invited to the
Samanid court by Nuh II, the son of amir Mansur who commissioned
the poet to write the epic history of pre-Islamic Iran in verse. He did
not finish his work, for in 367/977 he was murdered, according to some
traditions by his own slave. Daqiqi was only one of a number of poets
or story-tellers in the 4th/ioth century who were seeking to preserve
the heritage of ancient Iran before it was forgotten and absorbed by the
new Islamic culture which was changing not only the old Persian
language by a massive influx of Arabic words and expressions, but also
was substituting new ideas and ideals for the ancient Iranian mores,
preserved in the lays of minstrels and story-tellers. Firdausi, who began
his work under the Samanids but finished it under the Ghaznavids, was
not, as he often has been described, the founder of New Persian
literature. Rather, he was the saviour of Middle Persian literature. True,
he wrote in the Arabic alphabet, but who could read Persian in the
cumbersome Pahlavi alphabet in Firdausi's day? It was the Samanid
court which initiated interest in preserving the pre-Islamic Iranian past
and Firdausi was the result of that interest.
Perhaps the main theme of the Shah-nama is the conflict between
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Iran and Turan, whose people in Firdausi's day were considered to
have been the ancestors of the Turks. Before the great epic poem was
finished, however, the Turks had been converted to Islam and had
become part of Islamic society. We have already mentioned some of the
Samanid expeditions against the pagan Turks, but the role of dervishes
and missionaries who went into the steppes was greater than the
military in converting the Turks. Brief notices in the sources merely
indicate the activity of such missionaries as Abu'l-Hasan al-Kalamati
from Nlshapur who, during the reign of Amir 'Abd al-Malik, was active
among the Turks (presumably the Qarakhanids).1 The raids of the
pagan Turks into the Samanid domains until at least the end of Isma'lPs
rule, brought volunteers for the faith or ghazls from all over the
eastern Islamic world to fight in Transoxiana against the infidels. With
the conversion of the Turks, however, the services of the fighters for
Islam were no longer needed in Central Asia, but still in Anatolia and
the Caucasus regions. In the history of the Buyids by Ibn Miskawaih
under the year 3 5 3/964, it is stated that 5,000 such warriors for the faith
came from Khurasan into Buyid territory and in 355/966 a host of
20,000 of them came from Khurasan and asked permission to pass
through the Buyid lands to go west and fight against the Byzantines.
Among these freebooter warriors were undoubtedly many Turks, forerunners of the great movement of Turks to Anatolia in later centuries.
In effect the barrier of ribdts or forts built by the Tahirids and early
Samanids against the infidel Turks in Central Asia, and manned by
warriors for the faith, in the second half of the 4th/ioth century lost
their purpose and were for the most part abandoned. The population
still was predominantly Iranian but Turks had begun to settle on the
land and mix with the local people. Since long before the Samanids, all
nomads had been Turkish, and their close relations with the settled folk
helped to speed the process of assimilation.
The end of the dynasty was longer delayed than many expected
because the loyalty of the people to the house of Saman, in spite of
incompetent rulers, persisted for a time. A year before he died in the
summer of 366/976, Amir Mansur gave the post of vizier to Abu 'AbdAllah Ahmad b. Muhammad Jaihani, grandson of the famous Jaihani
mentioned above, but the new vizier could accomplish little more than
his immediate predecessors. In the west the powerful Buyid ruler 'Adud
al-Daula was able to wrest Kirman from nominal Samanid overlordship
1

Sam'ani, s.v. " al-Kalamati".
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and to prevail most of the time in Tabaristan and Gurgan against the
Ziyarid ruler Qabus b. Vushmgir, the ally of the Samanids. The
Samanids tried to recover lost lands in the west, but they were not able
to prevail against the Buyids.
Nuh II b. Mansur was a youth when he ascended the throne, and he
was assisted by his mother and a new vizier Abu'l-Husain 'Abd-Allah
b. Ahmad 'Utbi, of the same family as a previous vizier. Khurasan was
governed, one might say almost ruled, separately from Bukhara, by
Abu'l-Hasan Simjuri, and the new vizier could only flatter the Simjurid
and secretly undermine his position until in 982 he was able to replace
Abu'l-Hasan by a Turkish general called Tash who had been a slave of
'Utbi's father and was devoted to the vizier. Abu'l-Hasan fled to his
appanage in Kuhistan south of Tus and Herat. The army of Khurasan,
now the only real standing army of the Samanids, was assembled and led
against the Buyids later in the same year 372/982, but after initial
successes it was decisively defeated by the Buyids and only 'Adud
al-Daula's death kept the Buyids from invading Khurasan. Before
'Utbi could reorganize the army, he was assassinated by agents of
Abu'l-Hasan Simjuri and Fa'iq who had been chamberlain. The
governor of Khurasan, Tash, was called to Bukhara by the amir to
restore order in the city following an uprising which had taken place
at the news of the death of the vizier 'Utbi. This he did and prepared to
fight Abu'l-Hasan and his son Abu 'AH allied with Fa'iq. Tash foresaw
future trouble for himself, however, and made peace with his opponents. He persuaded the amir to assign Balkh to Fa'iq to rule and Herat
to Abu 'AH, while Abu'l-Hasan returned to Kuhistan and Tash to
Nishapur. The last proved a mistake, for the new vizier Muhammad b.
'Uzair had been an enemy of 'Utbi and hence of Tash, and he lost no
time in persuading the amir to remove Tash from the governorship of
Khurasan and reinstating Abu'l-Hasan Simjuri in his place. Tash at
once sought help from the Buyids but even with this help he was
defeated by the Simjuris and Fa'iq at the end of 377/987, and fled to
Gurgan where he died the following year.
Abu'l-Hasan Simjuri also died shortly afterwards, and his son
succeeded him as governor of Khurasan with more power than any
governor before him. Fa'iq quarrelled with Abu 'AH and in the resulting hostilities the former was defeated in 380/990. Fa'iq in retreat tried
to take Bukhara but was defeated again, this time by Bektuzun a
Turkish general serving the amir Nuh. Fa'iq returned to Balkh which
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he was able to hold against Samanid vassals instigated to attack him by
Bukhara. A new menace, however, appeared in Transoxiana with the
advance of the Qarakhanid Turks deep into Samanid territory.
The Qarakhanid dynasty had been consolidating its power in
Kashghar and Balasaghun, north of Isfljab for several decades prior to
their advance into Samanid territory. In 370/980 they had taken Isfljab
and possibly earlier than that, in 366/976, they had captured the silver
mines of the Samanids on the upper Zarafshan valley. More peacefully,
however, the Qarakhanids simply inherited the small principalities
which had broken away from Samanid rule and already were ruled by
autonomous Turkish "governors" of the Samanids.
The Qarakhanid ruler Bughra Khan moved at the end of 991 into
Samanid territory and the first army sent against him by Amir Nuh b.
Mansur was completely defeated. Nuh then turned to Fa'iq, pardoned
him and made him governor of Samarqand with a commission to fight
the invaders. The course of events is unclear but after some fighting
Fa'iq surrendered to Bughra Khan who advanced on Bukhara causing
Nuh to flee. The Qarakhanid ruler entered the Samanid capital in the
late spring of 382/992. Some sources, such as the Kitdb al-yamim of
'Utbi claim that Fa'iq invited the khan to invade the Samanid domains.
Mirkhwand, and other later historians suggest that Abu 'All wanted to
divide the Samanid state between himself and Bughra Khan, so he
invited the Qarakhanids to invade Samanid territory. These uncertain
stories of invitations lead one to suspect that many people in the
Samanid state were not unhappy to see the advance of a new power. In
any case, Fa'iq was re-appointed to Balkh by Bughra Khan and left the
capital.
Nuh wrote to Abu 'All in Nishapur requesting his help in regaining
his throne, but the latter at first refused and then reconsidered. His help
was not necessary for Bughra Khan fell sick in Bukhara and left the
city, dying on the road after leaving Samarqand for the north. Later in
the summer Nuh returned to Bukhara, easily defeating the representatives of the Qarakhanids in the city.
The turncoat Fa'iq tried to capture Bukhara but was defeated, and
this time he fled to his former enemy Abu 'All whom he joined. The
two rebels decided to put an end to Samanid rule, but amir Nuh looked
to Ghazna for aid, to Sebiik-Tegin who had succeeded Alp-Tegin as
ruler in Ghazna. Nuh also secured the aid of the Khwarazmians and
other vassals as well as Sebiik-Tegin and in a battle in Khurasan in
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Rajab 3 84/August 994 the rebels were completely defeated. Both Abu
'All and Fa'iq fled to Gurgan where they gathered new forces. Nuh
rewarded Sebiik-Tegin and his son Mahmud with titles and gave the
governorship of Khurasan to Mahmud in place of Abu. 'All.
The following year the two rebels returned and forced Mahmud to
evacuate Nishapur. Sebiik-Tegin joined his son and they again defeated
Abu 'All and Fa'iq in a battle near Tus. The two fled northward and
Fa'iq eventually reached Qarakhanid territory after Nuh refused to
pardon him. Abu 'All, however, was pardoned and sent to Khwarazm
where he was imprisoned by the Khwarazmshah. The Shah and Abu
'All were both captured by the amir of Gurganj in northern Khwarazm
and Abu 'All was sent to Bukhara where the amir Nuh after a time sent
him to Sebiik-Tegin in 386/996 and he was later executed in Ghazna.
Although Fa'iq intrigued with Nasr Khan the successor of Bughra
Khan to attack Nuh and Sebiik-Tegin, the Qarakhanid instead made
peace. In this peace Fa'iq was pardoned by Nuh and even made
governor of Samarqand. The situation was stabilized, but the Samanid
domains had shrunk considerably, now restricted to the Zarafshan
valley with Khwarazm only paying lip service as a vassal state.
Khurasan and all lands south of the Oxus River gave no allegiance to
the Samanids, the Ghaznavids having replaced them in most regions.
In 387/997 both Nuh and Sebiik-Tegin died, leaving very different
successors.
Nuh's son Abu'l-Harith Mansur II was too young to control his
strong associates, and when a rebel called on Nasr Khan for help the
Qarakhanid came but arrested the rebel and sent Fa'iq, who was
received by the khan with great friendship, to Bukhara with a small
force. Mansur II, not trusting Fa'iq, fled but was induced to return to
Bukhara, even though power remained in Fa'iq's hands. Affairs in
Khurasan, after the death of Sebiik-Tegin, again invited intervention
on the part of the Samanids. A Turkish general Bektuzun, mentioned
previously, was sent by Mansur II to Nishapur as governor of Khurasan. Fa'iq, who was the real power in Bukhara, feared the growing
power of Bektuzun and persuaded Abu'l-Qasim Simjuri, the new ruler
of Kuhistan, to attack Bektuzun. A conflict took place in the spring of
388/998, and Bektuzun was victorious. He made peace with Abu'lQasim, however, and returned to Bukhara, and although he and Fa'iq
did not become friends, they joined forces against a new threat,
Mahmud of Ghazna, who had succeeded in gaining supreme power in
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his kingdom after the suppression of his brother Isma'il and others.
Mahmud wanted back the governorship of all Khurasan, and both Fa'iq
and Bektuzun feared that the amir Mansur II might betray them in
favour of Mahmud, so in Safar 389/February 999 they deposed and
then blinded Mansur, replacing him with his younger brother Abu'lFawaris 'Abd al-Malik.
Mahmud saw an opportunity to assert his claims as the avenger of the
deposed amir, so he set out for Nishapur, but he realized that his
enemies, Bektuzun and Fa'iq, together with the Simjurld Abu'l-Qasim,
were possibly too strong for him, so he made peace with them in the
early spring of 389/999, retaining Balkh and Herat under his rule. The
allies did not trust Mahmud and attacked the rearguard of his army
without, however, defeating Mahmud. War was renewed and this time
near Marv he decisively defeated the allies. Mahmud now secured all
of the lands south of the Oxus River. Even the rulers of Chaghaniyan
and others north of the river submitted to him, and he appointed his
brother Nasr governor of Khurasan. Power had definitely passed from
the Samanids to the Ghaznavids south of the Oxus.
The Samanid amir 'Abd al-Malik, together with Fa'iq and later
Bektuzun, in Bukhara attempted to rally support for a campaign against
Mahmud, but Fa'iq died just as the Qarakhanid ruler Nasr decided to
put an end to the Samanid state. The Samanid amir tried to rouse the
people of his domains against the invaders but he failed. The people of
Bukhara would not listen to the Samanids, especially when their
religious leaders assured them that the Qarakhanids were good Muslims
like themselves and there was no need to fight for the discredited
Samanids against them. The Qarakhanids entered the capital without
resistance and Bektuzun surrendered, while 'Abd al-Malik was taken
prisoner. The Muslim Turks accomplished what the pagan Turks could
not have done; the Qarakhanids brought an end to the Samanid dynasty
and Iranian rule. Thereafter Turks ruled in Central Asia.
There was a romantic postlude to the story of the Samanids. A
younger brother of Mansur b. Nuh and of 'Abd al-Malik called Isma'Il
escaped from the Qarakhanid prison and fled to Khwarazm where he
gathered support for the Samanid cause. He took the name Muntasir,
"victorious", and he was successful at first in driving the Qarakhanids
from Bukhara and then from Samarqand. But then the main Qarakhanid
army was mobilized and at its approach Muntasir had to abandon all
of his conquests and flee to Khurasan. At first again he was successful
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and drove Nasr, brother of Mahmud, from Nlshapur, but again with
the approach of Mahmud's army he had to abandon everything. In
394/1003 Muntasir returned to Transoxiana and sought help from a
new source, the Oghuz Turkish tribes which had infiltrated the
Zarafshan River valley. The latent power of the Turkish nomads, so
evident later under the Saljuqs, was revealed when they defeated the
Qarakhanids in several battles including the chief ruler Nasr. Muntasir,
however, feared that he could not rely upon the nomadic Turks, so he
left them and went to Khurasan.
Attempts to reconcile Mahmud of Ghazna and to enlist his sympathy
for the house of Saman failed, so Muntasir returned to the Zarafshan
valley where he did secure aid from various supporters, including the
Oghuz. In Rajab 394/May 1004 he defeated the Qarakhanids, but in a
succeeding battle the Oghuz deserted him and his army disintegrated.
Again Muntasir fled to Khurasan and again at the end of the same year
he tried his luck with a few followers to cross the Oxus River and rally
adherents to his cause. This time the Qarakhanids were prepared and
Muntasir barely escaped wTith his life. He took refuge with an Arab
tribe near Marv but he was killed by their chief in 395/1005. Thus
ended the last attempt of the Samanids to regain power.
The descendants of the Samanid family continued to live in the oasis
of Bukhara and they were highly regarded by the populace and were
well treated by the government in later times. The memory of the
Samanids, not only as the last Iranian dynasty in Central Asia, but that
dynasty which unified the area under one rule and which saved the
legacy of ancient Iran from extinction, lasted long in Central Asia, and
a kind of "mystique" similar to that which surrounded the Sasanians
with their founder Ardashir, also grew up regarding the Samanids and
their founder Isma'il. Indeed, in many ways the Samanids were compared with the Sasanids. The union of diverse elements in Transoxiana
by the Samanids into one state seemed to many almost miraculous, as
though the unity of Iran and its culture had been accomplished in
Central Asia and not in Iran. Furthermore, this unity was based upon
Islam, and the Samanids had shown how ancient Iranian culture could
be compatible with Islam. This was the great contribution of the
Samanids to the world of Islam, and of course, to Iran.
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CHAPTER 5

THE EARLY GHAZNAVIDS
The establishment of the Ghaznavid sultanate in the eastern Iranian
world represents the first major breakthrough of Turkish power there
against the indigenous dynasties. The peaceful penetration of Turks
into the originally Iranian lands of Central Asia, sc. into Transoxiana,
Farghana and Khwarazm, and across the Dihistan Steppe (the modern
Qara Qum Desert) towards the Caspian coastlands, had, however,
begun several centuries before. The Iranian rulers of Soghdia who
opposed the Arab invaders of the ist/yth and early 2nd/8th centuries
received assistance from the Western Turks, before the steppe empire
of these Turgesh itself disintegrated. In addition to this, the Soghdian
princes hired Turks from the steppes as mercenary soldiers and as
frontier guards, thus anticipating the 'Abbasid caliphs' employment of
Turkish slaves in their armies. In what was, before the rise of the
Samanids, a politically fragmented region, with the independent
political unit often little more than the city-state or petty principality,
there was frequent internecine warfare and consequent employment
for these warriors.
The Samanid amirate in Transoxiana and Khurasan meant that there
was a strong barrier in the northeast against mass incursions from the
steppes into the civilized zone. The Iranian world was now protected
by a vigorous power, whose central government in Bukhara, had an
advanced bureaucracy, utilizing techniques evolved in the 'Abbasid
caliphate, and a well-disciplined professional army. Again, this army
followed the 'Abbasid pattern in that it had a core of Turkish slave
guards {ghilmdn, mamdlik) personally attached to the amir. Hence during
the heyday of the Samanids - up to the middle of the 4th/ioth century the frontiers of Transoxiana were held firm against pressure from the
Turks outside. Such frontier regions as Isfijab, Shash and Farghana
were protected by chains of ribdts or fortified points garrisoned by
ghd^Js or fighters for the faith. The amirs personally undertook punitive
campaigns into the steppes when need arose, such as the great expedition to Talas in 280/893 of Isma'll b. Ahmad, when the capital of the
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Qarluq Turks was sacked and an immense booty of slaves and beasts
taken. Similarly, the Afrighid Khwarazm-Shahs in the 4th/ioth century
led an expedition each autumn into the steppes, the so-called Faghburzyya
or "King's expedition".
During this period of Samanid florescence, large numbers of
individual Turks were brought through Transoxiana into the Islamic
world; the greater part of them found employment as military guards
in the service of the caliphs and of provincial Arab and Persian governors. During the course of the 3rd/9th century the military basis of the
'Abbasid caliphate was completely transformed. Instead of relying on
their Khurasanian guards, or on the remnants of an even earlier system,
that of the militia of Arab warriors, the caliphs came to depend almost
wholly on slave troops. These included such varied races as Arabs,
Berbers, black Sudanese, Balkan Slavs, Greeks, Armenians and
Iranians, but Turks from Central Asia were the most prominent of all.
Much of the economic prosperity of the Samanid state was built on the
slave trade across its territories, for the demand for Turkish slaves was
insatiable; the Samanid government controlled the export of slaves
across the Oxus, exacting tolls and requiring licences for the transit of
slave boys. The Turks were prized above all other races for their bravery,
hardihood and equestrian skill, and provincial governors and ambitious
military commanders emulated the caliphs in recruiting for themselves
bodyguards of these ghuldms. It was the existence of these professional
troops which enabled such governors as Ahmad b. Tuliin and then
Muhammad b. Tughj to throw off direct caliphal control in Egypt.
Thus during the 3rd/9th and 4th/ioth centuries there was a gradual
penetration from within of the eastern and central parts of the Islamic
world by these Turkish soldiers. In Persia itself, the two major powers
of the Buyids and the Samanids supplemented the indigenous Dailami
and eastern Iranian elements of their forces with Turkish cavalrymen,
and even the minor Dailami and Kurdish dynasties of the Caspian
coastlands and northwestern Persia added Turks to their local and
tribal followings. Numerically, these Turks in the Iranian world did not
add up to a great influx - not until Saljuq, Mongol and Timurid times
did mass immigrations occur which changed the ethnic complexion of
certain regions - but they formed an elite class as military leaders and
governors, and in western Persia at least, as owners of extensive landed
estates or iqtd's. Once the hand of central government relaxed, these
Turkish commanders had the means for power immediately at hand:
11-2
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personal entourages of slave guards, and territorial possessions to
provide financial backing.
These considerations clearly play a large role in the decline and fall
of the Samanid empire in the second half of the 4th/ioth century, and
in the rise from its ruins of two major dynasties, the Qarakhanids to
the north of the Oxus and the Ghaznavids to the south of that river.
Signs of weakness already appeared in the amirate of Nuh b. Nasr
(331-43/943-54). Power was usurped by over-mighty subjects such as
Abu cAli Chaghani, who came from a prominent Iranian family of the
upper Oxus valley, and by the Simjuris, a family of Turkish ghulam
origin who held Kuhistan virtually as their own private domain. The
expense of dealing with rebellion and unrest in Khurasan placed the
amirs in serious financial trouble, driving them to impose fresh taxation
and thereby increase their unpopularity with the influential landowning
and military classes. Uncertainties over the succession allowed the
Turkish military leaders and prominent bureaucrats, such as the
Bal'amis and 'Utbis, to act as king-makers. With centrifugal forces in
the ascendant, outlying dependencies of the Samanid empire began to
fall away from the control of Bukhara. Thus in Sistan, a collateral branch
of the SafFarid dynasty reappeared and flourished under Ahmad b.
Muhammad b. Khalaf b. Laith (311-52/923-63) and his son Khalaf
(352-93/963-1003) (see Chapter 3). In Kirman, the Samanid commander Muhammad b. Ilyas founded a short-lived dynasty (320-57/
932-68) which ruled in virtual independence until the province was
conquered by the Buyid 'Adud al-Daula. In Bust and al-Rukhkhaj, in
southeastern Afghanistan, the ghulam general and governor of Balkh,
Qara-Tegin Isfljabi, held power in the years after 317/929. Forty years
later, a further group of Turkish ghulams under one Baituz was ruling
in Bust, and it is possible, though unproven, that there was some
continuity here with the earlier regime of Qara-Tegin. Baituz's links
with his suzerains in Bukhara had become so far relaxed that on the
sole coin of his which is extant, a copper jfc/r of 3 59/970, the name of the
Samanid amir is not mentioned.1
The Ghaznavids arose indirectly from this atmosphere within the
Samanid empire of disintegration, palace revolutions and succession
putschs. The Turkish Commander-in-Chief of the Samanid forces, the
hdjib Alp-Tegin, in 350/961 allied with the vizier Abu 'All Muhammad
Balaam! to place their own candidate for the amirate on the throne. The
1
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coup failed, and Alp-Tegin was obliged to withdraw to Ghazna in
eastern Afghanistan, on the far periphery of the Samanid empire,
wresting the town from its local ruling dynasty of the Lawiks (3 51/962).
Ghazna was not, however, relinquished by the Lawiks without a
struggle. They were connected by marriage to the Hindushahi dynasty
ruling in Kabul (see below), and clearly enjoyed much local support.
During the next fifteen years, they returned on various occasions, and
at one juncture, Abu Ishaq Ibrahim, Alp-Tegin's son and successor in
Ghazna, only regained the town with military help sent out from
Bukhara. Because of this need in the early years for Samanid support,
the various Turkish governors in Ghazna continued down to SebiikTegin's death in 387/997 generally to acknowledge the amirs on their
coins.
One of Alp-Tegin's most trusted supporters was the ghulam
Sebiik-Tegin (probably to be interpreted as Turkish "beloved prince").
According to a testament of aphorisms on the exercise of kingly power,
allegedly left to his son Mahmud (the Pand-ndma), Sebiik-Tegin came
from the region of Barskhan on the shores of the Isiq-Gol, in what is
now the Kirghiz S.S.R. It is accordingly probable that he came from
one of the component tribes of the Turkish Qarluq group. Obsequious
genealogists later fabricated a genealogy connecting Sebiik-Tegin with
the last Sasanid Emperor, Yazdgard III, it being supposed that Yazdgard's family had fled into the Central Asian steppes and there intermarried with the local Turks, although they were unable to get round
the fact of his pagan birth. Captured in the course of intertribal warfare,
he was sold as a slave at Nakhshab, and eventually bought by AlpTegin. The story of his rise to eminence in Alp-Tegin's service is
detailed in the Siydsat-ndma of Nizam al-Mulk, although this account
should be treated with some caution. Sebiik-Tegin accompanied AlpTegin to Ghazna, passing into the service of the latter's son Abu. Ishaq
Ibrahim, and quietly building up a following among the Turks in
Ghazna. He was prominent during the governorship of Bilge-Tegin,
in whose time the town of Gardiz was first attacked (364/974). In
366/977 the Turks of Ghazna deposed the drunken and incompetent
governor Bori, and installed Sebiik-Tegin as their governor and leader,
thereby giving the stamp of formal approval to the substance of power
which he had previously enjoyed.
Sebiik-Tegin now began a twenty years' reign in Ghazna, ostensibly
as governor on behalf of the Samanids; the amirs' names were placed
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on his coins before his own, and on his tomb the title oial-Hdjib al-Ajall
"Most exalted commander" still proclaims his subordinate status. In
fact, the foundations of an independent Ghaznavid power, which was
to be erected into a mighty empire by Sebiik-Tegin's son Mahmtid,
were firmly laid in his time. The economic stability of the Turkish
soldiery in Ghazna was helped by reforms in the system of land grants
or iqta's on which they had settled in the surrounding countryside.
The Turks' power radiated out from Ghazna over the region of
Zabulistan in eastern Afghanistan. Zabulistan was basically Iranian in
population, and it played a notable part in Iranian epic lore, especially
in that aspect of it concerned with the hero Rustam-i Zal; in the 5 th/
n t h century, the popular traditions of Zabulistan were worked up by
Asadi Tusi into his epic of the Garshdsp-ndma. Before the coming of
Alp-Tegin, it is probable that this region was only imperfectly Islamized; certainly, paganism persisted in the inaccessible region of Ghur
in central Afghanistan well into the 5th/nth century. Sebiik-Tegin
endeavoured to conciliate local feeling by marrying the daughter of one
of the nobles of Zabulistan; it was from this union that Mahmud (sometimes referred to in the sources as Mahmud-i Zawuli) was born.
The group of Turks in Ghazna was a small one, set down in an hostile
environment, and a dynamic policy of expansion may have seemed to
Sebiik-Tegin the best way to ensure its survival. Soon after his assumption of power, Sebiik-Tegin moved against the rival group of Turkish
ghulams in Bust and overthrew Baituz, at the same time adding
Qusdar (sc. northeastern Baluchistan) to his possessions. As a result of
the Bust expedition, Sebiik-Tegin acquired the services of one of the
greatest literary men of the age, Abu'1-Fath Busti, formerly secretary
to Baituz; the composition of his new master's fath-ndmas, proclamations of victory, and the organization of a Ghaznavid chancery, were
now undertaken by Abu'1-Fath.
Most significant, however, for the future history of the Ghaznavids
were the beginnings of expansion towards the plains of India. The
ddr al-kufr, land of unbelief, began not far to the east of Ghazna. The
Kabul river valley is geographically an extension of the river system
of the northern Indian plain; it was often part of the Indian cultural and
religious world too, and Buddhism and Hinduism both left their mark
there in pre-Islamic times. In the 4th/ioth century, the lower Kabul
valley, as far west as Lamghan and Kabul itself, was the centre of the
powerful Hindushahi dynasty of Waihind (near the modern Attock, at
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the confluence of the Indus and Kabul rivers), and these rulers barred
the way for Muslim expansion into northern India. For Sebiik-Tegin
and his followers, the situation resembled that familiar from Transoxiana. Here too there were frontier fortresses like Ghazna and Gardiz
facing a pagan land, but with the difference that the plains of India
promised an infinitely richer plunder than the bare Central Asian steppes
had ever yielded. It is likely that Sebiik-Tegin's first clashes with the
Hindushahis were, at least in part, defensive measures; we have noted
above that the Hindushahis were related to the dispossessed Lawiks of
Ghazna, and on more than one occasion, they supplied help from Kabul
to the Lawiks. At some time around 367/986-7 there was sharp fighting
in the Kabul-Lamghan region, in which the Hindushahl Raja was
finally defeated, enabling Sebiik-Tegin to advance down the Kabul
river towards Peshawar and implant the first seeds of Islam there.
Sebiik-Tegin's successful maintenance of himself in power at Ghazna
and his victories against the Indians now made him a force in the
internal politics of the Samanid empire, at this time moving towards its
final collapse. Internal conflicts so weakened the amirs' authority that
in 382/992 Nuh b. Mansiir was unable to halt an invasion of Transoxiana by the Qarakhanid chief Bughra Khan Hariin, who for a time
actually occupied the capital Bukhara. An alliance against the crown of
two great men in the state, Abu 'All Simjuri and the Turkish general
Fa'iq Khassa, drove Amir Nuh to call in Sebiik-Tegin in the hope of
redressing the balance (384/994). Sebiik-Tegin and Mahmiid now
appeared in Khurasan and routed the rebels; both consequently received a grant of honorific titles from the grateful amir, and Mahmiid
was invested with command of the army of Khurasan. By 385/995 rebel
opposition had been temporarily crushed, and Khurasan was in
Mahmud's hands; once Mahmiid was secure on the throne of Ghazna
three years later, Khurasan was to be an integral part of the Ghaznavid
empire for the next forty years. However, the shrinking Samanid
dominions continued to be disordered: the Qarakhanids took over the
whole of the Syr Darya basin, and the authority of the amirs was confined to a small part of Transoxiana.
In the midst of this, Sebiik-Tegin died (387/997), and Malimud was
obliged to leave Khurasan and allow the Turkish general Bektuzun to
occupy Nishapiir. Sebiik-Tegin had appointed as his successor in
Ghazna a younger son, Isma'Il (possibly because Isma'lPs mother was
a daughter of Alp-Tegin), and the claims of the more experienced and
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capable Mahmud were ignored. Mahmud proposed a division of power
within the Ghaznavid territories, but Isma'Il refused this; recourse to
arms followed, and after a few months' reign in Ghazna, Isma'll was
deposed (388/998). The Samanid Amir Abu'l-Harith Mansur b. Nuh
now confirmed Mahmud in possession of Ghazna, Bust and the eastern
Khurasanian towns of Balkh, Tirmidh and Herat, but Mahmud was left
to recover western Khurasan from Bektuzun. The deposition of the
amir by Bektuzun and Fa'iq enabled Mahmud to pose as his avenger,
and after further negotiations and renewed fighting, Mahmud was in
3 89/999 a t l a s t victorious over all his enemies. Khurasan was now firmly
within his possession, and with the advance of the Qarakhanid Ilig
Nasr to Bukhara in the same year, the Samanid dynasty virtually ended.
Mahmud established friendly relations with the Ilig, and both sides
agreed that the former Samanid dominions should be partitioned, with
the Oxus as boundary between these two Turkish powers. This
cordiality proved to be only transient; very soon, the Qarakhanids were
trying to extend their authority into Khurasan, whilst Mahmud later
tried to secure a foothold north of the Oxus. Significant for the future
orientation of Ghaznavid policy was Mahmud's eagerness to secure
legitimization of his power from the 'Abbasid caliph al-Qadir, who at
this point sent him the honorific by which he became best known, that
of Yamin al-Daula "Right hand of the state". The Ghaznavids were
always careful to buttress their authority by caliphal approval and by
an ostentatious espousal of the cause of Sunni orthodoxy (see below).
Mahmud's thirty-two years' reign (388-421/998-1030) was one of
ceaseless campaigning and warfare over a vast stretch of southern Asia;
at his death, the empire stretched from the borders of Azarbaijan and
Kurdistan in the west to the upper Ganges valley of India in the east,
and from Khwarazm in Central Asia to the Indian Ocean shores. Not
since the early days of the 'Abbasid caliphate had such a vast assemblage
of territories been ruled by one man. This was an entirely personal
creation and consequently ephemeral, for Mahmud's son Mas'ud was
inferior to his father in skill and judgement and was unable to hold the
empire together. Yet the might of Mahmud's empire at its zenith
immensely impressed succeeding generations of Muslims, and especially
excited the admiration of those who held fast to Sunni orthodoxy and
revered the 'Abbasid caliphs as imams of the community of the faithful.
It was fortunate for Mahmud that his campaigns on both flanks of the
empire could so often be represented in a favourable religious light. In
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the east, Mahmud achieved his reputation as the great ghdttf sultan and
hammer of the infidel Hindus. That his motives here were, as is explained below, as much influenced by material as spiritual considerations did not affect the approbation of contemporaries, who knew only
that such houses of abomination as the great idol-temple of Somnath
were being cleansed, just as Muhammad the Prophet had purified the
Ka'ba of its 365 idols. In the west, Mahmud's main opponents were
the Buyids and lesser Dailami powers like the Kakuyids of Isfahan and
Hamadan and the Musafirids of Dailam, and since these were Shfi in
faith, it was possible to publicize Mahmud's campaign of 420/1029 in
western Persia as a crusade for the re-establishment of Sunni orthodoxy.
Finally, Mahmud's achievement should be considered within the
context of the contemporary Islamic world in general. His victories for
orthodoxy came at a moment when the fortunes of that cause were at
a low ebb in the more westerly lands of Islam. The extremist Shi'I
Fatimids had founded a rival caliphate which stretched from North
Africa to Syria, and their capital of Cairo had come to eclipse Baghdad
in its splendour and its economic and cultural vitality. To the threat of
Fatimid expansionism across the Syrian Desert towards Iraq was added
danger from without the Islamic world. Under the energetic Macedonian imperial dynasty (867-1057), the Byzantines began to recover
ground lost to the Arabs three centuries before. Cyprus, Crete and
much of northern Syria were reoccupied, and Greek armies almost
reached Damascus and Jerusalem, inflicting a severe blow to Muslim
self-confidence. Coming as they did at this time, Mahmud's Indian
exploits gave a fillip to Muslim spirits; and Mahmud was always careful
to forward detailed fath-namas to the 'Abbasids in Baghdad, so that his
achievements might be publicized. In all of these activities, Mahmud
acted as a fully independent sovereign, save only for his formal acknowledgement of the caliph's spiritual overlordship, signalled by the
appearance on his coins from 389/999 onwards of the title Walt Amir
al-Mtfminin "Friend of the Commander of the Faithful". Recognition
of the sovereignty of the Samanids, still kept up by Isma'il during his
brief reign, was now abandoned.
By acquiring Khurasan, Mahmud became master of a rich and
flourishing province. Khurasan had rich agricultural oases, irrigated
by means of a skilful utilization of a modest water supply. Its towns
were centres for local industry and crafts, with its textiles and other
specialties exported far outside the province; it also benefited by its
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straddling of the long-distance trade route between Iraq and Central
Asia. It was also at this time the intellectual and cultural heart of the
eastern Islamic world, not only for the traditional Arabic theological,
linguistic and legal sciences, but also for the cultivation of New Persian
language and literature, a process which culminated in the achievement
of Mahmud's contemporary and would-be protege, Firdausi of Tus. In
short, the wealth of Khurasan, as much as that of India, provided the
material basis for much of Mahmud's imperial achievement.
The sultan was, accordingly, concerned to guard Khurasan against
threats from the Qarakhanids, for despite Mahmud's marriage to a
daughter of the Ilig Nasr (390/1000), the khans did not for long
relinquish their designs upon the province. Whilst Mahmud was away
at Multan in India in 396/1006, a two-pronged invasion of Khurasan
was launched. One Qarakhanid army occupied Balkh (where a market
belonging to the Ghaznavid sultan, the Bazar-i 'Ashiqan or "Lovers'
Market", was burnt down), and the other occupied Nlshapur; at this
last place, a large part of the dihqans or landowners had already become
disillusioned with the rapacity of the sultan's tax-collectors, and actually
welcomed the invaders. With characteristic verve, Mahmud raced back
across Afghanistan, and hurled the Qarakhanids back across the Oxus.
The Ilig Nasr attempted a revanche in the following year, in alliance
with his second cousin Yiisuf Qadir Khan of Khotan. But a great
victory by Mahmud near Balkh in 398/1008, in which a charge of the
armour-plated war elephants of the Ghaznavids had a demoralizing
effect on the invaders, ended the campaign; the Qarakhanid commanders had protested that "it is impossible to put up resistance against
those elephants, weapons, equipment and warriors ". The Qarakhanid
dominions were never ruled as a unitary state, but formed something
like a loosely-linked confederation. Internal quarrels and warfare broke
out within the dynasty at an early date, and over the next years, the
Ghaznavid borders were not again threatened by the khans.
Once he had consolidated his power in Khurasan, Mahmud gradually
brought under his own control those regions which had lain on the
periphery of the Samanid empire and had been loosely tributary to
Bukhara, sc. Sis tan, Gharchistan, Juzjan, Chaghaniyan, Khuttal and
Khwarazm.
North of the upper Harl Rud lay Gharchistan ("land of the mountains"), ruled by a line of local princes who bore the Iranian title of
Shir ( < Old Persian khshathriya "ruler"). The Shir Abu Nasr Muham-
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mad acknowledged Mahmiid's suzerainty right away in 389/999, but
some years later, the sultan used the pretext of truculent behaviour on
the part of the Shir's son Muhammad b. Muhammad to invade the
province and incorporate it in his empire (403/1012). That the family
of Shirs nevertheless survived seems possible, for they are mentioned
once more in the Ghurid period.
Under its dynasty of the Farlghunids, Juzjan, the region to the
north of Herat, had been an important vassal-state of the Samanids,
providing military aid to the amirs against their rebellious generals.
The Farlghunids had also been patrons of the arts; it was for one of the
amirs that the pioneer geographical treatise in New Persian, the Hudud
al-'dlam, was written towards 372/982, and the late Professor V.
Minorsky suggested that the author of an Arabic encyclopaedia of the
sciences called the Jawdmi' al-'ulum, one Sha'ya b. Farighun, might be
a scion of this princely family.1 The ruler Abu Nasr Ahmad fought for
Mahmud against the Qarakhanids in Khurasan and also in India, and
retained his territories until his death in 401/1010-11, when Guzgan
was placed under the governorship of the sultan's son Muhammad, who
had married a daughter of Abu Nasr Muhammad.
It may also be noted at this point that Mahmud endeavoured to
extend some control over Ghur, until this time a pagan enclave in the
mountains of central Afghanistan. Two expeditions were sent in 401/
1011 and 411/1020 and with difficulty procured the submission of
certain local chiefs, including Muhammad b. Surl of Ahangaran on the
upper Hari Rud. Teachers were left to inculcate the rudiments of the
Islamic faith, but Ghur was never properly subdued by the Ghaznavids,
and the spread of Islam there was to be a slow process.
Another region of Afghanistan, that of Kafiristan (modern Nuristan),
which lies across the Hindu Kush and to the north of the Kabul River,
did not become Muslim till the end of the 19th century, when the
Afghan Amir £Abd al-Rahman Khan led a force into Kafiristan and
replaced the indigenous paganism by Islam. A raid by Mahmud is
recorded in 411/1020 on the Nur and Qirat valleys, apparently lying
in the eastern part of Kafiristan, but no permanent conquest was
attempted.
Because of its distance from Bukhara, Sistan had slipped from direct
Samanid control after the first decades of the 4th/ioth century, and a
1

"Ibn Farighun and the Hudud al-'Alam" in A locust's leg: Studies in honour of S. H.
Taqi^adeh (London, 1962), pp. 189-96.
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line connected with the Saffarids Ya'qub and cAmr b. al-Laith had
reappeared there. When Sebiik-Tegin annexed Bust, his territories
became contiguous with those of the Saffarid Khalaf b. Ahmad. In
376/986-7 Khalaf tried to take advantage of Sebiik-Tegin's involvement
with the Hindushahi Raja Jaipal, and seized Bust for a time; later, he
tried to set the Qarakhanids against Sebiik-Tegin. Whilst Mahmud was
disputing with his brother Isma'il over the succession, Khalaf's forces
seized the district of Pushang, to the north of Sistan, and in 390/999
Mahmud retaliated by an invasion of Sistan. On numismatic evidence,
Ghaznavid authority was first recognized there in 392/1002, although
the literary sources state that it was not until the next year that Mahmud
finally took over Sistan, after Khalaf had put to death his own son
Tahir and provoked a civil war there. Khalaf was now deposed and the
province placed under Mahmud's brother Abu'l-Muzaffar Nasr. Yet
the Sagzis' attachment to their own local line and their hatred of the
alien Turkish yoke remained constant, and Sistan was never quiet under
the Ghaznavids; once the Saljuqs appeared on the fringes of Sistan
during the sultanate of Maudud b. Mas'iid, the Sagzis joined with the
Tiirkmens to expel the Ghaznavid officials.
Qusdar had apparently been allowed by Sebiik-Tegin to retain its
local rulers, for in 402/1011 we hear of an expedition by Mahmud to
restore the ruler to obedience and the customary payment of tribute;
this ruler (who is nowhere named) had tried to establish relations with
the hostile Qarakhanids. Makran, the coastal strip of which Baluchistan
is the interior, also had its own line of rulers who had in the 4th/ioth
century acknowledged the Buyids of Kirman as suzerains, but who had
latterly transferred their allegiance to Sebiik-Tegin and Mahmud. When
the ruler Ma'dan died in 416/1025-6, there was a dispute over the
succession between his sons cIsa and Abu'l-Mu'askar, in which Mahmud in the end negotiated a settlement. Just before Mahmud's death
in 420/1029, 'Isa tried to assert his independence of Ghazna; it was left
to Mahmud's son Mas'ud to bring 'Isa to heel and replace him by
Abu'l-Mu'askar.
The mountain principalities of Chaghaniyan and Khuttal, on the
right bank of the upper Oxus, were of strategic importance to the
Ghaznavids: they served as bridgeheads into the Qarakhanid dominions, and were the Ghaznavids' first line of defence against predatory
peoples like the Kumijis of the Buttaman Mountains (see below), and
beyond them, Turkish peoples of Central Asia. In Samanid times, these
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principalities had been ruled by local dynasties, tributary to Bukhara
and descended from indigenous Iranian or Arab families such as the
Al-i Muhtaj in Chaghaniyan and the Abu Da'udids or Banijurids in
Khuttal. It seems, in the absence of specific information to the contrary,
that local lines survived in Ghaznavid times as the sultans' vassals; in
Mahmud's reign, the Muhtajid Fakhr al-Daula Ahmad was amir of
Chaghaniyan, and in Mas'ud's reign, the then amir was the sultan's
son-in-law.
The acquisition of Khwarazm was one of the most important events
of Mahmud's middle years. The province itself was rich agriculturally,
with a complex system of irrigation canals for utilizing the waters of
the lower Oxus. It derived further prosperity from its position as the
Islamic terminus for caravans arriving from the Oghuz steppes and
Siberia, and the geographer Muqaddasi enumerates an impressive list
of the products for which Khwarazm was the distributing centre. But
its strategic value was probably the consideration uppermost in the
sultan's mind. Possession of Khwarazm enabled him to turn the flank
of the Qarakhanids in Transoxiana and, above all, to put pressure on
one of his most implacable enemies, cAli-Tegin of Bukhara and
Samarqand (see below). Since 385/995 Khwarazm had been ruled from
the great commercial centre of Gurganj by the Ma'munid family of
amirs, who had in that year overthrown the ancient family of the
Afrighid Khwarazm-Shahs of Kath. Though nominally dependent on
the Samanids, the geographical isolation of Khwarazm, surrounded as
it was by steppeland, had enabled the Shahs to live in almost untrammelled independence. The Amir 'All b. Ma'mun (387-99/997-1009)
was to some extent dependent on the Qarakhanids, but in 406/1015-16
the grounds of Ghaznavid intervention were laid when Mahmud's
sister Hurra-yi Kaljl married "All's brother Ma'mun b. Ma'mun. The
very detailed account of the conquest of Khwarazm given by the
Ghaznavid offical Baihaqi (quoting al-Biruni's lost History of Khwdra^m),
shows how the sultan deliberately provoked the Khwarazmians, and
by a series of Machiavellian diplomatic moves, secured a pretext for
sending Ghaznavid troops into the country. His demands for recognition in the khutba or Friday sermon in Khwarazm (in effect, recognition
of Ghaznavid suzerainty there) provoked a patriotic reaction amongst
the Khwarazmians, in which Ma'mun was assassinated. Mahmud could
now enter the province, ostensibly to avenge his brother-in-law. After
fierce fighting, the Ghaznavid cause prevailed; the Ma'munid dynasty
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was extinguished, a reign of terror unleashed, and the whole land
incorporated into the Ghaznavid empire. One of Sebiik-Tegin's former
ghulams, the hajib Altun-Tash, was installed as governor with the
traditional title of Khwarazm-Shah, and he and his sons ruled there for
the next twenty-four years.
The possession of Khwarazm gave Mahmud the preponderance over
the Qarakhanids, who were by now racked by internal warfare. Not
till the latter years of Mas'ud's sultanate, when the incursions of the
Saljuqs were creating general chaos in northern Afghanistan, did a
Qarakhanid prince, Bori-Tegin, seriously harry Ghaznavid territory.
In the years after his repulse of the Ilig Nasr's invasion of Khurasan,
Mahmud exploited the internal rivalries of the Qarakhanids by allying
first with Ahmad Toghan Khan (d. 408/1017-18) of Semirechye and,
till the last years of his life, of Kashghar also, and then with Yusuf
Qadi'r Khan of Khotan and Kashghar. This last alliance was specifically
aimed at the ruler of Bukhara and Samarqand, 'All b. Harun Bughra
Khan, called 'Ali-Tegin. 'All-Tegin had captured Bukhara in 411/1020,
and down to his death fourteen years later, was the most skilful and
persistent opponent of Ghaznavid ambitions in Central Asia. In
416/1025 Mahmud invaded Transoxiana with the aim of overthrowing
c
Ali-Tegin. The sultan met with Yusuf Qadi'r Khan at Samarqand;
according to the Ghaznavid historian Gardizi's account, presents were
exchanged on a munificent scale by the two sovereigns, and complex
negotiations for a marriage alliance begun. The sultan and the khan
joined forces, firstly to scatter cAli-Tegin's allies the Saljuq Turks, and
then to drive 'Ali-Tegin himself into the steppes. However, Mahmud
now withdrew from Transoxiana in order to prepare for the Somnath
expedition. 'Ali-Tegin re-emerged and took back his former possessions. Hence Barthold was probably right in surmising that Mahmud
preferred to leave cAli-Tegin in Transoxiana as a counterpoise to the
power of Yusuf Qadir Khan. 1
West of Khurasan stretched the territories of various Dailaml
powers, above all, of the Buyids. With the Ziyarids of Gurgan and
Tabaristan (who were actually orthodox Sunnis in faith), Mahmud had
friendly relations, and after the death in 402/1011-12 of Qabus b.
Vushmgir, this dynasty was virtually tributary to the Ghaznavids. At
first, Mahmud supported the claims to the succession of Dara b. Qabus,
who had been a refugee in Ghazna during his father's lifetime; but he
1
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soon came to recognize Manuchihr b. Qabus as amir, after the latter
had been raised to the throne by local interests. The new Ziyarid amir
became Mahmud's son-in-law, and on various occasions, sent troop
contingents to the Ghaznavid army. In this way, the sultan maintained
a friendly power at the western approaches of Khurasan, and thereby
deterred the Buyids from making moves in that direction.
Although it no longer had the cohesion and might which it had had
in the days of cAdud al-Daula, the Buyid empire was still territorially
impressive, embracing as it did most of Iraq and western and central
Persia. But structurally it was weak, in that by the early 5th/nth
century, it lacked a single, generally acknowledged head, and this want
of a united front weakened Buyid abilities to resist first the Ghaznavids
and then the Saljuqs. It would not have been difficult for the sultan to
find a plausible pretext for meddling in Buyid affairs: first, the Buyids
were Shf is, and as long as they held Baghdad, the 'Abbasid caliph could
not be considered a free agent; and secondly, the inability of the later
Buyids to keep internal order meant that pilgrims travelling from the
east to the Holy Places were constantly harried and financially mulcted
whilst crossing the Buyid lands. According to Ibn al-Jauzi, Mahmud
was specifically reproached in 412/1021 for his lack of interest in the
tribulations of these pilgrims, and was unfavourably compared with the
Kurdish ruler of Hamadan, Nihavand and Dinavar, Badr b. Hasanuya,
who always gave subsidies and aid to the pilgrim caravans passing
through his lands.
In fact, Mahmud showed considerable restraint in making no major
move against the Buyids till the last year of his reign. It is true that
when in 407/1016-17 t n e Buyid governor in Kirman, Qawam al-Daula
Abu'l-Fawaris, had rebelled against his brother Sultan al-Daula Abu
Shujac of Fars, Mahmud had supplied him with military help. But the
Ghaznavid troops had been unable immediately to restore Qawam
al-Daula to his former position, and when towards the end of Mahmud's
reign, a fresh succession dispute broke out in Kirman, he made no
attempt to intervene. It is somewhat surprising that Mahmud refrained
so long from attacking Jibal, with its capital of Ray, a rich manufacturing centre and strategically the key to northern Persia; for since the
death of the Buyid Fakhr al-Daula 'All in 387/997 and the succession
of his infant son Majd al-Daula Rustam, de facto power there had been
in the hands of a woman, the Queen-Mother Sayyida. It is recorded in
Baihaqi that towards the end of his life, Mahmud was asked by his
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vizier Maimandl why he had not before intervened in Jibal. The sultan
replied that if a man had been ruling in Ray, he would have had to keep
an army permanently stationed at Nishapur, whereas, with a woman in
Ray, there was no real Biiyid threat to Khurasan.1
J
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Sayyida's death in 419/1028 left Majd al-Daula with sole power in
Ray, but the last years of his exclusion from real authority had sapped
his powers to govern effectively; he was unable to keep his Daiiami
troops in order, and foolishly appealed to Mahmud for help. It is
probable that Mahmud was already meditating intervention, and when
his army reached Ray, he deposed Majd al-Daula and sacked the city
in a frightful manner. The sultan felt bound to justify this act of naked
aggression, and in his fath-nama to the caliph spoke of cleansing Jibal
of the "infidel Batiniyya and evil-doing innovators", who had flourished under Majd al-Daula's lax rule; certainly, those suspected of
extremist Shi'I and Mu'tazill beliefs were mercilessly hunted down, and
many allegedly heretical books burnt. The seizure of Ray opened up
the possibility of a drive towards Azarbaljan and the west. Mas'ud
was given charge of operations here. The Musafirid ruler of Dailam,
Ibrahim b. Marzuban, was temporarily dispossessed of his capital
Tarum and brought to obedience; and then at the beginning of 421/
1030 Mas'ud turned southwards against the Kakuyids of Isfahan and
Hamadan. The news of his father's death in Ghazna compelled him,
however, to leave the Kakuyid 'Ala' al-Daula Muhammad b. Dushmanziyar, called Ibn Kakuya, as his vassal in Isfahan. As it happened,
Mas'ud was never able permanently to subdue the resilient Ibn Kakuya,
and Ghaznavid rule in Ray only lasted for some seven years. Yet the
Ghaznavids had seriously impaired the Daiiami ascendancy in northern
Persia, so that the advance of the Saljuqs through northern Persia a few
years later was made correspondingly easier.
So far we have been concerned only with Ghaznavid expansion into
Central Asia and the Iranian world. Yet simultaneously, a great military
effort was being mounted against India. Each winter, armies of the
regular troops, swollen by the ghazis and volunteers who flocked
thither from all parts of the eastern Islamic world, would descend to
the plains of India in search of Hindu temples to sack and slaves to
round up. The numerous Indian campaigns of Mahmud have been
well described by Muhammad Nazim, with a skilful elucidation of
the geographical and topographical problems involved in the source
1
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material. The first great obstacle to Ghaznavid penetration of India was
the continued existence of the Hindushahi kingdom of Waihind, with
whose Raja, Jaipal, Sebiik-Tegin had already clashed. In 392/1001
Mahmud defeated and captured Jaipal near Peshawar, so humiliating
him that he committed suicide. His son Anandpal organized a grand
coalition of the Indian rulers of northwestern India, but this too was
broken by the sultan at Waihind and Nagarkot (399/1009). The next
Hindushahis, Trilochanpal and his son Bhimpal, carried on the fight
against Mahmud in alliance with such rulers as Ganda, Raja of Kalinjar,
but were gradually driven eastwards across the Punjab, and with the
death of Bhimpal in 417/1026, the once-mighty Hindushahi dynasty
came to an end.
Mahmud was not, of course, the first Muslim leader to bring Islam
to India. The new faith had been implanted in Sind by the Arab general
Muhammad b. al-Qasim al-Thaqafi in Umayyad times (90-2/709-11),
and had spread up the Indus as far as Multan. During the course of the
4th/ioth century, the Muslim communities of Sind had been won over
by Isma'ill dd'is or missionaries to the cause of extremist Shfism. The
early Ghaznavids vigorously uprooted all traces of Isma'ilism in their
own dominions, and when in 403/1012-13 the Fatimid caliph in Cairo,
al-Hakim, sent a diplomatic mission to Mahmud, the sultan had the
luckless envoy executed. Thus Mahmud had, in his own eyes, ample
reason for taking over the important town of Multan and restoring
orthodoxy there. In two campaigns of 396/1006 and 401/1010, the local
ruler Abu'1-Fath Da'ud was humbled and finally deposed, and the
Isma'ilis in the city massacred. Nevertheless, Isma'ilism lasted there for
two more centuries; and only thirty years after Mahmud's efforts there,
in Maudud b. Mas'ud's sultanate, a rising of the Multan Isma'ilis
occurred.
However, the majority of Mahmud's Indian campaigns were directed
at the Hindu Rajput rulers. Two attempts were made to penetrate into
Kashmir (in 406/1015 and 412/1021), but he was held up on both
occasions by the fortress of Lohkot, and the mountain barriers proved
too much for the invaders; not until the 8th/14th century did a Muslim
dynasty, the line of Shah Mirza Swati, come to rule in Kashmir. The
main Ghaznavid effort was directed across the Punjab towards the
Ganges-Jumna Doab. Here lay Indian towns richly endowed with
temples, such as the temple of Chakraswami at Thanesar (raided in
405/1014) and the temple at Mathura, reputed birthplace of the hero
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Krishna (raided in 409/1018). With these preparatory successes,
Mahmud was ready to confront the two chief rulers of northern India,
the Pratihara Raja of Kanauj, Rajyapal, and the Chandel Raja of
Kalinjar, Ganda. Ganda was the most tenacious of Mahmud's opponents. In 410/1019 he organized a league of Indian princes against
Mahmud, but during the expedition of 413/1022 Ganda was besieged
in his fortress of Kalinjar and eventually forced to surrender. Yet the
climax of the sultan's Indian campaigns was undoubtedly the Somnath
expedition of 416-17/1025-6. For this, Mahmud led his troops across
the inhospitable Thar Desert to Anhalwara, and then into the Kathiawar peninsula to Somnath itself. At Somnath was a famous temple
containing a linga of the Moon-God Mahadeva, which was served by
1,000 Brahmans and 350 singers and dancers, and endowed with the
income from 10,000 villages. After fierce fighting, the shrine was
captured and despoiled to the amount of twenty million dinars, and
finally burnt down. The return journey was arduous and dangerous,
and whilst travelling up the Indus valley, the Ghaznavid army was
harassed by the local Jats; Mahmud returned in 418/1026 to lead a
punitive expedition against these marauders. The news of the Somnath
victory spread rapidly throughout the Islamic world, and contributed
much to the image of Mahmud as the hero of Sunni Islam; the * Abbasid
Caliph sent from Baghdad fresh honorific titles for the sultan and his
family.
Ghaznavid military activity in India was, as is clear from the preceding paragraph, essentially composed of plunder raids. From the temple
treasures came the bullion which enabled the sultans to maintain a good
standard of gold and silver coinage, and the extra currency in circulation stimulated trade all over eastern Islam, reversing for a while the
normal drain of specie into the Indian subcontinent. This treasure was
also used to finance and to adorn the splendid buildings which Mahmud
began to erect, such as the "'Arils al-falak "Bride of Heaven" mosque
and madrasa in Ghazna (built from the proceeds of the expedition of
410/1019 against Trilochanpal of Kanauj and Ganda of Kalinjar), and
the vast complex of palace buildings laid out in early Ghaznavid times
on the lower Helmand river at Lashkari Bazar near Bust. The slaves
imported from India were likewise a great economic asset. According
to the historian 'Utbi, 53,000 captives were brought back from the
Kanauj expedition of 409/1018, and slave merchants converged on
Ghazna from all parts of the eastern Islamic world. Some of these slaves
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were incorporated into the Ghaznavid armies, where the Rajputs'
fighting qualities had good scope, and they were often considered more
reliable than the Turks. It was the Ghaznavids who reintroduced into
the Islamic world the use of elephants as beasts of war, and numbers of
elephants were often stipulated in the peace treaties with Indian princes;
they were regarded as royal beasts, and when captured in battle, fell
within the sultan's fifth of the booty.
Since financial considerations seem to have been uppermost in the
sultan's mind, it is difficult to see Mahmud as a Muslim fanatic, eager to
implant the faith in India by the sword. Islam made little progress in
India during the Ghaznavid period; the succeeding periods of the
Ghurids and the Slave Kings were more important for this. His main
aim was to make the Indian princes his tributaries and to use them as
milch-cows; the temples were despoiled primarily because of their great
wealth. The sultan knew well that if he had tried to impose Islam on the
princes as a condition of peace, they would have apostasized as soon as
his troops left. It seems that conversion to Islam was not even required
of Indian troops recruited into the Ghaznavid forces; the excesses of
pagan Indian soldiers at Zarang in Sistan in 393/1003 are denounced
in the local history of that province, the Tdrlkh-i Sistdn (pp. 355-7).
Not till the end of Mahmud's reign was there any attempt to set up a
Ghaznavid civil administration in the Punjab, and this foundered early
in the next reign because of jealousies between the civil and military
heads. For the remainder of Ghaznavid rule in India, power was
exercised from military garrison points like Lahore and Multan; since
ghazls and other unruly elements gathered at these places, they were
frequently centres for unrest and even rebellion.
Mahmud's empire was thus an impressive achievement. For the study
of mediaeval Islamic political organization, it has a special interest, for
the Ghaznavids are a classic instance of barbarians coming into an older,
higher culture, absorbing themselves in it and then adapting it to their
own aims. The empire was, indeed, the culmination of trends towards
autocracy visible in the earlier 'Abbasid caliphate and its successorstates. Dynasties like the Buyids and Samanids had tried to centralize
administration in their territories and to make the amir a despotic
figure, but their attempts had foundered; in the case of the Buyids,
because of family rivalries and the impediment of a turbulent Dailaml
tribal backing, in the case of the Samanids, because of the entrenched
power of the Iranian military and landowning classes and of the
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merchants, all hostile to any extension of kingly power. The Ghaznavids, on the other hand, did not rise to eminence on the crest of a tribal
migration or movement of peoples, and had few local, established
interests to contend with. Hence they could make themselves far more
despotic than their successors in Persia, the Saljuq sultans. Whereas the
great Saljuq vizier Nizam al-Mulk (whose views derived from his family
background of service in Ghaznavid Khurasan) later complained that
the Saljuqs did not make full use of the machinery of despotism available to them, the Ghaznavid official Baihaqi denounces Mas'ud b.
Mahmud's over-reliance on this machinery, his arbitrary behaviour,
and his use of spies and informers, which created an atmosphere in the
state of suspicion and mistrust. Leaving their pagan steppe origins
behind completely, the Ghaznavids enthusiastically adopted the PersoIslamic governmental traditions which they found current in their
newly acquired territories. This process of adoption was facilitated by
a continuity of administrative personnel with the previous regimes.
When Mahmud took over Khurasan, most of the Samanid officials
remained in office and merely transferred their allegiance to the new
master. Thus Mahmud's first vizier, Abu'l-'Abbas al-Fadl Isfara'ini,
had formerly been a secretary in Fa'iq's employ. Certain officials, like
the qadi ShirazI, who was civil governor of northern India in the early
part of Mascud's reign, had a background of service with the Buyids.
Trained men like these were welcomed in the Ghaznavid administration, particularly as the expansion of the empire under Mahmud
enlarged its sphere of operations and the volume of work with which
it had to cope.
In structure, the Ghaznavid administration clearly stems from that
of the Samanids in Bukhara, as known to us from Narshakhl and
Khwarazml, which in turn was based on the bureaucracy of 'Abbasid
Baghdad. There were five great departments of state: the divdn-i vi^drat,
that of the vizier, concerned with finance and general administration;
the divdn-i risdlat, that of the Chief Secretary, concerned with official
and diplomatic correspondence; the divdn-i cardy that of the 'arid or
Secretary for War, concerned with the mustering, organizing and
equipping of the army; the divdn-i ishrdf, that of the chief mushrif^ concerned with the internal communications and espionage system; and
the divdn-i vikdlat, that of the vakil-i khdss or Comptroller of the Royal
Household, concerned with the running of the royal palace and the
administration of crown properties. All these departments w^ere the
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preserve of Persian secretaries, who continued in them the traditions
and techniques of their craft. Although the sultans listened to advice
from their officials, they did not necessarily take it, for their power was
theoretically uncircumscribed by any other human being. The position
of the vizier was an unenviable one, for any independence of thought
or action was resented by his master; most of the viziers of Mahmud
and Mas'ud suffered falls from favour and even imprisonment or death.
Moreover, there was always an over-riding need for more money, and
the vizier suffered unless he could tap fresh sources of taxation. However, in Ahmad b. Hasan Maimandl, called Shams al-Kufdt "Sun of the
Capable Ones', the sultans had a vizier of outstanding intellectual
calibre, with a contemporary fame for his Arabic scholarship and his
executive skill comparable with that of the great Buyid viziers.
The ethos of the Ghaznavid "power-state" involved a sharp division
between the ruling class and the ruled, the division elaborated by
Nizam al-Mulk in his treatise on statecraft, the Siydsat-ndmay and the
division crystallized in later Ottoman Turkish terminology as that of
'Askeris and Re'ay a. At the top were the sultan and his servants, both
military and civilian. Beneath them were the masses of population,
including merchants, artisans and peasants, whose duties were to obey
the sovereign power and to pay their taxes faithfully; in return, the
ruler protected them from outside invaders and internal bandits, and
left them freedom to pursue their ordinary vocations. The sultan's
control over the provinces was based largely on fear, the expectation
of swift punishment for wrongdoing or rebelliousness. Information on
what was happening in outlying regions was continuously brought to
the court by the agents of the band or postal and intelligence service,
an ancient Near Eastern institution which the Ghaznavids developed
to a high degree. Provincial governors and officials were often tempted
to appropriate monies or to rebel against the distant central government, and the existence of this communications system was one of the
few means of control over peripheral regions which the sultan
possessed.
On the ideological and religious plane, the sultan's authority was
maintained by a rigid adherence to Sunni orthodoxy, seen in the
sultans' favour to the Hanafi law-school and to a conservative, literalist
sect like that of the Khurasanian Karramiyya, which was favoured by
Sebiik-Tegin and, in the early part of his reign, by Mahmud. Dissenters,
above all adherents of the extremist Shi'a like the Isma'Ilis, were perse182
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cuted as subverters of the status quo, and the sultans' zeal is frequently
praised in contemporary literature and poetry. Thus Farrukhl, in an
elegy on Mahmud's death, says that the heretics can now sleep safely:
"Alas and alack, the Qarmatiyan [sc. the Isma'ilis] can now rejoice!
They will be secure against death by stoning or the gallows." 1

A corollary of this zeal was the maintenance of close relations with the
'Abbasid caliphs, whose support Mahmud had sought at the outset
after his victory in Khurasan of 389/999. The sultans clearly felt the
need for legitimation of their power by the caliphs, and they also sought
caliphal approval for such acts of dubious political morality as the
expeditions against Multan and Ray. Both Mahmud and Mas'iid were
careful to forward presents to Baghdad from the captured plunder, and
in return they received investiture patents (mandshir, sing, fnanshur) for
their possessions and honorific titles (alqdb). They refused any contact
with the 'Abbasids' enemies, the Fatimids of Egypt; Mahmud had a
Fatimid envoy executed, and Mas'ud in 422/1031 revived an old charge
of contacts with the Fatimids as an excuse for condemning to death the
former minister Hasanak.
The culture of the early Ghaznavids was strongly Perso-Islamic, and
much influenced by the Iranian civilization of the lands which they had
taken over, above all by that of Khurasan. The Samanids had been
great patrons of both Arabic and Persian learning, and their court had
nurtured such authors as Rudakl, BaFamI and Daqlql, who had paved
the way for the crowning achievement in the early Ghaznavid period
of Firdausi of Tus, author of the SJodh-ndma or "Book of kings".
Mahmud and Mas'ud both had traditional Islamic educations, and they
were determined that their court too should be adorned by the greatest
talents of the age. They attracted poets from neighbouring territories,
so that amongst their poets, Farrukhl Slstani came to Ghazna from the
service of the Muhtajid amir of Chaghaniyan, whilst Manuchihri
Damghani came from the Ziyarid court in Gurgan and Tabaristan.
According to the later literary biographer Daulatshah, there were 400
poets in regular attendance at Mahmud's court, presided over by the
laureate or amir al-shu'ard', 'Unsuri, who was himself continuously
engaged in eulogizing his master and other court figures. 'Unsuri may
have composed a metrical version of Mahmud's exploits, the Tdj
al-futuh or "Crown of conquests". Certainly, the divans or collections
1
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of verse which have survived from a few of these poets show freshness
and attractiveness of expression. Mahmud also brought to Ghazna the
great scholar, scientist and historian Abu Raihan al-Blrunl (362c. 441I9-J3-C. 1050) from his native Khwarazm when that province was
conquered by the sultan's army. Al-Birunl was therefore able to
accompany the Ghaznavid raids into India. He learnt Sanskrit, and his
contacts in India and his boundless intellectual curiosity about other
faiths and customs enabled him to produce his magnum opus on India,
the Tahqiq md I?l-Hind, the first Islamic work dispassionately to examine
the beliefs and practices of the Hindus.
The actual court was organized on traditional Persian lines. The
sultans were great builders, and constructed for themselves palaces and
gardens in all the major towns of the empire. Mas£ud personally designed and supervised the building of a fine new palace at Ghazna
which took four years to complete, cost seven million dirhams and was
erected by corvee labour. The surviving ruins at Lashkarl Bazar,
extensively investigated in recent years by the French Archaeological
Delegation in Afghanistan, give some idea of the monumental scale and
opulence of these palaces. Their upkeep was doubtless a heavy charge
on the populations of the towns in which they were situated. The
sultans in their court sessions surrounded themselves with their slave
guards, sat on a golden throne and engaged in prolonged drinking
bouts with their nadims or boon-companions. They had their harem,
with the inevitable eunuchs in attendance. Because of the hierarchical
nature of court society, strict protocol was observed and the sultan was
withdrawn from direct contact with the people. Some links with the
masses were nevertheless kept up through the Islamic institution of
sessions in which people could lay complaints of oppression or wrongdoing (ma^dlim) before the ruler. A picture accordingly emerges of the
sultans as typical Perso-Islamic rulers, in an environment very similar
to other courts of the eastern Islamic world. In fact, a certain qualification should be made: we must always remember that the sultans were
racially Turks, and only one or two generations removed from the
Central Asian steppes; moreover, their power rested largely on their
Turkish soldiery. The early sultans were still Turkish-speaking, and it
was always necessary for the sultans to stay attuned to the needs and
aspirations of their fellow-nationals. The exclusively Arabic and Persian
nature of the sources for the period leaves us only to guess at the extent
and influence of this Turkish element in early Ghaznavid life and
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culture, but this must have been significant; the Persian court poet
Manuchihr! was familiar with Turkish poetry, this being presumably
of a popular nature.
Since military expansion was the characteristic feature of the empire
of the early Ghaznavids, the army was naturally of supreme importance
in the state. Much of the work of the civilian bureaucracy, in its search
for fresh revenue sources, was directed at supporting this heavy superstructure. The Ghaznavid army was a highly professional one, answerable only to the sultan, and looking to him for successful leadership and
a resultant flow of plunder. Being a standing army, it was kept perpetually on a war footing; hence it had to keep occupied as continuously as
possible. Regarding numbers, the contemporary historian Gardizi
mentions that Mahmud in 414/1023 reviewed outside Ghazna 54,000
cavalry and 1,300 elephants, and that this excluded soldiers in the
provinces and on garrison duty. Armies of around 15,000 men were
employed in Khurasan against the Tiirkmens in Mas'ud's reign, and
40,000 cavalry and infantry were reviewed on the field of Shabahar
outside Ghazna in 429/103 8.x Following the trend begun in the
'Abbasid caliphate, the army was built round a body of slave ghulams,
numbering approximately 4,000; these were principally Turks, but also
included some Indians and Tajiks. Their commander, the sdldr-i
ghuldmdn, ranked next in importance to the commander-in-chief of the
army in general, the hdjib-i bu^urg. Within this body of slaves was a
core of elite troops, the sultan's personal guard (the ghuldmdn-i khdss)y
who were prominent on ceremonial occasions (the appearance of these
palace ghulams, with their rich uniforms and bejewelled weapons, is
now known to us from the murals found in the palace of Lashkarl
Bazar, giving remarkable confirmation of the descriptions in the
literary sources). Although Turks imported from Central Asia predominated in the army, and Turkish generals held the highest commands, many other nationalities could be found in the army, including
Indians, Dailamis, Arabs, Kurds and Afghans. This racial diversity was
regarded by contemporaries as a source of strength, and is praised by
both Kai Ka'us and Nizam al-Mulk; it was believed that it discouraged
undue dependence on any one group, and that the various races would
vie with one another in feats of daring. One obvious advantage of these
troops brought in from outside was that they lacked local ties or vested
interests, and could be guaranteed not to shrink from such tasks as
1
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extracting money from the subject peoples of the empire. Mahmud's
reputation as a war-leader inevitably attracted hosts of ghazis and
volunteers, especially from Khurasan and Transoxiana, who supplemented the regular troops. These volunteers were not registered in the
divan-i card as entitled to regular stipends, but shared in the captured
plunder. Most of the troops in the army were cavalrymen, but there
was also a corps of infantrymen, used for instance in siege warfare, and
often transported to the scene of battle on swift camels.
The sultans made extensive use of war elephants, drawn as tribute
from India, and jealously guarded as royal beasts; there was a body of
Indian keepers (pz/bandn), whose head held the rank of hajib or general.
Commanders used elephants to secure a vantage-point in battle;
armour was placed over their heads, and they were then used to charge
the enemy; and they were further employed to drag heavy equipment
such as armouries and siege machinery. Although Mahmud had a
deserved reputation as a dashing commander, a Ghaznavid army fully
equipped for the march had a heavy baggage train, with many impedimenta (it must be remembered that the court and administration,
though based on Ghazna, usually accompanied the sultan on his
marches). The Ghaznavid armies' comparative lack of mobility placed
them at a disadvantage against the highly mobile Turkmen invaders
of Khurasan during Mas'ud's reign.
Expenditure on these forces was bound to be enormous, and in any
case, the adoption of professional armies has in all phases of human
history brought about a sharp rise in state expenditure. Such campaigns
as the Indian ones and the Ray one of 420/1029 brought in rich plunder,
but this was erratic, whereas taxation levied on the rich Iranian provinces yielded a high, regular income. Hence the Ghaznavids were able
to pay their troops largely in cash, whereas the Buyids and later the
Saljuqs had to resort to a system of land-grants or iqta's (this does not
necessarily imply that the iqta' was unknown in the eastern Islamic
lands of the early Ghaznavids, but the institution was not yet highly
developed there). There are numerous indications in the sources that
Ghaznavid administration in the provinces, in its incessant quest for
more money, was often oppressive and brutal. The tax-collectors or
'dmils were often concerned to line their own pockets, but they were
also driven on by pressure from the sultan, who acted ruthlessly
towards 'amils who failed to bring in their stipulated quotas. Mahmud's
vizier Isfara'ini was removed from office and jailed because he refused
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to make up tax-deficits from his own pocket. Khurasan suffered badly
from this oppression, and distress there was aggravated by earthquakes
and a disastrous famine in 401/1011 followed by plague, when people
were at times reduced to cannibalism. In Mas'ud's time, the governor
Abu'1-Fadl Suri similarly drained Khurasan of its wealth. It is not
surprising that the dihqans and notables of Khurasan had in 396/1006
encouraged the Qarakhanids to invade, and that in Mas'ud's sultanate,
they were indifferent to the coming of the Saljuqs. The unpopularity of
Ghaznavid rule can be further demonstrated from other parts of the
empire. In Ray and Jibal, the Ghaznavid invaders had at first enjoyed
a certain popularity, because they promised deliverance from the
tyranny and arbitrary rule of the Dailami soldiery. But disillusionment
soon set in, and it is recorded of the Ghaznavid military governor there
that "Tash-Farrash had filled the land with injustice and oppression,
until the people prayed for deliverance from them and their rule; the
land became ruined and the population dispersed"; finally, complaints
became so loud that Mas'ud had to send out a new governor and
restore more equitable rule. Here, then, is one reason why Ghaznavid
rule did not take firm root in the western provinces of the empire and
why these lands fell to the Saljuqs comparatively easily: the sultans had
done nothing to make the people there feel any attachment to the
Ghaznavid cause.
Mahmud died in 421/1030, and his son Muhammad, who had been
governor of Guzgan, succeeded in Ghazna according to his father's
will. The situation presents parallels with Sebiik-Tegin's choice of
Isma'il in preference to Mahmud, for Mas'ud had been governor of
Herat and was by far the most experienced and capable of Mahmud's
sons; but he had latterly been on bad terms with his father, and so was
passed over. As events fell out, Mas'ud's reputation as a war leader,
and his recent exploits in Jibal and the west, gained him the support of
the Ghaznavid army, and this was the all-important factor; in a military
state like that of the Ghaznavids, a sultan without the full confidence
of the army was inconceivable. As Mas'ud came eastwards from Ray to
Ghazna, his uncle Yusuf b. Sebiik-Tegin and the other great commanders all rallied to him, and Muhammad's first reign ended after
only a few months (he was briefly raised to the throne again in 432/1041
by the rebels who murdered Mas'ud).
The new sultan Mas'ud was a brave soldier, but in many ways he
lacked his father's strength of character. His advisers complained of his
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capriciousness and deviousness, his refusal to consider unpalatable
advice and his dependence on a crowd of sycophants, led by the 'arid
Abu Sahl Zauzani, whom Baihaqi regards as a maleficent influence in
the state. Indeed, in his early years on the throne, Mas'ud conducted a
vendetta against all those connected with his father's regime whom he
considered had turned Mahmud against him. Not a few of these
Mahmudiydn (to use BaihaqFs term) were hounded to disgrace or death:
the former vizier Hasanak was executed on a trumped-up charge of
contacts with the Fatimids; Mas'ud's uncle Yusuf b. Sebiik-Tegin
was arrested and jailed; and the assassination of the Khwarazm-Shah
Altun-Tash was attempted (see below). Conversely, the former vizier
Maimandi, who had incurred Mahmud's displeasure and had latterly
been imprisoned, was now released and restored to office for the two
years preceding his death in 424/1033. His successor in the vizierate,
Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Samad, soon incurred Mas'ud's hostility because of
his independence and criticism of the sultan's unwise policies.
Mas'ud was determined that his father's achievement in India should
be safeguarded; the death of Mahmud should not mean that the Indian
princes could sit back and breathe again. Mas'ud had to give up the
idea of going to India in 422/1031, because of the danger on the Oxus
from the Qarakhanid 'AK-Tegin and the Saljuqs, but in 424/1033'he
led an expedition which captured Sarsuti or Sarsawa, a fortress which
his father had been unable to take. In the winter of 429/1037-8, he
insisted on personally leading an expedition to the allegedly impregnable "Virgin fortress" of Hans! near Delhi, in fulfilment of a vow he
had made, even though the situation in Khurasan and the west was at
that time highly menacing. We can, indeed, detect a constant tension in
Mas'ud's reign between the claims of India, where the Ghaznavids had
gained so much glory, and those of Khurasan, where the mounting
intensity of the Saljuq incursions threatened the loss of all the western
lands. The dilemma was made worse for Mas'ud by the instability of
affairs in the Punjab. In 422/1031 he had sent out one Ahmad Inal-Tegin,
formerly treasurer to Mahmud, as Commander-in-Chief of the Indian
garrisons. Because of earlier ill-treatment at Mas'ud's hands, he seized
the opportunity to rebel, rallying the turbulent Turkish ghazi elements
of the garrison towns. Mas'ud had to send a force under the Indian
commander Tilak before Ahmad Inal-Tegin's revolt could be quelled
(425/1034).

The succession disputes in the tributary state of Makran have been
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already noted. At the beginning of his reign, Mas'ud deputed his uncle
Yusuf b. Sebiik-Tegin to march southwards from Bust with an army,
reduce the rebellious governor of Qusdar, who was two years behind
with his tribute, and then go on to Makran. One of the disputants over
the succession, Abu'l-Mu'askar, had appealed to Mas'ud for help;
Yusuf's army was now able to help him successfully achieve the throne
(422/1031). However, there was a deeper motive behind Mas'ud's
despatch of his uncle to Baluchistan. When Mahmud died, Yusuf had
in the first place supported Muhammad, and Mas'ud, with his intensely
suspicious nature, could never forgive him nor trust him thereafter.
He deliberately sent Yusuf away from the centre of power until his own
position in Ghazna was secure; then, when Yusuf returned, he was
arrested, dying in prison shortly afterwards. The success of his troops
in Makran encouraged the sultan to intervene in the Buyid province of
Kirman, which bordered on his own dependent territories of Sistan
and Makran. Being already master of Ray and Jibal, the acquisition of
Kirman would have rounded off Ghaznavid territory in central Iran.
Mas'ud proclaimed to the new caliph al-Qa'im's envoy that this project
was all part of a grand design, one involving a general onslaught on
the Buyids; 'Uman would be attacked from Makran, and ultimately,
Ghaznavid armies would sweep westwards, liberate the 'Abbasids from
Buyid tutelage and attack the infidel Byzantines and heretical Fatimids.
Naturally, the eruption of the Saljuqs into Khurasan made these plans
unfulfilled dreams. Nor was the Kirman venture successful. The army
which had been victorious in Makran did in 424/1033 occupy Kirman.
But the Ghaznavids' financial exactions there made the Kirmanis long
once more for Buyid rule. 'Imad al-Dln Abu Kalijar sent from Fars an
army under his vizier Bahram b. Mafinna, and in 425/1034 the Ghaznavid
garrison was ignominiously ejected and had to retreat to Nishapur.
As Mas'ud's reign progressed, everything else became overshadowed
by events in Khurasan and along the Oxus frontier. The two great
disasters which befell Ghaznavid power here were the penetration of
Khurasan by the Oghuz Tiirkmens and the loss of Khwarazm. The
early history of the Oghuz and their gradual migration southwards and
westwards from the Central Asian steppes are detailed in The Cambridge
History of Iran, vol. v. Following the classical pattern of barbarian
infiltration into the civilized lands, we find bands of Oghuz, under the
direction of the Saljuq family, serving as frontier auxiliaries in Khwarazm and Transoxiana. One group aided Isma'il al-Muntasir, the last
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fugitive Samanid, before he was finally killed in 395/1005. After this,
Oghuz under Arslan Isra'il b. Saljuq are found pasturing their flocks
on the fringes of Khwarazm and then in the service of the Qarakhanid
'AH-Tegin, who towards 416/1025 allotted them pastures in the
Bukhara district. They were joined by other Tiirkmens under Arslan
Isra'iPs brothers Toghril and Chaghri, who had been previously in the
service of another Qarakhanid prince. It seems that the military support
of the Oghuz was an appreciable factor in 'Ali-Tegin's maintenance of
his power in Transoxiana; the high favour which Arslan Isra'il enjoyed
is shown by cAli-Tegin's marriage with one of his daughters.
When in 416/1025 eAli-Tegin was temporarily driven out of his
possessions by the combined operations of Mahmud of Ghazna and
Yusuf Qadi'r Khan, Arslan Isra'il was captured by Mahmud and imprisoned in India till he died. His Turkmen followers, numbering 4,000
tents, then sought permission from Mahmud to settle on the northern
edge of Khurasan in the districts of Sarakhs, Ablvard and Farava,
where they promised to act as frontier guards. The decision to admit
these lawless elements, who as pastoral nomads could not be expected
to have any regard for agriculture and settled life, was later recognized
by the sultan to have been a mistake. In 418/1027 Mahmud had to send
a punitive expedition against them, the people of Nasa and Ablvard
having complained about their spoliations. But his general Arslan
Jadhib failed to master them, and in the next year, the sultan himself
came and inflicted a crushing defeat on the Tiirkmens, scattering them
broadcast. Some fled westwards into the Balkhan Mountains on the
eastern shore of the Caspian. Others fled into the interior of Persia,
where they successively sought employment as mercenaries: first with
the Buyid Qawam al-Daula of Kirman, then with the Kakuyid ruler of
Isfahan, 'Ala' al-Daula, and finally with the Rawwadid amir of Tabriz,
Vahsudan b. Mamlan, who aimed to use them against his rivals the
Shaddadids of Arran and against the Christian Armenian and Georgian
princes. It is these Tiirkmens who are called in the sources the " 'Iraqi"
ones, because they had entered 'Iraq 'Ajami, i.e. western Persia. They
do not seem to have had any outstanding leaders, and deprived of
Arslan Isra'il's leadership, they split into undisciplined bands. Eventually, they joined up with other Oghuz who, if the accounts of an
expedition under Chaghri Beg as far as Azarbaijan and Armenia at
some time between 407/1016-17 and 412/1021 are to be credited, had
entered northern Persia a few years previously.
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Thus despite the momentary stability established in Khurasan by the
time of Mahmud's death, the position facing Mas'ud was far from
reassuring. At all stages of human history before the spread of firearms,
people of the sown have been at a disadvantage against invaders from
the desert or steppe. These last rarely possess anything more than their
herds, so have little to lose; their incursions occur over a wide front,
and even if repelled, mean the trampling of crops and disruption of the
agricultural cycle. So it was with the Oghuz in Khurasan; and furthermore, Mas'ud for several years persistently underestimated the danger,
unable to conceive that half-starved nomads could seriously damage the
imposing edifice of Ghaznavid power in Khurasan. The war there was
left to subordinate commanders, whilst the sultan concerned himself
with other projects, such as the campaigns in India or the expedition to
Gurgan and Tabaristan, or else remained in his palaces, engrossed in
pleasure and wine-drinking.
In the succession struggle with his .brother Muhammad, Mas'ud had
himself recruited some of the "'Iraqi" Tiirkmens under their chiefs
Yaghmur, Qizil, Bogha and Goktash, and these were used as auxiliary
troops, e.g. for Yusuf b. S'ebiik-Tegin's Makran expedition of 422/1031.
But they were never a reliable force, and it proved impossible to hold
them in check, so that their depredations spread all over northern
Persia. Finally, in 424/1033 Mas'ud sent to Ray his general TashFarrash, who there seized fifty of the Tiirkmens* leaders, including
Yaghmur, and put them to death. The remaining Tiirkmens inevitably
became implacable enemies of the Ghaznavids.
Meanwhile, the Saljuq family under Toghril, Chaghri, Musa Yabghu
and Ibrahim Inal, had remained in Transoxiana, and in 423/1032 were
once more allied to c Ali-Tegin. Their story now becomes intertwined with
events in the neighbouring province of Khwarazm. The Khwarazm-Shah
Altun-Tash had always given unswerving loyalty to the Ghaznavids, and
it had been his advice which had made many of the army leaders support
Mas'ud in preference to Muhammad. Yet Mas'ud's chronically suspicious nature fell on all who might possibly figure as his rivals. In
Khwarazm, Altun-Tash disposed of a large army, and he had recruited
large numbers of Qipchaq and other Tiirkmens as auxiliary troops.
These were obviously necessary for the defence of a province so exposed to external attack as was Khwarazm, but the sultan fiercely
resented Altun-Tash's military strength. Accordingly, he endeavoured
early in his reign to procure the Shah's assassination, but the plot
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misfired. The sultan feared that Altun-Tash would now be driven into
the arms of the Ghaznavids' old enemy 'All-Tegin, but he nevertheless
remained loyal and died fighting against 'Ali-Tegin at the battle of
Dabusiya in 423/1032. Warfare with the Qarakhanid khan had flared
up because Mas'ud, when preparing for a struggle with his brother
after his father's death, had rashly promised to cede Khuttal to 'AliTegin in return for military aid. The help had not been needed, but
'Ali-Tegin continued to claim his side of the bargain. The full effects of
Mas'ud's earlier attempt to kill Altun-Tash were now seen. The latter's
son Harun followed his father as effective ruler in Khwarazm, though
without the traditional title of Khwarazm-Shah. A breach opened up
rapidly, and Khwarazm now fell away from Ghaznavid control. In
425/1034 Harun allied with 'Ali-Tegin for a joint attack on the
Ghaznavid territories along the Oxus, and this was only halted when
Mas'ud managed to have Harun murdered by his own ghulams.
'Ali-Tegin also died at this juncture, but the struggle against the
Ghaznavids was continued from Khwarazm by Harun's brother
Isma'll Khandan and from Transoxiana by 'AH-Tegin's sons. On the
upper Oxus, the Kumiji tribesmen of the Buttaman Mountains were
stirred up; they were further used by a Qarakhanid prince, Bori-Tegin,
to harry Khuttal and Vakhsh in 429/1038. Thus Khwarazm was now
totally lost, and one of the bastions against the flooding of the Tiirkmens into the Ghaznavid territories removed.
When 'Ali-Tegin died, the Saljuqs and their followers moved into
Khwarazm at Harun's invitation, but there, enmity flared up between
them and the head of a rival group of Oghuz, the Yabghu or traditional
head of the tribe, Shah Malik of Jand and Yengi-kent (two towns near
the mouth of the Syr Darya). As the Ghaznavids' ally, Shah Malik
eventually reconquered the whole of Khwarazm; but by that time
(432/1041), Sultan Mas'ud was dead and the power of the triumphant
Saljuqs dominant in eastern Iran. In 426/1035 Shah Malik routed the
Saljuqs and drove them southwards towards Khurasan. Ten thousand
Tiirkmens, under Toghril, Chaghri, Musa Yabghu and Ibrahim Inal,
reached Khurasan in a desperate condition, and asked the governor
Abu'1-Fadl Surl for asylum. Calling themselves "the slaves Yabghu,
Toghril and Chaghri, clients of the Commander of the Faithful", they
asked for the grant of Nasa and Farava, promising to act as frontier
guards against further incursions from the steppes. It seems that the
Saljuqs' intentions were at this time peaceable, and the sultan's civilian
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advisers suggested a pacific reply, at least until the Saljuqs openly showed
their bad faith. But Mas'ud and his generals were bent on destroying
the Tiirkmens as quickly as possible. He sent an army against them
under Begtoghdi, but was astounded to hear that the Saljuqs had
defeated this army on the road to Nasa (426/1035). He was forced to
yield Nasa, Farava and Dihistan to them, nominally as governors on his
behalf, and in a fruitless attempt to attach them to the Ghaznavid cause,
marriage alliances were offered to the Saljuq leaders. Naturally, the
latter were merely emboldened by their success, and in 428/1037 asked
for the grant of Sarakhs, Ablvard and Marv, together with their
revenues.
Only now did the sultan really awaken to the gravity of the situation,
for it was impossible for him to give up so important a town as Marv
without a fight. The warfare in Khurasan had already put a severe
strain on both military and economic resources. The raiders drove their
flocks of sheep and their horses unconcernedly over the rich agricultural oases of Khurasan, preventing the sowing and harvesting of
crops, and intercepting the caravan traffic upon which the province's
commercial prosperity depended. One historian says of the distressed
state of the Nishapur region, just before it was occupied by the Saljuqs
in 429/1038, "That region became ruinous, like the dishevelled tresses
of the fair ones or the eyes of the loved ones, and became devastated
by'the pasturing of [the Tiirkmens'] flocks."1 Hence the Khurasanian
towns, though secure from direct onslaught behind their walls and
ditches (which the nomads were ill-equipped to assault) were gradually
starved out through being cut off from their agricultural hinterlands.
Such towns as Nishapur, Marv and Herat in the end surrendered
peacefully to the Saljuqs from economic rather than political
motives.
Shortages of food and fodder, and the financial drain of keeping
armies continuously in the field, plagued Mascud and his generals. It
was these needs which in 426/1035 impelled him to lead an expedition
to Gurgan and Tabaristan on the Caspian coast, where the local ruler
Abu Kalijar was behind with his tribute. At first sight, the military
advantages in Khurasan seemed to be on the side of the Ghaznavids,
with their professional troops and generals, their superior weapons and
equipment, and their numbers at least equal to those of the Saljuqs, but
this was not in practice the case. The Tiirkmens were poorly armed,
1
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but were highly mobile; they could leave their baggage and families
long distances away, and being accustomed to the rigours of steppe
life, could operate with minimal food supplies. As one of Mas'ud's
courtiers said, "The steppe is father and mother to them, just as towns
are to us." 1 The Ghaznavid armies were skilfully commanded by such
generals as Sii-Bashi, but they suffered terribly from the shortages oi
food and water in the desert fringes of northern Khurasan; also, they
were burdened by heavy equipment and had to operate from fixed
bases.
The early disillusionment of the people of Khurasan with Ghaznavid
rule has already been mentioned, and the lack of a will to resist begins
to play a significant part in the Ghaznavid-Saljuq struggle for the
province. The notables and landowners there had to endure the burnings and tramplings across their lands of the opposing forces. The
sultan seemed impotent, based as he was on distant Ghazna, to master
the invaders; was it not preferable to end it all and come to terms with
the Saljuq leaders, in the hope that they might then be able to restrain
their lawless followers ? Consequently, Marv was occupied by Chaghri
as early as 428/1037, and Nishapur opened its gates to Ibrahim Inal in
the next year, being occupied by the Saljuqs for several months before
Mas'ud reappeared with an army. Here in Nishapur, the administrative
capital of Khurasan, Toghril had during this occupation mounted
Mas'ud's own throne and behaved as ruler of Khurasan. Saljuq raiders
were now penetrating up the Oxus valley to Balkh and Tukharistan,
and as far south as Slstan; it was feared that Ghazna itself would be
threatened, although the mountain barriers of the Hindu Kush and
Pamirs in fact prevented the Saljuqs from reaching eastern Afghanistan.
Law and order were everywhere breaking down, and local governors
and officials were making the best terms they could with the incomers.
Ray and Jibal were by now, of course, irretrievably lost, for the
Tiirkmens had long been making communication with these western
outposts of Ghaznavid power difficult. With the aid of the "'Iraqi"
Tiirkmens whom he had hired as mercenaries, the Kakuyid 'Ala'
al-Daula had been emboldened to throw off Ghaznavid control in
Isfahan. Then, at the beginning of 429/1038, the Ghaznavid garrison
in Ray was expelled by the Tiirkmens and the governor Tash-Farrash
killed; 'Ala' al-Daula managed to secure control of the town, continuing to acknowledge on his coins the overlordship of Mas'iid, until
1
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the Saljuqs wrested Ray from him and for a time made it their capital
in Persia.
The climax of the struggle for Khurasan came in 431/1040. The sultan
had before this spent a winter unsuccessfully campaigning in Chaghaniyan against the Qarakhanid invader Bori-Tegin (430/1038-9); he had,
however, defeated the Saljuqs near Sarakhs (430/1039) and recaptured
Herat and Nishapur. He now decided on a final effort to engage the
Saljuqs in the steppes around Marv, and took with him a large army,
including a force of elephants. But they found food and water virtually
non-existent in the steppes, to such a point that the Ghaznavid cavalrymen were reduced to fighting on camels instead of horses. When
Mas'ud's army engaged some 16,000 Tiirkmens at the ribat of Dandanqan on the road from Sarakhs to Marv, they were in a dispirited
and internally divided condition, so that when the Saljuqs attacked,
their "sword-blade fell only on cuirasses already cracked, and on
helmets already split". In this crucial battle, the sultan's troops were
routed, and a sauve-qui-peut back to Afghanistan and Ghazna followed.
Khurasan had to be abandoned to the Saljuqs, and on the battlefield,
Toghril was proclaimed amir of Khurasan.
The towns of Khurasan all capitulated to Toghril and Chaghri.
Mas'ud tried fruitlessly to get help from the Qarakhanid Sulaiman
Arslan Khan of Kashghar. He became plunged in melancholy; conducted a purge of those of his subordinates whom he considered had
failed him; he even considered ceding northern Afghanistan to BoriTegin, in the hope that the latter would become embroiled with the
Saljuqs. Finally, he decided to give up the struggle and abandon
Ghazna for India, even though his advisers assured him - truly, as
events showed - that eastern Afghanistan was perfectly defensible
against the Saljuqs. He gathered together all his treasure and set off for
India, but when his column reached the ribat of Marikala near Taxila
in the Punjab, the army mutinied and plundered his treasury and
baggage. The rebels raised to the throne once more Muhammad b.
Mahmud, just released from imprisonment, and Mas'ud himself was
killed (432/1041), giving him in the eyes of future generations the
designation of amir-ishahid " the Martyr-King". Mas'ud's son Maudud
came from Balkh, setting himself up as his father's avenger, and a
few months later, according to some authorities, he overthrew and
killed Muhammad in a battle at Nangrahar in the Kabul River
valley.
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One may consider the early Ghaznavid period as ending at this point.
The empire survived with reduced territories, essentially those of
eastern Afghanistan, Baluchistan and the Punjab, for another 130 years.
In the middle decades of the 5 t h / n t h century, peace was made with the
Saljuqs, and the frontier between the two empires stabilized; Sultan
Ibrahim b. Mas'ud restored some of the glory of his father's and
grandfather's age and treated with the Saljuq sultans on equal terms.
If we are to evaluate the historical significance of the early Ghaznavid
empire, we may note the following points. First, the Ghaznavids
exemplify the phenomenon of barbarians coming into the higher
civilization of the Islamic world and being absorbed by it. The court
culture under Mahmud and Mas'ud, with its fine flowering of Persian
poetry and the commanding figure of the polymath Birunl, shows how
far this process went, as does the moulding of the administration of the
empire within the Perso-Islamic tradition. The sultans also took over
one of the historic tasks of the Iranian rulers of the east, the maintenance of a bastion there against further invaders from the steppes.
Secondly, the Ghaznavid empire had an essentially military bias. It was
built around a highly professional, multi-national army, with a nucleus
of slave guards personally attached to the sultan; and because of the
connection with India, the sultans were able to keep this standing army
generally occupied in the exploitation of the riches of the subcontinent.
The constituting of the Ghaznavid army, a fighting instrument so much
admired by later political theorists like Nizam al-Mulk, thus marks the
culmination of the general infiltration of the eastern Islamic world by
Turkish mercenaries. On these fringes, the Turks managed to overthrow the indigenous Iranian powers and build up a mighty empire of
their own, setting the pattern for Turkish political domination over
much of the Islamic world for centuries to come. Thirdly, the Ghaznavids have a place in history as the introducers on a large scale of
Muslim rule into northern India, and the establishers, through the
intermediacy of such scholars as Biruni, of the first direct connection
with the culture of the Indian world. In terms of permanent settlement
and conversions to Islam, the Ghaznavid period in India was not as
important as succeeding ages, but the sultans did by their raids accustom
the Turkish and Afghan peoples of Inner Asia to utilize the plains of
India as an outlet for barbarian energies; and in the course of these
incursions, Islam was made one of the major faiths of the subcontinent.
Fourthly, the personalities of Mahmud and Mas'ud were built up in
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popular minds into great Muslim heroes, and almost into folk-heroes.
Mahmud is prominent in later literature, in both the adab collections of
anecdotes and in the poetic romances, in various guises: as the great
despot, as the lover of his favourite Ayaz, and above all, as the scourge
of the infidels in India. Mas'ud also, has to a lesser extent a place in the
popular mind as a warrior in India and as the "Martyr-Sultan".
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CHAPTER 6

THE MINOR DYNASTIES OF
NORTHERN IRAN
I. THE CASPIAN PROVINCES

Among the former provinces of the Sasanian empire, the coastal
regions along the southern shore of the Caspian Sea resisted the penetration of the Arabs and Islam most tenaciously. Protected by the lofty
Alburz mountain range they escaped the main thrust of the Arab
conquering armies as they advanced eastward into Khurasan. Early
Arab invasions were only partially successful. In the year 30/650-1,
under the caliph 'Uthman, Sa'id b. al-cAs entered Gurgan, the province
touching the southeastern coast of the Caspian Sea, and imposed a
tribute on its ruler. From there he marched westward to conquer parts
of Tabaristan. These conquests were lost again during the struggle
between 'All and Mu'awiya for the caliphate, and the tribute for
Gurgan was frequently withheld. Mu'awiya soon after gaining sole
possession of the caliphate in 41/661 sent Masqala b. Hubaira to subjugate Tabaristan, but he and his army were annihilated in Ruyan to
the west of Tabaristan. In the years 61-4/680-3 an attempt to conquer Tabaristan resulted in a defeat of the Kufan general Muhammad
b. al-Ash'ath al-Kindi. Gurgan was not brought under Muslim rule
until 98/716-17, when Yazid b. al-Muhallab defeated the Chol(Ar. Sul)
Turks of the Dihistan steppes north of the Atrak river, who had taken
the country from its mar^bdn Firuz b. Qul, and built the town of
Gurgan (near modern Gunbad-i Qabus) which became the capital of
the Muslim province. Yazid's further attempt to conquer Tabaristan
ended in failure, and he was forced to leave the country after concluding
a truce.
Tabaristan, the most developed and populous of the Caspian provinces, at this time was ruled by a dynasty of Ispahbads known after
their ancestor Dabuya as Dabuyids with their capital in Sari. They bore
the titles Gllgllan, Padashwargarshah (Patashwargar being the old
name of the mountains of Tabaristan; later distorted as Farshwadgarshah), Ispahbad of Khurasan, said to have been conferred upon
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them by the last Sasanian king Yazdgard III, and claimed descent from
the Sasanian Peroz through his son Jamasp. The early history of the
dynasty is, however, shrouded in obscurity. The first mention of an
Ispahbad ruling Tabaristan in a reliable report concerns the year
79/698. Coins minted in the names of the Dabuyid Ispahbads are known
only from 711. They are dated in a post-Sasanian era beginning in 651.
Statements in the later sources that their ancestors before the rise of
Islam ruled in Gilan may be merely an attempt to explain their title
Gilgllan. The fact that Tabaristan in early Islamic times harboured
beside the Ispahbads other dynasties of Padhghospans and Ustandars
has been interpreted as reflecting an attempt to reconstitute the higher
Sasanian administrative hierarchy there, perhaps at the time when
Peroz, the son of Yazdgard III, hoped to restore the Persian empire.1
The use of these titles in Tabaristan as names and designations
appears, however, only much later. Their adoption among the rulers
seems rather to attest the survival of Persian national sentiments, which
also encouraged the preservation of the title Ispahbad long after the
overthrow of the Dabuyids by the Muslim conquest. The region of
Mount Damavand in the same period was ruled by a dynasty bearing
the title Masmughan ("Great one of the Magians") indicating a
religious function. Another dynasty of Masmughans is mentioned in
the area of Miyandurud in eastern Tabaristan.
Al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf during his governorship of 'Iraq and the east
renewed the Muslim efforts to subdue Tabaristan. In 78/697 a group of
Kharijites under their leader Qatarl seeking refuge in Tabaristan were
hospitably received by the Ispahbad. When Qatarl, however, de
manded his conversion to Islam on Kharijite terms he joined forces
with the army sent by al-Hajjaj, and Qatarl was killed, according to a
legendary report by the Ispahbad himself in single combat. Under the
pressure of new Arab attacks the Ispahbad agreed to pay tribute but
succeeded in keeping the Muslims out of the country. When the
'Abbasid revolutionary army reached Ray in 131/748 the Ispahbad
Khurshid readily followed the invitation of Abu Muslim to transfer his
allegiance and pay the tribute to the new power. The Masmughan of
Damavand rejected a similar demand and repelled the 'Abbasid troops
sent against him.
After the execution of Abu Muslim by the caliph al-Mansur the
Ispahbad Khurshid supported the Zoroastrian Sunbadh who rose in
1
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revolt in 137/754-5 claiming revenge for Abu Muslim and offered him
shelter in Tabaristan after his defeat by the caliph's troops. Sunbadh
was killed, however, by a relative of the Ispahbad to whom he refused
to show respect. Al-Mansur attempted to overthrow Khurshld by
appointing and crowning a cousin of his as Ispahbad. As this expedient
failed to shake the position of Khurshld, a settlement was reached under
which Khurshld promised to pay a heavy tribute. But in 141/759
al-Mansur ordered war against the Ispahbad. Within two years
Tabaristan was conquered by the concerted action of the generals
Abu'l-Khasib, Khazim b. Khuzaima, Abu 'Aun b. cAbd-Allah, Rauh
b. Hatim, and 'Umar b. al-'Ala'. The last-named also took Ruyan and,
even further west, Kalar and Chalus which became the Muslim border
towns towards the country of Dailaman. The Ispahbad fled to Dailaman
and gathered an army of Dailamites and Gilites threatening a counterattack. But when his wives and children were captured by the Muslims
he despaired and poisoned himself in 144/761. Damavand too was
conquered by the Muslims, probably a few years later.
Tabaristan henceforth was ruled by Muslim governors residing in
Amul. Their first task was to secure the Muslim domination over the
newly subdued territories. Though the nobility was generally left unharmed, some prominent Zoroastrian leaders were killed during the
first years of the occupation. The third governor, Abu'l-'Abbas
al-Tusi, c. 146/763 settled garrisons (masdlih) ranging in strength
between two hundred and one thousand Arab and Persian, chiefly
Khurasanian, loyalists {abnd9) to the 'Abbasid cause in more than forty
towns and strategic spots from Tamlsha in the east to Chalus and Kalar
in the west. The mountains of Tabaristan, however, continued to elude
the control of the conquerors. They were ruled by members of two
families claiming, like the Dabuyids, illustrious descent in the Sasanian
past. The eastern mountain range, later known as the Sharvin mountains, was the domain of Sharvin of the house of Bavand. His ancestor
Bav was said to be a grandson of Ka'us, son of the Sasanian king
Kavadh, and to have come to Tabaristan at the time of the flight of
Yazdgard III before the Arab conquerors. Bav is, on the other
hand, the name of a magus, and it has been suggested that the
family was descended from a prominent Zoroastrian priest of Ray
at the turn of the sixth century.1 The seat of the Bavandids was
in Firim on mount Shahriyarkuh. The central mountain range was
1
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ruled by Vindadhhurmuzd of the house of Qarinvand who resided near
Damavand and in Lafur. A younger brother of Vindadhhurmuzd,
Vindaspagan, held sway over the western mountains and resided in
Muzn at the border of Dailaman. The Qarinvand allegedly were
descended from Sokhra, the minister of Kavadh, whose son Karen
was granted parts of Tabaristan by Anushirvan. Perhaps more reliable
is a different account stating that they had been installed in their
domains by the Dabuyids a century before. Vindadhhurmuzd and his
successors considered themselves as heirs of the Dabuyids and assumed
their titles Gllgilan and Ispahbads of Khurasan. The Bavandids in this
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period were addressed as kings of Tukharistan and probably also
claimed the title of Ispahbad.
Khalid b. Barmak during his governorship in Tabaristan (c. 151-5/
768-72) tried to expand the Muslim influence in the highlands by establishing friendly relations with Vindadhhurmuzd and building towns
there. They were destroyed after Khalid's departure by the Bavandid
Sharvin. In 164/781, at a time of unrest in Khurasan, the caliph al-Mahdi
sent messengers to the ruling princes of the east, among them "the
king of Tabaristan the Ispahbad" (Vindadhhurmuzd) and "the king of
Tukharistan Sharvin", and received pledges of their loyalty.1 Yet two
years later Vindadhhurmuzd in alliance with Sharvin and the Masmughan of Miyandurud led a dangerous anti-Muslim rebellion. The local
chronicles report, no doubt exaggerating, that all Muslims throughout
Tabaristan were massacred on a single day. The massacres presumably
were confined to the highlands and those parts of the lowlands which
the rebels were able to overcome. They defeated the first Muslim armies
sent against them and killed some of their leaders. The rising was
serious enough for the caliph to send in 167/783-4 his son Musa with
"a huge army and equipment such as no one previously had been
equipped, to Gurgan to direct the war against Vindadhhurmuz and
Sharvin, the two lords of Tabaristan". 2 In the following year al-Mahdi
sent another army of 40,000 men under Sa'Id al-Harashi to the rebel
province. Eventually Vindadhhurmuzd was defeated and wounded and
gave himself up to Musa in Gurgan on a promise of pardon. Musa after
his succession to the caliphate in 169/785 took him to Baghdad, but
soon permitted him to return to his domains.
Relations with the Muslim governors then remained amiable for
some time. Jarir b. Yazid, governor from 170/786 to 172/788, sold
Vindadhhurmuzd extensive holdings of domanial land outside Sari. In
the later years of the reign of Harun al-Rashid, however, new troubles
occurred. The two kings of the mountains in alliance strictly controlled
the access to their territories and would not permit any Muslim to be
buried there. The men of the Bavandid Sharvin murdered a nephew of
the governor Khalifa b. Sa'Id whom the latter had appointed his
deputy. In 189/805 Vindaspagan, the brother of Vindadhhurmuzd,
killed a Muslim tax collector sent to survey his villages. The caliph,
who came to Ray in order to settle matters with a governor of Khurasan
of doubtful loyalty, sent to the two princes of Tabaristan bidding them
1

2

Ya'qubi, vol. n, p. 479.
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to appear before him. Both kings hastened to assure Harun of their
submission promising payment of the land tax, and Vindadhhurmuzd
presented himself to the caliph who confirmed him as Ispahbad. On his
request Harun replaced the governor of Tabaristan, but gave the new
governor instructions to restrict the authority of the princes to the
highlands. As hostages for their loyalty he took Qarin, the son of
Vindadhhurmuzd, and Shahriyar, the son of Sharvin, to Baghdad. They
were returned to their fathers four years later when Harun passed
through Ray on his way to Khurasan.
The grandson of Vindadhhurmuzd, Magyar b. Qarin, was deprived
of his kingdom by the Bavandid Shahriyar b. Sharvin and his own
uncle Vinda-Umid b. Vindaspagan. He came to the court of the caliph
al-Ma'mun and accepted Islam receiving the Muslim name Abu'lHasan Muhammad and gained the caliph's confidence. In 207/822-3 he
returned with the governor Musa b. Hafs, a grandson of 'Umar b.
al-'Ala', to Tabaristan where al-Ma'mun had granted him the rule of
two towns. He first killed his uncle and in 210/825-6 conquered, in
concert with Musa, the territories of the Bavandid Shapur, successor
of his father Shahriyar, and put him to death. Having become the sole
ruler of the highlands he adopted the traditional titles of the Ispahbads
of Tabaristan, built mosques in Firim and other towns, and carried out
successful raids among the Dailamites of whom he settled some 10,000
in the border area of Muzn. His influence also expanded in the lowlands
at the expense of the governor Musa and, after the latter's death in
211/826-7, of his son Muhammad. His regime soon ran into the
opposition of a section of the native aristocracy and from the descendants of the abna' who saw their privileged position as the ruling element
threatened. As their attempts to discredit Mazyar with al-Ma'mun
failed, an insurrection broke out against Mazyar in Amul into which the
governor Muhammad b. Musa was drawn. Mazyar took the city after a
siege of eight months, executed some of the leaders and imprisoned
others, among them Muhammad. Al-Ma'mun granted Mazyar the
government of all of Tabaristan, and al-Mu'tasim, who succeeded to
the caliphate in 218/833, at first confirmed him. Mazyar soon became
involved, however, in a quarrel with 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir who as
viceroy of the east claimed overlordship over Tabaristan. Mazyar
refused to transmit the revenues of Tabaristan to the Tahirid, instead
surrendering them to a representative of the caliph, and rejected
'Abd-Allah's intercession for the release of Muhammad b. Musa. 'Abd204
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Allah in turn denigrated Magyar with the caliph and encouraged the
internal opposition to him. As the descendants of the abna' accused
him of apostasy and worked for his overthrow, his measures against
them became more and more repressive. He took hostages to prevent
their leaving the country and abolished their tax privileges as no longer
justified since they were no more obliged to fight the infidel Dailamites
and mountaineers. Eventually he sent the inhabitants of Amul and Sari
to prison camps and encouraged the native peasants to revolt against
their landlords. The caliph ordered cAbd-AUah b. Tahir to take action
against him. Betrayed by his brother Quhyar, Mazyar in 224/839 was
captured by the Tahirid army and sent to Samarra where he was
scourged to death in the following year.
The sources, invariably hostile to Mazyar and pro-Tahirid, repeat
accusations against him that he reverted to Zoroastrianism and conspired with the Khurrami Babak against Islam. These charges seem to
be without any sound basis in fact, though it is evident that Mazyar in
his struggle with the descendants of the abna' came increasingly to rely
on native, often Zoroastrian, supporters. Nor is there clear evidence
that Mazyar intended to revolt against the caliph. If he was encouraged
in his resistance to 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir by the latter's rival al-Afshln,
he became a victim of the power struggle of these two men. Yet this
accusation itself appears from some sources as a trumped-up charge of
the Tahirid to prove the treason of his rival.
Tabaristan now came under Tahirid rule for over two decades.
Quhyar, who had been promised by the victors possession of the
kingdom of Vindadhhurmuzd, was killed by his brother's Dailamite
slave guard, and it has been generally assumed that the Qarinvand
dynasty came to an end at this time. This assumption is probably
wrong. In events of the year 250/864 an Ispahbad of Lafur, Baduspan
b. Gurdzad, is mentioned. He and his descendants through three
generations are occasionally referred to until 318/930 as rulers of
Lafur, Vinda-Umidkuh and Vindadhhurmuzkuh. One of them is
designated in a contemporary source as a Qarinid ("Ibn Qarin"). After
318/930 the dynasty apparently declined to insignificance and is not
mentioned for over a century. But towards the end of the 5th/nth
century Ibn Isfandiyar again mentions amirs of Lafur and expressly
calls them Qarinvand. It is thus evident that Baduspan b. Gurdzad also
must be a Qarinid, though his exact relationship to Mazyar is unknown.
The Bavandid Qarin b. Shahriyar, who also had aided the Tahirid
205
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conquest, in reward for his services was restored to the rule of the
Sharvin mountains. In 227/842 he accepted Islam. The Islamization of
the native population of Tabaristan was proceeding rapidly now. The
majority adopted Sunni Islam loyal to the 'Abbasid regime, especially
of the Hanafi and Shafi'I schools. But oppositional Shfism soon also
spread. Imamism found adherents especially in Amul and east of
Tabaristan in Astarabad and Gurgan. In Ruyan and Kalar Zaidi
ShTism was propagated by followers of the 'Alid al-Qasim b. Ibrahim
al-Rassi (d. 246/860). One of the chief transmitters of the teaching of
al-Qasim was Ja'far b. Muhammad al-Nairusl, a native of Nairus in
Ruyan. From Ruyan with its close connections with the Dailamites Ruyan had indeed formerly belonged to Dailaman - Zaidism began to
spread westward to the Dailamites and Gilites living outside the
territory of Islam.
11. 'ALID RULE IN TABARISTAN

It was in Ruyan, Kalar and Chalus that the growing dissatisfaction
with some Tahirid officials erupted in open revolt in 250/864. The local
leaders concluded an alliance with the Dailamites and invited a Hasanid
from Ray, al-Hasan b. Zaid, to become their chief. Al-Hasan, who
adopted the regnal name al-Da'i ilcfl-haqq^ became the founder of the
Caspian Zaidi reign. In the following year he was forced by a counteroffensive of the Tahirid Sulaiman b. 'Abd-AUah to seek refuge in the
country of Dailaman, but before the end of the year he was safely in
possession of all of Tabaristan. From 253/867 on he usually also held
sway over Gurgan. Other 'Alids with his support temporarily gained
control over Ray (250-1/864-5, 253/867, 256/870, 258/872), Zanjan,
Qazvln (251-4/865-8) and Qumis (259-66/873-9). On two occasions
al-Hasan was again compelled to flee to Dailaman. In 255/869 the
'Abbasid general Muflih and in 260/874 Ya'qiib al-Saffar invaded
Tabaristan and Ruyan, but both withdrew in short order.
When al-Hasan died in Amul in 270/884, his brother Muhammad,
whom he had named his successor, was in Gurgan. In Tabaristan
al-Hasan's brother-in-law, the 'Alid Abu'l-Husain Ahmad b. Muhammad, usurped the rule for ten months until he was overthrown by
Muhammad. The latter, who assumed the same regnal name as his
brother, gained popularity with the Shi'is everywhere by restoring the
shrines of 'All and al-Husain destroyed by the caliph al-Mutawakkil
and by sending liberal gifts to the cAlids outside his domains. In
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277-9/891-3 Rafi' b. Harthama, then in control of Khurasan, conquered
Tabaristan and penetrated deep into the regions of Dailaman and Gllan
where the 'Alid had sought shelter. When the caliph al-Mu'tadid in
279/892 granted the governorship of Khurasan to his rival, the Saffarid
'Amr, Rafi' made peace with Muhammad b. Zaid restoring Tabaristan
to him and pledging allegiance to him. In 283/896 he occupied
Nlshapur for a short time and introduced the 'Alid's name in the
khutba there, but cAmr soon expelled him. In 287/900 Muhammad set
out to conquer Khurasan. He was defeated and killed by the Samanid
army under Muhammad b. Harun al-Sarakhs! at Gurgan. His son and
heir-apparent Zaid was carried off to Bukhara, and al-Sarakhsl took
possession of Tabaristan.
The reign of the two 'Alids was supported most steadfastly in
Ruyan and Kalar. In Tabaristan and Gurgan initial enthusiasm for the
new regime soon gave way either to fickle support or to latent opposition. The reliance of the regime on rough and undisciplined Dailamite
soldiers gave cause to complaints in the towns. The official espousal of
Shf i doctrine and Mu'tazili theology provoked resistance among the
SunnI lulamd\ which the rulers did not hesitate to counter with stern
measures of repression. The Qarinid Baduspan loyally supported
al-Hasan b. Zaid, but his son Shahriyar later opposed Muhammad. The
Bavandid Qarin and his grandson and successor Rustam were traditionally hostile and missed no chance of fomenting trouble and allying
themselves with the foreign enemies of the regime. Rustam eventually
in 282/895 was imprisoned and tortured to death by Rafi' b. Harthama,
who at that time supported Muhammad b. Zaid, and the Bavandid
reign lapsed temporarily.
The Dailamites proved to be the most valuable if not always reliable
allies of the two 'Alid rulers. They saved their reign several times by
giving them shelter and aiding them to regain their lost kingdom. The
Dailamite territories in this period extended from the Chalus river
westward along the coast to about the Gavarud and in the highlands
as far as the valley of the Safldrud in its middle course. Along the
southern slopes of the Alburz the Dailamites occupied the basin of the
Shahrud, separated from the plains of Qazvin by a chain of hills. The
lowlands around the delta of the Safldrud were occupied by the Gilites.
The Dailamites and the Gilites spoke dialects which were different
enough from the language of the majority of Persians to be incomprehensible to them. They were divided into tribes, and political authority
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was exercised by tribal chiefs on a hereditary basis. A dynasty of
"kings of the Dailamites" known as the Justanids was recognized,
though it is not clear how far their authority extended outside their
own tribe. Their seat was in Rudbar, in a side valley of the Shahrud
basin, where in 246/860-1 one of them is said to have built the fortress
of Alamut. The Justanids, whose origins are unknown, arefirstmentioned in the sources c, 176jjyi when one of them gave shelter to the
'Alid refugee Yahya b. 'Abd-Allah. Harun al-Rashid during his visit
to Ray in 189/805 received Marzuban b. Justan, lord of the Dailamites,
and sent him off with gifts. At the time of al-Hasan b. Zaid's arrival in
Kalar, the Justanid Vahsudan b. Marzuban at first pledged allegiance
to him, but soon withdrew his support and died in 251/865. His
successor Khurshld was hostile, but the 'Alid was able to neutralize his
influence among the Dailamites, and he was soon replaced by Justan
b. Vahsudan who rendered important services to both al-Hasan and
Muhammad. The GUites, according to a single source which may not
be entirely reliable, recognized kings of their own who belonged to a
royal clan Shahanshahvand and resided in the Dakhil region north of
Lahijan. The kingship was not strictly hereditary and was transferred
within the royal clan and even to another, related clan. The first king
of the Gilites mentioned, Tirdadh, father of Harusindan, must have
been contemporary with the 'Alid brothers, though the Gilites generally
remained aloof from support of their cause.
While Tabaristan came under the rule of the Samanid Isma'il who
restored Sunnism and granted generous compensation to many victims
of the ZaidI regime, the Zaidi cause was furthered among the Dailamites
by an 'Alid who had belonged to the entourage of the two DaTs. The
Husainid al-Hasan b. cAll al-Utrush after the defeat of Muhammad b.
Zaid fled to Ray from where he soon followed an invitation of Justan
b. Marzuban who promised him support in avenging the Da'i and
recovering Tabaristan. Two campaigns which they undertook jointly
in 289/902 and 290/903 ended in failure. Al-Utrush later left Justan in
order to summon the Dailamites north of the Alburz and the Gilites to
Islam, taking his abode in turn in Gilakjan, in the valley of the Pulirud
among the Dailamites, and in Hausam (modern Rudisar) among the
Gilites. Al-Utrush converted most of the Dailamites "of the interior"
and the Gilites east of the Safidrud who accepted him as their imam
with the regnal name al-Nasir li'1-haqq. The Zaidi legal and ritual
doctrine which he taught them diverged to some extent from the doc208
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trine of al-Qasim b. Ibrahim to which the Zaidis converted earlier in
Ruyan and Dailaman adhered. These divergencies later provoked
fanatical antagonism between the Nasiriyya, the followers of the school
of al-Utrush, and the Qasimiyya, the supporters of the doctrine of
al-Qasim. The conflict had wider implications, since a grandson of
al-Qasim, Yahya al-Hadi ila'1-haqq in 284/897 succeeded in founding a
Zaidite state in the Yemen. He and his successors there espoused and
developed the doctrine of al-Qasim. The Caspian Qasimiyya thus was
tempted to look for guidance and leadership to the Zaidite imams of
the Yemen. In fact a substantial contingent of Tabaris, probably mostly
from Ruyan, rendered al-Hadi effective military aid.
The Gilites west of the Safldrud, the larger part of GUan, probably
about the same time were converted to Sunni Islam by a Hanball
scholar from Amul, Abu Ja'far al-Thumi. Ustadh Abu Jacfar, as he
later remained known, was buried in Rasht. His shrine, located in the
quarter of Ustadsara, became a place of pilgrimage and remained the
main sanctuary of Rasht until the early twentieth century, though an
inscription of the year 1009/1600-1 identified him as a nephew of the
Prophet and milk-brother of al-Husain b. 'All.1 This region of Gilan
produced a number of distinguished Hanball scholars during the
following centuries.
Al-Utrush's claim to allegiance among the Dailamites clashed with
the jnterests of Justan b. Vahsudan who resented his loss of authority
and tried to prevent al-Utmsh from raising taxes. In the ensuing conflict the cAlid gained the upper hand, and Justan was compelled to
swear allegiance to him. In 301/914 al-Utmsh set out on a campaign to
Tabaristan. This time the Samanid army under Abu'l-'Abbas Su'luk
suffered a crushing defeat at Burdidah on the river Burrud west of
Chalus, and al-Utmsh occupied Amul. In the following year a Samanid
counter-attack forced him once more to withdraw to Chalus, but after
forty days he expelled the enemy and brought all of Tabaristan and
temporarily Gurgan under his sway. The Bavandid Sharvln b. Rustam
and the Qarinid Shahriyar b. Baduspan who at first opposed him were
forced to submit. The contemporary Sunni historian Tabari, himself a
native of Amul, pays tribute to this cAlid ruler stating that "the people
had not seen anything like the justice of al-Utrush, his good conduct,
and his fulfilment of the right". 2 Al-Utrush died in 304/917. The
1
2

The grave of Abu Ja'far is now located in the courtyard of the town haJl of Rasht.
Tabarl, vol. in, p. 2292.
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Nasiri Dailamites and Gilites for centuries later made the pilgrimage to
his shrine in Amul and kept an affection for his descendants each of
whom was given the honorary surname al-Nasir.
The Zaidite supporters of al-Utrush, other than the Dailamites and
Gilites, were opposed to the succession of any of his sons, whom they
considered dissolute and ill-suited for the rule, and favoured the
Hasanid al-Hasan b. al-Qasim, commander-in-chief of his army. Already
during al-Utrush's lifetime rivalry between his sons and al-Hasan had
led to quarrels during which al-Utrush himself was deposed for a brief
time by al-Hasan. Al-Utrush nevertheless consented to appoint him
his successor. After al-Utrush's death his son Abu'l-Husain Ahmad
invited al-Hasan from Gllan and surrendered the reign to him. Ahmad
was reproached for this by his brother Abu'l-Qasim Ja'far who left
Amul with the intention of gaining his father's throne by force.
Al-Hasan, who adopted the regnal name al-Da'l ila'1-haqq, forced the
Bavandid Sharvin and the Qarinid Shahriyar to pay more tribute and
he conquered Gurgan. The people of Tabaristan liked him, especially
since he kept the Dailamite soldiers under strict control. In 306/919
Abu'l-Husain Ahmad deserted the Da'i and joined his brother Jacfar
in Gllan. Ja'far defeated the Da'i and assumed the rule in Amul.
Consequently the two brothers occupied Gurgan. The Da'i, who had
sought refuge with the Qarinid Muhammad b. Shahriyar, was seized
by the latter and sent to the Justanid 'All b. Vahsudan, at this time
'Abbasid governor of Ray. 'All sent him to Alamut for detention by
his brother Khusrau Firuz. The latter released him soon when 'AH was
killed by the Sallarid Muhammad b. Musafir. Seven months after his
flight the Da'i returned to Tabaristan with an army he had gathered in
Gllan and defeated Ahmad near Astarabad. Then he came to terms
with him, while Ja'far fled to Ray and Gllan. Ahmad usually governed
Gurgan for the Da'i. In 309/921 the Da'i's general Lili b. ''al-Nu'man "
(his father's real name was Shahdust), king of the Gilites in succession
to Tirdadh, conquered Damghan, Nishapur and Marv, but was
ultimately defeated and killed by the Samanid army. As the defeated
army returned to Gurgan, a group of Gilite and Dailamite leaders
conspired to kill the Da'i. The latter was informed, came hurriedly to
Gurgan and treacherously killed seven of them, among them Harusindan b. Tirdadh, whom the Gilites had recognized as their king after
Lili. This incident resulted in the disaffection of part of the Gilite
and Dailamite army and eventually in the death of the Da'i at the
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hands of Mardavij b. Ziyar, the nephew of Harusindan through
his sister.
In 311/923 Ahmad again made common cause with his brother
Ja'far against the Da'i. As the latter fled to the highlands, the brothers
entered Amul, and Ahmad took over the rule until his death two months
later. Ja'far succeeded him and warded off an attack of the Da'i who
eventually retired to Gilan. When Ja'far died in 312/925 the Dailamite
leaders in Amul put a son of Ahmad, Abu 'All Muhammad, on the
throne. The constant quarrels among the 'Alids had indeed greatly
strengthened the hands of the Dailamite and Gilite chiefs, who more
and more were able to use the 'Alids as pawns in their own power
struggle. Two Dailamite leaders soon emerged as the main rivals in this
struggle: Makan b. Kakl and Asfar b. Shiruya. Makan and his cousin
al-Hasan b. al-Fairuzan conspired in favour of a young son of Ja'far,
Isma'il, who was a half brother of al-Hasan through his mother. They
seized Abu 'All and put Isma'il on the throne. Abu 'All succeeded,
however, in killing the brother of Makan, who was supposed to kill
him, and gained the support of Asfar. Makan was defeated and fled to
the highlands, while Abu 'All returned to reign. Within months he was
killed in an accident and was succeeded by his brother Abu Ja'far
Muhammad. As his reign was weakened by the revolt of Asfar, Makan
in 314/926 descended from the highlands and expelled him from Amul.
The Da'i, who had not responded to earlier overtures of Makan, now
joined him from Gilan and was once more restored to the rule of
Tabaristan, while Abu Ja'far found refuge in the highlands. In 316/928
the Da'i and Makan set out on an ambitious campaign and conquered
Ray and the province of Jibal as far as Qum. Asfar, who governed
Gurgan under Samanid suzerainty, used the occasion of their absence
to invade Tabaristan. The Da'i, without Makan, returned and met
Asfar at the gate of Amul. As his army was routed, the Da'i was mortally wounded by Mardavij b. Ziyar, who had entered the Samanid
service even before Asfar and thus avenged the murder of his uncle
Harusindan. Asfar then defeated Makan at Ray, and the latter fled to
Dailaman.
Zaidi sentiment was still strong among the Dailamites and Gilites,
and Asfar's Dailamite governor in Amul restored Abu Ja'far al-Nasir
as the Imam. On the protest of Nasr b. Ahmad, Asfar's Samanid
overlord, Asfar arrested Abu Ja'far and sent him together with some
other 'Alids to Bukhara. In 318/930 Makan once more conquered
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Tabaristan, Gurgan and Nishapur. His cousin al-Hasan b. al-Fairuzan,
whom he left in charge of Tabaristan, revolted and again raised his
half-brother Isma'll as the imam, but the mother of Abu Ja'far, Isma'il's
cousin, contrived to have the latter poisoned. Abu Ja'far, released from
prison in Bukhara during a rebellion against Nasr b. Ahmad, at this
time gained the support of Mardavij b. Ziyar who had revolted against
Asfar and had taken possession of Ray. In 319/931 Mardavij sent him
with an army to conquer Tabaristan from Makan, but he was defeated.
Later Vushmglr, the brother and successor of Mardavij, established
him in Amul as his governor. After the conquest of Ray by the Buyid
Rukn al-Daula (331/943) Abu Ja'far came to live there without any
political authority until his death. The cAlids were no longer able to
recover their dominion in Tabaristan. The descendants of al-Utrush
remained influential in Amul where they were centred on the shrine
of their illustrious ancestor and owned much property. Repeatedly
descendants of al-Utrush are mentioned as governors of the town under
both Buyid and Ziyarid rule.

III.

ZIYARID DOMINATION IN TABARISTAN AND GURGAN

The Ziyarids, descendants of Ziyar b. Vardanshah, belonged to the
Gilite royal clan living in the Dakhil region. Vardanshah is said to have
enjoyed great authority among the Gilites. Like other Persian dynasties
of the time, they later claimed pre-Islamic royal ancestry alleging that
they were descended from Arghush Farhadan, king of Gilan in the
time of Kai-Khusrau. Mardavij b. Ziyar in 318/930 was sent by Asfar
together with the latter's brother Shirzad to conquer the fortress of
Shamiran in Tarum from the Sallarid Muhammad b. Musafir. During
the siege he was persuaded to revolt against Asfar by letters from
Makan and the Sallarid who both promised him aid. With the help of
the sons of the Sallarid he took Shirzad by surprise and killed him
together with twenty-nine chiefs of the Varudavand, the tribe of Asfar.
As he approached Asfar in Qazvin, the army of the latter went over to
him. Asfar fled, and Mardavij inherited his territories, Ray, Qazvin,
Zanjan, Abhar, Qum and Karaj. In 319/931 he captured and killed
Asfar and in rapid succession conquered Hamadan, Dinavar and Isfahan
from the governors of the caliph. Then he turned against Makan with
whom he had at first concluded a treaty after having received his
support against Asfar. After an initial defeat, Mardavij in 320/932 took
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Tabaristan and Gurgan. Makan, whose attempts to recover his territories failed, entered the service of the Samanids. In 321/933 Mardavij,
threatened by an offensive of the Samanid Nasr b. Ahmad, agreed to a
peace treaty under which he surrendered Gurgan and paid tribute for
the possession of Ray to the latter. His attention was now drawn
toward the south of his domains where the Buyid 'All, whom he had
appointed governor of al-Karaj, had renounced his allegiance and
successfully carried out independent conquests. By the end of 322/934
the Ziyarid army had occupied Ahvaz, and cAll, now in Shiraz, again
acknowledged his overlordship. Mardavij now was hatching ambitious
plans for a campaign to conquer Baghdad and overthrow the caliphate.
Then he intended to be crowned in Ctesiphon and to restore the
Persian empire. Before he could realize these plans he was murdered
in Isfahan in 323/935 by his Turkish troops whom he had gravely
insulted.
The Ziyarid cause was further weakened by the defection of the
Turks, some of whom joined 'All b. Buy a in Shiraz while others
entered the service of the caliph. 'All's brother al-Hasan, the later Rukn
al-Daula, thus was able to occupy Isfahan. The majority of the Dailamites and Gilites in the Ziyarid army, however, returned to Ray and
pledged allegiance to Vushmgir, the brother of Mardavij. Vushmgir
still in 323/935 repulsed Makan and a Samanid army from Tabaristan
and conquered Gurgan. Then he acknowledged Samanid overlordship
in order to strengthen his rear in resisting the Buyid advance. Evidently
with the same motivation he turned over Gurgan to Makan in 325/936.
In 328/939-40 Makan was attacked in the main city of Gurgan by the
Samanid general Abu 'All b. Muhtaj and expelled after a lengthy siege
despite the aid which Vushmgir sent him. Ibn Muhtaj then marched
against Vushmgir in Ray and defeated him in a battle which cost
Makan his life. Vushmgir fled to Tabaristan where he was faced with a
revolt of al-Hasan b. al-Fairuzan, governor of Sari, who accused him
of being responsible for the death of his cousin Makan. Defeated by
Vushmgir, al-Hasan joined Ibn Muhtaj and induced him to undertake a
new campaign to Tabaristan. Vushmgir was forced to reacknowledge
Samanid suzerainty, but as Ibn Muhtaj left for Khurasan he regained
Ray, only to be expelled from there in 331/943 by the Buyid al-Hasan,
this time for good. He returned to Tabaristan and was defeated there
by al-Hasan b. al-Fairuzan who previously had occupied Gurgan.
While Vushmgir fled to the Bavandid Ispahbad Shahriyar and then
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found refuge at the court of the Samanid Nuh b. Nasr, al-Hasan b.
al-Fairuzan entered into friendly relations with the Buyid giving him his
daughter in marriage, though he prudently acknowledged Samanid
suzerainty once more when Ibn Muhtaj re-occupied Ray in 333/945.
Vushmgir at this time regained Gurgan with Samanid support but was
unable to hold it. In 3 3 5 /947 he again conquered Gurgan and Tabaristan
with the help of a large Samanid army and expelled al-Hasan b. alFairuzan. In the following year Rukn al-Daula took Tabaristan and
Gurgan from him. Al-Hasan b. al-Fairuzan again made common cause
with the Buyid. Vushmgir could, however, continue to count on the
support of the Samanids in their feud with the Buyids. In the next years
Gurgan and Tabaristan changed hands several times until a general
peace was concluded between Rukn al-Daula and the Samanids in
344/955 under which the former engaged himself not to molest the
Ziyarid in Tabaristan. Numismatic evidence shows that this peace did
not last long. In 347/958 Vushmgir succeeded in briefly occupying
Rukn al-Daula's capital Ray. Two years later Rukn al-Daula in turn
occupied Gurgan for a short time, and in 351/962 (and perhaps in
3 5 5/966) Vushmgir temporarily lost both Tabaristan and Gurgan to the
Buyids.
Vushmgir was killed by a boar on a hunt in 357/967, just after a
Samanid army had arrived in Gurgan for a joint campaign against
Rukn al-Daula. Bisutun, the eldest son of Vushmgir, came from
Tabaristan, where he had been governor, to Gurgan, now the Ziyarid
capital, to claim the succession. The Samanid commander, however,
favoured his brother Qabus, whose mother was a daughter of the
Bavandid Ispahbad Sharvln. Bisutun returned to Tabaristan and asked
Rukn al-Daula for support acknowledging the Buyid suzerainty. When
the Samanid army left Gurgan returning to Khurasan, Qabus found the
support of al-Hasan b. al-Fairuzan, who now was ruling Simnan, but
Bisutun conquered Gurgan and Simnan forcing Qabus to submit.
Bisutun confirmed his alliance with the Buyids by marrying a daughter
of cAdud al-Daula, the son of Rukn al-Daula, and in 360/971 was
granted the title Zahir al-Daula by al-Mutf, the puppet caliph of the
Buyids.
When Bisutun died in 366/977 his father-in-law and governor of
Tabaristan, the Gilite Dubaj b. Banl, hastened to Gurgan in order to
secure the succession with Samanid support for Bisutun's minor son,
in whose name he intended to rule. Bisutun's brother Qabus gained the
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support of the army and of the Buyid 'Adud al-Daula. He expelled
Dubaj from Gurgan and captured his nephew in the fortress of Simnan.
In 368/978-9 the caliph al-Ta'i' granted him the title Shams al-Ma'ali.
A year later Qabus offended 'Adud al-Daula by offering refuge to
Fakhr al-Daula, brother of 'Adud al-Daula, who had incurred the
latter's wrath. Qabus lost Tabaristan in 369/980 to 'Adud al-Daula, and
in 371/981 Mu'ayyad al-Daula, brother of 'Adud al-Daula, expelled him
from Gurgan. He and Fakhr al-Daula fled to Nishapur. As a Samanid
army which was sent to restore Gurgan to Qabus was defeated, the
Ziyarid provinces came under direct Buyid rule for seventeen years,
while Qabus lived in exile in Khurasan. Fakhr al-Daula after the death
of Mu'ayyad al-Daula in 373/984 was recalled by the latter's vizier,
al-Sahib b. 'Abbad, and put on the throne in Ray, but he did not
permit Qabus to return to his domains. Only after the death of Fakhr
al-Daula and the succession of his minor son Majd al-Daula in 387/997
was Qabus able to recover them. Supporters of his gained control of
Ruyan and Tabaristan and then proceeded to conquer Gurgan. In
388/998 Qabus returned there. After the failure of some Buyid attempts
to dislodge him, his reign remained generally uncontested. Though he
established friendly relations with the Ghaznavid Mahmud, he ruled
now without recognizing any overlord other than the caliph. Qabus
was broadly cultured and one of the famous stylists in Arabic epistolography of his time, and he composed poetry in both Arabic and
Persian. His court attracted many poets and famous scholars like
al-Blruni and Avicenna. His religious sentiments were Sunnl, and he
severely curbed Shl'l and Mu'tazili activity in his domains. His sanguinary vindictiveness, which cost many of his high officials and army
chiefs their lives on the slightest offence or mere suspicion, finally
caused his downfall. Some chiefs of the army conspired against him
and, though failing to capture him in his castle outside Gurgan, gained
control of the capital. They invited his son Manuchihr, governor of
Tabaristan, to take over the rule. Manuchihr, in fear of losing the
throne, joined them and pursued Qabus to Bistam where he had sought
shelter. Qabus agreed to resign in favour of his son and retired to a
castle where he would spend the rest of his life in devotion. The
conspirators, however, were still afraid of him and contrived to have
him freeze to death in 403/1012. His mausoleum near Gurgan, in the
shape of a cylindrical brick tower, has remained a landmark.
Manuchihr then was confirmed in his rule and granted the title Falak
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al-Ma'ali. He also recognized the overlordship of the Ghaznavid
Mahmud and promised to pay a tribute to him, perhaps in order to
forestall Mahmud's support for possible pretensions of his brother
Dara, who previously had joined the court of the Ghaznavid, to the
throne. On Manuchihr's request Mahmud gave him one of his daughters
in marriage. Their relationship, however, did not always remain undisturbed. In 419/1028 Mahmud, on his way to conquer Ray from the
Buyid Majd al-Daula, invaded the territory of Manuchihr. The latter
fled before him and then succeeded in buying his withdrawal for a
high sum.
When Manuchihr died soon afterwards, his son Anushirvan Sharaf
al-Ma'ali was confirmed by Mahmud as his successor in return for a
commitment to pay tribute. Anushirvan, who was still young, in 423/
1032 was practically excluded from the rule by Abu Kalijar, a maternal
relative of his and chief of the Ziyarid army. The Ghaznavid Mas'ud,
Mahmud's successor, confirmed Abu Kalijar as the ruler of Gurgan
and Tabaristan upon his commitment to continue paying the tribute
and a year later married a daughter of his. The tribute was not regularly
paid, however, and in 426/103 5 Mas'ud invaded Gurgan and Tabaristan
as far as Ruyan. Abu Kalijar fled before the Ghaznavid army, but after
its withdrawal regained control and reached a settlement with Mas'ud
promising renewed payment of the tribute. Anushirvan later, after
431/1040, succeeded in arresting Abu Kalijar and resumed the rule
himself. This unstable situation, however, encouraged the Saljuq
Toghri'l Beg to conquer Gurgan in 433/1041-2. Toghril installed as his
deputy there Mardavij b. Bishui, a former Ghaznavid commander, who
soon came to terms with Anushirvan under which the suzerainty of
Toghril was proclaimed throughout Gurgan and Tabaristan. The
Ziyarid dynasty survived under Saljuq overlordship, until the last
quarter of the century.

IV. THE BAVANDID ISPAHBADS AND THE USTANDARS
OF RUYAN IN THE 4TH/1OTH CENTURY

The history of the Bavandid Ispahbads of Shahriyarkiih in the 4th/ioth
century can only fragmentarily be pieced together from occasional
references in literary sources and some numismatic evidence. Sharvin
b. Rustam, the Bavandid ruling at the time of the 'Alids al-Utrush and
al-Hasan b. al-Qasim, is last mentioned in events of the year 318/930.
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His son Shahriyar is first referred to as the ruler of Shahriyarkuh in
331/943, when the Ziyarid Vushmgiir, his brother-in-law, sought refuge
with him. In 336/947-8 Shahriyar personally made his submission to
the Buyid Rukn al-Daula when the latter conquered Tabaristan. Later
he was expelled from Shahriyarkuh by his brother Rustam, perhaps
with Buyid support. For in 357/968 Shahriyar is mentioned in Gurgan
in the presence of the commander of the Samanid army intending to
conquer Tabaristan. Rustam's rule in Firlm is attested by coins in his
name dating from 353/964 to 369/979, on which he regularly acknowledged Buyid overlordship. Inscriptions on these coins also indicate
his support of Imaml Shfism. Coins minted in Firim in 371/981 and
374/984-5 name "al-Marzuban b. Sharvin" as the ruler recognizing
the suzerainty of the Buyid Fakhr al-Daula.1 This al-Marzuban is
probably to be identified as the son of Rustam and the author of the
Mar^ubdn-ndma, a collection of tales about the pre-Islamic Persian
kings originally written in the dialect of Tabaristan. Al-Marzuban thus
was probably a brother of the famous Sayyida, wife of Fakhr al-Daula,
who after her husband's death came to rule in the name of her minor
son Majd al-Daula.2 In 375/985-6, however, an "Ispahbad Sharvan b.
Rustam", who is not mentioned in the literary sources, held sway over
Firlm according to a coin on which the Buyid suzerainty is not recognized.3 He may be either a brother of al-Marzuban or of Shahriyar b.
Dara b. Rustam, who according to the numismatic evidence ruled
Firlm in 376/986-7 and recognized the overlordship of the Buyid Fakhr
al-Daula. Shahriyar evidently was overthrown some time later by his
uncle al-Marzuban and allied himself with the Ziyarid Qabus in his
exile in Nishapur. For in 388/998 he conquered Shahriyarkuh which
according to al-'Utbi, on whose account all later sources depend, was
held then by "Rustam b. al-Marzuban, maternal uncle of Majd alDaula", and proclaimed the suzerainty of Qabus. His rival expelled
him with Buyid support, but Shahriyar, aided by Qabus, regained his
domains. Soon he claimed independence from the Ziyarid and was
attacked and seized by his rival, who had broken with Majd al-Daula
and now acknowledged the overlordship of Qabus. It has been pointed
1

Unpublished coins in the collection of Mr St. Album and in the Iran Bastan Museum
in Tehran.
2
According to Hilal al-Sabi', vol. 111, p. 449 and Yaqiit, vol. in, p. 211, the Sayyida
was the daughter of Rustam b. Sharvin. It is to be noted, however, that according to the
Qabus-ndma of the Ziyarid Kay-Ka'us, whose mother was a Bavandid princess, the Sayyida
was a niece of al-Marzuban, son of Rustam (Qabus-nama, p. 83).
3
Coin in the collection of Mr St. Album.
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out that al-'Utbl seems to have inverted the name of the rival and
meant al-Marzuban b. Rustam, the uncle of Shahriyar b. Dara.1 AlMarzuban is indeed known to have been Ispahbad of Shahriyarkuh
when he was visited by the scholar al-Birunl sometime between
384/994 and 393/1004, most likely about 389/999. It is unknown how
long he continued to rule. Shahriyar b. Dara died c. 390/1000 in Ray,
perhaps poisoned by the vizier Abu'l-'Abbas al-Dabbi.
The literary sources do not mention the names of any Ispahbads
during the following decades. An Ispahbad of Firim is mentioned
anonymously, however, as aiding Majd al-Daula and his mother against
a rebel in 407/1016-17. An Ispahbad of Tabaristan in 418/1027 was
captured in a war with the Kakuyid 'Ala' al-Daula, in whose prison he
died in 419/1028. Almost certainly the first one, and perhaps also the
second one, is to be identified with the Bavandid Ispahbad Abu Ja'far
Muhammad b. Vandarin, who according to an inscriptionin407/1 o 16-17
ordered the building of a mausoleum, known as Mll-i Radkan in the
upper valley of the Nika river southwest of Astarabad and was evidently still alive at the time of its completion in 411/1020. These data,
however fragmentary, tend to invalidate the general assumption of
modern scholars that the reign of the dynasty lapsed in this period until
its new rise in the early Saljuq age.
Ruyan in the 4th/ioth century came under the rule of a dynasty
bearing the title Ustandar. The revival of this pre-Islamic title denoting
a district governor is further evidence for the continued strength of
Persian national sentiments in the Caspian region. An Ustandar ruling
Ruyan is mentioned in the sources for the first time in events of the
year 336/947-8. There are coins minted in Amul in the years 337/948-9
and 343/954-5 in the name of Ustandars and scattered references in
literary sources mention them, variously as vassals of Buyids, Ziyarids
or 'Alids, until around the beginning of the 5th/nth century. These
notices do not give any indication as to the origin of this dynasty, nor
do they suffice to trace their family relationships. The Ustandars of the
Saljuq and later ages claimed to be descended from Baduspan, brother
of Dabuya, the ancestor of the Dabuyids. Baduspan allegedly founded
the rule of the Ustandars in Ruyan, which continued without interruption among his descendants. Auliya' Allah Amuli (8th/i4th century) in
1

Cf. P. Casanova, "Les Ispehbeds de Firim", in A Volume of Oriental Studies presented
to ILdward G. Browne, ed. by T. W. Arnold and R. A. Nicholson, pp. 1235". F. Justi, Iranisches
Namenbuch, pp. 197 and 445, proposed to identify Rustam b. al-Marzuban with Dushmanziyar, the father of the founder of the Kakuyid dynasty.
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his history of Ruyan furnishes a full pedigree of the Ustandar of his
time to this Baduspan and further back to Adam. Zahir al-Din Mar'ashi
(9th/15 th century) adds information about individual rulers and the
length of their reign, on which modern accounts and chronologies of a
Baduspanid dynasty in Ruyan in the early centuries of Islam are based.
This information is entirely fictitious.1 It is doubtful if the Ustandars of
the Saljuq and later times are related to those of the 4th/ioth century.

V. THE 'ALIDS IN GILAN AND DAILAMAN

As the regime of the 'Alids in Tabaristan collapsed beyond repair, the
solidly Zaidi regions of Dailaman and eastern Gllan afforded their
aspirations a new, if territorially more limited, stage. Hausam, the town
at the eastern edge of the area inhabited by the Gllites, where al-Nasir
al-Utrush had been active, became a centre of learning of the Nasiriyya
and the seat of a series of 'Alid rulers. The founder of the 'Alid regime
in the town was Abu'1-Fadl Ja'far b. Muhammad, a grandson of
al-Utrush's brother al-Husain al-Sha'ir, who in 320/932 established
himself there, adopting the regnal name al-Tha'ir fi'llah, and reigned
for three decades. In the years from 337/948 to 341/953 he thrice
occupied Amul. The first time he was allied with the Ustandar of
Ruyan, the second time with Vushmgir, andfinallywith Rukn al-Daula,
but each time he was dislodged within months. He died in 3 50/961 and
was buried in Miyandih, 30 km east of Hausam, where his tomb is still
standing. Two of his sons, Abu'l-Husain Mahdl al-Qa'im bi'llah and
Abu'l-Qasim Husain al-Tha'ir fi'llah, succeeded him in turn. The latter
soon was captured by Langar, a son of Vushmgir, who since the last
years of Abu'1-Fadl al-Tha'ir had been trying to wrest eastern Gllan
from the 'Alids. The Ziyarids were indeed permanently interested in
maintaining their influence in their home country. The Biiyids of Ray,
too, tried to assert their authority in the region, which contained their
own original home Liyahij (later Lahijan). Rukn al-Daula succeeded in
luring Siyahgil b. Harusindan, the king of the Gllites, to Ray despite
the offers which Vushmgir, his cousin, made in the hope of enticing
him to join the Ziyarid camp. After the death of Siyahgil Langar had
begun to claim the kingship among the eastern Gllites. He partially
blinded al-Husain al-Tha'ir and sent him to his father Vushmgir, who
kept him in prison. Al-Husain was avenged by Abu Muhammad
1

Cf. S. M. Stern, "The Coins of Amul", JVC, 7th ser., vol. vn (1967), pp. 231, 233.
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al-Hasan al-Nasir, a son of Abu Ta'far Muhammad who before his
death had come to reside in Ray under the protection of Rukn al-Daula.
Abu Muhammad, probably supported or at least favoured by Rukn
al-Daula, gained control of Hausam and in 353/964 killed Langar in a
battle. Shortly afterwards he was expelled from Hausam by another son
of Abu'1-Fadl al-Tha'ir, Abu Muhammad al-Hasan, known as Amlrka.
Amirka's exactions clashed with the interests of the Justanid Manadhar, king of the Dailamites, who wrote to Abu 'Abd-Allah Muhammad, a son of the D a l al-Hasan b. al-Qasim, inviting him to claim the
Zaidi leadership among the Dailamites and Gilites. Abu 'Abd-Allah,
at this time syndic of the 'Alids in Baghdad, had acquired high erudition
in theology and the law and unquestionably fulfilled the requirements
for the Zaidi Imamate in this respect. He is indeed the first eAlid after
al-Utrush who later was universally recognized as a full Imam by the
Zaidls. In 353/964 he joined Manadhar in Rudbar and, after an initial
setback, took Hausam from Amlrka and ruled with the regnal name
al-Mahdi li-dln Allah. Enjoying wide support among the Dailamite
Qasimiyya as well as the mostly Gilite Nasiriyya, he made great efforts
to alleviate the sharp antagonism between the two schools, maintaining
that both doctrines were equally valid.
Amlrka, who had found shelter in a castle near Hausam, continued
to harass al-Mahdi until he was captured by him. Faithful to the
traditional Zaidi aspirations al-Mahdi then set out to conquer Tabaristan. In 35 5/966 he defeated the Ustandar Nasr b. Muhammad al-Kuhl,
who was then a vassal of Vushmgir. A revolt of Amlrka forced him to
return to Hausam. Amlrka again escaped to his castle and renewed his
raids against al-Mahdi. In 358/969 he seized al-Mahdi and kept him
imprisoned for a few months, but then was forced by al-Mahdi's
supporters and an army sent by Manadhar to release him. A year later
al-Mahdi died and was buried in Hausam.
Amlrka regained control of Hausam. He was attacked, however, by
Abu Muhammad al-Nasir, who had earlier escaped to Ray and had
twice come to support al-Mahdi, his maternal uncle, but each time had
left him in protest against his leniency toward Amlrka. He captured
and slew Amlrka and took possession of Hausam. A coin minted there
indicates that he acknowledged the suzerainty of the Buyid Rukn
al-Daula. The Ziyarid Bisutun then released the half-blind Husain
al-Tha'ir and supplied him with money in order to battle Abu Muhammad, but he was defeated and killed by the latter. His son Abu'l-Hasan
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"AH undertook to avenge him and succeeded in expelling Abu Muhammad from Hausam, according to numismatic evidence in 364/974-5.
Abu'l-Hasan presumably was also supported by Bisutun, for he
acknowledged the Ziyarid suzerainty. He was still ruling in 369/980
while his rival Abu Muhammad had lost all power.
After this date information concerning the history of Hausam
becomes sparse in the sources. The town evidently remained the object
of competition between the Nasirid and Tha'irid pretenders to the
Zaidl leadership. In 380/990 a contender representing another branch
of the 'Alid house appeared in Gilan: Abu'l-Husain Ahmad b. alHusain al-Mu'ayyad bi'llah of the Buthani family. Al-Mu'ayyad and his
elder brother, Abu Talib Yahya al-Natiq bi'1-haqq, both have gained
universal recognition among the later Zaidis as Imams for their outstanding rank in religious scholarship. A number of their legal and
theological works have been preserved by the Zaidis in the Yemen.
Born in Amul, they studied in Baghdad and elsewhere and then
belonged to the circle of the vizier al-Sahib b. 'Abbad and the famous
Mu'tazill chief judge 'Abd al-Jabbar in Ray. Al-Natiq later taught for
several years in Gurgan and dedicated one of his works to al-Hasan
al-Mus'abi, vizier of the Ziyarid Manuchihr. Though both brothers
were also learned in the legal doctrine of al-Nasir al-Utrush, they
adhered to, and developed, the doctrine of al-Qasim and al-Hadi. The
cause of the Qasimiyya school, prevailing in Ruyan and the neighbouring regions of Dailaman, had been furthered before al-Mu'ayyad by the
activity of a grandson of al-Hadi, Yahya b. Muhammad al-Hadi,
coming from the Yemen. Though he was evidently not very successful
in his political ambitions, he became an important transmitter of the
doctrine of his grandfather in the Caspian regions. His stay probably
lasted several decades, and he or another cAlid pretender of this time
was buried in Aspchin, c. 30 km west of the Chalus river.
When al-Mu'ayyad arrived in Gilan, Hausam was governed by a
Dailamite, Shirzil, evidently under the suzerainty of the Buyid Fakhr
al-Daula, who was disconcerted by the activity of al-Mu'ayyad. The
c
Alid occupied Hausam with Zaidi support for a year, but then was
expelled and later induced by al-Sahib b. 'Abbad to return to Ray.
When he rose a second time in Gilan, probably after the death of Fakhr
al-Daula (387/997), a Tha'irid, Abu Zaid, was in control in Hausam.
Al-Mu'ayyad expelled him and held sway over the town for over two
years, but eventually Abu Zaid gained the upper hand since the Nasiri
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Gilites gradually turned away from al-Mu'ayyad. He once more
returned to Ray. Abu. Zaid in turn was driven out of Hausam and killed
by a Naskid, Abu'1-Fadl. The family of al-Tha'ir now offered full
support to al-Mu'ayyad in order to avenge the death of Abu Zaid. This
time al-Mu'ayyad established himself in Langa, not far west of Aspchin,
among the Qasimi Dailamites, while Hausam was taken by the Tha'irid
Kiya Abu'1-Fadl who nominally recognized the Imamate of al-Mu'ayyad. About the year 400/1009-10 al-Mu'ayyad set out, supported by
Kiya Abu'1-Fadl and the Ustandar of Riiyan, to conquer Amul, which
was governed by a Nasirid for the Ziyarid Qabus. Al-Mu'ayyad was
defeated at Amul, and his situation was further weakened by the defection of the Ustandar. Later Manuchihr, the successor of Qabus, who
was markedly more sympathetic to Shf ism than his father, concluded
a peace treaty with al-Mu'ayyad and paid him and Kiya Abu'1-Fadl a
subsidy.
Langa after the death of al-Mu'ayyad in 411/1020 and his burial there
remained the seat of the cAlids claiming the Imamate among the
Qasimi Dailamites. Al-Mu'ayyad's brother al-Natiq (d. 424/1033?)
evidently was active there, though no details are known. In 417/1026
the Husainid Ahmad b. Abi Hashim, known as Manakdim, claimed the
Imamate in Langa with the regnal name al-Mustazhir bi'llah, but did
not stay long. Probably soon after the death of al-Natiq, 'All b. Ja'far
al-Mahdi li-din Allah of the Huqaini branch of the cAlid house gained
recognition as the Imam there. He also had belonged to the circle of
Qadi cAbd al-Jabbar and adhered to the Qasimi legal school. His reign
may have lasted several decades, well into the Saljuq age. He was buried
in Langa. Hausam in Nasiri Gilan during the same period no doubt
continued to be disputed between Tha'irids and Nasirids, though no
reports are available until the year 43 2/1040-1 when the scholars of
Hausam set up a descendant of al-Utrush, al-Husain al-Nasir, and after
instructing him in the essential religious sciences paid allegiance to him
as the Imam. He ruled for forty years in Hausam, where his tomb is
still known. The expansion of Saljuq authority into Tabaristan and the
regions south of the Alburz range did not appreciably hamper the Zaidi
activity in Dailaman and Gilan, but later in the century the spread of
Nizari Isma'ilism put the Zaidi communities in Ruyan and Dailaman
under increasing pressure.
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VI. THE JUSTANIDS AND THE SALLARIDS OF TARUM IN
THE 4 T H / I 0 T H CENTURY

The authority of the Justanid kings of the Dailamites, already disputed
by the claim of the 'Alids to allegiance among the Zaidi Dailamites, was
further weakened in the early 4th/ioth century by family discord and
by the rise of the rival Sallarid dynasty of Tarum. Justan b. Vahsudan
after a rule of over forty years was murdered by his brother 'All,
probably in the last decade of the 3rd century (903-912). 'All then
entered 'Abbasid service and was governor of Isfahan in the years
300-4/912-16. The traditional seat of the Justanids, Rudbar of Alamut,
fell to another brother, Khusrau Fltuz, who presumably had co-operated to some extent with 'AH. The murder of Justan was avenged by
his son-in-law Muhammad b. Musafir, founder of the Sallarid dynasty,
who killed 'All in 307/919, shortly after the latter had been appointed
'Abbasid governor of Ray. Anti-'Abbasid sentiments may have been
mixed in the motivation of Ibn Musafir with the desire to avenge his
father-in-law. Ibn Musafir also killed Khusrau Firuz in battle, but could
not prevent the succession of the latter's son Mahdl, known as Siyahchashm, in Alamut. Siyahchashm in 316/928 was lured by Asfar, who
coveted possession of Alamut, to accept the governorship of Qazvin
and was consequently killed by him. A son of Siyahchashm is mentioned
much later as a leader in the army of the Buyid Mu'izz al-Daula, killed
in 347/968 in a campaign against the Hamdanids in Mosul. There are no
reports about the fate of Alamut after the death of Asfar in 319/931. In
events of the year 336/947 a Manadhar b. Justan is first mentioned who
later is known as king of the Dailamites ruling in Rudbar. The identity
of this Manadhar has been disputed, and it has been held that he belongs
either to the Sallarid or to an unknown dynasty. A somewhat obscure
passage in a report of the year 379/989 preserved by Yaqut has been
interpreted to mean that the Justanids in this period lost possession of
the highlands of Dailaman, including Rudbar, to the Sallarids and
transferred their seat to Lahljan in the lowlands. There is no solid
evidence to support this view. Manadhar presumably was either a son
or, more likely, a great-grandson of Justan b. Vahsudan. Under the year
328/940 a chronicle notes the death of a Justan 1 who could well be the
father of Manadhar. Justan may have been supported by Muhammad b.
Musafir, presumably his uncle, to gain possession of Alamut after the
1

al-Hamadani, p. 117.
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overthrow of Asfar. The Justanids thus did not lose Rudbar for any
prolonged period, though their position was eclipsed by the rise and
spectacular success of the Sallarids, and they lost the allegiance of many
of the Dailamites to this rival dynasty.
Manadhar, as has been seen, later supported the 'Alid al-Mahdi. He
died probably between 358/969 and 361/972 and was succeeded by his
son Khusrau Shah, who is named on coins minted in Rudbar in 361/
971-2 and 363/973-4. Relations with the Buyids were close in this
period. Manadhar sent Dailamite troops to aid cAdud al-Daula and gave
him a daughter in marriage. 'Adud al-Daula in turn sent his physician
Tibril b. Bukhtyishu' to treat Khusrau Shah. A brother of Khusrau
Shah, Fuladh, was a prominent army leader under Samsam al-Daula
and later stayed at the court of Fakhr al-Daula in Ray, where he died
after 384/994. Khusrau Shah was probably still alive and ruling in
Rudbar some time between 392/1002 and 396/1006. In the 5th/nth
century mention of Justanids occurs only rarely in the available sources.
A son of Fuladh in 407/1016-17 revolted against the Buyid Majd
al-Daula, who had refused his demand for possession of Qavzin, and
eventually had to be granted the governorship of Isfahan. In 420/1029
Mahmud of Ghazna after conquering Ray sent al-Marzuban b. alHasan b. Kharamll, a "descendant of the kings of Dailam", who had
sought refuge with him, against the SaJlarid Ibrahim b. al-Marzuban b.
Isma'il. It is unknown who ruled Rudbar in this period. In 434/1042-3
the Saljuq Toghril Beg after his conquest of Ray and Qazvln received
the submission of "the king of Dailam", no doubt a Justanid of Rudbar. The dynasty evidently disintegrated later in the century.
The Sallarid dynasty is named after its founder Sal(l)ar (also Salar,
from sardar prince, leader), whose name was later regularly adopted as
a title by his descendants. Sallar used the Muslim name Muhammad,
and his father's name Asvar was arabicized as Musafir. After the latter
name modern scholars also have called the dynasty Musafirid. In early
sources it is referred to as Langarid after an ancestor named Langar.1
The Langarids at an unknown date, probably in the later 3rd/9th
century, took possession of the mountain stronghold of Shamiran and
from it gained control over Tarum, the region along the middle course
1

In Yaqut, vol. in, p. 149, the name appears as Kankar, and this form was accepted
by A. Kasravl and V. Minorsky who called the dynasty Kangari. In all other sources,
however, the first letter of the name is lam. The Ziyarid Vushmgir named two of his
sons Salar and Langar. This choice of names may indicate that their mother was a Sallarid
princess, most likely a daughter of Muhammad b. Musafir.
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of the Safidrud (Qizil Uzen) before its confluence with the Shahmd.
Marriage ties with the Justanid family apparently existed even before
the marriage of Muhammad b. Musahr with Kharasuya, daughter of
Justan b. Vahsudan, which involved him in the Justanid family feud.
Muhammad built up Shamiran with spectacular splendour luring
expert workmen with the promise of high recompense and then
retaining them as forced labourers. His harsh tyranny made him hated
even in his family. In 330/942 his sons Vahsudan and al-Marzuban with
the connivance of their mother seized him and shut him up in a castle.
While al-Marzuban shortly afterwards conquered Azarbaijan, as will
be related in the context of the history of that province, Vahsudan
remained in Shamlran and held sway over Tarum. A coin minted in his
name in 341/952-3 shows that he supported Isma'ilism. His brother
al-Marzuban according to Miskawaih also adhered to the Isma'ili
movement, though he did not indicate it on coins in his name. Isma'ili
Shf ism had indeed gained prominent followers among the Dailamites,
chiefly through the activity of the Isma'ili missionary Abu Hatim
al-Razi (d. 322/933-4). Asfar b. Shiruya, the Justanid Siyahchashm, and
the Ziyarid Mardavij are all reported to have been converted to
Isma'ilism, though their support of the movement was at most
ephemeral. As the coin of Vahsudan confirms, the Isma'ili doctrine
spread among the Dailamites in this period did not entail recognition
of ttj£ Fatimid caliphs as Imams.
Vushmgir in 35 5/966 was expelled from Tarum by the Buyid Rukn
al-Daula, but soon recovered his dominion. He is last mentioned in
356/967. Shamlran later came into the possession of his son Nuh, who
died before 379/989-90. In that year the Biiyid Fakhr al-Daula married
his widow in order to gain possession of the fortress and then divorced
her. Her minor son, Justan, was brought to the Biiyid court in Ray,
where also some other Sallarids were present in this period. After the
death of Fakhr al-Daula in 387/997 a great-grandson of Vahsudan,
Ibrahim b. al-Marzuban b. Isma'il, gained possession of Tarum,
Zanjan, Abhar and Suhravard. For some time he also held sway over
Qazvin. When Mahmud of Ghazna took Ray in 420/1029, he sent the
Justanid al-Marzuban to conquer the territories of Ibrahim, but he was
unsuccessful. Ibrahim expelled the Ghaznavid garrison of Qazvin and
defeated Mahmud's son Mas'ud. The latter then succeeded in bribing
some men of Ibrahim's army and captured him. Ibrahim's son could
not be induced by Mas'ud to surrender the fortress of Sarjahan, but
15
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was forced to agree to paying tribute. Nothing is known about the
later fate of Ibrahim. In 434/1043-4 the Sallar of Tarum acceded to the
demand of the Saljuq Toghril Beg, who had conquered Qazvln, that
he recognize Saljuq overlordship and pay tribute. This Sallar most
likely was Ibrahim's son Justan, who in any case was lord of Shamiran
three years later when Nasir-i Khusrau visited the region. The dynasty
survived under Saljuq suzerainty for some decades.

VII.

AZARBAIJAN AND EASTERN TRANSCAUCASIA

Azarbaljan and the Persian provinces in eastern Transcaucasia as far as
Darband, unlike the South Caspian provinces, offered only little
resistance to the initial Arab conquest which took place early, partially
still under the caliphate of 'Umar. The Sasanian marzban of Azarbaljan,
who at this time submitted to the conquerors agreeing to pay tribute,
is not mentioned afterwards. In al-Bab (or Bab al-abwab), as the Arabs
called Darband, the commander of the Persian garrison made common
cause with them against other enemies, chiefly the Armenians and the
Khazars. The latter indeed thwarted the further northward advance of
the Arabs and during the following decades repeatedly invaded Arran,
Armenia and Azarbaljan. When Salman al-Bahill under the caliph
'Uthman invaded eastern Transcaucasia from Armenia, the local princes
from Shakkl in the west to Sharvan in the east and Masqat in the north
submitted to him and agreed to pay tribute.
The population of Azarbaljan at the time of the conquest was predominantly Iranian, speaking numerous dialects. Groups of Kurds had
already penetrated into some parts of the province. To the north the
provinces of Arran, between the Kur and Araxes rivers, Sharvan (later
Shlrvan), the region north of the Kur, and Darband were located in
the territory of the ancient kingdom of Albania (Ar. Arran). The
Albanians, a non-Indo-European people, had been converted to
Armenian Christianity and were partially Armenicized in the areas
south of the Kur, where Armenians in large groups had settled and
intermarried with them. Their language survived, however, and was
still spoken in Barda'a, the capital of Arran, in the 4th/ioth century.
The Albanians since the end of the 6th century had been ruled by the
Mihranid dynasty which survived under Muslim suzerainty until 821-2.
North of the Kur Iranian immigrants had settled in substantial numbers. Local names like Laizan, Sharvan, Bailaqan suggest that they
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came from Dailaman and other areas south of the Caspian Sea. Various
invaders from the north had also left settlements in the area, most
important for this time the Khazars who had occupied the town of
Qabala to the west of Sharvan. The variety of the population as well as
the mountainous fragmentation of the region favoured the survival of
numerous petty principalities, some of which had been established by
the Sasanians with the aim of strengthening the border defence. These
local dynasties became tributaries of the Arab conquerors and generally
survived intact at least until the late Umayyad age, though little is
known about their history. Later some of them disappeared, while in
other principalities the rule was taken over by members of the new
nobility of the conquerors.
Because of the exposed border location of Azarbaljan and Transcaucasia, the Arab conquerors were compelled to station strong forces
there. Already in the time of 'Uthman a large number of Kufan warriors
were settled in Azarbaljan. Consequently tribal Arabs from Kufa,
Basra and Syria migrated to Azarbaljan and gained extensive holdings
of land cultivated by the native peasants. About the year 141/75 8-9 the
Muhallabid Yazld b. Hatim, appointed governor of Azarbaljan by the
caliph al-Mansur, settled Yemeni tribal groups from Basra in various
parts of the province. Al-Rawwad b. al-Muthanna al-Azdi, the ancestor
of the Rawwadid dynasty, settled between al-Badhdh and Tabriz, gaining power in the latter. In other towns, too, Arab chieftains came to
build their castles and dominated the inhabitants: in Marand Abu'lBa'ith Halbas of the tribe of Rabf a, in Urmiya Sadaqa b. cAli, a client
of Azd, in Miyana 'Abd-Allah b. Ja'far of Hamdan, in Barza the clan
of al-Aud, in Nairiz Murr b. 'Amr al-Mausili of Tayy, and in Sarab
descendants of al-Ash'athb. Qais of Kinda, one of the early conquerors.
These powerful Arab lords and their families caused considerable
trouble to the governors of the province in the 2nd/8 th and 3rd/9th
centuries. The situation was hardly improved by the frequent appointment of governors belonging to these local families. In the north
Barda'a and later al-Bab held strong Arab garrisons and served as bases
for the wars with the Khazars. Barda'a received new fortifications under
the caliph 'Abd al-Malik, and those of al-Bab were greatly strengthened
in 113/731 by Maslama, the son of 'Abd al-Malik, who settled 24,000
Syrian soldiers there. Arran was normally governed by the governors
of Armenia. Frequently the provinces of Azarbaljan and Armenia were
held jointly by a single governor.
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Although according to one report most of the population of Azarbaijan had accepted Islam and "were reciting the Qur'an" by the time
of the caliphate of 'AH, this can refer only to limited localities, perhaps
in particular Ardabil.1 The strength of the Khurrami movement in
Azarbaijan, which under the leadership of Babak from his stronghold
al-Badhdh near the Araxes resisted all attacks of the caliphal armies for
over twenty years (201-22/816-37), sufficiently proves the persistence
of anti-Islamic and anti-Arab sentiments among part of the population.
Islam in Azarbaijan was predominantly Sunni in the early centuries,
though Kharijism was rampant at times. Serious fighting between
Mu'tazills and Sunnis in Barda'a is reported in the time of the caliph
al-Ma'mun. Among the Sunnis, conservative Hanbalism was espoused
by the scholars of hadith, while Hanafism and Shafi'ism were represented as minority schools.

VIII. THE SAJIDS, SALLARIDS AND RAWWADIDS

The revolt of Babak had only temporarily reduced the power of the Arab
chieftains in Azarbaijan. It was evidently in part with the aim of reducing their turbulent independence and partly in order to check the
ascendancy of the Bagratid kings of Armenia that the caliph al-Mu'tamid in 276/889-90 or, more likely, in 279/892 appointed one of his
foremost commanders, Muhammad b. Abi'1-Saj, governor of Azarbaijan and Armenia. The Sajid family came from Ushrusana in Central
Asia and was probably of Soghdian origin.2 Muhammad's father
Abu'1-Saj Devdad b. Devdasht distinguished himself in the 'Abbasid
army under al-Afshin in the final war against Babak and later
served the caliphs in various provinces. After his death in 266/879
his two sons, Muhammad and Yusuf, followed his career. The first
task of Muhammad in Azarbaijan was to subdue the rebel 'AbdAllah b. al-Hasan al-Hamdani, presumably a chief of the Hamdan
in the province, who had occupied Maragha. In 280/893 Muhammad
induced him to surrender on a promise of safety, but then confiscated
his property and executed him. He took Maragha as his capital, though
later he usually resided in Barda'a. Then he turned his attention to
Armenia, where the Bagratid Smbat I had acceded to the throne in 890.
Muhammad had sent him in the name of the caliph a crown and presents,
1
2

Al-Baladhuri, p. 329.
V. Minorsky, Studies in Caucasian History\ p. i n , n. 1.
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thus affirming his overlordship. When Smbat in 892 sent envoys to the
Byzantine emperor, Muhammad threatened to attack him, but was
pacified by a diplomatic letter of the king. The Bagratid then occupied
Dvin (Ar. Dabil), and in 895 invaded Georgia and Albania. Countering
this expansion in the north Muhammad in the same year occupied
Nakhchivan and Dvin, but then suffered a defeat and concluded a peace
with Smbat.
Muhammad soon felt strong enough to revolt against the caliphal
government, presumably withholding the revenue of his provinces.
Perhaps it was at this time that he assumed the surname al-Afshin, the
traditional title of the kings of Ushrusana, which appears on a coin in
his name minted in Barda'a in 285/898. In the same year he submitted
again to the caliphal authority, evidently in preparation for a new
campaign against Smbat, and was confirmed in the governorship of
Azarbaljan and Armenia. Penetrating to the heartland of the Bagratid
kingdom he took Kars and carried off the wife of Smbat and part of
the royal treasury. Dvin was firmly brought under his rule at this time.
In 899 he agreed to exchange the queen for Smbat's son Ashot. Shortly
afterwards he invaded Vaspurakan and forced its ruler, the Ardzrunid
Sargis Ashot, to become his vassal and surrender his brother as a
hostage. Then he occupied Tiflis, which was already in Muslim hands,
and, breaking his truce with Smbat, again invaded the Bagratid heartland but failed to capture the king. After these spectacular successes his
loyalty to the caliphal government once more became suspect, for in
287/900 a plot was uncovered by which he hoped to gain possession of
Diyar Mudar. In the same year he re-invaded Vaspurakan in revenge
for the absconding of the brother of Sargis Ashot. As the latterfledbefore him, he left an occupation force and returned to Barda'a in order to
prepare for a new campaign against Smbat. His plans were cut short
when he succumbed to an epidemic in 288/901.
After Muhammad's death the army put his son Devdad on the throne,
but after five months he was overthrown by his uncle Yiisuf b. Abi'lSaj, who transferred the capital to Ardabll and razed the walls of
Maragha. King Smbat tried to extricate himself from the Sajid overlordship by offering his direct vassalage to the caliph al-Muktaf 1. When
he refused a summons of Yiisuf to present himself to him, the Sajid
invaded his country. In 290/903 a settlement was reached, and Smbat
received a crown from Yiisuf thus acknowledging his suzerainty.
Yiisuf's relations with the caliph, which had never been formalized,
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became increasingly strained. In 295/908 an army was sent against him
from Baghdad. Only after the accession of the caliph al-Muqtadir was a
settlement negotiated in Baghdad, evidently with the support of the
new vizier Ibn al-Furat, whom Yusuf henceforth considered his protector naming him regularly on his coinage, and in 296/909 the Sajid
was formally invested with the government of Azarbaljan and Armenia.
King Smbat in the time of the insubordination of Yusuf had been
encouraged by the caliph to arm against the Sajid. Yusuf never forgave
him this act of disloyalty and immediately after settling his relations
with Baghdad set out to enforce his authority in Armenia. He had
found an ally in Gagik, the prince of Vaspurakan, who was involved
in a dispute with Smbat about the possession of Nakhchivan and offered
to become a vassal of Yusuf. The latter crowned him king and refused
the overtures of Smbat putting his envoy, the Catholicos Hovhannes,
in fetters. In 296/909 he took Nakhchivan and, aided by Gagik, occupied the country of Siunikh. Pursuing Smbat across the country, he
spent the winter in Dvin and in 297/910 defeated the royal army under
two sons of Smbat, Ashot Erkath and Mushel, north of Erivan.
Mushel was captured and poisoned by the Sajid. As the merciless war
dragged on, Smbat was besieged by Yusuf in an impregnable fortress
and finally surrendered voluntarily in order to stop the bloodshed.
Yusuf at first permitted him to leave, but then seized him again and
imprisoned him for a year. During the siege of Erenjak, probably in
301/914, Yusuf had him tortured and killed before the ramparts of the
fortress in the hope of inducing the garrison to surrender and then sent
his body to be hung in Dvin. The war caused extensive devastation and
was accompanied by a wave of religious repression. The geographer
Ibn Hauqal remarks upon the unprecedented harshness which Yusuf
introduced into the Muslim treatment of the Armenians and states that
the people of Baghdad refused to buy Armenian slaves knowing that
they were ahl al-dhimma.1 Yusuf at first also pursued a hostile policy
against Ashot II, the son of Smbat, who endeavoured to restore his
father's kingdom. After the Ardzrunid Gagik refused to co-operate
further with him, Yusuf set up the Sparapet Ashot as a rival king
crowning him in Dvin. As the son of Smbat, however, gained general
support in Armenia and YusuPs attention turned elsewhere, Yusuf
finally recognized him, probably c. 304/917, and conferred a crown
upon him.
1

Ibn Hauqal, p. 343.
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After the dismissal of Ibn al-Furat, his protector in Baghdad, Yusuf
had begun to withhold some of his annual tribute to the caliphal
government. In 303 /915 -16 he imprisoned an envoy of the caliph, though
later he released him and sent him back with presents and money. After
the restoration of Ibn al-Furat to the vizierate in 304/917 Yusuf conquered Zanjan, Abhar, Qazvin and Ray from a Samanid governor and
claimed in a letter to Baghdad that the previous vizier had invested him
with the governorship of that province, evidently in the hope that Ibn
al-Furat would back him up. The caliph al-Muqtadir was thoroughly
incensed, however, and an army was sent against the Sajid, who
defeated it. When the 'Abbasid commander-in-chief Mu'nis approached
with another army, Yusuf withdrew to Ardabil. Despite the intercession
of Ibn al-Furat for him the caliph still refused to confirm him in the
governorship of his provinces. Mu'nis was routed by Yusuf in a first
battle near Ardabil, but a year later in 307/919 he defeated the Sajid
there. Yusuf was carried to Baghdad where al-Muqtadir put him into
prison for three years. In Azarbaljan his ghuldm Subuk gained control
and, after defeating an army sent against him, was recognized by the
caliph as governor.
In 310/922 Yusuf was released and invested with the governorship
of Ray, Qazvin, Abhar, Zanjan and Azarbaljan. He proceeded to
Azarbaljan where Subuk, who had always remained faithful to him,
had died. In 311/924 he defeated and killed the previous governor of
Ray, who had rebelled against the caliph, and took over the city. As he
left and occupied Hamadan, his deputy soon was expelled by the people
of Ray. Yusuf returned there briefly in 313/925 and went on to Azarbaljan. In 314/926 he was called by the caliphal government to 'Iraq
to take charge of the war against the Qarmatis of Bahrain who were
ravaging the country. A year later he was defeated near Kufa by these
fierce opponents, even though his army greatly outnumbered them.
Yusuf was captured and a few months later, in 315/928, killed. Some of
his Turkish troops entered the caliphal service in Baghdad, where they
formed the Sajiyya regiment.1
After Yusuf's death his nephew Abu'l-Musafir al-Fath, son of
Muhammad al-Afshln, was invested by the caliph with the government
of Azarbaljan. One and a half years later, in 317/929, he was poisoned
in Ardabil by one of his slaves. Though the Sajid dynasty ended with
1

The mention of Sajiyya troops under Mu'nis in 311/924 by Miskawaih, vol. 1, p. 116,
seems to be erroneous.
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him, Azarbaljan did not revert to the rule of governors sent by the
caliphal government. After al-Fath's murder Waslf al-Sharvani gained
sway over Azarbaljan. He was succeeded, probably still in the same
year, by Muflih al-Yusufi, who according to numismatic evidence
remained in power at least until 323/935. In 325/937 the Hamdanid
al-Hasan of Mosul sent Nazif, an officer of the Sajiyya regiment who
had sought refuge with him, to conquer Azarbaljan, but he had
evidently not much success. By 326/938 Daisam b. Ibrahim al-Kurdl
had taken over the reins. Daisam's father, whose patronymic b.
Shadhluya points to Iranian, most likely Kurdish, origin, was a companion of the Kharijite leader Harun al-Waziql in Mosul. After the
capture of Harun by the caliph al-Mu'tadid in 283/896 Ibrahim fled to
Azarbaljan where he married the daughter of a Kurdish chieftain who
bore him his son Daisam. Daisam, like his father a Kharijite, was
employed by the Sajid Yusuf and rose in his service to prominence.
Daisam at first relied chiefly on Kurdish troops. The Dailamite
expansion, however, soon engulfed Azarbaljan too. In 326/937
Lashkari b. Mardi, a Gllite formerly serving Makan and the Ziyarids
Mardavij and Vushmglr, with an army composed of Gilites and some
Dailamites invaded Azarbaljan and expelled Daisam, who recovered his
dominion, however, with the aid of Vushmglr. As Daisam's Kurdish
warriors became unruly and laid their hands on some of his domains,
he began to employ Dailamites, among them Saluk (Ar. Su'luk), a son
of the Sallarid Muhammad b. Musafir, in order to counterbalance their
strength and arrested some Kurdish chiefs. Daisam's vizier Abu'lQasim Ja'far b. 'AH, who had been finance administrator under the
Sajid Yusuf and was also active as an Isma'IlI missionary, fled in 330/
941-2 because of intrigues against him to Tarum, where Muhammad
b. Musafir was overthrown by his sons Vahsudan and al-Marzuban.
He encouraged al-Marzuban to conquer Azarbaljan and by secret
correspondence he gained the allegiance of many chiefs of Daisam's
army, especially the Dailamites, to al-Marzuban. When the latter
invaded Azarbaljan in 330/941-2 and gave battle to Daisam, the
Dailamites went over to him. Daisam was forced to flee and found
refuge with the Ardzrunid king Gagik of Vaspurakan, with whom he
had previously had friendly relations.
Al-Marzuban, himself an Isma'ili initiate, appointed Ja'far b. 'AH as
his vizier and allowed him to teach Isma'llism openly. Soon, however,
he gave him reason to fear for his position. Ja'far requested permission
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to go to Tabriz, where he invited Daisam to join him and with the aid
of the inhabitants killed the Dailamite chiefs. As Daisam arrived in
Tabriz, all the Kurds, whom al-Marzuban had offended, gathered
around him. Al-Marzuban with his Dailamite army defeated them and
besieged Tabriz. He made overtures to Ja'far, who once more went
over to him and on his own wish was permitted to live freely in his
house without official position. Before al-Marzuban occupied Tabriz,
Daisam and his supporters escaped to Ardabll. Al-Marzuban, aided by
his brother Vahsudan, besieged him there and after bribing his new
vizier succeeded in forcing him to surrender in 331/942-3. Daisam was
treated well by the Sallarid and on his own request put in charge of
al-Marzuban's castle in Tarum. The prominent people of Ardabil, on
the other hand, were punished for their support of Daisam by the
imposition of a heavy tribute and the demolition of the town wall,
which they had to carry out with their own hands. Ja'far later returned
to the vizierate, before 344/955 when Ibn Hauqal was visiting Azarbaijan. His missionary activity was evidently successful, for Ibn
Hauqal notes the presence of many Isma'llls in the province. 1
Al-Marzuban now held sway over all of Azarbaijan and eastern
Transcaucasia. By 333/945 he also took possession of Dvin according
to numismatic evidence.2 In the spring of that year the Russians (Rus)
came by boat on the Kur river and occupied Barda'a after defeating an
army under al-Marzuban's governor consisting mainly of local volunteers. At first the inhabitants were treated well by them, but as the mob
openly aided the Muslim armies against the invaders many of them were
massacred and others were compelled to surrender all their property.
Muslim volunteers from everywhere flocked to join al-Marzuban in
fighting the infidel intruders. Despite the great numerical superiority
of his army al-Marzuban was several times beaten. Finally after the
ferocious enemy had been weakened by an epidemic caused by their
overindulgence in fresh fruit he laid a successful ambush in which
700 men and their chief were slain. The rest withdrew into the citadel
of Barda'a. As al-Marzuban besieged them he learned that al-Husain b.
Sa'Id had been sent by his uncle, the Hamdanid al-Hasan Nasir alDaula of Mosul, to conquer Azarbaijan and had reached Salmas, where
1

Ibn Hauqal, p. 349.
Cf. Paul Lemaire, "Muhammadan Coins in the Convent of the Flagellation", NC,
5th series, vol. xvin (1938), p. 299. The coin bears besides the name of al-Marzuban
that of Muhammad b. Musafir al-Malik indicating that al-Marzuban still recognized his
father, despite his confinement, as the Sallarid king.
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he was joined by the Hadhbani Kurds under Ja'far b. Shakuya.
Al-Husain in 331/942, when al-Marzuban and Daisam were still at war
over the control of Azarbaijan and Nasir al-Daula was in charge of the
government in Baghdad, had been invested by the caliph al-Muttaqi
with the governorship of Armenia and Azarbaijan. Al-Marzuban
marched against the Hamdanid, leaving only a small troop to face the
Russians, and defeated him in winter 334/945-6. Al-Husain shortly
afterwards was recalled by his uncle for a campaign to Baghdad. About
the same time the Russians departed carrying off much booty and
captives.
In 337/948-9 al-Marzuban, enraged by an insult his envoy had
suffered from the Buyid Mu'izz al-Daula, decided to wrest Ray from
the hands of Rukn al-Daula. The latter succeeded by diplomatic overtures to delay al-Marzuban's campaign until the arrival of auxiliary
armies from his brothers and with their support thoroughly defeated
him near Qazvin. The Sallarid was captured. The Dailamite chiefs of
his army who escaped gathered around Muhammad b. Musafir and
brought him to Ardabil, while Vahsudan, who apparently had been left
by al-Marzuban as his deputy, withdrew to Tarum. Muhammad soon
offended the Dailamites again and was forced to flee to Vahsudan, who
imprisoned him in a castle where he died before 341/953. Rukn alDaula in the meantime had provided Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Razzaq,
the former governor of Tus who had deserted the Samanids, with an
army to conquer Azarbaijan. In this situation Vahsudan sent Daisam
there, presumably to aid the sons of al-Marzuban during the latter's
absence, since he knew the country well and would gain the support of
the Kurds. As Ibn 'Abd al-Razzaq invaded Azarbaijan, Daisam withdrew to Arran. In 338/949-50 Ibn 'Abd al-Razzaq after a setback left
for Ray, and Daisam gained control over Azarbaijan and Armenia.
In 341/952-3 al-Marzuban, having escaped from his prison, sent an
army against Daisam, who had usurped the rule in Azarbaijan. Daisam
was defeated near Ardabil, as the Dailamite chiefs of his army deserted
him, and fled to Armenia where the Christian princes aided him. A year
later he was expelled from there, too, and sought refuge in Baghdad
with Mu'izz al-Daula, who gave him a royal reception. In 343/954-5
Rukn al-Daula made peace with al-Marzuban and married his daughter.
Daisam lost hope in Buyid aid to regain his kingdom and joined the
Hamdanids. After receiving aid from Saif al-Daula of Aleppo, he
occupied Salmas in 344/955-6 acknowledging the suzerainty of the
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Hamdanid. He was expelled by al-Marzuban and at first found shelter
with the Ardzrunid Derenik, son of Gagik. Under pressure from
al-Marzuban, Derenik later arrested and surrendered him to the Sallarid,
who blinded and imprisoned him. He was killed after the death of
al-Marzuban by supporters of the latter.
After the capture of Daisam, al-Marzuban's reign remained undisturbed until his death in 346/957. A list of his tributaries in the year
344/955-6 quoted by Ibn Hauqal shows that his suzerainty was
recognized by most of the petty princes in the Caucasus area and
Armenia. Before his death al-Marzuban named his brother Vahsudan
as his successor. The commanders of the fortresses refused, however, to
surrender them to him obeying the previous instructions of al-Marzuban which had provided for the successive rule of al-Marzuban's sons
Justan, Ibrahim and Nasir. Unable to impose his authority Vahsudan
returned to Tarum. Justan gained control in Azarbaijan while Ibrahim
ruled in Dvin as his deputy. Vahsudan's efforts to sow discord among
his nephews soon bore fruit, especially as Justan devoted more and
more time to his harem. In 349/960 a grandson of the caliph al-Muktafi,
Ishaq b. 'Isa, revolted in Gilan adopting the caliphal name al-Mustajir
bi'llah and found support among the Sunnis of western Gilan. The
former vizier of Justan, who had escaped from prison, invited him to
come to Miiqan where he gathered supporters for his cause. Justan and
Ibrahim defeated them, and the 'Abbasid was captured and died in
prison.
Shortly afterwards Vahsudan succeeded in luring Justan and Nasir
together with their mother to Tarum, where he imprisoned them. Then
he sent his son Isma'Il to take over the rule in Azarbaljan. When
Ibrahim in Armenia gathered an army to oppose Isma'il and free his
brothers, Vahsudan executed them and their mother. Ibrahim was
driven out of Azarbaljan by the supporters of Isma'il, but retained
control of Armenia. Just as he again had assembled a strong army,
Isma'l? died, between 351/962 and 354/965 according to numismatic
evidence. Ibrahim now occupied Ardabil and devastated the domains
of Vahsudan, while the latter fled to Dailaman. In 35 5/966 Ibrahim was
defeated by an army of Vahsudan, who had returned to Tarum.
Deserted by his army Ibrahim sought refuge in Ray with Rukn alDaula, while Vahsudan put his son Nuh in charge of the government of
Azarbaljan. Rukn al-Daula treated his brother-in-law most generously
and sent his vizier Ibn al-'Amld with an army to reinstate him in his
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domains. Ibn al-'Amid conquered Azarbaljan and ordered its administration. Then he wrote to Rukn al-Daula proposing to dispossess the
Sallarid since he would be unable to keep the country under control
and would squander its wealth, but Rukn al-Daula refused to betray
the good faith of Ibrahim and recalled the vizier.
After Ibn al-'Amid's departure Vahsiidan in 356/967 again sent an
army which burnt Ardabil. Ibrahim concluded a peace with his uncle,
ceding to him a part of Azarbaljan, presumably the region of Miyana.
In the following years he endeavoured, with only partial success, to
reimpose his suzerainty on the Muslim principalities of Transcaucasia
which had become progressively more independent. During the last
years before his death in 373/983 his regime seems to have disintegrated
and he was imprisoned. After him Azarbaljan fell into the hands of the
Rawwadids except for a small part (Miyana ?) which was held by a
grandson of Vahsudan, al-Marzuban b. Isma'il. A year later the latter
was attacked and seized by the Rawwadid Abu'l-Haija'. His son Ibrahim
fled to Tarum, where he later was able to restore the Sallarid reign. A
son of Ibrahim b. al-Marzuban b. Muhammad, Abu'l-Haija', is mentioned in an Armenian source as ruling in Dvin in 982-3 when he was
incited by King Mushel of Kars to invade the territory of the Bagratid
king Smbat II. Probably soon afterwards he attacked Abu Dulaf
al-Shaibani, the first known member of a dynasty ruling in Golthn and
Nakhchivan until after 45 8/1066, but was defeated and lost his domains
to Abu Dulaf. Abu'l-Haija' later wandered with his family seeking
help all over Georgia and Armenia and even visited the Byzantine
emperor Basil II. In 989-90 Smbat II provided him with an Armenian
army to reconquer Dvin, but then withdrew his support. Abu'l-Haija'
eventually was strangled by his servants.
The Rawwadids who succeeded the Sallarids in the rule of Azarbaljan
were descendants of the Azdl Arab family of al-Rawwad b. al-Muthanna
which in the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries had dominated the town of
Tabriz. With the rapid rise in strength of the Kurdish element in
Azarbaljan in the 4th/ioth century, they came to associate closely with
it, especially with part of the Hadhbani tribe, and were themselves
generally considered as Kurds. During the captivity of the Sallarid
al-Marzuban (337-41/949-53) Muhammad b. al-Husain al-Rawwadl is
reported to have seized some parts of Azarbaljan, probably Ahar and
Varzuqan, northeast of Tabriz, for which his son and successor Abu'lHaija' Husain in 344/955-6 paid tribute to al-Marzuban. A year later
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Abu'l-Haija' occupied Tabriz. After building a wall around the town
he took it in 350/961 as his capital. Tabriz remained the seat of the
Rawwadids even when they later held sway over all of Azarbaijan.
The history of Azarbaijan from about 370/980 until 420/1029 is
obscured by a lack of source material. There are no reports about the
circumstances of Abu'l-Haija"s rise to independence after the Sallarid
Ibrahim b. al-Marzuban. Obviously he profited from the decline of the
latter's power, and perhaps it was he who imprisoned the Sallarid for
some time. After establishing his authority in Azarbaijan he ravaged in
377/987 the domains of Abu Dulaf al-Shaibani and took Dvin from
him. The Bagratid king Smbat II on his demand paid the arrears of the
Armenian tribute. In 378/988-9 he attacked Vaspurakan, but during
the campaign he died.
Abu'l-Haija' was succeeded by his son Mamlan (Muhammad), who
was unable to forestall the re-occupation of Dvin by Abu Dulaf. He
faced the opposition of his brother al-Marzuban, whom he captured in
386/996. When the Curopalate Davith of Taikh conquered Malazgird
(Manazkert) between 992 and 994 and expelled the Muslim inhabitants
arousing widespread indignation in the Muslim world, Mamlan acted
as a defender of the Muslim cause. He penetrated Armenia as far as
Valashgird. Meeting the joint armies of Davith, the Bagratid Gagik I,
and the Georgian king Bagrat II, he withdrew without giving battle. In
388/998 he led another army, this time joined by volunteers from 'Iraq
and Khurasan, as far as the village of Tsumb, northeast of Lake Van,
where he was met by the joint Armenian and Georgian armies. The
encounter ended against expectation in a severe rout of the Muslim
army despite its numerical superiority.
According to the only extant literary source Mamlan died in 393/1001
and was succeeded by his son Abu Nasr Husain. Mamlan's name,
however, appears on coins at least until the year 405/1014. Thus either
the date given for his death is mistaken or Abu Nasr, about whose
reign nothing is known, continued to mint coinage in his father's name.
According to the same source Abu Nasr died in 416/1025 and was
succeeded by another son of Mamlan, Abu Mansur Vahsudan. Under
Vahsiidan the first waves of migration of Oghuz (Ghuzz) Turks reached
Azarbaijan, which gradually were to change completely the composition
of its population. Late Armenian sources date the arrival of the Turks
even earlier and describe it as one of the causes for the migration of the
Ardzrunids and their people from Vaspurakan to Sebastaia (Slvas) and
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the cession of the former province to Byzantium in 1021. Such an early
date for the coming of the Turks cannot be reconciled with the
accounts of the Muslim sources.1 The early Oghuz immigrants in
Azarbaljan all belonged to the so-called Iraqi Tiirkmens, who were
expelled from Khurasan by the Ghaznavids while their leader, Arslan
Isra'il b. Saljuq, was cast into prison where he died c. 427/1034. The
first group of Oghuz consisting of about 2,000 tents arrived in 420/1029
and was well received by Vahsudan and effectively employed against his
enemies. The Armenians were strongly impressed by their first encounter with these mounted archers. Their presence did not halt for the
moment the eastward pressure of Byzantium. Having previously taken
Arjish from the Muslims, the Byzantines in 425/1034 expelled Abu'lHaija' b. Rabib al-Daula, nephew of Vahsudan and chief of the Hadhbani
Kurds, from the fortress of Bergri northeast of Lake Van. As Abu'lHaija' was at odds with his uncle, the caliph intervened to reconcile
them for the sake of recovering the stronghold. Their joint efforts led
only to a short re-occupation before the fortress was definitely lost.
A second wave of Oghuz, much stronger than the first, arrived in
429/1037-8 under their leaders Buqa, Goktash, Mansur and Dana.
Though Vahsudan established marriage ties with one of their leaders,
they soon began to pillage the country. They sacked Maragha in 429/
1039, burnt its mosque, and massacred many of the inhabitants. One
group, which had settled in Urmiya, after a successful raid into Armenia
was attacked on their return by the Hadhbanis because of previous
friction between them. They killed many of the Kurds and pillaged the
countryside. The Hadhbani leader Abu'l-Haija' b. Rabib al-Daula, who
held sway over Urmiya, and Vahsudan united forces to expel the
troublemakers. Many of the Oghuz were slain, while large groups left
for Ray and Hamadan. Others, however, stayed. In 43 2/1040-1
Vahsudan seized thirty of their leaders at a dinner to which he had
invited them and then killed many of their men. As a result the Oghuz
of Urmiya chose to leave for Mosul. In the next year another large
contingent of Oghuz came from Ray fleeing before the Saljuq Ibrahim
Inal. They were defeated and driven out by Vahsudan. Again in 435/
1044 some 5,000 Tiirkmens returned to Azarbaljan from Mesopotamia
through Diyarbakr and Armenia and occupied the town of Khuy
(Arm. Her). The remnants of the 'Iraqi Tiirkmens were now firmly
1

Cf. C. Cahen, "La premiere penetration turque en Asie-Mineure", By%antiont vol. XVIII
(1948), p. 9.
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established in Azarbaijan. Soon afterwards Qutlumush, the son of
Arslan b. Saljuq, joined them to take over their leadership.
Tabriz was struck in 434/1042 by a severe earthquake which destroyed
large parts of the town and its wall; 40,000 or 5 0,000 inhabitants were
said to have died. The palace collapsed, but the ruler, who was in a
garden, was unhurt. He made every effort to rebuild the capital in short
order. Vahsudan during most of his reign was the patron of the poet
Qatran, who eulogized him in numerous odes.
In 446/1054 Toghril Beg came to Azarbaijan and Arran to receive
the submission of the local rulers. In Tabriz Vahsudan submitted to
him, introduced his name in the Friday prayer, and surrendered his
son to him as a hostage. The Rawwadids thus became Saljuq vassals.
Vahsudan's son Abu Nasr Mamlan, who succeeded him in 451/1059,
once more revolted against the Turkish domination. Toghril in
452/1060 vainly invested Tabriz. Mamlan travelled in person to
Baghdad to complain to the caliph al-Qa'im about the depredations of
the Oghuz in Azarbaijan, while many notables sent letters of complaint.
The caliph wrote Toghril requesting him to prevent the Tiirkmens
from devastating the country, but to no avail. In 454/1062 Toghril
returned to Azarbaijan and forced the Rawwadid again to submission
imposing a heavy tribute on him.

IX. THE SJHADDADIDS OF ARRAN

The Banu Shaddad were chiefs of a Kurdish clan, probably of the
Hadhbani tribe, which roamed the pasture grounds of Armenia.
Muhammad b. Shaddad b. Qurtaq about the year 340/951-2, in the
time of the detention of the Sallarid al-Marzuban, gained control of
Dvin, probably invited by the Muslims of the town as a protector.
Ibrahim b. al-Marzuban, who tried to preserve his father's interests,
incited a Christian vassal to attack Muhammad, but the latter defeated
him. Ibrahim then sent an army of Dailamites and Kurds which
expelled the Shaddadid. Soon he was recalled, however, by the people
of Dvin, who were dissatisfied with the Dailamite garrison, and foiled
an attempt of the Bagratid king Ashot III of Ani to conquer the town.
In 343/954-5 he was driven out by a Dailamite army sent by al-Marzuban, who had regained the rule in Azarbaijan. Muhammad and his clan
found shelter in Vaspurakan. He vainly sought Byzantine support to
recover Dvin and died in 344/95 5-6.
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The eldest of Muhammad's three sons, al-Lashkari Abu'l-Hasan £AK,
became chief of the clan and entered the service of the Armenian Grigor,
ruler of Pharisos, and received from him Shothkh and Berd-Shamiram
as fiefs. The youngest brother, al-Fadl (Fadlun), at first served Naja
al-Saifi, governor of Diyarbakr for the Hamdanid Saif al-Daula. When
Naja was killed in 354/965, he returned to his brothers, but as he did
not want to serve the Christians he soon left with the intention of
joining the Sallarid Ibrahim in Azarbaljan. As he reached Ganja,
Ibrahim's governor of the town, 'All al-Tazi, invited him to stay and
guard it against hostile neighbours. He soon had occasion to prove his
usefulness in warding off an attack of the Siyavurdiyya (Sevordi),
Armenidzed Hungarians living west of Shamkur. When he again made
up his mind to leave for Azarbaljan the notables of Ganja persuaded
him to stay and invite his brother al-Lashkarl to come to Ganja.
Al-Lashkari at first refused to join al-Fadl, but the latter induced him
by a ruse to come and then was able to persuade him to stay. The people
of Ganja co-operated with them arresting the governor and opening
the gates for them. Al-Lashkari in 360/971 took possession of Ganja
and killed the governor. The Sallarid Ibrahim in 361/971-2 laid siege
to Ganja but failed to take it and withdrew after concluding a peace
which must have practically recognized the independence of the
Shaddadid. Al-Lashkari took possession of the region, expelling the
Dailamites, and gradually expanded his territories as far as Shamkur to
the northwest and Bardaca to the east. He died in 368/978-9.
Although al-Lashkari had favoured al-Fadl for the succession, the
second son of Muhammad, al-Marzuban, gained the throne with the
support of the army and the subjects. Al-Marzuban proved deficient
in his political judgment and lost c. ^-jilySi-} Barda'a to the SharvanShah Muhammad b. Ahmad. Some retainers stirred up discord between al-Fadl and him. In 375/985 al-Fadl murdered him seizing his son
Shirvan and ascended the throne.
Al-Fadl during his long reign greatly expanded the Shaddadid territory
despite some setbacks. In 383/993 he occupied Bardaca and Bailaqan.
Probably connected with these acquisitions is the report of an Armenian
source that he invited Gagik, son of Hamam, the lord of Tandzikh,
killed him and seized his country. When the ruler of Pharisos, Grigor,
died in 1003-4, al-Fadl put his son Philip, whom he had previously
invited, in fetters and occupied Shashvash and Shothkh of Grigor's
domains. At an unknown date he seized the country of the Siyavurdiyya
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west of Shamkur. Probably in 413/1022 he brought Dvin under his
rule, imposing a heavy tribute on the Armenians, and appointed his son
Abu'l-Asvar governor. In 418/1027 he ordered a bridge to be built over
the Araxes (probably at Khudafarin), perhaps with the intention of
expanding his domains into Azarbaljan.
Not always successful were his wars with the Bagratids of Tashir,
who adopted the pretentious title "kings of Alvankh" (Albania), and
the Georgian kings. Al~Fadl fought Gurgen of Tashir and after his
death c. 989 attacked his son Davith Anholin, but suffered a defeat.
Around the same time he invaded Kakhetia and Hereth, but king
Bagrat III of Georgia in alliance with king Gagik of Ani invested
Shamkur forcing him to sue for peace. When in 417/1026 the king of
Georgia, probably Giorgi, again besieged Shamkur, al-Fadl met and
defeated him. In 421/1030 al-Fadl successfully raided Georgia. On his
way back he was set upon by an allied army of the Georgian war-lord
Liparit, the king of Kakhetia Kuirike III, and the king of Tashir
Davith Anholin and lost 10,000 men and all his booty. In the same year
his son 'Askaruya revolted in Bailaqan. Al-Fadl, who after his defeat
fell mortally ill, sent another son Musa against him. Musa with the aid
of a'group of Russians who had raided Sharvan took the town and slew
'Askaruya. Al-Fadl died in 422/1031.
Al-FadPs son and successor Abu'l-Facll Musa ruled only three years
until 425/1034, when he was murdered by his son al-Lashkari 'All, who
ascended the throne. At first al-Lashkari's reign was stable and successful. The poet Qatran, who spent some time at his court in Ganja and
left not later than 432/1041, in some of his eulogies for him mentions
a major victory which he won over the joint army of the kings of
Georgia and Armenia. His relations with the Rawwadid Vahsudan
initially were poor. Vahsudan's employment of the Oghuz Tiirkmens
posed a serious threat, but al-Lashkari succeeded in bringing some of
them to Arran. Consequently their relations improved, and Vahsudan
even paid a visit to the court of the Shaddadid, probably some time
between 427/1036 and 432/1041. Al-Lashkari also entertained friendly
relations with the Muslim ruler of Tiflis, Ja'far b. cAli, whom he aided
in his resistance against Georgian attacks. After Ja'far's death (1046)
al-Lashkari married his widow Shah-Khusruvan. During the last years
of his reign he came under serious pressure from the Tiirkmens and the
Byzantine expansion. In 437/1045-6 the Oghuz under Qutlumush
began a siege of Ganja which lasted one and a half years and was raised
16
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only when the Byzantine army under the eunuch Nicephore joined by
the Georgian king Bagrat IV approached. Al-Lashkarl was forced to
make concessions to his saviour recognizing the Byzantine suzerainty
and surrendering his son Ardashir as a hostage. His situation remained
precarious, and he moved his residence from castle to castle until he
died in 441/1049 or 50.
Al-Lashkari was succeeded by his minor son Anushlrvan in whose
name the chamberlain Abu Mansur reigned. Abu Mansur agreed with
the army chiefs to surrender several border fortresses to the rulers of
Kakhetia, Georgia, to the Dido mountain tribe and to Byzantium in
the hope of relieving their pressure on Arran. This decision still in
441/1049-50 provoked a revolt of the people of Shamkur, who took
the citadel of the town and proclaimed Abu'l-Asvar Shavur, son of
al-Fadl b. Muhammad, ruler. Abu'l-Asvar since 413/1022 had ruled
Dvin practically independently. Though he was married to a sister of
the Armenian king Davith Anholin of Tashir, he proved a troublesome
neighbour to the Armenians and earned the reputation of an exemplary
ghd^i among the Muslims. He granted asylum to the Armenian nobleman Abirat with his large retinue and then killed him. Around 1039 he
invaded the territory of his brother-in-law king Davith pillaging and
burning. As he threatened to attack Davith himself, the latter appealed
to the kings of Ani, Kapan and Georgia for help. Aided by their troops
he inflicted a defeat on the Shaddadid and drove him out of his domains.
In 1043 the Byzantine emperor Constantine Monomach, intending to
annex Ani and to overthrow its youthful king Gagik II, invited Abu'lAsvar by letter to attack the territory of Ani and promised him in a
golden bull recognition of any conquests he would make. Abu'lAsvar occupied a number of fortresses and places in Gagik's territory.
After the Byzantine conquest of Ani in 1045 the emperor in breach of
his promises demanded from him the surrender of the lands formerly
belonging to Ani. Upon Abu'l-Asvar's refusal a strong Byzantine army
with Armenian and Georgian contingents attacked Dvin. Abu'l-Asvar
flooded the country and put his archers in an ambush. The attackers
were repulsed with heavy losses. In the next year another Byzantine
army took some of the fortresses belonging to Ani. Most serious was
the campaign under Nicephore c. 1048-9. Abu'l-Asvar withdrew to
Dvin, while the enemy laid the countryside waste. He was forced to
recognize the Byzantine suzerainty before Nicephore went on to Ganja.
After gaining control of Shamkur Abu'l-Asvar occupied Ganja and
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the rest of Arran. Anushirvan and the chamberlain Abu Mansur were
arrested. Abu'l-Asvar succeeded in restoring to tke Skaddadid regime
some of its earlier strength. In 445/1053 he took a border fortress from
the Georgians and placed a garrison in it. He entrusted his son Abu'lNasr Iskandar with the government of Dvin. When Toghril Beg after
receiving the submission of the Rawwadid Vahsudan in Tabriz came to
Ganja in 446/1054, Abu'l-Asvar submitted to him. He later participated
in the Saljuq conquest of Armenia. The Shaddadid dynasty survived as
Saljuq vassals ruling Ani until the end of the 6th/12th century.

X. THE YAZIDIDS OF SHARVAN AND THE HASHIMIDS
OF BAB AL-ABWAB

In the limitrophe provinces of Sharvan and al-Bab two dynasties, the
Yazldids and the Hashimids, were able to establish their hereditary rule
around the middle of the 3rd/9th century. Until the late Sallarid period
they remained generally under the overlordship of the governors and
rulers of Azarbaijan and Arran, but these interfered only occasionally
in their affairs. Much of their efforts was devoted to raiding the nonMuslim petty principalities in the region and repelling their attacks.
The two families were also engaged in a long, intermittent feud with
each other. The Yazldids, who had a historical claim to al-Bab, time
and again interfered in the affairs of this neighbour province and usually
gained the upper hand. The Hashimids, whose hold over al-Bab was
also permanently threatened by the power of the chiefs (ru'asd7) of the
town, were repeatedly expelled and restored within a short time.
The Yazidids were descendants of Yazld b. Mazyad, a chief of the
Arab tribe of Shaiban and prominent commander under Harun
al-Rashid. Yazid was twice appointed governor of Azarbaijan and
Armenia (171-2/787-9 and 183-5/799-801) and distinguished himself
in fighting the Khazars. After him his three sons and his grandson
Muhammad b. Khalid were repeatedly sent as governors to Azarbaijan,
Armenia and Arran. Muhammad b. Khalid in 245/859-60 restored the
town of Ganja and was granted it together with some estates as a
hereditary fief. His brother al-Haitham probably under him became
governor of Sharvan. As the disturbances following the murder of the
caliph al-Mutawakkil in 247/861 weakened the central government, he
was able to retain his dominion and bequeath it to his son. A third
brother, Yazld, in the same period established himself in Laizan, a
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small region in northern Sharvan. Al-Haitham and Yazld adopted the
traditional titles Sharvan-Shah and Laizan-Shah. The dynasty soon
became Persianized and claimed descent from Bahram Gur.
The Banu Hashim were descendants of a client of the Arab tribe of
Sulaim of unknown origin. The Sulaim were powerful in al-Bab, and
the Hashimids were one of the families of prominence among them.
Al-Najm b. Hashim is mentioned as the lord of al-Bab representing the
local interests about the year 180/796. When the inhabitants of the town
attacked their tax collector, al-Najm was killed by the governor of
Armenia. His son Hayyun revolted and asked the Khazars for help,
who came with a strong army and penetrated as far as the Kur river
causing much damage to the Muslims before they withdrew. Despite
this traitorous activity, the Hashimid family did not lose its influence
in al-Bab. In 25 5/869 the inhabitants and the ghazis of the town raised
a great-grandson of Hayyun, Hashim b. Suraqa b. Salis, as their amir,
and from that date the family reigned on a hereditary basis. Hashim
led two successful raids into the Avar country known as al-Sarir in
263/876-7 and 265/878-9. After his death in 271/884-5 he was succeeded
by his son cAmr, who died after a year and was succeeded by his brother
Muhammad. Muhammad in 273/886-7 carried out a successful raid on
Shandan, northwest of al-Bab, and in 288/901 beat off a Khazar attack.
Less fortunate were his relations with al-Sarir. In 292/905 Muhammad
in a battle was captured together with ten chiefs of al-Bab by the lord
of al-Sarir, who later released them with generous presents. In 297/90910 (according to another version in 300/912-13) Muhammad led another
campaign against Shandan jointly with the Sharvan-Shah 'All, greatgrandson of al-Haitham b. Khalid, who had succeeded to the rule after
his grandfather Muhammad and his father al-Haitham. The Muslims
suffered a crushing defeat by the army of Shandan, al-Sarir and the
Khazars. The two rulers and 10,000 men were captured. Those falling
into the captivity of the Saririans as well as the two rulers were freed
after a few months, while most of the others were sold into slavery. It
was perhaps during the captivity of Muhammad, between 296/909 and
299/912, that the Sajid Yusuf came to al-Bab and rebuilt the walls of
the town. Muhammad died in 303/916 and was succeeded by his
brother cAbd al-Malik.
In Sharvan 'All b. al-Haitham, not long after his release from
captivity, probably in 301/913 faced a raid of the Russians on Baku.
When they withdrew to some islands off the coast, the Sharvanians
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attacked them in boats, but were badly mauled, and several thousand
Muslims were killed. These setbacks encouraged Abu Tahir Yazid of
the Laizan branch of the family, who had succeeded to the rule of that
region after the reigns of his grandfather Yazid b. Khalid and of his
father Muhammad, to overthrow 'All in 305/917-18. He killed 'All and
his son al-'Abbas and took over the rule of Sharvan. In 306/918-19 he
built the town of al-Yazidiyya near Shamakhl as his new capital and
gave Laizan as a fief to his son Muhammad, who later seems to have
become his co-regent. The regions of Khursan, Vardan and Tabarsaran
were annexed to Sharvan under Yazid.
This northward expansion may have been encouraged by the family
quarrel which weakened the Hashimid power in al-Bab in this period.
c
Abd al-Malik b. Hashim two months after his accession was overthrown and expelled by his nephew Abu'1-Najm b. Muhammad with
popular support. 'Abd al-Malik fled to Shandan and then to Yusuf b.
Abi'1-Saj, who formally invested him with the government of al-Bab
and provided him with an army of 6,000 men, which aided him to
recover the town in spite of the support of the inhabitants for Abu'lNajm. A few months later he marched to Shabaran in the hope of
capturing his nephew there. Abu'1-Najm eluded his search and was able
to reoccupy al-Bab. cAbd al-Malik retook the town after a siege, this
time aided by the lord of Khaidaq with a Khazar army. He killed his
nephew and continued to rule unopposed. A battle with Muhammad,
the son of the Sharvan-Shah, in 318/930 at Shabaran remained inconclusive and evidently did not reverse the northward expansion of
Sharvan. Two successful raids to the region of Shandan were carried
out in 326/938. A year later cAbd al-Malik died leaving a son Ahmad
of four years.
The succession of a minor brought on a new period of troubles in
al-Bab. Ahmad was expelled after five months by the chiefs of the
town, who turned over the rule to al-Haitham b. Muhammad, grandson
of the Sharvan-Shah Yazid and governor of Tabarsaran. In 329/941
they expelled him and restored Ahmad, only to overthrow him again
after six months. They recalled al-Haitham, but after six months deposed him and invited his grandfather, the Sharvan-Shah Yazid, to
take over the town. Yazid sent his son Ahmad as his deputy, but he in
turn was expelled after a few days in favour of the Hashimid Ahmad.
Yazid now led a punitive campaign to al-Bab carrying off much booty
and imposing a tribute. Shortly afterwards the Dailamites of the
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Sallarid al-Marzuban invaded Sharvan, and Yazld was forced to seek
the support of the people of al-Bab restoring all the booty and the
tribute to them. He drove off the Dailamites, but then concluded a
peace with al-Marzuban which evidently entailed recognition of the
Sallarid overlordship and payment of tribute.
After the death of Yazid in 337/948 his son and successor Muhammad
imprisoned his brother Ahmad, and in his place sent his own son
Ahmad to rule Laizan and confirmed his other son al-Haitham in the
rule of Tabarsaran. He died in 345/956 and was succeeded by his son
Ahmad.
Ahmad's
brother al-Haitham soon became afraid of him and
•
•
sought refuge among the Lakz (Lazgi). In 357/968 he joined the
Sallarid Ibrahim b. al-Marzuban and in the next year participated in a
campaign intended to reaffirm the Sallarid authority over Sharvan and
al-Bab. The Sallarid army pillaged Sharvan and the countryside of
al-Bab. The Sharvan-Shah Ahmad sued for peace and paid tribute.
The demands of the Sallarid were resisted by the Hashimid Ahmad,
who after having been deposed once more in 342/95 3-4 for six months
in favour of the king of the Lakz Khashram Ahmad b. Munabbih, had
gained firm control of al-Bab. Al-Haitham now joined the Hashimid,
who vainly tried to persuade the Sharvan-Shah to grant some territory
to his brother. The Hashimid gathered an army composed largely of
Avars from al-Sarir and sacked and burnt Shabaran carrying off much
booty. As the soldiers of al-Sarir on their return entered al-Bab one day
before the amir, the inhabitants attacked them, massacred a large
number and seized their booty. The Avars took revenge in 360/971,
when they defeated the people of al-Bab near the town and killed 1,000
Muslims.
Maimun b. Ahmad, who succeeded his father in 366/976, was soon
confined in the government building by the chiefs of al-Bab, who took
over the reins of the rule. Maimun secretly sought help from the
Russians. In 377/987-8 a band of them arrived in eighteen boats and
freed Maimun, but then many of them were massacred by the people of
al-Bab and the rest departed, while Maimun fortified himself in the
citadel of the town with a guard of Russians. In 379/989-90 a popular
preacher from Gilan, Muhammad al-Tuzi, found an eager audience in
al-Bab and gained complete control over the tow^n. Maimun was at
first swayed by his preaching, but later resisted his demands. He was
besieged in the citadel by the people supporting the preacher and was
forced to leave for Tabarsaran (380/990-1). The preacher invited the
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Sharvan-Shah Muhammad b. Ahmad to take over the rule of al-Bab.
Muhammad, who had succeeded his father in 370/981, pursued a policy
of expansion taking possession of the town of Qabala from its ruler
c
Abd al-Barr b. 'Anbasa (371/981) and of Barda'a (c. 372/982). He now
came readily to al-Bab, but shortly after his arrival was wounded by a
slave of Maimun who struck him with a battle-axe. While he returned
to Sharvan, Maimun reoccupied al-Bab. The Hashimid in 381/991 was
once more expelled by the people, who recalled the Sharvan-Shah. The
latter soon departed again, leaving a garrison in the citadel. Maimun
reconquered al-Bab in 382/998-9 and in the following year also took
the citadel. In 385/995 the people of the region of al-Karakh, located
in a strategic position on the route from al-Bab to central Daghistan,
were converted to Islam by him. Maimun died in 387/997. His brother
Muhammad, who succeeded him, was murdered after ten months by a
ghulam of Maimun. Four months later (388/998) Maimun's son alLashkari acceded to the rule. The feud with Sharvan flared up again
with new vigour.
In Sharvan Muhammad b. Ahmad had been succeeded by his brother
Yazld. In consequence to the earlier conquest of Qabala, the Sharvanian
army in 382/992 met the army of Shakkl near the town and suffered
severe losses. In 389/999 Yazid took the castle of Gurzul from 'Abd
al-Barr, the former lord of Qabala. Then he fought the Hashimid
al-Lashkarl in a dispute over an estate. Al-Lashkari won an initial
victory and seized the estate, but later the Sharvan-Shah routed him at
Shabaran and captured his brother Abu Nasr. When al-Lashkarl died
in 392/1002, the people of al-Bab requested him to release Abu Nasr.
Yazid, intent on restoring the Sharvanian authority over al-Bab, proposed that Abu Nasr should marry his daughter and demanded the
surrender of the citadel of al-Bab to himself. When the people of al-Bab
refused this demand, he killed Abu Nasr and fought his brother
al-Mansur, to whom the people of al-Bab swore allegiance in 393/1003.
The war between Sharvan and al-Bab dragged on with changing fortune
until the people of al-Bab revolted and expelled al-Mansur in 410/101920 and surrendered the town to the Sharvan-Shah, who put a garrison
into the citadel. Al-Mansur recovered town and citadel in 412/1021-2
with the support of the lord of al-Sarir and fought an inconclusive
battle with the Sharvanians at Shabaran. In 414/102 3-4 he was again
driven out by the people, who surrendered the town to the SharvanShah, but he reconquered it in 415/1024. The feud was temporarily
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interrupted when the Sharvan-Shah in 416/1025 during his absence
from his capital al-Yazidiyya was faced with a rebellion of his son
Anushirvan there. Anushirvan soon lost most of his supporters and
fled as his father approached the capital. He was captured and starved
to death in prison. Yazid died in 418/1027 and was succeeded by
another son, Manuchihr.
Manuchihr in 420/1029 reopened the war with al-Bab over the
possession of an estate in Masqat. He was defeated, and in 421/1030 the
army of al-Bab raided his domains causing extensive destruction. Later
in the same year the Russians landed in Sharvan and inflicted a defeat
on Manuchihr near Baku killing many Sharvanians before they moved
on to Arran. In 422/1031 they again landed at Baku but were driven
out by Manuchihr. They united with the Alans and in 423/1032 took
al-Yazidiyya by force pillaging and slaying. On their way back they
were attacked and badly mauled by an army of ghazis under the amir
Mansur of al-Bab and lost all their booty and many men. A year later
they tried to take revenge on al-Bab, but were beaten off at al-Karakh.
Both the Hashimid Mansur and the Sharvan-Shah Manuchihr died
in 425/1034, the latter murdered by his brother Abu Mansur with the
aid of Manuchihr's wife, a daughter of the Shaddadid al-Fadl. While
Abu Mansur ascended the throne in Sharvan and married the widow
of his brother, al-Mansur was succeeded in al-Bab by his son 'Abd
al-Malik, who was promptly overthrown and expelled by the people,
who surrendered the town in 426/1035 to the new Sharvan-Shah. The
latter garrisoned the citadel and put his vizier in charge of al-Bab. But
'Abd al-Malik after two months reconquered his domains and killed
the vizier. He was able to conclude a peace with the Sharvan-Shah and
in 427/1035 married his sister Shamkuya. The new alliance was viewed
askance by the powerful chiefs of al-Bab. When they murdered the
vizier of *Abd al-Malik, the latter left secretly for Sharvan. Two of them
followed the amir to persuade him to return. They were detained as
hostages by the Sharvan-Shah while cAbd al-Malik returned to al-Bab
and fortified himself in the citadel. In 429/1038 an attack of the people
of Shandan on the town was repelled. In 430/1038-9 one of the chiefs,
c
Ali b. al-Hasan b. 'Anaq, revolted and besieged the amir in the citadel
but failed. The people of Khaidaq took the citadel in 432/1040-1 and
briefly held the amir and his wife captive. In the same year the chief
'Ali b. al-Hasan carried out a raid on Shandan. In 433/1041-2 'Abd
al-Malik again fled in fear of the chiefs, who captured his wife and sent
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her to her brother the Sharvan-Shah. 'Abd al-Malik soon retook
al-Bab, while the chiefs fled, and his wife returned from Sharvan. cAbd
al-Malik died in 434/1043 leaving a son, Mansur, of four years.
Mansur was proclaimed amir, and the chief cAbd al-Salam b. alMuzaffar b. Aghlab acted as his regent during his minority. After 'Abd
al-Salam's death in 443/1051-2 Mansur became the effective ruler. But
already in 446/1054 the chiefs revolted, and his reign remained troubled
by their opposition until he was eventually murdered by them in
457/1065. In Sharvan Abu Mansur b. Yazid was succeeded in 435/
1043-4 by his brother Qubad. In 437/1045-6 Qubad built a wall around
the capital al-Yazidiyya for fear of the Oghuz Tiirkmens, who at this
time were laying siege to Ganja. Qubad was succeeded in 441/1049 by
his nephew Bukhtanassar 'All b. Ahmad, who was promptly overthrown by his uncle Sallar b. Yazld. 'All fled but was captured and
killed near Bailaqan. Sallar actively pursued the fight against the
infidels during his reign. In 445/105 3-4 he took the castle of Malugh in
Shakkl by force and garrisoned it. Next to it he built a town with a
congregational mosque.
It is unknown if the rulers of Sharvan and al-Bab were among the
princes who formally submitted to Toghril Beg at the time of his
campaign to Azarbaijan and Arran in 446/1054. Their recognition of
the Saljuq suzerainty in any case cannot have been delayed much longer.
A decade later the region came under massive Turkish occupation.
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CHAPTER 7

IRAN UNDER THE BUYIDS
During the first decades of the 4th/ioth century Iran was divided into
three important spheres of power. The east(Transoxiana and Khurasan)
was subject to the Samanids, who also exerted a varying degree of
authority over the provinces of Sistan and Kirman beyond the desert
area of Dasht-i-KavIr and Dasht-i-Lut. The Iranian highlands by the
Caspian Sea were controlled by the Zaidite rulers of Tabaristan and by
various local potentates. In the south they were ruled by 'Abbasid
governors directly dependent on Baghdad, whose constant ambition
however was to establish themselves as independent dynastic rulers.
The Sajids of Qazvin had already succeeded in doing this by the end
of the 3rd/9th century in Azarbaijan in the northwest. The Zaidite
rulers of Tabaristan and the other smaller princes joined the Sajids,
though often involuntarily, to form a barrier effective enough to halt
the westward progress of the Samanids. Iran's fate for the next hundred
years was to be decided in the region on the south shore of the Caspian
Sea, an area barely two hundred miles long and sixty miles wide.
Within a few years an entirely new power was to emerge in this vacuum,
the Buyids, who were able to wrest central and southern Iran from the
'Abbasids while the attention of the latter was being diverted by
conflicts in Mesopotamia. Thus for the first time in Islamic history this
area was released from the centralized control of Baghdad and united
under the rule of an Iranian dynasty. In other words, the formation of
native states, which had already been in progress for some time in
eastern Iran, now began to take place in western Iran. The Buyids
achieved even more than this; from the Iranian plateau they descended
on Iraq and brought the caliphate itself under their domination. The
Buyid period therefore also marks the opening of a new era in the
history of the 'Abbasid caliphate. The weakening of the central power
of the caliphate, it is true, had already begun after the turn of the
century; nevertheless it was the Buyids who were to stabilize the
situation in Baghdad after a period of considerable confusion. The
occupation of Baghdad by the Shi'i Buyids might well have dealt a
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mortal blow to the caliphate if they had not decided, for reasons of
political expediency, to countenance its continued existence, thereby
assuring themselves of the possibility of using it as a political tool both
at home and abroad. This gave their rule a more legitimate appearance
in the eyes of the majority of their subjects, who were Sunni, and also
increased the respect in which the Buyids were held by foreign powers.
Their most dangerous opponents remained the Samanids in the east,
who in contrast were pursuing a deliberately orthodox Sunni policy
which gave them an excellent pretext for continuing their expansion
westwards. The struggles which took place along the frontier between
them were to affect Buyid policy for decades to come. It was from this
direction too, that in the n t h century the Ghaznavids and then the
Saljuqs delivered the counter-blows which first reduced and then
annihilated the Buyid state.
The form of government established by the Buyids may be described
with reservations as a military dictatorship. The Buyids were Dailamites and were largely dependent on soldiers drawn from their own
people. The Dailamites, whose home was in the mountainous area
north of Qazvin, had a long tradition of military prowess dating back
to pre-Christian times and including campaigns against Georgia as
allies of the Sasanians. Like the Turks, they already had been playing an
important role as mercenaries in the period which preceded the emergence of the Buyids, and they had been active in Iran, Mesopotamia and
even further westward. This was a factor of some importance in the
rapid success of the Buyids, for it was easy to persuade the Dailamites
to follow the victorious leadership of one of their own number. Their
fighting methods, their strategy and their accoutrement were much the
same as they had always been. Being a peasant race possessing cattle
but not horses, they were infantry men. Each man was equipped with a
shield, a sword and three spears, and, as Islamic sources tell us, they
were able to form an impenetrable wall with their large shields when
advancing in close formation. They specialized in hurling lances to
which were attached burning rags soaked in crude oil. Islamic sources
emphasize their hardiness, and their bravery was proverbial. On many
occasions the Buyids were able to win victories although their forces
were far outnumbered by their opponents. Because the Dailamites
could only be employed as infantry, the Buyids were also obliged to
make use of the Turks, whose mounted archers provided a tactically
essential complement. In addition they also enrolled Kurdish mercen251
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aries in Iran and Arabs in Mesopotamia. The combination of Dailamites
and Turks as the backbone of the Buyid army soon led to serious
problems. The question of the direct payment of the army out of the
state treasury was at least partly solved by the introduction of a form of
feudalism. Since the Buyids depended for their initial successes largely
on the assistance of their own people the Dailamites, there soon grew
up a sort of military aristocracy largely hereditary in character. As a
result there was constant friction between them and the Turks, which
in turn affected the outcome of many internal Buyid squabbles. Later
the Buyids of Iran tended to rely on Dailamites while those in Iraq
depended on Turkish support. In addition to this, the feudal system
had grave disadvantages, and the supremacy of the military was
detrimental to the civilian population. Dailamite oppression became
proverbial, as a reliable witness reports. 1
The roots of this military dictatorship lie partly in the conditions
under which the Buyids set up their rule and partly in the situation
prevalent in many parts of Iran before they appeared on the scene. The
central government was so ineffectual that the mercenaries in Shiraz
and Isfahan were left to themselves; consequently they could only be
paid and maintained by a leader who possessed a combination of
initiative, outstanding military proficiency, conviction and organizing
ability. The lack of administrative experience could easily be supplemented by the co-operation of professional civil servants. As we shall
see, 'Imad al-Daula, the founder of the Buyid empire, possessed all
these essential qualities. In Iran he found the mood of the mercenaries
ideally favourable for a take-over of power. The words attributed to
the Isfahan mercenaries after the death of Mardavlj are particularly
revealing in this respect: "If we remain without a leader, we are lost."2
In this mood both Turks and Dailamites embraced the Buyid's leadership ; the fact that he outstripped numerous rivals is indicative of his
qualities.
It lies in the nature of a military dictatorship based on a military
aristocracy that attempts to ensure a strictly hereditary line of succession
are fraught with difficulty. The Buyid empire was no exception, and it
only succeeded in establishing a regular pattern of succession when it
was already too late. The army was repeatedly to decide the matter
either by an official election or simply by force of arms. Women had
always held an important place in Dailamite society and they were to
1

2

Tanukhl, part i, p. 157.

Ibn al-Athlr, vol. vm, p. 105.
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wield great political influence and were even to achieve personal rule.
An example is Sayyida at the end of the 4th/ioth century in Ray. The
unique structure of the Buyid empire gave rise to a further problem.
It was from the start divided into three spheres of influence, Shiraz,
Ray and Baghdad. In consequence, questions of the unity of the empire
and its government occupy a position of the greatest importance in the
history of this period. From this point of view Buyid history may be
divided into three sections: first, its foundation and rise; secondly, its
apogee and the establishment of unity under Rukn al-Daula and cAdud
al-Daula; and thirdly, the struggle for the succession of*Adud al-Daula
which led in due course to the decline and final collapse of the empire.

I. FOUNDATION OF THE EMPIRE BY 'iMAD AL-DAULA

In the mountain fastnesses of their homeland the Dailamites had
already succeeded in repelling more than a dozen Muslim attacks before
the beginning of the 3rd/9th century, when they began to receive
Islamic influences. Pretenders to the succession of 'AH, who were of
the Zaidite persuasion, sought refuge amongst the Dailamites and began
to proselytize them in the second half of the 3rd/c)th century. But the
real wave of conversion did not come until the turn of the century,
when the Zaidite Imam Hasan al-Utriish spent a considerable length of
time in the region. The Zaidite Imams were supported by the Dailamite
family of Banu Justan in their struggle for supremacy in Tabaristan,
but at the beginning of the 4th/ioth century various Dailamite and
Gilan military leaders began to supplant them. It was during this
turbulent and uncertain period that 'All b. Buya ('Imad al-Daula), the
founder of the Buyid empire, began his career.
Our knowledge of 'Imad al-Daula's youth is at best fragmentary.
If we accept that he died at the age of 5 7, he must have been born c.
A.D. 891-2. It appears that, true to Dailamite tradition, he early embarked on a military career. He himself records that he was in his youth
employed at the court of the Samanid prince Nasr b. Ahmad (301/913331/943) apparently in the prince's closest entourage. The next step in
his advancement occurred when he entered the service of Makan b.
Kakl, either at the suggestion of Nasr or of his own free will. Makan
was a member of a princely Gilan family. He had espoused the cause of
the 'Alid ruler of Tabaristan and in 924 had become governor of
Gurgan. After the death of the former ruler he had made successful
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overture to the Samanids and had been appointed governor of the disputed territory of Ray. It is conceivable that 'Imad al-Daula joined
Makan at this date (928). He must certainly have occupied a high
position in Makan's army, for he was able to invite his two younger
brothers, Hasan (the future Rukn al-Daula) and Ahmad (later known as
Mu'izz al-Daula), to join him and to procure for them commissions in
the army and in his own retinue. Hasan was then about 30 years old,
Ahmad a boy of just 13. Two years later, Makan took a politically fatal
step when he decided to attack the Samanids in Khurasan; he managed
to occupy Nishapur for a time, but was then defeated by Mardavlj,
another Gilan prince, and forced to abandon Tabaristan. 'Imad alDaula was quick to join the victor's side along with his brothers, and
he entered the service of Mardavlj just when the latter was preparing
to subjugate the territory south of the Alburz range as far as Qazvln,
with every intention of proceeding to the conquest of other provinces
further south. Mardavlj soon recognized the capabilities of the Buyid,
shortly afterwards entrusting him with the administration of the
important town of Karaj, which had been the seat of the Dulafid
princes. The itineraries of various geographers would seem to indicate
that Karaj was in the neighbourhood of present-day Bahramabad, sixty
miles southeast of Hamadan. It was situated at an important centre of
communications, being at the junction of the north-south route from
Ray to Ahvaz and the south-east route from Hamadan to Isfahan. After
the overthrow of the Dulafids at the end of the 3rd/9th century, a
vacuum had occurred here which the 'Abbasid governors of Isfahan
and Shiraz had not been able to dispel. The appointment of 'Imad
al-Daula as governor of Karaj may well have taken place in Tabaristan,
since on his journey to his post he passed through Ray, where Vushmgir, one of Mardavlj's brothers, resided, as did the vizier al-'Amld,
whose son was later to play an important part in connection with Rukn
al-Daula. Meanwhile Mardavlj decided to terminate 'Imad al-Daula's
appointment, probably because he wanted to administer Karaj himself.
However, while in Ray 'Imad al-Daula won the favour of the vizier
and from him discovered the prince's plan. In order to forestall his
dismissal he speedily left Ray and took over control of Karaj.
The political situation at Karaj was confused. There seems to have
been a small garrison of Dailamite soldiers, but these had been left to
their own devices and were bored with inactivity. The surrounding
mountains were in the hands of the Khurramites, adherents of a
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religious and political sect combining Shi'l and Zoroastrian elements.
'Imad al-Daula set about their subjugation systematically and seized a
series of fortresses, which enhanced his reputation, and provided him
with valuable spoils. Soon the entire region was in his hands. The
riches he acquired from the Khurramites enabled him to hire more
mercenaries, thereby building up his position. His qualities as a born
leader were proved by the failure of Mardavij's attempts to stir up the
soldiers in Karaj against him. Soon 'Imad al-Daula was in a position to
contemplate an extension of his power. But at the same time he was
obliged to prepare his army for the likelihood of an impending attack
by Mardavij, who was bound sooner or later to try to put down his
rebellious viceroy. 'Imad al-Daula now made the capture of nearby
Isfahan his ambition, and there met with an unexpectedly brilliant
success. The opposing army, though far outnumbering his own, came
over with astonishing alacrity to his side when he appeared before the
walls of the city. This in turn enhanced his wealth and his popularity
with the mercenaries. He failed, however, to come to terms with the
governor of Isfahan and, unable to establish the legality of his position,
he abandoned the city in the face of Mardavij and, abandoning Karaj
too, marched on the important town of Arrajan, between Khuzistan
and Fars, which was ruled by the same governor as Isfahan. Here the
same pattern of victory and spoils was repeated.
His march on Arrajan was probably in the nature of a foray, but he
was doubtless already entertaining the prospect of setting up a kingdom
in southern Iran. He therefore only spent the winter in Arrajan, and in
spring 321/933 set off on a new campaign. In Fars he ran into an ally
in the person of Zaid b. 'AH al-Naubandaganl, who possessed large
estates in the mountains north of Kazariin and was on bad terms with
the authorities in Baghdad. Judging by his name he may have been a
descendant of 'All, who hoped that the Biiyid would provide military
support for the advancement of his religious and political ambitions.
Meanwhile Yaqut, the governor of Isfahan and Fars, had replaced
Mardavij as 'Imad al-Daula's most immediate antagonist. A series of
skirmishes culminated in a decisive battle from which the Biiyid emerged
victorious. By treating them well, he also won the vanquished over to
his side. The way was now open to Shiraz. In 322/May or June 934
he entered the capital city of Fars, which was to remain in the uninterrupted possession of the Biiyids until 1062.
After the capture of Shiraz 'Imad al-Daula strove to gain recognition
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by the caliph in order to forestall the claims of Mardavij. This time he
was successful, though he had no intention of paying the requisite
tribute. He accepted the insignia of his office as viceroy from the
caliph's emissary, but then delayed the emissary with promises for two
years, until the latter finally died in Shiraz without having achieved his
mission of obtaining the tribute. This episode, insignificant in itself,
prefigured the attitude which was to condition the subsequent policy
of the Buyids towards the 'Abbasid caliphate. 'Imad al-Daula and his
successors were by tradition Shi'i and of the Zaidite persuasion. It
should be recalled that the Dailamites had been converted to Islam by
Zaidite missionaries. Later the Buyids were to bend towards Twelver
Shf ism, and even the Isma'ills were later accepted for brief periods at
their court. Their Shi'l beliefs may have been varied in complexion,
but they certainly had no religious reason for seeking the caliph's
approval, let alone for setting themselves up as protectors of the
caliphate after their capture of Baghdad. But whatever the arguments
put forward to explain the moderation of the Buyids' policy towards
the caliph and whatever they themselves asserted at the time, there can
be no doubt that 'Imad al-Daula's decision to acknowledge at least
formally the caliph's supremacy was to have a very considerable
influence on future developments. His once valuable ally in Naubandagan meanwhile disappeared from the scene, as did a later Zaidite
pretender who had accompanied Mu'izz al-Daula to Baghdad but who
then returned to Tabaristan to further his own cause.
Mardavij was still 'Imad al-Daula's bitterest opponent. In order to
sever any possible Buyid links with Iraq, and doubtless also to preclude
the westward expansion of the Buyid Empire, Mardavij now embarked
on a campaign against Khuzistan. He then came to an agreement with
the caliph, thus forcing 'Imad al-Daula to recognize Mardavij's formal
superiority. But this state of affairs came to an abrupt end with the
murder of Mardavij in January 935. 'Imad al-Daula then began to press
his claims to Khuzistan with the caliph, probably building on his
position as second only to Mardavij. He occupied 'Askar Mukram and
then came to terms with the caliph, who confirmed him in the possession of Fars and gave Khuzistan to Yaqut, the former governor of
Fars.
The assassination of Mardavij in Isfahan, followed by the dispersal
of his Turkish mercenaries, led to the collapse of Ziyarid rule in central
Iran. Two of his Turkish officers, Tuzun and Bajkam, went to Baghdad,
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both reaching high position. A large number of the Turkish mercenaries joined 'Imad al-Daula in Shiraz, whereupon the latter felt that the
opportunity had come to incorporate in his growing empire Isfahan,
scene of his earliest triumphs. The command of this campaign he
entrusted to his younger brother Hasan (Rukn al-Daula), who had
distinguished himself in the battles in Fars and had then been sent as a
hostage to the court of Mardavij at the time of his brother's truce with
him, but had escaped at the time of Mardavij's assassination by bribing
his keepers. Rukn al-Daula won an easy victory at Isfahan, particularly
because Vushmgir, Mardavij's brother, was involved in engagements
with the Samanids, who were again attacking Ray. Owing to internal
discords, however, his triumph over the Ziyarids proved short-lived.
Vushmgir took Isfahan three years later and Rukn al-Daula was forced
to retreat to Fars. He set up camp before the gates of Istakhr and there
awaited the moment for renewed action.
Soon after the capture of Isfahan 'Imad al-Daula sent his youngest
brother Ahmad (Mu'izz al-Daula) to Kirman, a province which since
862 had been in the hands of the Saffarids. Shortly before the Buyids
established themselves in Shiraz, Abu 'All b. Ilyas of Khurasan had
driven the Saffarids out of Kirman (from now on they were confined
to Sistan) and had forced them to recognize Samanid supremacy in
928. During 'Imad al-Daula's campaigns in Fars he had made a vain
attempt to take Shiraz in a surprise attack. After the assassination of
Mardavij 'Imad al-Daula seized the opportunity of expanding his
realms towards the southeast. Rukn al-Daula was already in Isfahan;
Mu'izz al-Daula however was still waiting for a kingdom. He had
distinguished himself during the battle which had decided the struggle
for Fars by his intrepid heroism, and now Kirman fell swiftly before
him until he met resistance from the Qufs (Kufichis) and Baluchis. He
was then recalled by 'Imad al-Daula and sent to Istakhr, there to await
further calls to duty. Nevertheless his campaign in Kirman resulted in
the permanent recognition of Buyid authority by the Banii Ilyas. The
province was not to be annexed directly for several decades.
'Imad al-Daula had already obtained a foothold in Khuzistan, the
valuable province linking Fars and Iraq by occupying the strategically
vital town of Arrajan. The Baridis, the virtual rulers of the province,
now turned to the Buyids for help against their overlord the caliph in
Baghdad, and 'Imad al-Daula saw in this a golden opportunity for
renewing his old plans of conquering their territory. He despatched
17
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the waiting Mu'izz al-Daula to Ahvaz, and the latter soon ousted the
Baridis and undertook repeated campaigns against Baghdad, where the
'Abbasids were involved in their own internal disputes. In 945 he
entered the city, and the caliph bestowed the honorary title Mu'izz
al-Daula on him and the titles 'Imad al-Daula and Rukn al-Daula on his
brothers in Iran. He also became the de facto successor to the senior
amlrate {amir al-umara*). In Mesopotamia he found himself confronted
by the Baridis, who had retreated to Basra and Wasit, second, by a small
but impregnable amlrate in the marsh between the two cities, and, most
seriously, by the Hamdanids in Mosul who, after a vain attempt to
expel the Buyids from Baghdad in 946, retired to northern Mesopotamia, where their opposition was to be overcome thirty years later by
'Adud al-Daula. In 947 Mu'izz al-Daula subdued the Baridis. The small
marshland amlrate alone remained, defying the Buyids for almost a
century.
Meanwhile, in central Iran, Rukn al-Daula was favoured by fortune
as was his brother in Iraq. Clever politics of alliance enabled him to
play off the Ziyarids against the Samanids and especially their governors
in Khurasan, the Banu Muhtaj. Unlike Mu'izz al-Daula, Rukn al-Daula
did not receive support from Shiraz, and his progress was in consequence more erratic. About 940 he recaptured Isfahan and then defeated Vushmgir and occupied Ray with the help of Ibn Muhtaj, the
governor of Khurasan. However, he suffered a severe setback in the
very year in which Mu'izz al-Daula took Baghdad, for in the course
of one ambitious campaign Ibn Muhtaj seized the whole of central
Iran. Rukn al-Daula was not able to return to Ray until 335/946-7
when the Buyids had made sure of Iraq. He then achieved the annexation of Tabaristan and Gurgan. His defeat of the Musafirids of
Azarbaljan at Qazvin settled this disputed frontier though spasmodic
struggles against the Ziyarids and the Samanids continued for
many years.
By the spring of 948 the boundaries of the Buyid Empire in Iran and
Mesopotamia were clearly defined, apart from some small and unimportant areas later added to it. Little over a dozen years had sufficed to
establish in the greater part of Iran a power which was to exert a
decisive influence on the 'Abbasid caliphate for more than a century.
Yet it was neither centrally organized nor provided with a strict order
of succession. This lack of centralization it shared with other powers
of the period. Thus the Hamdanid state in northern Mesopotamia was
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divided between Mosul and Aleppo, neither centre taking pride of
place. The Buyid state had more in common with the Hamdanids than
they had with their eastern neighbours the Samanids. In both the
Buyid and the Hamdanid state there were always at least two rival
rulers whose interests did not coincide, the only bond between them
being that of blood. The relations between the joint rulers of the Buyid
empire were more complicated than in the case of the Hamdanids,
whose rule depended on the Aleppo-Mosul axis. From the very
beginning Buyid leadership centred on 'Imad al-Daula, the eldest of the
three brothers. Rukn al-Daula seems to have had free rein in Isfahan
and Ray. His coins bear witness to absolute authority in his own
territory, his name alone appearing beside that of the caliph. This was
true also of coins of his elder brother minted in Fars, proving that the
two regions enjoyed equal and independent importance. The youngest
of the three, Mu'izz al-Daula, who was only twenty when he occupied
Kirman, acted under the orders of 'Imad al-Daula, and when he did not
fulfil the latter's requirements he was recalled to Fars and only later
placed in command of the Khuzistan campaign. His dependence on his
brother entitled him to support from Shiraz but limited his personal
authority in the territories he conquered to that of a governor or
representative (nd'ib) of 'Imad al-Daula. His coins therefore bear three
names - those of the caliph and 'Imad al-Daula as well as his own. In
the list of dignitaries which al-Suli gives for the caliphate of Muttaqi
(940-4) in his work Akhbdr al-Kddi wdl-Muttaqi billdh 'Imad
al-Daula appears as governor of Fars and Khuzistan (he had not yet
conquered Iraq) whereas Mu'izz al-Daula, being only his brother's
representative in Khuzistan, is not even mentioned. Rukn al-Daula
on the other hand, as would be expected, appeared in the list as the
independent governor of Isfahan (al-Jibal).1
Was Mu'izz al-Daula entirely subordinate to his eldest brother?
When they met in Arrajan in 948 'Imad al-Daula is said by Miskawaih
to have declared: "Mu'izz al-Daula and Rukn al-Daula are my brothers
by blood, my sons by upbringing and my creatures with regard to their
power." He certainly regarded himself as senior amir, although Mu'izz
al-Daula, as ruler of Baghdad, de facto held the title, yet he never
claimed to be supreme ruler of the whole Buyid empire. Such a connection of the senior amirate arose only after his death. It is hardly likely
that Mucizz al-Daula had no freedom of action; for instance, the
1

Sull, p. 284.
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deposition of al-Muktafi and the installation of al-Mutic in 946 was
undoubtedly his decision, though it was in accordance with his
brother's policy towards the caliphate. The problem of the succession,
meanwhile, was to remain in abeyance until the approaching death of
the childless 'Imad al-Daula dictated a provisional solution. He named
his nephew 'Adud al-Daula as his successor to the throne of Shiraz.
By this decision the flaw inherent in the question of succession in the
Buyid empire was perpetuated; a time would come when none of the
Buyid rulers had sufficient moral and military authority to assume
responsibility for the whole empire in time of need.
'Imad al-Daula died in Shiraz in December 949 at the age of fiftyseven and was buried in a tomb which was to become the mausoleum
of the Buyid dynasty (Turbat Barn Buya). He left no other monument of
artistic interest, for he was essentially a man of action, a brilliant commander in the field who also knew how to win the favours of the great
and turn their influence to his own advantage. His economic policy was
in character, as well as being typical of his time. In the first place, he
evaded the traditional payment of 800,000 dinars annual tribute to the
caliph; in the second place, he filled his treasury with enforced gifts
(musddard)from his wealthier subjects; thirdly, and most characteristically, he confiscated land, giving it in fief to his officers in lieu of payment. The result of this policy was to lighten the financial burden of the
state but at the cost of a fatal and long-lasting impoverishment of the
country. Soldiers make bad landlords, and by the end of his reign his
officers were almost as discontented as the dispossessed peasantry. The
date at which this form of payment began is uncertain, though it must
have been earlier than the conquest of Iraq, since Mu'izz al-Daula
would not have introduced it there without a precedent in Iran. In the
early period of 'Imad al-Daula's rule in Fars the traditional method of
payment seems to have been the rule, and this would account for the
almost legendary reports related by Miskawaih and later chroniclers of
how, after the capture of Shiraz, he discovered the hidden treasure
amassed by his predecessor Yaqut and used it to pay his army, his own
treasury being at the time empty. Such accounts may well contain an
element of truth. If so, they must have been regarded as further proof
of 'Imad al-Daula's "good fortune"; the meteoric rise of a humble
officer of Dailamite origin was bound to make a deep impression on his
contemporaries regardless of the means whereby it was achieved. We
will have to come back later to the legend that the Buyids were of royal
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stock. In Ibn al-Athlr this legend is combined with another, according
to which the father of the three brothers was told by an astrologer that
his sons could expect a great future; they were three branches from
each of which further shoots would spring. The legend seems to have
arisen c. 936-7, at a time when eImad al-Daula could still have been
hoping to produce an heir and Rukn al-Daula had already taken Isfahan.
Mu'izz al-Daula was then awaiting further orders in Istakhr after his
misfortune in Kirman, and he does not in fact appear by name in the
legend.
The chroniclers all pass favourable judgement on 'Imad al-Daula.
Indeed the fearless and outspoken Ibn al-Athir declares that he was
mild {halim) and clever (cdqil) and imputes political skill to him both as
a ruler and as an overlord. To a great extent we may concur with his
opinion, though it is questionable whether the Buyids could have
retained control for more than a century over the territory they
conquered had not rulers like Rukn al-Daula and 'Adud al-Daula
appeared after him to consolidate the Buyid empire internally and
externally. 'Imad al-Daula was himself too concerned with founding
the empire to be able to mould its future development with longsighted policies. His despatch of Rukn al-Daula to Isfahan was intended
to provide the latter with territory of his own rather than to achieve a
deliberate rounding-offof the Buyid frontiers, and the failure to regulate
the latter's official relationship to the senior amirate was to have evil
consequences later when Rukn al-Daula's son, Fakhr al-Daula, made
the first moves that were ultimately to lead to the disintegration of the
empire. Similarly his despatch of Mu'izz al-Daula to Kirman and
Khuzistan was primarily designed to protect the eastern and western
flanks of his own central province, Fars. This, rather than his youth,
was the reason why Mu'izz al-Daula was given only titular sovereignty
in the west. His subsequent conquest of Iraq was carried out without
his brother's instructions and was not supported by him, although it
was tolerated. The Buyids were in fact never really at home in Baghdad.
Mu'izz al-Daula almost returned to Ahvaz "because of its better
climate" and his immediate successors never took up permanent
residence in Baghdad. 'Imad al-Daula's lack of interest in Baghdad and
in the position of senior amir is for its part borne out by the fact that
he never visited it, to be confirmed in office by the caliph, let alone
made it his own capital. The most westerly point he ever reached was
'Askar Mukram, north of Ahvaz, which he occupied for a short time
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in the spring of 935 after the death of Mardavlj. 'Imad al-Daula may
therefore accurately be said to have founded the Buyid Empire, but
not to have moulded it into shape.
II. THE BUYIDS AT THE HEIGHT OF THEIR POWER

Rukn al-Daula and 'Adud al-Daula

'Imad al-Daula died just under two years after the conference of
Arrajan where questions concerning the future position of Iraq with
regard to the other parts of the Buyid empire had been discussed. Some
months before, he had resolved the question of his succession by summoning Fana-Khusrau ('Adud al-Daula), the eldest son of Rukn
al-Daula, to Shiraz and nominating him as his successor. Fana-Khusrau
was barely thirteen years old, but was the only Buyid prince of the
second generation to have grown up to that age. This decision shows
that 'Imad al-Daula had every intention of preserving the two or even
threefold division of the empire. He does not appear to have contemplated the alternative solutions of adding Fars to the territories of Rukn
al-Daula or of nominating Mu'izz al-Daula, his viceroy and representative in the west, to the overlordship of Fars, Khuzistan and Iraq. He
does not seem to have attached any great importance to the question
of who was to inherit the title of senior amir, though he must have
realized that during the minority of his adoptive heir the latter's father
would enjoy the title. Rukn al-Daula was indeed quick to seize the
senior amlrate, particularly as his son's position in Shiraz was at first
by no means certain. At the news of his brother's death he promptly
went to Shiraz and spent no less than nine months there, despite the
fact that his own province was still being threatened by the Samanids.
His efforts had the practical result of restoring the unity of the empire.
Fana-Khusrau discovered that he was not the ruler of an independent
province but that he occupied in Fars a position towards Rukn al-Daula
similar to that which Mu'izz al-Daula had occupied towards 'Imad
al-Daula; in other words, he was his father's viceroy and representative,
as is borne out by the existence of coins bearing his name and that of
his father. No opposition was offered in Baghdad to this reorganization
of the empire. Mu'izz al-Daula had sent troops to Shiraz to ensure
'Adud al-Daula's accession, and he accepted his brother's new position
without demur, carrying out the khutba in his name and altering the
design of his coinage accordingly. The only change, as far as Iraq and
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Khuzistan were concerned, was that Rukn al-Daula was now in 'Imad
al-Daula's place. Nevertheless the changeover at Shiraz was not entirely
without friction. Shortly after his accession, the new ruler of Shiraz
was honoured by the caliph with the title "'Adud al-Daula". The
earliest evidence we have for it occurs on a coin now in the Berlin
Numismatic Collection, which bears the date 340/951-2. As he was the
Buyid representative in Baghdad, Mu'izz al-Daula would have had the
last say in the negotiations with the caliph, who alone could bestow
such titles. The question of a suitable title was thus the last opportunity
for raising a protest, and sure enough, it soon became evident that the
changes in the east did not meet with complete approbation in Baghdad.
From the Rusiim ddr al-kbildfa "The Etiquette of the Court of the
Caliph" by Hilal al-Sabi' we learn that it was initially intended that
the title "Taj al-Daula" should be conferred on Fana-Khusrau, but
Mu'izz al-Daula not agreeing with this, the title "'Adud al-Daula" was
chosen instead. The original choice seemed to Mu'izz al-Daula to
anticipate Fana-Khusrau's claim to the senior amirate, and he therefore
opposed it. Certainly " T a j " (crown) differed from all the earlier titles
borne by the Buyids, which had all been based on the epithets "pillar"
('Imad, Rukn) or "strength" (Mu'izz). Mu'izz al-Daula considered
that, in the event of Rukn al-Daula's death, the leadership of the Buyid
Empire should pass to him by virtue of that very principle of seniority
which Rukn al-Daula had just asserted in his own favour. In fact his
own death during Rukn al-Daula's lifetime exempted him from pursuing any such claim. The disagreement over the title did however result
in laying the foundations of an increasing estrangement between
Baghdad and Ray/Shlraz, which was to become open after Mu'izz
al-Daula's death, and which finally led to the exclusion of the Baghdad
branch from the succession. Provisionally, however, the seeds of this
controversy were to some extent concealed by the lavish gifts which
Rukn al-Daula sent from Shiraz to Baghdad and which may well have
had a direct connection with the vexed question of the title. In the eyes
of Miskawaih, who was on the side of his patron 'Adud al-Daula, and
who was out to justify the latter's claims to suzerainty, there was no
doubt whatsoever that Rukn al-Daula had been officially declared
senior amir by the caliph himself.1 It was to be of decisive importance
for the future that through Rukn al-Daula's assumption of the senior
amirate the centre of the empire shifted from Fars to Northern Iran.
1
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Whereas the Buyid hold on Fars had long been assured and Buyid rule
in Iraq was well on the way towards consolidation, Rukn al-Daula's
hold on his own province was still far from secure. Now, as senior
amir and eldest Buyid, he was able to turn his moral claims to support
from the rest of the empire into official obligations, and in consequence
he was repeatedly assisted in the struggles of the next few decades by
military support from Mu'izz al-Daula, who was thereby compelled to
forgo pressing tasks of his own, for in Mesopotamia the Hamdanids of
Mosul were still a source of constant danger to Buyid supremacy.
Strangely enough we do not hear of any support from 'Adud al-Daula
until later, when he fought a diversionary campaign into Khurasan
during the Samanid onslaught of 356/966-7. This was his first sign of
military activity. Fars was an oasis of peace; it was not attacked, nor
did it start any offensive, and its young ruler could grow accustomed to
the tasks of government undisturbed and emerge as the great monarch
who was later to play such an important part in the history of Iran.
Rukn al-Daula meanwhile was being constantly assailed from within
and without. During his absence in Shiraz for the enthronement of
c
Adud al-Daula, the Samanid governor of Khurasan overran Jibal; it
was providential for Rukn al-Daula that the governor's sudden death
halted this advance. In 342/95 5-6 he was forced to sign a humiliating
treaty with the Samanids, followed by a second the same year. These
conflicts also resulted in Khurasan's virtual independence from the
Samanids, which was to last twelve years and allow Rukn al-Daula to
advance to the Caspian Sea, annex the henceforth tributary states of
Tabaristan and Gurgan, and receive the recognition of Bisutun b.
Vushmgir. In 3 61/971-2 he was in a position to sign a more favourable
treaty with the Samanids, though his pride still had to suffer the
humiliation of paying tribute.
The end of Rukn al-Daula's chequered career was overshadowed by
the insubordination of cAdud al-Daula concerning claims to Iraq. The
Mesopotamian Buyids were facing problems similar to those of Rukn
al-Daula in northern Iran, although their rule was less urgently
threatened than was the case in Ray and Isfahan. In Mesopotamia the
Hamdanids provided this threat, and political changes on its frontiers
could easily have had a disastrous effect. Such changes were lurking on
the horizon when, in 967, Mu'izz al-Daula died in the midst of a
campaign against the Shahinids in the Mesopotamian marshlands. Just
before this he had taken 'Urnan, which could command the Persian
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Gulf, with the help of troops from Fars. This success was however of
little consequence for his larger Mesopotamian policies. It was at this
time that Saif al-Daula died in Aleppo, and with him the chief bastion
against Constantinople disappeared. This was followed by Byzantine
advances in Syria. The Biiyids were forced to act. The Islamic world
would be threatened by dire perils if they failed to take action. But
Mu'izz al-Daula's son and successor, 'Izz al-Daula Bakhtiyar, contented
himself with half-measures; an army of the faithful was assembled to
wage the Holy War but never marched - its presence merely aggravated
the state of tension. It should be noted that these events coincided with
the invasion of Egypt by the Fatimids from North Africa.
Mu'izz al-Daula in Baghdad was too concerned with home problems
to pay much attention to the changes taking place in northern Syria.
The traditional antagonism between the Turkish and Dailamite elements in his army was even more bitter in Baghdad than in the rest of
the empire. For more than a century the majority of the caliph's
mercenaries had consisted of Turks, but with the Biiyid conquest
Dailamites began to usurp their privileges. The Turks, however,
resisted them. Indeed Mu'izz al-Daula's chief commander, Sebiik-Tegin,
was himself a Turk. A further reason for the antagonism was religion.
The DailamI were Shl'l, the Turks Sunni. Mu'izz al-Daula at first
alienated the Turks, but then succeeded in working out a policy of
compromise, his concern for the continuation of which is clearly discernible in the political testament which he left his son and successor
'Izz al-Daula and which is recorded by Miskawaih. He specifically
recommended that Sebiik-Tegin be retained in office and insisted that
Turkish claims should receive fair consideration. Two other urgent
problems were also dealt with in this testament. One concerned Buyid
policy towards the Hamdanids, the other advocated the recognition of
Rukn al-Daula's supremacy. The young prince was also enjoined to
respect and honour his elder cousin, 'Adud al-Daula.
At first 'Izz al-Daula followed his father's advice. He continued the
campaign against the Shahinids in the marshlands, which had come to
a halt with his father's death, but victory eluded him. He ignored what
was happening on the Byzantine frontier, declaring this to be a matter
for the caliph. Indeed when in 971 the Byzantine army penetrated deep
into northern Mesopotamia, he did not even return to Baghdad. The
volunteer force assembled to defend the faith now became the nucleus
of a personal army in the hands of Sebiik-Tegin, who felt himself
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slighted by 'Izz al-Daula and increasingly driven to oppose him. In 973
'Izz al-Daula, against the advice left by his father, undertook an
expedition against Mosul in order to avert an impending financial
crisis. The result was a complete fiasco - the Hamdanids marched on
Baghdad and it appears that Sebiik-Tegin was in secret collusion with
them, hoping thereby to overthrow the Buyids in Iraq. cIzz al-Daula
now resolved to confiscate the Turkish fiefs in order to overcome his
financial straits, and with this end in view advanced on Khuzistan,
where most of these fiefs were situated, at the same time declaring
Sebiik-Tegin dismissed. The latter rallied the forces loyal to himself
while 'Izz al-Daula moved to Wasit and there entrenched himself. He
scornfully rejected Sebiik-Tegin's offer to relinquish Baghdad while
retaining southern Iraq, whereupon the rebellious Turk marched on
Wasit and laid siege to it. 'Izz al-Daula's fate might well have been
sealed had not reinforcements come to his aid from the eastern territories of the empire.
The campaign to relieve Wasit was entrusted to 'Adud al-Daula. For
nearly twenty years he had ruled in peace. He had helped Mu'izz
al-Daula capture 'Uman and then promptly had marched on Kirman,
which had once again become the scene of internal conflicts between
the Banu Ilyas. The province was now for the first time directly annexed
by the Buyids and Abu'l-Fawaris (Sharaf al-Daula), the seven-year-old
son of 'Adud al-Daula, was nominally appointed viceroy. These new
conquests to the south and east had made Fars doubly secure, and 'Adud
al-Daula could now concentrate his undivided attention on the west.
His father's decision to entrust him with the relief of 'Izz al-Daula could
scarcely have been more propitious. Since his cousin's accession, he had
been viewing the situation in Iraq with growing concern, for as future
senior amir he had more than a casual interest in preserving and
strengthening Buyid rule there. He was certainly already contemplating
the removal of the Baghdad line because of its proven inability to
govern, and this brought him into conflict with his father, who wished
to uphold the Iraq branch of the family at all costs. 'Izz al-Daula had
faithfully carried out his father's policy in this respect and had unquestioningly recognized Rukn al-Daula's senior amirate, but his attitude
towards 'Adud al-Daula was more complex. The roots of his ambivalent
attitude lay in the problem of the rights of succession to the title, discussed above. 'Adud al-Daula had granted asylum to a brother of 'Izz
al-Daula who had instigated a rebellion in Basra and had been driven
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to flight. 'Izz al-Daula responded by obstructing the activities of 'Adud
al-Daula's agents who were in Baghdad to purchase various requirements for his army and court. 'Adud al-Daula thereupon seized the
opportunity afforded by Mu'izz al-Daula's death of occupying 'Uman
and incorporating it in Fars. These relatively trifling signs of enmity
suddenly assumed a new complexion when 'Izz al-Daula ran into
serious difficulties and found himself entirely dependent on help from
the east. 'Adud al-Daula did indeed comply with his father's order to
march on Wasit but he protracted his journey in the hope that his
cousin would in the meantime be overpowered, thus leaving the way
open for him. But 'Izz al-Daula held out, and 'Adud al-Daula found
himself reluctantly obliged to reinstate him in Baghdad. There an army
mutiny gave 'Adud al-Daula the opportunity for which he had been
longing. He deposed his hated and despised cousin and assumed power
himself. But this action brought him the strong disapproval of his
father, who, invoking a pledge given to Mu'izz al-Daula, categorically
forbade the exclusion of the Baghdad line. An offer by his son to pay
him tribute for the possession of Iraq was promptly rejected. After
numerous exchanges between Baghdad and Ray 'Adud al-Daula was
constrained to return to Shiraz empty-handed. The sole achievements
of his intervention in Iraq were the overthrow of Sebiik-Tegin's uprising (the latter had died during the siege of Wasit) and the provisional
retention of his supremacy in Iraq by naming 'Izz al-Daula as his
viceroy and leaving one of his own most trusted officers in Baghdad as
commander-in-chief of the army. 'Izz al-Daula, however, was so certain
of support in Ray that he immediately reverted to the status quo after
'Adud al-Daula's departure. He was equally confident that the other
powers in Mesopotamia were behind him. Indeed both the Hamdanids
and the Shahlnids in the marshlands realized that they fared better when
there was a weak Buyid in Baghdad. 'Adud al-Daula had demonstrated by his admittedly few but successful undertakings that he was a
ruler who had to be taken seriously.
On his return to Shiraz, 'Adud al-Daula must have realized that his
intervention in Baghdad had been over-hasty. His prime aim, no doubt,
had been to consolidate Buyid rule in Iraq, but at the same time he had
not been able to persuade his father to alter the structure of the empire.
Now, after this fiasco, he was actually in danger of losing his claim to
the succession to the empire as a whole. As the eldest son, and as ruler
of the important province of Fars, he had hitherto been in a position
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to assume that one day he would succeed his father as senior amir, even
though this actually had never been formulated in so many words. But
now his relationship to his father had become decidedly clouded, and
there was a very real threat that the latter might decide the question of
the succession in a new and completely unforseen way. It was at this
juncture that Abu'1-Fath b. al-cAmid, Rukn al-Daula's vizier, came to
his assistance by acting as mediator and arranging a meeting between
the two princes in Isfahan in January 976. At this encounter Rukn
al-Daula appeared in a conciliatory mood and named his son as his
successor on the throne, on two conditions: his rule over Ray and
Hamadan would have to be indirect, since Ray would go to his second
son, Fakhr al-Daula, and Hamadan would be inherited by his third son,
Mu'ayyad al-Daula. Both however would have to recognize cAdud
al-Daula as senior amir. In other words the latter would exert direct
rule only over Fars; no mention was made in this settlement of Iraq,
nor did fIzz al-Daula take part in the meeting. It appears that it was
tacitly assumed that no regulations would succeed in altering the relationship of Iraq to the eastern provinces of the empire, and that in any
case 'Izz al-Daula would duly recognize 'Adud al-Daula's supremacy as
he had Rukn al-Daula's. 'Izz al-Daula had already been acquainted with
this possibility by his father's will, and Rukn al-Daula was justified in
hoping that loyalty would be preserved in Baghdad and that no steps
would be taken there to alter its traditional dependence on Ray, or
rather on Shiraz. On this point he was however to be proved mistaken.
He died shortly after the meeting and settlement, in September 976,
and the disintegration of the empire promptly began. 'Izz al-Daula
refused obedience to the new senior amir, expressing this outwardly by
the new titles conferred on himself by the caliph, proceedings described
by Hilal al-Sabi'. Moreover the caliph also gave him one of his
daughters in marriage and thereby declared his assent to cIzz al-Daula's
policy towards the eastern provinces.
It is scarcely probable that Rukn al-Daula's settlement was the result
of his own free and unimpeded decision, stemming as it did from a
mistaken estimate of future developments. When, on his accession in
949, he had drawn up his first settlement, the situation in Baghdad had
been a very different one, but in the meantime 'Izz al-Daula had given
ample proof of his incapacity, and the Baghdad viziers were no longer
men like Muhallabi, completely and unconditionally loyal to their
master. Either Rukn al-Daula was inadequately informed about the
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changes in Mesopotamian internal and foreign policy, or it was the
obstinacy of old age which led him to uphold on principle the settlement drawn up for Iraq in 949. Certainly these wTere all factors in play
at the time, but none was as decisive as the political duplicity of the
vizier Abu'1-Fath b. al-'Amid, who had succeeded his father in that
position some years previously. In 974 he had been sent to accompany
'Adud al-Daula to Iraq to quell the revolt against the Buyids, and it
was there that he began to play his double game; on the one hand he
went to Ray as 'Adud al-Daula's emissary with the mission of persuading the senior amir to agree to the deposition of 'Izz al-Daula, on the
other he cultivated close ties with 'Izz al-Daula and with the caliph, and
was even toying with the idea of moving permanently to Baghdad and
of becoming vizier there. In Ray he succeeded in bringing about the
reconciliation between his master and 'Adud al-Daula. It was undoubtedly due to his exertions that Iraq retained its formal independence in the new order of accession in accordance with the wishes of the
Baghdad Btiyid and the traditional policy of Rukn al-Daula. The
prompt deposition and murder of the vizier following Rukn al-Daula's
death was the foreseeable and virtually inevitable consequence. A new
imperial policy was now under way, and it needed new men to carry
it out.
With the death of his father, the way to Baghdad was open, and
'Adud al-Daula, now senior amir, began his preparations for the
campaign while 'Izz al-Daula assembled his confederates in readiness
for the coming attack. In the spring of 977 'Izz al-Daula was defeated
in a decisive encounter in Khuzistan and withdrew to Wasit, where he
was able to form a new army. But the trial of strength was not in the
end to be resumed, for after long drawn-out negotiations 'Adud
al-Daula granted him freedom of passage to Syria, the one condition
being that he was not to make any alliances with the Hamdanids. When,
in spite of this condition, he allied himself with Abu Taghlib, his fate
was sealed. They were defeated at Samarra in the spring of 978, and
'Izz al-Daula, taken prisoner, was put to death with his cousin's
consent. 'Adud al-Daula then proceeded to conquer the whole of
northern Mesopotamia, leaving only the Hamdanids of Aleppo as an
independent though tributary power. Abu Taghlib for his part was
killed while attempting to re-establish himself in Syria. Some of the
sons of 'Izz al-Daula went over to the Fatimids and the rest were
captured and imprisoned in a fortress in Fars. Next, 'Adud al-Daula
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cleared Mesopotamia of Bedouin and Kurdish marauding bands, not
sparing lives and using the harshest form of coercion. This task completed, he turned to deal with the former allies of 'Izz al-Daula; his
campaign in the marshlands was a failure, but he was more successful
against the Kurds ruled by Hasanwaih. With psychological shrewdness
but appalling cruelty he executed some of the sons of Hasanwaih, who
had died just before, while at the same time investing others with robes
of honour and naming one, called Badr, as Hasanwaih's successor.
Every flicker of resistance in Kurdish territory was meanwhile ruthlessly extinguished. During this period he entrusted his undertakings
in the east to his brother Mu'ayyad al-Daula. There Fakhr al-Daula, to
whom Ray had been given in the settlement of 976, had joined the side
of 'Izz al-Daula, hoping thereby to carve out an independent territory
for himself in northern Iran. After the defeat of 'Izz al-Daula, he had
allied himself to the Ziyarid prince Qabus, and had counted on
Samanid support, but his hopes were disappointed. At Mu'ayyad
al-Daula's approach, he and Qabiis withdrew to Khurasan, but
Samanid support was not forthcoming. Only after 'Adud al-Daula's
death were the princes able to return to their domains.
By the summer of 980 the fighting was virtually over: cAdud alDaula returned to Baghdad from Hamadan, the ruler of an empire far
greater in size than all the previous subdivisions of the Buyid empire
put together, and stretching from 'Uman to the Caspian Sea and from
Kirman to the north Syrian border. The old home of the empire, Fars,
was under 'Adud al-Daula's direct control, as were Iraq and the newly
conquered province of Jazlra. The rest was governed by Buyid princes
or by other tributary rulers; Isfahan, Hamadan, Ray, Tabaristan and
Gurgan by Mu'ayyad al-Daula, the senior amir's brother, Kirman by
his eldest son Sharaf al-Daula, 'Uman and Khuzistan by his second son
Marzuban (Samsam al-Daula), and the Kurdish territory by Badr b.
Hasanwaih. A Buyid viceroy resided at Mosul. Of the former Hamdanid
state only the area around Aleppo remained as a buffer between the
Buyid Empire and Byzantium, but Aleppo had to recognize Buyid
overlordship. In the east, the Saffarids of Sistan too were now cAdud
al-Daula's vassals, while Makran, the coastal strip on the Indian Ocean,
was annexed to the empire from Kirman. At the centre of the empire
the Shahlnids of the marshlands still maintained their position as
vassals. 'Adud al-Daula's attempt to remove them entirely was in fact
his only failure. Iraq had ceased to be an independent province.
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Although 'Adud al-Daula did not return to Shiraz again, it continued
to be regarded as the actual capital of the empire, and it was from Fars
that were drawn the civil servants who replaced most of 'Izz al-Daula's
civil service in Baghdad. These latter, together with the 'Alid aristocracy, were banished to Fars. The supreme judge in Baghdad was also
dismissed and exiled, and his successor now resided in Shiraz and was
represented in Baghdad by four deputy judges, a decision which
infringed the traditional rights of the caliph severely and which also
provides an eloquent illustration of the shift of balance from Baghdad
to Shlraz. No doubt cAdud al-Daula had every intention of himself
returning to Shlraz in due course, as his successors were later to do.
The restoration and enlargement of the imperial palace in Baghdad
need not suggest that he regarded that city as his principal residence.
The main offices of state continued to be located in Shlraz, and communications with that city were maintained and facilitated by a specially
organized postal service, to whose quick and effective functioning the
senior amir attached particular importance.
The reasons for 'Adud al-Daula's prolonged sojourn in Baghdad
were both political and psychological. His new acquisitions had to be
consolidated, and they were threatened by the Samanids in the east,
by a new menace in the form of the Fatimids in the west, and by the
non-Islamic power of Byzantium in the north. Against Islamic opponents the 'Abbasid caliphate was still a valuable weapon in the hands
of whoever controlled it. In the face of the Fatimid threat to the
caliphate, the presence of a moderate Shi'i power in Baghdad which at
least tolerated it, must have appeared relatively tolerable to the markedly
Sunni Samanids and, after initial reluctance, they had accepted the
situation and recognized the caliph appointed by the Buyids. To the
relief of the Sunnis in Khurasan and Transoxiana the restriction was
lifted, whereby the khutba in Friday religious services was said in the
name of a deposed or deceased caliph to avoid the name of a caliph
appointed by the Buyids, and a more realistic attitude took its place. It
is true that 'Adud al-Daula was unable to prevent the Samanids from
granting asylum to Fakhr al-Daula and his ally, the Ziyarid Qabus, but
Bukhara temporarily lacked the military strength to be able to undertake an aggressive policy against the Buyids. The caliphate was even
more necessary to 'Adud al-Daula for the consolidation of his internal
position than as a means whereby to influence Samanid attitudes. The
majority of his subjects were Sunni and regarded the caliph as their sole
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rightful ruler despite his political impotence; knowing this, cAdud
al-Daula had himself formally declared senior amir by the caliph himself
in a solemn ceremony held in the autumn of 977, shortly after his entry
into Baghdad. We shall return in due course to the significance of this
action and to 'Adud al-Daula's conception of the state, which was one
which aimed at the coexistence of the caliphate and the senior amirate
and ultimately at a merging of the two.
The city of Baghdad, seat of the caliph, also provided an impressive
centre from which to conduct the foreign policies to which 'Adud
al-Daula now began to devote his energies. From Baghdad he initiated
diplomatic contacts with Cairo and Constantinople, and a series of
ambassadorial exchanges took place with both capitals. The subjects
discussed in his negotiations with Cairo were their policies towards the
Qarmatls, the "Holy War" against their mutual enemy the Byzantine
Empire, and the question of the 'Alid descent of the Fatimids. The
Qarmatls had declared their hostility towards the Fatimids before 969
at latest, and quite apart from this they had supported 'Adud al-Daula
in his war against 'Izz al-Daula. On the subject of the 'Alid origin of
the Fatimids the senior amir at first made some concessions but later
withdrew his recognition because it was interfering with his policy
towards the caliphate and was also liable to create unrest amongst his
Shi'i subjects. His policy towards Constantinople was much assisted
by his possession of a valuable hostage, the anti-emperor Bardas
Skleros who, having failed in his pretensions to the throne, had sought
refuge in Islamic territory and was now being held in confinement at
the Baghdad court. Constantinople wanted his return at all costs, and
thus 'Adud al-Daula was able to arrange a favourable truce. His dealings
with the Fatimids and with Constantinople clearly reveal his reluctance
to embark on further exploits in the north and west. If he did cherish
further ambitions, these were thwarted by the decline of his health.
Symptoms of a serious disease - the sources speak of epilepsy - had
first manifested themselves during his campaign to subjugate the east.
This may well explain the depressions which clouded the last years of
his life, when he was at the height of his power. He died in March 983
at the age of fifty-three; his imperial rule had lasted not quite six years,
'Adud al-Daula's greatest achievement was that he continued systematically to further his father's attempts to unify the empire. His
success was considerable. Although he did not succeed in building
foundations both lasting and stable, the period of his rule must, with
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that of his father's, be regarded as the golden age of the Buyid empire,
not only politically but culturally as well. The seeds sown in Rukn
al-Daula's reign were to grow and be brought to fruition by 'Adud
al-Daula. The period dominated by these two rulers does in fact differ
in many respects from that preceding which had seen the founding of
the Buyid empire, for 'Imad al-Daula had aimed solely at securing his
own rule and that of his brothers, whereas his successors went further
and sought to provide the empire with an ideological basis.
In Iran forces were stirring which were in favour of a restoration of
the Iranian monarchy. The Ziyarid Mardavlj, 'Imad al-Daula's most
redoubtable opponent, had already attempted to exploit such traditions,
and it was a policy towards which the Samanids also tended. Unlike
c
Imad al-Daula, Mardavlj had had a precise conception of the ideological basis of his own power. He used to celebrate the Iranian New
Year with great pomp, and he introduced Iranian court ceremonial in
his own palace. At audiences he would sit on a golden throne, wearing
a crown of Khusrau. If we are to give credence to Miskawaih's report,
his ambition was to conquer Iraq, with the ancient royal city of
Ctesiphon/al-Mada'in, recreate the former Persian Empire and assume
the title of Shahanshah. We are not told what part the caliph w^as
supposed to play in this empire, but the 'Abbasids would certainly not
have derived much comfort from Mardavlj's aspirations.
At first the Buyids were unusually reluctant to put forward any royal
claims. Miskawaih deplores the lack of a royal genealogy in the case of
Rukn al-Daula, saying that "in the eyes of the Dailamites he did not
possess the authority of an independent ruler". It was under the
influence of Ibn al-cAmid, his vizier, whose father had been vizier under
Mardavlj, that Rukn al-Daula began to acquire a deeper understanding
of the significance and requirements of his position, though perhaps the
time he spent as a hostage at the court of Mardavlj may first have
aroused his awareness. Now the ideal of a restored Persian monarchy
became accepted amongst the Buyids too. Our first record is a commemorative silver medal minted in Ray in 3 51/962, possibly to celebrate
the conquest of Tabaristan which occurred that year. On it the senior
amir is depicted as a Persian Emperor wearing a crown; the inscription
is in Pahlavi and reads: "May the glory of the King of Kings increase". 1
Indispensable for the support of this claim was the compilation of a
genealogy tracing the Buyids back to the Sasanids, though whether any
1
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attempt was made in this connection under Rukn al-Daula is uncertain.
The frequent choice of Iranian names in the second Buyid generation is
however quite striking. The founder of the family bore beside the
Iranian name 'Buya' the pseudo-Arab name (or kunyd) Abu Shuja'. Of
the grandfather's names only Fana-Khusrau is recorded. This suggests
that the father was the first to be converted to Islam, and would
account for his choice of purely Islamic names for his sons. He behaved
in a manner typical of a new convert by calling them 'All ('Imad
al-Daula), Hasan (Rukn al-Daula) and Ahmad (Mu'izz al-Daula). Rukn
al-Daula however returned to Iranian tradition by naming his eldest son
('Adud al-Daula) Fana-Khusrau, and another son Khusrau Firuz. The
name Fana-Khusrau is identical with that of the grandfather, who also
appears in the fictitious Buyid genealogy which goes back to Bahram
Gur and was probably only drawn up in its entirety at the court of
'Adud al-Daula. We first encounter the complete genealogy in alSabi"s Kitdb al-tdji9 2. history of the Buyid dynasty composed in
Baghdad in 980 at the command of 'Adud al-Daula. Although its
fictitious character was recognized even by contemporaries, it was to
be taken over by numerous authors. Moreover, the fact that it was
fictitious led to countless different versions; indeed De Slane refers to
no less than seventeen in his translation of Ibn Khallikan's biographical
work. 1 A late chronicle, that of Ibn Shihna (late 14th century) traces the
genealogy as far back as Ardashir b. Babak. The likelihood that the
provisionally complete version was drawn up at the court of 'Adud
al-Daula is borne out by the threefold appearance in it of the name
Shirdil, which was the name of 'Adud al-Daula's eldest son, who was
born c. 960 and later became known as Sharaf al-Daula. This detail
provides us with the earliest date acceptable for the completion of the
genealogy. Shirdil was certainly regarded as the successor to the crown,
a fact which also explains his hostility towards Samsam al-Daula, who
took over the government in Baghdad after 'Adud al-Daula's death.
The Buyid claim to kingship runs parallel with that to descent from
the Sasanids. In this respect too, 'Adud al-Daula deliberately followed
his father's policy both by arranging "suitable" marriages and by
assuming fitting titles. Probably as early as his march on Iraq he had
already married a daughter of the Dailamite king Manadhar, who may
have been descended from the Banu Justan line which had ruled Dailam
in the 9th century. As we have already seen, he demanded the title Taj
1
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al-Daula from the caliph immediately after his accession in Shiraz.
When this attempt was thwarted by Mu'izz al-Daula, he continued his
policy with greater circumspection but no less determination. On a
coin dated 350/961-2 and minted in Shlraz, he called himself "the just
amir", although names and epithets were till then rarely to be found
on coins. In fact the epithet "just" harks back to one which had been
the traditional prerogative of Persian kings, and the "mirrors of
princes" are full of anecdotes illustrating the "justice" of these monarchs of a former age. It is surely no coincidence that this type of
literature, with its typical retrospective emphasis on former Persian
kings, now became popular again. Three years after the minting of the
coin just referred to, the celebrated Mutanabbi visited the court at
Shiraz and in a qasida addressed the amir as "King of Kings ". Although
this may partly be explained by his use of poetic hyperbole and by his
recourse to flattery in the hope of reward, it nevertheless does reflect
the amir's conception of his own ambitions and position. But a few
years were to elapse before he took up arms in order to wage a series
of campaigns which were to lead him to Baghdad itself. After his
conquest of Kirman, he commanded the minting of a coin which bore
an exact resemblance both in design and inscription to the commemorative medal struck by his father in 351/962. After the capture of 'Uman
he went one stage further. The title "Shahanshah" now made its first
appearance in an inscription. Finally, a coin (not a medal) was minted
in 'Uman in 365/975-6 bearing the title "al-malik al-ddil". After his
assumption of the senior amirate in Baghdad nothing prevented him
from including this title on coins minted in Ray and Iraq as well. When
his series of conquests came to an end in 980, he was in a position to
crown his achievements with the official assumption of the title
"Shahanshah", which was henceforth placed on coins.
This act was preceded at the end of 977 by his solemn investiture in
the palace of the caliph, a remarkable ceremony of which al-Sabi' gives
a detailed description and background. It places the caliph's attitude in
a new light. 'Adud al-Daula's exaggerated idea of his own importance
had led him to insist on two conditions for his reception at the court
of the caliph: he demanded the privilege of riding into the audience
chamber on horseback, and the erection of a curtain to prevent any of
his followers from witnessing the moment when he kissed the ground
at the caliph's feet, for fear lest this might lessen the esteem which he
had so painstakingly built up for himself in Fars. The caliph however
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agreed to neither request. On the contrary, he ordered the erection of
a barrier at the entrance of the audience chamber, thereby forcing the
senior amir to dismount and enter it on foot - only to discover the
complete absence of the curtain as well. Nevertheless 'Adud al-Daula
observed all the prescribed ceremonial and prostrated himself before
the caliph, giving one of his followers, who asked if then the caliph
were God before whom alone one kneels, the quick-witted and appropriate reply: "Not God, but God's shadow on earth." The investiture
then took its customary course. After the greeting and a brief dialogue,
the caliph pronounced the words of investiture: " I t has pleased me to
transfer to you the affairs and government of the subjects both in the
East and in the West of the earth, excepting my own private possessions,
my wealth and my palace. Rule them, begging God to grant you
success." At the request of the senior amir this formula was repeated
before witnesses drawn from both parties. 'Adud al-Daula then received
the robes of honour, the diadem, and two banners, whereupon the deed
of nomination was read out. This brought the investiture itself to its
traditional close. But the senior amir had requested a special favour to
complete the ceremony. When the diadem was placed upon his head,
the court officials entrusted with the investiture itself allowed one of
his two locks of hair, adorned with a jewel, to hang loose. At the conclusion of the ceremony, according to the agreed plan, the caliph with
his own hand fastened the lock of hair beneath the diadem. This was
intended to give the impression that he had actually been crowned by
the caliph himself, and in order to ensure that all would go well, he
had taken two of his most high-ranking officials with him into the
chamber where the robes of honour were put on, apparently to make
quite sure that the lock of hair was not fastened beneath the diadem.
Presumably this detail was a Persian coronation ceremony unknown
at the caliph's court, and the latter had agreed to it unaware of the full
significance of what he would be called upon to do. But for 'Adud
al-Daula this small detail had very great importance indeed; before the
eyes of his companions and therefore in a sense of his subjects too, he
had been crowned king by the caliph himself. The title which he had
demanded as early as 950, shortly after his accession in Shiraz-Taj
al-Daula ("The Crown of the Empire") - only becomes fully comprehensible in the light of this ceremony. It too was now granted to him,
albeit in the altered version "Taj al-Milla", to avoid the repetition of
"Daula".
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'Adud al-Daula's coronation ceremony provides the clue to his
conception of the monarchy. It is true that the concept of monarchy had
been in essence superseded by Islam, but in practice this was not quite
the case, particularly in Iran. There dates were still reckoned by the era
of Yazdgard, the feast of Nauruz was still being celebrated, and
numerous fire temples were still serving the Zoroastrian cult, and
although countless Persians had already embraced Islam, the concept of
an Iranian monarchy still had a meaning. It provided the Buyids with a
welcome instrument when they came to consolidate their rule both at
home and abroad, it increased the respect in which they were held by
the Dailamite leaders who had frequently flouted their authority in
the past, and it coincided with the "Persian Renaissance" which in
northern Iran was just beginning to make itself felt in the domain of
literature. Even the Samanids, though strict Sunnis, displayed considerable reverence for the Iranian royal past, especially when it came to
genealogies. But cAdud al-Daula went one step further by obtaining
the approval of the caliph, albeit by somewhat devious means, and by
claiming descent from the great kings of the past. He was a devout
Muslim, and was undoubtedly convinced that the coexistence of
caliphate and monarchy would provide a solution for the political and
religious problems of the period. Even before his first campaign he
must have sensed that he had a vocation; this is something which
appears again and again in his surviving official correspondence. It may
serve as proof that the ideals which he personified were more than the
mere expression of cynical political calculation. In this he was quite
unlike Mardavlj the "unbeliever", who was the victim of his own
megalomania and met a miserable death at the hands of discontented
Turkish slaves. Of course the caliph was unlikely to be much impressed
by his imperial vocation and the new order it entailed. The senior amir
himself came to realize this only too bitterly, in other words, the
investiture meant little to the caliph but to 'Adud al-Daula its significance was profound and all-important. It led him to reward the caliph
with the restitution of all his former rights and privileges, with ostentatious gifts and with the renovation of his palace, although he had no
intention of thereby suggesting that he regarded himself as in any way
subservient. His idea was a division of power between the caliphate and
the monarchy, equivalent to the mediaeval European theories of church
and empire. His dismissal of the chief judge might therefore appear as
an incomprehensible negation of his ideas; more probably it was a
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lapse, understandable when one considers how unprecedented his ideas
were in Islamic history. Moreover the judge in question had shown
that he was likely to be far from sympathetic to the new order contemplated by 'Adud al-Daula. This new conception of the division of
power presupposed a mutual exchange of tokens of respect. Thus when
'Adud al-Daula returned to Baghdad from his eastern campaign in 980
he allowed himself to be conducted into the city by the caliph, an event
unprecedented in the history of the senior amlrate. Once again the
caliph seems to have failed to appreciate the significance of the ceremony
in which he was taking part. It did however lead the senior amir to
conceive a plan which, especially in the eyes of his contemporaries,
must have seemed even more unprecedented. He now aspired to unite
the two powers in the person of the son to be born of a marriage
between his own daughter and the caliph. The marriage took place in
the latter half of 980, but the caliph did not consummate it. Similar
marriages had often occurred previously, and on this occasion too the
caliph declined to see anything more in it than a polite formality to
which he ought to consent but which he could always interpret as
condescension on his part towards the senior amir. Thus in the khutba
held on the occasion of this marriage, the amir was reminded that the
Buyid dynasty was being done a signal honour by being thus permitted
to ally itself with the Hashimid house in wedlock. The caliph's cunning
thus came to his rescue; from this point on, relations between him and
'Adud al-Daula began to grow decidedly cooler. All that remained of
the latter's idea of the division of power were the ceremonials he had
introduced.
The attempt, initiated by Rukn al-Daula and continued by 'Adud
al-Daula, to revive the Persian monarchy by reconciling it with the
Islamic form of government was ultimately bound to fail. 'Adud
al-Daula is not remembered as a Persian monarch. His name was to go
down in history rather as a clever, energetic and strong ruler. The title
" Shahanshah" was not to become generally accepted (although the
Saljuqs also at first assumed it); instead the wielder of political power
was to bear the title "Sultan". It is significant that this title was originally borne by the caliphs; its assumption by the real holder of political
authority reveals the extent to which the caliphs had by now delegated
theirs. In practice this process had begun long before the advent of the
Buyids, from the moment when independent states had arisen in the
east and west. The prime concern of the Buyids and above all of 'Adud
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al-Daula was to regulate an area in which the caliph had exerted direct
influence until their rise to power. Indeed 'Adud al-Daula may even be
said to have striven to enhance the authority of the caliphate after a
phase during which it had been divested of power. It was an enterprise
which presupposed the co-operation of the caliph and the complete
supremacy of Buyid power. The first was never really forthcoming, and
the duration of the second was too short to provide even a temporary
answer to a problem which was at bottom insoluble. 'Adud al-Daula's
proposal to bring both parties together in a personal union was a daring
one, but it overlooked certain essential and theoretically influential
doctrines concerning the caliphate, since the Sunni authorities still
regarded the office as elective, not hereditary.
In many areas 'Adud al-Daula's achievements were great. Nevertheless we ought not to forget those of his father, Rukn al-Daula. Ibn
al-Athir praises the latter as a just ruler, while the verdict of Miskawaih
is rather less favourable, since he is apparently at pains to emphasize the
achievements of his own patron, the vizier Abu'1-Fadl b. al-cAmid, who
had served Rukn al-Daula in that capacity from 329/940 to 360/970. At
home Rukn al-Daula was faced with two major problems: how to pay
the army and how to ward off the incursions of the semi-nomadic
Kurds, which were constantly disrupting communications and agriculture not only in their own mountainous area but all over Jibal. He
could not with any confidence embark on a full-scale campaign against
them since the Hasanwaihids, a Kurdish dynasty, had exploited the
confused situation in western Iran in the middle of the 10th century
and had built up considerable strength of their own in the area around
Hamadan. Rukn al-Daula was compelled to pursue a lenient policy in
this direction because he was more concerned with the situation along
his eastern frontier. Moreover the Kurds commanded the important
route between the Iran plateau and Mesopotamia through which armies
from Baghdad would have to pass in order to come to Rukn al-Daula's
assistance. Only when the situation on the eastern frontier had been to
some extent regulated could he proceed to firmer measures against the
Kurds. In 970 he entrusted his vizier with a campaign against Hamadan,
but the latter's death brought it to a halt and a compromise solution had
to be found. Meanwhile the Hasanwaihids continued to increase their
power; they were still to have an important role to play.
Miskawaih criticized Rukn al-Daula's Kurdish policy and also his
liberality towards his troops, though we should not forget that he was
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more dependent on their loyalty than were the other Buyids. In this
respect matters improved once he had consolidated his power, an
improvement which the historian naturally ascribes to his own patron
Ibn al-'Amid. His complaint that Rukn al-Daula did not concern himself
sufficiently with the improvement of the country's economy does not
seem to be entirely justified. Information provided by the Tdrikh-i
Oum indicates that his initially severe taxation policy gradually became
more lenient. We know of an inquiry sent by Rukn al-Daula to Baghdad,
in which he requested a description of that city and details of the number of the baths it contained (presumably so as to gauge the size of its
population?). It seems likely that he wanted to know about the
splendours of Baghdad, which he never visited, in order to reflect
something of them in Ray or Isfahan. He favoured Qum because its
inhabitants were Shl% but it was Isfahan that he selected as his provisional capital. As late as c. 344/955-6, long after the capture of Ray,
the senior amir's harem and treasury were still located in Isfahan, and
later, when Ray was threatened, the harem was sent back there. The
city contained a palace which had originally belonged to the Dulafids
of Karaj and had been used by Mardavlj and then possibly by the
Buyids. The extension of the city attributed to Rukn al-Daula was
probably begun in 93 5, shortly after its capture, as was the construction
of its new wall, 21,000 paces in circumference, vestiges of which were
visible until a few years ago. He had already made the city his residence,
and his eldest son Fana-Khusrau ('Adud al-Daula) was born there the
following year. From 938 to 940 he was however forced to abandon the
city to the Ziyarids once again. From 940 onwards he was too much
involved in endless wars against the Samanids to be able to devote
much attention to the city. When the court moved to Ray, the young
Mu'ayyad al-Daula continued to reside at Isfahan as a viceroy, a position
he was to hold until his father's death. He had received the laqab in
3 5 5/965 at the age of fifteen. He too continued to rebuild and beautify
the city; indeed most of its extension may probably be attributed to
him. He enlarged the palace (Dar al-imdrd) and it was there that Rukn
al-Daula and 'Adud al-Daula resided during their celebrated conference
to regulate the succession to the empire in the spring of 976. The extent
to which Rukn al-Daula was concerned with the economic welfare of
his subjects is revealed by the measures he undertook to improve
Shiraz when he spent nine months there in 949 to induct 'Adud alDaula into his new office. He laid out the canal called Ruknabad after
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him, which was still to be seen in lbn Battiita's day; it was fed by a
spring located near Sa'dl's grave. One of his earliest viziers, Abu
'Abd-AUah a-Qummi (d. 328/939-40), was responsible for the restoration of the bridge at Idhaj in Khuzistan, which was particularly wellknown in the Middle Ages. The work was carried out by masons from
Isfahan at a cost, it is said, of 350,000 dinars.1
'Adud al-Daula's achievements in all these fields were however very
much greater. Its geographical position preserved the province of Fars
intact during all the strife and confusion of the period, and its ruler was
able to devote almost twenty years of peace to the improvement of it
and above all its capital, since he was more or less spared the expense of
military undertakings. Shiraz, which had superseded the old royal city
of Istakhr after the Islamic conquest, now began to flourish. Rukn
al-Daula's canal had marked the beginning of this process, for 'Imad
al-Daula does not seem to have made any improvements but simply to
have lived in the governor's palace in which, according to legend, he
had found the treasure amassed by Yacqub and the Saffarids. It was
probably in this palace that the enthronement of cAdud al-Daula took
place, but the building was soon to prove too humble for a man of his
ambition. The geographer Muqaddasi gives an enthusiastic account of
the magnificent edifice which now replaced it.2 It was two storeys high
and contained no less than 360 rooms together with a library. At great
expense cAdud al-Daula also built a citadel, but he did not see fit to
fortify the city itself. This was not to be undertaken until the last years
of the Biiyid period, when Shiraz was threatened by the Saljuqs. Soon
the city was so prosperous that its confines began to prove too narrow.
The amir thereupon founded a new quarter, calling it Fana-KhusrauGird. It was situated on a canal, half a farsang to the east or southeast
of the old city. The ceremonial entry of the amir to mark its completion,
on 27 March 965, was commemorated by an annual celebration. The
author of the Nu^hat al-qulub, a late source, states that it was originally
intended as a camp for the amir's troops and was situated to the west,
not to the east of the city. Perhaps he was confusing two separate places
both founded by 'Adud al-Daula, since this camp may well have been
on the site of the later Daulatabad, to the west of Shiraz.
The citadel in Shiraz and a reservoir in the castle at Istakhr appear
to have been 'Adud al-Daula's only military constructions, though we
might also include the city wall of Medina, built to discourage the
1

Schwarz, vol. iv, p. 339 (Yaqut).

2

Ibid., vol. 11, pp. 45-51.
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Qarmatls, before whose appearance there had been no reason to fortify
the city; for this wall the sources give the date 360/970-1. All the other
buildings erected by him were designed for peaceful uses, either trade,
agriculture, religion, or his own glory. First and foremost we should
mention the dam situated twenty miles northeast of Shiraz, which
halted the waters of the river Kur, which had previously flowed into a
salt lake some thirty miles away, and diverted them for agricultural use.
After Shiraz the town most favoured by 'Adud al-Daula was Firuzabad,
which may have been the centre of royal estates. Here he often resided,
and he reconstructed it entirely, replacing its old name Gur by its
present one because, so Muqaddasi tells us, " G u r " also means "grave"
and was felt to be a bad omen.
The most important port on the Persian Gulf at this time was Siraf,
west of Lar, though its prosperity was brought to an end by a disastrous earthquake in 977, after which Basra seems to have taken its
place. It is said to have been rebuilt in the late Buyid period; if so, the
Buyid responsible must have ruled Fars but not Basra, and the most
likely would therefore be the energetic Abu Kalljar who ruled Fars
from 1027 to 1044, but exerted only indirect influence on Basra itself.
Long before the conquest of Iraq, 'Adud al-Daula had taken at least
the coastal areas of the 'Uman peninsula, which were of paramount
importance for shipping. At the same time he also attached great
importance to the land links between Shiraz and Mesopotamia, and in
particular the town of Kazarun, where he built a settlement for traders
which, according to Muqaddasi, brought in an annual revenue of
10,000 dirhams.

An approximate picture of the structure of Fars in the early Buyid
period may be reconstructed: Istakhr and Fasa were military bases on
its northern and eastern flanks, Shiraz performed the functions of
administrative capital and principal residence of the ruler, Firuzabad
served as his alternative residence, while Kazarun's importance was
primarily that of a commercial centre. In the west, Arrajan occupied a
special position. Rukn al-Daula had insisted on keeping it in his
personal possession and the revenue from it must have been considerable, since Muqaddasi attributes the following words to 'Adud alDaula: " I want Mesopotamia for the sake of its name, but I want
Arrajan for its revenue." Moreover Arrajan may be considered as a
kind of central residence of the senior amir at least until Rukn al-Daula's
death, a fact borne out by the peculiar structure of the Buyid empire, by
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surviving reports of the city, and by its geographical position. Rukn
al-Daula, it is true, seldom visited it, but his vizier, the celebrated Ibn
al-'Amid, went there frequently, and it was the scene, for instance, of
his encounter with MutanabbI, who was on his way to Shiraz. Finally,
its geographical position in the very centre of the empire was in its
favour. If a circle about five hundred miles in diameter were drawn
with Arrajan as its centre, it would embrace Baghdad in the west, the
Caspian coast in the north, and Kirman in the east. 'Adud al-Daula did
not however give the city much concern. Before becoming senior amir
he had no influence there, and his interests subsequently centred mainly
on Baghdad.
What has so far been said concerning 'Adud al-Daula's building
activity and his efforts to develop cities, trade and communications,
referred only to the province of Fars and to the period between 950 and
968. Localities named Tajabad, if connected with him at all, point to
the period after 977, for it was only then that the senior amir received
the title Taj al-Milla; they may therefore be said to provide some
evidence that even when he was in Baghdad, he had the welfare of his
home province of Fars at heart. It is hardly surprising that his building
activities extended to the areas he acquired after 968. There is however
not so much evidence for Kirman, a report by Muqaddasi being all we
have. According to this report, he erected a minaret in Sirjan (the ruins
of which lie five miles to the east of Sa'idabad), the summit of which
was decorated with ornamental woodwork, probably in the form of a
balustrade and canopy for the muezzin. He also built a palace there
which appears to have been intended for his viceroy, who was his son
Abu'l-Fawaris Shirdil (Sharaf al-Daula). Sirj an was more accessible
from Shiraz than the older provincial capital of Bardasir (present-day
Kirman city), which until then had been the residence of the Banu
Ilyas, who had accepted Buyid overlordship. In the later Buyid period
the viceroys were to return to Bardasir, and Sirj an then diminished in
importance.
The constructions undertaken by 'Adud al-Daula in Iraq (excluding
Baghdad) and Khuzistan were concerned primarily with the development of trade and communications. Khuzistan was important as a link
between Fars and Iraq, and Marzuban, who was regarded as the heir to
the throne, had been appointed as its governor. Since 'Adud al-Daula
was particularly eager to establish quick postal services between
Baghdad and Shiraz, he concentrated on improving the roads, though
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he did not neglect the waterways. An obstacle to communications by
ship was the fact that it was necessary to navigate the dangerous route
through the Persian Gulf in order to get from the Euphrates and Tigris
to the Karun in Khuzistan. The senior amir therefore constructed a
canal linking the Shatt al-'Arab with the Karun, which considerably
lessened both distance and dangers. On the land route the bridge over
the Hinduwan at Ahvaz was restored. At Ahvaz he also ordered the
erection of a magnificently decorated mosque, as Muqaddasi reports.
The fact that after 968 he turned his attention to religious edifices may
well be connected with his new conception of his task as representative
of a restored Persian monarchy. The deliberate fostering of Islam was a
component part of his new conception, for only thereby could the
monarchy be established on a legitimate basis. As has already been
indicated, his Iraq campaign seemed in his eyes to be justified by the
strong sense he had of his own religious mission. His erection of religious edifices was likewise intended to justify his occupation of the
new territories in the eyes of the caliphate. In Baghdad however he did
not build any mosques. According to his theories of the division of
power, this was the sole prerogative and responsibility of the caliph
himself. It is known that during the Buyid period the caliphs, despite
their financial difficulties, were able to build mosques. 'Adud al-Daula
meanwhile built himself a magnificent imperial palace (Ddr al-mamlaka)
in Baghdad, and drew up grandiose plans for the reconstruction of the
city itself, providing house-owners - a strangely modern note - with
loans for this purpose. Nevertheless his plans were never to come to
full fruition in the few years of his rule in Baghdad, and the city
remained in a state of partial decay, covering an area no larger than
that of Basra.
Two trends may be observed in 'Adud al-Daula's activities as a
builder. Dams, bridges and bazaars served a practical purpose and were
designed to bring in revenue, while his other undertakings, mosques
included, served an ideological purpose. Indeed even his most practical
constructions had an ideological undertone, and by appearing worthy of
past rulers, seemed to bear out his claim to Sasanian descent and to
prove his ability to restore the grandeur of the Persian monarchy. This
may savour of personal ambition, and indeed all contemporary observers concur in their verdict that, while undoubtedly a great ruler,
'Adud al-Daula was also inordinately vain.
The efforts of Rukn al-Daula and cAdud al-Daula to restore the
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monarchy, and 'Adud al-Daula's achievements in both the political and
the administrative fields were accompanied by marked emphasis on
cultural affairs. Although the Samanids had provided a precedent of
which the Buyids may have been aware, there can be no doubt that the
great flowering of culture which coincided with the apogee of the
Buyid empire bore at its outset the imprint of the Arabic-Islamic
tradition. At the same time Bukhara in the northeast was to become the
focal point for a synthesis of Islamic and Persian culture, but such a
synthesis did not even suggest itself as a remote possibility during the
early Buyid period, a fact which may in turn be attributed to various
factors, the most decisive being that central and southern Iran had been
more strongly subjected to Arab influences than the northeast.
It is open to question whether 'Imad al-Daula and Rukn al-Daula
were able to read and write, and their knowledge of Arabic was
doubtless limited to the strictly necessary. Yet 'Adud al-Daula was to
make a name for himself in Arabic literature as a poet and indeed as a
stylist of versatility. The vizier Abu'1-Fadl b. al-cAmid must be given
most of the credit for this remarkable achievement. His father had
served the Ziyarid Mardavlj in like capacity and 'Imad al-Daula first
became acquainted with him just after he had been nominated as
governor of Karaj. Rukn al-Daula rewarded the father's services by
appointing the son, Abu'1-Fadl, as his vizier in 328/939-40. He was to
retain this position for thirty years, until his death. Miskawaih provided
a somewhat uncritical but nonetheless fitting epitaph on his cultural
achievements in his chronicle Tajdrib al-umam, where he calls him the
finest stylist (kdtib) of his age. Ibn al-cAmid excelled in every subject;
indeed he was famous as a designer of siege-machines and in this
capacity took part in several military campaigns. In 970 he was entrusted with the direction of the war against the Kurdish leader
Hasanwaih, dying in the same year before he could bring it to a decisive
conclusion. Innumerable poets frequented the court of this enlightened
and cultured vizier, singing his praises and hoping for reward. In his
anthology Yatimat al-dahry Tha'alibi enumerates eleven poets in Ibn
al-'Amld's circle, amongst whom is the great Mutanabbi himself, who
had deserted the court of Kafiir for the empire of the Buyids.1 Another
figure at the vizier's court was the philologist Abu Bishr al-Farisi, who
will be referred to later in connection with 'Adud al-Daula. It was
certainly thanks to the vizier's influence and patronage that scholars
1

Tha'alibi, vol. n, pp. 4-8.
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and poets were assigned positions of responsibility exceeding their
qualifications by Rukn al-Daula. His influence on 'Adud al-Daula was
to be of paramount importance, as the latter himself conceded by his
habit of calling him by the titles ustdd^teacher") and rais ("master").
It may be possible that Ibn al-' Amid acted officially or unofficially as the
young ruler's vizier or adviser in Shiraz. Only later do the chroniclers
mention that he had viziers of his own.
Although ' Adud al-Daula was himself the author of occasional verse,
he does not appear to have attached much importance to the presence
of eulogists at his court at least during the earlier part of his career.
Tha'alibl mentions a great many in connection with the viziers, but none
in his section on 'Adud al-Daula. The ruler was, however, a great patron
of literary men as well as scholars. The full range of his patronage was
perhaps even more in evidence in Baghdad than in Shiraz. Here he
founded the famous hospital which was called after him and which was
to remain the most exemplary of its kind until the Mongol period. To
it were called the most eminent and the most successful doctors of the
day, so that it soon became an academy of medicine in which research,
teaching and treatment were combined. Meanwhile he also sought out
the company of the city's foremost theologians, writers and scientists,
and his palace became the meeting-place of learned society.
The Buyids had originally belonged to the Zaidiyya, which was a
moderate Shfl movement. It seems likely that they only decided to
embrace Islam definitely when they first began to appear on the political
scene, or perhaps just before. In the Kitdb al-tdjt this decision is
admittedly dated as far back as the period around 865. The information
provided by this work must however be accepted with some caution,
for implicit in it is 'Adud al-Daula's attempt to enhance the glory of his
dynasty. It seemed preferable to him to claim that his immediate
ancestors were Zaidites than admit that they were pagans. His attitude
to the caliphate too is more easily explained if we accept that he had a
Zaidite rather than a Twelver Shia background. At first, however,
religious commitment was no great concern of the Buyids and their
attitude towards religious and confessional problems was one of
indifference, in which practical considerations alone seem to have played
a part. The Buyid army was made up of Dailamites and Gilites (together
with Turks and Kurds), and the former, if Muslim at all, were Zaidites,
while the latter were Sunnl. Fars too was, as we have already said, predominantly Sunni. Thus opposition to the Buyids could easily take the
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form of religious loyalty to the 'Abbasid caliphate. This seems to have
been the only reason why 'Imad al-Daula appointed Christians to some
positions of responsibility in his administration, a practice which was
to be continued by later Buyids. At the height of his power 'Adud
al-Daula appointed a Christian to the position of vizier. One may say
that in the early Buyid period the religious attitude of the imperial
government was one of impartiality. Indeed Rukn al-Daula is reported
to have compelled the Shi'Is of Qum to use and pay for the upkeep of
the Friday mosque. The official khutba for the caliph was naturally
enough detested by the Shi'is, and they had refused to participate in
Friday services; but because the Buyids continued to recognize the
caliphate despite the fact that they were Shi'i, no alteration was made
in the khutba. This was however Rukn al-Daula's only concession to
the caliphate (though his coins bore the caliph's name). In all other
respects he gave the Shfis a free hand, thus allowing Qum to develop
into the centre of Shi'i theology. The senior amir intervened strongly
when in 345/956-7 the houses of Shi'J merchants from Qum were
looted during riots between Sunnis and Shfis in Isfahan; the fines he
imposed were intended to restore the peace rather than to mark the
fact that he intended to protect the Shi'Is in particular. In Fars 'Adud
al-Daula pursued a similar policy of impartiality and religious moderation. When a civil disturbance broke out in Shiraz between its Muslim
and Zoroastrian inhabitants and the latter's homes were wrecked, he
ordered those responsible to be severely punished.
By the end of his life, 'Adud al-Daula is said to have been the victim
of acute melancholia. He must have realized that even his most brilliant
successes could never conceal his underlying failure in both the
religious and political fields. His ultimate idea of the division of power
within the empire had not come to fruition, any more than had his
more immediate hopes of a personal union with the caliphate. Both
presupposed the caliph's total renunciation of secular power, and for
this the time was not yet ripe. The future was to confirm what was in
fact already evident now, namely that the 'Abbasids were only likely to
lend their authority to a temporal ruler whose policies were definitely
pro-Sunni. 'Adud al-Daula, for his part, had begun his career by maintaining what amounted to a neutral attitude in religious matters, though
by the end of it, he had found himself forced into attempting to regain
the confidence of the Shi'Is. When, after barely six years of rule over the
whole empire he died in Baghdad, his successors found themselves
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faced with a great many serious problems. It was scarcely to be expected
that these problems would be solved by the representatives of a dynasty
which would not come out openly on the side of the Sunna, but which
also lacked the strength and conviction necessary to bring victory to
the Shf I cause.
III.

THE STRUGGLE FOR (ADUD A L - D A U L A ' S SUCCESSION
•

After cAdud al-Daula's death the empire was once again faced with
what had always been a Buyid defect, the lack of any settled order of
succession. The late senior amir's enemies were relatively harmless,
perhaps, but they were still there, and new forces were taking shape in
Mesopotamia and the Kurdish highlands. The amir's eldest son, Shirdil
(born c. 960), had been sent to Kirman in 968; after 977 he spent some
time in Baghdad, but had again been sent back to his province. His
second son, Marzuban (Samsam al-Daula), born c. 963, had come to
the fore after the conquest of Iraq, and his father seems to have preferred
him to Shirdil, although he never quite made the final decision of
nominating him as his successor. This uncertainty reigned in Baghdad
when 'Adud al-Daula died. At first Marzuban, who was in the city
already, was proclaimed successor to the throne and invested by the
caliph. To make quite certain that his designs would succeed, he had
kept his father's death secret for a certain time, and had only then
arranged for himself to be officially inducted into the office of senior
amir with the title " Samsam al-Daula". But Shirdil (Sharaf al-Daula),
as the eldest son, naturally also raised claims to the succession. From
Kirman he invaded Fars, thereby forestalling his brother. Almost at
once, the new senior amir thus found his possessions confined to
Mesopotamia, while even there he was compelled to make concessions.
A Kurd named Badh captured the province of Diyarbakr and forced
the senior amir to confirm him in its possession; the latter had to content himself with keeping Badh out of Mosul.
Shortly after 'Adud al-Daula his brother and one of his most loyal
supporters, Mu'ayyad al-Daula, also died. Like his brother, he had
found it impossible to decide who should be the successor to his
considerable possessions. He had remained deaf to the suggestions
which his vizier, the celebrated Sahib b. 'Abbad, began to make
beginning from 976. This vizier had succeeded Abu'1-Fath b. al-'Amid,
who had been put to death on account of his opposition to the imperial
policy of cAdud al-Daula. Now, after his own master's death, he
19
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decided on an unprecedented step. Bearing in mind the fact that the
Buyid state was still a military one, and that the military aristocracy had
an essential part to play in it in consequence, he summoned a gathering
of the army, to which he then suggested the nomination of Fakhr
al-Daula, who was in exile in Nishapur. The army assented to the
vizier's proposal, and thereupon Fakhr al-Daula hastened to Gurgan,
where the gathering had taken place, and was there proclaimed amir.
In dealing with Fakhr al-Daula, the vizier now revealed similar skill and
psychological perception. Until now, he had wholeheartedly supported
the policies of 'Adud al-Daula; indeed his office as Mu'ayyad al-Daula's
vizier presupposed such an attitude. In 980 he had met 'Adud al-Daula,
who had given him his personal instructions concerning the future
conduct of eastern policy. His espousal now of the cause of Fakhr
al-Daula did not signify a complete break with the attitude he had held
until then, for he was in fact to remain a staunch upholder of imperial
policy. It is said that, aware of his value as a statesman, he offered
Fakhr al-Daula his resignation, knowing full well that the latter would
then agree to his continued appointment on his own terms, namely the
continuation of*Adud al-Daula's policy. The first tangible result of this
was Fakhr al-Daula's refusal to hand Gurgan back to Qabus b. Vushmgir, the former vassal of Rukn al-Daula, who had been his companion
in exile. He then took the opportunity afforded by Samanid quarrels
over the province of Khurasan, and began to show his active interest
in the east by giving military support to Abu'l-'Abbas Tash, who had
been deposed by the Samanids from the governorship of Nishapur.
Abu'l-'Abbas Tash was however forced to take refuge in Gurgan, and
Fakhr al-Daula therefore entrusted the government of that province to
him before moving to Ray.
In Fars and Iraq meanwhile 'Adud al-Daula's sons had not yet
abandoned their struggle for their father's succession. Three spheres of
influence had emerged there since his death. Samsam al-Daula held
Iraq, apart from its southern portion and the northern province of
Diyarbakr, which he had lost to the Kurdish warrior Badh. Khuzistan
and Basra were in the possession of 'Adud al-Daula's youngest sons,
Taj al-Daula and Diva' al-Daula. They had established themselves there
when Sharaf al-Daula invaded Fars from Kirman. Meanwhile the latter
was fighting on two fronts, against Fakhr al-Daula who had now
regained the central section of his father's former territory, and against
the two rival states in the west. Along his northern frontier he contented
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himself with giving military support to the Samanids in their war
against Fakhr al-Daula. The two princes in Basra and Khuzistan,
caught as they were between his rivals Samsam al-Daula and Sharaf
al-Daula, proceeded to acknowledge Fakhr al-Daula as senior amir. He
for his part had reinforced his claim to the title by already assuming
that of "king", a step which none of his rivals had yet dared to take.
Since he now had two genuine vassals of his own, in Basra and Khuzistan, he proceeded to assume the title of " Shahanshah ", which amounted
to an open and unmistakable declaration that he regarded himself as
the sole successor to 'Adud al-Daula. Coming after the rejection of the
Ziyarids's claim to Gurgan, this was Sahib b. 'Abbad's second success
in his attempt to further 'Adud al-Daula's policy uninterrupted.
Despite the successes of Fakhr al-Daula, Sharaf al-Daula was provisionally to prove the strongest claimant to the senior amirate. After
successfully recapturing cUman, which had seceded to Samsam
al-Daula, he was free and ready to intervene in the west. Early in 986
he occupied Khuzistan and Basra, whose two princes took refuge in
Ray. Even Samsam al-Daula was too weak to counter this new threat
with any energy or determination. In a peace treaty signed in May/June
986, he was compelled to recognize Sharaf al-Daula as senior amir.
This now reduced the claimants to the senior amirate to two. Sharaf
al-Daula declined to enter Baghdad before he had destroyed his rival
in Ray. But his plans in that direction were suddenly frustrated by
events in Baghdad itself. There an insurrection took place against
Samsam al-Daula, which then led to armed conflict between the Turks
and the Dailamites. In order to save Iraq from the Kurds and other
powers which might exploit this confused situation, Sharaf al-Daula
marched on Baghdad in 987, deposed its ruler, and sent him as a
prisoner to a fortress in Fars. By July of that same year he was solemnly
invested as senior amir by the caliph. His struggle with Fakhr al-Daula
was now ready to begin. His first move was planned to be the defeat of
Badr b. Hasanwaih, who was a loyal ally of Fakhr al-Daula. But not
only did this campaign fail to produce the desired victory, death
suddenly put an unforeseen end to all of Sharaf al-Daula's plans. He
died in Baghdad on 7 September 988 at the early age of twenty-eight.
Sharaf al-Daula left two sons, both of whom were too young to be
considered as his heirs. The senior amirate therefore devolved upon
c
Adud al-Daula's third son, the seventeen-year-old Baha' al-Daula. He
was however unable to take possession of his entire inheritance
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immediately, because Samsam al-Daula, who had been partially blinded
shortly before Sharaf al-Daula's death, managed to escape from
captivity and take Fars, Kirman and Khuzistan.
Fakhr al-Daula in Ray now judged that the opportune moment for
action had come. His vizier Sahib b. 'Abbad advocated immediate
hostilities to the south and west, and for this the changes of ruler in
Shiraz and Baghdad seemed to provide a favourable opportunity.
Accompanied by his vizier, he therefore marched into Khuzistan, with
the aim of cutting Baghdad off from Shiraz. But climate and terrain
were against him, and he was obliged to withdraw. This invasion from
the north had the result of making the rulers of Shiraz and Baghdad
forget their enmity and draw up a peaceful alliance whereby Samsam
al-Daula confirmed his brother in the possession of Khuzistan and Iraq
and himself kept Arrajan, which had already acquired particular importance under Rukn al-Daula, as well as Fars and Kirman. Both submitted to the caliph as supreme arbiter, and professed to regard each
other as equals. The supplementary title of Diya' al-Milla which Baha'
al-Daula had assumed on his enthronement, could now no longer be
taken as a claim to the senior amirate. Instead both Buyids made use of
the title " k i n g " on their coinage and thereby too acknowledged their
equality of rank. This turn of events met with the complete approval of
the caliph al-Ta'i', who even in 'Izz al-Daula's day had advocated the
independence of Iraq. But after his fall and the succession to the
caliphate of al-Qadir, Baha' al-Daula assumed the title of" Shahanshah"
which had been borne by cAdud al-Daula, and thereby implied that he
still aspired to the leadership of the whole united empire and not just
an independent Iraq. His prime concern was the removal or at least
subjection of his equal and rival, Samsam al-Daula, who for his part
was involved in wars against the Saffarids, who had taken Kirman
almost without a fight after Sharaf al-Daula's death. But Baha' alDaula's attack on him met with no success - indeed he now lost
Khuzistan, assigned to him in the treaty signed three years before.
Nevertheless Samsam al-Daula also found himself meeting with
increasing difficulties, and finally decided that he would recognize the
senior amirate of Fakhr al-Daula on behalf of his entire possessions,
namely Kirman, Fars, Khuzistan and 'Uman. This step produced a
situation virtually identical with that which had prevailed during the
reign of Rukn al-Daula. The only differences were that Khuzistan now
belonged to the east and, more important, that the Buyid rulers of
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Baghdad and Ray both laid claim to the same privileges, bore the title
of "Shahanshah" and had no intention of yielding to each other's
superiority. The empire had fallen into two distinct and independent
halves.
Fakhr al-Daula was now the ruler of the whole of Buyid Iran, and
could turn his attention either towards Iraq, where Baha' al-Daula was
meeting with increasing difficulties, or towards the Samanids, whose
rule was growing steadily weaker. His attention was in fact to be
occupied almost exclusively by the problem of Khurasan. Once again
he tried to wrest the province, this time from the Ghaznavid SebiikTegin, the governor recently appointed by the Samanid ruler Nuh, but
once again, as in 984, his attempt failed despite the large forces which
he threw into the campaign. This was probably his biggest mistake.
Perhaps some of the blame for it may be attached to the vizier Sahib b.
'Abbad, but when the latter now died, it was obvious that the Buyid
empire had lost one of its most able administrators and that the ideal of
imperial unity had lost one of its most fervent and loyal advocates.
Whatever his mistakes and omissions - and his failure to realize that
the future would be settled in Iraq rather than Khurasan was the most
serious - without him Fakhr al-Daula was lost. Two years later he too
was dead without having done anything more to affect the course of
the empire's history.
While Fakhr al-Daula's attention was engrossed with the war in
Khurasan, Baha' al-Daula's strength had begun to revive and Samsam
al-Daula's to wane. Soon Baha' al-Daula, with the assistance of his new
ally the Kurd Badr b. Hasanwaih, was able to contemplate an invasion
of Fars. But scarcely had this invasion begun in December 998 than
Samsam al-Daula was himself assassinated while fleeing from Shlraz
by one of cIzz al-Daula's sons who had escaped from captivity and had
organized an armed rising against him. This event gave Baha' al-Daula
the opportunity of taking Shlraz himself, and before long the opposition of 'Izz al-Daula's sons had been completely broken. Nor did
Baha' al-Daula now have any serious opponent left in Ray where, since
Fakhr al-Daula's death and during the minority of his two young sons,
the regency had been assumed by their Kurdish mother, the " Sayyida".
The elder son, Majd al-Daula, was still in Ray, but the younger, Shams
al-Daula, had been appointed governor of Hamadan and Kirmanshah.
Both had recognized Baha' al-Daula as senior amir by 400/1009-10 at
the latest, and this in turn invalidated their earlier assumption of the
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title " Shahanshah ". Nevertheless Baha' al-Daula had to content himself
with the title of "king" in Ray - a concession which was of theoretical
rather than practical significance. Meanwhile the Buyids were no longer
proving strong enough to hold the Khurasan frontier by force of arms
and were being forced to accept the loss of valuable territory in the
north and west. Both Tabaristan and Gurgan now passed into the hands
of the Ziyarids for good, and Qabus b. Vushmgir reinforced his
position towards the Buyids by entering into an alliance with Mahmud
of Ghazna which made him virtually the latter's vassal. In the west,
Zanjan and various other towns fell to the Musafirids of Azarbaijan.
In the south Buyid freedom of movement was equally hampered, this
time by the Kakiiyids. Shortly after 398/1007 the Sayyida had entrusted
the government of Isfahan to the Kurdish prince Ja'far 'Ala' al-Daula
b. Kakuya, who was a cousin of Majd al-Daula on his mother's side.
This prince had soon succeeded in establishing his de facto independence, and later went on to attempt an extension of his influence to
Hamadan and Ray.
Baha' al-Daula ceased all activity in the north, although the confused
situation there and the growing power of the Ghaznavids were making
the reinforcement of Buyid strength in Ray more essential than ever.
He had entered Shlraz in 999-1000 and he never left Fars again. It
would seem that he regarded his task complete once he had returned to
the capital city of his father and had successfully subjugated his opponents in the east. Perhaps his presence in Iraq would have been even
more essential than in the north. There the conquests of 'Adud al-Daula
had for the most part been lost again. In Diyarbakr, Badh had laid the
foundations for the future rule of the Marwanids; Rahba and Raqqa
had passed into the Fatimid sphere of influence, while in Mosul the
'Uqailids had established themselves firmly. They, like the Marwanids,
gave only nominal recognition to Buyid authority, though this was at
least more than Mu'izz al-Daula had ever obtained from the Hamdanids.
But whereas the influence of the Hamdanids had extended no further
than Takrlt on the Tigris, the Bedouin 'Uqailids advanced much
further, almost reaching Baghdad in the south and actually including
Anbar and Kufa in the southwest. It was only their internal dissensions
that prevented them from providing an even greater threat to the
Buyids. The confusion which followed 'Adud al-Daula's death had
presented an admirable opportunity for the Bedouins to further their
attempts to obtain a permanent foothold in the fertile regions, and this
m
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was the principal reason for the relative speed of the "Uqailid advances
just described. Baha' al-Daula, who had spent almost ten years of his
reign in struggles with his rival in Fars, was quite unable to offer any
resistance to this wave of Bedouin expansion. By the end of his reign
his direct influence in Iraq was confined to Baghdad and Wasit and the
areas immediately surrounding these two cities.
Despite the general confusion which marked the period after 'Adud
al-Daula's death, and despite the waning of Buyid power which it
betokened, the cultural achievements of the Buyid Empire continued.
The Buyid princes still found both opportunity and inclination to
indulge their scientific and literary tastes. They reverted moreover to
the conscious awareness of their Iranian heritage, and western Iran now
embarked on the same process which had previously reached such
remarkable proportions in the east, namely the deliberate transformation of its Arabic-Islamic culture into a culture specifically Iranian. An
important factor in this development was Iran's abandonment of its
traditional religion in favour of Islam, which ceased in consequence to
be associated with foreign domination and became instead the expression of the religious faith of the nation as a whole. As a result, Arab
influence could no longer be regarded as the sole vehicle for the spread
of Islam within the confines of Persia, and the Persian language began
to permeate court life and to acquire the status of a literary medium.
Until the year iooo however the process of Iranization did not make
such rapid progress in Ray and Isfahan, where court life was entirely
dominated by Arabic-Islamic culture. This was largely due to the
cultural and literary activities of the politically even more influential
vizier Sahib b. 'Abbad. Tha'alibI enumerates no less than twenty-three
poets in attendance at the latter's court and singing their patron's
praises in Arabic poetry; moreover he kept up a correspondence with
all the leading literary figures of his time. A late source ascribes the
restoration of the ramparts of Qazvln to him, as well as the erection of
a palace in that city in a quarter thenceforth called Sahibabad. More
often he resided in Isfahan, since he was himself a native of nearby
Taliqan, and it was in Isfahan that he chose to be buried. His death was
immediately followed by the confiscation of his property by the impoverished Fakhr al-Daula, who was soon to encounter the opposition
of his wife Sayyida who, after his death, took over complete personal
control of the government of Ray to the exclusion of her own sons, the
elder of whom, namely Majd al-Daula, had been enjoying the most
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careful education with a view to his future succession. His tutor had
been the distinguished scholar and grammarian Ahmad b. Faris of
Hamadan, whose most illustrious pupil in his native city was Badi'
al-Zaman Hamadani, the literary precursor of Hariri, the author of the
famous Maqdmdt. Ibn Faris was a Persian, but it is significant that, like
the vizier Sahib b. 'Abbad, he was a fervent defender of Arabic against
the attacks of the Shu'ubiyya movement, which advocated the cultivation of Persian at the expense of Arabic.

IV. THE DECLINE OF THE BUYID EMPIRE

Baha' al-Daula, after protracted efforts, had finally succeeded in restoring some semblance of unity to the empire. He had, however, also
witnessed the beginning of the decline of Buyid power in the north and
had had to accept a considerable reduction of his influence in Iraq. He
died in Fars in December 1012, in Arrajan, that city which from the
start of the Buyid period had been a favourite seat of the senior amirs.
His reign may with good reason be said to fall into two almost equal
halves, the first of which extended from his accession in 989 until the
turn of the century and was taken up with the struggles for 'Adud
al-Daula's succession, and the second being the period of his undisputed senior amirate which was spent entirely in Fars and was
marked by the absence of any personal intervention in Iraq or in the
north. Shortly before his death he had named his son Abu Shuja', who
was born in 993 and lived in Baghdad, as his successor. According to
the custom which by now was hallowed by tradition, Abu Shuja' was
given a double title: Sultan al-Daula wa *Izz al-Milla. The new senior
amir promptly left for Shiraz in order to assume the reins of government and to put the affairs of the empire in order. He allowed his two
eldest brothers to participate in this by appointing them to governorships: Abu Tahir Jalal al-Daula (born 993-4), who had been brought
up with him in Baghdad, was made responsible for Basra, while
Abu'l-Fawaris Qawam al-Daula (born in April 1000) was entrusted
with Kirman.
Like his father, Sultan al-Daula regarded Shiraz as his official
residence. He did not even deem it necessary to go to Baghdad to take
part in his own solemn investiture; instead the caliph had to send the
requisite documents and insignia to Shiraz. Three years elapsed before
he returned to Mesopotamia, and even then he only went as far as
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Ahvaz, where he received the governor of Baghdad in audience. In
408/1017-18 he visited Iraq again and revised his relationship with the
'Uqailids. The opportunity which was offered by his absence from
Shlraz was promptly seized by Qawam al-Daula, who now invaded
Fars from Kirman and occupied the province. In this step he was
supported by the Ghaznavids, who had annexed the neighbouring
province of Sistan and were now for the first time playing an active
part in Buyid politics. Qawam al-Daula's attack was repulsed. Nevertheless it gave the signal for prolonged contentions between Baha'
al-Daula's sons. After these had continued for several decades, the
painstakingly constructed unity of the empire was destroyed. Once
Qawam al-Daula had been driven out of Fars, the senior amir considered the situation there to be stable enough to allow him to return
to Baghdad and concentrate his attention on that sector of the empire,
one which had been neglected by his father. This undertaking opened
with an outstanding success; he actually succeeded in subjugating the
marshlands, that area which had hitherto repeatedly defied all attempts
to conquer it. But he soon met with a problem which had always been
particularly acute in Iraq, the traditional rivalry between the Dailamites
and the Turks. The former had always felt more at home in Iran, and
Buyid rule in Iraq had therefore tended to depend largely on the Turks.
The latter now demanded that Abu 'All (Musharrif al-Daula), Sultan
al-Daula's youngest brother (born in 1003), be made amir. Prolonged
negotiations resulted in Sultan al-Daula's return to Shiraz and his recognition of his brother in Baghdad as a vassal with the title of "King of
Iraq". When he tried to reverse the situation by force of arms and was
defeated, he found himself obliged to resign his authority over Iraq.
Musharrif al-Daula now assumed the title of "Shahanshah" and declared himself to be Sultan al-Daula's equal. In a final treaty signed in
413/1022-3, the status quo had to be permanently accepted. The three
brothers now all held the title of "Shahanshah" and there was no
longer any "senior amir" in the traditional sense of the term.
The first to profit from the disintegration of the empire were the
Kakuyids of Isfahan. After the death of Badr b. Hasanwaih, part of the
Kurdish territory had been occupied by Shams al-Daula, the ruler of
Hamadan, while the remainder had been overrun by the 'Annazids of
Hulwan. Later Shams al-Daula turned to the Kakuyids for assistance
in suppressing a rebellion in Hamadan. When he died and was succeeded
by his son Sama' al-Daula, the Kakuyids seized Hamadan (414/1023-4)
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and proceeded to expel the 'Annazids from Hulwan. Musharrif alDaula now intervened. Though the Kakuyids were compelled to
withdraw, they managed to hold on to Hamadan and cement their
treaty with Musharrif al-Daula by a matrimonial alliance. The centre of
their power Isfahan now entered a second golden age, comparable to
that which it had enjoyed under Rukn al-Daula.
Musharrif al-Daula's position in Baghdad had always been precarious
owing to the fact that it depended on the good will of the soldiery who
had brought him to power. When he died in May 102 5, shortly after his
rival, Sultan al-Daula, who expired in Shlraz in December 1024, the
choice of his successor was once again in their hands. Not until June
1027 did they finally decide for his brother Jalal al-Daula, rather than
Sultan al-Daula's eldest son Abu Kalljar, who had meanwhile become
involved in a bitter struggle with Qawam al-Daula of Kirman. But once
Abu Kalljar was rid of Qawam al-Daula - poisoned, as the sources
relate - he decided to renew his claims to the throne in Baghdad, and
occupied Basra. Jalal al-Daula's authority was by now restricted to the
area around Baghdad and Wasit, and he was caught up in chronic
disputes with his own troops with the caliph playing the part of a
mediator until they culminated in a mutiny organized by the Turkish
general Barstoghan in 428/1036-7. Abu Kalljar seized this opportunity
and marched on Baghdad. Though he failed to occupy it, he succeeded
in winning recognition as senior amir, and had coins minted bearing
the title "Shahanshah". The cUqailids and another Arab tribe, the
Asadids, preferred however to see a weak ruler on the throne in
Baghdad, with the result that they brought about the reinstation of
Jalal al-Daula. The status quo was thereupon ratified by treaties
between the two rival princes, who henceforth ruled over entirely
independent states and bore identical titles until the death of Jalal
al-Daula in 1044.
Abu Kalljar might well have become the ruler of the entire empire
had his position at home been more secure. But he was faced with
problems similar to those of Jalal al-Daula in Baghdad. His army,
which he had begun by handling rather clumsily, was constantly
threatening mutiny, and Ibn al-Athir tells us that he was thoroughly
disliked by the inhabitants of Shlraz.1 In consequence he preferred to
reside at Ahvaz even after he had freed himself from the malign
influence of his powerful and cunning tutor, the eunuch Sandal. The
1

Ibn al-Athir, vol. ix, p. 127.
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signing of the peace treaty between himself and Jalal al-Daula did
however allow him to redirect some of his attention to Iran proper,
where the influence of the Ghaznavids had been very much on the
increase since Mahmud had become their leader. He had occupied
himself for almost thirty years with campaigns in India, ostensibly to
spread the faith but really in search of plunder. In 1029, however,
shortly before his death, he crowned his successes with the conquest
of Ray, whose ruler, Majd al-Daula, had ironically requested his assistance against his own mutinous troops.
The annexation of Ray by the Ghaznavids produced a new situation
in northern Iran. The Ziyarids of Gurgan lost their independence and
were obliged to pay tribute, while Mahmud's son and successor,
Mas'ud, who had been appointed governor of Ray, had been quick to
lay hands on Isfahan and Hamadan as well, forcing the Kakuyid 'Ala'
al-Daula to turn to Abu Kali jar for help, though in vain, the latter being
already engaged in warfare in southern Iraq. After Mahmud's death in
April 1030, 'Ala' al-Daula made a futile attempt to regain his throne.
He was only to be allowed to return to it when some years later he
agreed to become a vassal of the Ghaznavids. But Ghaznavid power in
Khurasan and Ray had already passed its zenith, as was proved by their
failure to capture Kirman. A new force had arisen in the area in the
form of the Saljuqs, whose base had already shifted during Mahmud's
reign from Transoxiana to Khurasan thanks to the collusion of the
Turkish Oghuz nomadic tribes in that region. The rise of the Oghuz
Turks was astonishingly swift. Only twelve years after their first
appearance in the province they inflicted a defeat on the Ghaznavids in
426/1035. In May 1040 another decisive battle was fought at Dandanqan, south-west of Marv, from which the Saljuqs emerged as the
victors. At this point the Ghaznavids disappear from the political scene
in Iran; from now on their place was to be taken by the Saljuqs.

V. THE FINAL UNIFICATION AND COLLAPSE OF THE
BUYID EMPIRE

The death of Jalal al-Daula in March 1044 brought Abu Kalijar
unchecked rule over both Baghdad and the eastern provinces, a goal
for which he had been fighting for many years. He encountered virtually
no opposition. There were no longer any serious claimants to the
senior amirate belonging to Jalal al-Daula's generation, and Fana299
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Khusrau, a son of the Majd al-Daula who had been expelled by the
Ghaznavids, was engrossed in waging a losing war to preserve some
vestiges of his father's former domains from the ravages of the Oghuz
tribes and the Saljuqs. Thus Abu Kalijar's position was all in all by no
means unfavourable. Although his ambitions in Iraq had met with no
success during Jalal al-Daula's reign, he had at least taken firm control
of Basra by appointing his own son as its governor, and he had
employed the time during which his rival's power and prestige were
waning in consolidating his own authority in Iran. An attack by the
Ghaznavids in Kirman in 422/1031 had been repulsed, and they had
been driven out of Khurasan as well by the decisive victory of the
Saljuqs at Dandanqan. The Saljuqs for their part were still busy
strengthening their hold on northern Iran, and although Toghril Beg
had actually appeared in Ray in 434/1042-3 in order to restore order
after the province had been devastated by the Oghuz, the situation in
Hamadan and Isfahan was still far from clear. In Isfahan, the Kakuyid
'Ala' al-Daula had died in 1041 and two of his sons were fighting for
the succession. The Saljuqs were however not yet strong enough to
wrest it from them. Abu Kalijar therefore exploited the unsettled
situation and declared his own shortlived nominal authority over it,
only to find that both rival claimants preferred to recognize Saljuq
authority over both Isfahan and Hamadan rather than his own. The
situation in Fars was sufficiently stable meanwhile to allow him to visit
Baghdad, there to assume the senior amirate and receive the supplementary title "Muhyi al-Din" ("Reviver of Religion") together with
formal recognition of various Mesopotamian rulers, who all agreed in
preferring as senior amir a Buyid whom they knew to a Saljuq who
might well prove to be less tractable. Such success prompted the
Kakuyids to return their allegiance to him, but their action quickly led
to violent reprisals on the part of Toghril Beg, and in due course Abu
Kalijar found himself obliged to follow the wiser policy of negotiating
a treaty of peace with his Saljuq opponent, which was duly cemented
with the customary matrimonial alliances.
The peace which ensued was however to be broken in that province
which had for some time been playing a critical part in the political
development of the empire, namely Kirman. Its Buyid governor placed
himself under the command of Qavurt, who was a nephew of Toghril
Beg and was to become the founder of the Kirman Saljuq dynasty.
Qavurt seems to have been acting on his own initiative in this, and
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Abu Kali jar regarded himself as entitled to take measures against the
treacherous governor for his infringement of the peace treaty. It was
to be his last campaign. The governor sent emissaries to meet him
laden with gifts as a token of his renewed allegiance. Amongst these
gifts was a beautiful girl from his harem who was entrusted with a
secret task which she duly carried out. In October 1048 Abu Kalljar
expired unexpectedly at the age of thirty-eight after partaking of a dish
of roast venison liver.
It was Abu Kalljar's intelligence and perseverance that made it
possible for him to unite the traditional territories of the Buyids with
Iraq. Virtually nothing is known of his cultural and administrative
achievements, or of his religious attitudes. The Isma'Ili missionary
al-Mu'ayyad fi'l-Din, who was in the service of the Fatimids and spent
some time at Abu Kalljar's court, claimed that he actually converted
the senior amir. But it is more likely that, true to Buyid tradition, he let
his attitude to religious questions depend on political considerations.
The supplementary title bestowed on him by the caliph is evidence
enough of his ability to change course. Much of the administrative
duties of the empire fell on the shoulders of his vizier Bahram b.
Mafinna, a man of exemplary character and considerable learning, who
founded a library of some 7,000 volumes in Firuzabad, a city which
had been flourishing ever since 'Adud al-Daula's rebuilding of it. The
senior amir seems for his part to have resided for preference in Shiraz,
which he had fortified during the tense period of his confrontation with
Toghril Beg, but which otherwise still owed most of its splendour to
the reign of 'Adud al-Daula.
The secession of the governor of Kirman was the prelude to the
disorder which broke out after Abu Kalljar's death and which finally
precipitated the collapse of the Buyid Empire. Its immediate causes
were once again the shortcomings which had always plagued the
dynasty: the unreliability of the soldiery and the dissensions amongst
the monarch's sons. Abu Nasr Khusrau Flruz ascended the throne in
Baghdad with the title "al-Malik al-Rahlm", but nothing is known of
his previous career. Kirman had already been lost and 'Uman followed
in 442/1050-1, but more serious than this was the renewed division of
the empire into two opposing halves, Iraq and Fars. The latter had
fallen to Abu Mansur Fulad Sutun, who, instead of concentrating on
the more important task of warding off would-be foreign invaders,
engaged in a protracted struggle with his rival in Baghdad not so much
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to gain supremacy over the whole empire as to maintain his authority
in Fars and extend it to Khuzistan as well. In fact this situation
amounted to the resumption of the struggle which had been brought
to a provisional end by the treaty between Jalal al-Daula and Abu
Kalijar ten years before. At first it seemed that Baghdad would gain the
upper hand on this occasion; but having taken Shiraz al-Malik alRahim was forced to return to Iraq because of ill-feeling between the
Turks and the Dailami and also because of the worsening situation
there. Nevertheless the senior amir inflicted a defeat on Abu Mansur
and his allies in 443/1051-2 and thereby succeeded in re-uniting Fars
and Iraq. But Abu Mansur turned in his plight to Toghril Beg for help,
and on retaking Shiraz in 445/105 3-4 he actually recognized him as his
overlord in the khutba, mentioning the senior amir in second place proof enough of the Buyid dilemma during this period and Toghril
Beg's circumspection in dealing with the Buyids and the caliph; official
recognition was his prime objective. By receiving seceders from the
Buyid camp with all due honour he astutely enhanced his standing.
Soon Khuzistan had fallen to him, laid waste by Turkish pillaging, and
the 'Uqailids decided to pay him tribute.
This turn of events isolated al-Malik al-Rahim in Iraq; the outlook
was bleak indeed. But before acting Toghril Beg paused to review his
position. His relations with the caliph were strained. The latter held
him responsible for the plundering and looting carried out by the
Oghuz, though he had in fact had the greatest difficulty in restraining
them. Moreover the caliph was by no means eager to be freed from the
Shi'i Buyids by the Sunni Toghril Beg as has hitherto generally been
supposed; indeed the caliphate was now, at least in Baghdad itself,
enjoying power unprecedented in recent history, and this power was
increasing in proportion to the Buyids' decline. To exchange the weak
senior amir for the mighty Toghril Beg was hardly a course that
recommended itself. At this point a brilliant idea occurred to Toghril
Beg. He appeared in Baghdad in the guise of a pilgrim bound for
Mecca, giving out that on his return he would take up arms against the
Fatimids. The caliph could not but approve of such pious intentions;
moreover Toghril Beg's arrival in Baghdad on Friday 17 December
1055 meant that the khutba had to be carried out in his name followed
by that of al-Malik al-Rahim. Magnanimously Toghril Beg now consented to regard the Buyid in Baghdad as his vassal, and the caliph
wisely recommended the Buyid to his protection. This state of affairs
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lasted barely one week. Perhaps Toghril Beg had foreseen what would
happen; the citizens of the town became restive, accusing the Saljuq
soldiers of committing acts of looting and calling on the senior amir
to have them expelled from the city. Summoned to the Saljuq camp for
negotiations, the senior amir was himself accused of being responsible
for reprisals against the Saljuq troops and, despite the caliph's protestations, was arrested. Buyid rule in Baghdad had come to an end.
The Saljuqs, however, had not yet overcome all opposition in Iraq.
An insurrection against them was now organized by Basasirl, a slave
who had been a favourite of the former senior amir. For five years the
struggle raged with neither side able to gain the upper hand. After
countless vicissitudes Basasirl turned for financial and military support
to the Fatimids and was appointed Fatimid viceroy in Iraq. The
majority of the Arab rulers in Mesopotamia were in league with him,
and at the end of 1058 he actually succeeded in taking Baghdad itself,
where the khutba was performed in the name of the Fatimids while the
'Abbasid caliph was removed from the city and interned at Hadltha on
the Euphrates. But Toghril Beg was ultimately to prove the stronger.
As he marched on Baghdad, Basasiri's brief moment of triumph came
to an end. The insurrection collapsed, and almost exactly one year after
his capture of the city he fled from it, only to be killed in a skirmish
nearby.
The Buyids in Shiraz were able to hold out longer than their counterparts in Baghdad. After almost one century of tranquillity, the heart of
the Buyid empire had once again experienced the horrors of war during
the reign of al-Malik al-Rahim, and these were followed by the even
starker horrors of Saljuq depredation. Isfahan and the surrounding
country had already suffered severely when Toghril Beg beleaguered
the city in 442/1050-1. A similar fate was averted from Shiraz by Abu
Sa'd, al-Malik al-Rahim's viceroy in Fars in 444/105 2-3. But in the end
the Saljuqs, with their fighting mobility, were to prove superior to the
mercenaries of the Buyids, and the rich and unspoilt province of Fars
was not to escape their lust for plunder, especially since the rest of the
country had already been laid waste by the Oghuz tribes. In 442/1050-1
Alp-Arslan, the future Saljuq ruler, undertook a foray into the province
without the knowledge or consent of Toghril Beg. A surprise attack
on Fasa inflicted serious losses on its defenders, and, laden with booty,
he withdrew without reaching Shlraz, which had been strongly fortified
by Abu Kalijar. But the internal strength of Shlraz was being weakened
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by the dissensions amongst Abu Kalijar's sons which had increased in
intensity especially after the deposition of al-Malik al-Rahlm. Abu.
Mansiir had removed his brother, Abu Sa'd, but had himself been killed
in 454/1062 during a revolt led by the Kurd Fadluya, who was to
become the founder of the Fadluyid dynasty which ruled in Shabankara
(Darabjird) until the beginning of the 14th century. In the summer of
1062 Shiraz was finally taken by the Saljuq governor of Kirman.
The fate of Abu Kalijar's other sons is lost in the darkness and confusion of the ensuing period. Al-Malik al-Rahlm for his part died in
captivity in the citadel of Ray in 450/1058-9. The Kakuyids alone
succeeded at least in part in navigating the perils of this period of
Saljuq invasion. On the fall of Isfahan after a year-long siege, the
Kakuyid Faramurz b. cAla' al-Daula was granted the fiefs of Yazd and
Abarquh by the Saljuqs, and he and his successors raised Yazd to a
state of relative prosperity until their dynasty died out and was replaced
by atabegs in the mid-6th/i2th century. 'Adud al-Daula's greater
example in Shiraz thus survived in Yazd, as the Kakuyids embellished
it, building mosques, canals and ramparts. One of the last of the
atabegs who followed them significantly bore the title 'Ala' al-Daula that title which had once been borne by the founder of the Kakuyid
dynasty.
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CHAPTER 8

TRIBES, CITIES AND
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
The problem confronting the writer of this chapter may be summarized
in the question: by what process did pre-Islamic Iran turn into the Iran
of Islam? Although it is only the social implications of the question
which need to be considered here, they are by no means simple. In
Iran, as in all the countries of the Near and Middle East, the spoken
and written language changed several times over the years, with the
practical consequence for modern learning that few scholars are able to
study the history of the country continuously from one linguistic
period to the others; there are few experts who have a good knowledge
of both pre-Islamic and Islamic Iran. Moreover, for pre-Islamic Iran
the direct documentary evidence available is unfortunately too meagre
to answer all the questions which an Islamicist might in retrospect wish
to ask, and even the Arabic documentation which followed the Islamic
conquest is, for the first two or three centuries, sadly deficient. The
history of the Sasanian period is often presented with Islamic bias, for
the purpose of leading to conclusions which authors of the Islamic
period wished to demonstrate, reflecting the conflicts and problems of
their times. The same is true of the accounts which they give of the
period of the conquests. For these reasons, there are too few substantial
studies of the crucial problems of Iranian history during the first
centuries after the intervention of Islam for it to be possible to present
a synthesis of them. The chapter which follows will therefore consist
mainly of somewhat disconnected notes, for the most part of a hypothetical and provisional nature. It is to be hoped that they may nevertheless provide some stimulus for further research and be of help in
outlining a programme.
From an ethnical point of view, if the actual penetration by the Arabs
themselves be disregarded for a moment, their conquest does not appear
to have resulted in any major disturbance of the distribution of the
Iranian peoples. Iran therefore has always been populated predominantly by Persians in the strict sense, whose regional differences may for
3O5
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the present be ignored, though they should not be underestimated; it
was, incidentally, in Fars that they preserved their greatest immunity
from foreign infiltration. Side by side with them, however, there
existed other peoples who, while often deriving from a stock distantly
connected with their own, had nonetheless a distinct identity. Sheltered
behind the mountains separating the Iranian plateau from the Caspian
Sea, or actually among these mountains, were the Dailamites and the
Gilites; in the ranges of the west and the northwest were the Kurds
and various groups, such as the Lurs, which the authors of the time
associated with them; in the south were the Qufs and perhaps the
Baluchis. In the extreme northwest the Armenians straddled both Iran
and Asia Minor, and Iranian culture had made inroads among the
Caucasian peoples and the Georgians, the limits of which are difficult
to determine. In Central Asia and in Afghanistan of today there
persisted elements, probably rather heterogeneous, of the confederation
known as the Hephthalkes, which had an Indo-European core but had
been infiltrated by various Turkish elements. The populations which
were later to dominate Afghanistan still remained at that time in their
mountains, outside the Persian world in its strict sense. The Iranian
Soghdians, who had played so important a role in the history of Central
Asia, had perhaps been partially dispersed without having disappeared.
The Khwarazmians, insulated by the desert in their oases, formed a
nucleus of social and cultural autonomy. On the fringes of the Iranian
world, in Farghana and other valleys of Central Asia, there were Turks
superimposed upon ancient native populations, for the most part
Iranian; these Turks were distinct from the Turkish elements in the
'Abbasid army who, having been uprooted from their places of origin,
might find themselves garrisoned or campaigning in Iran.
It was in the midst of this complex of peoples that the Arab intervention occurred. There never was any mass colonization of Iran by
the Arabs, who did not care foi the climatic conditions, except in the
centre and in the south - the Arabian camel cannot endure cold
winters - and their great waves of migration halted at the foot of the
Zagros. Nonetheless, in addition to the garrison towns occupied by
detachments formed, in the first century, of Arabs, there had been Arab
penetration in four regions: on the south coast by sea, originating
especially from 'Uman; by Bedouins on the central plateau and in
Sistan; thirdly, in Khurasan and in Central Asia by mixed groups, half
military and half tribal, from Iraq and primarily from Basra; and finally
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in the northwest and on the Armenian-Caucasian frontier by smaller
groups of the same kind, coming from Kufa or from Upper Mesopotamia. It was certainly in Khurasan that colonization was at its most
intensive and most complex, which to some extent accounted for the
part played by Muslims of this region in the 'Abbasid movement.
Nevertheless before long a large proportion of the Arabs yielded to
their environment and, as a result of mixed marriages, were using a
language with Iranian words; conversely, Islamic influence was
particularly strong in the zones where Arab penetration was most
concentrated. There is thus no need to exaggerate the "national"
opposition between the two elements, native and Arab, nor is it necessary to regard the Arabs as constituting a unified whole; they brought
with them, especially to Khurasan, their traditional political and tribal
quarrels, which resulted, apparently, in the alliance of certain Arab
groups with native groups in opposition to other similar alliances.
These features have been dealt with in the chapter on the 'Abbasids
and need not be repeated here.
It would clearly be helpful to know whether the adoption of Islam,
which is at one and the same time both a religion and a social law,
resulted in important modifications in the life of those peoples converted to it. Polygamy had been practised in pre-Islamic Iran as under
Islam, and the shortage of women resulting from it fostered the recruitment of bachelor societies (see below) and propaganda by heterodox
sects whom their opponents accused of advocating the communal
ownership of women. In other matters it is known that Muslim law,
and more specifically Hanafite law, which developed over a wide area in
Iran, generally authorized pre-Islamic practices, particularly in the field
of commerce, or, if it did not authorize them, allowed them to continue.
The fact remains that conversion to Islam proceeded at varying rates
of progress and did not really gather momentum and become universal
until the 4th/ioth century, under the "national" Muslim dynasties. The
material reasons which are often adduced to explain this process of
conversion can only be accepted by taking an over-simplified view of
the prevailing conditions. It is, however, impossible to discuss them
here and there is only space to record the consequences.
The questions which have just been raised are bound up with that
of the mawdli (singular maula). This term is known to have been used
to denote men of similar status to the "clients" of the Late Roman
Empire. In ancient Arab times they could be individuals who, having
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for one reason or another been excluded from their tribe, put themselves under the protection either of another tribe or of its leaders.
Thus it could come about that, in order to safeguard their economic
and social position with the Arab conquerors, native inhabitants at all
levels placed themselves under the protection either of a group or of a
leading personality belonging to the victorious nation. The term could
also include liberated prisoners of war who remained attached in some
way to their masters. Mawali of various types existed everywhere within
the range of the Arab conquest and were thus drawn from all ethnic
sources; they were, however, particularly numerous and influential in
Iran. Indeed, in the former Byzantine countries, prominent citizens had
been able to flee to Constantinople and from there to redeem their
captive compatriots, while the Iranians, on the other hand, whose
country was entirely occupied, had little chance of flight nor had they
a state at their disposal to ransom their people. Moreover, the part in
Muslim history rapidly assumed by Iraq, the seat of the Sasanian capital,
where for a long time there had been a large infiltration of Iranians,
gave to the Iranian mawali who lived there an importance proportionate
with that of Iraq; the very size of Iran even allowed them to increase
in numbers in Iraq. It is also possible that the communal ties within
the Mazdaean church, weakened as it was by schisms, may have been
less strong than those of the Jewish or Christian communities, which
were more successful in restraining their adherents from yielding to the
temptations of Islam. For it must be emphasized that the state of being
maula was conditional on conversion to Islam, that is to say, on integration to a certain degree in the dominant society, albeit on a lower
level at first. To represent the mawali as fulfilling the function of
intermediaries between the two societies and cultures may be valid, if
what is meant is that they introduced their Arab masters to certain
traditions of their ancestral society, but not that they were able actually
to serve as interpreters on behalf of the indigenous population with the
Arabs, or vice versa.
It was under the 'Abbasids, who preferred to man their administration and their army with people from Khurasan, who had been conquered by the Arabs, rather than with their Arab compatriots who were
infected with a dangerous egalitarianism, that the mawali were to
attain their most exalted offices and fortunes; hence there arose between
them and the Arabs that emulation or rivalry which is described particularly under the literary form of the Shu'ubiyya; its other aspects, social
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as well as ethnic, have been ably demonstrated by H. A. R. Gibb. 1 By
degrees, with the disappearance of all social differences between themselves and the Arabs, the status of maula lost its validity and, in the
course of the 3rd/9th century, the name, like the state, fell into disuse.
In the same way the Arabs became less clearly distinguishable from the
native inhabitants in proportion as the latter were converted to Islam,
a process which was accelerated in the 4th/ioth century, under the
Buyids.
In the light of modern "national" movements, there has been a
tendency to regard the Arabs and the Iranians as two hostile groups,
the latter at first being in subjection and ultimately reasserting themselves with their national dynasties of the 4th/ioth century. It is
certainly necessary to avoid the opposite extreme of denying that any
line of demarcation was apparent or that a great historical and cultural
tradition was transmitted from generation to generation in the Iranian
consciousness and was, to some extent, communicated to the ArabIslamic civilization. However, despite the revolts, which were often
religious in form, by certain groups in certain regions, there was never
a widespread national movement, and the simple fact of the partially
national states re-emerging under a Muslim form is a sufficient indication of the limits of the opposition. It has also been alleged that, in
their conversion to Islam, the Iranians had at any rate chosen the
Shi'a - or opposition - sect; but, whatever may be said at the present
day, when Iran is officially and generally Shi'a, mediaeval Iran was
never dedicated specifically to ShTism, and the Sunnis were certainly
in a majority there, even under the Buyids. The only exception was the
Caspian provinces which were isolated and traditionally prone to heresy.
The first important centre of the Shi'a was at Qum, a place colonized
by the Arabs. There is no need to dwell on these facts in the present
chapter, but it was necessary for them to be reviewed from the author's
standpoint.
On another matter also there are misunderstandings which have to
be cleared. The Arab invasion is sometimes represented as ipso facto
a penetration by nomads and thus, ipso facto negative in its results and
harmful to agriculture. Such a view may perhaps be partially true of
the later invasions of the Turks and, even more, of the Mongols, but
it was not so with the Arabs. In the first place, the town garrisons, even
1

H. A. R. Gibb, " The Social Significance of the shu'ubiyya" in Studia Orientalia Janni
Pedersen dieata (Copenhagen, 1953), pp. 105-14.
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when they still retained a strong sense of tribal allegiance, did not hold
to the Bedouin way of life, whatever may have been the Bedouin habits
of their ancestors. On the other hand, even though certain Arabs, in
the most dispossessed regions of the centre and east, were pure
Bedouins and frequently insufferable to the inhabitants of the agricultural fringes, economic relations between the nomads and the farmers
as a whole, with the resulting exchange of products, were rather a
factor of mutual enrichment than of disorder. The nomad economy
thus made a positive contribution to regions which without it would
have remained empty, because cultivation was not practicable. In this
respect the Middle Ages showed an advance on antiquity, for preIslamic Iran lacked a sufficient proportion of nomad economy. It is,
howxver, important to distinguish between the semi-nomadism or
change of pasture of those who reared sheep in the mountains, as the
Kurds had done for many centuries, and the great nomadic movements
of Arab camel-drivers on Arab camels, and by certain Turks with the
Turkish camel (which was acclimatized to cold winters and suffered in
excessive summer heat). The Arab occupation and, even more the
subsequent Turkish conquest, were to impose both types of nomadism
on the country, but as a whole the Arab occupation made very little
change in the semi-nomadism of the mountain regions.
Certain Iranian authors of the Islamic era have produced a summary
classification of social divisions, based on a particular aspect of actual
social conditions quite independent of the Muslim theoretical system,
which paid no heed to them. It might perhaps be possible to discover
in this classification, which enumerates soldiers, religious leaders and
merchants, but in general makes no mention of peasants, a reflection of
the ancient Iranian outlook. It remains, however, too rudimentary and
schematic to provide the basis for a description of the true state of
affairs under Islam. By and large, and despite overlapping in both
directions, it will be simplest to draw a social dividing line between the
city and the open country.
There is no doubt that mediaeval Iran continued to be mainly an
agricultural country, although it is very difficult, there as in other
Muslim and non-Muslim countries, to examine closely the life of the
rural inhabitants; in the literature, which is exclusively urban, they are
scarcely mentioned, apart from their tax returns. From pre-Islamic
times Iran had known flora and fauna (including the silk-worm) which
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the general Arab-Muslim domination must have distributed over other
countries not previously familiar with them; the interest brought to
agricultural projects, and especially to irrigation which was essential
to them, is demonstrated by the publication, for example, of specialized
treatises on the qandt, the subterranean irrigation canals of ancient Iran. 1
It would be useful to know whether the change in sovereignty or
subsequent developments provoked notable transformations in the
economic and social management of the land. In general, the agreements concluded at the time of the Arab conquest stipulated, in Iran as
elsewhere, the right of indigenous owners to retain their property.
However, the Muslim state inherited the domains of the Sasanian state,
including private estates which were left without heirs, and distributed
them as qata^? (plural of qatii'a), conferring on the beneficiaries rights
which were in effect almost equal to those of true owners. Gradually
also, on the legal borderline, quasi-proprietary rights were acquired by
prominent persons over lands which, while theoretically remaining the
property of their former owners, came under their "protection" by the
device of recommendation, iljdy or taljfa? The large or average-sized
property belonging to a native owner by no means disappeared, but it
was duplicated by Arab-owned estates from which for practical purposes it was indistinguishable. The owners, whether belonging to one
people or the other, often resided in the city, though this characteristic
was perhaps not so invariable in many parts of Iran as in the Arab
Mediterranean countries, and there were also prominent persons who
lived in the country, close to their estates, the development of which
they might or might not undertake themselves. These were the
dihqdns, literally village chiefs, a name which in fact covered a whole
gamut of people, from simple cultivators of the soil, who were scarcely
better off than their neighbours and subordinates, to true lords of the
manor and founders of dynasties. Small properties were often poor,
and restricted in scope by debts and mortgages, but at the same time
reinforced by the solidarity of the village community, both from the
point of view of fiscal responsibility, and because they consisted of
developing parcels of land which passed in rotation from one group to
another. The great estates, diyd\ were for their part cultivated by
tenants, mu%ari\un), whose methods varied according to the likely yield
1

Cf. Istikbrdj-i db-hd-yi pinhdni [Extraction of hidden waters] by Abu Bakr Muh. b .
al-Hasan al-Karaji, trans, from Arabic by Husain Khadlvjam (Tehran, 1345/1967).
2
Cf. EIy 2nd ed. s.v. ildjd\ and C. Cahen in Melanges Massignon, vol. 1 (Paris, 1956).
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and the local working conditions (particularly as regards irrigation),
as has been the case throughout the whole of the Near and Middle East
since ancient times.
The word qataT has been mentioned, and it is important to clear up
numerous misunderstandings concerning its usage in the Muslim world
as a whole and also Iran, although it is impossible to give statistics
showing the proportions between the various ways of appropriating
or exploiting land. It is necessary to repeat here statements which have
already been made with regard to the Muslim world in general and
which can be found in volume 5 of the present history. By reason of the
common Arabic root q.t.' of the words qatl'a and iqtd* (the latter being
the better known), and also because of a regrettable looseness in
thought and in translation, the two have often been confused and both
indiscriminately have been rendered by the European "fief". Qati'a
quite clearly is in no sense a fief; it amounts almost to ownership,
carrying with it practically all the rights and indeed also the obligations,
as, for example, taxation, and the legal restrictions, that is to say submission to the public administration, which alone had jurisdiction over
the lawsuits of the holders. There were of course some estates in inaccessible regions or among semi-autonomous peoples, the masters of
which were almost true manorial lords, but such instances were outside
the law and were in any case not termed qati'a, nor did they come
within the system.1
It was precisely because the qatfa was effectively definitive or hereditary in character that the time was bound to come when the state had
nothing more to distribute. However, the army still had to be paid and
could not be kept waiting. Generally speaking, the land-tax paid by the
properties under native ownership was sufficient for this purpose, but
the instalments, and especially the actual payment of them, could not
always be timed to coincide with the accounts requiring settlement. It
was therefore often found more convenient to grant officers the right
to intercept at the source revenues to the amount of their pay, and
villages or districts known to yield the required totals would be
allocated to them with that object. Such was the iqta', which is obviously something quite different from the qati'a. The practice appears
to have spread over Iraq before actually reaching Iran, and then to have
extended over western and southern Iran under the Buyids before
affecting eastern Iran; it became progressively more general especially
1

Cf. EIy 2nd ed. s.v. ighdr.
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under the Saljuq Turks in the 5th/nth century. It is sufficient to
emphasize that, even though it involved the local administration, it was
most often of a temporary nature owing to constant changes in land
distribution.
The cultivable lands which had not become state property, whether
or not distributed as qataT, remained theoretically the private estates
of their original owners before the Arab conquest. Such was the
general rule in the countries conquered by the Arabs, who were discouraged from acquiring land belonging to native inhabitants even by
purchase. By and large this policy appears to have been pursued in the
Semitic countries of the Near East and in Egypt, that is to say in the
parts of the empire which were relatively central and under control. It
is more difficult to know what conditions were like in Iran, on which
there is less documentary evidence, because so far hardly any research
has been devoted to the matter, except in Khurasan on account of its
part in the 'Abbasid revolt. There is a tendency to believe that private
lands were acquired by the Arabs, especially in frontier zones such as
the South Caspian provinces. On the other hand it appears that certain
peoples who were rapidly converted to Islam may have succeeded in
having their lands more or less assimilated with those of the Muslims.
It is necessary to understand the financial implications of the matter.
The properties which the Arabs possessed in Arabia and the qataT
which the caliphate had subsequently conceded to them in the conquered countries were subject to a tithe ^ushf) on their revenue, while
estates belonging to native owners continued to pay the land tax,
kharaj, which they had been paying under the pre-Islamic system and
which, despite the great disparity which existed between lands, was
clearly more onerous than the tithe. It had been hoped that, where the
holders were converted to Islam, their lands would be transferred to
the tithe system, but, for fiscal reasons which are not difficult to understand, the government of the caliphate declared the existing system to
be final. The two categories thus remained in opposition, though the
contrast was often less marked than might appear, because the holders
of estates subject to the tithe did not cultivate the land themselves and
the farmers who were the actual cultivators paid them the same amount
in rents as they would have had to contribute in kharaj if they had been
the owners. There remained also large estates which theoretically were
subject to the incidence of the kharaj, but whose owners often found a
means of becoming subscribers to a prearranged scale of charges
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(muqatcfa^ ighar), which simplified the administrative work while allowing them to retain a substantial profit from the rents paid by their
tenants. Moreover it appears that in many regions, including particularly almost the whole of Central Asia, at least under the Umayyads,
there continued the local land systems which had prevailed before the
Arab conquest to the extent that even Arab Muslims were on the same
footing as everyone else, without special privileges, the sole personality
recognized by the state for taxation purposes being the local dignitary,
who was responsible for tribute to be raised from his own land by his
own methods. In Iran, as in the rest of the East, fiscal responsibility and sometimes even farming - was the collective responsibility of a
community, which restricted the opportunities for discrimination
between individuals.
The tenants paid their rents in kind, according to an agreed percentage. With regard to the tax paid by landowners to the State, however,
there were two opposing doctrines in Sasanian times which continued
under Islam. The primitive system, the payment of a fixed proportion
in kind, was only workable at times when the economy was short of
money. It had, moreover, the disadvantage that the revenues it produced were uncertain and indefinite, and the Sasanians had converted
it for the most part into a tax calculated at a fixed monetary sum per
agricultural unit. The peasants frequently had difficulty in raising the
required sum when it was due and were thus at the mercy of speculative
merchants. Hence in Iraq, where the dense population of Baghdad had
somehow to be fed, there was a return to the tax in kind. In Iran it
seems that in general the system of fixed taxation persisted and an
attempt was made to arrive at the most equitable assessment by taking
into account all features of the land and types of cultivation and by
allowing rebates and remissions in the event of natural disasters. It is
possible, however, that the continuance of the system may have encouraged the peasants to put themselves under the protection of great
landowners, to whom they made payments in kind which the landowners were better able than themselves to convert into money.
Under Muslim law, as is well known, there is no right of primogeniture and the successive divisions resulting from this factor led to a
splitting-up of great estates at the very time when other forces were
working to develop them. Even a practice such as ilja', which was
unofficial and lay outside the right of ownership in the strict sense, was
treated as an ordinary item in the inheritance and was thus liable to be
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divided into shares. The practice of iqta' also superimposed on the
right of property another kind of right and this, being combined with a
certain service, was not divisible. Until the 5th/nth century it was
insecure, however, since the beneficiary was constantly being changed,
and, when he strove to acquire some more stable form of property, it
became by the same act divisible, like ordinary inherited property. The
force of custom was very strong in these matters.
Islam, however, had brought into focus an institution which, from a
certain standpoint, allowed the letter of the ordinary law of succession
to be bypassed, that of the waqf. This institution, guaranteed by the
religious law, consisted of the alienation in mortmain of an estate for
the benefit of certain defined categories of persons or of public works,
it being understood that the administration of the property belonged,
according to the founder's injunction, to his family or to certain
individual members of it, with the right to deduct from the revenues a
sum sufficient to support them and to cover administrative expenses.
The result, which had often in fact been the object of the action, was
the preservation intact from generation to generation of a certain part
of the ownership of the estate in question. In the first centuries of Islam
the form of waqf relating to families was much more general than that
associated with the maintenance of institutions for the benefit of the
public, assured as a whole by the ordinary budget of the State. The
balance was to be reversed in later periods which need not be considered
here. It should be more or less possible to trace the development of the
practice in Iran along the same lines as in Iraq, Syria and Egypt, with
special reference to the eventual extension of the waqf for the benefit
of the mawall. In Egypt, on the other hand, only urban properties could
be constituted waqfs until the 6th/12th century, to the exclusion of
agricultural estates, which in Iraq, by contrast, were predominantly
used for the purpose. An attempt should be made to discover what was
its position in Iran, and to what extent the waqf for the benefit of
mosques, did or did not succeed to trusts previously enjoyed by
Zoroastrian institutions, cultural and otherwise. Such a study can
perhaps be no more than a pious wish, in the absence of documentary
evidence, but a necessary condition for disentangling the problems is
first of all to become aware of them.
As a whole, the peasants were despised, although sometimes a voice
would make itself heard in their favour. Even if they were not actually attached to the land, the business of the obligations involved in
3*5
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communal development and of tax debts kept them there for practical
purposes when they were not in the neighbourhood of a large city.
Peasant risings sometimes broke out locally and some of the revolts,
presented in the texts from a religious standpoint, have an undeniably
social and rural character. It should be understood that the overlords
against whom the revolt was directed could be Iranian or Arab indiscriminately. The whole subject is, however, very difficult to elucidate
from the documents available and has been too little studied for it to
be possible to make any more precise assertions.
Generally speaking the rule of Islam in the Middle Ages is represented as having been accompanied by a significant process of urbanization, whatever the particular region. In respect of Iran, as elsewhere,
such a positive statement, without being false, needs to be qualified.
It must be admitted that the process of urbanization, which in places
dated back to the distant past, was accelerated and intensified by the
Sasanians. Conversely, it can scarcely be denied that many parts of Iran,
even under Islam, still remained intrinsically rural and that even the
great lords did not always reside in the towns, but were also to be
found in fortresses surveying their domains and their people. Despite
the importance attained by such provincial cities as Ray, Isfahan,
Nishapur, Samarqand and certain others at various times, not one of
them ever approached the magnitude of Baghdad or Cairo. The Arabs
established or re-established, for military reasons, some cities, which
then lost their individual character, but the creation of them was not
necessarily a gain, for it sometimes resulted in the decline or destruction
of earlier cities, just as Istakhr was replaced by Shiraz and, in Iraq,
Ctesiphon by Baghdad. In Iran as elsewhere, the city was indisputably
the centre where the new society and its culture were developed.
Thus it would be most desirable to know the history at least of some
of the Iranian cities. With regard to topography, even where some
details may be contributed by textual evidence, it is clear that nothing
decisive can be settled except by archaeological investigations. Unfortunately, excavations are often impeded by the existence of a modern
city superimposed upon the ancient city-site, and, even where a mediaeval city survives to some extent within the modern city, mediaeval
archaeology has certainly attracted less interest than remote antiquity,
and the monuments of past eras are examined more from the standpoint
of artistic merit than for the enlightenment they provide on human
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affairs. Under such conditions there is no cause for surprise either in
the small number of archaeological researches nor in the poverty of the
results so far attained. Ray, Nishapur and recently Siraf have been the
object of expeditions not yet concluded which have been facilitated by
the abandonment of the sites, and some other names could be added,
such as Bust and Ghazna in Afghanistan. Tirmidh, Samarqand, Panjikent in Central Asia and some other sites have been partially excavated,
but here too the efforts are concentrated more on the pre-Islamic past
than on the Middle Ages, though it may happen that excavations
undertaken for the purpose of investigating ancient sites are obliged to
work down through Muslim levels, which is exactly what has happened
at Susa, for example.
In any case history in the strict sense can only be founded on textual
evidence, involving other difficulties. The geographers make an effort
to describe the countryside, but historians, who are most often attracted
by the great political centres, in practice if not by design, disregard
many of the facts belonging to local history; some regional or local
histories have existed, but they have been less well preserved because
less often copied. Moreover the diminution of Arab influence in Iran
from the 5th/nth century onwards led sometimes to translation, but at
other times to the simple loss of works of the first centuries written in
Arabic. There existed an abundant supply of literature on cities, some
remains of which have survived. They are of a special type and, however
disappointing they may often be from the point of view of our present
requirements, nevertheless they can and should be utilized much more
than has been done. It is relevant here to consider all the biographical
dictionaries, the purpose of which was to list all the prominent personages connected with a city and especially, or exclusively, the "men of
learning", whose ancestries must be traced in order to establish the
soundness of the teachings for which they were responsible. Apart from
what may be learned about such persons, the literary material generally
includes a more or less lengthy preface praising and describing the city.
In exceptional cases an effort was made to write a true history of the
city in all its aspects, as was done, for example, in the 6th/12th century
by Ibn Funduq in respect of his home town of Baihaq. The accounts of
Qum and of Bukhara, the former only partly preserved, the latter in its
entirety (both of them, however, in a Persian translation) are rather
histories of provinces or of dynasties than of cities in the strict sense,
but are nonetheless worthy of note.
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According to tradition, the Iranian city was divided into three parts,
a characteristic which distinguished it somewhat from the cities of
surrounding countries. There was the citadel (kuhandi?£), often the
original core, the actual city (shahristan, in Arabic madind) and a suburb
(btrun, in Arabic rabad). This formation, which as a whole was common
to all urban agglomerations of normal growth, allowed in detail for the
actual city, like the suburb, to consist in its turn of various more or less
distinct units, leading a more or less autonomous existence, sometimes
even separated by gates. The main roads, which were few, gave access
to complexes of lanes or to blind alleys in which, quite clearly defined,
dependants or tradesmen were grouped around the residences of the
notables. Apart from the great monuments, which themselves were
often built of baked brick rather than stone, the ordinary houses, except
for the many-storied tenements of the big cities, were constructed of
mud or unbaked brick, of which very few traces remain. In certain
regions, however, stone or wood made an appearance; at Siraf the
dwellings of the rich were partly made of teak imported from the Indian
Ocean.1 The life of the house was organized around an interior courtyard or terraces and there was as little access as possible from the street,
but here again there were many variations.
The seat of local government was generally in the citadel, but the
central monument of the city, in proportion to its degree of conversion
to Islam, was the Great Mosque, which did not preclude the existence
of small Muslim chapels or, insofar as there were adherents, of the cultbuildings of Mazdaeans, Buddhists or Nestorians (the latter two only
in Central Asia).
There has been some discussion in recent times, based particularly
on examples in Iran, of the individual or autonomous character of the
cities in relation to the country as a whole. Muslim law, of course, took
no official cognisance of any intermediate community; it acknowledged
the existence only, on the one hand, of the individual, on the other of
the general community of believers, the umma. It follows also that the
various organs of the administration or the religious life were regarded
as functions of the state as a whole and not as operating within the
limits of the "city". Side by side with this theory, however, there are
the actual facts to be considered. It will be seen that there did exist
intermediate communities and that, as regards the various agents of the
government, not only did they all reside in cities, but some of them had
1

Ibn Hauqal, ed. Kramers, pp. 281-2; tr. G. Wiet, pp. 277-8.
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functions which they would have had no occasion to exercise except in
the city. There are other questions which remain unanswered, relating
on one side to the economic interdependence of town and country and
on the other to the separation between the two. Naturally the country
supported the town, by trade, by the rents of the farmers and by the
taxation of the landowners, but the town contributed very little to the
open country, where the elementary needs of daily life and even implements were supplied by local labour. The great caravans which traversed
the country, bringing to the town-dwellers commodities of necessity or
luxury not provided by the neighbourhood, were regarded with envy
since they contributed nothing to the countryside. They were forbidden
to trade outside the city enclosure-walls where they paid theirfiscaldues
and had their meetings with retail traders.
Subject to the above qualifications, it remains true that many towns
were of a semi-rural character and that the villages in their neighbourhood shared in their life and in their conflicts: there was thus, in a sense,
an overflow beyond the boundaries of the city. Conversely the framework of local life was often in itself based more on the different quarters
or on a particular community than on the city as a whole. This characteristic, which the mediaeval Iranian city shared with many others but
possessed perhaps to a particularly high degree, is difficult to interpret
correctly, for it was divided not only into quarters but also according
to different social levels. In the principal cities and the frontier towns
there might be an army, recruited sometimes entirely of foreigners, at
other times from Iranian, but not local, stock (Dailamites, for example,
or Kurds). There were also government officials (kuttdb), who were of
great importance socially and culturally, as everywhere else in the Near
East, at least until the Turkish epoch. These two classes, however, for
lack of sufficiently strong local ties, played a lesser part than did a third
category, the religious leaders (including the qadis and other men of the
law). These latter personages belonged, as they did elsewhere, to
various schools: in Iran there were Hanafis, Shafi'is (often linked with
the "people of the hadith"), Imamian Shi'is (and Zaidites in the South
Caspian provinces), in some places Karramiyya, not to mention the
secret propagandists of Isma'ilism or sects which were more or less
survivors from the pre-Islamic past. What is remarkable is that these
divisions, which were of much greater importance in the realm of
theoretical conviction than as applied to practical life, were nevertheless
the cause, apparently at least, of topographical and social schisms and
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the source of perpetual conflicts, even of actual civil wars. With the
increase in the mystical forms of religion, prominent roles were taken
by the Sufis, but in the classical period all the religious leaders and men
of the law were important. There was an overlapping of the dividinglines between doctrines and often between quarters of the town. Sometimes a cross-division could result from the inhabitants of two quarters
sharing one ethnic or geographical origin; another time it might happen
that the economic activities of the various quarters were not the same
and gave rise to conflicts. It has to be admitted, however, that we know
little about them.
This question is also related to another, which has received greater
attention without being fully elucidated, that of the futuwwa. Here
evidently there is a mixture of tradition and vocabulary, on the one
hand Arabic, on the other Iranian. Arab tradition contributed the fata
(phitaifitydn), meaning a brave, generous, chivalrous individual. But in
all the old Sasanian cities there were groups of young men (Persian
iavdnmarddn) whose community spirit led them to pool their resources
in order to achieve the best possible life together, materially and sometimes morally. They had a religion, but it does not appear that religion
was the factor which united them, and in any case they came from
different religious groups. Almost all of them followed professions, but
it would not seem, at any rate before the Turco-Mongolian period, that
their union was based on a common profession: their co-operation was
of other kinds. It so happened that some of them were poets and from
halfway through the Middle Ages onwards, the development of certain
groups showed a deep appreciation of spiritual values. At the same
time certain groups of Sufis, now organized into communities, were
becoming aware of the example of communal life presented by the
fityan/javanmardan. Since clearly these were the circles more than any
others which produced the writers, there came into existence a complete
literature which hinged on the spiritual aspect of the futuwwa (literally
"the youth"), a name which was given to their moral principle of
cohesion, regardless of the fact that these fityan also had other activities
of apparently quite a different kind. In fact they freely professed the
legitimacy of theft, provided that it was executed with chivalry to the
detriment of the rich and for the corporate benefit of the restricted
community. Historians and other authors, in describing the fityan
during periods of diminished authority, called them by contemptuous
names (adopted as a matter of pride by those concerned), such as
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'ayydrian), aubdsh, shuffdr, etc. (that is, scoundrels, ragamuffins, outlaws)
and alleged that they abandoned themselves to various kinds of disorderly behaviour and imposed their "protection" on merchants and
on notables at a price. In the large towns the official police forces and
the army garrisons held them more or less in respect; in other places,
however, they themselves constituted the police, often even to the
extent of imposing their own candidate as the head of the town. They
frequently had as their leader a ra'zs, whose position and functions it is
difficult to describe precisely, because the term, which simply means a
chief, can perhaps be applied in different ways: sometimes it signifies a
kind of local mayor, to confront or oppose the political authority of the
prince. Certainly the movements in question were substantial factions
(^asabiyydf)) broader than the communal groups of futuwwa in the strict
sense. But there is no doubt that these latter represented both their
kernel and their most conspicuous form, a fact which was to be grasped
by those ambitious persons who tried to rally the groups of futuwwa
in support of themselves. The SafFarid dynasty in Sistan owed its origin
to them.
It is true that in the Semitic, non-Sasanian, countries of the Near
East, there also existed militias, often called ahddtJi - another Arabic
word meaning "young people", while the fityan/'ayyaran had an actual
organization with initiation rites and special insignia (including the
"fujuwwa trousers "), as well as the moral complexities of their outlook.
These features were not to be found among the ahdath; indeed the
latter were aggrieved with those of their number whom they suspected
of wishing to develop along such lines. It is certain therefore that the
futuwwa contained an element which, if not purely Iranian, was at
least of Iranian-Iraqi and so of Sasanian origin, representing the strong
influence of an Iranian past. Examination of the subject is further
complicated by the fact that certain texts appear to confront the reader
with the existence not of urban and relatively democratic fityan/
javanmardan, but of troops of young aristocrats, of "cavaliers", so to
speak, who may have been unrelated to the 'asabiyyat of the towns.
Such questions could perhaps be resolved without much difficulty if
anything comparable were known in the time of the Sasanians.
Since the time of the Achaemenids there had been organizations of a
similar kind in many other societies but having a purpose which was
essentially religious, and it is difficult to form any idea of the manner
in which they continued under the Sasanians. They may have developed
21
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so as to be imitated to some extent by the urban associations which
appeared after the evolution of the cities. It is possible that the vocabulary and the attitude of mind of Arabs and Iranians, of aristocratic and
lower levels, may have undergone a process of intercontamination and
it may even be asked whether the Arabic 'qyydr, which appears in this
sense only in the realm under consideration, and the Middle Persian
aydrjjdr = auxiliary, often applied to members of the above-mentioned
ancient brotherhoods, may not have interacted on one another.1
One other feature must be emphasized which was characteristic of at
least a number of Iranian areas. Perpetually exposed as they were to
hostile threats from the northeast and the northwest, the Iranians,
especially those living in frontier zones, had preserved a military
aristocracy and, even in the cities, the tradition of certain "sporting"
disciplines, of which there was no exact equivalent in the Arab world.
It is true that in Iran, as in the other Muslim countries, the actual
practice of arms in the regular army came eventually to be reserved for
special racial groups, among which Turkish slaves were bound to
play a larger part. On the Arab side the Bedouin retained their
custom of war by razzia (predatory raid) which must have provided
them with a military function in certain principalities from the 4th/ioth
and 5th/nth centuries onwards. The Khurasanis who, after furnishing
the army for the 'Abbasid victory, had had a semi-monopoly of service
in the regular army for three-quarters of a century, continued to play
an important if not exclusive role in the provincial armies of the
Tahirids, Samanids and Saffarids, while the Kurds and Dailamites
constituted the essential element of the forces of Iran in the west. The
Iranians had learned, from contact with the warrior nomads of Central
Asia, certain military techniques which, although not enabling them to
arrest the Arab advance in the conditions prevailing after the Sasanian
collapse in the ist/yth century, must have earned the appreciation of
their new masters and contributed to their being given the position
which they occupied immediately after the 'Abbasid revolution. In the
cities there was training in archery, and fencing was practised in the
%iirkhdnas. It was by no means fortuitous that the subsequent literature
of all Muslim countries gave pride of place in this sphere to the Iranian
masters. On the other hand, along the borders of the Byzantine Empire,
in Central Asia and, to a lesser degree, on the frontier with India, there
were to be found, in a semi-permanent state of mobilization, groups of
1
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combatants, religious volunteers (ghd%fs), to which, apart from the
Bedouin, the Arab world offered no parallel. Some of them simply
dwelt in the cities; others were organized in fortified posts along the
frontier zones. Of course in the frontier towns there was often overlapping between the ghazls and the fityan/'ayyaran, but it is clear that,
whatever has been said to the contrary, the organizations were by no
means identical and that there were, in the cities of the interior, fityan
who were not ghazis, and in the frontier posts ghazis who were not
fityan. The conversion of the Turks of Central Asia, the conquests of
Northern India and of Asia Minor, inasmuch as they deprived the
ghazls of their employment, were bound ultimately to deal a fatal blow
to this section of the Iranian population, whose traditions were adapted
by the Turks and must have been transported by them to new theatres
of war. Until that time, however, they played an important part.
As already stated, the groups or movements of the fityan/'ayyaran
were not, despite frequent allegations to the contrary, professional in
character, in the sense that they were not disposed according to professions and did not concern themselves with organizing the professions. It remains to be seen how in fact those professions were
organized which, on a lower level than the political, administrative and
religious aristocracies, provided a living for the majority of the population. Here again the matter is complicated, and it is important to dispel
misunderstandings.
The general question of the existence of professional corporations
in Muslim cities at the peak period of the Middle Ages has been much
debated in recent times and does not perhaps present itself in exactly
the same terms in the Iranian and the Arab worlds. What is essential is to
proceed from a more exact definition than has yet been formulated and
to set the problem in its historical perspective. It may be repeated that
Muslim law does not recognize any intermediate collective moral entity
between the individual person and the community of Believers as a
whole, a fact which of course is not enough to establish that such
collective bodies did not exist. But here it is important to make a proper
distinction between the different historical realities. There could be
collective bodies even in the Muslim world, such, for example, as the
futuwwa organizations described above, but, as has been pointed out,
they do not appear to have been connected, at any rate in the period
under consideration, with the "professional" structure of society.
There could be, and certainly was, a systematic professional organiza21-2
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tion involving groups of certain kinds, but, as in the case, broadly
speaking, of the Roman Empire and, very definitely, of the Byzantine
Empire, which bordered on the Muslim world, what was implied was
a state system without independent responsibility of the persons concerned, or any extension of the activities of professional groups beyond
the requirements of their calling. Nothing in such a system corresponds
exactly with the professional corporations known to European history,
namely associations connected with the practice of a profession which
assume responsibility for the organization of it and also for large sectors
of the extraprofessional life of its members - in short the framework,
on a professional basis, of the social structure. Without any clarification
of these necessary distinctions, a European terminology, apparently
parallel but representing different conceptions, has been used to assert
the existence of a state of affairs which is incapable of proof.
Subject to this qualification, it is quite certain that there existed in the
mediaeval cities of Iran and Central Asia a topographical grouping of
most of the trades, similar to that which prevailed throughout the rest
of the Muslim world and in the majority of cities in all mediaeval
societies. Such a grouping obviously implied some degree of familiarity,
with interests and reactions partly shared for example when threats or
disaffection resulted in the closing of the suqs; attendance at the same
mosque served to bring together people in the same trade or profession,
before they lived in establishments founded by some or other of their
members; this came about only at the end of the Middle Ages. The
person responsible for living conditions in the trading community, as
in the rest of Islam, was the muhtasib "police inspector", or in a large
town the ^//'(sometimes amiri) representing each separate trade under
the direction of the aforementioned muhtasib. Even if this personage
himself belonged to the trade (which, for the latter, was by no means
always the case), there was nothing to prevent his being appointed by
the government to be a government official, without the benefit of any
professional "counsel" at his side. The system under consideration,
therefore, though perhaps less severe, was in the same category as that
which prevailed in Rome and Byzantium. Members of trades or professions were registered by the administration - it was said that they
had a divan. The government agents, at least in certain cases, exercised
close control over the manufacture of products (this fact is known with
particular reference to the textiles of Kazamn). Various trades were
obliged, instead of paying other taxes, to make deliveries in kind, the
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deduction and collection of which obviously suggest a certain degree of
organization, though there is not necessarily anything corporate about
it. The origin of the muhtasib himself is not clear,1 in that he was
evidently continuing in a way the work of those agents in the ancient
cities with comparable functions, while at the same time answering
certain requirements appropriate to Arab-Muslim cities. Existing
knowledge of Iranian affairs is too imperfect for it to be possible to
specify exactly how the transition from the ancient system to the new
was effected.
It remains true, however, that the professional, communal spirit was
more pronounced in Iran than in the Arabic-speaking world. Among
the Arabs the name of an individual comprised, when given in full, a
genealogy of which the final and essential component indicated his
membership of a tribe. The non-Arabs of the Muslim world, with
certain exceptions such as Berbers, Kurds, etc., were no longer
sufficiently mindful of their ancient tribal affiliations to mention them
in this way. On the other hand, they indicated, just as clearly and in the
same order, their membership of a profession or trade, especially, of
course, when it happened to be a fairly exalted one, a practice not
peculiar to Iran, but especially in evidence there. Moreover certain
texts, admittedly very rare and rather late in date, refer to the existence,
in the parts of Central Asia under Persian influence and in Azarbaijan,
of several crafts in which, exceptionally, there was an organization for
mutual assistance between members, tandsur, operative at least for the
collection of judicial compensation where damages were due.2 It is not
impossible that the commercial civilization of the Soghdians may have
left some legacies of this kind. The course of development certainly
proceeded towards the formation of professional corporations in the
Turco-Mongolian period, but there is no authority for dating them to
an earlier epoch except where indicated above.
It may be inferred that, within each craft, several young apprentices
and slaves worked around a master. In general it was a matter of small
workshops, which were not always separate either from the dwelling
of the master or from the little shop where he marketed the product
which had been manufactured more or less under the eyes of the
customers. Sometimes, however, it appears that quite a large number
1
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of workmen were to be found in the same premises working on the
same product, though what it amounted to was a juxtaposition of
individual crafts rather than a chain of production; at most it represented a series of independent operations. This method appears to have
been applied to the manufacture of textiles, spinning being often the
province of women, weaving and subsequent processes handled by
men. Where costly fabrics were involved, there was state control, as
evidenced in Kazarun.1 There were also state workshops in the capital
cities for luxury textiles (/zra£), weapons, coins, paper etc.
In so far as the biographical dictionaries, in giving the names of
personages, normally mention the trade or profession to which they or
their parents belonged, they give some indication of the nature and
statistical distribution of crafts, at least in certain cities. Certainly it is
possible to gain some idea at least of the wide diversity of crafts which
existed, of which there is independent evidence, and perhaps the
variations of time and place might also be ascertained. It is necessary,
however, to realize that professions are indicated for only limited
classes, and that occupations which are not sufficiently exalted are
passed over in silence; the statistical picture may thus be completely
falsified; many important textile merchants will be found, but hardly
any weavers.
As in the majority of societies before the arrival of large-scale modern
capitalism, instances of limited capitalism, where they existed, were
commercial rather than industrial, while again in certain cases, such as
the textile industry, it is difficult to follow the exact line of demarcation.
Indeed, even in the realm of commerce there was not sufficient independence in relation to other sectors of the economy. To a considerable
extent the merchants drew the capital with which they conducted their
business not only from the profits of previous transactions, but from the
revenues derived from land acquired out of those profits or from the
estates of prominent persons who were anxious to obtain interest, by
means of various contracts of association and commendam, on the
income from their property, or again from state revenues which they
administered, either when trading for the treasury or as marginal profit
on tax-collection. Whatever may have been the social standing of
businessmen, they were not the masters - it was the military who were
to achieve that eminence.
Although it is not possible in this chapter to contemplate a study of
1
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the "international" trade of Iran, it must nevertheless be remembered
that in this sphere important differences existed between the various
provinces. Central Asia was the great turntable for relations with China,
the Eurasian steppe and the Arab-Persian world of the Near East.
Baghdad, on the other side of Iran, and Constantinople, beyond the
borders of Islam, were two major centres of redistribution. Iran proper
took part in this important commerce by means of the great roads
which linked Central Asia on the one hand with Baghdad, on the other
with Asia Minor and the Byzantine Black Sea. There existed besides the
trade of the Indian Ocean which had its terminus at Basra in Iraq, with
ports of call in the Persian Gulf which became increasingly important
with the establishment of the autonomous Iranian principalities. The
route from Khurasan to Iraq was also the pilgrims' road, marked out
by cities which owed to it some part of their significance if not the
whole - Samarqand, Marv, Balkh, Nishapur, Ray and Hamadan. On
the Gulf the great Iranian port was Slraf, until in about 390/1000 an
earthquake, and also circumstantial changes, which operated in favour
of the Red Sea and to the detriment of the Persian Gulf, ruined it
without actually producing a substitute. Meanwhile other cities were
attracting the merchants, political capitals or rich provincial centres
such as Shiraz, Isfahan, Herat, later Ghazna, and others.
The merchants belonged to different religions and moved about and
did business together. Iran was travelled over by Arabs or Arabicized
Semites coming from Syria or Mesopotamia and by Jews of more
distant provenance, if the account by Ibn Khurdadbih of the Rahdanites
is to be taken literally. There is little doubt however that the Iranians
themselves formed the majority of the merchants, both on land and in
the Indian Ocean from Malaysia (and sometimes even as far as China)
to East Africa. A whole history of Persian expansion needs to be worked
out. In the realm of commerce, Sindbad the sailor was a symbol,
popularized in Arabic, but the vocabulary of business and of navigation
(outside the Mediterranean) was, even in Arabic, deeply imbued with
Persian.
An attempt has recently been made to analyse the mobility of the
population in certain cities which happened to be Iranian by studying
the nisba (name denoting origin) of persons listed in some of the
biographical dictionaries. The merchants, at any rate itinerant merchants,
are obviously conspicuous among the mobile elements of the population, but a second category, which can sometimes obscure the former
3*7
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and is more clearly apparent in the sources, is that of the students,
sometimes of riper years, who went from town to town to complete
their education by sitting at the feet of new masters. 1 1 recently noted
evidence of the presence of some Andalusians at Qazvin.
In pre-Islamic times Iranian society had been possessed of reserves
of slaves and had retained them and probably added to their number
under Islam, a factor which enabled them to undertake military or
commercial operations on the frontiers of Muslim territory. It is
important, however, not to exaggerate or misunderstand the character
of this system of slavery. With the exception of the Turks in the army,
the slaves, whatever might be their origin (Slavs, Negroes, etc.) were
essentially domestic - including concubines - and were limited almost
exclusively to the towns; they were not used at all for work on the land
and even in cities provided only a part, alongside the free wage-earners,
of artisan craftsmanship. Latifundia or large private estates of the
Spartacist type, made notorious by the revolt of the Zanjis of Lower
Iraq, on the borders of Iran, were quite exceptional. Again, however, it
must be stressed that no study has been made of slavery in the special
conditions prevailing in Iran. There also existed, it has to be admitted,
in the towns of Iran and especially the large cities, a lumpenproletariat
of men without occupations, ready to come to blows for anything or
nothing, hangers-on of the rich and ambitious or merely idle starvelings.
In conclusion, it should be reiterated that the above sketch is based
essentially on some general knowledge of the problems confronting the
Muslim world, whereas Iran has a specific history of its own. Conversely, however, it is possible to gain the impression that certain
authors, even in the Muslim epoch, regarded the history of Iran as a
separate reality in itself, isolated from its Muslim environment and
from integration, more or less, in the Muslim world. Obviously if
research is to be productive, consideration must be given both to the
state of affairs in the Muslim world as a whole and to the particular
traditions of Iran. Such efforts have been made in the realm of political
and cultural history, but very little with regard to social matters and
here there is an urgent need still to be satisfied.
1
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THE VISUAL ARTS
At this stage of our knowledge it is impossible to write a coherent
history of Islamic art in Iran before the appearance of the Saljuqs. There
are at least three reasons for this state of affairs. One lies in the nature
of the documents which are available. Many early monuments of
architecture whose existence can be surmised from texts, inscriptions
or simple logic have either disappeared or have been so completely
transformed in later times (including improperly recorded contemporary restorations) as to make any reconstruction most uncertain. Clearly
dated architectural remains from early Islamic times are few for the
immense territory of Iran and therefore stylistic or typological classifications are tenuous and liable to modification after every new discovery.
Archaeological investigations have not been so far as useful as might
have been expected, for the two most important ones, at Ray and
Nishapur, have not yet been published, while the very exciting ongoing
excavation of Siraf has only appeared in the form of preliminary
reports. And if one turns to the other arts, matters are both simpler and
more complicated. They are simpler because certain series of works
such as northeastern Iranian ceramics or the so-called post-Sasanian
silver are at least typologically identifiable. But matters are still complicated because the exact development of styles within either one of
these techniques is still very unclear. Furthermore, because of the
limited archaeological exploration of Iran in this early period, the
degree to which any one type is valid for the whole of Iran is still
almost impossible to determine.
A second reason for our difficulty in presenting the material lies in
the weakness of the conceptual framework with which scholarship has
tended to approach the problem. The fundamental question is whether
in matters of functional needs and of artistic taste the Muslim conquest
was a revolutionary event which radically and permanently transformed
earlier traditions or whether it was but a peculiar spiritual and cultural
overlay without major visually perceptible consequences which merely
transformed or channelled into new directions an artistic language
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which had existed before. Whatever answer is to be eventually given
to this question, it is affected by a host of variables each of which needs
investigation. Since effective Muslim control over any part of Iran took
place only after the establishment of a first Muslim architecture in Iraq
and Syria, to what extent is the artistic Islamization of Iran affected by
an earlier Islamic art in the Fertile Crescent? Conversely, if one recalls
the importance of Persians at the 'Abbasid court in Iraq, especially after
184/800, should we not at times consider the art of Iraq in the 3rd/9th
and 4th/ioth centuries as Persian? Inasmuch as totally different preIslamic traditions existed in the western and northeastern parts of the
Iranian world, were there different modifications brought by Islam to
earlier artistic modes ? Is the better knowledge we have of Khurasan
and Transoxiana merely the result of more work carried out in these
areas than in Fars or Jibal or did Islam really become more important
earlier in the northeast than in the west? The answer to these questions
does not lie only in the study of the monuments but in the investigation
of the political, social and cultural conditions of Islamic Iran from the
ist/yth to the 5th/nth centuries. Such studies as do exist have tended
to avoid purely archaeological or visual evidence, while art historians
and archaeologists have developed hypotheses which are only too little
based on a full examination of literary sources. Yet the complexities
involved in interpreting properly the fragmentary evidence we possess
from either side are of such magnitude that only a systematic co-ordination between written and visual documents can lead to satisfactory
conclusions.
Finally in this period - as in so many other periods of the arts of
Iran - the lack of monographic studies on individual monuments or on
series of monuments is a third reason for reticence in attempting to
synthesize the art of the period. Even though recent Soviet scholarship
has at least made most of the monuments from Soviet Central Asia
comparatively accessible and even though the late E. Kiihnel put together the information available to him about one specific moment in
the early Islamic art of Iran, we are still in need of many more studies
like the forthcoming publication of the Nishapur ceramics by Charles
Wilkinson.
For all these reasons the pages which follow will simply attempt to
summarize what is already known but their conclusions should be taken
essentially as possible hypotheses to be checked against new evidence.
Although it seems possible for this particular period to cover separately
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the two areas of western and northeastern Iran, I have preferred the
more traditional approach of discussing individual techniques separately, first architecture and architectural decoration, then the so-called
minor arts whose importance is far greater than their slightly pejorative
name suggests. In general I have tended to limit my evidence to such
areas as are part of the Iranian world proper and to exclude sites like
Susa which are strictly speaking in the then predominantly Arab Fertile
Crescent. On the other hand the now primarily Turkish but then
Iranian-speaking Central Asia is included. Yet it should be realized that
the process of Turkification of Central Asia had begun during the
centuries under consideration and that the lower Mesopotamian valley
had been a Sasanian province almost as much as Fars. For a proper
definition of the changes effected by Islam, Mesopotamian evidence is
essential and one at least of the factors defining the end of our period
is the possible impact of Turks on the art and culture of Iran. The full
consideration of these two problems would, however, lead us too far
astray and require the study of monuments which are outside the narrow
definition of Iran. Their existence illustrates however the danger of
seeing Iranian art at this time in a narrow regional setting rather than
as part of the newly formed Islamic art.

I. ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION

The most and almost the only characteristic early Islamic building is
the mosque and it is around the development of the mosque that one
should attempt to formulate the history of architecture in early Islamic
Iran. Unfortunately the evidence is so incomplete and so controversial
that such a history cannot as yet be written. On the basis of what is
known the following points can be made.
First of all there is no doubt that, as the Arabs introduced Islam to
Iran, they brought with them the hypostyle mosque they had created
in Iraq some time between 14/635 and 81/700. Hypostyle mosques are
known archaeologically at Siraf, Nayin, Damghan (fig. i j / i n theMarv
oasis, in Bukhara and Samarqand. They can be assumed to have
existed in Yazd, Damavand, Ardistan, Isfahan and in any number of
other places on the basis of the kind of transformations introduced into
1

A. Godard, "Le Tari Khana de Damghan", Gazette desBeaux-Arts, sixth series, vol.
XII (Dec. 1934). For a related monument at Fahraj near Yazd see K. Pirnia, "Masjid-i
Jami'-i Fahraj", Bdstdn-shinasi va Hunar-i Iran, vol. v (1970). Several other early mosques
have recently been discovered but have not yet been published.
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Fig. i. Plan of Damghan mosque.

the main mosques of these cities in the 6th/12th century or later (see
bibliography). The existence of hypostyle mosques is also indicated by
a number of texts, of which the most celebrated is in Muqaddasl1 and
describes the several stages involved in the construction of the Nishapur mosque: Unfortunately few texts are precise and no clear idea can
be formed of the shape given to the twenty-six mosques from early
Islamic times listed in a history of Gurgan. Many difficulties occur as
1

Muqaddasl, Ahsan al-taqdsim, ed. M. J. de Goeje (Leyden, 1906), p. 316.
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one tries to interpret the evidence of the Tdnkh-i Qum for a mosque
with a large dome or for a mosque with thirteen gates, for, if the latter
appears indeed to indicate a large hypostyle building with entrances
from many directions, the former may have belonged to another and
rarer type to be discussed a bit further on; and the lengthy account by
al-Narshakhl of the mosques of Bukhara, however enlightening it may
be on certain details of construction and on various aspects of the life
carried on in mosques, tells us almost nothing about the physical type
of building involved. If it seems appropriate to suppose that most of
these mosques known from literary sources were hypostyle, the reasons
lie either in a variety of minor details such as the number of gates and
the fires which consumed wooden columns at some stage of the
building's history or in the fact that most of them were built by
governors appointed from Iraq or Syria, often natives of the Fertile
Crescent who can be assumed to have followed the more or less
standard models of early Islamic architecture. But it must be admitted
that this conclusion is based on an interpretation of early Islamic
culture in Iran as derived from the more strongly creative centres
outside of Iran rather than on a coherent body of comparable archaeological or literary data.
The same difficulty occurs as one tries to define the architectural
characteristics of these hypostyle mosques. They seem to have almost
always had one axial nave wider and perhaps higher than the others,
thus utilizing principles of organization of space developed, for
ideological or formal reasons, in a very specific tradition first known in
Syria and avoiding the pure hypostyle of the earliest mosques of Iraq
and Egypt. Some of the Iranian mosques were even provided with
cupolas, probably in front of the mihrdb as in Mediterranean mosques,
although it is not excluded that some other use was given to the dome
described by Muqaddasi in Nlshapur. The existing archaeological
evidence does not make it possible to provide a fully coherent interpretation of texts like Muqaddasi's or like the one in the Tdrzkh-i Qum
which describe the apparently striking domes found in a small number
of major mosques.
The walls of most of these mosques were of unbaked brick - hence
the collapses so often mentioned in texts as in the Tdrikh-i Bukhara but baked brick began to make its appearance, especially in eastern
Iran. In western Iran the Sasanian technique of rubble in mortar was
used as well. None of the mosques which remain exhibit any sort of
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sophistication in the use of brick on walls. The main internal support
consisted in wooden columns (certainly fairly common in northeastern
Iran but probably also known in the west) and in polygonal or circular
brick piers (pis. 2, 3). The latter are generally squat and heavy, reflecting the uncertainty about the nature of the single support in an enclosed
space which was inherited from Sasanian architecture. Most of the walls
and columns were covered with stucco, at times, as at Nayin, decorated
(pi. 4). Two types of ceilings and roofs are found. One consisted of
a flat roof-often in wood - over heavy arches. A second one, best
illustrated in Damghan (pi. 1), was made up of long barrel vaults taken
from Sasanian architecture and adapted to the hypostyle's multiplicity
of single supports. While the historical importance of this translation
of a form developed on heavy walls into a new setting is considerable
and has often been recognized, its aesthetic merit is somewhat debatable in spite of the rhapsodic treatment it has received on
occasion.
Such seems to be the evidence available for hypostyle buildings,
without doubt the most common type in the main cities of early Islamic
Iran, especially those with a large influx of Arab inhabitants or utilized
as administrative or political centres. Before we can evaluate it properly,
however, we must turn to another aspect of mosque architecture in
Iran which distinguishes Iran from any other Islamic province during
the first centuries of the new faith. Considerable evidence exists for
mosque types which are aberrant and considerably at variance from the
oecumenical hypostyle. Each of these types poses its own set of
problems, most of which have not yet been solved.
The first type is only known archaeologically in the one instance of
Yazdikhwast and consists of the Sasanian cultic building known as
the chahdr tdq transformed into a mosque. It is indeed likely that such
transformations occurred elsewhere as well1 but it should be noted
that, on the whole, the evidence of a widespread transformation of
pre-Islamic religious buildings into Muslim ones is very scant and in
contradiction with the very nature of the early Muslim takeover which
was usually not through physical conquest but through treaties which
guaranteed the maintenance of former religious buildings. A second
aberrant type has recently been isolated quite independently by Dr L.
1

The evidence for this will be found in a lengthy commentary by R. Ettinghausen on
my contribution to vol. 5 of Cambridge History of Iran (1968) in Artibus A.siaey vol. xxxix
(1969).
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Fig. 2. Plan of Balkh mosque.

Golombek and by Professor Pugachenkova.1 It consists of a square
building divided into nine square bays covered with domes. Its most
important example in the Iranian world occurs at Balkh in a mosque
(fig. 2) datable in the 3rd/9th century on the basis of its stucco decoration. Two other examples exist as well in northeastern Iran but the
interesting point about this type is that, like the hypostyle mosque, it is
1

L. Golombek, "Abbasid mosque at Balkh", Oriental Art, vol. xv (1969); G. A.
Pugachenkova, "Les Monuments peu connus de TArchitecture Medievale de F Afghanistan", Afghanistan, vol. xxi (1968), pp. i8ff.
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Islam-wide and that the model for the Iranian building should probably
be sought in the west. It is much more difficult to explain the function
of these mosques; they were certainly not congregational buildings in
the same sense as the large hypostyle buildings and should probably be
related to the hitherto little explored type of the private masjid. Equally
complex is the question of the origin of the form, for, except for a
presumably secular kushk in Central Asia, no clear parallel exists for it
anywhere.
It may be possible to relate to this type the unique " Digaron" mosque
in the small village of Hazara near Bukhara, although I would prefer
for the time being to consider it differently.1 On the basis of excavated
data the building is not later than the early 5th/nth century. It is
essentially a cube, about fifteen metres to the side, with a central cupola
held on four large brick piers supporting heavy festooned arches and
surrounded by an ambulatory with four corner domes and with barrel
vaults in intermediate spaces. The type is connected once again with
pre-Islamic religious buildings known in western Iran but not in
Central Asia. We shall see later that it is also related to a certain type of
early Iranian mausoleum. It should be noted, however, that the presence
of this building in a small village makes it very dangerous to give it too
much importance and it may altogether be simpler to follow Nilsen's
suggestion that a hypostyle model was modified here by some local
tradition.
A fourth or third mosque type is equally problematic. But it would
be a far more important and far more original type than the previous
one if its existence can clearly be demonstrated, for evidence for it
occurs both in the western (at Nairiz, fig. 3) and in the northeastern
(Bashan) Iranian worlds and it utilizes a form which will be of considerable importance in later Iranian architecture.2 The characteristic
feature of this type lies in the presence of a huge axial aivdn which
dominates the rest of the building. At Nairiz, whose earliest construction can be dated around 375/985, the construction of the aivan is
different from that of the rest of the building and for these reasons it
has been suggested that there was a mosque type which consisted
originally simply of an aivan and that attendant constructions were
generally added at a later time. The evidence still seems to me to be
1

V. A. Nilsen, Monumentalnqya Arkhitektura Bukharskogo Oa^tsa (Tashkent, 1956).
A. Godard, " L e masjid-e Djuma'a de Niriz", Athdr-e Iran, vol. 1 (1936), and G. A.
Pugachenkova, Iskusstvo Turkmenistana (Moscow, 1967), p. 112.
2
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very uncertain and one of the arguments against the hypothesis is that
so few instances exist, before or after the Muslim conquest, of the aivan
used alone. Furthermore, a good case has been made in the instance of
Nairlz for the possibility that the aivan was added later to pre-existing
hypostyle building. As to the Bashan mosque, its archaeological history
and its internal characteristics are not available. Thus, while we can
obviously not exclude the possibility of this fourth type of aberrant
mosque, its actual existence is far from being certain.
Finally no discussion of the early Iranian mosque can avoid mentioning a fifth type which has not remained in a single example but whose
existence has been assumed because of a number of peculiarities in later
mosques. The type has been discovered and investigated by A. Godard
who gave it the name of mosquee-kiosque. According to his theory there
would have been a type of mosque consisting of a vast space, probably
enclosed by a wall and paved, in which the only constructed part was,
on the side of the qibla and in the centre of the whole composition, a
single domed room comparable in form to the Sasanian chahar taq. The
most important and most valid archaeological argument for this hypothesis is that at least twelve 6th/12th-century mosques possess a domed
room which is of a different date from and usually earlier than the rest
of the building. None of these domes, however, can be dated before the
middle of the 5th/i ith century, although many of the mosques in which
they are found can be proved to have existed since early Islamic times.
The historical explanation for the existence of this type lies in the
hypothesis of the take-over by early Muslims of the Sasanian chahar taq
as their main religious form. Contrary arguments exist as well. First,
as was mentioned before, there is but one instance where it can actually
be proved that a chahar taq was adapted to the Muslim cult. Secondly,
the main city sanctuaries of pre-Islamic Iran as we know them in Bishapur
or in Takht-i Sulaiman were far vaster and more complex entities than
the simple dome on four supports and some doubt exists as to whether
the chahar taq really existed in pre-Islamic times as a totally independent
architectural unit. Finally, an alternative explanation has been proposed
by Sauvaget for the cupolas of Saljuq times. He suggested that in most
instances they were inserted into earlier hypostyle buildings and that
they were the maqsuras of princes and governors built on a particularly
grand scale by the new feudal rulers of western Iran. While this hypothesis may not solve all the problems posed by the Saljuq buildings, it
still seems to me far more likely than the theory of a type of building
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of which no example remains. But in the context of this volume it maybe preferable to conclude that an unsolved problem exists in 6th/12th
century architecture for which one may have to assume the existence of
a mosquee-kiosque. It is only through carefully controlled excavations in
the major later buildings that the matter will be solved.
Such appear to be the available documents about the Iranian mosque
in early Islamic times and a way in which they can be organized according to types of plans. Additional documents do exist. Some are details.
Thus, while the Damghan mosque shows the existence of the Mediterranean square minaret, the circular minarets which will be the glory of
Iranian architecture from the 5th/i ith century onward begin to appear
in Nayln and in Central Asia. None however seems to be clearly datable
before the very last decades of the 4th/ioth century. Other documents
are more difficult to interpret, because they appear for the time being
to be in a sort of vacuum. Thus, if it proves to be true that the extraordinary portal found in Isfahan is indeed that of the Jurjir mosque
known through texts, then we would have here our first example of a
work of royal Buyid architecture and the first instance of a complex
decorated mosque portal in Iran. 1
Several preliminary conclusions may be proposed concerning the
first Iranian mosque. First it must be repeated that, extensive though
it may seem to be, our information is very imperfect not only because
of the vastness of the region with which we are concerned but also
because small, provincial buildings in minor towns are far better
represented than the constructions in the great capitals. While the
history of the mosque west of the Zagros is based on Samarra,
Baghdad, Damascus, Jerusalem, Cairo, Qairawan and Cordova, in Iran
we know next to nothing about the mosques of Ray, Shiraz, Balkh,
Nishapur, Herat, Marv, Bukhara and Samarqand. This lopsided view
we have of the early Iranian mosque is in remarkable contrast to the
situation in Saljuq times and makes it very difficult to use the evidence
we do possess either for the history of the mosque in general or for the
history of early Islamic architecture in Iran.
Having provided this caveat, we may be justified in emphasizing the
variety of the formal types found in early Iranian mosques. While the
hypostyle predominates, even when modified by various local traditions, it was certainly not the only available type. The question is why
1

A. Godard, "The Jurjir Mosque in Isfahan" in A Survey of Persian Art, vol. xiv
(Oxford, 1967), p. 3100.
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did the Iranian world develop a greater variety of forms than the
Mediterranean Muslim world. Several reasons can be suggested. One
is that many Islamic centres in Iran were far removed from the main
creative centres of early Islamic culture. Another one may be that the
traditional architecture of Iran at the time of the Muslim conquest was
ill-adapted to the needs for a large congregational space, whereas the
Mediterranean with its columnar tradition had a versatile unit which
could be used for the new culture. It would only be at a later time that
certain internal changes in the nature of the faith itself and the development of the monumental four-aivans plan coincided to create a
"classical" Iranian mosque type. Or perhaps already in early Islamic
times Iranian Islam did not emphasize the same Unitarian tendencies as
Arab Islam.
Whatever the reasons there was no clear and typical Iranian mosque
form in early Islamic times. Or at least so it seems within the peculiar
prism of the information we possess. Yet, even if future excavations
show that the mosques of the great Iranian cities tended to be fully in
the Islam-wide hypostyle tradition, the facts that this tradition did not
seep down to all levels and in all parts of Iran and that thus local
traditions were more easily preserved in Iran than elsewhere during the
first centuries of Islamic rule will have important consequences in the
following period. It is thanks to this conservative tendency that Iran
maintained a large number of pre-Islamic architectural forms.
While the early Iranian mosque appears thus as a culturally and
historically interesting but artistically secondary architectural development, matters are quite different when we turn to other architectural
functions. There on the contrary it is almost from the very beginning
that the Islamic architecture of Iran created novelties for which the
pre-Islamic past cannot account.
The most important of these new functions of a monumental architecture is the commemorative, mostly funerary, one which is between
religious and secular realms. In the 4th/ioth century the whole Islamic
world began to acquire monuments commemorating the dead, and one
of the three most important regions where this development began was
the northeastern Iranian world, the other two being Iraq and Egypt.
The main reasons for the growth of this new form appear to be two:
the importance taken in the 4th/ioth century by a whole variety of
heterodox movements (especially Shi'ism whose holy cities like Qum in
Iran began their spectacular rise at that time) and a new princely patron340
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age of local dynasties, the Buyids of western Iran, the Samanids in the
East, and various minor princelings in the mountains of the north. It is
also likely that the frontier spirit of organized warriors for the faith had
something to do with this development, as it probably did in Egypt,
but our information is still too scanty on this score. Furthermore the
existence on several early Iranian mausoleums of Pahlavl inscriptions
next to Arabic ones indicates that, in some fashion yet to be investigated,
an attachment to pre-Islamic religious and cultural values or at least
practices may have played a part in the appearance of mausoleums. At
a certain moment this development takes the form of large sanctuaries
in which the holy tomb itself is surrounded by all sorts of service areas
and hostels, thus creating the large mashhads of later times. Outside of
a few uncertainly dated Central Asian monuments and perhaps of a few
places at Qum and in Iraq, no such growth of major centres for pilgrimage and for monastic or semi-monastic life can be archaeologically
ascertained during the period under consideration. But it is interesting
to note that many of the sanctuaries of the 8 th/14th and 9th/15 th centuries were formed around the more or less apocryphal tombs of holy
men from the first four centuries of Islam in Iran.
We are dealing therefore for the most part with single monumental
tombs. Almost all of them fall into either one of two groups: the towertomb (pi. 5) or the cube covered with a cupola (pis. 6, 7). The first
group is mostly characteristic of Khurasan and of the mountain area
south of the Caspian sea, although a monument like that of Abarqiih in
southwestern Iran shows that it was not limited to one region alone.
Most of the examples from our period consist simply of a tall cylinder
covered with a conical roof over a cupola and with a frieze of decorative
or epigraphic motifs just under the conical roof. The one exception is
the Gunbad-i Qabus (pi. 5), one of the great masterpieces of Iranian
architecture. It is dated 397/1006-7 and was therefore built during the
life time of Qabus; it is possibly for this reason that it was called a qasr
rather than a qabr and it clearly belongs to the general category of a
secular architecture for conspicuous consumption. Its extraordinary
height of nearly sixty-one metres was probably the result of an attempt
to protect for ever the body of the prince, as is suggested by a later
story. But its most remarkable aspect does not lie so much in its religious
or symbolic meanings as in its stunning composition. It is a cylinder of
small diameter (less than ten metres) compared to its height. Except for
the proportions between height and diameter there is nothing original
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there, but then the cylinder generates ten angular buttresses which
transform the building's surface into a composition of large masses of
vertical units. The cylinder becomes a star but is also an abstract composition of pure lines and of a pure relationship between large areas of
light and shade. This very contemporary look of the monument is
further emphasized by the simplicity of the brick construction, broken
only by an inscription and by a small decorative frieze at the very top.
In other words an almost perfect balance is achieved between a purpose
(princely glory beyond death), a form (cylindrical tower transformed
into a star), and a single material (brick).
There is an aesthetic problem posed by this building, which is to
know how to fit it into the general style of the time and to this I shall
return in conclusion. There is also a historical problem of the tower
tombs, which is to explain the origin of the form. It may be connected
with the victory towers of later times and thus be simply a princely
symbol with possible cosmic connotations. Or it could be connected
with Zoroastrian funerary structures which have disappeared. The
latter is strongly suggested by a number of peculiarities found in the
inscription of the Gunbad-i Qabus and of other tower mausoleums,
such as the use of solar rather than lunar calendars and the occasional
use of Pahlavi, but the point cannot really be proved so long as we
remain so ignorant of earlier examples of such towers. From the point
of view of the art historian, however, the more important point is that
the Gunbad-i Qabus illustrates the transformation of a comparatively
common architectural type into a monument with major aesthetic and
symbolic purposes.
It is fortunate that two monuments at least have been preserved
which illustrate the same modification of a standard type within our
second group of mausoleums, the domed cube. The first of these is the
celebrated Samanid mausoleum of Bukhara (pis. 6, 8). Datable before
332/943, it is a slightly tapering cube about ten metres to the side,
entirely built of baked brick and covered with a large central dome as
well as with four small domes in the corners. The main feature of each
of its four sides is a monumental recessed arched entrance framed in a
rectangular border; in each corner there is a partly engaged circular
pier softening the building's corners and emphasizing its upward
movement. Inside, its most striking feature is its zone of transition from
square to dome. It consists of a squinch-based octagonal zone followed
by a sixteen-sided one. The squinches are made of two arches parallel
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to each other and buttressed by a perpendicular half-arch which abuts
against the fake gallery which runs around the upper part of the building.
Two major peculiarities are to be noted about this building. One is
its use of brick. Here instead of having each brick so to say disappear
into the form of the building as it does in the Gunbad-i Qabus, each
one is also part of an intricate series of designs which cover the whole
building like a sheath. The medium of construction has become the
medium of decoration. The effect is on the one hand that of a textured,
almost tapestry-like surface and on the other of an almost endless
development of light and shade contrasts, in total opposition to the
massive purity of the Gunbad-i Qabus. 1 The other peculiarity of the
building is that, in spite of the harmony of its proportions, its parts are
not architectonically relatable. The corner pillars, the small domes, the
gallery, the sixteen-sided zone are not necessary for the building to
stand up nor are they related to each other by construction but by a
fascinating concern for a three-dimensional ornamental composition.
Thus, while the plan of the building is not particularly original and goes
back to an old tradition of Mediterranean and Near Eastern origin, the
rich surface effect is quite new and gives to the monument the aspect
of a rich jewellery box rather than of a sanctuary. It is impossible to be
certain about the background for such an effect, but, inasmuch as
nothing like it appears anywhere in mosques, it should probably be
related to the art of palaces.
Very similar concerns appear in the second masterpiece of this group,
the recently discovered cArab-ata mausoleum at Tim (pis. 7, 9), dated
366/976-7. It is distinguished from all other mausoleums of its type by
two main features. One is its facade, consisting of a single, large,
almost two-dimensional screen set in front of the mausoleum like a sort
of loudspeaker broadcasting its holiness. It is for the time being the
earliest known dated example of the pishtdq which will be such an
important feature of all later Iranian architecture. It is on the facade
that the decoration is concentrated. It includes both brick work and
stucco but the more important point is that just a few years after
Bukhara's mausoleum with the total ornamentation of the building's
surface we see a choice in the utilization of decoration. The reasons for
these modifications are impossible to explain at present. One may search
for them once again in secular architecture but of far greater significance
1

Materialy Khore^mskoi Ekspeditsiya, vol. 11 (Moscow, 1963), p. 15,fig.8.
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is the point that we meet here with a development which will dominate
much of Iranian architecture over the following centuries. The second
novel feature in Tim's mausoleum is even more important. It occurs in
its zone of transition (pi. 9). While the octagonal principle of composition found in Bukhara is still present, the squinch has become
articulated by having the squinch proper shrink in size and by having
it framed by a high arch above and by two sections of vaults on the
sides. A characteristic tripartite profile is thus given to the squinch and
the profile is then reproduced as a flat design on the other four sides of
the octagon, thus giving the zone of transition a unified rhythm. A
small colonette appears as a leftover from earlier ways. What we find
here is the first architectural use of a uniquely Islamic theme, the
muqarnas. It is still rather clumsy and incompletely thought out, just as
it will still be clumsy in a 428/1037 mausoleum in Yazd (pi. 10), so far
the earliest known occurrence of the theme in western or southwestern Iran.
The problem of the origin of the muqarnas is a complicated one
which in many ways escapes the limits of this volume. To keep within
the strictly Iranian documentation, an explanation may be derived from
the discovery in Nishapur by the Metropolitan Museum of a number of
carved stucco niches (pi. 11) similar to the units of a muqarnas. These
have been explained as parts of elaborate compositions affixed on the
surface of walls.1 They were found in the secular setting and each one
is decorated with its own independent design. But it could be suggested
that, following the interest found already in Bukhara's mausoleum for
an impressive zone of transition from square to dome, attempts were
made to utilize a primarily ornamental form for structural purposes. In
the period with which we are concerned these attempts are still only
tentative but in the second half of the 5th/nth century they will be
among the most uniquely impressive achievements of Iranian architecture.
The mausoleums of Iran lead to two main conclusions. One is that
they illustrate a new purpose whose motivation lies in major cultural
and religious changes. The other one is that, far more than the mosque
which existed from the very beginning of Islamic Iran, they exhibit not
only great variety but also considerable structural and decorative
novelties. Almost all of these novelties will remain permanent elements
1

C.Wilkinson, " T h e Iranian Expedition", Bulletin, Metropolitan Museum ofArt,
XXXIII (New York, 1938), p . 9,figs.4-6.
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in the further development of Islamic architecture in Iran. Yet one
should probably not understand most of them as originating in
mausoleums. It is far more likely that the mausoleums, which because
of the holiness attached to them, have been preserved, were influenced
by and reflect themes and concerns created in secular architecture.
About the latter, unfortunately, we are far less well informed than
we would like to be. Textual references to secular buildings abound.
Narshakhi's history of Bukhara, Baihaqi's history of the early Ghaznavids, Ibn Miskawaih's accounts of the Buyids are full of descriptions
of all sorts of secular buildings. The most important ones are palaces.
These were generally put in gardens with elaborate water systems and
the main buildings appeared to have been either single pavilions or
groups of residential quarters arranged according to certain patterns,
as for instance a palace built "according to the constellation of the
Big Dipper with seven stone pillars" (Narshakhi, p. 24). All accounts
mention sculpture and painting as the main means of decoration. The
difficulty is of course to relate these literary documents, which at least
give us the flavour of a rich and luxurious life, to actual monuments.
From the earlier centuries the only available documents come from
Central Asia. A large number of single buildings found in Soghdia or
in Khwarazm have been interpreted as villas or fortresses belonging to
a local aristocracy and some of them may indeed belong to early Islamic
times, although there is some uncertainty as to the exact chronology to
give to these buildings. In any event they do not seem to exhibit any
significant change from earlier buildings. The only major exception is
the extraordinary building at Qyrq-qyz near Tirmidh which has
variously been interpreted as a palace or as a caravanserai but whose
plan (a square with a central cupola and a cruciform arrangement of
halls issued from the central cupola) is quite original and without
immediately apparent antecedents, or for that matter descendants in
the area itself. Its date is also unclear but it has usually been put in the
2nd/8th or 3rd/9th centuries.
Then our information shifts to the early 5th/nth century for the
most part and to the comparatively circumscribed world of the
Ghaznavids. The excavations at Tirmidh have provided many stucco
fragments most of which belong to a later rebuilding as well as parts
of palaces, including long pillared halls opening on porticoes surrounding courtyards. These buildings are datable around 421/1030 or before.
A palace at Marv with four aivans around a courtyard also appears to
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be of the 5 th/i ith century. A more important palace from the beginning
of the century is that of Lashkarl Bazar in Afghanistan (fig. 4). It was
part of an enormous and still largely unexplored complex and its main
unit is a large courtyard with four aivans, but it also includes more
original elements such as a cruciform arrangement of interior halls
relatable to that of Qyrq-qyz and a pillared aivan similar to what was
found in Tirmidh. Finally the still unfinished excavations at Ghazna
are bringing much additional material. It is difficult to decide how valid
for the whole of Iran and even for the whole of northeastern Iran
through four centuries of history are the remarkable group of early
5 th/11th-century palaces in Afghanistan and just across the Oxus.
Judgement must be reserved until the complete publication of these
excavations is available.
It is thus impossible to draw a clear profile about the architecture of
the palace in Iran before the middle of the 5th/nth century. Other
functions which are even more elusive are the ribdt and the madrasa.
Both of these will be known in later times and both are perfectly
ascertained through literature, especially in northeastern Iran. But even
though a certain number among the fortresses discovered by various
Soviet expeditions all over Central Asia could be ribats instead of being
private estates, there is nothing certain about this and the architectural
type of this characteristically Islamic building is completely unknown.
Madrasas, on the other hand, were primarily city buildings. No definite
information exists about their form but at least the Metropolitan
Museum excavations at Nishapur brought to light the techniques
of construction (baked bricks, brick piers, articulated walls) probably
used in these buildings, as well as many decorative designs. But no
plans of complete buildings are available and even for private houses
the only archaeologically clear information we possess comes from
Marv, Tirmidh and Ghazna. It should be added, however, that the
shops and houses excavated in Siraf over the past few years have added
considerably to our knowledge of western Iranian houses.
A little more is known about caravanserais, since several large
buildings discovered by various Russian expeditions have been so
identified. Seen as a group they are quite striking by the variety of their
internal arrangement; one of them seems even to have been covered
with seventy-seven cupolas. The most spectacular among them is the
celebrated Ribat-i Malik (pi. 12) whose date appeared to be secure
around 460-2/1068-70 until Nilsen was able to show that the texts
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and inscriptions used for its identification were not necessarily referring
to this building.1 But regardless of its exact date, the building belongs
to our period by its impressive use of baked brick which articulate the
outer walls in a manner reminiscent of pre-Islamic Soghdian architecture and by its impressive facade. Of greater interest for the history of
cities are the urban caravanserais excavated at Slraf and published only
in 1972.
This survey of the monuments of architecture known in Iran before
the middle of the 5 th/i ith century is certainly not complete and further
studies both of literature and of travel accounts are bound to reveal
additional examples. Three main conclusions can be derived from our
survey. One is that the northeastern Iranian world appears to have been
far more active and far more creative than the western Iranian world.
This is due in part to a greater concentration of scientific activity in
Afghanistan and in Soviet Central Asia than anywhere else in Iran.
But it is also possible to suggest that western Iran which had hardly
developed until the Buyid period was mostly under the impact of the
imperial cAbbasid art of Iraq and therefore more derivative and less
original. But, even though future excavations may modify the picture
somewhat, it still seems that Khurasan and Transoxiana under the
Samanids and under the first Turkish dynasties was the main centre
of Iranian architecture.
Our second conclusion, however, is that, even if we limit ourselves
to that area, it is difficult to define a clear architectural style. If anything
at all, buildings like the Gunbad-i Qabus, the mausoleums of Tim and
Bukhara, the mosques of Nayln and Damghan, the palaces of Tirmidh
and Lashkarl Bazar illustrate an experimentation with architectural
forms and decoration (or lack thereof), especially in the 4th/ioth and
early 5th/i ith centuries. They imply a culture in search of its own ways
and of its own formal vocabulary. This vocabulary will be discovered
by the culture of Islamic Iran in the following century and precisely in
the western Iranian world, i.e. in the hitherto underdeveloped area. The
parallel between the various Romanesque provinces and the Gothic,
developing in the province least touched by the Romanesque, is striking.
The third conclusion is that this period witnesses in architecture the
elaboration of almost all the functions and techniques which will be
part and parcel of a classical Iranian architecture: mosques, mausoleums,
baked brick, muqarnas, from one to four aivans around a courtyard,
1

Nilsen, op. cit.y p . 55.
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pishtaq and so forth. But none of these features appeared as yet as
automatic or standard terms in the style of the time. It is also difficult
to decide which were clear novelties and which had been adapted from
earlier Iranian civilizations. The unit of a single dome on four supports
is certainly pre-Islamic; so is the articulation of outer walls through
massive piers or even possibly the brick style and the four aivans plan
which has been found in a Buddhist sanctuary of Central Asia and
which exists in a simplified format at Kiih-i Khwaja in Sistan. Yet the
combinations of earlier themes made by the early Muslims differentiate
their buildings from Sasanian or Soghdian ones, except possibly in the
country villas of Central Asia whose date is uncertain anyway. The
main point, it seems to me, is that architectural forms had not yet
received by the 5th/nth century standard functional associations and
formal characteristics. This transformation of a large number of theses
into a precise and classical style will be the main achievement of the
following centuries.
Before leaving the subject of architecture a few words should be said
about architectural decoration. Throughout our discussion of individual buildings the importance of a wide variety of techniques of
architectural decoration was brought up. The most important technique
was stucco and it is to it that one must devote most of the discussion.
But it was not the only technique used. Aside from the brick so spectacularly used in Bukhara, and of occasional wooden fragments,
numerous examples of representational painting exists as well. The
most important ones were found in Nishapur and in Lashkarl Bazar.
Almost all of them are fragments and, except in the instance of the
procession at Lashkarl Bazar and a few grafitti at Nishapur, their
exact subject-matter is difficult to interpret. Stylistically they seem to
be in the succession of the great Soghdian and Central Asian painting
tradition. Painting, however, was not only used for large frescoes with
complex iconographies. In Yazd, Sangbast, and Nishapur, among other
places, painting was also used simply to cover the walls. Although one
can never be totally certain about the exact date of many of the paintings
in religious sanctuaries, two decorative themes are present. One is
shared with stuccoes and brickwork and consists in inscriptions, usually
in the bold strokes of what has been called coufiquefleuri.1 The other one
(pi. 21) is more original; found in Nishapur it consists in an all-over
pattern of scales and leaves in which the main motive ended up with
1

S. Flury in A Survey of Persian Art, vol. iv, p. 1743.
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hands and possibly even eyes. The composition is based both on vertical
and on diagonal axes and, while it is possible that some of the themes
in these panels derive from various textile patterns, if not even at times
from the ancient incrustation style, the exact sources of these panels and
the meanings which can be attached to them still escape us. With the
possible exception of the Nishapur examples and regardless of the
qualities of design which exist in some of them, most of these paintings
are essentially imitations in a cheaper medium of decorative designs
created elsewhere.
The richest medium of architectural decoration was stucco. In almost
all instances during the early Islamic period it was applied directly on
the surface of the wall to be covered and it is comparatively rarely that
one encounters the complicated mixture of media found in later times.
From this point of view early Islamic stucco in Iran follows directly in
the footsteps of Sasanian and Central Asian stucco. Where it differs
from the latter is primarily in the choice of its subjects. Figural and
animal topics have almost entirely disappeared and if one excepts a
certain number of friezes emphasizing architectural lines or creating for
instance capitals and impost blocks as in Balkh's small mosque, most
of the stucco decoration consisted of single panels composed as separate
units. Each panel was set, in more or less arbitrary fashion, on the walls,
piers or soffits which had to be decorated. Outside of a large number of
fragments from Ray which may be late Sasanian or early Islamic and of
single pieces found accidentally, the main groups of stuccoes available
for study are found in a 3rd/c)th-century mosque at Balkh, in a 3rd/9thcentury (or perhaps a little earlier) palace in Afrasiyab, in Nishapur, and
at Nayln. The large groups of stuccoes from Tirmidh, Lashkarl Bazar
and Ghazna are for the most part later than our period. Even though
most of them have not yet been fully published, they appear to represent
in many ways the culmination of the tendencies developed over the
first centuries of Islam.
As in the case of architectural monuments, most of the documents
are concentrated in northeastern Iran and I shall therefore limit myself
to a few remarks about these, avoiding the question of stylistic chronology which cannot be tackled yet. First, the formal vocabulary of this
ornament is comparatively limited: geometric frames and vegetal
themes form most of it. The latter have been analysed with some care
by Flury and Rempel and included vine leaves usually arranged in
rather stilted pairs surrounded by a vaguely circular stem, acanthus
35O
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leaves, and palmettes or half-palmettes, usually asymmetrically composed.
Several different treatments appear for each of these motives, from
comparatively natural representations to extreme formalism and
stylization (pi. 13). Interlace made of vegetal elements is comparatively
rare. But the most important part of this decoration is the geometric
order which overwhelmed everything else. Rempel has attempted to
show that almost the whole of the geometry was based on a series of
exercises on the properties of the circle. Usually a comparatively simple
single basic unit is used to generate a variety of shapes and forms which
can be both circular and polygonal but all of which can be determined
with a compass and a ruler. This principle of generating geometric
forms has been called by him the girth or knot principle of decoration.1
Much detailed work is still needed to refine the categories established
by Rempel and Flury, but here at least we have working hypotheses
with which to begin, and the essential point for this period is that of
the powerful impact of geometric considerations over vegetal themes.
The second remaining problem is the historical one of explaining the
development of these themes, their use in any one specific instance, and
the situation of the Iranian development in relationship to the well
dated and well understood art of Samarra. The striking point here is
that, even though there are examples of Samarra's bevelled style in
Iran, these examples are not very numerous and the most original
development in the art of architectural decoration in early Islamic times
does not seem to have affected Iran to any great extent. As in much of
architecture, we are witnessing an internal refinement of native themes
whereby a small number of designs are selected from a fairly rich
vocabulary and transformed into a complex exercise in geometry. One
may wonder whether there is more to these designs than the pure
pleasure of ornamentating surfaces and whether one should attribute
some symbolic sense to these developments. But with this question we
are moving into the realm of speculation.

II. THE ART OF THE OBJECT

It can be surmised that there was a fairly developed art of painting in
Iran before the middle of the 5th/i ith century. Some mention was made
already of a few remaining fragments of frescoes, mostly with rather
1

L. I. Rempel, Arkhitekturnyi Ornament U^bekistana (Tashkent, 1961), p. 183, and N. B.
Baklanov, "Gerikh", Sovetskaya Arkheologiya, vol. xi (1946).
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unclear subject. A celebrated text also recalls that a Samanid prince had
a poetical version of the book of Kalila wa Dimna illustrated by a
Chinese or by a Chinese influenced painter.1 Nothing has remained of
this art of the miniature and even later examples hardly ever show
traces of a possible earlier art of book painting. The same point can
be made about monumental sculpture which may have existed as well.
Even though excavations and further studies in texts may modify our
conclusion, it seems that most of the sculpture and painting from these
first centuries was sponsored by princes and belonged to a rarified royal
art. More curious is the point that we know very little about early book
calligraphy in Iran and nothing can be compared to the beautiful books
known, even though in small numbers, from Iraq and Egypt.
The arts other than architecture are therefore represented almost
exclusively by the so-called industrial arts. In the present state of our
knowledge only one technique can be described with any degree of
completeness, while in two other techniques we can hazard a few
hypotheses. The better known technique is ceramics and a few points
can be made about metalwork and textiles. It is still almost impossible
to cut across various techniques and to put together some statement
about the style of the time in the industrial or decorative arts.
It has long been recognized that one of the most uniquely early
Islamic developments in the arts was the appearance of an art of luxury
ceramics. It was probably a phenomenon of the second half of the
2nd/8th century and its first main centres were in Iraq and in Egypt.
Outside of social and cultural forces, to some of which I shall return,
the main impetus for this new art of pottery can be found in the desire
to imitate metalwork, especially gold, and to copy Chinese ceramics.
The second impulse is easily proved by the large number of objects
which attempt to recreate the splash or mottled wares of China and
many fragments found in Iran show that such objects were used, if not
necessarily manufactured, in Iran itself. The first impulse led to the
first major invention of mediaeval Near Eastern ceramicists, lustre.
Lustre techniques were a carefully guarded secret and, while several
Iranian series attempted in various ways to imitate lustre, there is no
indication that any lustre pieces were actually made in Iran before the
5th/nth century.
The most important and most original Iranian ceramic seems to have
begun in the 3rd/9th century and its production was concentrated in
1
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the northeastern provinces. Two main centres, Nishapur and AfrasiyabSamarqand, have been identified so far and, while some types were
limited to one centre only, others were common to several. For the
purposes of this account we shall consider them all together. Although
a number of variations do exist, the most common and most significant
pottery was a red or buff ware covered with a thick slip which was
painted and then covered with transparent or coloured glazes. The
main achievement of northeastern Iranian ceramicists was that they
discovered ways of keeping a fair number of different colours stable in
firing and thus were able to provide their objects with colouristic
effects which will remain the hallmark of all Iranian ceramics. Most of
the objects were plates and bowls with one single face to be decorated.
Jugs and ewers are not unknown but most of them were still at this
time unglazed.
The main originality of this eastern Iranian pottery does not lie so
much in its technique, even though the latter was a novelty in the arts
of the time, but in the nature of its decoration. I shall first discuss the
most important themes used in the decoration, then comment on larger
stylistic problems raised by this ceramic, and then conclude by bringing
up a number of other ceramic types than the main slip-painted ones.
The first and automatically most original subject-matter was writing.
A large number of objects (pi. 14) contain simply a single inscription
around the plate's border. Most of these inscriptions are legible and
consist either of standardized good wishes to an anonymous owner or
of proverbs and aphorisms. The flavour of the latter can be given by the
following examples: "He who is content with his own opinion runs
into danger"; "Patience in learning is first bitter to the taste but its end
is sweeter than honey"; "Generosity is one of the qualities of good
men." The peculiarities of these inscriptions are that they are all in
Arabic and that they tend to express the slightly moralizing morality
of a middle class. There are no instances of princely topics among them.
The epigraphical style of the writing varies considerably from a strikingly sober and severe Kufic of long hastae and angular letters all the
way to varieties of plaited and flowery Kufic (pi. 15) or to a transformation of letters into purely decorative forms. Although it is
possible to suggest at times a post quern date for some of the designs,
the exact chronology of this writing and hence of the objects on which
it is found still demands further investigation. In all probability several
different styles coexisted.
23
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A second major subject consists in animals. The most common ones
are birds. They are rarely identifiable from an ornithological point of
view and, although here again many variations occur, the idea of a
bird - perhaps even abstract shapes suggested by birds - seems to
predominate over any sort of representation. The second most common
animal is a kind of goat with long horns but the most intriguing beasts
are more or less mythical felines illustrating a rather strange bestiary of
monsters. For almost all of the animal types it is possible to find prototypes in pre-Islamic art, but their treatment on Islamic ceramics is quite
different. Not only do we meet with many variations from one object
to the other but the tendency is to emphasize an outline, at times only
remotely connected with the original subject, and then to fill the outline
with colours, either a single one spread all over the design, or a variety
of colours making a design of their own.
A third decorative theme consisted of vegetal elements. These are
mostly either rather traditional rinceaux or compositions centred around
a single leaf, usually a palmette or an acanthus, arranged so as to fit
the surface of the object (pis. 16, 22). Finally, if one excepts a number
of rather peculiar designs which for the time being escape definition,
northeastern Iranian ceramics provide examples of figural representations. The subjects are riders, dancers, standing or seated personages
holding flowers and pitchers, as well as a number of unidentified
activities (pi. 17). The greatest originality of these representations lies
in their style. A sketchy line outlines the main subjects with very little
consideration for bodily proportions and at times with distortions
which could be considered as folk caricatures or as wilful modifications
of visual impressions. In the latter instance, however, the reasons,
formal or iconographic, for the distortions are still impossible to
determine. It is also curious to note that almost all the iconographic
meanings which can be defined are related to princely art or to the partly
religious and partly secular themes of pre-Islamic Central Asian art. Yet
the imprecision of the treatment of the figures and especially the lack
of clarity of significant details makes it rather doubtful that these were
concrete representations of specific personages or even activities. But
here we are entering into the problem of the kind of perception of
visual forms which existed at the time and which in turn led to the
creation of certain forms. For the solution of this problem we do not
have as yet the necessary contemporary or theoretical elements. In any
event the problem cannot be considered in Iran alone and all one can
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conclude is that the images on northeastern Iranian ceramics derived
from some other source or sources, most of which are still unknown.
Such are the main subjects found on the pottery of eastern Iran.
They all share a number of features. First, all of them could be used in
two ways, either as a unique and principal subject of decoration or as a
detail, at times simply a fill, on objects with other topics. There is in
other words an ambiguity in the use and therefore in the likely contemporary significance of most ceramic decorative designs. Second, one of
the main concerns of northeastern ceramicists was that of organizing
the circular surface of the object, a concern they shared with their
Egyptian and Iraqi counterparts. More than the latter, Iranian artisans
developed very many different compositions, from simple contrasts
between a single central subject and its background or from the effectively sober single inscription on a white background all the way to an
immense sophistication of combinations of central axes with clockwise
and counterclockwise movements (pi, 23) or to what seem to be an
arbitrary filling of the surface with a large number of separate motifs.
We are therefore hardly dealing with a single style, but rather with a
variety of separate ways of decorating objects, for which some day we
may be able to provide more specific regional or social reasons.
The most intriguing question posed by these designs is that of their
origins. It seems that, even though animals and human images can be
related to various pre-Islamic traditions, a fairly large percentage of the
motifs were new inventions, or returns to older traditions with which
continuous contact had been broken. Since so few of them exhibit
clear princely themes and since Arabic proverbs with a moralizing
quality predominate in the inscriptions, we can suggest that this pottery
illustrates the taste of an Arab or Arabidzed bourgeoisie from northeastern Iran. This was a new social level in Iran and we find it during
the centuries under consideration searching for a visual form to express
itself. It is for this reason perhaps that its designs illustrate less a style
than a mode, i.e. an attitude toward forms whereby experimentation
was possible in the process of finding a classical moment. But the
classical moment did not occur in the art of ceramics until the following
period.
I have emphasized so far the most original and most important group
of northeastern Iranian pottery. It was, of course, not the only one,
even if one excepts the large number of types which were primarily
utilitarian and with little aesthetic intent. One group deserves mention.
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It is a sgraffiato pottery in which designs were incised on the slip and
then the object was covered with a variety of glazes. A fairly large
number of variants exist within this general technical category. Some
of the variants are based on the quality of the design itself which can
be either very rough and popular as in the so-called Amul group, or
highly organized and planned as in a group of western Iranian ceramics.1
Or there are variants in the ways in which glazes were used, monochrome ones or polychrome splash types. It is from this group that it
has been possible to identify the one group of Persian ceramics (pi. 23)
which may be specifically Buyid and western Iranian. Aside from taking
too much space, discussion of additional types would be of lesser
importance in the context of this essay since their significance is for
the time being primarily archaeological and their relationship to the
development of a visual taste in Islamic Iran still unclear.
Let us turn, finally, to the other techniques of the industrial arts
which characterize the period under consideration. Outside of glass, of
which a number of fragments were found in official or clandestine
excavations, but whose study is still very incomplete, two techniques
may be discussed in greater detail. One is metalwork and the other one
textiles.
There is a fairly large number of objects in metal which are commonly assigned to the period between the fall of the Sasanian dynasty
and the middle of the 5th/i ith century. The place of discovery of most
of this material is generally unknown except for a few finds in Russia
and for objects said to have been found in the mountains of northern
Iran, the so-called Dailamite region where Islam penetrated only slowly
and whence came many of the rulers of western and central Iran from
the late ist/yth century onwards. Partly for this reason much of this
metalwork has been considered to be Buyid, or at least not Sasanian or
northeastern Iranian. A further and partial justification for this conclusion is that such objects as are signed or as have the name of an
owner - a gold ewer in the Freer Gallery (pi. 18), a silver treasure now
in Tehran, a couple of silver plates in the Hermitage - all can be assigned
either to the Buyids themselves or to some small Dailamite dynasty.
Needless to say none of the objects was discovered in archaeologically
controlled circumstances, doubt has been raised about the date or even
the authenticity of some of the pieces, and uncertainty rules over the
1
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degree to which and the ways in which pieces without specific epigraphical information can be associated with the others. For the main
problem of all these objects in metal is to find the means by which to
organize them into meaningful groups. Among the possibilities are
such categories as techniques, shapes, decorative vocabulary, composition of designs, places of origin, and so forth. Since it is impossible in
the context of this essay to investigate each one of these categories, we
shall limit ourselves to a rapid mention of the major groups involved
according to the metal in which they were made.
One of the most important gold objects is the small ewer in the Freer
Gallery (pi. 18) done in repousse. Its shape with a thick body and a
short but wide neck is typical of many objects in metal and ceramics.
The design consists of various kinds of borders (among which one may
note both geometric and floral themes) compartmentalizing the surface
of the object into medallions with a variety of animals. The latter as
well as the vegetal features have an archaistic character to them and
almost all of them derive from pre-Islamic models. A gold cup in the
British Museum may be somewhat later than our period but is interesting in that it contains an inscription with a poem celebrating the drinking of wine and certainly belongs typologically to works of an earlier
time. Archaistic themes of Sasanian origin for the most part also occur
on a group of golden medallions from the Buyid period. Some gold
jewellery from this period has also remained. While richer in quantity
and in quality than anything known from earlier or later periods, these
few gold objects are still only a pale shadow of the expressive treasures
which adorned for several centuries the various courts of Iranian
princes.
Silver objects pose the most complicated problems. Several hoards,
mostly in the British Museum and in Tehran, contain whole sets of
drinking vessels, trays, belt plaques, and the like in silver, at times with
additional decoration in niello. Most of them have a decoration of
animal and floral designs and some have inscriptions mentioning craftsmen or owners, most of whom have never been identified. Seen as a
group these objects from Islamic Iran do exhibit certain formal transformations (fewer plates, more ewers, often elongated) which will tend
to identify later Islamic metalwork. At the same time, large numbers of
plates and ewers continued the traditions of Sasanian Iran. The latter
form what has been known for decades as a "post-Sasanian" group
of silverwork whose main characteristic can be defined in the following
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manner. While maintaining the shapes, the techniques, and the subjects
of pre-Islamic Iran, they show misunderstandings of traditional Sasanian royal themes, emphases on a life of pleasure rather than on religious
or cultic motifs, and a tendency to mix elements from different sources.
At the same time they also exhibit a greater interest in ornamental
patterns than in iconographically meaningful units. It is even possible
that certain new subjects were introduced, such as the story of Bahram
Gur and Azada, but we are still only at the beginning of any sort of
understanding of the iconography of these objects. Since many of them
differ from certainly Buyid works, it can be concluded that they were
northeastern or northern Iranian rather than western Iranian in origin,
but here again our information is still too scanty. Nor can we provide
an appropriate date for most of them except insofar as some of them
are likely to be later than the 5th/nth century.
In spite of our uncertainties about them, gold and silver objects form
distinctive groups. The same cannot be said about bronze. There
outside of a number of objects (mostly ewers) assumed to be early and
Iranian because of their closeness to Sasanian models, it is difficult to
distinguish early Islamic works from later ones and Iranian ones from
works made in other parts of the Muslim world, especially Egypt and
Iraq. This seems to be particularly true of a large group of zoomorphic
objects found all over the world's museums (pi. 19) and of large ewers,
of which the most celebrated one is the so-called Marwan ewer in
Cairo. Matters are a little bit clearer when we deal with a group of large
bronze plates imitating Sasanian types, for which the latest place of
origin has been put in northwestern Iran. It is perhaps more important
to note that our period clearly exhibits the beginning of the transformation of bronze manufacture into a major vehicle of artistic creativity
and thus leads quite naturally into the great revolution in the art of the
bronze object which was to take place in the 6th/12th century. But large
numbers of examples remain for which a date somewhere between the
4th/ioth and the 6th/12th centuries appears to be the most likely and
no clear stylistic, iconographic or functional distinction seems possible
for the moment.
Finally a word must be said about textiles. There is little doubt that
this was the single most important industrial art of the mediaeval
Muslim world and considerable textual information exists about it,
although less so for Iran than for the Mediterranean world and especially Egypt. The problem is to relate what is known from literary sources
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to actually remaining fragments. So far it has only been possible to
attribute one hitherto unrelated group of silks to Zandana, a town
from the area of Bukhara.1 The actual examples are unfortunately
datable just before the Muslim conquest but at least a beginning has
been made in the complex task facing textile scholarship. Otherwise, if
one excepts a number of inscribed fira% fragments, what we have left
is one unique monument and one group. The monument is the
celebrated St Josse textile in the Louvre (pi. 24) with an inscription
identifying its owner as one Bukhtakin who died in 350/961. Its procession of Bactrian camels, its highly stylized affronted elephants, and
its inscriptions make it a most appropriate parallel to the ceramic styles
of northeastern Iran with which it was contemporary. The group of
textiles is that of the so-called Buyid textiles, whose authenticity had
been doubted by some but seems to me to have been in recent years
proved for the majority if not all of the known fragments. The best
examples, some of which are dated, contain a remarkably varied and
subtle vocabulary of animal forms (generally two affronted mythical
animals set in medallions, pi. 20) and highly original inscriptions, on
occasion even whole fragments from contemporary poems. The proper
analysis of the iconographic and stylistic characteristics of these textiles
has only begun but it is clear that they have played an important part
not only in the development of early mediaeval Iranian art but also in
its spread beyond the frontiers of Iran proper.

III.

CONCLUSIONS

Long though it may be if one considers the lack of major masterpieces
from the period between the beginning of Islam in Iran and the middle
of the 5th/nth century, our survey is not complete and every scholar
will be able to add examples of this or that technique and to illustrate
some other aspect of the art of these centuries in Iran. This very fact
leads to the first of our conclusions which is that there was no uniform
artistic style in Iran during that time. In every technique there was a
multiplicity of tendencies which are almost impossible to explain as a
group and the better a technique is known, as is the art of pottery in
northeastern Iran, the more difficult it is to explain it as a formal entity.
Almost every discovery brings to light a hitherto unknown aspect of
1

D. G. Shepherd and W. B. Henning, "Zandaniji Identified?" in Aus der Welt der
islamischen Kunst (Festschrift Ernst Kiihnel, Berlin, 1959), pp. 15-40.
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early Islamic art in Iran. There is hardly ever any possibility to relate
the artistic production of any one region or even city of Iran at any one
time with contemporary developments elsewhere. It seems to me that,
even if we take into consideration the inadequacies of the information
in our possession, this state of affairs is not an accident but reflects a
peculiarity of the Iranian world which differentiates it considerably
from Iraq, Egypt or Spain during the same formative centuries. The
peculiarity can be explained if one considers one essential feature of the
culture of Iran at that time. It is that the Islamization of Iran was a slow
process which affected in totally different ways the dozen or so separate
geographical units of Iran and within each region different cities. There
remained in Iran far longer than in other Muslim provinces strongholds
of non-Islamic traditions whose power and importance varied no doubt
from century to century but which were present until the massive
arrival of Turks. With the possible exception of some Central Asian
traditions which moved farther east into the Tarim basin, all the preIslamic ways, habits, tastes and cultural traits were maintained within
the newly created Muslim empire. In the formerly Christian world, on
the other hand, the presence of an independent Byzantium and later
of a strong Christian west led to the weakening of the Christian traditions under Muslim rule. Things were different in Iran and the development of an Islamic Iranian art must not be seen as a sort of linear
growth in time but as consisting of almost as many different times as
there were areas or even cities. Even though documents are lacking
in most cases other than those of the ceramics of Nishapur and of
Afrasiyab-Samarqand and possibly of mausoleums, there must have
occurred a fascinating mutual interaction between various centres, urban
or regional, which should form the subject of further archaeological
and textual investigations.
Within this plurality of styles and of artistic tendencies one might
have expected some sort of crystallization around two dynasties, the
Samanids and the Buyids. Even though much can be said about an
Iranian art under the Samanids (I shall return to this point in a moment),
this crystallization did not occur in the sense that no "classicism", i.e.
no coherent, standardized, and largely exclusive body of forms can be
associated with either dynasty. For the Buyids the answer may lie in
the fact that, regardless of their importance as the first major builders
and patrons in western Iran since the middle Sasanian period, their
political and cultural connections were still too closely tied to the
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admittedly decadent but still impressive 'Abbasid culture of Iraq. The
instance of the Samanids is more puzzling. One may, of course, point
out that only one certainly Samanid dynastic monument in any technique has remained, the mausoleum of Bukhara, and that we simply do
not have the necessary information. Still this answer is not totally
adequate, for so much else has remained from northeastern Iran, in
which one might have been able to discover some reflection of a main
Samanid style. Its absence must somehow be explained. Three factors
seem to me to be involved. One is that, even though a certain political
stability did reign in northeastern Iran under the Samanids, it was still
a period of cultural contrasts between various tendencies, local Soghdian, emigre western Iranian, Turkish, Arab Muslim and so forth. It is
only later that a sufficient degree of cultural stabilization took place to
allow for some sort of artistic unity. But even later, as under the
Timurids or the Ghurids and the Khwarazm-Shahs, it was largely
imposed from above and short-lived. One may wonder whether the
geographical and historical fate of northeastern Iran and of Central
Asia has not been over the ages to be a great gatherer of influences from
all over Asia, at times creative in the invention of certain details but
rarely able to form a truly classical style.
Our first conclusion is then that like contemporary Carolingian and
Ottoman times in the West, early Islamic centuries in Iran did not create
a definable artistic entity - or period style - comparable to what
happened later during the so-called Saljuq period.
Yet the artistic creativity of the times was immense and a second
conclusion to draw is that this creativity was concentrated in northeastern Iran. Here of course we are the victims in part of our far better
knowledge of that area than of any other part of Iran, but it is still
striking that almost every major series of early Islamic Iranian monuments is best illustrated through examples from the northeast. Two
reasons can be suggested for that. One is that the very complexity of
the cultural profile of northeastern Iran most easily led to creativity,
inasmuch as the immediately pre-Islamic art of the region was a particularly rich one, possibly richer than the weakened Sasanian world of the
ist/7th century. The other reason is, paradoxically enough, that northeastern Iran was also the most Islamic of the regions of Iran. Bukhara,
Samarqand, Marv, Nishapur, Herat, Balkh were major Islamic centres
of learning and of propaganda. At the frontier the missionary spirit of
Islam exercised itself through any number of institutions which were
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less often needed elsewhere. It is thus in the combination of a militant
Islam with a rich body of earlier traditions that we can see one of the
main motivations of creativity in the arts of northeastern Iran.
Finally it is necessary in conclusion to provide some sort of evaluation of the respective importance of the old and of the new in early
Islamic art. Are we simply dealing with a continuation of older traditions? Or was Islam a revolutionary phenomenon in Iranian art? The
answer is probably negative to both questions. Old themes certainly
were continued, such as much of the architectural vocabulary, a number
of complete architectural forms like the domed unit, certain kinds of
secular constructions, many techniques of decoration, many themes of
painting, and several groups of metalwork. In some of these instances
it is almost impossible to separate pre-Islamic from Islamic monuments.
At the same time, all ceramic techniques, most ceramic designs, hypostyle mosques, baked brick architecture, the utilization of brick for
decoration, epigraphical decoration, middle-class patronage for luxury
objects, a number of shapes in metalwork and especially in bronze,
appear to be mostly new creations. Some of these, such as an art of
ceramics, small mosques, bourgeois patronage and epigraphy, are even
importations from the earlier centres of Islamic art in the Fertile
Crescent. Some day one might be able to draw up a sort of balance sheet
of old and new forms and suggest the ways in which little by little the
latter replaced the former. Yet it seems that such a balance sheet would
not really reflect what happened in the arts for it would substitute a sort
of formal accounting for what was clearly a dynamic process, as can be
seen in the rapidity with which epigraphy changed on ceramics, and
bricks were transformed into decoration. The hypothesis I would like
to propose is that all over the Iranian world there took place a conscious
process of selection of forms and meanings from the older world to
suit the needs of the new. Thus, on the one hand, there occurred an
initial impoverishment of decorative themes in the more common
techniques of stucco and ceramics, because so many pre-Islamic ones
were no longer suited to the new needs of an Islamic culture. On the
other hand, as in the case of gold and silver, there were conscious
continuations of archaistic themes because princes consciously sought
to relate to the earlier, especially Sasanian, dynasties. Or else ancient
themes changed meanings. The floral designs on Soghdian clothes
became the background fills of certain groups of Nishapur pottery and
formerly religious motifs acquired a secular meaning as in the nude
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females on silver objects. In a few cases, perhaps very ancient traditional
motifs were maintained, as in the instance of birds and of certain other
animals.
Much work on individual motifs is needed until one can properly
refine and explain the ways in which the process of change and selection
took place. But already now one can see emerging a number of elements
- baked brick, epigraphy, the muqarnas, brilliant cupolas, ceramics which were to be the main forms of the classical moments of Iranian
art in the Middle Ages. We are dealing therefore with a period of
transition and the peculiarity of Iran in the Muslim world is that the
transition period lasted longer than anywhere else. It is probably for
this reason, above others, that the Islamic art of Iran succeeded over
the centuries in maintaining its originality and its uniqueness. At the
same time, however original some of its works may have been, the
essential process is not Iranian alone but only one aspect of the complex
ways in which Islamic art was formed all over the world it had taken
over.
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When the Arabs entered Iran and in 21/642 defeated the Sasanian army
at Nihavand they brought with them no coinage of their own. In the
first years after the conquest of Byzantine and Sasanian lands the
invaders made use of the existing currency - the Byzantine gold solidus
or denarius aureus and the copper follis in Palestine and Syria, the
Sasanian silver drahm in the east. Within a very few years, certainly by
31/651-2, the Arab governors in Iran began to imitate the drahm\
henceforth to be known as the dirham, at first anonymously, later with
their names rendered in Pahlavi characters, but always with the
addition, in the outer margin of the obverse, of a pious legend in Kufic
characters. The prototypes were the drahms of Yazdgard III, Khusrau
II and Hormizd IV; by far the commonest "portrait" is that of
Khusrau II whose immense output of coinage during the long years of
his reign (591-628) had flooded the land and whose image was familiar
to everyone in both Iran and Iraq. An example of Khusrau IFs drahm is
illustrated in pi. 25(1): on the obverse is the bust of the emperor, with
bearded head, right, surmounted by a winged head-dress; at the right in
front of the face, his name in Pahlavl; in the margin a Pahlavl legend
AFD, of uncertain significance. On the reverse is a fire-altar, flanked
by attendants; at the left in Pahlavi, the regnal date 26; at the right in
Pahlavi, the mint signature NIH, for Nihavand.
A typical specimen of the Arab-Sasanian adaptation is shown in pi.
25(2), a dirham of the governor 'Ubaid-Allah b. Ziyad, struck at
Darabjird in 52/683. It will be observed that the "portrait" is nearly
identical with that on the prototype, but that in place of Khusrau's name
is a two-line transliteration into Pahlavi of the name of the governor
and of his father. The other distinguishing feature is the legend
b'ism'lldh, "in the name of Allah", written in Kufic, in the lower
right-hand quarter. The reverse is likewise similar to that of the prototype, mint signature DA at the right, date at the left. The date, 5 2, is
given in the Yazdgard era. The use of three different eras, Yazdgard,
post-Yazdgard and Hijra, on these Arab-Sasanian coins has contributed
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to the many problems inherent in the study of this difficult but
exceedingly interesting transitional coinage.
Dirhams of the type described above were issued in the names of two
caliphs, Mu'awiya and eAbd al-Malik b. Marwan, and of at least thirtyseven governors at thirty or more different mints in the provinces of
Iraq, Khuzistan, Fars, Jibal, Azarbaljan, Arran, Kirman, Slstan and
Khurasan. For the most part these mints were located in cities where
Sasanian mints existed at the time of the conquest, and without any
doubt the die-engravers and other craftsmen were Persians trained in
the production of the Sasanian drahm. In fact the letters of the early
Kufic legends in the margins appear to have been composed with
Pahlavl punches.
During the latter half of the eighth and the beginning of the ninth
decades of the Hijra (last five years of the seventh Christian century and
first years of the eighth) a number of innovations were introduced and
several radical iconographical changes were experimented with. On
coins of the great general and viceroy al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf his name
sometimes appears in Kufic, and an ingenious arrangement of the
shahdda, or declaration of faith, is introduced into the obverse margin
(pi. 25(3), Bishapur, 76 A.H.). A remarkable dirham (pi. 25(4)), undated
but probably of the year 75/695, depicts on the obverse a figure, not
the Sasanian ruler surely, as his head-gear and breast ornamentation are
atypical, and on the reverse a mihrdb and the Prophet's 'ana^a or short
spear, accompanied by the words in Kufic, Amir al-mifminin, " Commander of the Believers", and Khalifat-Allah', "Caliph of Allah". 1 The
substitution of the prayer-niche and spear for the fire-altar without
doubt reflects an attempt to create a purely Islamic iconography
representative of the spiritual and temporal leadership of the caliph.
Equally remarkable is another dirham (pi. 25(5)), actually dated 75 in a
Kufic inscription on either side of the conventional bust of Khusrau II,
with on the reverse the figure of the standing sword-girt caliph, a figure
borrowed from the type of Byzantine inspiration introduced by 'Abd
al-Malik b. Marwan in Syria and Palestine.2
1

See G. C. Miles, "Mihrab and 'Anazah: A study in early Islamic Iconography" in

A.rchaeologica Orientalia in Memoriam Ernst Her^feld(Locust Valley, N.Y., 1952), pp. 156-71.

Cf. also Miles, "Some Arab-Sasanian and Related Coins", ANSMN, vol. vn (1957), pp.
192-3, nos. 7, 8. See also, with regard to the head-gear, the observations of Richard
Ettinghausen, From Byzantium to Sasanian Iran, and the Islamic World (Leiden, 1972),
P- 332
Cf. G. C. Miles, "The Earliest Arab Gold Coinage", in ANSMN, vol. v m (1967),
p. 216, pi. XLvi, 9. The specimen illustrated there, and reproduced here, is now in the
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While the sweeping coinage reform of 'Abd al-Malik which took
place between the years 77 and 79/696-9 (with some delays in parts of
Iran) by and large resulted in the abolition of figural representations in
most regions of the Islamic empire, Sasanian and quasi-Sasanian types
persisted for several generations in outlying areas. For example, in the
mountainous region of Tabaristan 'Abbasid governors issued dirhams
of Sasanian type (but of reduced module) into the fourth quarter of the
second century of the Hijra (A.D. 794). A typical specimen is illustrated
in pi. 25(6): a coin of Yahyab. Mikhnaq struck in 165/781. Exceptional
is an attempt to " dehumanize " the effigy of the Ispahbad by a governor
named Sulaiman (pi. 2 5 (7)): the face is converted into a lozenge enclosing
the word bakh9 "bravo!" From another remote region, Khwarazm,
come some very rare thin silver coins with an unusual type of head on
the obverse and a horseman on the reverse (pi. 26(1)): behind the rider
is the name al-Fadl, probably al-Fadl b. Yahya, c. 179/79 5.1 Finally,
datable to the years of al-Mahdi's, Hariin al-Rashid's and al-Amin's
rules (158-98/775-813), there are the extraordinary base silver coins
of the so-called Bukhar-Khudahs issued in the Bukhara area. A specimen of one bilingual variety, with Soghdian (or "Bukharan") and
Kufic legends, is illustrated in pi. 26(2). The prototype is the coinage of
Bahram V.
Excavations in recent years have disclosed the fact that during the
transitional years following the Arab conquest there were local issues
of copper coinage, perhaps much more plentiful than the meagre
holdings of such coins in the great public collections, would suggest.
Of crude fabric and usually in a miserable state of preservation these
municipal coins seldom find their way into the hands of dealers, but
they are actually of extraordinary interest. Modified Sasanian images
are the predominant models, but there are also some Byzantine prototypes and a number of quite original Arab iconographical types, of
which the coin illustrated in pi. 26(3) from the Istakhr excavations is an
example. The bust on the obverse is obviously of Sasanian inspiration
but the head-dress is not that of Khusrau II, and behind the head in
Kufic is the name al-Walid, undoubtedly the Umayyad caliph al-Walld I
Museum of the American Numismatic Society. The only other known specimen was in
the Zubow Collection, Moscow (cf. Walker, B.M. Cat. i, p. 25).
1
Cf. G. C. Miles, Rare Islamic Coins, ANSNNM, no. 118 (New York, 1950), p. 10, no.
35; and R. N. Frye, Notes on the Early Coinage of Transoxianat ANSNNM, no. 113 (New
York, 1949), pp. i9ff.; Frye, "Additional Notes on the Early Coinage of Transoxiana",
ANSMN, vol. iv (1950), pp. 105-8.
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(86-96/705-15). The reverse is entirely Muslim of post-reform type,
the simple shahada.
'Abd al-Malik's monetary reform, as mentioned above, began with
gold coins in the year 77 and two years later mints in Iran and 'Iraq
(and at the capital Damascus in Syria) started issuing the purely epigraphical dirham which was to become the most popular coin in the
Near and Middle East and was destined to exert an influence not only
on the Byzantine coinage but probably even on the currency of western
Europe. A typical example of this chaste and splendidly engraved coin
appears in pi. 26(4): mint of Sabur (Bishapur), year 96/714-15. As the
Umayyad dirham is to serve as the basic model for several centuries to
come, it is well to describe it in some detail. In admirably legible Ktific
characters the obverse area carries the shahada, " There is no god except
Allah alone, there is no partner with him". Around the area is a
circular legend reading, " I n the name of Allah: this dirham was struck
in Sabur in the year six and ninety." The reverse area bears the 112th
sura of the Qur'an: "Allah is one, Allah is eternal, He begetteth not
and is not begotten, nor is there like unto him anyone." The circular
legend reads: "Muhammad is the messenger of Allah, he was sent with
guidance and the religion of truth to make it prevail over every other
religion, averse though the idolaters may b e " (Qur'an, ix. 33). Seventy
Umayyad dirham mints have been recorded. Of them sixty-six were
located in "Iraq and Iran; the others were Damascus, Ifriqiya (Qairawan), al-Andalus (Cordoba) and an uncertain mint. It is interesting to
note that the number of post-reform dirham mints is more than double
that of the identified mints at which dirhams of Arab-Sasanian type were
issued. Only two (Arrajan and Marv ar-Rud) or perhaps three (Zanjan?)
of the latter were discontinued. The extraordinary uniformity of style
of these post-reform dirhams from Spain to eastern Khurasan and
Afghanistan has occasioned some speculation with regard to the
possibility that most of the dies, if not the coins themselves, were
manufactured in one or two centrally located workshops. 1 The fact of
the proliferation of mints after the year 79 would indeed lend weight to
this view; at this early stage of the Arab occupation of 'Iraq and Iran
where would the Arabs have found the die-engravers and other skilled
technicians to man all these newly established mints?
1

Cf. John Walker, A Catalogue of the Muhammadan Coins in the British Museum, 11: A
Catalogue of the Arab-Byzantine and Post-reform Umaiyad Coins (London, 1956) [hereinafter
cited as B.M. Cat. 11], pp. lxiii-lxiv, to which add P. Balog's observations in RN (1958),
pp. 230-1.
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Our records of mint activity and production of course are not complete, nor will they ever be. However, on the basis of the published
corpus, supplemented by the present writer's notes, some observations
can be made.1 Not all the Iranian post-reform mints began activity at
the same time: the earliest (79 A.H.) were four in 'Iraq (Abarqubadh,
al-Basra, al-Kufa and Maisan); two, or perhaps three, in Khuzistan
(Surraq, Suq al-Ahwaz and Fll[?]); two in Fars (Biramqubadh and
Fasa); three in Jibal (Jay, Shaqq al-Taimara and Mah al-Basra, the old
Nihavand); and one in Khurasan (Marv).2 The only other mint active
in the opening year was the capital, Dimishq, outside our area. Some of
these silver mints in the 'Iraq-Iran region ceased production after only a
few years: no reliably reported issue of Abarqubadh is known after the
year 96, of Maisan after 97, of Surraq after 99, of Fil after the opening
year, of Biramqubadh after 95, of Shaqq al-Taimara after 82. By the
year 131/749 only eight of the seventy Umayyad dirham mints were
still producing: al-Andalus (for Spain), Ifrlqiya (for North Africa),
Dimishq (for Syria), al-Basra and Wasit (for southern 'Iraq, plus
al-Samlya, which opened only in the year 131), al-Jazira (for northern
'Iraq), and al-Bab (for the Caucasus area). It is remarkable that toward
the end of the Umayyad period silver was not being issued at the great
cities of Khuzistan, Fars, Jibal and Khurasan (such as Suq al-Ahwaz,
Istakhr, Sabiir, Jay, Hamadan, al-Ray, Balkh and Marv), but of special
interest in this connection is the fact that the production of dirhams is
resumed at these and other mints by the partisans of the 'Abbasid
movement, a phase of the numismatic history of Iran which we will
touch on briefly below.
To judge by the number of recorded specimens and the immense
number seen in collections and in the hands of dealers, by far the most
productive of the Umayyad silver mints was Wasit, the important
garrison and administrative city midway between Kufa and Basra
founded by al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf in the year 84/703. The earliest issue is
dated in that year and specimens are known for every subsequent year
down to 132/750, with the very curious and unexplained exception of
the years 100 and 102. If indeed the dies for most of the Umayyad dirham
mints were centrally produced, Wasit would appear to be the most
probable locality.
1

Summary in Walker, B.M. Cat. 11, pp. lx-lxi.
Biramqubadh is probably to be] read as Bizamqubadh, from Middle Persian weh a%
Amid (kard) Kawad, "better than Amid has Qubadh (made this)". This was Arrajan; cf.
Yaqiit (ed.).
2
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The 'Abbasid and Kharijite movements are well reflected in the
coinage. In the years 127-32/745-50 there appear at the mints of
Ramhurmuz in Khuzistan, Istakhr and Sabur in Fars, Jay, Taimara,
Mahi (perhaps the two Mahs, Nihavand and Dinavar), Hamadan and
Ray in Jibal, and Balkh and Marv in Khurasan a number of dirhams
and a few copper coins with the pro-'Abbasid slogan, " Say, for this I
ask no wage of you, save love of my kin" (Qur'an xlii. 22). At Ray
some of the coins bear the name of the revolutionary 'Abd-Allah b.
Mu'awiya, and on one issue the name of Abu Muslim himself; elsewhere the coins are anonymous but there can be no doubt that they
were all issued on the authority of Abu Muslim. A specimen of this
interesting coinage, a dirham of Ramhurmuz, 128, is illustrated in
pi. 26(5). It will be noticed that the reverse is identical with the regular
Umayyad coinage but that the obverse differs in that an inner marginal
legend with the 'Abbasid propaganda is added. Another class of
revolutionary coins of this period (al-Kufa, 128, and Tanbuk, 133, is
to be attributed to the Kharijites; they bear the war-cry, "Id hukma ilia
li'lldhi", "Arbitration belongs to Allah alone". 1
With the enthronement of AbuVAbbas al-Saffah on 13 Rabf I,
132/30 October 749 there commences the long series of 'Abbasid coins
struck at numerous mints in Iran. Gold does not make its appearance
in Iran proper until about the year 220/835, but we know of dirhams
and fulus (plural offals from Byzantine follis) from the mid-130^/7 5 o's
onward. During the first decade of the dynasty the mints of Basra and
Kufa seem to have been the principal sources of silver coinage for the
east, but as early as 134 dirhams begin to appear at Persian mints.
These dirhams differ little in general appearance from the Umayyad
prototype, but there are certain changes in the legends. Except for an
attenuation of the letters in the area legend and the date in the margin,
the obverse of a dirham of Jundishapur, dated 136/753-4 (pi. 26(6)),
very much resembles an Umayyad issue; on the reverse, however,
Qur'an cxii is abandoned and the simple statement, "Muhammad is the
messenger of Allah" takes its place. The "Prophetic Mission" in the
reverse margin remains as before. As time goes on supplementary
1

An incomplete list of these 'Abbasid partisan and Kharijite issues appears in the
writer's Numismatic History of Rqyy, ANSNS, vol. n (New York, 1938) [hereinafter cited
as NHR], pp. 16-17. Supplementary material will be found in D. Sourdel, Inventaire des
Monnaies Musulmanes anciennes du Musee de Caboul (Damascus, 1953), pp. 5-9; in Miles,
Persepolis Region, pp. 51-2 and 66-7; in Miles, "Al-Mahdi al-Haqq, Amir al-Mu'minln",
, pp. 333-4; and in Ibrahim Artuk, Deni^bact Definesi (Ankara, 1966), pp. 36-8.
24
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legends are added, but in style and basic scheme the dirham of the
'Abbasids and of the semi-independent dynasts owing allegiance to the
caliphs is constant. On a dirham of al-Muhammadiyya (Ray), 172/788-9
(pi. 26(7)) (NHR No. 72D) it will be noted that the reverse carries a
six-line inscription; above and beneath, the words jdrib (?) and jfe//,
doubtless referring to the excellence of the coinage; and "Muhammad
rasul Allah, al-khalifat al-Rashid, among those things ordered by
Muhammad, son of the Commander of the Believers". Al-Rashid of
course is Harun al-Rashid, and Muhammad is the later caliph al-Amin.
A dirham of Samarqand dated 203/818-19 (pi. 26(8)) has even more
elaborate legends. At the bottom of the obverse area is the word,
al-mashriq, "The East", and in the outer margin an additional Qur'anic
passage (xxx. 3-4): "Allah's is the command, before and after; and on
that day the Believers shall rejoice in the help of Allah." The reverse,
in seven lines, reads: " To God: Muhammad rasul Allah; al-Ma'mun,
khalifat Allah; among those things ordered by the amir al-Rida, heir
apparent of the Muslims, 'Ali b. Musa b. 'All b. Abi-Talib; Dbu'Iri'dsatain". Al-Rida, the Eighth Imam, had been designated heir
apparent by al-Ma'mun in Muharram 201/August 816.1 Dhuy l-r? dsatain
on the last line, "he of the two authorities " (i.e., the pen and the sword)
refers to al-Fadl b. Sahl, the noted favourite of al-Ma'mun.
Mention was made above of the fact that the production of gold
coinage in Iran begins only toward the end of the first quarter of the
3rd/9th century. As early as 199/814-15 dinars were struck in the
capital, Baghdad, with the legend al-'Iraq, but the earliest issue from a
mint in Iran that has come to the writer's attention is a dinar of Marv
dated 220.2 In the succeeding years a number of other mints began to
issue gold. In the list below, wherein the mints in 'Iraq are included for
the sake of completeness, are given the dates of the first gold issues
down to the end of the 3rd/9th century known to the writer: 3
Marv 220

al-Muhammadiyya 225
1

For a discussion of these remarkable issues see NHR, pp. io3fT.
M. Jungfleisch, "La trouvaille du Cimetiere de Sainte-Barbe a Babylone d'Egypte
(Juillet, 1948)", RN(1949), p. 166.
3
This list revises and supersedes that in NHR, pp. 119-20. Sources are given only for
issues unknown to the writer in 1938, as follows:
Samarra: Miles, Rare Islamic Coins (New York, 1950), p. 36, no. 140.
Dabll: ANS, unpublished.
Armmiya: *Abd al-Rahman Fahmy, Fajr al-Sikkat al-Arabiyah (Cairo, 1965), p. 607.
Samarqand: Kamil Muhandis in Les Annales Archeologiques de Syrie, 13 (1963), p. 175.
2
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Surra-man-ra'a (Samarra) 226
al-Basra 237
Dabil 241
Armlniya 243
Samarqand 244
al-Mutawakkiliyya 247
al-Shash 248
Wasit: 254
al-Ahwaz 255
Hulwan 258
al-Kufa 266
Qazvin 268
Hamadan 270
Azarbaljan 272
Mah al-Basra (Nihavand) 273
Jannaba 275 (Saffarid)
Qum 282
Isfahan 293
al-Karaj 293

A typical specimen of an 'Abbasid dinar is illustrated in pi. 22(9)
(Isfahan, 293/905-6). The obverse has the double marginal legend, the
inner with the mint-date formula, the outer with Qur'an, xxx. 3-4; the
reverse bears the caliph's name, al-Muktafi bi'llah.
The humble 'Abbasid copper or bronze fals, although not particularly appealing to the eye, especially in its usually miserable worn or
corroded condition, is frequently of considerable historical interest.
Most cities of any importance during the 2nd/8th century struck fulus,
often with the names of governors or 'dmils, or prefects, whose names
sometimes are not recorded in the preserved chronicles. Scientifically
excavated sites have provided us with a number of such issues; much
interesting unpublished material can be expected from future excavations. At Ray no less than nineteen names of individuals appear on the
copper coinage between 138 and 195/755—811.x The excavations at
Istakhr and Naqsh-i Rustam have turned up a number of local issues,
al-Shash: J. Allan, in NC(1919), p. 192.
Wasit: Ulla S. Linder Welin, "Wasit", p. 158.
al-Ahwaz: Fahmy, op. cit., p. 633.
Hulwan: ibid., p. 636.
Nihavand: V. G. Tizengauzen, Moneti vostochnago Khalifata (St Petersburg, 1873), no.
2077.

Qum: Unpublished, Robert W. Morris collection.
Isfahan: Miles, Rare Islamic Coinsy p. 43, nos. 165-6.
al-Karaj: E. von Zambaur, Mun^pragungen, p. 204.
1
Cf. NHR, nos. 41-4, 47, 58, 60, 64, 70, 78, 81, 85, 96.
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for example: Arrajan, Ardashlr-Khurra, Istakhr, Biramqubadh,
Tawwaj, Jay, Sabiir, Shiraz, Fars, Fasa and Kurat al-Mahdiyya min
Fars (i.e. Jur, otherwise known as Firuzabad).1 A specimen from the
last-named mint, dated 161/777-8 is shown in pi. 26(10).
Not long after the beginning of the 3rd/c)th century the emergence
of semi-independent principalities in Iran is reflected in the coinage. The
earliest of these so-called "minor dynasties'* (not so minor actually,
considering the extent of their dominions and their independence from
the 'Abbasid caliphate in all but name) whose coinage has been recognized by numismatists is the Tahirid. The first of the line, the famous
general Tahir b. al-Husain, was known as Dhuyl-Yamnain, and this title
occurs on coins from the year 206/821 onward. Tahirid mints include
Herat, Samarqand, Bukhara, Nishapur, Zarang, Bust and al-Muhammadiyya (Ray). A dirham of Talha b. Tahir struck at al-Muhammadiyya
in 210/825-6 (pi. 26(11)) in every way resembles an 'Abbasid dirham,
but it will be noticed that Talha's name appears beneath the reverse
area, while the caliph's name is not mentioned. Another early dynasty,
originating in Sistan, was the Saffarid. A dirham of al-Laith b. "All
issued at the mint of Fars (Shiraz) in 297/909-10 is illustrated in pi.
26(12). The flan is larger than the usual 'Abbasid dirham and there are
several distinguishing features: the name of the Saffarid beneath the
obverse area, the caliph's name, al-Muqtadir, beneath the reverse, and
in the outer margins of both obverse and reverse several isolated "good
luck" words, such as frequently appear on Persian glazed pottery,
al-nasr^ a/-%afary al-yumn and al-sa'dda. SafFarid coins are known from
seventeen mints: Bust, Zarang and Sijistan in Sistan; Balkh, Panjhir,
Rlkanz, Marv, Nishapur and Herat in Khurasan; Arrajan, Jannaba,
Shiraz (Fars) and Fasa in Fars; Isfahan and al-Muhammadiyya in Jibal;
al-Ahwaz in Khuzistan; and 'Uman in Arabia.
As an example of the coinage of one of the lesser dynasties in western
Iran a dinar of the Turkish Sajid Yusuf b. Dlvdad struck at Armlniya
(i.e. Dabil) in 303/915-16 is illustrated in pi. 27(1). The obverse is in no
way distinguishable from an 'Abbasid dinar of the period, but the
reverse, in addition to the caliph's name, carries that of the dynast. The
Sajids issued coins in both gold and silver at Azarbaijan (Ardabil or
Maragha ?), Arran (Bardaca), Ardabil, Armlniya, Bardaea, Maragha and
briefly, al-Muhammadiyya. Other minor dynasties or families of rulers
in western and northern Iran producing coins during the 3rd and 4th/
1

Miles, Persepolis Region, pp. 52fF.
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9 th and 1 oth centuries were: the family of Abu Dulaf in Kurdistan and
Jibal (Karaj, Mah al-Basra and Mah al-Kufa, Hamadan and Isfahan);
several 'Alid princes and pretenders in Qazvin and Tabaristan; the
Banijurids (or Abii-Da'udids) of Tukharistan, governors of the
Samanids, coins of whom are known from Andaraba, Balkhj Bamiyan,
Panjhir and Tirmidh (pi. 27(2)), a dirham of Ahmad b. Muhammad b.
Yahya struck at Balkh in 297/909-10 (note the very early instance of the
use of cursive naskhi script in the engraving of the governor's name
beneath the obverse area); the Sa'liikid governors of Ray; 1 the Ziyarids
of Tabaristan and Gurgan, vassals of the Buyids, descendants of the
kings of Gilan and the Ispahbads of Ruyan(pl. 27(3), a dirham of Bisutun
b. Vushmglr, recognizing the Buyid Rukn al-Daula as overlord, struck
at Gurgan in 358/968-9; Ziyarid coins are known also from the mints
of Astarabad, Amul, Sariya and Hausam);2 the Bavandids, also of
Tabaristan (pi. 27(4), a dirham of Rustam b. Sharvin, acknowledging
the Buyid cAdud al-Daula, and bearing on the obverse the Shl'i motto
"'Alt wall Allah", struck at Firim in 367/977-8 (the only other identified Bavandid mint is Sariya);3 the Sallarids or Musafirids of Azarbaijan,
Arran and Tarim, with mints at Azarbaijan, Ardabil, Armlniya,
Barda'a, Maragha and an unidentified locality Jalalabad (pi. 27(5), a
beautiful dirham of the year 343/954-5 issued in the name of Vahsiidan
b. Muhammad with the honorific " Sword of the Family of Muhammad" and the names of the Isma'ili imams) ;4 the Ja'farids of Tiflls; the
Justanids of Dailam (dirhams of the 36o's/97o's struck at Rudbar); the
Hasanwaihids of Kurdistan, with mints at Dinavar (?), al-Rur, SaburKhwast and Hamadan; and the Kakuyids, vassals of the Buyids and
later of the Saljuqs, with mints at Asadabad, Isfahan, Buriijird, Jurbadhaqan, Sabur-Khwast, al-cAskar al-Mansur, Qirmisin, al-Qasr,
al-Karaj, Mah al-Kufa, al-Muhammadiyya, Hamadan and Yazd. A
splendid dirham of Muhammad b. Dushmanzar, struck in 410/1019-20
at Isfahan, is illustrated in pi. 27(6): the obverse carries the name of the
caliph and that of the Kakuyid prince, the reverse that of the Buyid
overlord Majd al-Daula with the title Shahanshah.
1

NHR, pp. 135-40, 144-6.
Cf. G, C. Miles, "Coinage of the Ziyarid Dynasty of Tabaristan and Gurgan",
slNSMN, vol. xvni (1972), pp. 119-37.
3
Cf. G. C. Miles, "The Coinage of the Bawandids of Tabaristan", in C. E. Bosworth,
ed., Iran and Islam, In Memory of the Late Vladimir Minorsky (Edinburgh, 1971), pp. 443-58.
4
Cf. S. M. Stern, "The early Isma'Ili Missionaries in North-West Persia and in Khurasan
and Transoxiana", BSOAS, vol. xxm (i960), pp. 72-4. The present writer now knows of
four more specimens of this remarkable coin.
2
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We come now to the great dynasties which ruled over vast territories
of Iran in the 3rd and 4th/9th and 10th centuries. The first of these was
the Iranian Samanid house whose dominion at the height of its power
extended from the frontiers of India to the central Iranian plateau. The
output, particularly of silver, was immense. Samanid dirhams predominate in the great silver hoards of the ioth-iith centuries unearthed in
Russia, Poland and Scandinavia; for example in a recently published
Polish hoard buried probably about 912, more than 68 per cent of the
coins were Samanid.1 The earliest Samanid coins were of copper and
were issued by Ahmad b. Asad in Samarqand in 244/8 5 8-c).2 There is
some overlapping of 'Abbasid and Samanid issues in the 250's and
260's but the regular production of dirhams begins about 279/892 and
of gold about the same time under Isma'll b. Ahmad. The great series
ends a little over a century later with the death of Isma'U b. Nuh. A
typical dirham of Nasr II b. Ahmad, Samarqand, 306/918-19, is shown
in pi. 27(7), and a dinar of Nuh I b. Nasr, Amul, 343/954-5, in pi. 27(8).
Most Samanid dinars and dirhams are of conventional types but
there are some extraordinary over-si2ed dirhams (up to 48 mm in
diameter) struck in the Hindu Kush area doubtless for local circulation
(pi. 28(1), Kurat Badakhshan, with the names of Nuh b. Mansur,
al-Harith and the caliph al-TaT). 3
The largest number of Samanid mints were in Khurasan and neighbouring areas in the east, but sporadic issues are known also from
cities in western Iran. The following list of forty-seven mints is doubtless incomplete: in Farghana, east of the Jaxartes, Akhsikat, Uzkand,
Tiinkath Ilaq, al-Shash (Tashkent), Farghana (Andijan ?), Qubba,
Marghinan and Nasrabad; in Soghdia, between the Oxus and the
Jaxartes, Bukhara, Sughd, Samarqand and Taghama; in Ma-wara-alNahr (Transoxiana), Ushrusana, Andijaragh, Badakhshan, Binkath,
Tirmidh, al-Khuttal, Rasht, Zamin and al-Saghaniyan; in Sis tan,
Farvan and Farah; in Khurasan, Andaraba, Bamiyan, Balkh, Panjhir,
Taliqan, Gharchistan, Marv, al-Ma'dan, Nishapiir and Herat; in Qumis,
al-Biyar; in Gurgan, Astarabad and Gurgan; in Tabaristan, Amul and
Firim; in Fars, Shiraz (also named Fars); in Jibal, Sava, Qazvin, Qum,
al-Karaj, Mah al-Basra, al-Muhammadiyya and Hamadan.
Almost as prolific as the Samanid coinage was the Buyid. The earliest
1

Cf. M. Czapkiewicz et a/.y Skarb monet A.rabskich ^ Kluhowic^ powiat Siemiatyc^e
(Wroclaw, Warszawa, Krakow, 1964).
2
A. Markov, Inventarnii Katalog musulmanskikh Monet (St Petersburg, 1896), p. 113.
3
Cf. ANS Annual Report (1969), p. 14.
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issues are those of 'Imad al-Daula, founder of the dynasty, whose first
coins were struck in al-Ahwaz in 320/932; the latest, more than a
century later, those of al-Malik al-Rahim Khusrau Flruz, last of the
Fars and Khuzistan branch of the family, deposed by the Great Saljuq
Toghril Beg in 447/105 5. The Buyid coinage is particularly informative
to the political historian, as the amplitude of titles, names and mints
throws valuable light on the relationships to each other of the princes
of the several branches of the house and of numerous vassals acknowledging their overlordship, and on the extent of their dominions.
Recorded mints range from Bistam in the east to Baghdad and 'Uman.
A list of fifty mints, again probably incomplete, follows: in Qumis,
Bistam, Damghan and Simnan; in Gurgan, Astarabad and Gurgan; in
Tabaristan, Amul, Sarlya and Firim; in Gilan, al-Hausam; in Jibal,
Isfahan, Hulwan, al-Dlnawar, Sabur-Khwast, Sava, Sanjabad, Qirmisin,
Qazvin, Qum, Mah al-Kufa, al-Muhammadiyya, Nayin and Hamadan;
in Arminiya, the capital (Ardabil); in Kirman, Bardasir, Bam, Jiruft and
al-Slrajan; in Fars, Arrajan, Ardashlr-Khurra, Jannaba, Darabjird,
Sabur, Siraf, Shlraz, Fars, Fasa, Kazarun and Kard Fana Khusrau; in
Khuzistan, al-Abadan min al-Ahwaz, al-Ahwaz, Aidaj, Tustar min
al-Ahwaz, Jundlshapur, Ramhurmuz, Suq al-Ahwaz, cAskar Mukram,
c
Askar min al-Ahwaz and al-Kurdiyya (?); in 'Iraq, Madlnat al-Salam
(Baghdad); in Arabia, 'Uman.
The vast majority of Buyid coins, both dinars and dirhams, are of
conventional type. A typical dirham of rather wide flan is one of
Arrajan, 346/957-8 (pi. 28(2)), with the name of Rukn al-Daula Abu
'All Biiya on the obverse and the names of the caliph al-Mutf and
'Adud al-Daula Abu Shuja' on the reverse. Exceptional are a few quite
extraordinary figural coins. A unique silver piece actually called a dinar
has on one side more or less customary legends in Kufic, with the name
of Rukn al-Daula, the mint al-Muhammadiyya and the date 351/962;
the other side has a remarkable neo-Sasanian "portrait" accompanied
by Pahlavi inscriptions (pi. 28(3)).1 A comparable "portrait" in the
Sasanian style appears on a gold medallion of Fana-Khusrau 'Adud
al-Daula struck at Fars (Shiraz) in 359/969-70.2 There are furthermore
1

The coin, probably a presentation piece, is the property of M. R. Gurnet of Momignies,
Belgium. See G. C. Miles, "A Portrait of the Buyid Prince Rukn al-Dawlah", ANSMN,
vol. xi (1964), pp. 283-93.
2
See Mehdi Bahrami in A.rchaeologica Orientalia in Memoriam Ernst Her^feld (Locust
Valley, N.Y., 1952), p. 18, pi. 1, fig. 2a, b. Some suspicion has been expressed about the
authenticity of this piece (e.g. Ernst Kiihnel, "Die Kunst Persiens unter den Buyiden",
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several splendid gold "pieces de ceremonie" issued at Baghdad in 363
and 365/973-976 in the name of 'Izz al-Daula. One of these, with
representations of a seated king and of a musician playing a lute, has
been illustrated a number of times. Two others are reproduced here
for the first time. One (pi. 28(4)) shows on both sides a lion attacking
a stag; the obverse bears the shahdda and the mint-date formula in the
circular legend, the reverse the name of 'Izz al-Daula. Another (pi. 29(1))
portrays an eagle seizing a duck on one side, and on the other an eagle
devouring a gazelle.
The coinages of two other important dynasties ruling on the eastern
frontiers of Iran before the arrival of the Saljuqs remain to be dealt
with: the Qarakhanids and the Ghaznavids. (The coinage of the second
dynasty of the Khwarazm-Shahs, ending with the conquest by Mahmud
of Ghazna, appears to have been very limited.) The Qarakhanid (or
Ilig-Khanid) coinage, a most interesting and complex branch of
Iranian numismatics, deserves much more scholarly attention than it
has so far received. The earliest recorded coins are those of Harun
Bughra Khan II, who died in 3 82/992. Issues in billon, copper and silver
are known of some twenty rulers down to the end of the dynasty at the
beginning of the 7th/13th century. Recorded mints are: in the Jaxartes
region, Banakath, Taraz and Kashghar; in Farghana, Akhsikat, Uzkand,
Ush, Ilaq, Tunkath Ilaq, Khujanda, al-Shash, Farghana, Kand,
Marghinan, Haftdih and Yarkand; in Soghdia, Ishtikhan, Bukhara,
Sughd, Samarqand, Karminiya, Kish and al-Kushani; in Transoxiana,
Ushrusana, Il-Urdu, Kharlugh Urdu, Dabusiya, al-Saghaniyan and
Qara Urdu; in Khurasan, Nishapur and Herat. The types are varied
and imaginative, the epigraphy often very fine and quite remarkable,
and the titulature rich and complicated. Two specimens are illustrated
in the plates: a copper coin (pi. 29(2)) of Nasr b. CAU Uig-Khan (d. 403/
1012-13) exhibiting early examples of plaited Kufic in the name Nasr
on the obverse and in Muhammad on the reverse i1 and a silver dirham
of Yusuf Qadir Khan, struck at Uzkand in 423/1032 (pi. 29(3)). Note
the fine engraving, the neat epigraphy, the mint-date formula arranged
to form a square on the obverse, and the reverse legend reading
ZDMG (1956), p. 85), but particularly in the light of the undoubted genuineness of the
Rukn al-Daula "portrait" coin, the present writer accepts the *Adud al-Daula medallion
as authentic.
1
For earlier examples of plaited Kufic on coins see the remarkable paper of Lisa Volov
(Golombek), " Plaited Kufic on Samanid Epigraphic Pottery", ArsOrientalis^ol. vi (1966),
p.

120.
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al-Qadir bi'llah, Nasir al-Haqq, Malik al-Mashriq (King of the East),
Qadi'r Khan.
Finally we come to the great dynasty of the Ghaznavids, whose
origins and much of whose history lie beyond the borders of Iran but
whose invasion of Khurasan and Jibal and defeat of the last Samanids
bring them into the purview of this chapter. The Ghaznavid coinage is
immensely varied and complex, differing widely in type and fabric in
various parts of the empire. The earliest coins are those of Alp-Tegin,
the Turkish slave in the service of the Samanid court in the middle of
the 4th/ioth century. Thereafter Sebiik-Tegin, his great son Mahmud
and the latter's son Mas'iid issued dinars and dirhams in huge quantities
at numerous mints, many of them within Iran proper. While the rise of
the Saljuqs puts an end to Ghaznavid domination and mintage in the
area with which we are concerned, coins continue to be struck in
the East by the successive Ghaznavid princes down to the end of the
dynasty in 582/1186. Mints in Iran include: in Soghdia, Karminiya; in
Transoxiana (Badakhshan), Valvalij; in Sistan, Sijistan, Ghazna and
Farvan; in Khurasan, Andaraba, Bamiyan, Balkh, Juzjan, Nlshapur
and Herat; in Fars; Fasa; in Jibal, Isfahan and al-Ray. Two Ghaznavid
issues of Nlshapur are illustrated in pi. 29(4), a dirham dated 386/996,
with the name of the Samanid Nuh b. Mansur in naskhi characters on
the obverse and that of al-Wali Saif al-Daula Mahmud, accompanied
by a sword diagonally, on the reverse; and (5), a dinar dated 387/997,
with Mahmiid's name and a sword upright on the obverse, and the
Samanid overlord's name on the reverse, here with the title al-Malik
al-Mansiir.
In this brief survey of the multifarious coinages of Iran from the
Arab conquest to the early 5 t h / n t h century no attempt has been made
to deal with the important economic aspects of the currency. The
emphasis here rather has been on the contributions these coinages offer
to the political and cultural historian and to the student of art and
epigraphy.
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CHAPTER I I

THE EXACT SCIENCES
I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this chapter is to describe scientific activity in Iran during
the four centuries beginning about 30/650. In so doing it is convenient
to begin with a synoptic introduction, and then to devote a special
section to each of the branches of the exact sciences in which significant
Iranian work was done. The closing section is a short appreciation of
the accomplishments of al-Biruni, a man whose life adorns the period.
As it happens, there is more information about science in Sasanian
Iran than there is about the same subject during the first hundred years
of Arab dominance. Although no scientific documents in Middle Persian
have survived, it has been established that Greek and Sanskrit works
were translated into Pahlavi at the Sasanian court, and some of these
documents exist in the languages from which the translations were
made. It is also known that the Shahanshahs sponsored various versions
of the Zij-i Shah (or Zik-i Shahirydr), sets of astronomical tables for the
computation of planetary positions, the prediction of eclipses, and such.
Further, by piecing together scraps of information from various early
Islamic sources, it is possible to obtain a fair idea of the contents and
techniques of the various revisions of the Zij-i Shah, including the one
made during the reign of Yazdgard III, the last Sasanian monarch.
During the Umayyad dynasty which followed there is not a single
name which has come down, either of a scientific book written, or an
astronomer carrying out observations. Yet some work must have been
going on at this time, as is witnessed by the considerable number of
translators available just afterward to put existing technical books into
Arabic from Pahlavi.
The situation changed radically with the rise of the 'Abbasids.
During the century beginning with 132/750 the exact sciences were
cultivated at and near the capital city Baghdad more intensively than
anywhere in the world previously. Moreover, in terms of the numbers
of scientists at work, the peak of activity then attained was never
equalled at any time thereafter during the Middle Ages.
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During the final two centuries of our period (235/850-442/1050),
reflecting the political decentralization which attended the weakening
of the 'Abbasid empire, small foci of culture formed at the courts of
the various new and competing dynasties, Buyid, Samanid and Ghaznavid. As it happened, the break-up in the Baghdad concentration of
scientists coincided with a change in the character and quality of the
work turned out by the scholars.
Early 'Abbasid scientists tended to be astronomer-astrologers whose
techniques and theories were inherited from Indian and Sasanian forebears and whose role as innovators was small. Their sole major contribution was in the form of numerous and meticulous astronomical
observations. Their computational mathematics was generally unimpressive. In trigonometry their basic function, the sine, was taken over
from the Indians. The remaining standard functions, the tangent,
secant, and so on, first appear in 'Abbasid contexts, but they may have
been invented elsewhere. The same statement can be made of the
algebra of the quadratic, discussed below.
Beginning with the work of al-Battanl, however, there was a pronounced rise in the level of astronomical theory. He adopted the
Ptolemaic planetary models, greatly superior to those of India and Iran,
which became permanently displaced in the practice of the abler
astronomers. The 4th/ioth century also saw the proof of theorems
which were decisive in creating trigonometry as a branch of mathematics in its own right, dealing with the solution of triangles, plane or
spherical, and without necessary reference to spherical astronomy.
Thus, although during the last two hundred years of the period there
was a falling off in the number of active scientists, hence a decrease in
quantity, the quality and originality of their work was distinctly higher
than that of their immediate predecessors.

II.

ARITHMETIC

In 'Abbasid Iran three distinct and independent systems of calculation
subsisted simultaneously: (1) the apparently indigenous hisdb al-kuttdb
(arithmetic of the scribes), (2) al-hisdb al-hindi (Indian arithmetic), and
(3) hisdb al-jummal, taken over from the Greeks. The leading characteristics of each of these disciplines are described below.
Present knowledge of the scribal arithmetic is due largely to study
of a textbook for the use of government employees written by Abu'l379
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Wafa' al-Buzjani (b. 328/940, d. 388/998), a thinker of great originality and power. This system had no special numeral symbols, all
numbers being written out in words. The elementary operations as
performed upon integers in this arithmetic are of no great interest, but
the handling of fractions is distinctive. Considerations of elegance
dictated that common fractions appearing in the results of a computation were not to be displayed as such. The well-educated bureaucrat
was expected to express an answer, exactly or approximately, as a
simple combination of sums and products of "canonical fractions",
unit fractions of the form 1//?, n < 10 (except that the special fraction
2/3 was also allowed). For instance, he might put
17 ~ 6

6 10'

a rather poor approximation. The origins of this cumbersome and
strongly convention-ridden system are unknown. The use of unit
fractions is immediately reminiscent of the ancient Egyptian arithmetic,
but such connection has been contested. Whatever its beginnings, it
maintained itself for many centuries alongside the much more efficient
imported varieties of arithmetic.
As to the decimal place-value system, its date of transmission from
India is unknown. There is a clear reference to the Indian arithmetic
by the Syrian monk Sebokht in 42/662, but no examples of its use in
Mesopotamia or the Iranian plateau can be exhibited until much later.
Of course, the precise form the numeral symbols take is unimportant
in itself, whether the "western Arabic" forms common in North
Africa, from which the current "Hindu-Arabic numerals" come, or
the "eastern Arabic" forms still used in the Middle E a s t - b o t h are
demonstrably descendants of Indian numerals. What is essential is the
capability of representing any number by the use of a set of numerals
including not more than ten different symbols, in which the contribution of any particular symbol to the value of the number is determined
not only by the symbol itself, but also by its place in the set, hence placevalue. E.g. in the set 4609-13 (or i n . <\n r), the contribution of the
symbol 6 (or n) to the value of the number displayed is six hundred
because it occupies the hundreds place, the third to the left of the
decimal point.
The earliest known textbook for decimal arithmetic is that written
by Muhammad b. Musa al-Khwarazml ( / . 205/820), and it is not extant
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in the Arabic original but only in Latin translation. In the course of
the next two centuries at least ten additional expositions of Indian
arithmetic were written. Some of these are extant, and several have
been studied in recent years. All give explanations and examples of the
elementary operations and usually also of the extraction of square roots.
With the single exception of the Damascene arithmetician al-Uqlldisl
(fl- 339/95°)> t n e authors of these books did not use decimal fractions
and the latter were not generally introduced for many centuries.
The third arithmetic system, jummal reckoning, was universally
employed in astronomy, the only subject in which really serious computation was carried on. In these calculations, letters of the Arabic
alphabet (whence abjad numbers) were used as numeral symbols. For
integers there was a non-place-value decimal notation; for fractions a
place-value sexagesimal system - i.e. the base was sixty rather than ten.
Sexagesimal arithmetic was by then, of course, quite ancient, having
appeared in Mesopotamia some time during the second millennium
B.C. For the easier operations, addition and subtraction, numbers were
kept in the jummal form. Multiplication and division are more difficult.
When the quantities involved were both fractional, the jummal
representation was purely sexagesimal, and sometimes products and
quotients were calculated directly as sexagesimals. Descriptions of
sexagesimal multiplication tables, essential for such computations,
exist in the literature, but no actual example is available from this
period. Much more commonly these operations were carried out as
follows: both numbers involved in the operation were converted into
decimal integers, each being the number of the smallest denomination
of sexagesimal fractions present, contained in the entire quantity. E.g.
25i°i7'5 5" would be expressed as 904,675 seconds ( = 251x3600+17
x 60+ 5 5). The operation was then carried out as a decimal multiplication or division, and the result converted back into sexagesimals. It was
essential to attach the proper denomination to the answer, e.g. seconds
times minutes gives thirds, and so on.
Computational mathematics did not reach the degree of sophistication it achieved later, in Mongol and Timurid times, but numerical
tables of functions were considerably more extensive and precise than
those produced by the Greeks and the Indians. In Blrunl's astronomical
handbook, the al-Qanun al-Mas6udi (completed c. 427/1036), by way of
illustration, the table of sines is carried to four sexagesimal places
(hence to a precision better than one in ten million) for each quarter of
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a degree. Columns of first and second differences are also given for ease
in interpolation. In contrast, the analogous table of chords in Ptolemy's
Almagest is only to three places, and in steps of half of a degree.
Among the more complicated arithmetic processes, the operation of
root extraction received considerable attention in 'Abbasid times. An
extant arithmetic textbook by al-Nasawi ( / . 390/1000) contains a
method for extracting the cube root which is identical with that of a
much earlier Chinese work. This method, to which the name RuffiniHorner was attached in Europe, may have come to the Near East via
India. Both Abu'1-Wafa' and BirunI wrote on the extraction of roots
of higher order than the cube, but the treatises themselves have not
survived.
III. ALGEBRA

Expressions of the form
(1)

ax2 + bx + c = 0,

a

where a, b and c are given constants and x is a variable, are known as
quadratic equations. A solution of a quadratic is a number which, when
it replaces x in the expression above, gives zero for the left-hand side,
equalling the zero on the right-hand side. The equation is then said to
be satisfied. For example, the numbers 3 and —13 are both roots of
the quadratic
(2)

x 2 +iox—39 = o.

It is now known that every quadratic has two roots, although one or
more of the roots may be negative (as above), or irrational (not expressible as a terminating or non-repeating decimal), or complex
(containing <J — 1), even when the coefficients a, b and c are all integers.
'Abbasid mathematicians were the first known to mount a systematic
attack upon the quadratic, and, subject to limitations in their concept
of what constituted a number, they arrived at complete solutions. The
best known and perhaps earliest exposition of this doctrine is alKhwarazml's Kitdb al-jabr w'*al-muqdbala, whence the modern term
algebra. Recently published is a similar treatise by one 'Abd al-Hamld b.
Turk, of uncertain date but certainly 'Abbasid. For these and the other
Muslim algebraists, the notion of a negative number did not exist. In
seeking to solve quadratics it was therefore not possible for them to
regard all such as typified by the single expression (1), with #, b and c
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either positive or negative, and having a single expression which would
give all possible solutions in terms of these general coefficients. The
equation (2) had the form
(3)

x2 + iox = 39,

and the method of solving it would differ from that worked out for
such an equation as
= icoc.

It must also be borne in mind that the "algebraic" symbols which to
some people nowadays are synonymous with the subject itself had no
part in al-Khwarazmfs algebra. Equation (3) would be displayed in
some such form as "a square and ten roots equal thirty-nine". Modern
symbols used here are for convenience only; the Arabic texts contain
nothing but words. Should b or c be zero, the effect would be to
suppress one of the terms, and hence give rise to a separate case and
another method of solution.
Under these circumstances, there are five distinct cases of the
quadratic:
ax2 = c,
ax2 = bx,
= c,
ax2 + c = bx,
and

ax2 = bx + c,

where the coefficients are all positive. Such cases as ax2 + bx + c = o
could not exist, since they admit only of solutions in the then nonexistent negative or complex numbers. But for each of the five cases
listed, al-Khwarazmi gives a verbal rule for calculating the solution in
terms of the given coefficients. The rule is accompanied by a numerical
example, and in general closely resembles the technique called "completing the square" still in use. This aspect of Islamic algebra, consisting
of prescribed sequences of arithmetic operations performed upon sets
of given numbers, resembles the content of Old Babylonian algebraic
cuneiform texts, to which in some distant way it is undoubtedly related.
Al-Khwarazmi's treatise also has, however, a section giving "proofs "
that the rules are valid. In its strongly geometrical character this part of
the book is reminiscent of Greek mathematics and has probably drawn
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ultimately on the algebraic parts of Euclid's Elements, or related works.
The procedure involves interpreting the given data geometrically: x2
is a square whose side is the measure of the unknown: bx is a rectangle
with sides of length b and x, and c is a rectangle whose area is c square
units. Proof consists of (i) exhibiting a line x constructed by applying
geometrically the rule for solving the equation, and (2) showing that
the two-dimensional figure which results satisfies geometrically, i.e. in
terms of areas, the given equation.
There were also sporadic attempts to solve cubics, polynomial
equations of the next degree beyond the quadratic. For instance,
Biruni showed that the length of a side of an inscribed regular polygon
of nine sides could be calculated in terms of a solution of the cubic

However, the systematic reduction of all types of the cubic was not
effected until the end of the 5th/nth century.

IV. TRIGONOMETRY

The branch of mathematics known as trigonometry arose in direct
response to the astronomer's need for a means of calculating angular
distances on the celestial sphere in terms of other, directly observable,
arcs on it. Already by the time of Ptolemy a discipline had been
developed which, in principle, provided all that was required. It consisted of two things: a theorem, and a numerical table. The theorem,
that of Menelaos, applies to any spherical complete quadrilateral, the
configuration formed by any four great circle arcs on a sphere. Menelaos' Theorem establishes a compound proportion involving the chords
of three pairs of segments into which any three sides of the quadrilateral
are divided by the fourth. The table is a set of chord lengths of a standard circle, tabulated as a function of the arcs the chords subtend. The
Menelaos Theorem and the table of chords suffice to solve all the
spherical problems in the Almagest, but frequently at great cost in
ingenuity and computation. The complete quadrilateral, with its four
sides and six vertices, is a complicated figure. For each application, a
suitable quadrilateral must be found or constructed, so located that five
arcs in the compound proportion are known and the sixth is the
required unknown. A simpler figure was called for. Furthermore, to
ease the burden of calculation, it was desirable to replace the single
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table of chords by a repertoire of special tabulated functions, carried
to more places and at smaller intervals than the Almagest table, to
increase the ease and precision of interpolation.
The first step to displace the chord function was taken in India, well
before the rise of Islam. There it was realized that a table giving for
each value of the argument half the chord of twice the given arc was
handier than the chord itself. This realization marked the invention of
the sine, the fundamental periodic function of modern science. From
India the sine travelled to Baghdad, probably via the late Sasanians. At
the hands of the 'Abbasid astronomers the new function received
marked improvements.
All the trigonometric functions are definable in terms of variable
arcs, chords, and tangents to a fixed circle. It turns out that the choice
of unity for the radius of this circle simplifies algebraic reductions and
saves computation, and this is universal modern practise. For the
versions of the sine function which came from India, however, this
radius, R, had various values, none of them unity. Most applications
of the tables based on these sines involved a division or multiplication
by R, which would have been obviated with R = i. The 'Abbasid
astronomers accomplished almost the same thing by (following the
lead of the Almagest) putting R = 60, the base of the sexagesimal
system, and calculating the tabular entries in pure sexagesimals. Multiplication or division of a sexagesimal by 60 is a mere matter of moving
the "sexagesimal point" (or its equivalent) one place to the right or
left, just as multiplication of a decimally represented number by ten is
performed by moving the decimal point one place. At least two
4th/10th-century mathematicians, Abu'1-Wafa' and Blrunl, perceived
the advantage of putting R = 1, and the sine table of the latter (referred
to above in the section on arithmetic) is in every respect the modern
function.
The operation of division is more tedious than that of multiplication,
and the extraction of a square root more troublesome than both. If the
calculator solving trigonometric problems has at his disposal only a
single function, the sine (or the chord), he is on occasion forced into
extracting roots. But if he can count upon tables of the tangent and
the secant functions as well, together with their cofunctions, he can
confine his arithmetic operations largely to addition, subtraction, and
multiplication. The cotangent function may be thought of as a measure
of the shadow cast by a vertical gnomon of height R upon a horizontal
25
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plane, the sun's angle of elevation being the independent variable.
Primitive shadow tables, with the time of day as argument rather than
an angle, can be exhibited from several parts of the ancient world. In
India the gnomon length R = 12 became standard, and sometime
before the ninth century the transition in argument from hours to
degrees was made, for in the astronomical handbook of al-Khwarazmi
a table of 12 cot 9 appears, carried to two sexagesimal places for
8 = i°, 20, 3 0 , . . . , 900. In the choice of R he was imitated by most of
his contemporaries and successors for several centuries. However,
another Baghdad astronomer, Habash al-Marwazi ( / . 215/830) gives
in his astronomical handbook a table in sexagesimals of 60 tan 6 for
0 = -|°5 i° } 1 j-° 5 . . , 5 890, carried to three places, thus approaching
very close indeed to the modern tangent function.
Although much less common, the secant and cosecant functions
were also defined and tabulated in 'Abbasid times, usually with
R = 12. In Arabic the cosecant was called qutr al-%illy "hypotenuse of
the shadow", which is what it is. Thus the tally of computational aids
to trigonometry was completed, and we turn to a consideration of
advances in the geometrical side of the subject.
The trend was to discard the complete quadrilateral in favour of a
much simpler figure, the triangle. A transitional theorem in the process
was the "rule of four quantities", which asserts that in any two
spherical right triangles which have a pair of acute angles equal, the
relation
sin tf/sin a1 — sin r/sin c'
subsists between the sides a and a' opposite the equal angles, and the
two hypotenuses c and c'. Just who first proved this theorem is unknown, but various proofs are given by mathematicians of the tenth
and eleventh centuries, including one based on the Menelaos theorem.
The rule of four quantities in turn was employed to prove the sine
theorem, a landmark in the evolution of trigonometry, involving as it
does the sides and angles of any spherical triangle. It is
sin a
sin A

sin b
sin B

sin c
sin C

where a capital letter denotes an angle, and the same letter, small, refers
to the opposite side. Priority for the discovery of the sine theorem was
disputed among three contemporaries, Abu'1-Wafa', Abu Mahmud
al-Khujandi and Abu Nasr Mansur, all three of Khurasanian origin.
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V. THEORETICAL ASTRONOMY - PLANETARY THEORY

From the very beginnings of science the objects in the solar system have
stimulated fruitful curiosity, causing men to invent abstract models to
enable them to predict the positions and motions of the sun and the
planets. The earth, like its sister planets, rotates about the sun in an
orbit which is almost a circle. If the earth is thought of as stationary,
then it is the sun which rotates about us, carrying with it its satellite
planets. For an inferior planet, one whose orbit is smaller than the
earth's (or the sun's), its resultant motion with respect to the earth is
easy to visualize. It is the motion of a point on a wheel rotating
independently at the same time that the wheel's centre rotates upon the
rim of a larger wheel. To adopt ancient terminology, the larger wheel
(or orbit) is the deferent, the smaller the epicycle. The case of a superior
planet is somewhat more involved, since its orbit is larger than the
sun's. But the two orbits can be interchanged without affecting the
position of the planet, to retain the deferent as the larger with centre
in the vicinity of the earth, and the epicycle as the smaller, outer wheel
carrying the planet. Under all circumstances, then, the planet moves
with respect to the earth in a series of loops, generally forward, but
periodically becoming retrograde. The simple epicyclic model, with all
loops congruent, is insufficiently precise for anything but a good
approximation. With an actual planet, the size and character of the
retrogradations vary, depending upon the region of the sky in which
they take place.
Having set up the problem, it is useful to note three ways by which,
in various places and times, it was solved:
(a) Purely numerical techniques may be used, with no appeal at any
stage to a geometric model. This highly sophisticated approach was
developed by Babylonian astronomers in the Seleucid period; it then
disappeared until the clay tablets on which it was recorded were
excavated and deciphered in recent times. Its eschewal of geometry
gives it a singularly modern aspect.
(b) The simple deferent-epicycle model may be accepted, and the
necessary variation in the retrogradations introduced by means of computational schemes which have no immediate geometric motivation or
rationale. Unlike (a) above, these procedures involve trigonometric,
rather than algebraic, transformations because of the implicit presence of
the epicycle. They were characteristic of Indian and Sasanian astronomy.
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(c) The deferent-epicycle configuration may be modified geometrically, by making the earth eccentric with respect to the deferent and by
introducing a periodic variation in the speed of the epicycle centre, in
order to improve the correspondence between the model and the facts.
This is the method of Ptolemy, and his solution is about as good a job
as can be hoped for without abandonment of circular orbits. As with
(a) and (b) the ultimate result is numerical, a set of true longitudes
corresponding to given instants. But here computation is postponed
until the end, and the figure determines the direction the computation
shall take.
We are now in a position to say something about 'Abbasid astronomy, and it is a reasonably valid generalization to assert that prior
to c. 336/850 planetary theory was predominantly of type (b), and that
subsequently it was displaced by the superior type (c). It is difficult to
be more specific than this and to introduce details about developments
in theoretical astronomy during the century ending with the above date.
The reason is that extant treatises from this time are few in number,
and these few are frequently corrupted with later additions. They are
themselves almost our only sources for studying Sasanian astronomy,
there being no astronomical documents in Middle Persian, and there is
usually no way of distinguishing between 'Abbasid doctrine, and
Sasanian technique taken over by the 'Abbasids. The situation is further
complicated by whatever Indian astronomy was brought directly to the
court of al-Mansur by the legendary ambassador Kanka. This probably
comprised the "Great Sindhind", a work closely related to the
Brdhmasphutasiddhdnta of Brahmagupta (fl. A.D. 630). And it is
necessary to introduce additional technical terms.
Any type (b) procedure, Indian, Sasanian or 'Abbasid, has the
following common elements:
(1) There must exist a way of determining the "equation of the
anomaly", say e19 the modification in the planet's position due to its
place on the epicycle.
(2) There must exist a way of determining the "equation of the
centre", say e2, the modification in the planet's position due to its
situation relative to a point in the sky fixed for each planet, its apogee.
(3) There must exist a rule causing eT to affect e2, and e2 to affect e19
since the two equations are not independent of each other.
Usually both e1 and e2 were defined by means of numerical tables. In
the Indian sources, the earlier versions of the Zij-i Sbdb, and the
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Sindhind, e1 tables are computed by use of the epicycle configuration,
while the e2 functions are of the more crude "sinusoidal" form k sin /,
where k depends upon the planet, and / is the argument. In the latest
version of the Zij-i Shah e1 also seems to be sinusoidal. In the early
'Abbasid materials this "method of sines" is widespread, as is also the
"method of declinations", which substitutes k§(t) for the sine function
(where S(/) is the declination of a point on the ecliptic having longitude
/). But whether this is an 'Abbasid innovation or a Sasanian carry-over
there is no present way of telling.
An Indian method of accomplishing (3), the blending of the equations, is to obtain a preliminary value for e19 modify the argument by
half of eI9 and use the new argument to get a preliminary value for e2.
Obtain a final value for e2 by using an argument modified by halves of
both e1 and e2. Now obtain a final value for <?x by modifying the argument
with all of the final e2. This four-step procedure is present in alKhwarazmfs astronomical tables, probably via the Sindhind. There also
exists an 'Abbasid three-step procedure involving no "halving of the
equation", but where it originated is uncertain.
Undoubtedly 'Abbasid are instances where Ptolemaic parameters
were inserted into non-Ptolemaic techniques such as the method of
declinations. The general picture is one of earnest practitioners carrying
through formal operations with very little understanding of the
reasons behind the rules.
From the time of al-Battani on the situation is easy to describe. He
and the better class of astronomers who followed him took over the
Ptolemaic planetary theory completely and competently. They used
their own observations to improve parameters; in subjects of special
interest, as with lunar visibility theory, they developed their own
theory, but no fundamental overhaul of the system was attempted.

VI. OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY

In complete contrast to the impossibility of giving a clear and straightforward account of early 'Abbasid astronomical theory, the materials
on astronomical observations, although incomplete, are ample and
precise. We proceed to cite some of them in a roughly chronological
order.
The earliest reported activity supplied a link with the Sasanian past.
About 184/800, one Ahmad Nihavandi was making observations of the
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sun at Jundishapur, the garrison town and centre of medical studies
established in Khiizistan by Shapur I. This is the only mention of the
place in connection with astronomy, and subsequent reports for a long
time thereafter are centred upon Baghdad.
At the latter place, for instance, are the earliest recorded activities of
Habash al-Hasib al-Marwazi. Beginning in 204/819 and extending well
over forty years is a series of observations of solar and lunar eclipses,
planetary positions and conjunctions, lengths of the seasons, and lunar
crescent visibility. He, like other astronomers, accompanied the court
in its displacements. In 217/832 he was making observations of Regulus
from Damascus, and from Samarra he verified that his computations
for the new moon of Ramadan 245/860 yielded an accurate prediction
for the beginning of the month. But by 2 5 0/864 he was back in Baghdad
observing a conjunction of Jupiter with Regulus.
The career of Habash is paralleled by those of several other astronomers, notably by the brothers Muhammad and Ahmad, sons of a
reformed highwayman, Musa b. Shakir, once the scourge of the roads
of Khurasan and later an intimate of the caliph al-Ma'mun. The
brothers commenced their operations in Baghdad in 225/840, moved to
Samarra, but returned to Baghdad, where their last recorded observation is dated in 257/870.
Numerous observations, of planets and of eclipses, are recorded for
Muhammad b. 'Isa al-Mahani during the decade beginning in 240/854,
all at Baghdad.
Judging from the notices which have survived, the most assiduous
of all the Baghdad observers was the group composed of 'Abd-Allah
b. Amajur, apparently a Turk, together with his son, and a freedman
of the son. For the solar eclipse of 28 Jumada II 316/18 August 928
Ibn Amajur describes measuring the magnitude of the eclipsed disc by
observing its reflection in water - an expedient customary in those
times, adopted to avoid injury to the eyes. Commencing in 272/885 and
including at least one planetary conjunction observed at Shiraz, reports
of well over twenty observations by the Amajurs have been transmitted.
By this time the dispersal of scientific activity eastward along the
Iranian plateau was well underway. In the city of Balkh (in modern
Afghanistan) Sulaiman b. 'Ismat al-Samarqandl made numerous observations of meridian solar altitudes over a period of years beginning
in 257/871. His main instrument was a four-metre mural quadrant
having an alidade mounted on it.
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At Shlraz 'Abd al-Rahman al-Sufi made a series of observations to
determine the length of the seasons, commencing with the winter
solstice of 359/969. He used a large meridian ring, the scale of which
was graduated in intervals of five minutes of arc, and he was assisted
by several other well-known savants. The instrument was called the
"'Adudi Ring" in honour of al-Sufi's patron, cAdud al-Daula, of the
Buyid dynasty.
Ray, near modern Tehran, was the scene of two separate campaigns.
Beginning in the summer of 348/959, and using a mural quadrant,
Abu'1-Fadl al-Hirawi and Abu Ta'far al-Khazin observed a series of
meridian transits of the sun in order to determine the latitude of Ray
and the obliquity of the ecliptic. The same type of investigation was
undertaken in 384/994, but with much more elaborate equipment. In
that year Abu Mahmud al-Khujandi put into operation a mural
sextant far larger than any instrument of the sort previously known. It
was part of a trend toward larger and larger instruments designed to
increase the precision of observations, a trend continued at the Maragha
(657/1259) observatory and culminating eventually in the gigantic
installation at Samarqand (833/1430). Al-Khujandi's "Fakhri Sextant",
so named in honour of the local Buyid ruler Fakhr al-Daula, was
graduated to seconds of arc. According to Blruni, however, the results
of the observations were untrustworthy because the aperture at the
centre of the arc settled slightly after the structure had been completed.
The period closes with the activities of Abu Raihan al-Biruni. The
earliest of his observations which has come down to us is that of a
meridian solar altitude at the summer solstice of 384/994, taken at a
village near Khwarazm. Three years later being in Khwarazm, he made
arrangements with Abu'l-Wafa', then at Baghdad, that the two of them
would make simultaneous observations of a lunar eclipse, in order to
determine the longitudinal difference between the two localities. While
in political exile in Gurgan in 393/1003 he observed two lunar eclipses,
but the following year found him back in his native region, where in
the city of Gurganj he observed another eclipse. Still in Gurganj in
406/1016, he carried out and recorded numerous observations of the
sun. In another two years he had involuntarily entered Ghaznavid
service, and all his remaining recorded observations, the last in 412/
1021, were made at Ghazna or its vicinity.
The individuals and localities cited above are by no means exhaustive,
but they give a fair idea of the scope and character of 'Abbasid observa391
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tional astronomy. The repercussions of these widespread operations on
theory were in the nature of routine improvements. Ptolemy's inaccurate value for the rate of precession was corrected, and similar longterm changes were discovered. Mean motion parameters for the sun,
moon and planets were recomputed many times. Certain other parameters were sharpened. There was no essential reason why observations
of the precision and significance of those made by Tycho Brahe could
not have been made during 'Abbasid times. But there is no evidence,
then or in the succeeding five centuries, that such observations were
made.
VII. MATHEMATICAL GEOGRAPHY

In his Geography, Ptolemy assembled and digested the totality of
quantitative topographical information available to him for the known
world. His example was followed by the geographers of the 'Abbasid
empire. There is a well-founded tradition that the caliph al-Ma'mun
called together a commission of experts, their legendary number being
seventy, to collate and display in a series of maps the material at their
disposal. Their work as such has not come down to us. There does
exist, however, a single manuscript copy of a very extensive geographical treatise by al-Khwarazml, the algebraist and astronomer and
a member of the commission, which is based upon the results achieved
by Ma'mun's group. Al-Khwarazml's geography gives the latitude and
longitude of 545 cities alone, plus the locations of mountains, seas,
islands and other topographical features. Although it is in great
measure derivative from the Ptolemaic geography, much additional
material has been added, and certain errors and misconceptions of
Ptolemy have been corrected, while others have been retained. Understandably, there is a complete reorganization of localities in Syria,
Mesopotamia and Iran. For a few cities, alternative longitudes are
given, one Ptolemaic and one independent.
The apparent position of a celestial body is affected not only by the
time at which it is observed, but also by the observer's location on the
terrestrial sphere. For this reason, most sets of mediaeval astronomical
tables contain a list of cities, with their geographical co-ordinates, in
order to enable a user to make necessary reductions between positions
computed for his station, and the locality for which the tables have
been calculated. Thus the v(ij of Kushyar b. Labban (fl. 380/990) gives
the co-ordinates of ninety cities.
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If the co-ordinates of a proposed observatory site were unknown, it
was necessary that they be determined. The latitude can easily be
calculated in terms of simple and straightforward observations, but
longitude determinations are much more difficult. In establishing a
base of operations at Gha2na, Biruni was confronted with this problem.
He solved it in characteristically exhaustive fashion, describing his
efforts in a book (the Tahdid) which illuminates the whole field of
mediaeval astronomical geography. It had been known since antiquity
that the longitudinal difference between two places is measured by the
time difference between them. It was also understood that one way of
finding this difference would be for an observer at each of the two
stations to observe an event visible to both - a lunar eclipse being about
the only suitable possibility. The method was discussed (and attempted)
by Biruni, but the difficulty of fixing the beginning, middle and end of
any eclipse led him to prefer another technique. This was to assume
that a reasonably accurate estimate of the great circle distance between
two points on the earth's surface can be deduced from a knowledge of
the caravan routes between them, and the general character of the
terrain. The resulting distance was converted from farsakhs (or miles)
into degrees of arc by application of the accurate conversion factor
worked out by geodetic surveys carried through in the time of
al-Ma'mun. Finally, by application of a theorem of Ptolemy on inscribed quadrilaterals, it was possible to compute the longitudinal
difference between the two localities in terms of the great circle arc and
the known latitudinal difference. By successive applications of this
technique, Biruni ran two traverses from Baghdad to Ghazna, one to
the north via Ray, Gurganj, and Balkh, the other to the south through
Shiraz and Zarang. By choosing a value intermediate between the two
results he fixed upon the difference in longitude between Ghazna and
Baghdad as 240 20', a result which is in error by only eighteen minutes
of arc, and which, considering the crudity of his data, is creditable
indeed.
These and other determinations he incorporated into the geographical
tables of his astronomical handbook, the al-Qanun aI-Mascudt. The latter
gives the co-ordinates of six hundred cities, more than any other
mediaeval source. For India and China alone he reports the co-ordinates
of ninety cities given in no source antedating him.
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VIII. AL-BIRUNI

It is fitting that the closing portion of the chapter be a biographical
sketch of an individual whose name has already figured in earlier
sections. Abu al-Raihan
b. Ahmad
al-Biruni was born at
• Muhammad
•
•
or near Khwarazm in Turkestan (the modern Khiva) in 362/973.
Already in his early twenties he commenced making astronomical
observations, but civil war forced him to flee his homeland, and somewhere about 385/995 he arrived at Ray, in very straitened circumstances. After some two years he was welcomed at the court of the
Ziyarid dynast Qabus b. Vushmglr at Gurgan. Here he completed and
dedicated to Qabus his first major work, the "Chronology of Ancient
Nations ". This book has as its prime object the description of all known
calendars and chronologies accessible to the author, with the regnal
years of rulers from early antiquity, the feast days and fasts of many
religions, and rules for transforming dates from one calendar to
another. But, typically of Blrunl, it contains all manner of additional
items related in some way to the main topics. By 400/1010 he was able
to return to Khwarazm, in high favour at the court of its ruler Abu'l' Abbas al-Ma'mun. Eight years later, however, the latter was assassinated, and this event was used as a pretext by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna
to absorb the entire region into his expanding empire. Blrunl, together
with other notables, was carried to Ghazna, and this city was the base
of his activities for the rest of his long life.
Blrunl is said to have accompanied Mahmiid's army on one or more
of its annual campaigns into India, and from this stems his interest in
Hindu culture and in the Sanskrit language. His studies culminated in
the fascinating "India", for many centuries the only full description of
Indian folklore, religions, philosophy, mythology and superstitions
existing outside the subcontinent, and still valuable.
Other major works written at Ghazna include the book on mathematical geography described above. An extensive treatise on shadows
gives Birunl's notions concerning the nature and propagation of light,
reports of optical experiments carried out by him, the history of the
trigonometric tangent function, and the use of shadows to determine
the Muslim times of prayer. Al-Qdnun al-Mas'udi resembles the Almagest in that it contains not only the numerical tables and accompanying
rules for the solution of all standard mediaeval astronomical problems,
but it also expounds the theoretical and observational bases from which
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the rules and tables have been derived. The Kitdb al-tafhim is an exhaustive compendium of astrological lore. Another treatise reports
Blruni's very precise determinations of the specific gravities of common
substances and describes the instrument he invented for measuring
them. When he had passed the age of eighty he was hard at work with
a collaborator composing a pharmacology which contains articles on
more than seven hundred drugs.
The subjects cited above, diverse as they are, convey a completely
inadequate idea of the scope and magnitude of Biruni's attainments and
labours. The titles of 148 works written by him are known, of which
at least thirty-two comprised sixty folios or more, and of the latter some
are very large indeed. Many are the results of extended and sophisticated
numerical computations, and all exhibit stupendous erudition, originality and trenchant humour. In addition to his native Khwarazmian
tongue he knew and used Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit, Syriac and Greek.
In the breadth of his interests he was typical of the scientists of his own
time, but intellectual power, critical faculty and tolerance such as his
are shared only by the greatest minds, ancient or modern.
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CHAPTER 12

LIFE SCIENCES,
ALCHEMY AND MEDICINE
I. INTRODUCTION

The Islamic conquest of Persia enabled the Persians to become members
of a truly international society and to participate in a world-wide
civilization in whose creation they themselves played a basic role. A
homogeneous civilization which spread from the heart of Asia to
Europe, possessing a common religion and a common religious and
also scientific language, facilitated the exchange of ideas and prepared
the ground for one of the golden ages in the history of science, in
which the Persians had a major share. Islamic science came into being
in the 2nd/8th century as a result of the vast effort of translation which
made the scientific and philosophical traditions of antiquity available in
Arabic. This early phase of activity reached its peak in the 4th/ioth and
5th/nth centuries just before the Saljuq domination. During this
period, which is among the most outstanding in the history of science,
Persia was the main theatre of scientific activity, and although there
were certainly many Arab and other non-Persian scholars and scientists,
most of the figures who contributed to the remarkable philosophical
and scientific activity of the age were Persians.
In a sense the scientific activity of this period continued what had
been begun during the late Sasanian period, but on a much greater
scale and with a more universal scope. During the late Sasanian period,
there was some notable activity in astronomy, as seen in the Zij-i
Shahriydr, and also in medicine and pharmacology in which the activity
of Burzuya, his journey to India and his causing the translation of
Sanskrit texts into Pahlavi are reflected in later pages of history.
Moreover, Jundishapur had become a major medical centre after the
destruction of Edessa by the Byzantines in A.D. 489, and it was the most
important medical centre of the ancient world at the time of the
Islamic conquests. In botany and pharmacology, there was already a
great deal of exchange between Sasanian Persia and China, as well as
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some knowledge of Greek sources. Even in the occult sciences, alchemy and metallurgy, it seems that some contacts existed in Iran with
Chinese and Alexandrian sources. There are many treatises of the
occult sciences of Hermetic origin attributed to Zoroaster and originally translated from Greek into Pahlavi, along with other translations
in more openly disseminated sciences such as logic.
This interest in science during the late Sasanian period is reported
in Arabic sources to have been associated more with the Syriac language
than with Pahlavi. Although there were certain translations of scientific
texts into Pahlavi, the Pahlavi language remained mostly the philosophico-religious language of Sasanian Persia, as seen in such works as
the Bundahishn and Denkart, while most of the teaching and discourse
on the sciences in Jundishapur were carried out in Syriac, a sister
language of Arabic. This fact itself facilitated the transition to the
Islamic period, for soon Arabic, another Semitic language, was to
replace Syriac as the scientific language of the region. The Sasanian
experience certainly made it easier for the Persians to make the transition and to learn to master Arabic, a language which enabled the
Persians to reach a world-wide audience for the first time. Besides being
their religious language, Arabic became for the Persians a scientific
language of great precision and wealth which they themselves helped
to make the most important scientific language of the world for seven
or eight centuries.
It is well known that the Arabic prose connected with the religious
sciences such as Qur'anic commentary and hadith differs in style from
the prose of scientific and philosophical works. Persian scholars like
Ibn al-Muqaffa' had a major role in developing this scientific prose,
and the whole class of clerks and civil administrators which was so
responsible for the cultivation of the sciences in the early Islamic
centuries consisted mostly of Persians, who entered the civil service in
large numbers. Although perhaps it is an exaggeration to say that the
Persians created philosophical and scientific Arabic prose, it is certainly
justifiable to state that they had a major role in its development. They
were instrumental in creating a vehicle for the expression of exact
thought which enabled them to reach an international audience which
had never been available to them before. Besides the spiritual transformations brought about by the Qur'anic revelation, the availability
of the Arabic language, and a world-wide civilization which facilitated intellectual communication and the exchange of ideas must be
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considered as the major factors which enabled the Persians to achieve
so much in the domain of abstract thought. If the Achaemenian period
is the golden age of Persia politically and the Sasanian period in administration, city planning and architecture, the first centuries of the
Islamic period are without doubt the golden age of Iranian history in
the domain of the sciences, particularly medicine and mathematics. To
this period belong those Persian scientists who stand among the foremost stars in the firmament of the history of science to this day.

II. THE TRANSLATORS

The transition from the Sasanian to the Islamic era in the sciences is
marked by the period of translation from Graeco-Syriac, Pahlavl and
Sanskrit sources into Arabic. In this very important process the
majority of translators were Christian and Harranian, but the Persians
also had a major role, especially in making available works of Pahlavl
in the Arabic language, which the Persians, like other Muslims, adopted
rapidly as the scientific and philosophical language of discourse. To
mention the names of some of the translators of a Persian background,
such as Jirjis b. Bukhtyishii', Yuhanna b. Masuya (usually pronounced
Masawaih), Ibn al-Muqaffac, 'Umar b. Farkhan al-Tabari, Muhammad
al-Fazari, Naubakht al-Ahwazi and 'All b. Ziyad al-Tamiml, is sufficient
to demonstrate the important role the Persians had in the process of
translation and transmission itself. Moreover, certain Persian families
acted as patrons and supporters of the new scientific movement, of
which the Barmakids and the Naubakht family are well known
examples.
As a result of this concerted effort, encouraged by the caliphate
itself, and made necessary by the inner dynamics of the newly born
Islamic society, the Persians found themselves in possession of a wealth
of sources in the different sciences which could act as raw material for
the birth of the Islamic sciences. The availability of these sources, the
new cultural climate and the presence of the new scientific language,
which the translations themselves had helped forge into a most exact
instrument for the expression of abstract thought, all helped to make
possible the ever increasing activity in the sciences which reached its
crescendo in the 4th/ioth and 5th/nth centuries with such figures as
Ibn Sina and Biruni. As far as the medical and biological sciences are
concerned the presence of Jundishapur as a living centre where
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medicine of the Hippocratic and Galenic traditions had been preserved,
along with those of the Persian and Indian, made the transition from
the world of ancient science to Islamic science more continuous and
coherent. It was upon this existing background that suddenly such
giants as Tabari and RazI burst upon the scene in the 3rd/9th and
4th/ioth centuries.
III. THE LIFE SCIENCES

It has been customary for historians of science in the West to apply
categories of modern Western science to Islamic or Indian or Chinese
science and then be startled to discover that this or that category does
not apply. Such is precisely the case of the life sciences, especially
biology. We have often been told that the Muslims did not develop a
biology such as that which we find in the specifically biological works
of Aristotle but were only interested in "applied biology" such as
pharmacology and agriculture. This statement is true only if we seek an
"Islamic biology" following the modern conception of what biology
is. If we do so, then we do not find a great deal of "Islamic biology",
nor for that matter is there much "Chinese biology". But in Islam, as
in China, there is a vast amount of material dealing with biology and
the life sciences in general in other forms such as in medical treatises,
in works on pharmacology, zoology and botany, in texts of natural
history, in literary and philological works and even in writings on
philosophy and psychology in the traditional sense (7//# al-nafs).
From the Islamic point of view the whole universe is alive and the
life sciences really deal with all things. The major distinction is not so
much between live and dead matter as it is between different stages,
manifestations and degrees of life, which are none other than qualities
of universal existence itself on different planes of reality. To speak of
life sciences in the matrix of Islamic science is almost to speak of the
science of things in general. Even if we seek to limit ourselves to
plants and animals, the question of what "life sciences" means is not
the same as in the context of modern science. For in Islam the question
of "life" is transformed into that of "the moving power" or anima\
therefore, with Aristotle the Muslim philosophers and scientists
focused their attention on psychology as the key to the understanding
of life phenomena. For them it was the vegetable soul {al-nafs alnabdtijya) or the animal soul (al-nafs al-hayawdniyya) which is responsible
for all the features we identify with life in plants and animals. Outside
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the study of these general principles, the understanding of animal and
vegetable life was sought in zoology and botany respectively. In these
fields there was no longer any question of problems of a general
biological nature; the problem was to provide a descriptive account of
the features of different living forms and their function and use.
Among the Muslim philosophers who developed the theory of the
faculties of the vegetable and animal souls, many of the most important
were Persian. Al-Farabi devoted some attention to it; the Ikhwan
al-Safa' (Brethren of Purity) spoke extensively of it and Ibn Sina gave
it its most ample treatment in the sixth book of the physics of his
monumental encyclopaedia, Kitdb al-shifd\ His view of the faculties of
the vegetable and animal souls can be summarized as follows:
faculty of feeding (ghadhd'iyya)
faculty of growth (ndmiyja)
faculty of reproduction {muwallidd)
animal soul
f faculty of motion {muharrika)
{al-nafs al-hayawdniyya) \ faculty of comprehension {mudrikd)
vegetable soul
{al-nafs al-nabdtiyja)

The faculty of motion consists in turn of the powers of desire and
bodily movement while desire is polarized into the two contradictory
but complementary powers of lust and anger, one of which causes
attraction and the other repulsion. In this "faculty psychology" and
belief in the effusion of the vegetable and animal souls by the "universal
or world soul" can be found the basis of the "theory of life" as
expounded by the early Muslim thinkers. The appearance of life is not
seen as a miracle amidst a sea of dead matter. Rather, beginning with
prime matter itself, each stage of terrestial existence is made possible
by the effusion of a new form from the Tenth Intellect, which is the
"giver of forms" {wdhib al-suwar); and each new stage of life, from
the mineral to the plant and from the plant to the animal, is due to the
appearance of a new "soul" which is none other than a particular
faculty of the universal soul which animates the whole cosmos. The
life sciences form an intermediary link in a universal chain that stretches
from the minerals to the angels.
In fact the key concept which these early Muslim and Persian
philosophers and scientists adopted as the framework for their study
of the life sciences was the chain of being {mardtib al-wujud). The three
kingdoms were for them connected, the lowest animal being a grade
above the highest plant and the lowest plant a single stage above the
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highest mineral. The qualities and perfections of the different creatures
reflected their ontological status in the "great chain of being". This
idea caused much speculation concerning the relation between different
living beings both spatially and temporally, and such diverse thinkers
as the Mu'tazili Nazzam, Jabir b. Hayyan, Blruni and the Ikhwan
al-Safa' wrote on the stages of creation and the appearance of different
creatures on earth in such a manner that some have misinterpreted
them as forerunners of Darwinian evolution. In reality they had in
mind gradation rather than evolution and their actual scientific theory
was much more akin to that of such natural historians as Cuvier than
to the 19th-century evolutionism which cut off the hand of the Creator
from creation after the original act.
Sometimes to the central concept of the chain of being was added
the correspondence and analogy between the different realms of nature
and also between the realms of nature and the archetypal world whose
most intelligible symbolism is seen in the world of mathematics. Hence
there developed an elaborate science of correspondence between different beings, often linked together by the mathematical symbols connected with each. This "Pythagorean biology" attracted much attention in certain circles of early ShTi thought, where it is often combined
with Hermetic and alchemical modes of thinking. The biological
sectiqns of the Jabirean corpus provide an example of this type of
approach, as do the Rasd'i/ or "Epistles" of the Ikhwan al-Safa', where
mathematical symbolism is closely allied to the morphological and
anatomical study of plants and animals.
Yet another major characteristic of the life sciences of this period,
which derives directly from Qur'anic inspiration, is the emphasis mpon
the view that the goal of the study of nature and especially living things
is to observe the "signs of G o d " (aydt) and to derive moral and
spiritual benefits from them. Inasmuch as God has shown His "signs"
upon the horizon, as the Qur'anic verse "We shall show them Our
portents upon the horizons and within themselves until it will be
manifest unto them that it is the Truth" (xli. 53, Pickthall translation)
testifies, it is the duty of the Muslim to seek to study these signs so that
in this way he might gain a greater understanding of Unity {tauhid).
There was thus a strong religious and spiritual consideration which
coloured all studies of the life sciences. The study of nature and
especially of living things became combined with a sense of wonder
and awe, which we see in so many popular works of natural history,
26
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and which has caused so many of these works to be called '
al-makhluqaty or "The Wonders of Creation".
This Islamic tendency was fortified by an Indian-Persian tradition
of natural history which the Muslims inherited and which differed from
the biological tradition of Aristotle and Theophrastus. This IndianPersian tradition combined moral and religious questions with biological and especially zoological ones. The "Tales of Bidpai", rendered
from Sanskrit into Pahlavl and then from Pahlavi into masterly Arabic
by Ibn al-Muqaffa' under the title of Kaltla wa Dimna, is an excellent
example of this kind of study. In this work the habits of animals are
studied with the view of learning moral and religious lessons from
them and not simply for their own sake. Likewise the chapter on the
dispute between man and the animals of the Rasd'il of the Ikhwan
a]-Safa', which became so popular throughout the Muslim world, starts
from a study of zoology and leads to a most profound exposition of the
spiritual relationship between man and the world of living things. In
fact this point of view dominates the whole of the Rasdyil and many
other works on natural history of the period. Along with the principles
stated above it is one of the general characteristics of the approach to
the study of life sciences observed in the works composed from the
3rd/9th to the 5th/nth centuries.

IV. NATURAL HISTORY, ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY

The works dealing with the life sciences appear under many different
categories. Philosophical works usually have chapters devoted to this
theme in those sections which deal with natural philosophy (tabi'iyydt).
Medical works such as thcQdnun usually begin with general discussions
on the meaning of life and death and the functioning of living beings.
General geographical descriptions and works on natural history abound
with pages concerned with plants and animals. And even literary and
religious works from Qur'anic commentaries to philological studies
like the works of Abu Hanifa al-Dlnawari and al-Jahiz, and popular
tales such as the Sindbdd-ndma and the "Arabian Nights" contain many
valuable pages about the knowledge possessed at that time concerning
different branches of the life sciences.
The works specifically devoted to natural history from the beginning
of the Islamic era to the 5th/nth century are not as numerous as what
one observes during the 7th/i3th and 8th/i4th centuries when most of
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the compilations and major zoological treatises such as the cAja>ib
al-makhluqdt, Nut(hat al-qulub, Haydt al-hayawdn and Nukhbat al-dahr
were written. But in this earlier period there are major figures in this
domain, leading to al-Mas'iidi who has been entitled the "Pliny of the
Arabs". There are also some works dealing with the whole domain of
natural history in a manner that is reminiscent of the treatises of the
later period. Already in the second Islamic century one can see interest
in natural history in the circle associated with the sixth Shl'I Imam,
Ja'far al-Sadiq, who is in fact himself considered to be the author of
several works on natural history. The Jabirean corpus also, which is
so closely associated with the Imam's school, abounds in works dealing
with the general field of natural history.
During the 3rd/9th century, while most works in the natural sciences
dealt with a specific subject such as zoology or botany, there appeared
a strange work entitled Sirr al-asrdr," Secretum Secretorum" in its wellknown Latin translation, and attributed to Aristotle. Actually this work
is probably of Syriac origin, and reflects the late Sasanian and also
Hellenistic "science of the property of objects" {khawdss al-ashyd\
physikai dynameis of the Alexandrian school), which combines a
physiognomic, magical and occult interest in the properties of natural
objects with the more usual type of natural history. This type of
"science" is closely connected with Hermeticism and had its centre in
both Syria and Persia and especially in Marv just before the rise of
Islam. It entered into many works of natural history in Arabic, and
through the translation of these works into Latin and even Catalan and
other European languages, exercised an appreciable influence upon the
"magical school" of natural history in the West. There must have
developed a whole school in the late Sasanian period in Persia and
the surrounding regions devoted to this study of the occult properties
of objects, of which little trace remains beyond the few works such as
the " Secretum Secretorum " that suddenly appears in the 3rd/9th century
and exerts so much influence upon a particular school of Muslim natural
historians.
There are other figures in the domain of natural history in this early
period such as Ibn Qutaiba whose 'Uyun al-akhbdr contains a wealth of
knowledge on the subject. But the outstanding natural historian of this
age is Abu'l-Hasan al-Maseudl (d. 345/957), who has been compared
so often to Pliny. Combining first-hand knowledge of geography
attained through extensive travels in Western and Central Asia, India
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and the Indian Ocean with a philosophical and theological training, he
wrote works on natural history that contain elements of history,
geography, geology, botany and zoology. His two major works,
Muruj al-dhahab and al-Tanbib wa'l-ishrdf, which summarize his views,
are perhaps the most outstanding works on natural history in the 4th/
10th century.
Actually as a historian al-Mas'udl was following the tradition of the
universal histories of Tabarl and al-Yafqubl, and as a geographer, the
well-known works of al-Khwarazmi, Ibn Khurdadbih, the philosopher al-Kindi, al-Balkhi and al-Istakhrl. But the distinguishing feature
of his works was to emphasize the aspect of natural history. Of course
both the Muslim universal histories and many of the geographies
contain pages devoted to natural history, but in them there is not the
same concentration upon natural phenomena, the acute observation of
flora and fauna, and of minerals and geological formations that one finds
in al-Mas'udi. It is because of these features that the works of al-Mas'udi
are usually classified with those on science and natural history rather
than with those on pure history.
Zoology
The early Muslim treatises on zoology are all in Arabic and are closely
associated with philological considerations, as is seen in the works of
al-Asma'i and al-Jahiz. But already in the Kitdb al-hayawdn of al-Jahiz
there are many elements of earlier Persian animal lore. The Kalila wa
Dimna, made popular in Arabic through Ibn al-Muqaffa', had made
known the Indian and Persian animal lore, which combined scientific
and moral interests so closely. This moral concern with animals, which
at the same time reveals intimate knowledge of their behaviour, is
reflected in much of the literature of the day, even in the "Arabian
Nights", many of whose pages reveal specifically Persian elements. It
remained, however, for a 7th/13th-century author, al-'Aufi, to write
the Jawdmi' al-hikdydt ("Collected Stories") which is the most famous
Persian literary work dealing with animals.
The early centuries saw a few specifically zoological works such as the
Tabdyi' al-hayawdn (" Nature of Animals ") of the 5 th/11 th-century author
Abu Sa'id b. Bukhtyishu', and several treatises on different birds and
domestic animals. The most important zoological discussions of the
period appear in medical and philosophical works where studies are
made of the anatomy and physiology of animals. Sections of Ibn Sina's
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Qdniln dealing with the general nature of animals and their constitution
and especially the eighth book of the physics of his al-Shifa* illustrate
this type of writing. The latter work is probably the most important
theoretical work on zoology of the period, continuing the tradition of
Aristotle and Galen.
Altogether, however, the interest of Persians like other Muslims in
zoology was more practical than theoretical. It either involved moral
and spiritual lessons as we see in the Rasd'il of the Brethren of Purity
and the Kalila wa Dimnay or medical properties of animal parts and
extractions as we see in the pharmacological treatises, or their agricultural use as is seen in treatises on agriculture. Even works dealing with
a single animal are often concerned with its specific use as in hunting,
as we see in some of the well-known works on falconry of later centuries. An important example of this kind, as far as the Persian language
is concerned, is the Bdt^-ndma of Abu'l-Hasan 'All b. Ahmad Nasawi, a
student of Ibn Sina and an acquaintance of Biruni. Nasawi, who is also
known for his mathematical works, composed the Bd^-ndma, which
deals with birds used for hunting, in Persian, basing himself on earlier
works of different nations especially the Persians. The treatise indicates
the strong interest of Persians in this subject going back to the Sasanian
period, and is itself a fine example of treatises on hunting birds, of
which many more are to be found during later centuries.
Treatises on zoology, even when studied philosophically, are concerned more with animals within the total scheme of things, in view of
their role in the great chain of being and the necessity of their existence
to complete the total plan of the Universe. The study of zoology, like
botany, was never completely anthropomorphic as one might think.
Rather, it was always teleological and aimed at a purpose, whether that
be material or spiritual. For in Islamic science there has never been
"science for science's sake". Science in Islamic civilization has always
been studied with a certain end in view, whether that end be intellectual
or material. All the sciences cultivated in Persia at this time and
especially zoology and botany conform to this general principle.

Botany and Pharmacology

In botany, as in zoology, one must search in many fields to gather
information. Knowledge from the many domains in which the study
of plants was carried out must be brought together so as to reveal the
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contours of this science as it developed among Muslims. Botany was
studied from the point of view of natural history and geography,
agriculture, philology and literature and most important of all pharmacology, not to speak of theoretical botany which was connected with
general studies in natural philosophy (Jabi'iyydt) as we find in the
Shifd9 and the Rasd'i/ of the Ikhwan al- Safa'. Most of the study of plants
was connected with their properties and application to different fields,
especially medicine. That is why medical texts, in both Arabic and
Persian, are among the most important sources for our knowledge of
botany and pharmacology. The field of medicine is inseparable from
the study of the plant sciences. In fact the Muslims concentrated so
much on vegetable rather than mineral and animal drugs that pharmacology became almost completely an applied botany, and so it is
treated here along with botany rather than with medicine where it
naturally belongs.
Interest in philology and search for the root of plant names was
responsible for many early works in botany which combined philological and scientific interests, in the same way that al-Asma'l and
al-Jahiz pursued the field of zoology with a literary and philological
motive. The Persians already possessed much agricultural and botanical
knowledge before the rise of Islam, and many plant names in Arabic
are to this day of Persian origin. There were also plants whose nomenclature was of Babylonian, Greek and Nabataean origin. This led to
the need for extensive research on the origin of plant names and
ultimately to a study of their morphology and properties which reached
its peak in the Maghrib and Spain with al-Ghafiql and Ibn al-Baitar.
Of the early writers of Persian origin or background who devoted
themselves to this type of philological study one can mention Hisham
b. Ibrahim al-Kirmani, author oi Kitdb al-nabdt\ Abu Hatim al-Sijistani,
author of Kitdb al-^ar* and many zoological treatises; Abu Hanifa
al-Dinawarl, author of the most famous early Muslim work on botany
of a lexicographical character, also entitled Kitdb al-nabdty which is a
precious document for early Muslim knowledge of botany and in which
is collected oral and written Arabic traditions of botany as well as much
material of Persian origin in Arabic; Ibn Duraid who composed the
well-known Kitdb al-jamhara containing many plant names; Ibn
Khaluya of the court of Saif al-Daula, who wrote the Kitdb al-shajar and
several other works devoted to plants; and Majd al-Din Firuzabadi
whose al-Qdmus al-muhit is an authoritative dictionary containing a
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wealth of information on plants. Many other of the grammarians and
philologists of Basra and Kufa could also be included since in one way
or another they were in contact with the sphere of Persian culture.
In the domain of agriculture the basis of early Muslim works in this
field is as much Persian as Byzantine, and at the same time it is to a
certain extent Roman andNabataean. While, however, the "Geoponica"
literature, especially the work of Cassianus Bassus, and the " Nabataean
Agriculture" of Ibn Wahshiyya are known by name, the works of
Persian origin have remained mostly anonymous as in so many other
cases. Their existence can only be traced through their influence on
early works in Arabic and also through the testimony of the actual
practice of agriculture in such provinces as Khurasan, which was
certainly the continuation of Sasanian practices. There has survived the
manuscript of a work on agriculture, the Bars^-ndma, dealing with
Persian agriculture and indicative of the type of agricultural knowledge
prevalent at that time.
Among geographers and travellers interest in the flora and fauna of
different regions was always strong and in most works of this kind
there are sections devoted to plants. The first Muslim geographer to
have written on plants was Ibn Wadih al-Ya'qubi followed soon by
Ibn Rusta. After that most of the standard authors on geography such
as Ibn Hauqal and Ibn Khurdadbih, as well as travellers like Birunl in
his " India " and Nasir-i Khusrau in his " Travels " did not fail to mention
something of the plants of each region they described. As a result, the
works of geography serve as a valuable source for our knowledge of
botany, and most Muslim geographers, especially the later ones like
al-Idrlsi, must be also considered as botanists.
It is especially in the field of pharmacology that Muslim scientists
excelled, to the extent that recently an authority could write, " I n
pharmacology and pharmacognosy, the medieval Islamic peoples far
surpassed the Greeks and Latins." 1 The Persians were already wellversed in pharmacology in the Sasanian period, as witnessed by the
large number of Persian names for drugs, especially in compounds.
They continued this tradition into the Islamic period when the level
of knowledge of pharmacology far surpassed what was known by
Theophrastus and Dioscorides. This tradition in fact reached its peak
much later in the Safavid period, which has been called the "golden
age of pharmacology".
1

M. Levey, p. 3.
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The Muslims divided drugs into simples (mufraddt) and compounds
(murakkabdt). Drugs were also called 'aqdqir, and the treatises dealing
with them were of several types: books on poisons, lists of materia
medica, synoptic treatises and Aqrdbddhin^ from the Greek ypa^ihuov,
meaning a list or registry of drugs or prescriptions. Most Muslim
medical treatises, such as the Qdniin of Ibn Slna, contain elaborate
sections devoted to this subject, and there are independent works
known by this name such as those of Ibn al-Tilmldh and Samarqandi
that have been famous throughout Islamic history.
The earliest Aqrdbddhin is, however, that of Yuhanna b. Masuya
(Masawaih), which was later translated into Latin by Pietro d'Abano
and which gained for the author the title pharmacopoerum evangelista. Of
greater fame is that of Sabiir b. Sahl of Jundishapur. The philosopher
al-Kindi was also interested in plants and wrote an Aqrdbddhin as well
as other treatises on drugs and perfumes. The philosopher-physician
Razi also composed a well-known Aqrdbddhin which was later rendered
into Hebrew and Latin, while Ibn Slna has left a most complete formulary of drugs in the Qdniin that is still in use in certain regions of the
East. His contemporary philosopher and historian Ibn Muskuya (Ibn
Miskawaih) also left behind a Kitdb al-mufraddt.
As far as the Persian language is concerned the work on drugs by
Abu Mansur Muwaffaq b . ' AH al-Hirawi entitled Kitdb al-abniya 'an haqd?iq
al-adwiya ("Book of the Foundations of the True Properties of the
Remedies"), written between 3 5 7/968 and 366/977, is particularly important because it is among the first extant prose works of the Persian
language. The author mentions 585 remedies, drawing from Greek,
Syriac, Persian and Indian as well as Arabic sources. There is also a
general theory of drugs developed which is of scientific interest. But the
greatest interest that attaches to this work is from the point of view
of the Persian language itself, for Hirawl presages the many future
authors like Jurjani who were to write extensive medical treatises in
Persian from the 6th/12th century onward.
Also of particular significance in the field of pharmacology during
this period is the Kitdb al-saidala (" Book of Drugs ") of Birunl, which has
not been edited as yet. Like other works of the author, this treatise is a
masterpiece of its own, and it was later translated into Persian by Abu
Bakr b. 'All b. 'Uthman Asfar al-Kashani. Birunl, while employing
Babylonian, Greek, Syriac, Indian and Arabic sources, draws especially
from earlier Persian works many of which are now lost. Besides its
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intrinsic value as perhaps the most authoritative work of its kind of the
period, the Kitdb al-saidala is also an important source for our knowledge of the earlier tradition of Persian pharmacology.
Besides the Aqrdbddhm, another type of work on pharmacology
which is of much interest is that dealing with poisons. This particular
subject, like several other branches of pharmacology, drew heavily from
Indian sources. The books on drugs were in fact often called Kunndsh
("Pandects"), which is derived from Sanskrit. But in poisons more
than elsewhere the elaborate Indian writings show their clear influence.
Like the Indians, the Muslims were fascinated by the different ways in
which poison could be administered, and men in power as well as
physicians were interested in gaining knowledge of different forms of
poisons as stories such as the "Arabian Nights" amply demonstrate.
Among the important works on this subject is the Kitdb al-sumilm
("Book of Poisons") of Jabir b. Hayyan. Equally well known is that of
Ibn Wahshiyya. In both cases the close rapport between this branch of
pharmacology and the occult property of things can be seen through the
names of the two authors, who are among the most famous in Islam to
have written on the hidden and occult nature of substances.

V. GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY

Although geology and mineralogy are not a part of the life sciences,
they form an integral part of natural history and, in the context of
Islamic science, cannot be separated from the study of zoology and
botany. In geology, Muslim authors usually based their theoretical discussions on the works of the Greek natural historians and geographers,
but made many original observations not found in earlier sources.
There are descriptions in al-Mascudl which indicate direct observation.
Of even greater interest is Biruni's description of the sedimentary basin
of the Indian sub-continent, found in his " India", and Ibn Slna's theories
of rock formation and mountain structure as well as his close study of
the nature of sedimentary deposits and analysis of meteorites. Many
geological phenomena such as diastrophism, tectonic movements and
mineral genesis are described by the early Muslim geologists in a
manner that is confirmed by current theories and observations.
An important description repeated in the writings of many authors
of this period is that of fossils, which the Brethren of Purity and Birunl
describe correctly as remains of animals of earlier ages. Unlike the
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mediaeval West where up to the 18th century fossils remained essentially
a mystery, Muslim authors regarded the presence of fossils even on
mountain tops as only confirming their theory of cycles separated by
cataclysms, a theory somewhat reminiscent of those of Cuvier and
other 18th-century Occidental naturalists. There was also a keen awareness of the greater complexity of life forms in later geological ages, but
never a theory of evolution in the Darwinian sense, for this would be
absurd from the point of view of any metaphysics, the Islamic included.
In mineralogy, the theoretical aspect was closely tied to alchemy,
which will be treated later, and even those like Ibn Sina who did not
believe in alchemical transformations accepted the alchemical sulphurmercury theory of the structure of minerals and metals. The standard
works on mineralogy, however, dealt more with the properties of
minerals than with their constitution. The earliest texts of this kind
include the Mandfi' al-ahjdr of 'Utarid b. Muhammad al-Hasib, cited
often by Razi and other later authorities, and the Khawdss al-ahjdr and
the al-Ahjdr, attributed to Hermes and Aristotle respectively. The
al-Ahjdr or "Lapidary" of Aristotle, which became well known in the
mediaeval period, belongs definitely to the late Sasanian Persian-Syriac
tradition and differs from the "Mineralogy" of Theophrastus. It is certainly an Oriental compilation and contains many Iranian names for
stones. Later works of this kind, that is those concerned primarily with
the description of stones and their properties, include the Nu%hatal-nufus
wd7-afkdr ft khawdss al-maivdlid al-thaldtha, al-Jauharatain al-aqzqatain of
Abu Muhammad al-Hamadhanl and al-Aghrdd al-tibbiyja of Jurjani. It
is this same tradition which led to the later well-known works on
precious stones such as the Jawdhir-ndma attributed to Nasir al-Din
Tusi and the cArdyis al-jawdhir of Abu'l-Qasim KashanL
The most important Muslim lapidary of the pre-Saljuq period is
without doubt the Kitdb al-jawdhir ft ma'rifat al-jawdhir of Biruni. This
masterpiece of descriptive mineralogy brings together a great deal of
information on different stones, combining matters of mineralogical
and philological interest. Moreover, the work makes use of such earlier
sources as the books of al-Kindl and Nasr b. Ya'qub al-Dlnawarl on
precious stones that have been lost.
A book contemporary with the above-mentioned works and representing the summit of mineralogy in its analytical rather than descriptive aspect is the " D e Mineralibus" of Ibn Sina, long considered as
a treatise of Aristotle in the West. This well-known work was originally
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the fifth section of the physics of the Shifd\ which deals with the mineral
kingdom within the larger context of Ibn Sina's natural philosophy.
In its Latin translation, however, it became an independent book that
completed in Western eyes Aristotle's treatment of the three kingdoms.
In describing the constitution of metals and minerals and their place in
the natural order this work is as important as the ]aivdhir of Biruni,
which seeks mostly to describe the qualities and properties of minerals
rather than their constitution and place in the hierarchy of existence.

VI. ALCHEMY

The tradition of Islamic alchemy, in Persia as in other parts of the
Islamic world, is closely related to the Alexandrian school while at the
same time certain links with China can be discerned in many domains,
especially in the relation between magic squares and alchemical doctrines. Islamic alchemy, like the alchemy which preceded it in Alexandria and China and the school that followed it in the West, is not a
crude chemistry. It is rather a science of the soul based on the symbolism
of metals and at the same time on the correlation between the microcosm and the macrocosm, or the operations of nature and those which
occur within the soul of man. Its perspective belongs to the period
when spirit and matter had not as yet become wholly separated and the
sacred was still intimately connected with the symbolic significance of
natural phenomena. Alchemy was a way to ennoble matter. It was both
a science and a technique, concerned at once with psychology, cosmology and art. It bestowed a spiritual significance upon the work of
the artisan and served as a means to achieve spiritual perfection within
the cosmic order itself by making use of cosmic and natural forces. The
link between Sufism and the craft guilds must be sought in many
instances through alchemy, which provided both a symbolic language
for Sufis and an operational method for the artisan. From this tradition
through the gradual loss of the "symbolist vision" there grew the
science of chemistry which is concerned solely with the material aspect
of things. Some of the Muslim alchemists undoubtedly did perform
actual experiments with metals and minerals and in fact developed
much of the apparatus used for centuries and even now in chemistry
laboratories, but their vision was hardly ever limited to the material
aspect of substances alone. The colours, forms and material transformations continued to convey a symbolic significance for them. That is
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why alchemy is a field that is at once concerned with Sufism, cosmology,
a traditional and sacred psychology and art as well as chemistry,
pharmacology and medicine. It was moreover, the way in which the
spirit of Islam was able to penetrate the material environment in which
it breathed and to leave upon it its imprint.
The origin of Islamic alchemy is associated with Alexandria and the
names of Morianus and Khalid b. Yazid. But there were also definite
Persian and Mesopotamian influences present, not to speak of certain
Chinese factors, which appear fully in the works of Jabir b. Hayyan.
Alchemy definitely was widely spread in Sasanian Persia, and the role
of the school of Jundlshapur in the transmission of this art cannot be
in any way neglected. In fact E. J. Holmyard, one of the foremost
scholars of the history of alchemy, states that the "fundamental ideas
[of alchemy] arose in the ancient Persian Empire, which includes
Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt". 1 Although there is little
knowledge of Sasanian alchemy, traces of this tradition can be seen in
the works of certain later Muslim alchemists, especially Razi, whose
frequent reference to nushddur many scholars such as Ruska have seen
as proof of Sasanian alchemical influence in his works. The coming of
Islam brought the different centres of alchemical knowledge and
practice together and fused the several different schools of the ancient
world, especially the Alexandrian, with the Chinese and Persian and
also perhaps Indian into a synthesis which is seen in the Jabirean corpus.
Mystery still shrouds the identity and personality of the founder of
Islamic alchemy, Jabir b. Hayyan. Some have even doubted his existence, while others like Kraus have cast doubt upon the authenticity of
the works attributed to him. But when all the evidence is examined, it
is hardly possible to doubt that such a person existed, that he was an
alchemist and that he also belonged to the circle of the sixth Shi'i
Imam, Ja'far al-Sadiq. It is also clear that some of the works in the
Jabirean corpus are later accretions of Isma'ili inspiration. There is a
link between Jabirean alchemy and Isma'ilism in such works as the
Kitdb al-mdjid ("The Book of the Glorious"), and also many links with
the general tradition of Sufism in such questions as the symbolism of
letters.
Jabir is entitled in traditional sources as al-'Azdl, al-Kufi, al-Tusi,
al-Sufi. There is a debate as to whether he was an Arab from Kufa who
1
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lived in Khurasan, or a Persian from Khurasan who later went to Kufa,
or whether he was, as some have suggested, of Syrian origin and later
lived in Persia and Iraq. What remains certain is that he and his family
lived much of their life in Tus in Khurasan, that he spent a good part
of his life, which stretches over the 2nd/8th century, in Kufa and at the
court of Harun al-Rashld in Baghdad, that he was a Sufi, and that he
was also in the circle of Imam Ja'far. Recently some have claimed to
have discovered his tomb in western Persia. He was both the founder
of Islamic alchemy and the prototype of the Muslim alchemist in later
centuries.
The works of Jabir deal not only with alchemy but also with cosmology, psychology, natural philosophy and even the science of
language. In alchemy they contain a whole philosophy of nature
dominated by the idea of the "balance" which symbolizes the harmony
of various tendencies of the world soul. There is also a great deal of
chemistry and the descriptions of such processes as the preparation of
nitric acid and compounds of copper. The alchemical descriptions are
dominated by the sulphur-mercury theory of the structure of metals
which became known to the West in the writings of the Latin Geber.
There is also a great deal of emphasis upon the elixir (al-iksir\ & term
which Jabir uses for the first time in its specifically alchemical sense.
For Jabir iksir and klmiydy (from which comes the term alchemy) mean
nearly the same thing. Both signify the agent causing transmutation
rather than transmutation itself.
Two fundamental alchemical texts that appeared soon after Jabir are
the Sirr al-khaliqa, probably of Syriac origin, written during the reign of
al-Ma'mun and at the end of which appears the famous " Emerald Table ",
and the "Turba Philosophorum" by the Egyptian alchemist, 'Uthman
b. Suwaid. These works bridge the gap between Jabir and Muhammad
b. Zakariyya' al-Razi, the Latin Rhazes, who was his real successor in
alchemy. Razl held a different view about religion and nature from
Jabir and in fact opposed the fundamental Shfi doctrine of hermeneutic
interpretation or to9ml, through which the Shl'i and Sufis seek to penetrate into the inner meaning of both revelation and natural phenomena.
And in so doing Razl converted alchemy into a science of material
substances or chemistry. Yet, his alchemical writings follow the titles
of the works of Jabir and he was profoundly influenced by him, except
that he had no interest in the Jabirean balance. He still moved in the
atmosphere of Jabirean alchemy; "A study of Razi's writings, however,
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conveys the impression that he was much more interested in practical
chemistry than in theoretical alchemy."1
The best-known works of Razi on alchemy include his Sirr al-asrdr
(" Secret of Secrets ") and the Asrdr (" Secrets ") which has until recently
been mistaken for the Sirr al-asrdr. The Asrdr, edited by Ruska as Sirr
al-asrdr, contains descriptions of alchemical apparatus and reveals
clearly Razi's concern with laboratory work and experimentation. Razi
described many substances, animal, vegetable and mineral alike, and in
fact he is the first to have classified substances into these categories. He
also described many chemical processes, such as calcination. The
writings of Razi must be considered as the first documents of chemistry,
although still shrouded in the language of alchemy.
The tradition of alchemy continued in Persia after Razi as we see in
the writings of QadI 'Abd al-Jabbar, a Mu'tazill who wrote the Risdla
fiH-ktmiya' ("Treatise of Alchemy"), and Abu'l-Hakim Muhammad alKathi, author of the 'A.in al-sanca wa 'aun al-sind6a (cc Origin of the Art").
In later centuries, most of the authors continued to rely on the writings
of the early masters, especially Jabir and Razi, who in fact brought Islamic
alchemy to its peak early in its career. Alchemy continued to survive
both as an operational science connected with the crafts and a mystical
science of the soul attached to Sufism, in which form it has continued
to produce works of note from the alchemical treatise of Mir Findiriski
in the Safavid period to the alchemical poems of the Qajar Sufi poet,
Muzaffar 'All Shah.
VII.

MEDICINE

The major link between Islamic and Greek medicine must be sought in
late Sasanian medicine, especially in the School of Jundishapur rather
than in that of Alexandria. At the time of the rise of Islam Jundishapur
was at its prime. It was the most important medical centre of its time,
combining the Greek, Indian and Iranian medical traditions in a cosmopolitan atmosphere which prepared the ground for Islamic medicine.
The combining of different schools of medicine foreshadowed the
synthesis that was to be achieved in later Islamic medicine, and the
practices and institutions then established influenced much that is seen
several centuries later in Baghdad and other centres of Islamic civilization. " T o a very large extent the credit for the whole hospital system
must be given to Persia. The hospitals of the Mohammadan period
1
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were built very largely upon the ideals and traditions of the Sasanian
hospital of Jundishapur." 1 The well-known hospitals of 'Adud
al-Daula in Shiraz and Baghdad, as well as the later hospitals of
Damascus and Cairo, were based upon the Jundishapur model. The
first products of Islamic medicine were also from this important medical
centre.
Although one of the Companions of the Prophet, Harith b. Kalada,
studied at Jundishapur, the earliest medical figures in Islamic history
were Christians and Jews, the most outstanding among them being
Hunain b. Ishaq, to whom we owe the best translations of the Hippocratic and Galenic corpus and also major independent treatises on
medicine. The physicians of the caliphs continued to be Christians and
Jews until the time of the caliph al-Muctadid who had a Persian Muslim
physician, Ahmad b. al-Tayyib al-Sarakhsl. Among the Christians also
there were some of Persian origin or at least of immediate Persian
background, among whom the most important are the Bukhtyishu'
and Masuya (Masawaih) families. The members of the Bukhtyishu*
family were directors of the Jundishapur hospital and produced many
outstanding physicians. One of them, Jirjls, was called to Baghdad by
the 'Abbasid caliph al-Mansur, to cure his dyspepsia. Due to his
success he became court physician of the caliphs, and after him the
whole school was transferred to Baghdad marking the real beginnings
of Islamic medicine. As for the Masuya family, the father was a person
of definite genius who gained knowledge of medicine through experience in the hospital of Jundishapur without formal training. He later
came to Baghdad at the time of Harun al-Rashld to seek fame and fortune. All his three sons became physicians. Among them Yuhanna b.
Masuya (the Latin "Mesue Senior") is best known. In fact he was the
outstanding physician in Baghdad during the first half of the ^td/^th
century, was the first in Islamic civilization to perform dissection of
animals and wrote the first Arabic treatise on ophthalmology. Also of
importance among the early physicians of the Persian world at this
time are Sabur b. Sahl of Jundishapur and Yahya b. Serapion.
From the 3rd/c)th century onward Muslims themselves began to
cultivate interest in medicine and henceforward became the main
figures in the history of medicine. The greatest of these figures, who
ushered in the golden age of Islamic medicine and who are discussed
separately by E. G. Browne in his Arabian Medicine, are four Persian
1
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physicians: 'All b. Rabban al-Tabarl, Muhammad b. Zakariyya'
al-Razl, 'All b. al-'Abbas al-Majusi and Ibn Sina. These four figures
dominated the scene during the two centuries stretching from the
3rd/9th to the 5th/nth, overshadowing other figures of significance
such as Abu'l Hasan Ahmad b. Muhammad al-TabarL the author of
al-Mifdlajdt al-buqrdtiyya\ Abu Bakr Rabi' al-Akhwini al-Bukhari, the
student of Razi who is the author of the oldest known Persian medical
text, entitled Hiddjat al-mutcf allimin fiy/-tibb; Abu Mansur b. al-Hasan
al-Qamarl, the teacher of Ibn Sina in medicine; and Abu Sahl 'Isa b.
Yahya al-Jurjanl, whose Kitdb al-mfa fi'l-sind'at al-tibbiyja served as a
model for Ibn Slna's "Canon".
'All b. Rabban al-Tabari, who was a convert from Zoroastrianism to
Islam, is the author of the first major work on Islamic medicine, entitled Firdaus al-hikma^ The Paradise of Wisdom"). The work combines
the Hippocratic and Galenic traditions of medicine and is also of
particular interest for its last section, devoted to Indian medicine. The
value of the book lies especially in its treatment of pathological and
pharmacological questions.
Tabarl was the teacher of the real founder of clinical medicine in
Islam, Razl. This great scientific figure of the 4th/ioth century devoted
the earlier part of his life to the study of alchemy, music and philosophy
and became attracted to medicine only in the later period of his life.
Yet his mastery in this domain became so great that soon he became the
head of the hospital in Ray and later the chief director of the hospital
in Baghdad. Long experience with different patients helped make Razl
an outstanding authority in observation and prognosis. In fact he is
probably the greatest clinical physician of Islam. His magnum opus, the
al-Hdm (translated into Latin as "Continens"), is the most precious
existing document on clinical medicine in Islam and bears testimony
to the author's mastery in observation. Razl wrote altogether fifty-six
works on medicine and related subjects of which, after the al-Hdm the
most important in the history of medicine are the Kitdb al-mansiiri, also
rendered into Latin, and his small masterly treatise on smallpox and
measles, Kitdb al-jadarl wcfl-hasba, published along with several other
of his shorter works in Latin as " Opera Parva Abubetri" and translated
later into several European languages.
Razl was the first to describe smallpox, and the first to write an
independent treatise on pediatrics. He is usually credited with the
isolation of alcohol and its use in medicine as an antiseptic, and also the
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use of mercury as a purgative. The "Album Rhasis" of the Latin
Middle Ages is named after him. Altogether Razi had a profound
influence in both East and West and is, after Ibn Sina, the most influential of all Muslim physicians.
Between Razl and Ibn Sina the outstanding medical figure was 'All
b. 'Abbas al-Majusl al-Ahwazl, of whom little is known save that he
was the physician of 'Adud al-Daula and came from Ahvaz or possibly
Bihbahan. His masterpiece, Kdmil al-sind6a or Kitdb al-maliki^ known in
the West as "Liber regius", is the outstanding work after al-Hdm and
became a standard medical text until the appearance of Ibn Sina's
"Canon". Ahwazi studied medicine with Abu Mahir Musa b. Sayyar
al-Qummi and was well acquainted with both the Greek and earlier
Muslim authorities. He knew Razi well and criticized al-Hdwi for its
disorderliness. His own Kitdb al-maliki is known for its organization
and order. It is divided into two main sections devoted to theoretical
and practical medicine respectively, and each section is in turn subdivided into ten chapters. Of particular significance is the chapter on
surgery, which is the most original part of the work. The last chapter
is devoted to pharmacology and is also of much interest.
After Ahwazi there were many physicians of note, especially Abu
Sahl cIsa b. Yahya al-Masihi al-Jurjani, who was a contemporary of
Ibn Sina and perished during the flight with Ibn Sina to Khurasan. But
his name, like that of all other physicians of the latter half of the 4th/1 oth
century was overshadowed by the towering figure of Ibn Sina, who is
the most influential medical figure of the mediaeval period in both East
and West, Ibn Sina was already a well-known physician at the age of
eighteen and did not cease to practice until his death. He combined the
acute observational powers of the earlier physicians with a philosophical
mind that sought to create a philosophy of medicine and of living
things in general, as we find in the first book of his " Canon". He wa in a
sense Hippocrates and Galen combined in a single figure. His observations led to the discovery of specific illnesses and their correct description, as in the case of meningitis, described correctly for the first time
by him. His knowledge of the human psyche led to a remarkable
development of psychosomatic medicine in his hands. But perhaps
most important of all, his philosophical mind succeeded in creating a
philosophy of medicine which is still of much value.
Ibn Sina wrote one great medical masterpiece, thzQdnun or " Canon",
which has remained the best-known medical work in the East, is still
27
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studied and consulted by hakims today, and was known almost to the
same extent in its Latin translation in the West. This monument of
Islamic medicine is the synthesis of all that came before and the basis
of all that followed. Ibn Sina also wrote shorter medical treatises such as
the Urju^a or " Poem of Medicine " and the treatise on the pulse, Ddnish-i
rag or Nabdzyya, in Persian, which is particularly important for its being
one of Ibn Slna's definitely authentic Persian works. His concern in
medicine ranged from pharmacology to psychology, and he established
a school which is among the major medical systems of the world and
is still of value in many fields of medicine.
After Ibn Sina, Islamic medicine acquired a more local character.
One can discern for example an Andalusian and Moroccan school, an
Egyptian school or a Persian one. The latter begins to use the Persian
language more frequently. The Dhakhlra-yi Khwdraf(mshdhi of Jurjani,
a vast medical encyclopaedia in Persian, is based on the Qaniin, as are
the many works produced in Safavid Persia and Moghul India. Thus,
in medicine as in the life sciences, the first few Islamic centuries produced many prominent figures, most of them connected in one way or
another with the Persian climate, who determined the nature and future
course of the Islamic sciences.
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CHAPTER

PHILOSOPHY AND COSMOLOGY
To discuss philosophy and cosmology in Persia from the rise of Islam
to the Saljuq period is almost synonymous with studying the first phase
in the development of Islamic philosophy and cosmology itself. During
the first four centuries of Islam the most important intellectual centres
wherein such branches of the intellectual sciences {al-ulum al-aqliyyd)
as philosophy were cultivated were either Baghdad, Kufa and Basra,
on the border between Arab and Persian worlds, or the cities of Persia
itself, especially those of Khurasan. During this period only a few
centres outside of these areas, such as those of Fatimid Egypt, were of
any significance for the development of Islamic philosophy, and even
there Persian elements were far from being absent. Therefore, in order
not to repeat and summarize in a few pages the genesis and early history
of Islamic philosophy in general, we shall seek to concentrate more on
the distinctly Persian elements and also on lesser known schools of
Islamic philosophy associated with the Persian world. Such important
figures as the Arab al-Kindi we shall therefore have to leave aside,
although he L in a sense the founder of Islamic philosophy, and the
later stages of its development would not be comprehensible without
him. Likewise Farabl, although from Khurasan, we shall discuss only
in passing, for he also has been treated amply in many studies. Of the
well-known Peripatetics of the early period, only Ibn Sina will be
treated more fully, because in addition to the fact that he has played a
central role in Islamic philosophy in general, the whole later intellectual
life of Islamic Persia would be inconceivable without him.
The Persians played a central role in the elaboration of Islamic
philosophy from the very beginning, and Persia was destined to become
the main home and theatre of activity of this aspect of Islamic culture
throughout history. During the period of the assimilation of the early
sciences by Islam most of the translators were Christians of Mesopotamian or Syrian background, but the Persians also played an important
role. More and more today the importance of later Sasanian philosophical works, in origin either Pahlavl or ultimately Greek rendered into
Pahlavi, is evident, and such works must be considered an important
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component in the formation of Islamic philosophy. Moreover, the
Persian translators and the whole class of secretaries {kdtibs or dablrs)
who cultivated philosophy were important in creating the new style of
philosophical prose in Arabic. The role of Ibn al-Muqaffa* was particularly central in this connection, and he as well as other members of his
school did much to form a new technical vocabulary and style which
helped to make Arabic the major world language of philosophical discourse for many centuries. The Persians played an important role in
the development of Arabic philosophical vocabulary not only at its
genesis but also throughout its later history, and they are the authors
of most Islamic philosophical works even in the Arabic language.
Throughout Islamic history they have used Arabic as a vehicle for their
thoughts and only after the 4th/ioth century did they begin to develop
Persian as a language for traditional philosophical discourse.
The early history of Islamic philosophy and theology {Kaldm) during
the 3rd/9th century is connected with the cities of Baghdad, Basra and
Kufa, in all three of which the Arab and Persian elements were mixed,
such that it is often difficult to separate them. It can in fact be said that
the Islamic sciences were founded by the co-operation of these two
major elements of Islamic civilization, the Arabs being more devoted
to kalam and the Persians to the intellectual sciences including philosophy, although as mentioned earlier there were Arabs like al-Kindi
who played a major role in the cultivation of philosophy, and Persians
who were outstanding among the Mu'tazill and later Ash'ari theologians. It is only later, in the 4th/ioth century, when the centre of
philosophical activity shifts from Baghdad to Khurasan, that the
Persian element becomes more distinct.
Usually in discussing the early period of Islamic philosophy attention
is focused on the Peripatetic (mashshd'I) school that dominated the scene.
In actuality the situation was much more complex than most studies
would indicate. There were many tendencies and schools, of which the
Peripatetic is but one branch, albeit an outstanding one. There was the
Hermetic school associated at the beginning with the city of Harran
and later with Jabir b. Hayyan and his school, which left an important
effect upon certain branches of Shi'I theology, both Imaml and Isma'ili.
There was the Neopythagorean element which manifested itself in the
works of different authors such as the Ikhwan al-Safa' without developing into a completely distinct school of its own. There was the Isma'Ili
school of philosophy, which developed parallel with the Peripatetic but
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which is hardly ever considered in the general works on Islamic
philosophy. In all of these schools and tendencies as well as in Sufism,
Kalam and many of the lesser-known fields, the Persians played a
notable role, so that in any comprehensive study of philosophy in
Islamic Persia all of these schools must be taken into account.
The first person mentioned in traditional sources as having devoted
himself to philosophy in the Islamic period is Abu'l-'Abbas Iranshahri,
who flourished in the 3rd/9th century and came from the vicinity of
Nlshapur. Nothing is known of his life and works save for a few
quotations found in the writings of such later authors as Biruni, who
cites his name many times in the al-Qdnun a/-Mas'udz, TahqiqmdliH-Hind
and al-Athdr al-bdqiyay and Nasir-i Khusrau, who refers to him several
times in his Zdd al-musdfirinl From these sources we learn that he was
well versed in astronomy and philosophy. According to Nasir-i
Khusrau he was the teacher of Muhammad b. Zakariyya' Razi. Nasir-i
Khusrau calls both of them "followers of the school of hyle" (ashdb-i
hayuld) but respects Iranshahrl's synthesis of philosophy and religion
whereas he attacks Razi violently. We also learn from the same source
that Iranshahri composed two books called Jalil and Athir on philosophy and that he considered space {makdri) to be eternal and the
external manifestation of the power of God. The author of the work
on religions called Bayan al-adydn adds that Iranshahri claimed to be a
prophet among the Persians and brought a book in the language of an
angel called Being (hastT)^
This sketchy information may not lead us far in understanding the
teachings or the influence of Iranshahri. It does show, however, the
significance of this forgotten figure as the first person in the Islamic
period to have become interested in philosophy, which was soon to
find its first systematic expositor in the figure of Kindi. Iranshahrl's
name, moreover, is symbolic in the sense that in addition to referring
to the name of a place near Nishapiir from which he hailed, it means
one from the "land of Iran", which was to become the heartland for
the later development of Islamic philosophy.
The written record ot Islamic philosophy begins with the "philosopher of the Arabs" Abu Ya'qub al-Kindi, who wrote extensive
treatises in Arabic on philosophy and the sciences during the 3rd/9th
1

See M. Minuvi, "Abu'l-*Abbas Iranshahri", RFLM, vol. i, nos. 2-3 (1344/1966),
pp. 133-9; M. Mohaghegh, pp. 16-19.
2
See editions of this work by M. T. Danishpazhuh in Farhang-i Iran^amin, vol. x
(Tehran, 1341/1963), pp. 283flf. and Hashim RadI (Tehran, 1342/1964), p. 67.
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century, relying most of all on the translations of Syriac scholars as well
as of course on Islamic sources. For reasons already mentioned we must
pass over this astounding figure in our present study. His famous
students, however, who were nearly all Persians, must be mentioned
if we are to understand the link between Kindi and the remarkable
flowering of intellectual activity during the following century.
Among Kindi's most famous associates are the two Balkhi's, Abu
Zaid and Abu Ma'shar. Both are better known in geography and
astronomy and astrology than in philosophy but they were also
knowledgeable in the latter field. Abu Zaid was highly reputed by his
contemporaries as an outstanding philosopher who harmonized
religion and philosophy. He was the greatest scholar of his day, of the
same stature as Jahiz and Abu Hanlfa Dlnawari.1 As for Abu Ma'shar,
although celebrated as the foremost authority on astrology in East and
West, he was also thoroughly acquainted with both Hermetic and
Aristotelian philosophy and it was in fact through the Latin translation
of his al-Mudkhal a!-kabiry known as " Introductorium in astronomiam
Albumasaris Abalachii octo continens libros partiales ", that Aristotelian
philosophy was introduced to the West for the first time.
Probably Kindi's most important disciple in the domain of philosophy was Ahmad b. Tayyib al-Sarakhsi from Khurasan, who was born
between 218/833 and 222/837 and died in 286/899, according to some
sources by suicide. Although well-known in his own lifetime, having
been the instructor to the 'Abbasid prince al-Mu'tadid, even becoming
his boon companion {nadim) when the prince became caliph and being
given charge of some state duties by him, he fell from favour late in
life and was imprisoned. This fact may have contributed to his becoming rapidly * forgotten; even his works, of which there were many, were
mostly lost or neglected. Enough has been recounted of them, however,
to enable us to reconstruct an image of him. He wrote in nearly every
field, following the example of his teacher. His writings embraced
religion, philosophy and the sciences and ranged over fields as far apart
as music, in which he wrote a major work, and politics, in which his
Adah al-muluk still survives. In geography and especially literature
(adab) he had many original ideas while in philosophy he followed
closely the teachings of Kindi. His tragic life coincided with the period
when the intellectual climate of Baghdad was changing, preparing the
1

See Yaqut al-HamawI, Mu'jam al-udabd\ vol. i (Leipzig, 1866), p. 125 (Appendix on
Ahmad b. Da'ud Abu Hanlfa al-DInawarl).
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way for the spread of philosophy beyond the inhospitable atmosphere
of the capital to the cities of Persia and especially Khurasan, which were
soon to become its new home. One of Sarakhsi's students, Razl, was in
fact to carry the transformation to an extreme, by not only shifting the
centre of intellectual activity away from Baghdad but also opposing
completely the Peripatetic school of thought established by Kind! and
followed by Sarakhsi.
With Muhammad b. Zakariyya' Razl, the Latin Rhazes, we come face
to face with a singular personality and a philosopher who holds a
unique position in the annals of Islamic philosophy in the sense that he
was opposed and criticized on one philosophical ground or another by
nearly everyone, from the theologians {mutakallimun) to the Isma'lli
da*is or missionaries. Razl was born in 250/864 in Ray and died in the
same city in 313/925. His career embraced several phases. Early in life
he was interested in alchemy and only at a later age, in the middle of
life, did he turn to medicine. He spent the first part of his life in Ray
and after gaining fame as a scientist and physician went to Baghdad
where he became known as the foremost authority on medicine. His
knowledge in this field was proverbial even in his own day and it is in
fact in thefieldsof medicine and alchemy that he has left his profoundest
mark upon history. This aspect of his activity, however, does not
concern us here and belongs to the history of science rather than to
philosophy.
Razi was also a philosopher of note who, however, never entered the
mainstream of Islamic intellectual life, precisely because of the nature
of his thought, which stood against the "prophetic philosophy"
characteristic of Islam as a whole. His philosophical works were in fact
lost sight of for centuries and have been partially recovered only during
the past decades, mostly through the efforts of P. Kraus. Razi was an
independent figure who did not belong to any of the established schools
of thought and considered himself as an equal of Plato and Aristotle,
who were able to found new philosophical schools by themselves. He
was given by nature to controversial questions and wrote against such
theologians and philosophers as Abu'l-Qasim Balkhl, a student of the
Mu'tazili Khayyat, and Shahid Balkhl, the famous poet and philosophertheologian, as well as the aforementioned Sarakhsi, against whom he
wrote a separate treatise.1
His writings in turn caused intense interest on the part of such
1

See Mohaghegh, pp. 45-7.
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outstanding scholars as Biruni, who in fact wrote a catalogue of bis
works, as well as severe reactions from many quarters. The Isma'IlI
philosophers and theologians reacted against him most violently, and
Abu Hatim Razi, Hamid al-Din Kirmani and Nasir-i Khusrau wrote a
great deal about him, to the extent that their writings contain many
fragments of his treatises which otherwise would have been lost. The
Peripatetics such as Farabi also criticized him as did such scientists and
physicians as Ibn al-Haitham and 'All b. Ridwan. The only places where
he did exercise some philosophical influence were among a few Shfi
theologians, who adopted his theory of pleasure, and also among later
Isma'llls, inasmuch as his writings on alchemy, in spite of his difference
of view on their interpretation, entered into the Jabirean corpus, to
which was wed the Hermeticism that had been integrated into the
Islamic perspective following the period of translation in the 2nd/8th
century.
Over two hundred works by Razi dealing with nearly every branch
of learning have been mentioned in various traditional sources. As far
as those on philosophy and related subjects are concerned, some of the
most important titles include al-Madkhal Ua?l-mantiq and Kitdb alburhdn in logic; Sam' al-kiydn, F?l-%amdn wcfl-makdn zn&Fi'l-lidhdha in
natural philosophy; al-Nafs al-saghir, al-Nafs al-kabir, al-Shukuk 'aid
Abarqalus, al-Shukuk 'aid Jdlinus, Maiddn al-'aql, al-'llm al-ildhi, al-Sirat
al-falsafijya and al-Tibb al-ruhdni in philosophy, of which the last three
are particularly important for our understanding of Razi's thought.
Many of these treatises are lost and only segments can be recovered
from the works of later authors. Such is the case with the major opus,
al-'Ilm al-ildhiy parts of which can be found in Nasir-i Khusrau's Zdd
al-musdfirin and some of the other later philosophical works.
The most characteristic features of Razi's philosophy are his "five
eternal principles" (al-qudamd* al-khamsa) and his theory of the nature
and history of the soul, a theory which displays gnostic tendencies and
is related to his conception of nature. The five principles, consisting
of the Creator, Soul, Matter, Time and Space, are well known and
reflect both the influence of Manichaeism and of Plato's Timaeus and its
later commentaries. Razi's belief in a Creator (barf) was firm but the
other four "principles" stood co-eternal with him. Razi believed in
both a partial or limited space and an absolute one. Likewise, following
both Plato and possibly Zurvanite and Manichaean models, he distinguished between limited and absolute time, the latter being con•
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ceived as a substance independent of matter and equal to eternity or
dahr, which was the same as the Greek aion.
As for matter, Razi expounded an original atomistic theory differing
completely from the atomism of the theologians {mutakallimiiri) as well
as from the well-known atomism of Democritus. For Razi atoms
possess extension and mix in a void to produce the five elements.1 They
thus differ from the Ju%y Id yatajavgd* of the mutakallimun which is
devoid of extension. Whether this atomism came from Buddhist sources
as thought by Pines or from late and unknown interpretations of the
school of Democritus as believed by H. A. Wolfson, there is no doubt
that it represents one of the most interesting forms of atomism in
Islamic philosophy.
Razi's theory of the soul, in contrast to other aspects of his philosophy, which have a "materialistic" tinge, reflects mystical interpretations of the entanglement of the soul in the prison of the body. According to Razi the soul wanted to unite with matter in order to produce
forms that would be the source of bodily enjoyment. Matter, however,
refused to participate in this union. The Creator then created this
world with lasting forms in order to enable this enjoyment to take
place. The soul, however, possesses life but not knowledge, through
which it could discern its own situation. Therefore, from his own
divinity the Creator produced the intellect (al-'aql) and sent it into this
world in order to awaken the soul from its dream and redeem it from
the prison of matter into which it has fallen. And this takes place only
through the use of the intellect in philosophy. For Razi, therefore,
philosophy has a redeeming and salvatory character.
Strangely enough it is just this belief in the presence of the intellect
within all men that turned Razi against the belief in the necessity of
revealed religion and prophets. For Razi, since all men possess this
intellect and are equal in this respect, there is no need for prophets and
they cannot have spiritual superiority over other men. It was this
aspect of Razi's thought, contained in his two books Ffl-nubuwwdt
and Fz hiyal al-mutanabbiyjln, that was most violently attacked by
all Islamic philosophers and theologians, from Birunl to Abu Hatim.
In fact later texts of Islamic theology, continuing to the present
day, contain chapters devoted expressly to the refutation of the
theses of Razi and Ibn al-Rawandi on the denial of the necessity of
prophecy.
1

See S. Pines, Chapter 2.
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In ethics Razl was much influenced by Socrates, whom he deeply
respected. His al-Tibb al-ruhdni and al-Sirat al-falsafiyya contain the
major theses of his ethical theory, of which the most notable feature
perhaps is his well-known theory of pleasure, according to which
pleasure is nothing more than a return to normal conditions.
Abu Nasr al-Farabi, the second major figure of the Peripatetic school
after Kindi, has also been treated so often elsewhere that we need only
to review rapidly his specific significance for the tradition of Islamic
philosophy in Persia. Farabi, who lived from around 257/870 until
3 3 9/9 5 °J spent half of his life in Khurasan and the other half in Baghdad
and Aleppo. This fact in itself indicates the importance that Khurasan
was beginning to gain in the field of intellectual activity, to such an
extent that a generation after Farabi it, rather than Baghdad, became
the central arena for Islamic philosophy.
Farabi is becoming recognized, even more than Kindi, as the real
founder of Islamic philosophy, and a great deal of attention has been
focused upon him of late. His logical works, both in the form of
original treatises and commentaries upon the Organon of Aristotle, set
the foundations for logic among the Muslims. His combining of the
political thought of Plato, the ethics of Aristotle and Islamic political
theory in several works, of which the Ard' ahl al-madmat al-fddila is
the most important, has established him as the founder of Islamic
political philosophy. His attempt to harmonize the philosophies of
Plato and Aristotle in al-Jamc bain rcfjai al-hakimain Afldtiin al-ildhi wa
Aristu set a tendency that was pursued by most of the later Muslim
philosophers, while he discussed the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle
separately and in greater depth in other treatises. His Fusus al-hikmay
also attributed by some to Ibn Sina, has been studied in the Islamic
world for a millennium and has been a major source for Islamic
philosophical terminology. It has also combined gnosis and philosophy
in a remarkable way.
Finally, in the domain of metaphysics Farabi was the author of major
works, of which the Kitdb al-huruf is particularly significant for an
understanding of his ontology. He also wrote the commentary on
Aristotle's Metaphysics, entitled Aghrdd mdbacd al-tabVa, which, although
short, deeply influenced Ibn Sina in the latter's understanding of
Aristotle. Through the later Peripatetics and especially Ibn Sina,
Farabi became a permanent influence upon all later Islamic philosophy
and a figure who must be taken into consideration in any study of the
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many facets of Islamic philosophy as it developed from the 4th/ioth
century onward.
Abu'l-Hasan Muhammad b. Yusuf al-'Amiri is certainly the most
important figure between Farabi and Ibn Sina, although he was soon
to become over-shadowed by the towering figure of the latter. Born
early in the 4th/ioth century in Nishapur, he studied most likely with
Abu Zaid Balkhl and spent most of his life in his home province. He
visited Baghdad in 364/974-5 but did not like the city and therefore
soon returned to Nishapur where he died in 381/991. He was held in
great respect by his contemporaries and is cited often by Sijistanl,
Tauhldi, Muskuya and many other later philosophers. In his Milal wa
nihal Shahristani calls him one of the great philosophers of Islam, and
the title "Master of Philosophers " {sahib al-faldsifa) was bestowed upon
him.
At least twenty-three works by 'Amiri have been cited.1 Only
recently, however, have some of his works, such as al-Yldm hi mandqib
al-isldm on the defence of Islam and al-Sa'dda 2pa>l-iscdd on ethics, been
published. His major history of philosophy, al-Amad 'ala'l-abad,
remains to be edited as do several other of his works. He also wrote the
Mandhij al-din on Sufism, which influenced Kalabadhi in his al-Tacarruf^
commentaries upon Aristotle, al-Fusiil fi ma'dlim al-ildhiyja and
Farrukh-ndma-yiyundn dastiir, this last in Persian.
'Amiri must be noted for his political theory, in which he was
influenced not only by Greek sources but also by Persian material of
the pre-Islamic period, for his strong defence of Islam, unique in its
tone and argument among the Peripatetic philosophers, and for certain
strictly philosophical and metaphysical views such as the unity of the
intellect and the intelligible. Although attacked by Ibn Sina and thereby
eclipsed by this powerful figure who was to succeed him on the
philosophical scene, 'Amiri continued to be studied and quoted by the
later philosophers, and even as late as the Safavid period such a figure
as Mulla Sadra quotes him several times in his Asfdr. Through his
works and his students, of whom Ibn Hindu was the most important,
'Amir! left a greater impact upon Islamic philosophy than has been
realized until now, and he is one of the early Islamic philosophers most
deserving to be studied more closely.
Although after the first few decades of the 4th/ioth century Khurasan
became the main focus and centre of Islamic philosophy, Baghdad
1
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continued to be an important centre of intellectual life to the very end
of the century. During the second half of the 4th/ioth century the
philosophical scene in Baghdad was dominated by a Persian originating
from Sistan, Abu Sulaiman al-Sijistanl, entitled Mantiqi. This title,
which means "logician", is indicative of his powers in the domain of
logic. In fact the Baghdad school of Peripatetic philosophy during the
latter part of the 4th/ioth century turned more and more toward an
interest in logic to the detriment of other aspects of philosophy.
Sijistani trained many students and was the leading figure in the
intellectual circles of Baghdad, which were visited by many important
figures such as cAmiri and the authors of the Rasd'z/ of the Brethren of
Purity. Perhaps this contact with so many different scholars was one of
the reasons that led Sijistani to compose the very important Siwdn
al-hikma on the history of philosophy from the beginning until his own
time. This work, complemented by Baihaqi's Tatimma siwdn al-hikma^
remains to this day one of the basic sources for our knowledge of early
Islamic philosophy.
The record of the philosophical sessions revolving around Sijistani
is to be found in the works of his disciple, Abu Hayyan Tauhldl, who
was a Sufi and also a literary figure of much talent. His al-Imfd' wcflrmfdnasa and Muqdbasdt mirror the rich and diversified intellectual life
of Baghdad of the late 4th/ioth century. Although not a noted philosopher himself, Tauhidl remains, nevertheless, a key figure for an
understanding of the intellectual life of that period.
During the last decades of the 4th/ioth century there appeared a
collection of fifty-one treatises dealing with nearly all fields of knowledge and known as the Rasd'z/ of the Brethren of Purity (Ikhwan
al-Safa'). This group of authors, whose identity has never become
completely clear, was certainly of Shi'l inspiration although perhaps
not as specifically Isma'IlI as it came to be considered later. The group
was also associated with a secret organization and probably had its
centre of activity in Basra. The Rasd'il served as a means of disseminating the teachings of this society to a wider audience. The Isma'ills made
the Rasd'il their own during later centuries and two treatises, Rtsdlat
al-jdmFa and ]dm¥at al-jdmi'a, which were written later and contain the
essence of the Rasd'i/, were taught both esoterically and to a smaller
group of Isma'ill adepts.
The Rasd'il exercised a wide influence and were read by most of the
later Muslim intellectual figures, from Ghazzall to Ibn 'Arab! to Mulla
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Sadra. Because of their simple exposition of the sciences and philosophy
and also because of their attempt to harmonize philosophy and religion
they attracted much attention almost immediately after their dissemination. The Rasd'il expound a Neopythagorean philosophy combined
with Peripatetic tenets and of course Islamic teachings. They are
related, therefore, to early Peripatetic philosophy as well as to Jabir and
early Hermeticism, not to speak of the Sabaeans, from whose teachings
they must have also drawn. Here it should be remembered that the
Sabaeans of Harran were the heirs to late Greek Neopythagoreanism
and Hermeticism.
The backbone of the philosophy of the Rasd'il is a numerical symbolism and mathematical theory which sees numbers and figures in a
Pythagorean manner, not only as quantity but also as symbols of
metaphysical realities and principles of things. The sciences are integrated into the religious point of view through the symbolic aspect of
these sciences. The Rasd'i! present a synthesis of the knowledge of the
day and at the same time one of the best-known efforts made during the
4th/ioth century to harmonize religion and philosophy. Considering
the comprehensive nature of the Rasd'z/, their simple style of exposition
and the crucial questions discussed by their authors, it is not surprising
that Peripatetic philosophers, theologians and Sufis, men from all
shades within the wide spectrum of Islamic intellectual life, came to
read and be influenced by them.
One of the notable figures of the 4th/ioth century, at once philosopher and historian, is Abu 'All Ahmad b. Muhammad Ya'qub Muskuya,
known usually by the Arabic form of his name, Miskawaih. It is not
certain whether he was a Zoroastrian converted to Islam or belonged
to a Muslim family that had been converted generations before.1 There
is also a debate as to whether his real name was Muskuya (Miskawaih)
or Ibn Muskuya (Miskawaih). Muskuya was born in 325/936 in Ray.
He later went to Baghdad where he frequented the circle of Sijistani
and became a close associate of the vizier al-Muhallabl. During this
period he led a life of pleasure and composed mundane poetry. But
upon the death of al-Muhallabi he changed his way of life. He returned
to Ray to join the circle of Ibn al-'Amid, whom he served as librarian.
There he studied deeply in a rich library in that city and underwent a
1

These two views are to be found in M. Arkoun, Contribution a Vetude de Vhumanisme
arabe au IVejXe sikle: Miskawayh philosophe et historien (Paris, 1970), the most extensive and
scholarly work on Muskuya to date; and M. Abdul Haq Ansari, The ULthical Philosophy of
Miskawaih (Aligarh, 1964).
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transformation in his outlook. In 365/976 he returned to Baghdad to
serve the Buyid ruler cAdud al-Daula as librarian and ambassador.
Only in 372/983 after the death of 'Adud al-Daula did he begin to study
philosophy. Later he joined the service of the Khwarazm-Shah as
physician and there he met Ibn Sina. Finally at the age of ninety-six he
died in Isfahan in 421/1030, having spent decades in scholarly activity
and having lived a life of virtue after turning away from the life of
pleasure of his early years.
Muskuya was interested in alchemy and medicine, for both of which
he has been remembered in later Islamic history. But his reputation
rests most of all on his historical masterpiece Tajdrib al-umam and his
philosophical works such as the Tarttb al-sa'dddt wa mandril al-ulum on
the classification of the sciences, al-Fau% al-asghar, al-Fau% al-akbar and
al-Hawdmil wa'l-shawdmil on theological problems and his two most
famous ethical treatises, Tahdhtb al-akhldq and Jdviddn khirad.
The most lasting contribution of Muskuya was in the field of ethics.
Following the example of 'Amirl and some of the other earlier authors,
he elaborated a philosophical ethics based upon the teachings of Islam,
the philosophy of Plato and that of Aristotle, the latter two seen in the
light of late Greek philosophy, especially the works of Galen. The
Tahdhtb al-akhldq, which contains this synthesis, reveals also certain
novel features originating with Muskuya himself. Muskuya revived the
importance of eros, which Aristotle had neglected, and applied it in new
ways. He also spoke of the love between the spiritual teacher and the
disciple in a way that is not found in Greek sources but which is to be
seen later in the Christian West. One can also see the influence of
certain pre-Islamic Iranian elements in Muskuya, both in the Tahdhtb
and especially in the Jdviddn khirad, whose very title indicates its relation
with the wisdom {khirad) of the ancient Persians. The text as well
speaks of the wisdom of the Persians of old going back to Hushang.
This work, written in Arabic despite its Persian title, is one of the
important sources of the Islamic period containing the ethical aphorisms
and sayings which were the principles of the ethical teachings of the
ancient Persians. Muskuya has lived in later Islamic history - and
especially in Persia - not only because of his Tahdhtb but especially as a
result of the paraphrase of this work in Naslr al-Dln Tusi's Akhldq-i
Ndsiri, which is without doubt the best-known work of philosophical
ethics in the Persian language.
Although Abu Raihan al-Biruni (362/973-442/1051) belongs more
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to the history of Islamic science than to philosophy, it is not possible
to pass over him in silence when discussing the latter field. Through his
studies of chronology as in al-Athdr al-bdqiya and his incomparable
study of India in Tahqlq ma IVl-Hind we can learn something of his
philosophical outlook as a Muslim scientist who combined a keen sense
of observation with a power of critical and rational analysis and who
was at the same time open to the verities of revelation and intuition.
But it is especially in his questions and answers exchanged with Ibn
Sina that one can measure Biruni's philosophical importance as a most
powerful mind who judges clearly and independently and is at the same
time a critic of the prevalent Peripatetic philosophy. Blruni must in
fact be considered as one of the chief critics of Aristotelian natural
philosophy in the Middle Ages.
Biruni's works are also important in the field of comparative religion,
of which he may in a sense be considered the founder. In this domain
he was not only an observer of facts but also possessed a metaphysical
perspective which enabled him to be an acute observer and student of
religions other than his own. Although he did not write independent
philosophical treatises, this intellectual figure of first magnitude wrote
enough pages of philosophical significance within his other works to
qualify him as an important philosophical figure of his period, one who
did not, however, identify himself completely with any of the wellestablished schools of his day.
Few men have left as profound an effect upon their civilization and
its subsequent history as Ibn Sina has left upon Islamic civilization,
especially in its Persian zone. An extraordinary genius gifted at the
same time with the power of synthesis and analysis, and possessing
unusual physical and mental powers, he was able to achieve a lasting
synthesis in the domains of both philosophy and medicine. No intellectual figure in the subsequent history of Islam can be said to have
been totally free of his influence, whether that figure be a physician or
a logician. Even the theologians and other authorities in the religious
sciences adopted some of the basic tenets of his metaphysical doctrines.
Ibn Sina, who was born in 370/980 and died in 428/1037, lived during
a tumultuous period of Persian history. His birthplace of Bukhara and
the adjacent areas underwent not only a political but also an ethnological
transformation with the coming of the Turkish Ghaznavids, who were
to replace the Samanids. Forced to leave his home at the early age of
twenty-one he wandered during the rest of his life from one Buyid
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capital to another making his livelihood as a physician and occasionally
as a statesman and vizier. The longest period of relative peace in a life
otherwise punctuated by unrest and uncertainty was the nine years
spent at the court of 'Ala' al-Daula in Isfahan. But even this short calm
was to be broken abruptly by the invasion of that city by Mahmud of
Ghazna's son, Mas'ud. Having spent his energies all too freely and
excessively, Ibn Sina burned out the candle of his life much more
rapidly than would be expected for a man of his unusual physical
stamina and died at the age of fifty-seven in Hamadan.1
The exceptional power of concentration and intellectual insight of
Ibn Sina were such that they could not be eclipsed even by the hectic
life that he was destined to lead. Already well-known as a physician at
the age of sixteen and a master of the traditional sciences by eighteen,
he entered maturity fully equipped from an intellectual point of view,
and as he was to write in his autobiography, which he dictated to his
favourite disciple, Abu 'Ubaid al-Juzjani, he knew as much in breadth
at the age of eighteen as he did at the end of his life. Only the depth of
his knowledge had increased.
One of Ibn Sina's chief characteristics was his insatiable thirst to
know and to perfect himself through knowledge. There was no form
of science, from logic and mathematics to pure metaphysics, from
prosody to Qur'anic commentary, that did not attract his attention. In
fact he was to make major contributions to every branch of the
"intellectual sciences" save perhaps certain branches of mathematics,
in which his chief contribution is limited to musical theory and the
philosophy of mathematics. Characteristic of his quest after totality and
perfection was his attitude toward Arabic. Criticized by some scholars
that his philosophical works such as the Shifd' were written in the style
of "Persian Arabic" (ca/am in both senses of the word), Ibn Sina spent
much effort and time while in Isfahan to perfect his Arabic style. As a
result of this period of study he was able to compose a long work on
the Arabic language, which is now lost. But the fruit of this effort is to
be seen in the much more refined prose style of his last works, such as
the Ishdrdt.
Ibn Sina wrote over two hundred works, many of which still survive,
and yet despite his fame all of them have not been studied. Aside from
the scientific and medical works of which the best known is the Qdnun
1

Some claim that he died in Isfahan. There is an Imdm^dda in that city which a few
scholars of Isfahan claim to be his tomb.
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or "Canon", the summa of classical Islamic medicine, his philosophical
works alone comprise over a hundred treatises. These works range
from the monumental al-Shifa\ known in Latin through its partial
translation as " Sufficientia", to short questions and answers and essays
devoted to a single philosophical, theological or metaphysical subject.
The Sbifd\ consisting of four books devoted to logic, natural philosophy, mathematics and metaphysics, contains in reality the sum of his
Peripatetic philosophy, into which all the natural and mathematical
sciences known at that time have been integrated. Throughout the
millennium that has followed its composition it has remained the most
advanced text of mashsha'i philosophy and still today it is studied and
taught in the madrasas of Persia.
It is in this work and its briefer version, al-Najdt, as well as in the
numerous treatises which develop individual arguments of these more
comprehensive works, that one finds that classical formulation of
Islamic Peripatetic philosophy which began with Kindl and reached its
maturity with Ibn Sina himself. The persistent concern with ontology,
to the extent that Ibn Sina has been called most of all a "philosopher of
being", is to be seen in these works. The whole of his metaphysical
exposition rests upon the fundamental distinction between Being
Qvujud) and essence or quiddity {mdhiyya) and the tripartite division of
Bejng (wujud) into the Necessary (wdjib), the possible (mumkin) and the
impossible (mumtan?). Upon this division is based Ibn Slna's cosmology
which is closely wed to the concept of a hierarchical Universe beginning
with God and the series of intelligences (cuqul) and including an
angelology, again related to the separate intelligences which act as the
source of both knowledge and existence in the sub-lunary world.
Likewise, Ibn Sina develops a psychology based upon Neoplatonic
interpretations of Aristotle's De Anima that is again closely related to
his ontology and also reveals Islamic, Neoplatonic and Aristotelian
influences.
It was characteristic of Ibn Sina that once having attained the summit
of this rational knowledge, which, since it was based upon correct
intuitions, became the most plausible and legitimate form of rational
philosophy, he should seek to transcend his very synthesis by reaching
for the unlimited horizons of the "theosophy of illumination". During
his later life Ibn Sina wrote the Mantiq al-mashriqiyyln in which he
announced his "philosophy for the elite" (khawdss). Although the
major portion of this telling document seems to have been lost, enough
28
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material has remained in the form of the visionary recitals, the masterly
al-Ishdrdt waH-tanbihdt - his last major work - and certain other pieces,
to enable us to reconstruct the "oriental philosophy" toward which he
turned later in life.
A philosophy, or more strictly speaking a theosophy (theosophia in its
original Greek sense and not the modern deformation), in which
knowledge and experience were wed and which led to an immediate
experience of the supra-formal states of being, the "Oriental philosophy" of Ibn Sina was of utmost importance in the later intellectual
life of Islamic Persia. It marked the first step in the direction which was
to be followed with such remarkable results a century and a half later
by the "Master of Illumination", Suhravardi.
Ibn Sina was also important for the later intellectual life of Persia in
another sense. He was the first to have attempted to write Peripatetic
philosophy in Persian. His Ddnish-ndma-yi 'ald?^ which is more or less a
Persian version of the Na/dt, was beset by great difficulties of language
and did not succeed in becoming a popular work in the Persian speaking
world, as perhaps the author had hoped. But together with Biruni's
Persian al-Tafhim and a few other works of the 4th/ioth and 5th/nth
centuries it prepared the ground for making Persian a major intellectual
language of the Islamic world. Without these early efforts the Persian
writings of Suhravardi, Afdal al-Din al-Kashani, Nasir al-Dln Tusi and
others would have been hardly possible.
Ibn Sina also trained a whole group of capable students who carried
his teachings into the latter part of the 5th/nth century and kept the
torch of Peripatetic philosophy burning, albeit dimly, until its revival
by Nasir al-Din Tusi. Among Ibn Sina's foremost students must be
mentioned Juzjanl, who completed several of the master's works and
accompanied him throughout his life; Bahmanyar, the author of the
Tahsil, a major Peripatetic work; Ma'suml, who was respected as Ibn
Sina's most learned student; and Ibn Zaila, who commented upon the
master's more esoteric treatises. Such men as Khayyam and Lukarl
were second generation students of Ibn Sina through the above-named
figures. The "Prince of Physicians" and the master of the Peripatetics
was thus to leave through his works and his students a permanent
hegemony in the intellectual life of Islam.
Parallel with the well-known Peripatetic school, which culminated
with Ibn Sina, there developed during the early centuries of Islam a
most elaborate cosmology and metaphysics connected with Isma'Ilism
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that has not received the attention it deserves until now. While during
this period Twelve-Imam Shi'ism was concerned mostly with the
collection of hadiths and the other religious sciences, as witnessed in the
monumental works of Shaikh Muhammad al-Tiisi, Kulaini and Ibn
Babuya, Isma'ilism was elaborating its great metaphysical expositions.
Of course there is not just one Isma'ili philosophy but at least three
schools, usually named the Fatimid, the Yemeni and the Alamut.
However the Fatimid school contains the basis for all later Isma'ili
philosophical and theological speculations of both the Yemeni and
Alamut branches. And as far as the Fatimid school is concerned, except
for Qadi Nu'man all of its important figures were Persian, and together
they produced the earliest corpus of philosophical writings in the
Persian language, although they of course also wrote much in Arabic.
The earliest Isma'ill philosophical work - the term philosophy being
used here in its traditional and Islamic context as Hikmat - is the Umm
al-kitdb, dating probably to the 3rd/9th century. This work, which is
still considered as a sacred text by the Isma'ilis of the Pamirs, displays a
strong belief in the "five principles" for which the Isma'llls were called
al-mukhammasa (literally "the fivers") and reveals at the same time
Manichaean influences. The author of this famous text with gnostic
colour is unknown, but it reveals the earliest stages in the elaboration
of Isma'ili theosophy and philosophy, which was to find many competent expositors in the 4th/ioth century.
The earliest and one of the foremost of these Isma'ill philosophers
and theologians of the 4th/ioth century is Abu Hatim al-Razi, who
hailed from Ray and died around 322/933-34. Known especially for
his refutal of Muhammad b. Zakariyya' Razl in his celebrated A6lam
al-nubuwwa, he also wrote the monumental Kitdb al-%zna on theology,
Kitdb al-jdm? on jurisprudence, an esoteric commentary {ta'wil) upon
the Qur'an and the Is/dh, which is the most important early systematic
treatise on Isma'ili theology and philosophy. These works and the
intense missionary activity of Abu Hatim were certainly very instrumental in the spread of Isma'ilism in Persia.
Abu Hatim was followed by Abu Ya'qiib al-Sijistanl, who died in
408/1017 and was the author of the Kashf al-mahjuby the Persian translation of which is among the earliest examples of Persian philosophical
prose. The book consists of seven chapters and each chapter of seven
headings, revealing the central role played by the number seven in all
Isma'ill theosophy. Although criticized by Nasir-i Khusrau for his
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defence of transmigration, Sijistani must be considered as one of the
important successors of Abu Hatim along with such other celebrated
Isma'ili missionaries (dd'is) as Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Nakhshabi
(Nasafl), who was his near contemporary.
Another 4th/10th-century Isma'ill figure of interest is Abu'l-Haitham
Ahmad b. Hasan al-Jurjani, known especially for hisQaszda upon which
both Muhammad b. Surkh al-Naishaburi and Nasir-i Khusrau wrote
commentaries. In fact he exercised much influence upon Nasir-i
Khusrau. TheQasida is particularly interesting for its discussion of the
relation between astrology and prophetology, seen of course in the
light of the cyclic doctrines of the Isma'llls.
A foremost Isma'ili philosopher of this age and the author of the
Rabat al-caqly which many consider as the most authoritative source of
Fatimid Isma'ili doctrines, is Hamid al-Dln al-Kirmani, who lived at
the time of the Fatimid caliph al-Hakim bi'Uah and was entitled Hujjat
al-irdqain because he journeyed between Iraq and '"Iraq-i 'ajam" in
Persia. He composed the Rabat al-aql in 411/1020 and died probably
shortly thereafter. Altogether he wrote thirty-two works including,
besides the above-mentioned masterpiece, the Tanbih al-bddl wcflmustahdi on the esoteric meaning of ritual acts and al-A.qwdl al-dhababiyja in the defence of Abu Hatim and criticism of Muhammad b.
Zakariyya' and especially his al-Tibb al-ruhdnL Not without reason
Kirmani has been called "the Shaikh of Isma'ili philosophers". 1
The Rabat al-aql reveals the depth of Kirmani's knowledge of
Aristotelian and Neoplatonic philosophy, the philosophy of Kindl,
some of whose technical terms he employs, and the later Muslim philosophers such as FarabI, the Ikhwan al-Safa and Ibn Slna. He presents
a synthesis of the general principles of Islam, philosophy and Isma'ili
doctrines and possesses many ideas similar to those of Ibn Slna. The
celestial hierarchy issuing from the Divine creative act (jbdd*) characterizes his metaphysics and cosmology. The Rabat al-'aql is a systematic
exposition of Isma'ili cosmology and metaphysics bringing together in
a synthesis various components to be found in one form or another in
the writings of the other members of this Fatimid school of Isma'llism.
A younger contemporary of Kirmani, Nasir-i Khusrau, is certainly
the most influential and enduring figure of Isma'llism in Persia. Born
in Qubadhiyan near Balkh in 394/1004 in a family of government
1

See the introduction of Muhammad Kamil Husain and Muhammad Mustafa Hilmi to
Rabat al-aql (Cairo, 1371/195 2), p. 17.
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officials, he became converted to Isma'Ilism in the middle of life,
probably from Twelver Shf ism. He spent six years in Fatimid Cairo,
having become a high official in the Isma'ili hierarchy, and returned to
Balkh in 444/1052 to continue his activities as a missionary in Persia.
He died sometime between 465/1072 and 470/1077 in Yumgan, where
his tomb is still to be found today. His tomb has become over the
centuries a centre of pilgrimage as the tomb of a Sufi saint and its
Isma'ili character has been forgotten.
Seventeen works are said to have been written by Nasir-i Khusrau,
of which nine are extant. These latter include the Divan, which is one
of the masterpieces of the Persian language, Raushand'i-ndma (poetry),
Raushand'i-ndma (prose), the famous Safar-ndma, Wajh-i din, Zdd almusdfinn, Khwdn al-ikhwdn, Gushdjish n>a rahdyish and finally his most
famous work, the Jdmi6 al-hikmatain. All of these works were written
in Persian and represent one of the most important corpora of Persian
philosophical writings.
The Jam? al-hikmatain (which means literally the "sum of two
wisdoms") seeks to synthesize Greek philosophy and Isma'ill theosophy
basing itself on the Qasida of Abu'l-Haitham alluded to above. Nasir-i
Khusrau follows the cardinal Islamic teaching of the universality of
revelation and belief in the fact that there were men of other religions
before Islam who possessed knowledge of Unity {tauhid) and its
mysteries. Therefore he considers the ancient sages and philosophers as
among the hunafd (that is, men who possessed the doctrine of tauhid
from primordial times) and seeks to harmonize their teachings with
those of Islam and its esoteric teachings as reflected in Isma'Ilism. He
thus treads a course similar to that of Farabi but in the context of
Isma'ili theology and philosophy.
Nasir-i Khusrau, like Abu Hatim and Kirmani, was violently opposed
to the theses of Muhammad b. Zakariyya' Razi and refuted him in many
of his works. He was opposed to Razi especially on three points: nature,
the soul and prophecy.1 Nasir-i Khusrau believed that nature is
engendered by the cosmic soul, possesses activity and is in fact the
principle of motion and rest, in contrast to the "inert" role assigned
to it by Muhammad b. Zakariyya'. Nasir-i Khusrau also opposed the
idea of Razi that the soul is held captive by matter. Similarly he attacked
violently the " egalitarianism " of Razi according to which he denied
prophecy, for it stands at the antipode of Nasir-i Khusrau's hierarchical
1

See Corbin's Chapter 16 below.
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conception of knowledge and the esotericism which in his view is
reserved for the elite.
Thanks to his poetry, which is among the best examples of religious
poetry in the Persian language, as well as his prose writings, Nasir-i
Khusrau has enjoyed wide popularity in Persia to this day and has
certainly been the best-known Isma'Ili intellectual figure during the
later centuries of Persian history. As a sage whose sayings enlighten the
minds of men he is hardly ever thought of as being specifically Isma'ill.
As a technical philosopher and expositor of Isma'Ili theosophy he has
attracted, outside of the Isma'Ili community, only the attention of the
intellectual elite and the few scholars concerned with the history of
Islamic philosophy and theology. This latter aspect of his writings
needs to be explored much more extensively and he deserves to be
known for what he is, namely one of the important philosophers of
Islamic Persia, who belonged to a school of thought the significance
of which has not yet become fully recognized.
After Nasir-i Khusrau Isma'Ili philosophy continued to flourish for
some time but its development lies outside the period with which this
essay is concerned. We need only mention one Persian contemporary
of Nasir-i Khusrau because of his eminence within the Fatimid school
of Isma'IlI philosophers. He is Mu'ayyad ShlrazI, who entered Cairo in
439/1047 and died in that city in 470/1077. His works remain very
popular among Isma'ills to this day. These works include the Majdlis
in eight volumes and 800 discourses, al-Majdlis al-mustansariyya containing the author's observations on the assemblies of al-Mustansir
bi'llah, his Dlvdn and the Jdmi6 al-haqd'iq, all in Arabic. His only
Persian work, the Asds al-ta9wll9 is a translation of one of the works of
QadI Nu'man.
The metaphysical basis of the doctrines contained in the writings of
the Isma'ill philosophers from Abu Hatim RazI to Mu'ayyad ShirazI is
the distinction between the Source of all reality as the Absolute, that is
Supra-Being or Beyond-Being, and creation, which is not an effusion
but rather the result of an act of the giving of being (ibdd*) by this
Source, who is thus called Mubdi'. It is this feature which especially
distinguishes Isma'Ul doctrines from those of the Peripatetics, where
God is considered as Pure Being from whom the states of being
emanate. For the Isma'ills the Mubdi' is the origin of being Who
through the act " b e ! " {kuri) brings into being (ibdd1) the First Intellect,
which comprises the highest state of being. From the First Intellect the
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Second Intellect is brought into being and so on, each state possessing
its own limit (hadd) which at the same time defines it and determines the
state beyond, which the lower state aspires to attain.
In the celestial hierarchy, which is generated in a manner similar to
the heavenly intellects of Ibn Sina after the first act of ibda', there are
ten Intellects, of which the first two together correspond in their
metaphysical significance to the Reality of Muhammad (al-haqiqat
al-muhammadiyya) of Twelve-Imam Shl'ism and Sufism. With the Third
Intellect, however, an event occurs which determines all the history of
the cosmos and man, for the Third Intellect, which is the "spiritual
Adam" (Adam-i ruhdni) and the prototype of man, falls into a state of
negligence and stupor. Once it is awakened from this state it discovers
that it has been relegated to the rank of the Tenth Intellect. Henceforth
it seeks to regain its original state. The creation of the cosmos is only
for this purpose, and the fundamental importance of the number seven
in the Isma'Ill scheme is based on the difference in range between the
Third and the Tenth Intellect. This "retardation of eternity", if it can
be so called, is the prototype of time and of history, both of which are
cyclic and based on the number seven.
There are seven cycles in the history of the present humanity, in each
of which there are seven prophets each with seven Imams, or several
groups of seven, and the prophets and cycles alternate through periods
of manifestation or "speaking" {ndtiq) and occultation or "silence"
{sdmii). There is created around this cyclic idea, which has its prototype
in the transhistorical drama of the negligence of the " Spiritual Adam",
a remarkable cosmology, prophetology and anthropology which can
hardly be set aside in any serious consideration of Islamic intellectual
life and which moreover represent a most important fruit of the
intellectual and philosophical life of Persia during the early Islamic
centuries.
In treating Islamic philosophy during the early centuries we have
spoken of figures many of whom, like Kirmani and Ibn Sina, have
dealt extensively with cosmology. Therefore, in speaking separately
about cosmology we wish only to bring out the different types of
cosmology that were developed in Persia during the early Islamic
centuries. Cosmology in its traditional context is the application of
metaphysical principles to the domain of contingency and is therefore
inseparable in any traditional civilization from the principles of the
tradition in question. This holds true as much for Islam as any other
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tradition. The cosmologies developed by Muslims in Persia as elsewhere are incomprehensible without recourse to the principles of
Islam, of which they are applications, in the same way that the cosmology of the Bundahishn is related to Zoroastrianism. Even if the
material for these cosmologies was drawn in some cases from nonIslamic sources, it was integrated into the Islamic view and was Islamized before being accepted.
With this principle in mind we can now turn, albeit briefly, to the
different cosmologies developed by the Muslims. The first and most
essential is of course the Qur'anic cosmology, based on the text of the
Qur'an and consisting of the carsh> the kursi and the angelic hierarchy
with all the symbolic imagery that is connected with them in the Hadith
literature concerning cosmology. The cosmologies based on the Qur'an
and Hadith were followed by many early elaborations, both Sunni and
Shrt. As far as ShTl sources are concerned the Usul al-kdfi of Kulaini
contains many pages devoted to cosmology, which were elucidated
by later commentators. The Qur'anic commentaries of the early
centuries, Arab and Persian alike, also developed the cosmology implicit in the Qur'anic text itself.
Inspired by the idea of Unity and the unicity of all created things as
taught by the Qur'an, many cosmologies developed which applied
these principles in different ways to the levels of cosmic existence, with
the purpose of bringing out their interrelatedness and hierarchical
relationship. On the one hand there was the Hermetico-alchemical
cosmology developed by Jabir b. Hayyan and based mostly on the
cosmic polarization between the active and passive principles.1 On the
other hand based on the same sources as well as others, there developed
the Neopythagorean cosmology of the Brethren of Purity, who also
drew from Aristotelian elements. Isma'ili authors elaborated their own
cosmology in which the states of being were correlated with the cycles
of prophets and Imams, as seen in the Rabat al-aql of Kirmani.
There were also the Peripatetics, who expounded a cosmology which
under the guidance of the Islamic principle of tauhid integrated both
Aristotelian and Neoplatonic elements into its perspective. This
cosmology had its genesis with Kindl and like so many other aspects
of Peripatetic philosophy reached its apogee with Ibn Sina. Likewise,
scientific cosmologies were developed by astronomers and physicists
during this period, men like Thabit b. Qurra, BirunI and Ibn al1

See P. Kraus, Jdbir b. Hayyan, vol. n (Cairo, 1942), pp.
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Haitham. These, however, were never secularized and in them the
cosmos continued to be viewed in the light of metaphysical principles.
Altogether the cosmological doctrines of this period of Islamic
history were inseparable from the more comprehensive metaphysical
doctrines in whose bosoms they grew. And like them they acquired the
colour of the particular school that nurtured them. With the coming
of the Saljuqs and the emphasis upon Ash'arl kalam most of the
intellectual and philosophical schools of the 3rd/9th and 4th/ioth
centuries suffered an eclipse. But paradoxically, enriched by the very
attacks of the theologians, these schools were mostly revived in
the 7th/13 th century in new forms that were destined to exercise a
permanent influence upon the history of Islamic Persia continuing
to this day.
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SUFISM
I. THE BEGINNING OF THE SUFI TRADITION

The spiritual transformation of a people and their participation in the
life of a new spiritual universe brought into being by a fresh revelation
from heaven is too profound a reality to be reduced simply to sociopolitical or economic factors. It involves an aspect of the destiny of
that people and is ingrained as an innate possibility within the religion
that embraces that nation. The Islamization of Persia presents a perfect
example of such a transformation. Beyond all external causes, there
existed the possibility within Islam to embrace the Persians, a possibility
that had to be and in fact came to be actualized fairly rapidly. And there
existed in the destiny of the Persians the necessity for such a transformation, which took place in such depth that it not only altered profoundly
the later phases of Persian history, but also made the religion, culture
and history of the Persians inseparably intertwined with those of the
rest of the Muslim world. This sharing of a common universe of discourse with other Muslims, and particularly the Arabs, is to be seen
most of all in the field of Sufism which deals by definition with Divine
Unity and the universal order, with the realm where man stands before
God not dressed in his particular ethnic or racial garb but shrouded
with the light of the spirit which dwells in him and which represents
his most universal aspect.
To speak of Sufism in the early period of Islamic history in Persia,
therefore, is to speak of the origin of Sufism itself, for nowhere is it
more difficult to separate Arab and Persian elements than in the Sufism
of these early centuries, which flourished mostly in centres where both
ethnic elements were present. In some cases such as the Sufis of Egypt
like Dhu'1-Nun or Rabi'a, who hailed from Jerusalem, or Uwais
al-Qarani who came from the Yemen, one can make categorical distinctions between Arabs and Persians; but it is not possible to understand the development of Sufism in Persia itself without studying such
figures. We are therefore forced to speak of early Sufism itself, emphasizing, however, the schools and individuals of Persian origin or
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associated with the Persian world. It might also be added that while
Sufism is a single tradition which cannot be segmented ethnically,
particular types of ethnic genius have of course been able to find their
fulfilment in Sufism and to give it the different types of expression it
has received in its outward manifestations in each ethnic world. The
Persians in this sense have given their own characteristic features to the
universal teachings of Sufis, as can be seen in later Persian Sufi poetry.
They also played a very important role in expounding the verities of
Sufism during the earlier centuries when the sole language of discourse
was Arabic, and Persian had not as yet come into play.
To study the history of Sufism in Persia during the first few centuries
of Islamic history, we must turn to the study of the origin of Sufism
from the first decades of Islamic history. Sufism, in its inner reality,
and not necessarily in all the formulations it has adopted throughout
its history to expound its perennial truths, is rooted in the Qur'an and
the Sunna and Hadlth of the Prophet of Islam. To become a Sufi is to
realize in depth the doctrine of unity (tauhid) contained in the Holy
Book and to live a life based on the model of the life of the
Prophet.
Sufism was not the creation of any particular race, whether it be
Arab, Persian or Indian, but a Divine "Mystery" contained inwardly
within the Qur'anic revelation and instructed by the Prophet to a few
of his choice Companions, who in turn transmitted this esoteric
knowledge to their worthy students and disciples.
The word sufi is generally said to have been used for the first time
in the 2nd/8th century by Abu Hashim al-Sufl, while according to the
Kitdb al-lumcf of Abu Nasr al-Sarraj,1 Hasan al-Basri, who died in
110/728, had already used it in the famous sentence "I saw a Sufi
circumambulating . . . (rcfaitu sufiyjan ffl-tawdf'. . . ) " . The spiritual
elite in the earlier generations were called sahdbl, then ahl a/-suffa, then
tdbi'I, then 'dbid, %dhid, ndszk, etc. Only in the second Islamic century
did the term sufi, whose origin has been discussed extensively in both
traditional and modern sources, come to replace all these appellations
and to denote in itself the class of men who devoted themselves fully
to the spiritual life in Islam and after receiving initiation trod the
spiritual path (tariqd). Among the class of the earliest spiritual figures
and ascetics (guhhdd) most were of course Arabs but there were also
some Persians who in fact increased in number as the centre of Sufism
1
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became established in Basra and later Baghdad and Khurasan. While
Khurasan is integrally Persian, all the activity that was carried out in
Basra and Baghdad must also be included in any comprehensive study
of Sufism in the Persian world, because Arabic and Persian elements
in these two centres were so mixed that it is impossible to separate
them in any meaningful way.
The assertion of the truth that Sufism existed from the beginning
and only gained a new name in the 2nd/8th century and that it is a
continuous tradition with its roots in the Qur'an and its branches
stretching over all the periods and lands of Islam, might be opposed
by some who would point to the "development" of Sufism from early
asceticism to a mysticism of love and finally to gnosis. This apparent
"development" does not however contradict the assertion, which the
Sufis themselves have repeated over the ages, of the continuity of the
Sufi tradition and its Qur'anic roots. It is true that there is a gradual
movement in the historical unfolding of Sufism from the emphasis
upon fear (makhafa) to love {mahabba), then to gnosis or sapiental
knowledge (ma'rifa). In fact Sufism in a sense recapitulates within its
own history the unfolding of the ternary aspects of the Abrahamic
Tradition in which Judaism emphasizes fear, Christianity love, and
Islam knowledge of God. But in the same way that this emphasis does
not mean exclusivity and that one finds in Judaism a place for the love
and knowledge of God, in Christianity certain modes of spirituality
based upon fear and knowledge, and in Islam a gnosis that is never
divorced from love or fear, so does one find in Sufism the presence of
love and knowledge from the beginning; only the accent changes as
the tradition unfolds.
From the early Mesopotamian ascetics, who emphasize the aspect of
Divine Majesty and man's fear and awe before Him, to Rabi'a, Hallaj
and Ahmad al-Ghazzali, who speak especially of love and finally to 'Ain
al-Qudat al-Hamadani and Ibn 'Arabi, who emphasize gnosis (cirfdn),
there is, needless to say, a "movement" and change of emphasis. But
first of all, because of the gnostic character of Islamic spirituality itself,
the element of knowledge is present throughout the tradition of
Sufism. Secondly, even among the early Sufis all the basic elements,
including mahabba and ma'rifa, exist and are discussed by certain
figures. And thirdly, although the accent shifts in the historical unfolding of Sufism from fear to love to knowledge, all of these possibilities
existed from the beginning in the seed contained in the soil of the
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revelation and were later manifested according to the laws of the life
cycle of the tradition. The manifestation of Sufism in its various phases,
or what appears outwardly as its "development", if viewed with discernment is itself proof of the continuity of a living, spiritual tradition
rooted in the world of the spirit, in the same way that the ages through
which man passes are themselves the best proof of the fact that he is
alive and that his life possesses organic continuity.
These different phases of Sufism, which must be viewed as the
unfolding of a permanent truth rather than either a progress or a
deviation as some have thought, make evident the falsity of the claim
made by certain modern scholars to identify the ascetic and " d r y "
phase of Sufism exclusively with the Arabs and the "warm" type of
Sufism in which love plays a major role with the Persians. Although, as
already mentioned, ethnic temperament does play a role in the expression of spirituality, and Sufism has adapted itself for people with
completely different types of psychic and mental make-up, this type of
identification of Persians or Arabs with one kind of Sufism is simply an
error. The element of asceticism (guhd), as well as love and knowledge,
is to be found among both Persian and Arab Sufis as well as among
Sufis of other nations such as the Turks and Indians who embraced
Islam later. One finds pure gnostics and esotericists among early Sufis
in both the Persian and the Arab worlds, for example Abu Yazld
al-Bistami and Dhu'1-Niin al-Misri. In the same way one finds in both
worlds Sufis who composed exquisite poems using the language of
love, as for example 'Attar and Ibn al-Farid. Therefore, rather than
identifying the main types of expression of Sufism with a particular
ethnic group, it is more meaningful to state that the Persians and Arabs
have shared in the unfolding of the life cycle of the Sufi tradition in
which they have both participated and that Sufism in both parts of the
Islamic world has unfolded itself through a cycle which embraces the
three stages of makhafa, mahabba and ma'rifa.
In the same way that the unity of Sufism is preserved in spite of
ethnic divisions by means of its elaborate teaching about the spiritual
hierarchy, so is this unity continued by means of the hierarchy of
invisible men (rijal al-ghaib) who rule over the human world and play
an especially important function in initiation and the connection of the
spiritual master with the spiritual world. After the Prophet the first
spiritual poles (qutb) were among the Arabs, save for Salman who was
a Persian. As for Shrism, the Imams, who play the same role as the
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qutb in Sufism, belong of course to the " Household of the Prophet".
But in the later history of Sufism the different levels of the spiritual
hierarchy (the abddl, autdd, etc.) were connected to the Arab and Persian
world alike and many Persian Sufis, such as Abu'l-Hasan al-Kharraqani,
were considered as the supreme pole (qutb) of their time. Here again
the fundamental unity of Sufism imposed itself upon all ethnic diversities and the "development" of Sufism in Persia has remained throughout history organically bound with the Sufi tradition in its totality.
During the early centuries, even more than the later ones, not only
the doctrine and method but also the outward expression and transmission of teaching was contained within a single whole embracing all
Muslims. The journeys of the Egyptian Dhu'1-Nun to the East and his
many Persian disciples, one of whom, Yusuf b. Husain al-RazI, preserved
and distributed his sayings, or the number of Arab disciples of the
Persian Junaid, are far from being exceptional. Rather, they represent
the rule during the early centuries when personal encounters between
outstanding Sufis of different lands occurred often, and when Sufis
from the eastern and western lands of Islam usually travelled to the
central areas of Iraq and Persia as well as, of course, to the holy cities
to make the pilgrimage and to meet the Sufis of those regions.

II.

THE SPREAD OF SUFISM AMONG THE PERSIANS

The first link between the Persians and Sufism is through the same
figure who was the first among them to make contact with Islam.
Reputedly the first Persian to have embraced Islam, Salman-i Farsi or
Salman-i Pak, is among the foremost of the early Sufis (counted among
the ahl al-suffa) and one of the few to have received the esoteric
message of Islam directly from the Prophet. The exemplary life of the
Persian in quest of the true Prophet, the seeker of the truth who after a
period of slavery finally found his way to Medina, is told in many
versions in both Sunni and Shfi sources. Salman became so attached
to the Prophet that he was given the honour by the Prophet himself to
be a member of his household (Salman min ahl baitind). Traditional
biographies mention that he was one of the sixteen Companions who
were allowed to participate in the rite of fraternization when the Prophet
arrived in Medina. After the Prophet, Salman became a close companion
of'All and was for a while the governor of Mada'in where he continued
to live in simplicity; and he died there in 35/65 5 or 36/656. His mauso446
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leum is found to this day in that location, being a centre of pilgrimage
for people of all schools.
Salman was respected later by Sunnis and ShHs alike. The Sufis in
the Sunni world honour him as one of their greatest early forerunners
and Ibn 'Arab! even considers him the prototype of the spiritual pole
(qutb). Shi'ls view him as one of the foremost members of the early
Shi'l community and a main factor in the spread of the teachings of
'AH, especially in interpreting the meaning of the Qur'an. Certain
extremist sects such as the Nusairis even consider Salman as being the
archangel Gabriel himself who brought the revelation. In the alphabetical symbolism of certain Shf i schools mim stands for Muhammad,
t
ain for 'AH and sin for Salman, and it is said that sin symbolizes initiation and is the necessary link between mim and 'ain or between prophecy and the imamate.1
Putting aside his important role in Twelver and Isma'Ili Shi'ism as
well as in many different sects from the Nusairis to the Musha'sha'a,
Salman remains the primordial link between Persia and Sufism. It is
noteworthy that in the earliest Islamic community, besides the Arabs,
there were a Persian and a Black African, Salman and Bilal, whose very
presence symbolized the future spread of Islam among these peoples.
Moreover, the esoteric function of Salman and his important role in
early Sufism was also a symbol of the later spread of Sufism among the
Persians and the important role of the Persians in the exposition and
orchestration of the teachings of Sufism.
After Salman, the generation of zuhhad spread the teachings which
later gained the name of Sufism. Basra soon became the centre for these
teachings and through its influence the schools of Baghdad, Khurasan
and Egypt came into being. The Persians were involved in all of these
schools, save the Egyptian, and produced many outstanding Sufis
during this early period. But Salman continued to dominate the horizon
and remain in the memory of later generations as the earliest link
between the Persians and the tree of prophecy whose branches were to
spread so rapidly during the following decades and whose spiritual
flowers were to blossom so remarkably in the schools of Basra, Baghdad
and Khurasan from the 2nd/8th century onward.
1
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III.

THE EARLY GENERATIONS OF SUFIS AND
THE SCHOOL OF BASRA

The first manifestations of Sufism, in reality if not as yet in name, are
to be found, after the Prophet, "AH and a few other of the closest
Companions, in several of the figures who came to be known throughout the early community for their asceticism and piety. Among the
earliest of these figures was Abu'l-Darda', himself one of the Companions, who emphasized the importance of meditation {tafakkur) and
claimed that reverential fear {taqwa) was preferable to forty years of
worship i^ibadd) without taqwa. In him are to be seen the characteristics
which have always distinguished the Sufis from the rest of the community.
Another early figure respected by Sufis and Shi'Is alike, Abu Dharr
al-Ghifari, was an intimate companion of 'All. While participating in
political movements for the sake of social justice and opposing the
Umayyads for religious reasons, he lived a strict life of simplicity
combined with great asceticism and emphasized the purity resulting
from the cleansing of the soul, which lies at the heart of Sufism. His
contemporary Hudhaifa b. Yaman was also opposed to political
injustice and misrule. But he did not support any form of revolt. Like
Abu Dharr he also lived a life of simplicity and emphasized the importance of the purity of the heart for the attainment of perfection of
faith. A few years his younger, 'Imran b. Husain al-Khuza'i lived in
Basra and was renowned as the most pious and the greatest of the
Companions still living in that city when he died in 52/672. He lived a
life devoted completely to religious worship and trained some disciples,
of whom the most famous was Hasan al-Basri. Finally, belonging to
the same group of early saints is the famous Uwais al-Qarani, the
Yemenite, who never met the Prophet but became his disciple from far
away. He became among the choicest of the Companions and fought
with 'All at Siffln. Few men in the history of Sufism have left as
profound an influence as Uwais, who became the prototype of a
particular type of spirituality in Islam.
All these early saints of the first generation were Arabs but their
relation with the spiritual life of Persia was profound, especially as far
as Abu Dharr and Uwais are concerned. Abu Dharr has remained to
this day a Persian national hero. His feats and actions are still celebrated
from the pulpit of mosques and his spiritual station is looked upon
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with respect by the Persian Sufis. As for Uwais, he has exercised the
deepest influence in the development of Sufism in Persia. The type of
Sufi who is initiated into the Way and guided by the "invisible master"
or al-Khadir (Khidr in Persian) without the intercession of a living
master can be seen throughout Persian history and even today there
are many "Uwaisis", one of whom, the late Muhammad Sadiq 'Anqa',
was among the most accomplished spiritual figures of Persia during this
century.
The founder of the Basra school of Sufism, which is itself the source
for all later Sufi schools, is the celebrated Hasan al-Basri, who was born
in Medina in 21/642, the son of a Persian slave, and who died after a
long and fruitful life in Basra in 110/728. The story of his conversion,
apocryphal though it is, has become famous in the annals of Sufi
literature especially as told by 'Attar in the Tadhkirat al-auliyd^.1 Hasan
is well-known as a transmitter of prophetic hadlth and also as the
founder of Kalam in its formal phase of development. In addition he is
the patriarch of Sufism, the head of the spiritual chain (silsila) of many
orders and also one of the founders of craft initiation in Islam. He was
also an exegete of the Qur'an and an outstanding orator.
Although famous and in an exalted social position, Hasan lived a life
of complete purity and asceticism like his saintly predecessors. He
based Sufism upon fear of God (warcf) and detachment from the world
or asceticism (guhd). His famous letter to the pious Umayyad Caliph
'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Azlz begins with these lines: "Beware of this world
with all wariness; for it is like to a snake, smooth to the touch, but its
venom is deadly. Turn away from whatsoever delights thee in it, for
the little companioning thou wilt have of it; put off from thee its cares,
for that thou hast seen its sudden chances, and knowest for sure that
thou shalt be parted from it; endure firmly its hardship, for the ease
that shalt presently be thine . . ."2
Hasan's teachings were not limited only to the purgation of the soul
of its earthly defilements. He also spoke of gnosis, of the direct vision
of God in paradise, and of the significance of the nocturnal ascension
(mi'rdj) of the Prophet. He analysed the different spiritual states (ahvdl)
so much developed in later Sufism, and emphasized the significance
of meditation (fikr) in the spiritual life.3 Altogether, many of the
1
2
3
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fundamental aspects of Sufism were formulated by Hasan and he left a
profound and enduring influence upon nearly all later schools of Sufism
throughout the Islamic world. He has been remembered by posterity
not only through his works and orations but chiefly through the
training of many disciples and the establishment of a school. Perhaps
the most famous member of this circle was the woman saint Rabi'a
al-'Adwiya, who was born in Jerusalem but lived and died in Basra,
and was the first among Sufis to develop the theme of Divine love and
union.
IV. THE SCHOOL OF KHURASAN

From its early home in Basra and also to a certain degree in Kufa
Sufism spread to two main centres, Khurasan and Baghdad, each of
which became the home of a school known by the name of that locality.
The school of Khurasan, whose members Junaid called the "people of
the heart", was known especially for its emphasis upon poverty and
indifference towards the opinion of the public, even to the extent of
inviting their blame (maldmd) and accusation. It is not accidental that
the school of the Malamatiyya, that is the people who invited blame
upon themselves, associated with Hamdun al-Qassar, arose in Khurasan
and had most of its later development there.
The founder of the school of Khurasan, one of the earliest of Sufis,
is Ibrahim b. Adham, who was born in Balkh around 100/718 and died
probably in Syria around 165/782, although many other localities in the
vicinity of the Muslim-Byzantine borders have also been mentioned as
the site of his death. The story of the conversion of Ibrahim is one of
the most celebrated in the annals of Sufism. It is an echo of the story
of the conversion of Shakyamuni Buddha from the life of a prince to
that of an illuminated being. The story is not just a fictitious tale of
later origin. It is an echo in the bosom of Islam of an archetypal reality
which found its supreme manifestation in the life of the Buddha.
Ibrahim, like Prince Gautama, was from a royal family in Balkh, itself
a centre of Buddhism before Islam. He became attracted to Sufism
through contact with the school of Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq by way of
Sufyan al-Thauri with whom he corresponded. As a result he left his
princely life tor one of severe asceticism and poverty in Syria and
adjacent areas where he also encountered some saintly Christian monks
including a Father Simeon, his meeting with whom was an occasion for
the descent of gnosis into his heart. Ibrahim emphasized the importance
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of silence. As Abu Nu'aim recounts in his Hilyat al-auliyd\ Ibrahim
said, concerning the way of serving God: "The beginning of service
is meditation and silence, save for the invocation and recollection
(dhikr) of God." 1 Already the supreme method of realization of Sufism
is alluded to by this early saint, whose memory has been kept alive
through the centuries not only as recounted by Ibn Battuta when he
visited his tomb in the 8 th/14th century, but even today by the stories
of the lives of saints as they are told in khdnaqdhs and, on a more popular
level, in inns by storytellers. He is also remembered for the transmission of two sacred traditions {hadith qudsi)?
Of Ibrahim's students the most famous is Shaqlq al-Balkhi (d. 194/ 810)
who emphasized the importance of reliance upon God {tawakkul) and
was the first Sufi to define it as a spiritual state {hat). He was also much
concerned with giving a more systematic character to the self-discipline
which lies at the heart of Sufism and which was developed to such an
extent by the Sufis of the next centuries. Some of the sayings of
Shaqlq on spiritual discipline are recorded by his student Hatim alAsamm who was himself a leading member of the school of Khurasan
but who also spent some time in Baghdad, returning to Khurasan to
die near Tirmidh in 237/852.
Other important figures of the Khurasan! school in the early period
include 'Abd-Allah b. Mubarak (d. 181/797) who was known as an
authority on hadith, Fudail b. 'Iyad (d. 187/803) who is responsible for
the transmission of a "sacred tradition", and in the 3rd/9th century
such men as Abu Turab al-Nakhshabi (d. 240/854), Ibn Karram (d.
255/869) and Yahya b. Mu'adh al-Razi (d. 258/872). After being influenced by the later development of Sufism in Baghdad and elsewhere,
the Khurasan school gave birth to some of the most celebrated Sufis
of later centuries, from Bayazld to Abu Sa'id b. Abi'l-Khair and finally
to the great Sufi poets of the Persian language starting with Sana'I.

V. THE SCHOOL OF BAGHDAD

Almost contemporary and parallel with the school of Khurasan there
grew the school of Baghdad which was direct heir to Basra and Kufa
but whose origins are also related to Khurasan. The foundation of this
school is attributed in traditional sources to Macruf al-Karkhl (d. 200/
815), the simple and probably illiterate companion of Imam Rida, the
1
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eighth Shi'i Imam who died and was buried near Tus in Khurasan.
Karkhl's disciple, Sari al-Saqati(d. 25 3/867), who was also a simple man,
dealing in second hand goods, was the uncle of the celebrated Junaid.
Actually not only the school of Baghdad but the whole of later Sufism
has been influenced by the writings of two men of that school, namely
Muhasibi and Junaid, who, although of somewhat different temperament and possessing different approaches to Sufism, provided, each in
his own way, the early intellectual and doctrinal formulations of
Sufism.
Al-Harith b. Asad al-Muhasibi "whose preserved writings may truly
be said to have formed to a large extent the pattern of all subsequent
[Sufi] thought" 1 was born in Basra in 165/781 but spent most of his
life in Baghdad where he died in 243/857. A master of the religious
sciences, especially Hadlth and Kalam, he wrote the first systematic
works on Sufism, which have carried an immense influence. His
masterpiece, the a/-Ri(aya li huquq Allah was definitely the model for
Ghazzali's Ihydy culum al-dm&s his al-Wasdyd served as source of inspiration for Ghazzali's much more celebrated al-Munqidh min al-daldl. His
Kitdb al-tawahhum dealing with eschatology left its profound marks on
the last section of the Ihyd\ In this same book Ghazzali speaks about
Muhasibi in these terms: "He harmonized and combined the science of
the Truth (haqzqa) and the science of the law (shari'a). He spoke to
the people in a manner comfortable to their condition. As a result
the doctors of jurisprudence (fuqahd) had confidence in him as did the
Sufis."2
The characteristic approach of Muhasibi to Sufism is the examination
or taking account {muhdsabd) of the conscience, from which he in fact
took the title by which he has been known throughout history.
Muhasibi developed the method, still emphasized in many Sufi orders,
by which the adept examines methodically the fruits of his action in the
light of the rights of God and the effect of these actions upon the soul.
This is a way to purify the soul from the negative effects of evil actions
and prevent the concordant reaction from defiling the soul. In this way
and through serving God alone a transformation takes place within
man leading to an actualization of wisdom within him. Muhasibi
develops this fundamental theme in his chief work al-Ri'dya, taking into
1
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consideration the relation between human action and the intentions
behind them as well as the effect of different vices and evils upon the
soul. The work is a masterpiece of Sufi psychology and contains many
insights into the relationship between the psyche and physical acts on
the one hand and the psyche and the spirit on the other.
In his Kitab al-tawahhum, Muhasibi turns to the question of the afterlife and man's posthumous becoming until he is blessed with the
supreme vision. In this remarkable work the transformation of man's
vision from the sensual to the spiritual is described in majestic terms.
Finally mention must be made of his treatise on love (Faslfi'l-mahabba),
preserved only partially, in which he discusses the love of God in
unprecedented terms. Because of these, and also his properly speaking
theological works, Muhasibi must be considered one of the most
important intellectual figures of early Islamic history, a man who left
an indelible mark on Sufism as well as on Kalam and the Islamic
religious sciences in general.
With Abu'l-Qasim al-Junaid, who was born in Nihavand, or possibly
in Baghdad from parents who had migrated from Nihavand, around
210/825, w e *each the other peak of the school of Baghdad. Junaid
studied first law and Hadith and only later was he attracted to Sufism,
becoming a disciple of Muhasibi. He lived a long life in Baghdad,
where he died in 298/910 and where his tomb is to be found to this day.
This most famous master of the school of Baghdad trained many disciples and wrote a number of treatises, many in the form of letters,
which have preserved his influence throughout Islamic history. Few
Sufis have ever gained the degree of fame and universal acceptance
enjoyed by Junaid, the master of the "sober" school of Sufism.
Junaid was the first Sufi to have discussed in depth the meaning of
spiritual union. With him the early development of Sufi doctrine reaches
its peak. In his exposition of Sufism he was, moreover, more of a pure
gnostic than Muhasibi and opposed the employment of Kalam in the
way that can be seen in the writings of the latter. Junaid was also
completely opposed to the rationalist Kalam of the Muetazilites, who
were all-powerful in Baghdad during his days. He thus formulated the
Sufi doctrine of Unity {tauhid) in sharp contrast to the theological
definition of the Muetazilites. In a definition that has become famous in
the history of Sufism and even among doctors of law and theologians,
Junaid defines Unity as follows: " al-tauhid ifrdd al-qadim can al-muhdath"
("Unification is the separation of the Eternal from that which has
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originated in time"). The whole doctrine of Junaid may be said to
depend upon the two principles of tauhld and sobriety (sahw), the first
of which is the goal and the second his method of realizing it.
Sufis distinguish between two schools or spiritual styles in Sufism:
that of "drunkenness" (sukr) and that of sobriety (sahw). In the early
period Junaid may be said to be the chief representative of the second
and Bayazid of the first. Junaid defines sahw as follows:
He is himself, after he has not been truly himself. He is present in himself
and in God after having been present in God and absent in himself. This is
because he has left the intoxication of God's overwhelmingghalaba (victory),
and comes to the clarity of sobriety, and contemplation is once more restored
to him so that he can put everything in its right place and assess it correctly.
Once more he assumes his individual attributes, after fand\ His personal
qualities persist in him, and his actions in this world, when he has reached
the zenith of spiritual achievement vouchsafed by God, become a pattern
for his fellow men.1
This doctrine implies that after the sukr caused by annihilation (fand9)
there is a "return" to the state of subsistence (baqa*) which for Junaid
is the same as sahw and which implies a full realization of tauhld. To
comprehend fully the process of the realization of tauhld, whose end is
sahw, it is essential to understand two cardinal doctrines, to each of
which Junaid in fact devoted a separate treatise, namely, covenant
(mithdq) and annihilation (fand'). Junaid refers to the famous Qur'anic
verse "And (remember) when thy Lord brought forth from the Children of Adam, from their reins, their seed, and made them testify of
themselves, (saying): Am I not your Lord? They said: Yea, verily. We
testify",2 of which he gives the esoteric meaning that has been repeated
over the ages by Sufis. He says concerning this verse:
In this verse God tells you that He spoke to them at a time when they did
not exist, except so far as they existed in Him. This existence is not the same
type of existence as is usually attributed to God's creatures; it is a type of
existence which only God knows and only He is aware of. God knows their
existence; embracing them he sees them in the beginning when they are
non-existent and unaware of their future existence in this world. The
existence of these is timeless.3
Man possesses a mode of being in the Divine which is infinitely more
real than his terrestrial existence. Fana' and baqa' or sahw mean first a
1
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loss of one's terrestrial existence and then a realization of one's self as
one is and has always been in God, in that state when man said, "Yea".
Through fana' man must die to himself in order to be born in divinis and
to become once again what he has always been and is in reality. This is
the true end of mystical union whereby man returns to his divine mode
of existence in the state before he was even endowed with the separative
existence of a creaturely kind.
Junaid trained many disciples, both Arab and Persian, who are
themselves among the celebrated figures of Sufism. Abu Bakr al-Shibll,
his close companion (d. 334/946), was constantly in a state of divine
attraction (Jadhb) and was finally committed to an asylum. His constant
companion Abu'l-Husain al-Nurl (d. 295/908) composed many beautiful
Sufi poems which gained prominence as a new literary style. Abu Sacld
al-A'rabi (d. 341/952) composed the first "history" of Sufism, entitled
Tabaqdt al-nussdk, while another direct disciple of Junaid, Abu Muhammad Ja'far al-Khuldi, composed the Hikdydt al-auliyd\ so highly
esteemed by the scholars of Baghdad during the following century.
Both these important hagiographies have been lost but many fragments
of them have survived in later works. Moreover, both were very
influential in the large systematic studies of Sufism that appeared in the
4th/nth century.
The best-known disciple of Junaid was of course Husain b. Mansur
al-Hallaj, the most striking figure of early Sufism, whose words have
echoed throughout the history of Sufism and who has also become
well known to the West thanks to the indefatigable efforts of L.
Massignon. Born around 244/858 near Baida' in Fars in southern
Persia, he studied in Baghdad and visited Mecca. Then he started a long
series of journeys which were to take him throughout Persia, Central
Asia and India. Everywhere he spoke openly of esoteric knowledge and
union with God and found it his vocation to arouse the religious
conscience of men by throwing before everyone the pearls of wisdom
which Sufism reserves for the spiritual elite. He finally returned to
Baghdad, continuing to scandalize the public through his open
divulgence of the divine mysteries until finally, accused of preaching
against the principles of Islam, he was condemned to death and
crucified in 309/921. His open espousal of death and the manner in
which he died in the cause of Sufism left an indelible impression upon
the Muslim mind in a manner which Massignon has compared to the
"passion" in its Christian setting, although of course the scale of the
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two is quite different. Later Sufis from 'Attar, Suhravardi, Ibn 'Arab!
and Rumi to the saints and sages of the last centuries have all re-echoed
the unforgettable utterances of Hallaj, especially the " I am the Truth"
(anaH-haqq) for which he was particularly condemned. Of course from
the Sufi point of view it was not the ego or nafs of Hallaj making this
utterance which would have been blasphemous, but God within him
as is in fact the case in all the theophonic locutions or paradoxes
(jhathiyjdt) of the Sufis.
Hallaj is the first great poet of Sufism to leave behind a voluminous
amount of poetry. Some of his poems are among the finest mystical
verses of the Arabic language and he has often been ranked along with
Ibn al-Farid and Ibn 'Arab! as one of the outstanding Sufi poets of the
Arabic language. It is of interest to note that before choosing Persian
poetry as their vehicle of expression, Persian Sufis made outstanding
contributions to Arabic Sufi poetry of which Hallaj's poems form a
significant part. How simply and beautifully has Hallaj expressed
mystical union in these immortal verses:
I am He Whom I love and He whom I love is I,
We are two spirits indwelling one body
When thou seest me, thou seest Him,
And when thou seest Him, then thou doest see us both.
VI. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SUFISM IN PERSIA AFTER JUNAID

Based upon the early development of Sufism in Khurasan and benefiting
fully from the teachings of the school of Baghdad, Sufism spread extensively in Persia during the middle and latter parts of the 3rd/c)th and
throughout the 4th/ioth century. Although most of the outstanding
figures continued to rise from Khurasan, which for this reason was
called the "land whose product is saints", men of eminence in Sufism
began to appear in other parts of Persia, although during this period at
least most of them still had contact with the masters of Khurasan.
Hallaj is an exception in that he went from Fars to Tustar and then
Baghdad; but even he was deeply influenced by Bayazld Bistami who
hailed from Khurasan.
An outstanding Sufi of the 3rd/9th century and a contemporary of
Junaid but not of his school is Ibn Karram, who was born in Sistan
around 190/806, studied in Khurasan and then after making the
pilgrimage to Mecca returned to Sistan. But because of numerous
difficulties that he encountered in his homeland and also in Khurasan
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especially in Nishapur where he was imprisoned for some time, he left
Persia for Jerusalem where he preached at the mosque of the Dome of
the Rock. After a life spent in strict asceticism he died in that city in
260/873 a n d beside his tomb was constructed a madrasa and the
khdnaqdh of the Karramiyya school named after him. Ibn Karram was
both a Sufi and a theologian. In his writings he revised the technical
vocabulary of both Sufism and kalam. He stood theologically between
the traditionalist school which opposed rationalist kalam altogether and
the Mu'tazilites who supported fully the rationalist approach. His
influence is in fact to be seen most of all in the Maturldi school. His
ideas travelled far and wide and were known as far away as India. He
also trained many disciples of whom the most famous is Yahya b.
Mu'adh Razi of Nishapur who died in 258/871.
A contemporary of Ibn Karram who dominated the spiritual
horizons of Sufism in Khurasan at that time is Bayazid of Bistam, one
of the most famous of all Sufis, who died in Bistam near the presentday city of Shahrud in 261/874, where his tomb and even the cell where
he made his spiritual retreat (khalwa) stand to this day. Bayazid was a
pure gnostic of the highest order who lived nearly all of his life in the
mountains of Mazandaran and Gurgan. He left little behind in writing
save a few supplications {mundjdf) and theophonic locutions {shathiyydi),
which were later assembled and commented upon by Ruzbahan Baqli
of Shiraz. But these few lines and verses are sufficient to establish him
as one of the foremost " esotericists " in Islam, a person who expressed
the purest teachings of Sufism in a language that can only be comprehended through the vision provided by gnosis. He was the foremost
representative of the so-called "intoxicated" school of Sufism and
influenced immensely even some of the students of Junaid, the master
of the "sober" school, of whom Hallaj must be especially mentioned.
Bayazid, or Abu. Yazld as he is also called, has been accused once
again of incorporating Vedantic teachings into Sufism. R. C. Zaehner,
who is the latest to present this argument, points to several elements
such as the resemblance between the term khudQa used by Bayazid and
maya^ the famous saying of Bayazid "Glory be to m e " (subhdni) and
"Homage, homage to m e " (mahyam eva namo namah) of Brhatsannydsa
Upamsad, the resemblance of his "thou art that" {anta dhdkd) with the
famous Vedantic tat tvam asi and the fact that his spiritual teacher was
Abu 'All al-Sindi who is claimed to be a convert from Hinduism.1 But
1

R. C. Zaehner, Hindu and Muslim Mysticism (London, i960), p. 95.
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as already shown by Arberry1 none of these arguments can withstand
serious criticism. What we observe in the case of Bayazid is not a
borrowing from the Vedanta but an expression of purely Islamic
gnosis ('irfdri), which because of its very nature closely resembles pure
gnosis in any other tradition, including of course Hinduism, where the
purely esoteric and gnostic teachings are found in the Vedantic school.
The locutions of Bayazid all echo the state of supreme union which
he had reached through years of travelling upon the path and purifying
his spirit through catharsis {tajrid) of all limitation and darkness. It is
related that someone knocked on the door of Bayazid. He asked,
"Whom do you want?" The man said, " I want Bayazid." Bayazid
answered, "For thirty years Bayazid has been looking for Bayazid and
has not been able to find him. How can you see him?" Another of his
sayings is, " O h God, thou hast become my mirror and I have become
thy mirror." 2 These and many other sayings reveal the exalted degree
of esoteric knowledge possessed by him and the supreme realization
which he gained by traversing all the stages of the Path and "unpeeling" all the outer shells of his own being until he reached the centre of
the heart where resides the "Throne of the Compassionate" ('arsb
al-Rahmdri).
Besides his importance in expounding the mysteries of tajrid, fana'
and baqa', Bayazid is especially known in the history of Sufism as the
first person to have described fully the esoteric meaning of the nocturnal
ascension (m'rdj) of the Prophet and to have written his own experience
of it. Bayazid's account as told by Huj vlrl is as follows:
I saw that my spirit was borne to the heavens. It looked at nothing and gave
no heed, though Paradise and Hell were displayed to it, for it was free of
phenomena and veils. Then I became a bird, whose body was of Oneness
and whose wings were of Everlastingness, and I continued to fly in the air
of the Absolute, until I passed into the sphere of Purification, and gazed
upon the field of Eternity and beheld there the tree of Oneness. When I
looked I myself was all those. I cried: " O Lord, with my egoism I cannot
attain thee, and I cannot escape from my selfhood. What am I to do ? " God
spake, " O Abu Yazid, thou must win release from thy thou-ness by following
my Beloved [sc. Muhammad]. Smear thine eyes with the dust of his feet
and follow him continually."3
1
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The spiritual mi'raj, which is an emulation of the example of the
Prophet, became the supreme model for Sufis to follow and its details
become more elaborated by later Sufis and poets such as Sana'i and
Abu'l-'Ala al-Ma'arrl. It even found a permanent place in the Christian
world by becoming incorporated into the structure of the Divine
Comedy by Dante, where again the spiritual experience is depicted as a
journey through the cosmos and the various levels of universal existence.
Another Sufi from Khurasan whose expositions of Sufism had a
definite intellectual and gnostic character was Abu 'Abd-Allah Muhammad b. cAli al-Tirmidhi, known in the history of Sufism as Hakim
Tirmidhi, who was born during the first quarter of the 3rd/9th century
and died somewhere around its end probably in Tirmidh, where his
tomb is said to be located. The details of his life are obscure and only
the general contours can be discerned, mostly from his own writings.
It is known that he came from a family of scholars of hadith and that
the region of his upbringing was also the centre for the study of hadith
in the Islamic world at that time. He was himself well versed in hadith
and his writings reveal his profound knowledge of this science. He also
knew the Qur'an by heart and, as accounted by himself, was taught the
esoteric science by al-Khadir or Khidr.
The title Hakim or "theosopher" given to Tirmidhi is due to his
embarking upon the type of gnostic and theosophical discussions
which were to find their full exposition in Ibn 'Arabi, Jili and other
later masters of that school. Of course Tirmidhi's writings are not
limited to Sufism alone. Of his approximately sixty-five works a large
number are devoted to the strictly religious sciences such as Qur'anic
commentary, Hadith, Kalam and even jurisprudence or fiqh in which,
however, the Sufi perspective is never absent. But in his strictly Sufi
works, in which he followed in many ways Ibn Karram, he began to
expound basic metaphysical teachings which had remained latent in the
writings of the earlier Sufis until that time. Perhaps the most influential
of these works is the Khatm al-auliya* where he embarks upon the
question of the relation between prophecy {nubuwwd) and sainthood
(wilaya) and the very delicate question of the "seal of sanctity". It is
enough to read the ¥utuhdt al-makkiyja of Ibn "Arab! to realize how
great was the influence of Tirmidhi upon later Sufism.
This particular question of the "seal of sanctity" was also a point of
contention between the Sunni and Shi'i followers of Ibn 'Arab! as we
see in the writings of Sayyid Haidar Amuli. Centuries of discussion
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upon a most difficult and subtle teaching of Sufism revolved around
the themes first exposed by Hakim Tirmidhi, who was also the first
Sufi to have some acquaintance with the metaphysical and cosmological
teachings of the Greeks. His influence upon the gnosis (cirfan) of the
school of Ibn 'Arabl on the one hand and on Baha' al-Din Naqshband
and the later masters of the Naqshbandiyya order on the other hand
was both profound and permanent.
A contemporary of Hakim Tirmidhl, Ahmad b. 'Isa al-Kharra2, lived
in Baghdad where he associated with Sari Saqati and Bishr al-Haf 1 but
travelled later in life to Egypt where he met Dhu'1-Nun and where he
died in 286/899. Known mostly for his sole existing work, the Kitdb
al-sidq ("The Book of Truthfulness"), which is an early masterpiece of
Sufism, Kharraz was one of the earliest authorities to give a clear
definition of fana' and baqa\ He was also particularly attracted to the
esoteric science of letters (Jafr) and to spiritual concerts (samd*). In his
Kitdb al-sidq he treats Sufism from the point of view of the cardinal
virtue of truthfulness and applies this virtue to all the other elements
of the Path such as patience, repentance and knowledge. His writing
is clear and the treatise is one of the most direct and lucid expositions
of early Sufism written in a concrete and "operative" style and somewhat removed from the intellectual and more "doctrinal" expositions
of Tirmidhi.
In addition to the schools of Baghdad and Khurasan, there were
other centres and figures of significance for the development of Sufism
during the 3rd/9th century. One of these figures was Abu Sahl al-Tustarl,
who was born in Tustar (the modern Shustar, near Ahvaz), where
Hallaj was also to study later, in 200/815 and died in Basra in 261/874.
Tustarl, like so many Sufis of his day, travelled widely, during which
period he studied with Sufyan al-Thauri and met Dhu'1-Nun. In
contrast to some of his Sufi contemporaries like MuhasibI who were
also theologians, Tustarl was opposed to the teachings of kalam and
felt that the study of it would turn the mind away from God. He taught
especially the importance of turning the mind to God at every moment
of life through repentance (tauba) which must constantly be renewed.
For him the light of faith dominated over reason and all the other
faculties of man.
Tustarl wrote the first Sufi commentary upon the Qur'an and developed the doctrine of the correspondence of the letters of the
Qur'an with the spiritual light, which influenced so many Sufis such
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as Ibn Masarra. Many of his esoteric utterances on Divine Unity also influenced Hallaj. But the teachings of Tustari were transmitted to later
centuries mostly through his disciple Ibn Salim of Basra, who founded
the famous Salimiyya School and who edited the master's " Thousand
Questions". This school lasted for two centuries and nurtured many
important figures of Sufism such as Abu Talib al-Makki and Ibn
Barrajan. It finally died out as a result of attacks, mostly from Hanball
circles, and accusations of anthropomorphism.
In Shiraz also there appeared in the 3rd/9th century a Sufi of lasting
fame and influence. Ibn Khaf if, of royal descent, was born in Shiraz in
270/883. He travelled to Baghdad where he met Hallaj and other
members of the school of Baghdad and made the pilgrimage to Mecca
six times. He also visited Asia Minor and Egypt and returned to Baghdad,
where he died in 371/982. He wrote extensively and is especially known
for his support of kalam and his attempt to make use of it for the cause of
Sufism. He is also known to posterity as the patron saint of Shiraz, an
honour which he shares with another eminent Sufi of that city, Ruzbahan
Baqli.
VII.

SUFISM IN THE 4.TH/1OTH CENTURY

The tree of Sufism which had by now sunk its roots deeply into the
soil of Persia continued to bear remarkable fruit in the 4th/ioth century.
On the one hand there appeared great masters of the type of the
3rd/9th century, such men as Abu'l-Hasan Kharraqani, who was
considered the pole (qutb) of his day and whose special spiritual relation
with Bayazid is related so beautifully in the Tadhkirat al-auliya* of
'Attar. On the other hand a new type of Sufi writing appeared in the
form of syntheses, compilations and histories. The authors of most of
these works, which have been the mainstay of Sufi literature to this
day within the khanaqahs, were Persians, such men as Kalabadhi,
Sarraj, Makki, Sulami and Abu Nu'aim.
Abu Bakr al-Kalabadhi who died in Bukhara in 390/1000, is known
for his al-Tcfarruf li madhhab ahl al-tasawwufy which is a classic of Sufi
literature and which became popular almost from the moment it was
written. Moreover, the book possesses a commentary in Persian by
Abu Ibrahim Mustamli al-Bukhari, who might have been Kalabadhfs
student. The commentary, which has never been fully studied, is one of
the richest sources for the study of the history and doctrine of early
Sufism.
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Abu Nasr al-Sarraj from Tiis, who died in 378/988, was a student of
Ja'far al-Khuldi and through him became attached to the school of
Junaid. Sarraj's Kitdb al-lumcffl*l-tasawwuf is one of the fundamental
and authoritative accounts of Sufism and its teaching. Rather than just
giving an account of the life of the Sufis, it expounds in a clear and
systematic fashion basic Sufi teachings, especially concerning the
spiritual states and stations and the spiritual portrait of the Prophet,
who is emulated by all Sufis. The work is also rich in documentation
and reference to the sayings and works of early Sufis. In its intellectual
basis it is akin to the school of Junaid.
Abu Talib al-Makki was born in Persia but went to Mecca where he
studied with another of Junaid's students, Abu Sa'id al-Acrabi and
where he died in 386/996. Drawn especially to the school of Muhasibi,
Makkl was able to give a very successful synthesis of different aspects
of Sufism in conformity with the teachings of the Sharl'a. His Qut
al-qulub, which has always competed with the Kitdb al-lumcf as an early
authoritative statement of Sufism, contains fewer quotations but a
greater number of arguments than the latter. It is one of the finest works
of Sufism in Arabic from a literary point of view and one whose study
requires much effort and attention. It was to exercise much influence
over many later Sufis, particularly Ghazzall, whose Ihydy 'ulum al-din^
which as already mentioned was influenced also by Muhasibi, has even
been called an enlargement of the Qut al-qulub.
The first known systematic history of the lives of saints in Islam in
the form of Tabaqdt literature is the Tabaqdt al-sufiyja of Abu 'Abd
al-Rahman al-Sulami of Nishapur who died in 412/1021. The author
wrote many works on Sufism, but it is especially the Tabaqdt that is
important both in itself and also as a source for Ansari's better known
Tabaqdt al-sufyya, which are lectures in the local dialect of Herat based
upon Sulaml's work. Also most of the later biographers of Sufism such
as 'Attar and Jam! drew from Ansari and Sulami, while some historians
who included a study of Sufism in their works, such as Dhahabl in his
Ta'rikh al-isldnz, drew from SulamFs work. The Tabaqdt of Sulami is a
precious summary of the teachings of the early Sufis, especially the
school of Junaid.
At the end of the 4th/ioth and beginning of the 5th/nth century
Sufism spread widely throughout the Islamic world and with it there
appeared a larger number of works dealing with its doctrines, practices
and history. Abu Nu'aim al-Isfahanl, who lived at this time and died
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in 430/1038, wrote what remains to this day the most monumental
encyclopaedia of the history of Sufism, covering ten large volumes in its
modern printed edition. This vast reference work, based on many
earlier biographies and hagiographies that are now lost, does not
contain an intellectual structure and is not a systematic exposition of
Sufism in either its theoretical or operative aspects. But it does contain
a wealth of information of different "classes" of Sufis starting with the
Companions of the Prophet. The last two volumes give a careful
description of the Sufism of the two preceding centuries.
With the coming of the Saljuqs many political and intellectual transformations took place which changed completely the direction of the
development of philosophy, the sciences and kalam. Also the development of Shi'l gnosis, both Ithna'asharl and Isma'ill, which are part of
Islamic esotericism and closely akin to Sufism but which we were forced
to leave out of our present discussion, altered its pattern with the
advent of the Saljuqs. But in Sufism the course charted in the 4th/ioth
century was continued in nearly the same direction. The syntheses of
men like Sarraj and Makki were continued in the 5th/nth century by
Qushairl in his celebrated Risd/a and by Hujvlrl in the first Persian
prose treatise on Sufism, the Kashf al-mahjub.
The well-known Sufis of the Saljuq period who began to employ the
Persian language as a vehicle for their teachings, such men as Abu Sa'id,
Ansari, and later Sana'! and 'Attar, as well as those who were not poets
but outstanding Sufis who wrote in prose like Ghazzall, are branches
of the same tree, some of whose fruit has been examined here. It was
the seed of Sufism planted through the revelation of Islam in the
Persian soil that produced over the centuries the majestic tree which
from the 5th/nth century onward began to spread its branches over
the field of Persian literature itself. From the Sufi tradition, whose
Persian members had already produced so many of the literary masterpieces of the earlier period in Arabic, there continued to flow that
spiritual presence and grace that began to exercise to an ever more
evident degree the profoundest influence upon all the arts in Persia,
especially literature. From the wedding of this spiritual force and the
latent genius of the Persian language there was born the incomparable
Persian Sufi poetry which became not only the most universal part of
Persian literature but also was destined to play a crucial role for many
centuries in the spiritual and religious life of numerous nations of Asia,
near and far.
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THE RELIGIOUS SCIENCES
I. THE ISLAMIZATION OF IRAN

There is a strange persistence in many Western studies of the religious
history of Islamic Iran to be concerned almost solely with small sects
and extremist religious movements. Far too little attention has been
paid to the contribution of Iran to the mainstream of Islam and its
traditional sciences, whether these be Sunni or Shi'i. To be sure the
religious climate of Iran has been witness throughout Islamic history
to the rise ot many sects, some of which were on the fringe of the
spectrum of Islam and a few even outside of it, especially during the
first few centuries of the Islamic period. But such movements as that
of Babak Khurramdin, for example, are minor rivulets on the margin
of a vast river which was a major source feeding the sea of knowledge
identified with classical, orthodox Islam. Without a clear understanding
of the role of Iranian scholars in the cultivation of the basic Islamic
sciences, such as Qur'anic commentary {taf$ir\ tradition {hadith), jurisprudence (fiqti) and its principles {usul al-fiqh) and theology (ka/dm),
the meaning of the Islamization of Iran on the one hand and Iran's
role in the elaboration of Islam and its civilization on the other can
never be fully understood.
Those who speak of the military conquest of Iran by the Arab armies
as being synonymous with the Islamization of the country can perhaps
present in support of their thesis arguments claiming that the newly
converted Persians performed public prayers because of what might be
termed "public pressure". But they would find it difficult to explain
why the Persians produced so many great Islamic scholars. It might be
thought that a people, if forced, could submit outwardly to another
pattern of life, but not that a people could be forced to contribute
creatively and profoundly to this pattern unless it were transformed
inwardly by the new way of life. The depth of the Islamization of Persia
and the transformation of the very substance of its people's soul by this
process is best proved by the intensity of interest and the quality of the
knowledge and scholarship of the Persian scholars who played such a
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basic role in the development and even creation of so many of the
Islamic sciences.
In the same way that for Persians the domain of knowledge became
Islamicized as a result of their conversion to Islam so the environment
in which they lived underwent a major transformation. In a sense even
the cosmic milieu "participated" in the process of Islamization, a
similar occurrence being observed in the establishment of every new
religion on earth. The stories told about lakes, mountain passes or
ravines being formed in different parts of present-day Iran and Afghanistan on the night of the descent of the Qur'an or through the supernatural powers of some of the Companions, especially cAli, cannot be
simply brushed aside as old wives' tales. They symbolize the Islamization of the natural and cosmic environment for the Persians, a process
which was the complement to the transformation of the content of their
minds and thoughts. The two poles of knowledge and existence both
became deeply transformed in the new spiritual universe of Islam and
as a result the Persians began to devote themselves wholeheartedly to
the cultivation of the Islamic sciences, in which their contribution is
hardly less central than in the fields of Sufism and philosophy. Moreover, this transformation was permanent and not in any way related to
external forces, so that with the termination of Arab political domination over Iran, the intense activity of Persians in the Islamic religious
sciences, far from subsiding, reached its peak in both Sunnl and Shi'I
studies, in the late 3rd/c)th and 4th/ioth centuries.
A notable feature of the Islamization of Iran that is reflected in the
work of the Persian scholars of this time who were concerned with the
religious sciences is strong opposition to the Zanddiqa and similar
heterodox groups. Both Abu Hanifa and Muhammad al-Tusl, the one
Sunnl and the other Shf i but both Persian, were more severe with the
Zanddiqa than the Arab jurists, although the background of the Zanddiqa
movements derives of course from pre-Islamic Iranian religious
currents, especially Manichaeism. Likewise, the Persian jurists were
usually more strict at this time than others towards those who indulged
in debauchery, excessive luxury and worldly pleasures, although the
Persians themselves had had the experience of a more luxurious and
mundane life than the Arabs in pre-Islamic times, and certain Persians
in fact had been the first to introduce this type of life into the Hijaz.
The Persian scholars were, moreover, more insistent than many of the
Arab jurists of this early period on the necessity of maintaining equality
30
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between different races in Islam, and they even came to call themselves
the "people of equality" (ahl al-taswiya). Finally it must be mentioned
that the more violent opposition to the extremists of the Shu'iibiyya
movement, which claimed racial superiority for the Persians over the
Arabs, came from the Persians themselves - such men as Zamakhshari
in the introduction to his al-Mufassal and Tha'alibi in the introduction
to his Sirr al-adab ft majdri kaldm al-arab. These and similar attacks
finally put an end to this type of movement in the early Islamic period.
All these facts indicate the thorough integration of Persians into the
Islamic umma from the earliest period and the central role their writings
were to play in the very foundation of the Islamic sciences, which began
to crystallize from the fountainhead of knowledge in Islam, namely the
Qur'an and the Hadith.

II. THE QUR'ANIC SCIENCES

Having been revealed to the Arabs, the Qur'an, along with the sciences
concerned with it, was naturally first studied by them, or more specifically by that group among the Companions and their students who were
gifted with the necessary qualifications to undertake such studies.
Furthermore, having been written in Arabic, the Qur'an was naturally
more easily understood and more easily psalmodized by the Arabs than
by the non-Arab Muslims, who first had to overcome the language
barrier. As a result the first Qur'anic scholars were all Arabs, save for
Salman al-Farsl, who is credited with having made the first translation
of the Holy Book and the first commentary upon it in another language.
Persian became, therefore, the first language into which the Qur'an
was translated.
As the process of Islamization continued among the Persians, love
for the Qur'an combined with a lack of knowledge of its language
became an incentive for them to turn to an avid study of Arabic and the
Qur'an, whose language they sometimes tended to analyse even more
carefully than the Arabs, precisely because Arabic was not their mother
tongue and they were therefore more conscious of the necessity to
understand all its intricacies.
The sciences dealing with the Qur'an are divided traditionally into
those dealing with the recitation of the Book (qzrd'a) and those dealing
with commentary upon it and the meaning of its content (tafsir). The
science of qira'a was taught by the Prophet to the Companions and
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through them reached the next generation or "followers" {tdb?iri)>
when Persians first began to learn this science. Some have thought that
the science of qira'a, which was transmitted orally at the beginning, was
first compiled and systematized by Abu £Ubaid Qasim b. Sallam alHirawl in the 3rd/c)th century. But in reality there were works composed in this science before him by Hamza b. Habib and before Hamza
by Aban b. Taghlib, who was a contemporary of Ja'far al-Sadiq.
Among the authorities on qira'a seven are considered to be the most
outstanding: 'Asim, Nafi', Ibn Kathlr, Kisa'i, Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala',
Hamza b. Habib and cAbd-Allah b. 'Amir. Of these four were Persians:
c
Asim b. Abi'l-Najiid, whom Ibn al-Nadlm lists among the mawdli^
Nafi', whom the same source considers as having originated in Isfahan,
Ibn al-Kathlr and Kisa'i, whose full name, 'AH b. Hamza b. 'AbdAllah b. Bahman b. Firuz, reveals his Persian origin.1 The major
contribution of the Persians to this all-important Qur'anic science
therefore becomes evident simply by studying the background of the
early authorities of this traditional science, whose names have been
inseparable from it to the present day.
As for Tafsir among the early Muslim commentators, there are those
whose views are echoed in later works but of whom no independent
writing has survived and those who have left behind written commentaries. Of the first group, of nearly twenty men like Ibn 'Abbas, Ibn
Mas'ud and Ubaiy b. Ka'b who are considered the earliest authorities
on Tafsir, only Muqatil, Ta'us, A'mash and Farra' were Persians.
Muqatil b. Sulaiman was from Ray or Khurasan and died in 150/767-8.
He was so well known that Imam al-Shafi'l said of him, "People are
Muqatil's dependants in the science of Tafsir."2 Ta'us was also a Persian
but resided in the Yemen, while Sulaiman b. Mahran al-A'mash was
originally from Damavand and also died in 150/767-8.
As for Farra' b. Yahya b. Ziyad al-Aqtac, he was one of the most
famous grammarians of the early period and was himself a student of
Kisa'i and teacher of the children of al-Ma'mun. He composed an
important commentary and died around 207/822 or 208/823. Ibn
Khallikan has given an interesting account of how this commentary,
entitled al-Mcfdni^ was written.3 One of Farra"s friends wrote to him
complaining that in his association with Hasan b. Sahl Dhu'l-Riyasatain
he was often asked questions about the Qur'an which he could not
1
3

2
Ibn Nadim, pp. 63-4.
Ibn Khallikan, vol. iv, p. 341.
Ibn Khallikan, vol. in, pp. 226-7.
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answer, and therefore he requested Farra' to send him instructions or
to introduce a book on the subject for him to study. Upon receiving
the letter Farra' called in his students and declared his intention to
dictate a book on the Qur'an. A particular day was chosen and a
chanter of the Qur'an (gar?) was brought who began to recite the
Qur'an from the beginning while Farra' recited his commentary to the
students. In this way the whole of the Qur'an was commentated in a
vast work of a thousand folios, which moreover gained immediate
acceptance. Unfortunately, it has not survived.
The second group of commentators, whose works have survived, is
great in number and their names have been enumerated in most traditional works dealing with the "classes of commentators" {tabaqdt
al-mufassiriri). Among those who were Persian and who lived up to the
5th/nth century there are to be found both Shi'l and Sunni authorities
on tafslr. The most famous Persian Shi'i commentators of this period
are:
1. Husain b. Sa'id al-Ahwazi, who was a contemporary of the fourth
Shi'i Imam Jawad Zain al-cAbidin.
2. 'All b. Mahziyar al-Ahwazi, who lived at the time of the eighth
Shi'i Imam 'All al-Rida.
3. Muhammad b. Khalid al-Barqi, also a contemporary of Imam
Rida.
4. Hasan b. Khalid al-Barqi, again a contemporary of Imam Rida.
5. cAli b. Ibrahim al-Qummi, who was still alive in 306/918-19.
6. 'All b. Babuya (Babawaih) al-Qummi, who died in 323/935.
7. 'Ayyashi al-Samarqandi, who in addition to his mastery of tafsir
was well-versed in jurisprudence, Hadith, medicine and astronomy. He
lived in the 3rd/9th century. By the time Ibn al-Nadim wrote his
al-Fihristy al-cAyyashi's books were widely known in Khurasan. His
commentary is well-known and has survived fully.
8. Abu'l-CAbbas al-Isfara'ini, who lived in the second half of the
3rd/9th century.
9. Abu'l-Qasim Husain b. 'All, known as Ibn al-Marzuban, who was
a descendant of the last Sasanian king. He composed a book entitled
Khasa'is al-Qur'an and died in 418/1027-8. He was buried in Najaf.
10. Fadl b. Shadhan al-Naishabiirl.
11. Shaikh Abu Ja'far Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Tusi, the celebrated Shi'i scholar known also as Shaikh al-Ta'ifa and the author of
the well-known commentary al-Tibydn, which has been printed many
— • —
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times. Shaikh al-Tusi left Khurasan at the age of twenty-three for
Baghdad where he studied with Sayyid Murtada and Shaikh al-Muf Id
and soon became himself the leader of Shicism. Towards the end of his
life he left Baghdad for Najaf where he established a university for the
Islamic sciences which still survives as a major centre of ShTi learning.
As for Persian SunnI commentators, according to al-Suyutf s Tabaqdt
al-mufassirin the best-known are as follows:
1. Abu Yahya Ja'far b. Muhammad al-Razi al-Zacfaranl, whom
al-Suyutl calls "the imam of commentators". He died in 279/892-3.*
2. Muhammad b. Jarlr al-Tabarl, the well-known historian, scholar
of Hadlth, jurisprudent and commentator, whose commentary, Jdmi*
al-baydn, is so famous. This work was translated into Persian by Barami
at the order of Nuh b. Mansur, the Samanid ruler. Al-Tabari died in
310/922-3.

3. Abu'l-Mahamid Mahmud b. Ahmad al-Faraj al-Samarqandi, who
was born in 208/823-4 and died in 250/864-5. It is said of him that he
was an outstanding authority in all the religious sciences, including
Tafsir, Hadlth and jurisprudence.
4. Ahmad b. Faris b. Zakariyya' al-Lughawl, who originated in
Qazvin and was at the beginning Shafi'I but later became Maliki. He
wrote a commentary entitled Jam? al-tcfwil and another work by the
name oiGharib i'rdb al-Qurydn. He died in 395/1004-5.
5. Abu Ishaq Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim Tha'labI al-Naishaburl, whose work entitled Tafsir al-Thcflabi is well known. Al-Suyutl
called him "Unique in his time in the science of the Qur'an". 2 Tha'labi
died in 427/1035-6.
6. Abu Bakr Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Farsi, preacher and commentator from Nishapur whose sermons were attended by thousands
of people.
7. Abu Hamid Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Hirawi, the mufti of Herat
who was a Shafi'i and a teacher of the well-known scholar of hadlth,
Hakim al-Naishaburi. Abu Hamid died in 355/966 or 358/968-9.
8. Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Hiri al-Naishaburi, who was both
commentator and chanter of the Qur'an. Al-Naishaburi, who was
blind, was born in 360/970-1 and died in 430/1038-9.
9. Abu 'Uthman al-Saburi al-Naishaburi, both commentator and
scholar of hadlth, whose piety and acute intelligence were proverbial.
He was born in 373/983-4 and died in 449/1057-8.
1

2

al-Suyutl, p. 10.

al-Suyuti, p. 5.
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10. Abu'l-Qasim Hasan b. Muhammad al-Naishaburi, commentator
and preacher whom al-Suyuti has called the most famous commentator
of Khurasan. He was a teacher of Tha'labi and died in 406/1015-16.
11. Abu Sa'id Husain b. Muhammad al-Isfahani al-Za'farani, who
was a source for Abu Nu'aim al-Isfahani and died in 369/979-80.
12. Abu'l-Hasan 'Abd al-Jabbar b. Ahmad al-Hamadani al-Asadabadi, who died in 415/1024-5.
13. Abu'l-Hasan 'All b. Musa b. Yazdad al-Qummi al-Hanaf I, who
was the imam of Ray and died in 350/961-2.
14. Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Ibrahim b. al-Mundhir al-Naishabiiri,
who lived in Mecca and about whom al-Suyuti writes that he composed
a commentary that was incomparable. He died in 318/930-1.
There are still other commentators whom one could mention, mostly
from the cities of Khurasan and also Isfahan. The above list, however,
suffices to demonstrate the major role played by Persian scholars in the
cultivation of the Qur'anic sciences, in both Sunnism and Shi'ism.

III. THE SCIENCE OF HADITH

The role of the Persians in the field of Hadith was no less outstanding
than their services to the Qur'anic sciences. After the death of the
Prophet of Islam a group of the Companions opposed the recording of
hadlth in order to guard the purity and uniqueness of the Qur'anic
text, while another group, headed by 'All, favoured recording the
hadlth, referring to the saying of the Prophet, "May God make happy
that servant who, having heard my words, preserves them in his mind
and transmits them to the person who has not heard them." 1 The
partisans and friends of 'All, like Anas b. Malik, were, therefore, the
first to collect the hadlth and favour the cultivation of the sciences
connected with them. With the Sunnis the systematic collection of
hadlth began with 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz. Considering the great
significance of the hadith for the life of the Muslim community as a
whole, however, there is no doubt that activity in this field played a
major role in the religious life of both parts of the community much
earlier, that is, from the very beginning of Islamic history.
The Persian contribution to the science of Hadith was extensive in
both the Sunni and Shfl worlds. Among the Persian Sunni scholars of
hadith the earliest is most likely Nafic, the Dailamite slave of cAbd1

al-Kulaini, vol. 1, p. 403, and Hasan b. 'AH b. Shu'ba, p. 42.
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Allah b. 'Umar, who is one of the well-known transmitters (ruwdt). In
Sunnism the transmission of a hadith from Shafi'I, through Malik b.
Anas, Nafi', 'Abd-AUah b. 'Umar and finally the Prophet, is called
"the golden chain" (silsilat al-dhahab).1 Nafi' died in 117/735-6 or
120/738. After him the earliest Persian scholar of hadith was Yahya b.
Ma'in, who died in 233/847-8 and who was a teacher of Bukhari. His
contemporary, Abu Ya'qub Ishaq b. Rahuya (Rahawaih), who died in
Nishapur around 230/844-5, was also a teacher of Bukhari as well as of
Muslim and Tirmidhi.
After this period commences the age of the authors of the six canonical collections of Sunni hadith (al-sihdh al-sittd)y all of whom were
Persian. The authors of the six collections are as follows:
1. Muhammad b. Isma'il al-Bukhari, the author of the best known
of the sihdh, which he composed over a period of sixteen years. Traditional sources quote Bukhari as saying that he did not record any
hadith before performing his ablutions and praying. Bukhari died
near Samarqand in 256/869-70.
2. Muslim b. Hajjaj al-Naishaburi, who died in Nishapur in 261/
874-5 and whose Sahib is second in fame only to that of Bukhari.
3. Abu Da'ud Sulaiman b. Ash'ath al-Sijistani, a Persian but of Arab
descent, who died in 275/888-9.
4. Muhammad b. 'Isa al-Tirmidhi, author of the well-known Jam?
al-Tirmidhi, who was a student of Bukhari and died in 279/892-3.
5. Abu 'Abd al-Rahman al-Nisa'i, who was from Khurasan and died
in 303/915-16.
6. Ibn Maja al-Qazwini, who died in 273/886-7.
Besides the authors of the six canonical collections there were two
other outstanding scholars of hadith of Persian background who are
especially worthy of note: *Abd-Allah b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Samarqandi, known as Darimi, the author of the Sunan of Darimi, which
some people have substituted for the Sunan of Ibn Maja as one of the
six canonical collections,2 and Muhammad b. Yahya, known as Ibn
Manda, who originated in Isfahan and died in 301/913-14.
During the 4th/ioth century also there were several outstanding
Persian scholars of hadith, including:
1. Abu cAbd-Allah Hakim al-Naishaburi, known as Ibn al-Bayyi',
who composed many works including a history of Nishapur. His fame
in Hadith depends mostly upon his well-known al-Mustadrak 'a/a9/1

2
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sahlhain. He lived during the Samanid period and was for some time
the judge (qddi) of Nishapur and Gurgan. He was also sent by the
Samanids as their ambassador to the Buyids. He died in 405/1014-15.
He had Shl'l tendencies to the extent that Ibn Taimiyya considered him
a Shi4!.1
2. Abu Sulaiman al-Busti, who was a teacher of Hakim al-Naishaburl
and who composed many works on hadith. He died in Bust in 388/998.
3. Abu Nu'aim al-Isfahanl, the well-known Sufi author of Hilyat
al-auliya* and Ta'rikh al-Isfahan, who died in 430/1038-9 and who was
an ancestor of the great ShH scholar of the Safavid period, Majlisl.
This list reveals the extent to which Persians contributed to the
sciences dealing with hadith in Sunnism. Their contributions to the
Shrt branch of the same discipline are no less striking. The first Persian
to have recorded the text of a hadith was Salman al-Farsi, who recorded and commented upon the hadith of Jathillq, the Roman.2 Parts
of this hadith appear in different places in the Tauhtd of Ibn Babuya
(Babawaih) (known as Shaikh al-Saduq or more commonly in Persian
Shaikh-i Saduq).3 After Salman, Maitham al-Tammar, who was a
Persian residing in Bahrain and a companion of 'All and who died in
60/679-80, wrote a book on hadith.
Since in Shfism the sayings of the Imams are included in the hadith
collections along with the words of the Prophet, those who collected
and recorded these sayings must also be considered. Among these
many were Persians, especially in the circle of the fifth and sixth Imams,
when the Imams had greater freedom to teach the religious sciences.
Some of the men whose names have already been mentioned among
Qur'anic commentators such as Husain b. Sa'Id al-AhwazI, 'All b.
Mahziyar al-AhwazI, Muhammad b. Khalid al-Barqi and Fadl b.
Shadhan al-Naishaburi were also among those who recorded the sayings
of the Imams. " Four hundred principles " (usul arba'a mi'a) of hadith,
which became the basis of later compilations, were systematized and
organized by students of the fifth and sixth Imams.
After the 3rd/9th century Shici scholars devoted themselves to the
compilation of the major Shfi canonical collections, which appeared
during the 4th/ioth century. Here also, as in the case of the six SunnI
canonical works, all the authors of the four major collections were
Persians. They are as follows:
1. Muhammad b. Yacqub al-Kulaini (from near Ray), who travelled
1
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2
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a great deal to collect hadith and finally settled in Baghdad, where he
wrote his masterpiece, the Usu/ al-kafi, and where he died in 329/940-1.
Altogether he assembled 16,099 hadlths consisting of sayings of juridical, moral and spiritual significance.
2. Abu Ja'far Muhammad b. Babiiya (Babawaih) al-Qummi (Shaikh-i
Saduq), who also travelled extensively in search of hadith and who died
near Tehran in 3 81/991-2. His Man Idyahduruhifl-faqih consists of 9,044
sayings.
3. Abu Ja'far Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Tusi, already mentioned
as a Qur'anic commentator, who wrote two major works on hadith:
Tahdhlb al-ahkdm, consisting of 13,590 sayings, and al-Istibsdr, comprising 5,511 hadlths.
These four works have remained throughout the history of Shi'ism
as the most widely accepted authoritative collections of hadith. The
role of Persian scholars in compiling these and the similar canonical
collections in Sunni Islam is so great that even if they had not made any
other contributions to the Islamic religious sciences their share in these
sciences would have remained fundamental.

IV. JURISPRUDENCE AND ITS PRINCIPLES

According to both the Shi'I and Sunni interpretations of Islam, the
practice of giving opinions on questions of sacred law {ijtihdd) and
therefore the foundation of jurisprudence goes back to the Prophet
himself, who is the source of this science, the substance of which
derives first and foremost from the Qur'an and the prophetic Sunna.
Of course the meaning of ijtihad is not the same in all the Sunni
schools of law or in the Shi'i, as can be seen in the differences between
the role played by analytical reasoning (qiyds) in the Hanafi and Shi'i
schools. But the fact that the roots of this science go back to the very
origins of Islam holds true in the case of all orthodox Islamic schools.
As far as Shfism is concerned, the first scholars of jurisprudence,
who lived from the ist/yth to the 3rd/9th centuries, were the students
of the Imams and have not always been known specifically as jurisprudents. Some of the better-known of these, a few of whom have already
been mentioned in their role as Qur'anic commentators and scholars
of hadith, include Harlz b. 'Abd-AUah al-Sijistani, Hasan b. Sa'Id
al-Ahwa2i, Husain b. Sa'id al-Ahwazi, Muhammad b. Khalid al-Barqi
al-Qummi, his son Ahmad - who is the author of Kitdb al-mahdsin 473
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'AH b. Hashim al-Qumml, Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Ash'arl al-Qummi
(who was the teacher of al-Kulainl), 'Isa b. Mahran, Ahmad b. Muhammad b. 'Isa al-Qumml, Abu Ja'far al-Qummi - known as Ibn al-Walid Abu Sa'Id Sahl b. Ziyad al-Razi and Abii Ishaq Ibrahim al-Isfahanl.
During this period the centre of Shicism in Persia was primarily Qum,
where there lived mostly Persians of Arab origin, and to a certain
extent Ray.
Among the Persian jurists of the 3rd/9th and 4th/ioth centuries
whose works have survived and whose opinions are still discussed and
transmitted are such figures as cAlI b. Husain al-Babuya (al-Babawaih)
and his well-known son, Shaikh-i Saduq, and al-'Ayyashl al-Samarqandi,
whose works were so popular in Khurasan. Perhaps the foremost
Shi'I jurist of this age, however, was Shaikh Abu Ja'far Muhammad
al-Tusi (Shaikh al-Ta'ifa), who is one of the pillars of the fiqh of the
Ja'farl or Twelve-Imam ShI'i school.
As for SunnI fiqh, it can be divided, up to the 5th/nth century, into
three periods: that preceding the four Imams of the established SunnI
schools of law {madhhabs)^ the period of the four Imams themselves
and of their contemporaries and the period following them. The
period before the four Imams, which is the age of the "followers"
(tdbi'w), is dominated by seven main figures: 'Abd al-Rahman b.
Harith b. Hisham al-Makhzuml, Sa'Id b. Musayyib al-Makhzumi,
Qasim b. Muhammad b. Abi Bakr, Kharija b. Zaid b. Thabit, 'UbaidAllah b. Abd-Allah b. 'Utba b. Mas'ud, 'Urwa b. Zubair and Sulaiman
b. Yasar. Of these seven jurists (al-fuqahd' a/-sabca), Sulaiman b. Yasar
was most likely Persian while according to traditional accounts the
mother of Qasim b. Muhammad was the daughter of the last Sasanian
king, Yazdgard. The other five were pure Arabs. But there are two
other jurists who, although not officially among the seven, were their
contemporaries and held in high esteem. They are Ta'us b. Kisan, who
was a Persian residing in the Yemen and died in 104/722-3 or 106/724-5,
and Rabicat al-Ra'iy, also a Persian, who was the teacher of Malik b.
Anas. Rabi'a is said to have been the first to use qiyas, which was later
adopted by Abu Hanifa. He died in 136/753-4. Hasan al-Basri and Ibn
Sirin, who both died in 110/728-9, may be said to belong to the same
class, although they were more scholars of hadith and Sufis than jurists.
As for the period of the four Imams, one of them, Abu Hanifa, who
is often called "the grand Imam" (al-imdm al-a\am\ was Persian. His
complete name is Nu'man b. Thabit b. Nucman b. al-Marzuban. He
474
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died in 150/767-8. As for Ibn Hanbal, although of pure Arab blood, his
father lived in Persia and his mother was expecting him when she left
Marv for Baghdad. Ibn Hanbal died in 241/855-6. During the period
of the four Imams, which lasted from the beginning of the 2nd/8th
to the middle of the 3rd/9th centuries, there appeared several outstanding Persian jurists, such as 'Abd-AUah b. Mubarak al-Marwazi, who
died in 181/797-8, Sulaiman al-Acmash al-Damawandi, who died in
148/765-6, Laith b. Sa'd al-Isfahani, the jurist of Egypt who died in
175/791-2, Dahhak b. Muzahim al-Balkhi and 'Ata' b. Abi Muslim
al-Khurasani, who died in 15 0/767-8.1 There were also two Persians,
Da'ud b. 'All al-Zahin al-Isfahani, who died in 270/883-4, and
Tabari, the well-known historian and scholar of hadith mentioned
above, who established their own schools of jurisprudence, which had
certain followers during the lifetimes of the founders and for some time
to come. Some of their disciples are even listed by such men as Ibn
al-Nadim and Abu Ishaq al-Shlrazl.
Among the Persian students of al-Shafi'i during the 3rd/9th century
can be mentioned Abu Ja'far Muhammad Nasr al-Tirmidhi (d. 295/
907-8), Muhammad b. Ishaq Sulaml al-Naishaburi (d. 312/924-5), Abu
'Abd-Allah Muhammad b. Nasr al-Marwazi (d. 294/906-7), Abu 'AH
Hasan b. Qasim, and especially Qadi Abu'l-'Abbas al-Suraiji (d.
306/918-19).2 Altogether there were many prominent Persian jurists
who followed the school of al-Shafi'l during the 3rd/9th century and
even later.
As for the early Persian jurists who followed the Hanafi school, one
can mention such figures as Abu Muti' al-Balkhi; Abu Bakr al-Marwazi
(d. 211/826-7), w ^ o studied with Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shaibani,
the famous student of Abu Hanifa; and Muhammad b. Muqatil al-RazI.
In the 3rd/9th century famous Hanafis include Muhammad b. Shuja'
al-Balkhi, known as Ibn al-Thalji (d. 266/879-80), Abu 'All Daqqaq
al-RazI, Abu Bakr al-Juzjanl, Ahmad b. Muhammad al-RazI, Abu *Ali
'Abd-Allah b. Ja'far al-RazI and Abu Sacid al-Bardha'i (d. 317/929-30).
In the 4th/ioth century a great many Shafi'I jurists continued to
appear in Persia. Some of the more outstanding among them are Abu
Bakr 'Abd-AUah b. Muhammad al-Naishaburi, Qadi Abu Hamid
al-Marv-ar-Riidi, Abu Zaid al-Marv-ar-Rudi, Qadi Abu'l-Qasim alDinawari, Qadi Abu Muhammad al-Istakhri, Abu Hamid al-Isfara'ini
(d. 406/1015-16) and Abu Ishaq al-Isfara'ini (d. 417/1026-7). There were
1
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also a large number of jurists who were students of al-Suraiji, such as
Abu Sa'Id al-Istakhr! (d. 328/939-40), QarTal al-Shashi (d. 336/947-8)
and Abu Ishaq al-Marwazi (d. 340/951-2).
During the 4th/ioth century there were also several well-known
HanafI jurists, including Abu Bakr b. Shahuya(Shahwaih; d. 361/971-2),
Abu'l-Husain, known as Qadi al-Haramain (d. 351/962-3), Abu Bakr
Ahmad b. 'All al-Razi, known as Hassas (d. 370/980-1), Abu Bakr
al-Khwarazmi (d. 403/1012-13), Abu Mansur al-Maturidi, Abu'1-Fadl
Muhammad al-Marwazi, who was killed in 344/955-6, Abu'l-Qasim,
known as Hakim al-Samarqandi (d. 342/953-4), Abu Ja'far al-Hindawanl (d. 362/972-3), Abu Hamid al-Marwazl, known as Ibn al-Tabari,
Abu Bakr al-Jurjanl, Abu'l-Laith al-Samarqandl (d. 383/993-4) and
Abu'l-Haitham Qadi al-Naishaburi.
The Malik! school had very few followers in Persia, being confined
mostly to the Maghrib of Islam and having some adherents in Medina
and occasionally Egypt. In his Tabaqdt al-mufassirin, al-Suyuti tells the
story that Ahmad b. Faris b. Zakariyya' al-Lughawi was first a Shafi'I
and later became a MalikI, giving as reason for this change his feeling
sorry for Imam Malik, who did not have a single follower among
jurists in Ray.
Likewise, the Hanball school had very few adherents in Iran and
Persian jurists of this madhhab are rare. Abu Ishaq al-Shirazi considers
Abu Bakr al-Marwazi (d. 275/888-9) and Abu Da'iid al-Sijistanl (d.
275/888-9) as Hanbalites.1 Also Ibn al-Nadim writes that Ishaq b.
Rahuya (Rahawaih) was a Hanball jurist.
The Zahirite school, founded by Da'ud al-Isfahani, as can be
expected also had some followers among Persian jurists, including
Abu Bakr Muhammad al-Kashani, Abu 'AH al-Samarqandi, Qadi
Abu'l-Hasan al-Kharazi and Qadi Abu'l-Faraj al-ShlrazI. Abu Ishaq
al-Shirazi writes in fact that even after the Zahirite school became
extinct in Baghdad it continued to have some followers in Shiraz,
students of Abu'l-Faraj al-Shirazi.
In the seventh section of the sixth chapter of al-Fihrist Ibn al-Nadim
mentions a few followers of the juridical school of Tabari, including
c
Ali b. 'Abd al-cAzlz al-Dulabi, Abu'l-Hasan al-Hulwani al-Tabari and
Abu Ishaq Ibrahim al-Tabari, all of whom lived in the 4th/ioth century.
Altogether there were few followers of this and the other Sunni
schools save the Shafi'i and the HanafI, which were very widespread at
1
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this time, the Shafi'is being centred mostly in Fars, Isfahan, Ray and
Tabaristan, and the Hanafls in Khurasan and Transoxiana.

V. THEOLOGY

If by kalafn we mean rational discussion of religious questions, it can
be said that this discipline goes back to the first Islamic century, although the word kalam itself was not used until the 2nd/8th century.
At this time in the Sunni world Malik b. Anas opposed the scholars of
Kalam referring to them as "mutakallimiin" and in Shi'ism certain of
the companions of Imam Jacfar al-Sadiq such as Hamran b. A'yan,
Mu'min al-Taq, Qais b. al-Masir and Hisham b. al-Hakam were also
called " mutakallim" ,x
The Qur'an itself provides in many places intellectual evidence and
demonstration for its arguments and is the example for all later developments of Islamic religious sciences in which rational arguments are
provided for articles and principles of faith. Also, among the Companions, CAH was known especially for his intellectual discourses upon
questions of metaphysics, cosmology and eschatology, examples of
which are found especially in the Nahj al-balagha. Thus many have
considered him the founder of Kalam in its specifically Islamic sense as
well as the other "intellectual sciences" which deal with the origin and
end (al-mabda* waH-mcfdd) of things. Likewise in the sayings of the other
Shi'i Imams, particularly Zain al-'Abidln al-Sajjad, Ja'far al-Sadiq and
'AH al-Rida, there are numerous intellectual proofs and demonstrations,
which have given a particularly intellectual character to Shfi religious
and theological thought throughout its history. That is why whenever
Shi'ism has been dominant there has been a more favourable climate
for the cultivation of the "intellectual sciences" (al-ulum al'aq/iyja).
Some have thought that the Persian ethnic element has been the only
determining factor in providing a more congenial background for the
development of the intellectual sciences and particularly philosophy in
Persia. But a closer examination of the situation will reveal that also a
most important determining factor making Persia the main homeland
of Islamic philosophy was the more favourable attitude of Shrtsm
toward the intellectual sciences. It must always be remembered that the
Persian Sunni scholars of hadith such as Bukhari, Muslim and Tirmidhl
1
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display the same attitude towards the intellect (al-'aql) as the Arab
Sunnl scholars.
Shl'l kalam was discussed generally by the Imams in the sessions of
instruction held with their disciples, but certain among these disciples
became known officially as mutakallims, such men as 'All b. Isma'il b.
al-Maitham al-Tammar. His grandfather was a Persian from Bahrain
known as an orator. 'All b. Isma'il himself is considered the first formal
Shf I theologian. Another early Persian Shi'i theologian is Hisham b.
Salim al-Juzjani, who is well-known as a transmitter of hadith and who
was a disciple of Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq. Also well-known as theologians
are certain members of the Naubakht family, such men as Abu Sahl
Isma'Il b. *Ali, his brother Abu Ja'far, his nephew Hasan b. Musa, who
wrote Firaq al-shi'a, Fadl b. Abl Sahl, who was in charge of the Bait
al-hikma and translated several works from Pahlavi into Arabic, Ishaq
b. Abl Sahl, his son Isma'il b. Ishaq and several others.
Other Persian Shl'i theologians of this early period include Fadl b.
Shadhan, already mentioned above, who was a contemporary of Imam
Rida and transmitted many of the Imam's sayings, Abu'l-Hasan
Susangirdi, who was a slave of Abu Sahl al-Naubakhti, and Ibn Qibba
al-Razi, who was a contemporary of al-Ka'bl (3rd/9th century) and who
carried out theological debates with him. 1 Also well known during this
period is Abu cAbd-Allah Muhammad, known as Hisham al-Jawaliqi,
who was originally from Gurgan but lived in Isfahan and who was a
contemporary of al-Jubba'i, therefore living in the 3rd/9th century.
In the 4th/ioth century Shi'l theologians are not as numerous if we
confine ourselves to men who were only theologians and do not take
into account such figures as Kulaini and Ibn Babuya, who were first
and foremost scholars of hadith but theologians as well. Of the former
group, namely those who contributed to religious studies mainly in the
field of theology, one can name Abu 'All b. Muskuya (Miskawaih), who
died in 431/1039-40. He is of course best known as a philosopher and
physician, but in terms of his specifically religious works he must be
considered a leading Shfi theologian of his day. One may also mention
as an important theologian of the period Abu'l-Qasim cAli b. Ahmad
al-Kharraz al-Razi, author of the Kifdyat al-athar. who was a student of
Ibn Babuya.
As far as Persian scholars of Sunni kalam are concerned one must
begin with Hasan al-Basri, who was both Sufi and theologian, as well
1
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as his student Wasil b. cAta' al-Ghazzal (d. 131/748-9), who, as is well
known, began the Mu'tazilite school as a movement which broke off
from the circle of Hasan. After these two early figures the important
Persian Sunni theologians are as follows:
1. Abu'l-Hudhail al-'Allaf, whom some have considered as the
founder of systematic Sunni kalam. Abu'l-Hudhail was well acquainted
with philosophical arguments and carried out a well-known debate with
Salih b. cAbd al-Quddus al-Shakkak (the Sceptic), which Ibn al-Nadim
has recounted. He had a Zoroastrian (majus) secretary named Milas and
through him a religious debate was arranged with Zoroastrian scholars
in which Abu'l-Hudhail triumphed, and it is said that Milas and
thousands of Zoroastrians were thus converted to Islam. Abu'lHudhail died in 235/849-50 during the rule of al-Mutawakkil.1
2. Ibrahim b. Sayyar, known as al-Nazzam, who was a student of
Hisham b. al-Hakam. He was known particularly for his keen intelligence and must be considered as one of the basic figures of Mu'tazilite
kalam. His views on the nature of bodies and of colour and smell were
well known to both theologians and philosophers of the later period.
Nazzam was originally from Balkh. He was a nephew of Abu'lHudhail and died in 221/836-7.
3. Abu cAli al-Jubba'i, from Khuzistan (b. 235/849-50; d. 303/
915-16), was the head of the Mu'tazilite school of Basra and the teacher
of Abu'l-Hasan al-Ash'ari, who rebelled against his teachings and
established the Ash'arite school.
4. Abu'l-Qasim al-Ka'bi al-Balkhl (d. 317/929-30), whose views are
repeated so often in books on kalam as well as on philosophy and
jurisprudence.
5. 'Amr b. 'Ubaid b. al-Bab, who had Kharijite tendencies and was
a contemporary of the 'Abbasid caliph al-Mansur.
6. Ibn al-Munajjim, who was the chamberlain of the caliphs alMuwaffaq and al-Muktaf i and himself a descendant of the last Sasanian
king, Yazdgard.
7. Ibn Fadrik al-Isfahani, both orator and theologian (d. 406/
1015-16).

8. Abu Mansur al-Maturidi al-Samarqandi (d. 333/944-5), who established a new school of kalam with views in many ways intermediate
between those of the Mu'tazilites and the Ash'aris.
The Persians also made major contributions to other branches of the
1
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Islamic sciences such as literature, philosophy, the natural and mathematical sciences, Sufism, etc., which have been treated elsewhere and
need not be repeated here. But the universality of the Persian contribution to all facets of Islamic learning must be kept in mind in any
study of the relationship between Persia and Islamic civilization.
The extensive efforts of Persian scholars in helping to lay the foundation of so many of the Islamic sciences during the early period continued
with the same force into the Saljuq and Timurid periods. So many of
the works of this later period which are to this day standard texts in
Muslim madrasas, both Sunni and Shi'i, works of such men as Ghazzall,
Fakhr al-Dln al-RazI, Zamakhsharl, BaidawL Nasir al-Dln al-Tusi,
Taftazanl, Sayyid Sharif al-Jurjanl and Jalal al-Dln al-Dawani, to cite
just a few of the better known names, are connected with the Persian
world. Ghazzall alone would be sufficient to underline the significance
of the contribution of Persia to Islamic civilization, in the same way
that a figure such as he is also an outstanding example of the result
of the downpouring of the grace of the Qur'anic revelation upon the
soil of Persia.
The history of Persia cannot be understood without grasping the
depth of penetration 6f and the subsequent transformation brought
about by the Islamic revelation in Persia. Likewise, the role of Persia
in the construction of Islamic civilization can never be understood if
one confines this role to the production of a few extremist sects that
stood at the margin of the Islamic religious panorama. As some of the
names cited in the present chapter show, the Persians participated in the
creation of the mainstream of the Islamic sciences in a direct and central
manner, and all that we identify with classical, orthodox Islam in both
its Sunni and Shi'i aspects would be unimaginable in its existing historical form without the extensive efforts of Persian scholars, who
worked along with Arab scholars in creating that vast world of Islamic
learning to which other peoples also became subsequent heirs and
contributors. For this reason the role of Persia in the elaboration of
Islamic civilization and the Islamic sciences has remained central
throughout Islamic history.
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CHAPTER 15

SECTS AND HERESIES
The religious evolution of Iran during the centuries from the Arab
conquest to the rise of the Saljuqs was determined by a number of
factors which, so far, have not been adequately isolated and analysed.
A religious history of Iran during this period still lacks data and analyses
to enable the student of the history of religions to make a religious
typology, and to differentiate its internal structure and verify its sociopolitical connections. In dealing with heterodoxy in Iran, the difficulty
of focusing on problems is further compounded by the fact that, in
most instances, one cannot rely on contemporary sources, which might
be properly characterized as "heterodox", as free expressions of the
antithesis to the official religious set-up of Iran following the Arab
conquest. The oldest and most exhaustive work on Shi'i heresiography,
Naubakhtl's Firaq al-shVa^ only dates from the 4th/ioth century.
One is thus faced by interpretations which are biased from the very
beginning, due to the strongly felt need of condemning heresy and
keeping it at a safe distance so as to leave no doubt as to the " orthodox "
soundness of the sources. Alternatively, most of the material employed
reflects the centrally oriented and Islamic views of the caliphal empire,
within which Iran, as any other province, was a mere ramification of a
single, powerful centre which was bound, by the nature of things, to
peripheral repetition of its basic modules and patterns.
By concentrating on one area or province one can attain a more
realistic, although possibly still universal vision, which is important
for a number of interrelations between the various areas or provinces,
and above all takes into account whatever each area more or less
consciously chose to preserve, in a "national" sense as one might say
today, out of the supranational whole of aims and interests which the
caliphate's Islamic ideology expressed in different occasions and forms,
within the territorial boundaries of the caliphate.
A not merely religious but even more simply historical understanding
of the revolts documented in Iran primarily during the 'Abbasid period,
and of their underlying theories, requires some consideration of those
31
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factors which allow one to reconstruct the socio-economical, political
and hence religious texture of caliphal Persia.
One cannot, of course, aim at a detailed and specific analysis of such
factors, which would lie outside the scope of this essay, but only by
starting with a few general remarks on the history of Persia during the
period in question can one understand two main currents of thought
which, though inadequate to describe the complexity of the phenomena
in question, are complementary to each other. One can identify the
politico-economical dimension of these rebellions and heresies, and at
the same time single out a few recurring and typical traits deserving the
attention ot the student of Iranian religious phenomena.
The first indispensable element of such an enquiry is the need of
interpreting the religion of Iran at the time of the conquest; i.e.
"religion" and not "church"; for the Mazdaean church of the
Sasanian age does not seem in itself to have provided all the religious
and social developments inspired by the ancient Persian religion. Not
only does this "unofficial" Iranian religion need at least approximate
definition, but the Iranian heresies par excellence of pre-Islamic times,
such as Manichaeism and Mazdakism, should be considered against its
background as well as that of the official state religion. The picture
would, however, still appear limited and restricted in its historical
implications if its scope were not extended to include the whole
phenomenon known as Iranian gnosis, which seems to consist in a
synthesis of disparate, not strictly Iranian elements. All of these elements, in our view, can act as a framework for the study of the
region's transition to an Islamic ideology (it being still too early
to speak of conversion to Islamic monotheism as a well-defined
religion).
The second basic factor is the economic and social situation of Iran
at the time of the conquest. It seems essential to discern in Persian
social texture the opportunities for penetration by an external element,
in this instance the Arabs and the ideology they brought along with
them. One could establish the external element's role in setting up a
new internal economic and social structure, which was not necessarily
innovating but did provide local unrest and endemic demands with a
new form of expression, disguised under the camouflage of a new
external contribution, and yet substantially not different, for the time
being, from traditional forms. This factor can only be determined
through a point-by-point analysis of the Arab conquest's stages. The
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central government's attitudes and reactions as the conquest proceeded
are an important factor in clarifying the problems.
A third necessary element, more strictly connected with religious
enquiry, is a definition, however approximate, of the Shi'a, which avoids
the classic models proposed by traditional heresiographers and generally accepted by students. Such models, in fact, artificially reduce the
Iranian religious outlook to a pattern which ultimately depends on the
so-called ShTi religious conception, viewed almost as an Iranian discovery, or rather the Iranian response to Arab Islam both in the
Islamic formulation of the theory of power and, even more so, in its
mass religious manifestation.
These factors might together define the field of enquiry: the meaning
of the "Iranian substratum" from the religious point of view; the
nature of the social and ethnic elements making up Iran; and the new
synthesis formed after the coming of Islam onto the Iranian plateau, or
rather the nature of the new religious outlook to which ShTi heterodoxy
contributed.
The first point, however, is extremely tenuous. Reference is often
made to the rapid collapse of the Sasanian empire before the thrust of
the first invading Arab armies. That the traditional forms in which
power found expression in Iran underwent some sort of collapse is
fairly obvious. Whether this coincided with an actual breakdown of
Iran's socio-economic structures is not entirely clear. There was the
collapse of a dynasty and of a church, the Mazdaean hierarchy being
allied with, and sharing in, official power, but the landowning and
merchant class which wielded economic power underwent no obvious
upheaval. The conquerors introduced a religion, as well as a language
which was its most obvious vehicle, but they did not force them upon
the country. This is in itself a democratic and egalitarian trait; but being
conscious of his own material interests the Islamic missionary did not
encourage his new subjects toward a condition of parity, while he
allowed them a theoretical freedom of choice by granting them a clearly
defined juridical status and thus obtained the desired economic results.
Any conflict in extending the sway of Islam to Iran at first was hardly
felt at all. The important consideration was that the right of control
should stay in Islamic hands; apart from that the traditional structures
were left unchanged and were actually used by the conquerors for a
long time.
The Iranian world thus preserved its own "Iranian" character; the
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innovation consisted in ending allegiance to the official aristocratic and
reactionary church, oppressive by its own quality of court church and,
more generally, by the artificial aspects of its cult.
What the Iranian masses believed, and how they expressed themselves in the religious field, is still not clear. The two great movements known to us, which seem to have enjoyed popular support,
were Manichaeism and Mazdakism, both directed primarily against
the official church. Naturally enough the Mazdaean church of the
Sasanians stubbornly opposed them. This is not to say that a number
of Iranian, which we may call Mazdeo-Sasanian, elements did not find
expression in attempts at creating a new religious alternative. The
concept of light and darkness, for instance, were poles of a constant
dualism within which the Mazdakite catchwords of social justice also
found their ideological place.
Unfortunately, however, popular religious feeling can on the whole
only be assumed and derived from the negative formulations aimed at
official Mazdaism, and from those historically documented rebellions
which are Iranian in their dynamism and in the messianic mythology to
which they are related most of the time, though already Islamized. One
might add the subsequent need of providing the elements of their own
myth with historical sanction. It should be noted, however, that the
latter circumstance reflects an atmosphere not so much of "conversion"
as of reduced religious pressure; in other words, such a constant feature
of Islamic religious outlook as the need to provide every suggested
element with historicity before making it operative, was bound to be
accepted first as a form of liberation from absolute patterns handed
down from above as symbols of religious manifestations, and secondly
as a platform for actual adhesion to the Islamic creed. Though lacking
direct sources, we do have literary and annalistic references, and it is
quite obvious that in Firdausi or Asadi no less than in Tabari or
Tha'alibI ancient myth is historicized to the point of persuading us that
by A.D. iooo this process was already long concluded.
In this sense, it is precisely in the field of religious politics that the
convergence of Iranian subjects towards Islam was presumably so
widespread as to include Christians and Jews in the Sasanian empire.
In this connection, interpreting the Shu'ubiyya as an ethnico-religious
development (Arab versus non-Arab, Muslim versus non-Muslim) does
not seem justified. On the contrary, this was possibly a typically Islamic
way of voicing claims and demands, according to a dynamic process
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which placed on the same political plane positive (autonomous) and
negative (not necessarily Arab Bedouin) definitions within a system
which was wide enough to tolerate such an organization of dissent
without serious danger.
It seems obvious that an atmosphere which was less repressive and
at any rate more amenable to stimuli, however disparate these might
be, should have allowed the recovery - in a strictly religious sense - of
mainly hidden undercurrents of Iranian mentality leading to a gnostic
syncretism of Judeo-Christian origin, filtered by Iranian mythological
structure.
Regarding the second point, it is obvious that by the conquest of
Iran one does not mean in this connection the battles of Qadisiya or
Nihavand, which were merely landmarks attesting, among other things,
the ability of Arab caravans to pursue their commercial interests in
safety and ensuring control over eastern routes. One should consider
the history of a few Iranian provinces of Umayyad times with reference
to their adjustment to Islamic power and their occasional attempts at
independence. From this point of view the most interesting provinces
are Fars, Khurasan, Slstan, the Caspian area and, to a lesser degree,
Azarbaijan, whose vicissitudes are connected with the campaigns
against Byzantium. The starting points of the Arab armies on their
way towards Iran were Basra or Kufa and the eastern provinces' fate
became tied to Iraqi politics, and the unrest of the Mesopotamian
cities repeatedly found echo and support in the eastern part of the
empire.
After 29/650, when 'Abd-Allah b. *Amir, having pacified Fars,
headed toward Khurasan with Nishapur as his goal, we find a succession
of military waves radiating out from Iraq to reach ever further east
towards Transoxiana and Farghana. Arab garrisons were left in
Khurasan to act as bridgeheads for subsequent campaigns, which were
not so much expeditions of actual conquest as plundering forays
towards Slstan and the Oxus provinces. Initially, therefore, the Arabs
acted as supervisors and new managers of the caravan routes to China,
but by 47/667 the governor of Basra, Ziyad b. Abihi, had already established in Khurasan without modifying their tribal structure 50,000
families from Kufa and Basra, mainly of the Banu Qais, Tamim and
Banu Azd tribes, with the purpose of consolidating previous conquests
and establishing a reservoir of manpower for future campaigns. Marv
became the Arabs' general headquarters, and not all of the local Arab
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colony was engaged in warlike activities. This was the beginning of the
process of acculturation and of Arab penetration into the existing
Sasanian structures of Iran, which gave birth in Khurasan to the Abu
Muslim faction and was to constitute, in Iran as a whole, an element of
potential alliance against the central power in the history of revolts of
the times.
There is no evidence of any reaction to the Arab conquest in the
guise of popular rebellion, but we do know of many local uprisings in
response to each new Arab campaign, organized and directed by the
ancient landowning class, such as the short-lived Nishapur and Balkh
rebellion of 32/653 led by Qarin, a certain Sasanian nobleman.1
We are thus faced with a common trait in the history of Arab conquests: on the one hand conservation of the existing administrative
order (the dihqdns and mar^bdns being entrusted with the task of tax
gathering); on the other hand the speedy participation of the Arabs in
local politics led them to an anti-Umayyad role. The Damascus government repeatedly tried to exert direct control over Iran and particularly
Khurasan by resorting to administrative pressures, for a centralized
form of administration had been introduced by 46-50/667-70. The
administrative division introduced by Ziyad b. Abl Sufyan, which
subjected the finances of Khurasan to those of Iraq, should be viewed
in this perspective. Furthermore, Damascus regularly quartered in
Khurasan Syrian troops, disliked by the locals who had to bear the
ensuing financial burden, as well as by the settled Arabs who had to
submit to their control. Umayyad politics thus proved ineffective as
far as the Iranian territories were concerned, and only such a governor
as Hajjaj succeeded in enforcing them. As a matter of fact the acts of
the governor of Khurasan often proved incompatible with the central
government's policy, both in taxation (regarding the proportion due to
Damascus, as well as the degree in which their administration fell to
local authority), and as regards recruiting the local population into the
Arab military structure. The latter problem, of course, was connected
with the former insofar as the question existed of whether to grant or
not the inscription of the mawdli on the rolls of the Iraqi divan.
To all this one should add the conversion problem. At first taxation
was kept on iper-capita basis to the landowners' benefit, which makes
one wonder about the historical authenticity of any alleged Arab policy
of conversion in the area. Such a policy materialized only under excep1
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tional circumstances, as under 'Umar II, or when the Umayyad caliphs
extended to Arab landowners the obligation oikharaj.
In the eastern areas of Iran economic power was shared between the
Arab conquerors and local merchants. In the patchwork of antiUmayyad alliances between the Arab settlers and the local wealthy
classes, commercial capital played a special role; it was placed at the
central authority's service when this promoted new campaigns to safeguard the security of the major caravan routes. Such was, for instance,
the role of the merchants of Khwarazm or Soghdiana, where our sources
bear witness to the presence of well-organized foreign colonies among
the local traders. On the other hand capital was directed to local parties
whenever trade required a policy of peace and good neighbourliness
rather than aggression.
This then is the context which provided ample scope for the political
and organizational capacities of Abu Muslim, whose name cannot be
omitted from any typological analysis of the Iranian, or more particularly Khurasanian, rebellions of the first centuries of the caliphate.
During the first decades of the Arab conquest, the elements to be
stressed in terms of a typological survey seem to be essentially four.
First, we find the unchanging presence of a landed aristocracy acting as
large estate owners, and also a lesser farming aristocracy which held
titles to their estates against payment of taxes and generally took the
lead in anti-Arab risings. Second, there was a wealthy merchant class
which generally supported and promoted local political initiatives.
Third, we find an Arab colony of more than military nature settled in
Khurasan with clearly defined local interests similar to those of the
merchants and lesser farming aristocracy. An important example of this
was Musa b. 'Abd-Allah b. Khazim's revolt which secured local support.
Finally a popular layer was free, at least in principle, from any direct
influence exerted by the new Islamic ideology, through the setting up
of new administrative structures, and hence seems to have maintained
many old Iranian traditions.
Another problem is the meaning which should be attributed to the
Shi'a during this period. As far as official power is concerned, the active
opposition party - whether initially anti-Umayyad or subsequently
anti-'Abbasid - seems to exhibit those features which are normally
associated with the Zaidi form of ShTism. In other words, political
Shi'ism envisaged a seizure of power, and envisaged it in terms of
armed insurrection. The fact that this was later codified through the
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theory stating that the caliph should not be appointed by universal
consent, but on the basis of his military victory over any competitors,
is not fundamentally important from the point of view of political
practice, inasmuch as it amounts to an a posteriori motivation of a
political attitude. This theory may even go back to remote ideological
roots in a form of ghuluw (extremism) which was later denied and
contradicted by the Zaidite movement itself. Devotion to the cause
which found religious expression in the Kaisanites' extreme beliefs,
whose inheritance was most fruitfully exploited by the 'Abbasids
themselves, seems on the other hand to have evolved around a few
fundamental, typically Islamic themes, a cultural and religious framework which was to provide substance and nourishment for TwelverShf I and proto-Isma'ill religiosity with its doctrines and beliefs which
are often and incorrectly considered as borrowed from the Iranian
world.
Such a statement does not, of course, rule out the countless opportunities for the recipient of a religious message to interpret and pass it
on according to well-known patterns; but this should not deter one
from considering as purely Islamic the concept of Ahl al-bait (the
prophet's family), and the process of ivaqca undergone by a given historical figure, which is thus moved to a symbolical level. This process
was to be variously acted out by those Shi'is of Iran who were members
of a more or less radical wing of Shi'ism, but its origins are nevertheless
to be found in entirely Arab surroundings centring on the figure of
Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya.1
If one were to generalize the notion of Shi'a, with some risk of
inaccuracy and bias, one might say that every Shi'i-inspired upheaval
of the first two centuries of Arab conquest, whether it be Mukhtar's
revolt or the rising of the Ravandls, shows Zaidite connotations in its
exoteric aspect, as far as its goal and the organization of ways and
means to achieve it are concerned. All revolts show also Qur'anic and
"proto-Islamic" religious connotations, even those of the Qarmatis or
the 'Abbasid revolution. For the extreme religious element stems from
an originally Islamic mould to the extent in which the Qur'anic message
itself is viewed as deriving from and re-interpreting the HellenisticChristian-Iranian gnostic culture of the age. A more peripheral, less
Islamic, possibly Iranian character seems on the other hand attributable
to the constant social pressure which found expression in revolts which
1
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appear to be linked by a common denominator even when inspired by
strictly non-ghuluw-affected principles, as in the case of the Kharijites
in Sistan.
In this connection the vicissitudes of the Shi'a in Iran must claim a
place apart in our analysis of Iranian upheavals and heretical theories.
By this we mean not so much the vicissitudes of Zaidite Shi'ism, which
as regards its diffusion in the north of Iran was an expression of
'Abbasid political will, as those connected with the formation of a
proto-Isma'ili platform in Persia and those pertaining to the religious
inheritance left by the Iranian revolts which we shall deal with in the
wake of what we propose to call the local expression of Shfi, particularly Imamite, religiosity.
The most intense period of such upheavals covers roughly the second
century of the Muslim era. As already mentioned, the change of
dynasty may be considered a symptom of many social troubles in the
caliphal empire. Khurasan in particular became a disappointment to
the 'Abbasids, gathering a number of elements of discontent among the
local people. This continued to the end of the 'Abbasid caliphate, when
the continuity of socio-religious protest seemed to give way to a more
far-reaching and pervasive organization of dissent, such as the Isma'ili
and subsequent military-heretical-mystical movements. An actual
chronicle of the Iranian revolts of this period lies outside the scope of
this chapter, but we shall try to consider their political and social
development by analysing their factual background before proceeding
to a religious interpretation.
The first movement which should be mentioned is the Bihafarid
revolt (129/746-7 to 131/748-9). The sources referring to it are primarily Ibn Nadlm, Tha'alibl, Birunl and Khwarazml, as well as the
heresiographers, particularly Shahristanl.1 The area where Bihafarid
b. Mahfurudln, a native of Zuzan, began to operate was Khwaf, one
of the districts of Nlshapur. The religious motives characterizing this
rebel's nature will be mentioned later; what should be stressed here is
that there is no mention in the available texts of any armed action undertaken by Bihafarid's followers. The ensuing repression was cruel,
however, which suggests at least some degree of organization. The
founder-leader embarked on propaganda, or rather put forward a few
suggestions which might roughly be viewed as an attempt at mediation
1
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p. 71.
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between a Zoroastrian kind of religion - not the Zoroastrian religion and the new creed introduced by the Arabs. He set himself up as a new
prophet, and as such had attributed to him a book. The socially
significant features of the revolt are three: first, the so-called book of
Bihafarld was written in Persian; second, one of its operative rules was
to maintain the upkeep of "roads and bridges, with the means provided
by one-seventh of all property and the fruit of toil"; and third, those
who in Nishapur requested Abu Muslim's intervention against
Bihafarld in the name of common interests were the local mobad and
herbad. Abu Muslim rose to the occasion and asked 'Abd-AUah b.
Sa'id (or Shu'ba) to capture the rebel. He was caught in the Badghis
highlands and led in chains to Abu Muslim; the latter had him put to
death together with as many of his followers as he managed to capture.
The revolt's context seems to be interpretable as a peasant movement
opposed to traditional Zoroastrian-Sasanian authority. The Persian
language was obviously chosen because, unlike the protagonists of Abu
Muslim's revolution, the followers of Bihafarld were only local people.
The traditional Zoroastrian clergy's hostility lends the event a popular
dimension and reveals the innovating scope of some ideas suggested by
Bihafarld, such as the restriction of dowries to an amount not exceeding
400 dirhams.1 Such tenets might have been adopted by the poorer layers
of the population, who saw in Bihafarld a leader capable of giving these
beliefs official sanction, by taking advantage of the possibility of innovations in the government of Khurasan at the time of transition from
one dynasty to another. A peasant context also emerges from the
expression of interest in roads and bridges. Such interest would have
found quite different expression had the viability of a major trade route
been in question, and hence commercial security jeopardized. Again,
as subsequently happened more than once, the rebel found refuge in
the highlands, and available texts mention few instances of local
"collaboration" with the representatives of legal authority.
This movement was important because it led to another, more
momentous rising, that of Abu Muslim. In the history of insurrections
in Iran, the so-called 'Abbasid revolution played a primary role. Abu
Muslim, who was to become a hero of legend and epic, turned into a
rallying point for many uprisings which were spurred by his own
unavenged death and inspired by his political programme. A popular
motif seems to underlie many revolts, but its presence in the 'Abbasid
1
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revolt of Khurasan is not in our view to be taken entirely for granted.
Reference has been made above to the rather fluid political situation
existing in Khurasan. One of the reasons for such a situation lay in a
coincidence of interests, which had not always materialized in the
conquests of the first period of Islam, between local traders, small
landowners and craftsmen on the one hand, and Arabs who had settled
in Khurasan without being completely tied to the Arab occupation
army. Such interests were obviously contrary to those which were
expressed by the central government, whether Umayyad or 'Abbasid;
by guaranteeing the stability of the existing social structure both had
found a natural ally in the great landowning aristocracy entrusted by
the caliphate with the task of administering and gathering taxes.
By resorting to present-day political terminology one might say that
in addition to a conservative party reflecting landowning interests and
deeply rooted in local tradition, though at the same time acting as the
conquerors' spokesman, there was a "petit-bourgeois" party which
had spontaneously grown out of Arabs and Persians alike on the
common ground of hostility to the perpetuation of the landowners'
privileges, which were apt to prove even more unbearable and at any
rate more final as the occupation continued. Being more susceptible to
new ideological influences - even if Arab in origin - the petit-bourgeois
party carefully safeguarded its own class interests by protecting the
local merchant and artisan economy and even by promoting economic
development within wider boundaries, while at the same time refusing
all integration into an economy whose centralized guidelines were laid
down from outside the country. Such then was the context which
provided Abu Muslim with scope for his political manoeuvring. This
consisted in exploiting bourgeois conservative interests as well as the
demagogical potential of the common people cut off from the political
arena. He brought pressures to bear on the big landowners, who had to
rely on external support and were threatened with dangerous consequences whenever they could not manage to switch allegiances at the
right time. The ally of the great landowners was ultimately identified
with the source of established power.
A number of cliches are thus laid open to question, for example,
what is the point, when dealing with Abu Muslim's revolt, of contrasting local inhabitants and the Arabs, or linking together mawalis and
the occupiers?
After its semi-clandestine preparation, Abu Muslim's rebellion
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developed along extremely straightforward lines. Once the Iraqi
situation appeared ripe and ready for acceptance of the Khurasani
contingents as liberators, and Syrian discontent rendered an effective
counter-offensive unlikely, Abu Muslim raised the black flag of the
'Abbasids in 129/747 and began military operations, first in the Marv
district, then in north-eastern Khurasan; he appointed himself "amir
dl Muhammad" and set off for Kufa.
The interesting features of Abu Muslim's revolt are, however,
complex and blurred. Abu Muslim's revolt broke out in Khurasan after
a first attempt at fiscal reform by the Umayyad government, following
an uprising in Marv (116-17/734-5) which seems to have been aimed
against the dihqans (local lords) who supported the governor (first
e
Asim and later Asad) by the Arabs who had been long settled there
and saw their interests threatened both by the newly recruited Syrian
units and by the presence of "foreign" communities such as the
Hephthalites who, it seems, monopolized a large proportion of local
trade. The reform (121/739) was carried out by Nasr b. Sayyar who
appropriately enough was Abu Muslim's main antagonist. One thing
that is clearly established is that Nasr b. Sayyar tried to deprive the
dihqans of control over tax gathering, a development which might be
viewed in terms of the local converts' interests, possibly urging them
to join in protest, or it may merely represent a new departure in the
supervision of power rather than a new way of using power on the
governor's part. At any rate things had not changed much by 128/746,
and the 'Abbasid spokesman had ample scope for recruiting a revolutionary army. In such a situation it would be daring to depict the events
in alternative terms as a contest between mawalls and Arab conquerors.
The fact that one of Abu Muslim's first revolutionary gestures was the
laying down of a new "Khurasani" divan, which was no longer based
on the distinction between Arabs and mawalis, at least suggests which
were the circles considered by Abu Muslim as objective allies in his
enterprise.
An analysis of the composition of Abu Muslim's army might shed
some new light on the soundness and historical authenticity of an
antithesis between the native and foreign, Arab elements, both of
which were undergoing a process of mutual integration.
On this point various views have been put forward by European
scholars: peasants, Marv mawalis, Yemeni Arabs, Arab merchant
missionaries and so forth are in their turn considered as the prevailing
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element, although it is clear that the hard core of Abu Muslim's force
was made up of the ah I al-taqaddum, who are none other than the Arab
colonists of Khurasan. Whatever socially inspired indications generally
may be drawn, without venturing to select any hypothesis as to the
components of the army which led the 'Abbasids to their power, but
accepting them all as possible interpretations, we may consider the
revolt along two main lines.
First, the local enemies of Abu Muslim were the big landowners
representing the Umayyad government's interests and empowered in
their name to exploit both the local and the Arabic population, thus
safeguarding their own privileges and time-honoured position of
power. This circumstance should not be underrated, as it proved to be
a recurring factor in a number of revolts which were directly inspired
by Abu Muslim and based on his programme. Second, it would be a
mistake, in our view, to equate the demagogical element of Abu
Muslim's propaganda with anything substantial, inasmuch as the object
of his efforts was not so much the peasant (as one might be led to
believe by the Mazyar rebellion) even if Abu Muslim was indeed the
dihqan's most direct enemy; it was the trading and landowning
bourgeois, who aimed at seizing power and considered Abu Muslim's
role as more representative of an Islamic state in a process of territorial
expansion. The dihqans themselves, with whom according to Balaam!
Abu Muslim had some contacts, tried to climb onto the 'Abbasid
bandwaggon, particularly after Nasr b. Sayyar's defeat.1 In later revolts
we can detect the demagogical and pseudo-revolutionary attitude of
some members of Iran's landed aristocracy.
A cultural and religious interpretation of the revolt naturally leads
one to consider the practical syncretism adopted by Abu Muslim in
Khurasan in his patchwork of alliances. The fanaticism which in the
Khurasan 'Abbasid revolution seems to be represented by those Arab
merchant-missionaries who had followed in the wake of the conquering
troops and emerged among Abu Muslim's followers, supported the
growth of a local religious spirit which we emphatically consider as
belonging to a certain kind of Zoroastrianism, which was not the
religion represented by the Mazdaean clergy. On the demagogical level
the result of a policy of tolerance, or rather superimposition of assimilable and conspicuously stressed elements, is obvious: it can, at any
rate, serve as a starting point for an understanding of the religious
1
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theories evolved by the sects inspired by Abu Muslim. Abu Muslim's
religious policy, as far as we can reconstruct it, introduced a new
connection between the local and Arab "bourgeoisie"; this was the
opportunity of welding together local and Islamic beliefs, leading to a
religiosity unprecedented even in Islam - a tendency, so to speak, to
an extreme Shi'i development such as the later Isma'ili movement. This
stemmed from a playing down of internal rivalries and contrasts into
a Khurasanian common denominator, which led, however far-reaching
the underlying differences, to a common configuration. This is proved,
both by the ever-resurgent revolutionary potential of Khurasan and by
the formation of a Khurasanian army which even when serving under
the central government (as under al-Ma'mun) exhibited a will of its
own. The Khurasanians showed a well-defined ideological configuration exerting a certain weight in giving or withholding support to the
ruler of the day.
From a typological point of view, the most significant among the
uprisings inspired or justified by Abu Muslim's example was that of
the Ravandis (141/75 8-9), which though occurring in Iraq was started,
according to our sources, by Khurasanian soldiers.1 The life of the
caliph al-Mansur himself was for a brief moment in jeopardy, as the
rebels succeeded in surrounding his palace where no security measures
had been taken. Apart from their Khurasanian origin, the extreme nature
of this group's underlying ideas will be dealt with when analysing
religious motivations. One factor, however, should be stressed, namely
the identification of the enemy as the ruling sovereign, which go es bac
to the idealized prototype of the leader, as embodied in Muhammad b.
al-Hanafiyya, that is, the concept of a sovereign who was such because
he was divine and was divine because he ruled as a sovereign.2 This,
of course, goes against the theme, beloved in early Islam, of the true
prince recognized as such by his subjects, in whose conceptions he
could not help but recognize himself. With regard to the Ravandis,
who incidentally were butchered without a qualm, this did not prevent
the occurrence of a number of Zoroastrian motifs in the popular
meaning we have given this term.
Within two months of Abu Muslim's death, Sunbadh the Magian
raised the standard of rebellion in the murdered propagandist's name
(138/755-6), setting himself up as his avenger and heir. According to
2
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our sources he had been appointed general under Abu Muslim, had
grown rich with him and now claimed Abu Muslim's treasure from the
caliph. Nearly all historical sources, from Baladhurl and Tabarl to Ibn
al-Athlr, mention this revolt, which met with a certain success.1
According to Sadighi it gave birth to four traditions, which differ
somewhat particularly as to its length, and the number of actual followers.2 Sunbadh is however portrayed by all as a Mazdaean from
Nlshapur. The route of his propaganda and search for reinforcements
is also relatively undisputed: Qumis, Ray, Tabaristan. Nizam al-Mulk
further points out that these places were chosen as being inhabited by
Rafidites and Mazdakites.3 We have thus before us an obvious indication of the prospective recipients of Sunbadh's propaganda, as well as
an obvious recourse to Abu Muslim's method of joining Muslim and
non-Muslim when faced with the need for common action. For such an
orthodox and fanatically anti-Shi'I author as Nizam al-Mulk, the meeting ground is provided by heterodoxy; this however did not prevent
the movement in question from gaining a foothold even in "Arab"
territory, or from taking the daring step of making the destruction of
the Ka'ba their pass-word. This union of Muslim and non-Muslim
happened, in our view, because common ground was reached through
the religious syncretism mentioned above, on the basis of common
interest in a decentralization of central power.
The leader's wealth stressed by our sources and the claim to Abu
Muslim's treasure do not allow one to bracket this revolt together with
other purely "protest" movements. On the other hand Spuler indicates
that Sunbadh's followers included mountain dwellers.4 Though this
factor was to become a fundamental one only in later uprisings, it
helped to define a new geographical focus, apart from Khurasan, where
rebel forces concentrated and found a hinterland for their operations;
this was Qumis-Tabaristan and the Badghls mountain area which had
already been the scene of Bihafarld's activities.
Though the insurrection officially ended with the repression carried
out by the 'Abbasid general Jauhar b. Marrar in 138/75 6 the movement,
or rather certain elements connected with it, survived as in Bihafarld's
case and were subsequently stimulated and organized by the inheritors
1
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of the rebel's leadership, without any ideological revision of the
underlying motivations.
This supports our hypothesis about a common ground based on
syncretism in religion and on opposition to the big landowners, and
hence of an anti-'Abbasid nature, from 131/749 onwards. Even if the
official chroniclers of these heresies leading into open rebellion often
discriminate between the Abu Muslimiyya and the Khurramiyya, who
emerged as protagonists of the Babak and Mazyar uprisings, they
cannot adequately uphold such a distinction when faced by concrete
instances.1 In Sunbadh's case, too, reference is made to the Khurramiyya,
just as Abu Muslim continues to provide a signpost even for those
movements which are not officially considered linked with him.
Al-Mansur's rule saw another uprising similar to Sunbadh's, which
also bore the twin label of Abu Muslimiyya and Khurramiyya. This
was the revolt led by Ishaq the Turk, who is also considered a dd'i
(missionary) of Abu Muslim's. The most interesting references to
Ishaq are to be found in Ibn Nadim's Fihrist? One is faced first of all
with a number of hypotheses regarding Ishaq, who is variously portrayed as a da'l of Abu Muslim's; as an 'Alid descendant of Zaid, or
more precisely a son of Yahya b. Zaid, killed in Juzjan in 125/742-3 in
Nasr b. Sayyar's time, or as a Transoxiana Turk settled in Transoxiana
after Abu Muslim's death to work as a missionary among the local
Turks, whence his laqab; or even as an illiterate person of Transoxiana
origins, instructed hyjinns.
Judging by his name, Ishaq does not sound like a Mazdaean, but
rather like a Jew or Arab. The conflicting reports as to Ishaq's origin
again indicate that such uprisings were non-specific, being neither
Mazdaean, nor strictly Iranian or anti-Arab. The fact that Ishaq's
rebellion was one of a number of uprisings sparked by the army of the
Khurasan governors Abu Da'ud Ibrahim b. Khalid and 'Abd al-Jabbar
between 137/754-6 and 140/757-8, does however enable us to classify
it. After his death in dubious circumstances in Khurasan, Abu Da'ud
was succeeded by 'Abd al-Jabbar. In spite of the former's repression,
rebellion still smouldered and cAbd al-Jabbar had a few of its leaders
imprisoned, but the caliph, angered by the lingering unrest, sent in an
army led by his son Mahdi. At this stage 'Abd al-Jabbar chose white as
his colour and joined forces with the rebels, who since Ishaq's death
1
2
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were led by one Baraz. Defeat was a foregone conclusion and 'Abd
al-Jabbar was handed over to Mahdi's general.1
It would be pointless to insist on the social aspects of the rebellion's
leadership, since the sources themselves acknowledge the community
of interests of the ruling governor and the rebels vis-a-vis the central
power. If there was a new factor, this was the revival of what had been
a major plank in Abu Muslim's and his predecessors' autonomous,
Khurasan-oriented policy, namely a special consideration for Transoxiana and an appeal to the Christian and local trading bourgeoisie
based on a common interest in keeping local control out of the central
government's hands. This was tantamount to freedom of initiative
in the commercial and hence also in the military field, on whether or
not to expand, found settlements, form alliances with the infidels and
the like. The peasant, alongside a merchant bourgeoisie, is the second
constantly recurring factor of the uprisings in question; it is precisely
in Transoxiana that a well structured and even culturally defined peasant
element is suggested, for instance by the Tdrikh-i Bukhara^ particularly
in connection with the great cotton growing districts and associated
marketing areas.2 In this instance the peasant element, which might
elsewhere be viewed as the object of mere demagogical propaganda,
could be derived from a more conscious alliance with merchants
against the big landowners.
/ Another conspicuous uprising in al-Mansur's time was that of
Ustadhsis (148-51/765-8), which spread through the districts of Herat,
Badghis and Sis tan and might indeed be identified as the Bust rising
mentioned, without further elucidation, in the Tdrlkh-i Sistdn? References to this rebellion are to be found in most historians such as
Tabari, Balaam!, Ya'qubi, MaqdisI, Gardlzl, Ibn al-Athir and Ibn
Khaldun. Its Persian and Khurasanian leader took up Bihafarld's efforts
initially in Badghis, exactly in the area where Bihafarld and his followers
had sought sanctuary. The numbers of Ustadhsis' followers are stated as
being about 300,000 men. The task of putting down the revolt fell to
a general, Khazim b. Khuzaima, who according to most sources managed to slay 70,000 rebels.4 Ustadhsis himself was however taken to
Baghdad and apparently executed there, while another 30,000 people
who had been captured together with him were set free. Some sources
1
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state that Ustadhsis' daughter later gave birth to Harun al-Rashid and
al-Hadl.
Such references to this rising as are available suggest a survival in
Khurasan of Abu Muslim's party, which not fortuitously drew into its
ranks, among others, Bihafarld's successors, though these had been
attacked by Abu Muslim himself. What, however, is more specific, is
the persistence of unrest even after the heavy repression to which
reference has already been made, not merely in an endemic form, but
also in active opposition up to 151/768 with inconstant success and
especially with a number of converging local religious alliances as
reported in the chronicle of Sistan.1
Muqanna°s rebellion seems however to exhibit the whole gamut of
motivation under consideration though the length attributed to the
revolt varies from seven to thirteen years in the sources. An exhaustive
analysis of the sources and the discrepancies in their information concerning such features as the protagonist's name and the length of the
uprising is to be found in Sadighi. Such other details as are provided
in turn by other sources should also be viewed not as conflicting with,
but rather as complementing, the generally accepted data on the history
of the rebellion, and as clarifying its interpretation by the official
chronicles which mention or ignore them.
Some of these data are purely religious, but most discrepancies or
rather nuances deal with the social context of the revolt. The revolt,
whatever its actual length, took place during the first years of al-Mahdi's
rule and spread initially to Khurasan, Marv and Balkh, and later to
Transoxiana and particularly to the Kish district. On the protagonist's
surname of Muqanna', the veiled one, there is unanimous agreement,
while the discrepancies on his own and his father's actual names in
available references enable one to formulate a number of hypotheses
as to his origin and social condition. His own name was 'Ata' according
to Ibn Khallikan and Jahiz before him; his father's was unknown (but
according to Ibn Khallikan possibly Daduya); Hashim b. Hakim was
his name according to Blruni; Hakim was to be read as Hashim, once
his mission had started, according to Ibn al-Athir: Hashim b. Hakim
was his name according to the Tdrikh-i Bukhara, and he was said to
have lived in a Marv village, Kazak or Kaza.2
1
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The point of such names as 'Ata', Hashim and Hakim and their
religious meanings seems obvious enough, but there is no comparable
evidence as to his family's social background. His family may have
found its way into the Arab administration. His father, who hailed from
Balkh, seems to have been an officer in the governor of Khurasan's
army under al-Mansur; hence he may have been a native integrated into
the new system; at the same time he might have been a Mazdaean,
inasmuch as a decidedly Mazdaean origin is attributed to the leaders of
the uprisings in question. The name of Daduya would in fact support
such an interpretation.
When dealing with his activity the texts yield more explicit data,
depicting him as a laundryman, having also a knowledge of the occult,
as a military chief in Khurasan under Abu Muslim and after the latter's
death as the secretary of 'Abd al-Jabbar, the very governor who was
later to join Ustadhsis rebellion.
There would seem to be some likelihood in the hypothesis which
views as a topos the ascription of low occupations to anybody who was
considered a heretic. This would on the contrary emerge as a positive
feature in a Shi'i environment which we might define, in accordance
with our line of interpretation, as belonging to an "Arab" type of
extremism, and which, according to the sources, Muqanna' belonged to
as a follower of the Rizamiyya sect, linked with and possibly an offshoot
of the Ravandi.1 This group supported Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya's
claim to the imamate and the esoteric transfer of power from the latter
to the 'Abbasids through Abu Muslim, whom however the Rizamiyya
held to have really died. During Ustadhsis' revolt, though with all
likelihood in his capacity as 'Abd al-Jabbar's secretary, Muqanna' performed his first guhur, claiming a prophetic mission for himself. He was
jailed in Baghdad and later set free, and in accordance with a timehonoured pattern, he was officially consecrated as rebel chief and
leader. But whom did he turn to, and who followed him? Let us first of
all analyse his socio-political demands. The most explicit words on this
subject are to be found in BirunI: he bade himself and his followers
obey the laws and institutions established by Mazdak, which in an
orthodox source implies a number of cliches such as sexual licence and
so forth, but it also indicates a radically different choice, compared
with the Islamic one, as far as the leader's role is concerned. The leader
is no longer a representative or trustee of God's order on earth, though
1
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without partaking of a prophetic mission and bound to follow the
model of the prophet's legislative role; rather he is a leader entitled to
modify the social order, to give religious sanction to such a change, and
to apply it within his own social group. The fact that Birunl claims to
have dealt with al-Muqannac in his book on the Qarmatis is, in our
view, no coincidence.
The superficially progressive nature of such a promise to apply
Mazdak's laws and institutions, which was not unlike the Qarmatis'
community programme, is belied first and foremost by the actual main
goal of such uprisings, namely the ruler's removal through military
organization and activity. It is also more substantially refuted by the
planned experiment's failure to proceed beyond the organizing movement which, externally, exerted pressures and constraints undistinguishable from those of the very official power it was supposed to replace.
One cannot neglect the fact that our sources mention a village in the
Nakhshab area, probably Bazda, which not only rejected the propaganda of the "white-clad ones" but actually launched a night attack
against the rebels, killing their leader. Muqanna°s revenge was merciless and not unlike the reprisals organized by 'Abbasid troops against
insurgents.
On his way back from Baghdad, Muqanna' began to spread his word
in Transoxiana, and his followers came to be identified as the wearers
of white garments. The link actually consisted in officially adopting
Mazdak's line in Transoxiana, in order to enlist the support of those
who were known to Islamic heresiographers as Mazdakites, and locally
as wearers of white garments. Their first occurrence seems to date to
the 6th century A.D., and they apparently mixed in Manichaean, Turkish
(particularly in Soghdiana) and trading circles throughout the area and
as far as China.1 In Transoxiana, moreover, propaganda was made
easier by the fact that since the Arab conquest that territory had witnessed a number of disturbances, which can be understood only by
recognizing the opposition of interests between big landowners and
central power on the one hand, and Arab immigrant or local small
farmers and traders on the other. In 133/750-1 a man called Sharik had
engineered a revolt in Bukhara, where he met with the opposition of
the local Bukhar-khuddfs son, Qutaiba, who helped Abu Muslim in
putting down the rising but later deserted in his turn from the 'Abbasid
1
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ranks, perjured Islam and was killed on Abu Muslim's own orders. 1
A brother of his later joined Muqanna°s movement. It should be noted
that the leader of the rebellion, Sharik b. Mahdl, was of Arab origin,
and that an attempt was made to extend the rebellion to Samarqand. It
thus seems likely that Muqanna' emerged as the leader of a local opposition movement whose extreme fringe was represented by the wearers
of white, but whose ranks included, even though in different relations
to each other, different segments of the population whose anti-'Abbasid
discontent was often exploited by local Arab leaders. Sharlk's revolt
was not the only case in point. Yusuf al-Barm's Kharijite revolt
(160/776-7) in Khurasan and Bukhara helped to aggravate a critical
situation to Muqanna"s advantage. This rebellion also followed the
pattern of the other "Iranian" revolts under consideration. After a few
initial victories its leader proclaimed himself a prophet, took over a
certain area (Marv-ar-Rud/Taliqan/Juzjan), was attacked by Yazid b.
Mazyad acting on the caliph's orders, captured, taken to Baghdad and
executed.
The details of Muqanna°s activity are not much different: the village
of Subakh near Kish went over to him and the Arab amir was killed
with the help of the local feudal lord. In Bukhara the local Bukharkhudat, called Bunyat b. Tughshada, was led to join the revolt by
the hope of setting up an independent state. Muqanna' established his
headquarters in the mountain area of Sanam, also in the Kish district.
Raids were essentially plundering forays, according to our sources,
such as the typical raid against the Arab, or at any rate pro-Arab, village
of Numijkat or Bumichkat. The movement's poles of resistance also
included the town of Narshakh, which did not fall into Arab hands
until 15 9/776, after which the white-clad rebels' stronghold was moved
toward Soghdiana and particularly the Zarafshan valley. In Narshakh^
the rebels were led by a woman, the widow of one of Abu Muslim's
officers, whom the latter had ultimately condemned to death. Such was
the only bond of joint anti-'Abbasid opposition which had led the
woman to throw in her lot with Muqanna', without however sharing
his religious beliefs. The task of putting down the rebellion fell to a
number of governors and generals, ranging from Humaid b. Qahtaba
who had a watch kept on the Oxus banks to stop Muqanna* from
crossing the river to Jibra'll b. Yahya al-Khurasani, appointed governor
of Samarqand in 159/775-6 to help restore order in Bukhara, and
1
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Mu'adh b. Muslim who rose to the governorship of Khurasan after the
Kharijite revolt (i 61/777-8). The latter managed to draft an army with
the aid of the local aristocracy and secured the support of Sacid alHarashi, the governor of Herat. The latter circumstance enabled him to
extend operations over a wide region at the same time, thus cutting a
number of the rebels' contacts and supply routes, and it led to the siege
of the Sanam stronghold by Sa'ld al-Harashl, followed by its capture
and the fabulous death of Muqanna' and his women.
Having thus roughly established the facts, we have yet to characterize
Muqanna°s followers as something more than just rebels merely
opposed to the 'Abbasids and the big landowners.
Yakubovskii's hypotheses on the white-clad fraternity can be shared
insofar as they assume the presence of a peasant element, or rather of
peasant organizations, in this case of fortified villages along the
Zarafshan and Kashka Darya valleys, which occasionally joined the new
ideology together with their leaders. This peasant element differs from
its counterpart in the previous risings, for here they were not merely
willing to co-operate, but also organized to the point of suggesting
consciousness of their own interests (cotton growing and marketing),
jeopardized by the new authority as represented, though not exclusively,
by the fiscal system introduced by the Arab administration. The movement also included the mainly urban merchant class to which reference
has already been made, to which one might add the craftsmen, if on the
basis of existing data one were not inclined to view the distinction
between craftsmen and petit-bourgeois urban traders as irrelevant. The
situation had obviously not evolved to the point of allowing one to
distinguish strictly artisan interests on the one hand and trading interests
on the other. It looks as if the urban reality upon which Muqanna°s
enterprise was able to prosper may have been of a merchant-artisan type,
that is his propaganda struck echoing chords among those city dwellers
who were engaged in productive activities and jealous of their local
interests, and hence of their autonomy. There was an exception, however, that craftsmen engaged in military production would stay loyal to
official authority. Available texts unfortunately do not mention whether
Muqanna"s followers had any particular equipment which would enable
them to conduct tactically diversified operations and reprisals in the
context of some sort of guerrilla warfare. Another element on whose
support Muqanna' relied were the Turks, mainly from Soghdiana as
some of his Bukharan generals' names seem to suggest. As already
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mentioned, the Turks had already made their appearance under this
label during Ishaq's revolt. What should be stressed here is that the
sources mention Turks, not Turkish peasants or soldiers, as though
referring to tribes, just as Turkish tribes acted as vehicles of Manichaean
and Nestorian missionary propaganda in the eastern areas of Transoxiana, toward China.
Unlike the uprisings mentioned so far, the Khurramiyya or Khurramdin movement, which also gave birth to the revolts of Babak alKhurrami and Mazyar prince of Tabaristan, seems to yield more
information on its social components and aims.1 No movement,
however, is defined by our sources with greater vagueness. The very
term of Khurramdin can in fact incorporate a number of meanings
ranging from ambiguous though plausible identification with a reformed branch of new Mazdakism adjusted to Islamic pattern, to a
vague sort of common denominator for a number of small sects mentioned by heresiographers, such as the Kudakiyya, Kurdshahiyya or
Ludshahiyya and others.2 Some Khurramiyya groups, of course, can
be included in the wider Abu Muslimiyya pattern on the basis of an
ever increasing assimilation by a group which, though not the basic
one, enables one to determine, through its definition, a common
identifying theme compared with other heterodox doctrines. This is
not to mention the problem of placing the Muhammira, the redwearers {surkh-jdmagdfi) or the red-standard bearers (surkh-:alamdn) who
are often identified with the Khurramiyya.
To sum up, by Khurramiyya one means the whole wide movement
which operated throughout Iran, with a possible focus in Azarbaijan
and Tabaristan. The latter province is mentioned by the heresiographers
but not by the historians. This movement came to be variously coloured
and named according to the time and place of its transformation into
actual outward insurrectional manifestations, marked (not unlike the
risings already mentioned) by every feature of organized opposition to
centralized government and, by and large, to its representative, the
local governor. This also enables one to understand the "conversion"
mentioned by some historians, of the Khurramiyya to Qarmatism, once
the latter seemed likely to gain the upper hand in the struggle for the
Arab caliphate.
1
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Not only did a movement such as the Khurramiyya - like the whole
Iranian-Mazdaean heresy whose components we are trying to analyse objectively aid Isma'ili propaganda, but the fact that the struggle
against the Sultan's power and urban or administrative aristocracy
waged by Isma'ilism during the 5th/nth and 6th/12th centuries
exploited the same slogans first used by the Iranian heretical movements
prevents one from considering the Isma'Ili movement as Unitarian from
the point of view of class, even at its inception.
On the Khurramiyya we have a number of sources and abundant if,
as usual, biased data. Apart from the heresiographers the most quoted
texts are those of Ibn Nadlm, Tabarl particularly as regards Babak's
revolt, and Nizam al-Mulk who also relates some traditions slightly
diverging from Tabari's, particularly on Babak's capture and death.1
The very meaning of Khurramiyya appears uncertain to the authors
dealing with it. It is usually related to the meaning of the Persian term
khurram "joyful", so as to stigmatize the movement as "licentious"
and justify its dependence on Mazdakism, which was considered as too
tolerant from the point of view of ethics. This dependence, however,
was occasionally related to Mazdak's wife, Khurrama, held to have
given her name to Mazdak's followers after his death. There is also a
geographical explanation of the name (from a village called Khurram),
which is the least likely interpretation.
Before isolating the movement's basic themes, we should briefly
outline its activity, while at the same time touching on a number of
lesser, Khurramiyya-linked risings, which can be viewed and interpreted
only within the scope of the insurrectional movement promoted in
Iran by the Khurramiyya in their different connotations and facets,
from 118/736 onward.
In 118/736 Muslim authors mention 'Ammar or 'Umara b. Yazld,
a Christian convert supporter of Muhammad b. 'All and later of the
'Abbasids, who upon being sent to Khurasan by the great Missionary
of Kufa gathered a certain following and began to propagate the
Khurramiyya doctrine, pronouncing cult-worship non-mandatory and
preaching the common ownership of women. He changed his name to
Khidash and was ordered to be killed by the governor of Khurasan,
————

— —
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Asad b. 'Abd-Allah. The Khurramiyya are mentioned in all the risings
which occurred after Abu Muslim's death, particularly in 137/754-5 in
the mountain areas of Khurasan. According to some sources the red1
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clad fraternity intervened on Muqanna"s and Yusuf al-Barm's side in
Khurasan and Transoxiana during al-Mahdi's caliphate. In 162/778-9
the Muhammira under 'Abd al-Qahhar raised the flag of revolt in
Gurgan and were joined by the local Khurramiyya. They proclaimed
Abu Muslim's simulated death and, purporting to be led by his son
Abu'l-Gharra, they made their way to Ray, while the caliph, al-Mahdi,
ordered 'Amr or cUmar b. 'Ala to scatter them. In the same year the
Khurramiyya were in a state of unrest in Isfahan, Ya'qubi claiming that
the area was inhabited by Kurds and Persians of humble social extraction. 1 According to Tabarl another Muhammira revolt took place in
Gurgan in 180/796-7, their alleged leader being a %andiq (Manichaean,)
'Amr b. Muhammad al-'Umaraki, while Ibn al-Athir mentions a similar
revolt in Khurasan during the following year.2 In 192/807-8, simultaneously with Raf? b. Laith's revolt in Khurasan, the Khurramiyya
rose in Azarbaljan, whither Harun sent an army of ten thousand horse
under cAbd-Allah b. Malik to restore order. In the same year Dinawarl
mentions a Khurramiyya rebellion in the Jibal, which might coincide
with the preceding one.3 Babak's insurrection originated about 200/816
and lasted until his death in 223/837-8, a date that does not however
mark the end of the movement's military activities. The date attributed
to the revolt is no coincidence, occurring as it does at the same time as
an alleged deposition of Ma'mun in Iraq, also the appointment of 'All
al-Rida as heir presumptive and the end of hostilities between the
caliph's commander in the field Harthama and his secretary Fadl b.
Sahl because of Harthama's violent death which exasperated the
situation in Iraq. One must also mention a famine which occurred in
Iran during the following year. The area of operations was the Badhdh
district in Azarbaijan, which could provide Babak a route of withdrawal to Armenia and the Byzantine territories. The legendary
features surrounding the name of Babak, variously identified as the son
of a Nabatean or a descendant of Abu Muslim, as a shepherd and the
son of a blind mother, will be dealt with later; suffice it for the time
being to touch on the main stages of his military and political career.
He made his appearance on the political scene under Javldan, one of
the leaders of the rebel movement and a rival of Abu 'Imran's. 4 He
secured the goodwill of Javidan's wife, and after Javidan's death which
followed shortly afterwards from wounds inflicted in mysterious cir1
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cumstances, the deceased's wife staged an investiture in Babak's favour
and married him with the consent of the members of the sect. Babak's
first action was a large-scale foray against a Muslim village, carried out
in a bloodthirsty manner which contrasted with the Khurramiyya's
customary gentle and mild habits acknowledged by the sources themselves. His watchword seems to have been: Babak shall seize the earth,
kill the tyrants and restore the religion of Mazdak; he who had been
humbled shall be honoured and the humble shall become great. He was
practically in control of the whole Badhdh area, while the Arabs had
withdrawn to Maragha; for security reasons he had destroyed villages
and towns all around his stronghold. This marked the beginning of a
succession of campaigns which Ma'mun launched against Babak, led
by the governor of Armenia and Azarbaljan, but the balance of power
remained undisturbed for about twenty years, in spite of a few critical
moments when central power was in jeopardy. In 217/832, owing to
internal strife, the governor of Armenia and Azarbaljan, 'All b.
Hisham, joined forces with the rebels and was subsequently defeated
and captured by his successor Ujaif b. 'Anbasa. In 218/833 the rising
overflowed into Fars and Kuhistan under 'All b. Mazdak, who easily
gained control of the region's mountain areas.
Babak's insurrection was defeated only under al-Mu'tasim, who
entrusted one of the Transoxiana princes, Afshin (220/835), with the
direction of operations. Babak was betrayed by local dihqans whom he
believed to be his allies and fell into enemy hands. He was handed to
Afshln's troops by Sahl b. Sunbadh, an Armenian prince in 222/836-7,
and executed in Samarra (223/837) while his brother and assistant
'Abd-Allah was delivered to the prince of Tabaristan, Ibn Sharvln, who
had him put to death in Baghdad. This rebellion was followed almost
immediately in Tabaristan by Mazyar's conflict with the governor of
Khurasan, 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir, as well as, in Azarbaljan, by the
insubordination of Afshln's brother-in-law Mankjur, who refused to
deliver to the caliph a portion of Babak's booty. 'Abd-Allah b. Tahir
sent his troops against Mazyar, while Afshin was accused of inciting
the latter to resistance and talking his brother-in-law into not yielding
up the treasure, in the belief that any troops sent by the caliph were sure
to join the rebels.
Mazyar was put to death in Samarra the following year in front of
Babak's gallows, and Afshln's trial seemed to be an inquisition purporting to prove his guilt through his alleged false conversion to Islam.
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Whether or not Afshin had actually engineered a plot is hard to judge
on the basis of historical data; it is however noteworthy that the sources
ideologically and religiously equate these three figures - Babak, Mazyar
and Afshin-as upholders of some vague Iranian restoration and
defenders of the "white religion" against the "black religion" of Islam.
Rebellion continued even after the major leaders had disappeared:
one Mahmud, who agitated in 235/849-50 under al-Mutawakkil in the
Nlshapur area, seems to have started his active opposition by staging
a sort of sit-in in front of Babak's gallows. Revolts clearly labelled as
Khurramiyya went on throughout the 3rd/9th century, particularly in
the Azarbaljan-Tabaristan areas, without however attaining the same
significance as during the early 'Abbasid period. As already mentioned,
the context of Khurramiyya activity seems on the whole easier to
determine, compared with other movements.
In the case of Babak's revolt the presence of a peasant element is
beyond doubt; Babak's allies consistently include dihqans, identifiable
as smallholders in contrast with the big landowners who were the
targets of the movement. When dealing with Babak's first armed
expedition, it is said that his men, the dihqans were unused to war, and
learnt the technique of attack during first clashes, and thus became
brave. Until the decline of Babak's fortunes the local dihqans naturally considered themselves as his allies and he had no objection to their
support.
A closer scrutiny of the texts shows that Magyar's revolts and
Afshin's own alleged betrayal can only be understood by assuming
that the movement underwent an involution. The texts more or less
accurately mention people of base origins (Babak himself was allegedly
the son of an itinerant oil vendor), but both Babak's alleged alliance
with the emperor of Byzantium, and the fact that his inheritance
included a booty large enough to become a bone of contention, as well
as the possible support on which Afshin's brother-in-law might have
relied in the area, suggest the existence of interests and intrigues on a
higher level compared with those of the Khurramiyya risings before
Babak's time and the rebellions which have been analysed above. To
sum up, one might venture to suggest the following interpretation:
starting from the hypothesis that both Babak's and Magyar's goal
consisted in attacking the large Arab estates in the provinces west and
south of the Caspian Sea,1 this goal eventually changed as some sort of
1
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army was organized and effective control had to be exercised over a
given area with a view of supplanting the ancient landed class with a
new one, which, however, was not necessarily more amenable to such
egalitarian slogans. No clarifying data on the way the area was administered by Babak are provided by the sources, apart from a reference to
his general, Tarkhan, who was captured and killed "while on his way
to the village where he lived in the winter", as though taking it for
granted that this kind of person had a role in the local agricultural
structure, while at the same time being called upon at fixed intervals to
take part in military operations.1
By this we mean that the ideology of the dihqans, who were the
mainstay of most risings in Babak's time, aimed at and succeeded in
exerting on the central government and the big landowners such
pressure as to bring about a changing of the guard within the ruling
class, without any actual substitution of classes or any real social
innovation. Babak's own programme, to which reference has already
been made, partly confirms this, and a further indication should be seen
in the subsequent convergence of the Khurramiyya into the Qarmati movement, which also took shape according to a demagogicalrevolutionary pattern operating at least roughly in the forefront of
the movement, but amounting to no more than a mere change in
traditional authority.
From a social point of view Babak's Khurramiyya revolt enables one
to identify a number of features of Iranian society at the time. Before
stressing the elements of religious (Iranian, gnostic, Christian) syncretism, reference should be made to the feminist trend which seems to
underlie the Khurramiyya movement. One of Mazdak's wives is said
to have organized the movement, giving it her own name. Javidan's
wife engineered the transfer of power to Babak, and her role received
full recognition. Islamic texts mention, if contradictorily, a communistic
status of women, and refer to women's right to a second husband, any
issue from this second marriage enjoying the same rights as the children
born in the first. A particularly striking rule, furthermore, was laid
down by Babak, stating that a man's place of residence should follow
the woman's. 2 It is quite likely that this rule rested on more fundamental
patrimonial and agricultural considerations, which on the whole must
not have been unfavourable to women.
Another factor consists in two anti-Jewish quotations mentioned in
1
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the texts. Referring to the Arabs he is being handed to, Babak tells the
dihqan who betrayed him, "You have sold me to these Jews." And
when general Afshin leads his children and wife out of Babak's stronghold, he comments, " Should I be afraid of these Jews, to keep my wife
locked up in a fortress?" In a mainly agricultural and Iranian context,
these two incidents seem at any rate peculiar.1
Iran's insurrectional landscape would be incomplete without
reference to the Kharijite and Zaidite revolts typical of the 'Abbasid
empire of the day, though of course they seem less significant to the
purpose of isolating from such movements a possible Iranian common
denominator or a possible peculiarity of social background providing
fertile soil for any given rising.
Many of the Kharijite slogans and even more of the Zaidite catchwords impregnated with Ma'mun's triumphant Mu'tazilism and somehow linked to the troubles and internal difficulties of the empire are
known to match the official interpretation of such movements, which
has been dealt with in every heresiographical text. That is why instead
of trying to give as complete as possible a picture of the Zaidite and
Kharijite presence in Iran, we shall confine ourselves to a couple of
examples: Yahya b. 'Abd-Allah b. Hasan's flight from Iraq to Iran and
Hamza al-Khariji's revolt in Sistan. The former was linked to the
foundation of an cAlid dynasty south of the Caspian Sea, accompanied
by Zaidite penetration and slow but constant conversion of the local
people to the Zaidite branch of Islam, and the second includes some
characteristic features within the development of Kharijite revolts.
Yahya b. cAbd-Allah did not reach Iran directly, but spent some time
in Yemen, Egypt and Maghrib. Hariin had a price put on his head.
Yahya went to Iraq and then to Ray, and left for Khurasan where the
local governor failed to capture him. He made his way to Transoxiana
where a Turkish leader, xhcKhdqdn, a secret convert to Islam, gave him
his support. Thence he went to Qumis, to the mountain area of
Tabaristan, and then to Dailam, where he was welcomed by local lords
and began to spread his doctrine with the approval of the local jurisconsults and apparently of al-Shafi'i himself. The interesting point is
that precisely in Iran Zaidite propaganda enjoyed the orthodox jurists'
support. This should not be viewed as a strange coincidence in the
history of Iran-mediation between different doctrines growing out of
an imperfectly Islamized context; this occurred through law, that is
1
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through a routine of legal administration which was bound to be one
of the institutions most likely to exhibit an open and democratic aspect
of Islam compared with the old order of things. It indicates one of the
ways through which Iran was basically Islamized, and seems to confirm
once more the possibility of interpreting the syncretism of certain
Irano-Islamic movements of the age as a conscious effort toward the
unification of different points of view on the everyday, routine level.
This was similar to what orthodox Islam itself was doing in Iran
vis-a-vis heretical Islam, which was nevertheless recognized and pigeonholed in the classical schemes of firaq classification.
Once Fadl b. SahPs political activity gave the 'Alids control of the
area, the caliph could find no weapon capable of opposing his minister
except such juridical opposition as he could muster by obvious arrangement through the Qazvin, Ray or Hamadan qddis led by Abu'l-Bakhtari
Wahb b. Wahb, setting Justan against Yahya by proclaiming Yahya a
slave of Harun's. Yet an 'Alid presence, more than any other factor,
might have provided Iran with an alternative to the caliph, as the
obvious result of the old 'Abbasid propaganda based on the ahl al-bait
and particularly on the motto "Muhammadyd Mansury\ that is the slogan
in the name of Nafs al-Zakiyya and revenge for the Zaidi martyrs.
The Kharijite revolt (i81/797-8 to 213/828-9), which can be practically identified with its leader Hamza b. 'Abd-Allah al-Shari al-Kharijl's
armed activities, is particularly significant as being precisely the rising
to which reference is made both when trying to prove an alleged
constant heterodoxy of Sistan within Islam, and when claiming that
Kharijite success in the area rested upon some ancient proclivity to
certain vague forms of religious strictness which had dovetailed into,
and become identified with, the Kharijite creed.
Without going into the problem it should be pointed out, as far as
this revolt is concerned, based on the account contained in the Tdnkh-i
Sistdn^ that by and large, throughout the heresies considered, Islam
appears as the new medium of ancient concepts or needs felt by the local
people, who express them in more or less heterodox Islamic terms. 1
This is nothing new in religious history. In Iran's case it becomes more
particularly striking, because only by considering such a development
in the context of the origin of the movement in question, can one
somehow form a picture of the social and religious situation of Iran
on the local level, apart from the official catchwords of 'Abbasid his1
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torians. Any hint at a heritage from the past is therefore a valid step
towards a reconstruction of Iranian religiosity which, however undocumented owing to its divergence from the Sasanian Mazdaean
church, and latent at the time of impact with the conquerors' religion,
was nevertheless sufficiently vital to warrant the later existence of an
Iranian Islam. Such an Iranian Islam, which is all too often confused
with Shi'ism, was at any rate strong enough to operate, on the theoretical level, until such time as a new version of the Isma'ili message should
appear. The XJmm al-kitdb represents the beginning of this synthesis as
well as the link between Isma'ilism and the Kaisaniyya. Islam in Iran
on the operational level created an orthodox Islamic country capable of
accepting a heretical superstructure without any shock, almost as the
prerogative of a well-established ruling class, such as the Persian
administrative class of the following centuries.
The protagonist of the Kharijite revolt was a Sistanl nobleman, born
in a "pagan" family claiming mythical Iranian kings as their ancestors;
he after going on the pilgrimage to Mecca returned home ready to start
armed operations in the district of Zarang. The rebel's first clash, with
Hafs b. 'Umar b. Tarka, governor of Zarang, was about to end in a duel
between the two leaders but the governor did not accept. Hamza
addressed his first proclamation to the people and their leaders, bidding
them pay no taxes to the Baghdad government, an attitude which
was to remain constant throughout the rebellion, while the khutba
continued to be read in the caliph's name.
With a view to securing control of the area, a number of alliances
were made between the governor and the local 'ayydrs or bandits, which
led to actual popular risings against the Kharijites and, eventually, to a
truce arranged by the governor, Laith b. Fadl, due to the fact that Laith
had to enlist Hamza's aid against a man of the people, Harb b. 'Ubaida,
supported by Tarabi, the outgoing governor. Hamza's and Laith's
victory secured for Laith, the Kharijites and the local 'ayyars four years
(201-5/816-20-1) of continuous peace, apart from the unrevoked ban
on the payment of taxes.
We see here a nobleman leading a revolt against central authority and
meeting with the active opposition of a number of officials belonging
to the structure upon which caliphal power rested. The latter availed
themselves of catchwords as demagogical as his own, or they even
concocted so-called popular uprisings which they exploited to their
own ends; their goal was mere conservation of the status quo> while the
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Kharijites claimed an autonomous, and hence more equitable, policy,
which found partial expression in non-payment of taxes to the local
administration, which on the other hand was not considered in itself
hostile. This background which does not much differ from the Muqannac rebellion, for example, does not include religious syncretism and
hence the convergence of native elements. Compared with contemporary revolts, the Kharijite movement in Sistan was subdued by the
central government after Hamza's death, though some outbursts of
independent vitality were in evidence up to at least Saffarid times. It
might be qualified as more aristocratic than previous revolts, thanks to
its wholehearted adoption of an imported scheme as a medium of
protest.
This latter statement should be justified by a restrictive definition of
heresy in Islam. Orthodox Islam always proved capable of including
different elements on the religious-theoretical level, and allowed a
practical application of them which might by itself either prove or
refute their validity, without jeopardizing the whole social and political
structure. An example of this was Mu'tazilism under al-Ma'miin.
When faced with the need of making a choice, which could not be
avoided without prejudice to its official qualification, heresy always led
in practice to rigidity and inability to assimilate historical data. As a
result, what was meant as an innovating experiment turned into the
medium of reaction and fanaticism, even when in defeat, the faction in
question appeared in the victim's role.
Kharijism and Isma'ilism are but two of the many obvious examples
which one might quote in this connection.
A strictly religious interpretation of the movements in question should
not adopt the single label of extremism-Shrism-Iranianism. One should
rather look for a unifying background by isolating the constant components and only subsequently relating them to a possible "Iranianheterodox" religious typology.
We shall therefore try to isolate a few motifs and consider their
operation within the specific context of the heresies in question, consciously adopting a method that will restrict the field of enquiry and
enable us to determine a few essential points basic to a definition of
these religious forms' Iranian or non-Iranian character.
The goals of such an analysis ultimately reflect a search for a lunar
kind of Islamic component and a solar type, or Iranian component.
This qualification of the field of enquiry immediately leads us to choose
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a fundamental motif, which is at the same time a constant factor in the
movements under review: the colour motif.
In more than one context Islam is defined as "the black religion" in
contrast with "the white religion" which should be revived, and which
our sources oversimplify into the religion of Zoroaster, often described
by heresiographers, on the other hand, as the religion of Mazdak.1
Black is the colour of night, and black is the 'Abbasid standard raised
by Abu Muslim when openly proclaiming his dawa in the 'Abbasid
family's name. Black is also the colour of the Mahdi, who in the fullness
of time will bring justice upon earth, which in religious psychology is
tantamount to accepting a positive view of death as the rebirth of true
life (the Mahdi's justice). This is at the same time a deliberate decision
to hide and conceal oneself, to disappear while persisting (like the
moon) and waiting for an opportunity, which is to be determined by
an alien, solar active factor, to come back to a new life and shape.
On the other hand, black is also the colour of mourning, particularly
according to the Shf a, and black were the garments worn by Babak's
followers when, according to Abu Tamman's verses, they seemed to
want to conceal their secret from the curious, veiling themselves like
the moon while waiting for its new cycle.2 Black was the sheep that
Afshin strangled every week (for so he was accused), cutting it in two
halves so that he could pass between them before eating the meat.
It is no coincidence that black, in Islam, should be complemented by
green, the classical colour of Islam which is also a night-colour, a colour
of rest and waiting, connected with the female element, with milk and
the mother's womb. This is the 'Alid colour, and at the same time the
wonderful colour of Chinese silk brought back by Bihafarid, and of
the veil covering Muqanna°s splendour.3 It is the colour linked to the
concept of "regressus aduterum"', as well as to the food (liver) eaten by
Bihafarid during his "apprenticeship" leading to his birth (%uhur).
The most interesting point is precisely the connection between
China/East and green in Bihafarld's case, which merely seems to focus
a mysterious, magical feminine origin, to which one has to appeal
before proving worthy of one's new mission. China is also the place
where one learns art, and materializes its role in green silk, which
provided Bihafarid with the need to wear a veil while waiting for the
moment of appearance. Muqanna°s veil acts partly in a similar, though
1
2
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less complex, fashion. The sight of the divine essence can only filter
through thanks to a passive, feminine reflection, inasmuch as it fulfils
the primary task of reception and transmission, by adjusting this
function to a cycle of preparation and appearance in accordance with
the lunar pattern which we suggest.
In other traditions connected with Muqanna', anyhow, green is
replaced by a golden mask, gold implying already a transition to white,
that is towards inversion from a lunar, passive, feminine situation to a
solar, male, active one. 1
Gold fulfils in our context a role similar to red. Red, which in the
heretical movements in question is often represented by metal, is still
a genetically feminine colour, but in its active stage, at the time of
unfolding, it leads to the opposite principle, represented in Iran by
white. The need of focusing the component of creation in its feminine
form it also reflected in the blood covering Babak's naked body as he
slept under the tree, and in the wine drunk by Babak during his
investiture at the head of the movement.
The fact that whole movements, such as the Muhammira or Mubayyida, are identified with a colour is less readily attributable to a general
principle. Red, however, appears in various cultures as the colour
symbolizing a break with tradition and an urge towards not only a new
life, but a new world as promised by the Mahdi, verified and materialized in time. As far as our analysis is concerned, it is red, in connection
with gold, which leads to white, the seminal-solar, daytime and
masculine colour par excellence.
Grey-white is the colour of the Mahdi's horse, the first concrete manifestation of future life, a fire- and death-resistant phoenix-salamander.
Such is the mount which Bihafarid will ride when, according to his
followers, he returns in the fullness of time.
What seems most worthy of analysis is the white dove into which
Abu Muslim was turned while waiting for the Mahdi. This is neither
the normal symbol of the soul and the spirit, nor an image of the
immortal ambrosia or vital sperm which knows neither corruption nor
death. White seems to be something more - a symbol showing the way
followed by different doctrines such as Islam and the old Iranian
religion in integrating and building up a single, globally interpretable
religious structure.
The religious contents of the movements in question are hardly ever
1
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reflected in our sources by any theory at all. One is faced instead with a
number of facts which should provide the historian with the opportunity of formulating a judgment, and the heresiographer with a
method of classification. Hence, as noted at the beginning of this essay,
since the historical sources reflect the central authority's "truth", their
basic judgment is bound to be negative and biased. The heresiographer's classification is, however, even more schematic and based on
standard, officially formulated definitions aimed at placing all heretical
movements within a set frame which separates the just from the false
and lays down the boundaries of the Islamic community.
This is nothing more than one could expect after assuming the need
of safeguarding orthodoxy from a threatening heretical development.
What does seem typical of Islamic heresiography is its acting as negative
propaganda; the heresiographer's self-appointed task seems to consist
in teaching what a good Muslim should not do or believe, rather than
pointing out where heretics go wrong and lose all hopes of salvation.
The fact therefore that Shahristanl includes the Abu Muslimiyya
among Mazdakite-inspired groups while the Muhammira and Mubayyida fall under the wider definition of ghuluw merely helps us to choose
the general guidelines, to identify in practice the connections between
"white" and "black" religion, while the ideological elements typical
of such elements are not clarified.1 One is left at any rate with the facts
and descriptions with which Islamic historiographers always accompanied their subject-matter, and which provide one with the material
to be divided up into factors of masculine and feminine derivation, in
accordance with the interpretation of the masculine-feminine dichotomy
which is generally accepted in most psycho-religious analysis.
In Bihafarid's movements his proof of his own prophecy consisted
in a version of the rnVrdj equivalent to communication with the divine
level, which he renounced in order to fulfil his prophetic mission. The
typology of the mi'raj seems to assume a solar context, in which ascent
acts as the masculine, dynamic element, and is performed twice by the
prophet in qr?stion: at the start of his mission and at the end of his
life. Descent upon earth, which is also dual, merely serves to prove the
assumption's reliability, which is stressed by insistence on the numeral
seven. Bihafarid spent seven years in China and handed down seven
prayers to his followers. Sunbadh the Magian also chose the sun as
the new qibla, and set out to destroy the Ka'ba, while the notion of
1
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returning at the end of time turns up again in the legend of Muqanna',
whose spirit is supposed to be embodied in a grey man returning to
be lord of the earth on the usual grey horse.
Messianic elements also appear as a constant of orthodox Islamic
ideology, and it is hard to determine to what extent they dovetail into
an Iranian vision of rebirth through the sperm which is to recreate life,
and to what extent they are merely one of the many expressions of the
Islamic concept of alternating phases of death and life, of ghaiba and
zuhur. As a matter of fact, both Abu Muslim and Muqanna', destined
as they were by legend to share in the Mahdi's mission, either as a
substitute (Muqanna') or in a threefold manifestation (Mahdl, Mazdak
and Abu Muslim) of the Mahdl himself, appear to be immersed in a
feminine, lunar kind of religious reality. Abu Muslim did not ascend
to heaven, and hid instead on the mountains near Ray waiting for the
resurrection; or he concealed himself in the Mahdi's copper castle.
To sum up, one should go back to the model handed down by
primitive Islam for subsequent elaboration, transplanted into Iran and
all too simplistically identified with "Iranian religiosity", that is, to the
legend of Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya with its lunar, feminine principle
and situation. He too disappeared, hid in the mountains or rather in a
cave where he waited for the day of judgment; he too appeared as a
mirror of the Mahdl's, rather than as the Messiah himself; he too, like
Abu Muslim, was assimilated to an angelic category of creatures; he too
seemed to choose apparent death and negation of his own individuality
to return into the earth, indeed into the cosmological egg, thence to
come forth at the end of time, when the very concept of individual
identification will have lapsed into desuetude.
The extremism with which our movements are accused grew out of
Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya himself, or rather out of his legend, and it
should be stressed that the "extreme" element was derived from
Semitic Islam and was transplanted to the texture of Iranian religiosity
in modified form, in accordance with our hypothetical analysis, as an
alternative or a complement to Iranian "solarity". Thematic and
symbological identification between the 'Alid and an ancient, Iranian
mythical figure did in fact explicitly occur in eastern Iran; but this was,
significantly enough, not an identification between Muhammad and
Jamshid, or Faridun, or Garshasp, but between Muhammad and
Zahhak, the prisoner and at the same time the guardian of the egg. The
most glaring expression of Muqanna°s lunar, feminine context is the
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story of the moon which he caused to rise out of the well in which he
had placed a phial of mercury. This miracle should be related to the
other miracle of his public appearance in full daylight, arranged so that
the dazzling rays reflected by a system of mirrors should give his
followers a measure of his own divine nature. We have before us a
reflected, passive divinity, just as the moon he caused to rise out of the
well did not differ from the light of the sun whose reflection Muqanna*
appropriated.
There seems to be no point in insisting on the magical attitudes which
accompany the protagonists of the movements in question; suffice it to
mention food. Reference has already been made to Bihafarid's miraculous food. The marriage between Babak and Javldan's wife becomes
official when she offers him a sprig of basil. Muqanna' gives his wives
poison. Babak's investiture is marked by a banquet, and the sacrificed
animal's meat eaten by Afshin is one of the charges he will have to
answer. Babak's biography, too, is marked by wine; wine was drunk
by his father while staying with Babak's mother; there was wine at
the banquet organized to celebrate his appointment, and Javidan had
Babak's mother buy wine on the day when he chose him as his servant.
A similar magical role is attributed to the father of Babak singing in
a foreign language, or to Babak's making music, if only by playing the
drum during his normal, legendary span of life as an orphan and a
shepherd. All such elements stress, in our texts, Islam's dislike for all
alien forms viewed as disrupting the fundamental relation which is
supposed to be set up between God and his creatures. At any rate, this
sketchy review of motifs, or rather constant factors of these movements,
which attempts to go beyond the heresiographical stereotypes of
ghuluw, tandsukh (transmigration) and sexual sin, would seem
inadequate if it did not touch upon another theme, that of the one-eyed
person, which is also linked to the feminine principle and to colour.
Even if the female presence is a constant element in our movements the
one-eyed person shows up in contexts characterized by a particularly
strong female presence, as in the episodes of Muqanna* and Babak.
Babak's mother, the object of a strange passion conceived by his
father, the stranger, had only one eye.1 She acted as the nurse and the
guardian of the orphaned child, before giving him up to Javidan, but
in Babak's life the maternal role was carried on by Javldan's wife, who
loved him, prepared his succession and provided him, so to speak, with
1
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the ointment of investiture, by stating that the late Javldan's spirit had
moved into his young servant, Babak. The woman was the exoteric,
eloquent element, in contrast with Babak who merely accepted and,
according to texts, spoke with difficulty and stuttered. Babak is therefore he who speaks through a woman, and is silent in his quality as a
guide.
Muqanna* was one-eyed, and according to some sources, stuttered
too. His one-eyedness is the exoteric motive of his chosen mask. We
have thus a male figure and a female figure sharing this feature, but the
fact that Muqanna' is "the veiled one" par excellence enables one to
classify him, too, in a feminine category, not only because of his role,
to which reference has already been made, but also because he willingly
wears a mask, thus changing his features, and chooses the mystery of
his own person as an irreversible fact, becoming a woman from the
point of view of symbology.
Generally speaking, a one-eyed person represents a negative factor:
one-eyed and blind people are not allowed to perform sacrifices, for
instance. But when the negative datum is projected on to an extremely
wide area, it represents the Almighty, or rather the Omnipotence linked
to the nature represented by the one-eyed person and identified, like
him, with violent manifestations such as a storm, a volcano, a thunderbolt, the most obvious example being provided by Odin.
The one-eyed person is however also the hero who willingly gives
up an eye in order to penetrate the inner truth of things, that is to
provide himself with a strength which is no longer merely natural, but
rather magical. That is the force which one acquires by perceiving the
essence of things and not stopping at their outer appearance. This
clarifies the case in question, together with the fact that the one-eyed
person often turns up in hendiadys with some other figure, disabled or
lacking a limb, a typical instance being the case of Horatius Codes and
Mutius Scaevola. In our context two disablements, stuttering and
partial blindness, coexist in the same figure.
The fact of stuttering might be linked to the importance of the spoken
word as a fundamental factor of prophecy and a necessary requisite of
the law-making prophet. If however eloquence is a positive fact in
orthodoxy, i.e. exotericism, it becomes negative in the opposite field of
esotericism. Here the prophetic role, which is mediation between the
form of life and its essence, between that which is visible and the
invisible, is entrusted to the silent, the non-speaking, the imdm-i sdmit
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who does not speak, in the tradition of the Shi'a, to "All as opposed to
Muhammad in the mystical, gnostic tradition.
An intimate relation probably exists, therefore, between seeing the
invisible, not saying the possible, while waiting for the intrinsic truth
of things, and the feminine, lunar role of suspension performed by
Muqanna' or Babak.
On a more precisely factual level, one can but hazard a few hypotheses. Having accepted the fact that Muqanna' does not ascend to the
divine level by a form of mi'raj, one must at all events find a link
between the spiritual and human levels, there being no rebirth of the
protagonist, as there is for instance in Bihafarid's case. Hence the person
accidentally characterized by this natural element (this being the first
possible interpretation of one-eyedness) is changed into someone who
has an esoterical, magical vision of reality, which is the second way of
interpreting the same phenomenon.
Alternatively, the one-eyed person (the eye that does not see, but
which can be unsealed, its power thus becoming unleashed) represents,
from the iconographical point of view, the female matrix itself, and the
hypotheses mentioned above should be viewed as the effect, not as
the motive of this fact. Here one should however proceed mainly on the
basis of analogy with other mythological forms and different cultures,
where the "deformation of the eye" seems to fulfil this very role.
A final hypothesis might connect the whole field of enquiry with
an interpretation capable of orienting the geographical characterization
of the eastern Iranian area, in which the protagonist operates towards a
search for the reasons why the land of the Ariamaspoi, or for that
matter of the Amazons, should have been related to Alexander's Iranian
campaigns, or towards a search for any interactions and interminglings
of local elements of an existing divinity, or a particular cult, having its
Islamized epigones in Muqanna' and Babak, though in a different form.
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CHAPTER l 6

NASIR-I KHUSRAU
AND IRANIAN ISMA'TLISM
I. PERIODS OF ISMA'lLISM

In order to appreciate the importance of Nasir-i Khusrau in the history
of Iranian thought, it is necessary to place him in the setting of
Isma'ilism as a whole, for he was one of its most outstanding personalities. Isma'ilism existed, indeed, outside the world of Iran and the
monuments of Isma'Ili thought produced by Iranians are not all in the
Persian language. In the history of philosophy the works of Nasir-i
Khusrau present the interesting feature of being written entirely in
Persian, and it is important to recall in the first place to what extent the
Isma'Ili religion influenced the spiritual destiny of Iran and what has
survived of its literature in Persian. For this purpose a summary
description is required of the different periods of Isma'ilism.
The Isma'llI religion, it is well known, is a branch of ShTism. It has
been designated by several names, sometimes being identified with the
Qarmatis, sometimes referred to simply as the party of the "heretics"
{maldhidd). There are more precise denominations, for example SaViyya
or " Seveners ", an allusion to the heptadic pattern which the Isma'ili
discerns in all the planes of existence. The succession of seven imams
or of heptads of imams is merely the expression of it in the plane of
hierohistory and this is one of the points which distinguish the Isma'ill
doctrine from Twelver Shfism, since the latter recognizes a succession
of twelve imams, but without a recurrence of the cycle. There is the
more general designation of Bdtimyya, literally and strictly "Esoterics",
and finally there are the names which the Isma'ilis give to themselves,
such as Ahl-i bdtin (Esoterics), Ahl-i tcfwil (those who practise the
interpretation [Hermeneutics] of symbols), Ahl-i ta'yid (those who are
assisted by divine inspiration), etc.
It may be said that Isma'ilism began its official existence on the death
of the imam to whom it owed its proper name: the Imam Isma'll, son
of the Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq, who died shortly before 148/765. It is very
difficult to state anything with historical certainty about the character
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of this young imam, whose death was the cause of so many difficulties
and troubles, or exactly what part he played in the group of fervent
gnostics included in the entourage of his father, those whose passionate
devotion to the person of the Imam Ja'far, which even he himself
rejected, was to transfer itself to Isma'il. Was there a close association
between Isma'il and the disciples of the unfortunate Abu'l-Khattab and
was he himself disavowed by his own father? In non-Isma'lli tradition
he is regarded as a reprobate, while Isma'ili sources confer on him divine
status, numbering him among those "absolutes who absolve" from
servitude (arbdb-i itldq), in disagreement, certainly, with the literal
votaries of the legalitarian religion, but as a being whose contemplation
was directed on the object of absolute contemplation {man%ur mutlaq).
Alongside research into positive facts, however, on which the
historian requires to be reassured, there is another field of enquiry
which is strictly phenomenological; it is concerned with those accounts
regarded by history as legends which, on the contrary, constitute the
most authentic expression of a religious community's knowledge of
itself, the expression of the spiritual reality to which it owes its origin
and of the spiritual reality that it has, if not knowledge, at least the prescience of formation and existence. This aspect is demonstrated most
particularly in Isma'Ilism, in which thought is inspired by the ta'wll,
the science of hermeneutics which at the same time both establishes
symbols and interprets them. The result is that in the Fatimid and postFatimid texts the picture produced by Isma'Ilism of its own history
does not extend to a past in the sense understood by our own scientific
history; what emerges may be conveniently called a hierohistory, that
is to say the representation of matters resulting not from empirical
statements, but from an a priori sacral image which is at one and the
same time the organ both of perception and of interpretation of reality.
Prophetology and the Isma'ili table of the succession of the prophets
have their origin in this hierohistory, which relates the da'wat, the
Isma'ili "convocation" to an eternal "convocation" having had its
"prologue in Heaven". Needless to say the system comprises the
account which the Isma'ili community gives of its own history during
the obscure period extending from the death of the Imam Isma'il until
the accession of the Fatimids. However strict and coherent this account
may be, and whatever interest it may have in the eyes of the phenomenologist, it cannot fail to lead the historian astray, since it probably
does not recognize the claims of historical criticism. This misdirection
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is manifested in the wide divergency of opinions voiced by Orientalists
concerning the origins of Isma'llism - a divergency which is maintained
and aggravated by the depreciations and falsifications of the heresiologists (Baghdad!, Dailami, Nuwairi) either in ignorance or bad faith.
At this point it is necessary to determine the simplest plan which
will make it possible to form a mental picture of the periods of Isma'ill
literature, classified as follows: (i) A primitive period of fermentation
and incubation, continuing until the accession of the Fatimid dynasty
in Egypt (297/909). (2) The Fatimid period itself, until the death of
al-Mustansir bi'llah in 487/1094. (3) The period after the great schism
caused, on the death of al-Mustansir, by the brutal dethronement of the
prince Nizar, legitimate heir to the Imamate, in favour of the prince
al-Mustacll. The Isma'ili religion then split into two branches: (a) the
Western Isma'ilis of the Fatimid tradition (the Musta'liydri), whose
history includes a Yemenite period, after the assassination of the last
titular Fatimid imam (al-Amir 5 24/1130), when the centre of the daVat
was transferred to the Yemen, and an Indian period when, at the end
of the 16th century, the headquarters of the head of the community (the
dcfi mutlaq) was moved to India, (b) The other branch, the Eastern
Isma'llls, represented the Nif^dri tradition of the reformed Isma'ilism
of Alamut, the principal centre of which was the fortress of that name
in Iran. After the destruction of Alamut by the Mongols in 654/1256,
Isma'ilism survived in Persia under the cover of Sufism, with the result
that Iranian Sufism frequently assumes the appearance of a cryptoIsma'ilism. A tide of emigration also flowed towards India.
In the history of Persian Isma'ilism after the fall of Alamut, W.
Ivanow discerned, as late as the i6th-i7th centuries, a kind of renaissance; he termed it the period of Anjudan, an important market-town
situated some twenty miles to the east of Sultanabad (the Arak of
today), which was at one time the place of residence of the imams and
the centre of this spiritual awakening. Reverting to those who took
refuge in India, their descendants are now called the Khojas and they
recognize as their spiritual leader His Highness Karim Agha Khan, the
forty-ninth Imam. However, the origins of the Isma'ili community in
India date back to a much earlier epoch than that of the Mongol
invasions, when a flood of Isma'ill refugees was swept in the direction
of India (13th century). Before the advent of the Fatimids in Egypt the
Isma'ili dd'is or missionaries had succeeded in creating in Sind a state
with its capital at Multan. One result, among others, of habits of mind
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dating back to such an early origin is that certain sections of the
Khojas have the extremely interesting characteristic of showing a state
of transition between Islam in its Isma'ili form and Hinduism. Unfortunately the literature in Persian of the Eastern Isma'llls breaks off
completely after the fall of Alamut and the destruction of the Isma'Ili
centres in Kuhistan (south Khurasan). Extreme poverty and terrible
persecution made it impossible for major works to be produced and
almost all those already in existence had been destroyed. The majority
of the works which survived were preserved in Central Asia, in Badakhshan and the neighbouring provinces. It is there that Nasir-i Khusrau
produced most of his works.
As regards the branch of religion followed by the Musta'liyan, the
disaster which it had to survive, some 130 years before that of Alamut,
was nothing less than the collapse of the Fatimid dynasty (5 24/1130), at
which a mortal blow had indeed been dealt by the death of the Imam
al-Mustansir. The da'wat found a ready-prepared refuge in the Yemen;
it is today distributed between the Yemen and India (where the Isma'Ilis
of this branch are called Bohras) and is divided into two sections: the
Sulaimanis (not very numerous in India) and the Da'udis, who recognize only the spiritual authority of their own da'i mutlaq. Of the two
great branches of the Isma'ili religion, only the Musta'liyan have been
able to preserve a significant number of important writings. They are
all in Arabic and difficult of access.
ShahristanI (d. 548/1153) referred to Fatimid Isma'llism as dcfwat
qadima, "the ancient da'wat", and to the Isma'llism of Alamut as dcfwat
jadida, "the modern da(ipaf\ something like reformed Isma'ilism.
Reform indeed it was, and if the meaning of this reform be considered
with the help of texts which have recently become available, and in
the light of the fortunes of Isma'ilism, its large-scale disasters and its
determination to survive, one query cannot fail to arise. When questions
are asked about the meaning of Iranian Isma'ilism, it also involves the
meaning of the Fatimid phase which is the more formidable because
Sunnl "orthodox" propaganda was so militant against its enemies that
it is tempting to reverse the image which it presents of the Fatimid
dynasty. It is to be feared, however, that such a reversal might also
undermine the true grandeur of the Fatimid concept. In order to judge
both its grandeur and its adversity, there is another point of view to be
adopted than that of an "orthodoxy" which is opposed to it. For with
the aid of the proto-Isma'Ill works, in addition to the great speculative
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systems of the Fatimid period, it is not very difficult to reconstruct the
dream of Isma'ilism and to compare with this dream the grandiose
concept of the Fatimids: "the unification of Islam under the authority
of the Imam, that is to say of the legitimate theocratic sovereign,
member of the family of the Prophet". This view presupposes, however,
a certain idea of the imam, which is fundamental to the Isma'ili
theosophy. Would it be true to say that out of political opportunism
the Fatimids had shown themselves ready to sacrifice the theosophical
system for the benefit of the positive religion? By doing so, they would
have destroyed the balance between the %abir (exoteric) and the bdtin
(esoteric), between the tan^il (revelation descending in the letter) and
the ta'ivil (interpretation leading back to the hidden meaning); they
would indeed have sacrificed the essentials - the hidden meaning {bdtin)
and the esoteric exegesis (ta'ml). What would then have remained of
the Isma'lli religion?
In fact, the piety with which Nasir-i Khusrau speaks of the Imam
al-Mustansir and even represents himself as his spokesman on the most
technical theosophical questions makes it difficult to imagine that the
Fatimid Imams condescended to interest themselves in such matters
solely in order to satisfy "the spirit of the age". Such systems belong
neither to popular works nor to spontaneous inspiration: their circulation presupposes the existence of minds which have attained an advanced degree of philosophical culture. If the Fatimid concept was
Isma'ili, it could not have encountered dilemmas such as the choice
between the alternatives of theosophy or Islam. It was precisely the
union of the two on which the concept was founded, and this must
surely be the lesson which emerges from such a book of Nasir-i
Khusrau as the Jdmic al-hikmatain ("The Sum of the two Philosophies"
hereafter referred to as Jdmi(). In reality the problem is a different one:
is it possible for an esoteric brotherhood (that is to say one founded
upon the batin and the ta'wil) at a given time to take possession,
publicly and officially, of the historical scene (zahir) - a scene which at
that time extended from the shores of the Atlantic to the easternmost
limits of the Islamic world? Could it do so without ceasing to be itself?
When a doctrine contains an eschatology as an integral part and when
an incident of visible, physical history comes to be proclaimed as
demonstrating this eschatology, then either history must be fulfilled or
the doctrine must be abandoned. It is a situation which has recurred
more than once in the course of time and one with which religious
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philosophy is quite familiar. Political victory constitutes the failure of
the doctrine; if the latter survives this, it will be thanks to a failure
which makes amends for that victory and will have restored the
spiritual vision to its freedom. History does not stand still and the works
of a Nasir-i Khusrau or a Hamid Kirmani preserve their philosophical
value and maintain their spiritual gesture independently of each political
reign and of all the visible royalty of the imams. In this respect the
reformed Iranian Isma'llism is found to be of particular interest. The
proclamation of the "Great Resurrection" at Alamut was to invert the
problem raised by the political reign of the Fatimids: if the latter had
been tempted to sacrifice the batin, was not Alamut sacrificing the
zahir? In any case the reign of pure religion in spirit and in truth
appears paradoxical in the known conditions of our humanity. It is the
survival of Isma'ilism under the mantle of Sufism which comes nearer
perhaps to revealing its true grandeur and the inspiration of its distant
origins, rather than in the brilliant setting of the Fatimid court.

II.

IRANIAN ISMA'ILISM IN THE PERSIAN LANGUAGE

On the basis of such data an attempt may be made to evaluate Iranian
Isma'ilism in the Persian language and literature. Indeed it is from this
Iranian Isma'Ilism that the works of Nasir-i Khusrau, written in
Persian in the days of the Fatimids, draw their significance and the
reason for their influence. Badakhshan, which like the Yemen was
privileged to remain apart from the highroads of history, succeeded in
preserving a small part of the Isma'ili literature in Persian, and in the
JdmF an otherwise unknown prince of Badakhshan holds an important
place. The prince 'All b. Asad, himself an Isma'ili, must have been the
comforter of Nasir taking refuge in Yumgan, the place of his exile and
of his tomb, for it was he who prompted the composition of this
Jdmi\ Moreover Badakhshan in the broad sense, a country of the upper
Oxus, not only provided a repository for writings destroyed elsewhere,
but was the scene of that fusion of traditions which gave to Isma'ili
Persian literature its distinctive characteristics. The Isma'ilis of Central
Asia regarded themselves as Nizaris, but at the same time the religious
literature revered by them incorporated elements of earlier date than
the reform. From this fusion there resulted a very complex whole, the
stratifications of which reveal how the system developed. These
stratifications appear in the following order:
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1. The earliest stratum relates to the primitive period; there is very
little effective knowledge of its literature. However, the work entitled
Umm al-kitdb, venerated by the Isma'ills of the Pamir as one of their
sacred books, had its origin, whatever may be the date of its publication
in Persian, in the spiritual environment of the period, which may be
designated as proto-Isma'Ili; it makes known the ideas professed
among Qarmati and Khattabi adherents at this time.
2. The next stratum is exemplified by the work of Nasir-i Khusrau,
that is to say his authentic work, with the addition of a certain number
of texts which have been falsely attributed to him. Nasir's authentic
work is as representative of the state of the doctrine in Fatimid times
as may be that of his great Iranian contemporaries writing in Arabic.
In the precise state of existing knowledge, it is not possible to determine
when and how the junction between the "orthodox" disciples of
Nasir-i Khusrau in Badakhshan and the Nizari Isma'ills of the Alamut
reform was effected.
3. A new stratum is defined by this junction, which was of capital
importance for Persian Isma'ilism. The period which followed may be
designated that of the "coalescence of Isma'Ili ideas with Sufism".
That it was a genuine coalition is attested, for example, by the Isma'IlI
ta'wil which is found in the celebrated mystical poem Gulshdn-i rd%
("The Rose-Garden of the Mystery") by Mahmud Shabistari, by the
Isma'ili adoption, as one of their own books, of the great treatise on
Sufism, Zubdat al-haqd^iq^Quintessence of Metaphysical Truths"), by
'Aziz Nasafi (d. 661/1262), and by the fact that the Isma'Ilis regarded
the great Sufi poet Farld al-Din 'Attar (d. c. 627/1230) as one of themselves.1 In addition, Isma'lli philosophical writers are to be found
throughout the whole of Persian Sufi literature, as well as in the great
Shi'i works of philosophy produced in the Safavid period.
This very summary account may now be illustrated by some facts.
The Khattdbiyj/a were the disciples of Abu'l-Khattab, a prominent
personality whose ideas, influence and school of adherents would merit
a book to themselves. Abu'l-Khattab appeared in the 2nd/8th century
as the first to conceive and to organize a movement of a specifically
batini type, that is to say esoteric and gnostic. He was a close friend of
the fifth and sixth Imams, Muhammad Baqir and Ja'far Sadiq, up to
the point when the latter disavowed him. The degree of their intimacy
may be inferred from a solemn episode when the Imam Ja'far, laying
1

W . I v a n o w , A . Guide to Ismaili "Literature, p p . 104-5, I I ^ .
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his hand on the breast of Abu'l-Khattab, addressed him in these words:
"Remember and do not forget. Thou knowest that which is hidden.
Behold, thou art become the casket of my knowledge, the lodgingplace of my secret. I have entrusted to you our living and our dead."
Such a consecration contained within it the pathetic secret of the disavowal which was to follow. Some of the doctrines attributed to the
man thus proclaimed the "casket of the knowledge of the imam" are
in close agreement with the fundamental idea of Isma'Ilism - for example, the distinction between the Ndtiq (prophet enunciator of the Law)
and the Sdmit {silent imam, possessor of the esoteric meaning); without
this distinction the very concepts of batin and ta'wll would be deprived
of their purpose. There are, however, other doctrines also attributed
to Abu'l-Khattab which correspond more with the views professed by
the so-called extremists {ghuldt) of the ShTl Gnosis and it is traces of
these doctrines that seem to reappear in the writings subsequent to
the reform of Alamut, adopting more or less the terminology of
Sufism.
In the light of the above facts, it is difficult to reconstruct the tragic
events which attended the early fortunes of Isma'ilism; the victims
were those enthusiastic spirits to whose aspirations the young Imam
Isma'll was to lend his support. The act of disavowal by his father, the
Imam Ja'far, aroused consternation, and seventy devotees of Abu'lKhattab assembled in the mosque at Kiifa were massacred by order of
the governor; Abu'l-Khattab was captured and crucified in 145/762.1
The survivors transferred their allegiance to Isma'il and from that time
Khattabism became identified with Isma'ilism. But who knows what
secret drama was experienced by the Imam Jacfar at the martyrdom of
followers who had been faithful to him until death, even after the
impact of his disavowal? For the Imam is described, during an intimate
conversation, as weeping himself and allowing tears of compassion to
be shed.
The doctrines of Abu'l-Khattab and his school have been preserved
in the Umm al-kitdb ("The Mother [or Archetype] of the Book") mentioned above. It is stated there that "the Ismaili religion is that founded
by the children [disciples] of Abu'l-Khattab, who sacrificed their lives
for love of Isma'il, the son of Ja'far Sadiq, and it will remain throughout the Cycle of Cycles ". Moreover, the sacred symbol of the sect calls
down the divine blessing jointly on Salman and on Abu'l-Khattab as
1
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adoptive members of the Family of the Prophet {ahl-i bait), just as the
solemn formula pronounced by the Imam Ja'far transposed to Abu'lKhattab the terms used by the Prophet with regard to Salman the
Persian. It may also be noted that the book is deemed to contain the
sayings of the Imam Muhammad Baqir in reply to the questions of his
disciples and that, with a striking resemblance to certain apocryphal
Gospels relating to Jesus, the Imam is here represented in the guise of
a five-year-old child. There is no need to dwell further on this ancient
Persian work, preserved by the Isma'ilis of the Upper Oxus regions as
one of their earliest and most sacred books. It may be remembered,
however, that the pentadic plan of spiritual archetypes which is found
in Nasir-i Khusrau already constituted one of the characteristic themes
of the Umm al-kitdb, and clear reflections of Manichaeism may be discerned. On the other hand the same work offers lines of thought which
recall the books of Henoch, and the Valentinian gnosis. Similarly, for
the triad of archangels (Jadd, Fath, Khaydl: Seraphiel, Michael, Gabriel)
encountered in Nasir-i Khusrau, some unpublished chapters by Abu
Ya'qub Sijistanl point to the Mazdaean Xvarnah.1
The work of Nasir-i Khusrau, appearing as the second stratum in the
literature preserved by the Isma'ilis of Badakhshan, represents indeed
the doctrine in the systematic form which it acquired from the Fatimid
period onwards. It was related to the writings of those great thinkers
who although they were for the most part Iranians, composed monumental works in the Arabic language-Abu Hatim Razi (d. 322/933),
Abu Ya'qub Sijistanl, Ahmad b. Ibrahim Nlshapuri (5th/nth century),
Hamid al-Dln Kirmani (d. c. 408/1017), Mu'ayyad Shirazi (d. 470/1077).
The great problem is the connection, the "missing link" between the
works of the primitive period and this burgeoning of perfectly constituted systems. Only two stages can be determined in the transition
period: there is the celebrated encyclopaedia of the "Brotherhood of
the pure heart" (Ikhivdn a/-safd)y the authorship of which is attributed by
Isma'ili tradition to the second, concealed imam (Ahmad b. 'Abd-Allah,
first half of the 3rd/9th century) of the satr period (dating from those
imams who succeeded the son of the Imam Isma'Il until the accession
of the Fatimids). There is also the Kitdb al-mahsiil mentioned by Nasir-i
Khusrau and attributed to the martyr-shaikh Nakhshabl. Other questions remain, such as the following: how did the subsequent fusion
come about between the Nizari and the unreformed Fatimid traditions ?
1

Cf. ]dmi\ pp. 91-112.
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How was the reform of Alamut itself effected? To what extent did this
reform of the Isma'Ilis in Persia cause a "reactivation" of primitive
Isma'llism, even of Qarmatism? There is also the problem of the
compatibility of an esoteric brotherhood with an official state, even
that of the Fatimids, where poor Abu'l Khattab would have had
more difficulty in finding a place for himself than in the Isma'ili
" commanderies " of Alamut and Kuhistan.
The reform must have instituted a collection of doctrines "symbolizing with" the state of souls aroused from death, that is to say from
the death which is represented by every legalitarian religion (sharVd)
and by enslavement to the letter of the positive revelation (tan^jl). From
the idea of the eternal Imam, as the single and identical Being manifesting itself from Cycle to Cycle in the person of the successive "Imamic
personalities ", the concept of the imam is exalted to the metaphysical
plane and enters the category of the divine, insofar as it is revealed. No
longer is it the announcement of the Revelation which reveals the
divine; this annunciation still represents a deltas abscondita. That which
reveals this absconditum, this batin, is the decipherment of the symbol
in which it is formulated, whence is derived the predominance of the
Silent One (Sdmit)y the imam enunciating "incorporeally " the symbolic
meaning, over the Prophet, the Enunciator. Indeed the last imam of a
Cycle, the Resurrector, has the prerogative of proclaiming the Qiydmat
that is to say the Resurrection which marks the end, the eschaton, of the
sharf a. This proclamation establishes the religion in spirit and in truth;
it abrogates all the earlier prescriptions of the Law, substituting for them
their spiritual significance.
It is necessary to envisage the spirit of the reform of Alamut as being
characteristic of Iranian Isma'Ilism in the Persian language, in order to
gain some idea of how, during centuries of persecution, Sufism was
able to provide for it a refuge and an alibi. The major part in initiating
this reformation is attributable to two persons: to the imam who proclaimed the, Qiydmat in 559/1164, Maulana Hasan cald dhikri-hfl-saldm,
and to Hasan-i Sabbah (d. 518/1124), the man who, before his time,
had been the founder of Isma'ili power at Alamut. This extraordinary
man of destiny (whose memory has been defaced by the evil fictions of
the anti-Isma'Ili historians) is mentioned in the texts as "the Jesus of
the Cycle of the Resurrection who revealed the works of his father",
as "the great Hujjat of our Lord, the Imam of the Resurrection
{mauldnd qd^im al-qiydmat), the Christ (masiti)y who caused the trumpet
34
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of the Resurrection to sound". 1 It would be a valuable indication of
the continuity of Iranian Isma'llism, if it were confirmed that Hasan-i
Sabbah, a Shi'i by birth, could, at the time of his conversion and of
his final adherence to the Isma'lli religion, have been influenced by
Nasir-i Khusrau.
The Event of the "Resurrection of Resurrections" (qiydmat-i hama
qiydmdf) or the "Great Resurrection" was solemnly proclaimed at
Alamut on 17 Ramadan 559/8 August 1164, in an impressive setting.
The sermon preached on that day by the man who was in fact the
leading Khuddvand, the first grand master of Alamut, Maulana Hasan
c
ald dhikri-hri-saldm^ is an anthology piece. "Rise up, for the Day of
Resurrection has dawned. The awaited Signal is now made manifest.
Behold the dawn of the Resurrection which is the culmination of all
Resurrections. Today there is no longer need to seek for proofs and
tokens; today Knowledge no longer depends on the Signs [the verses
of a Book] nor on speeches, nor on allusions, nor on bending the body
in acts of devotion . . ." 2
On that day, which was spent at Alamut in mutual congratulation
and in exchanging vows and of which an annual commemoration was
instituted, no one foresaw what a catastrophe would strike the Isma'ili
order less than a century later, destroying its commanderies and its
fortresses throughout Iran. The last imam of Alamut, Rukn al-Dln
Khurshah, was killed in the flower of his youth by the Mongols in
654/1256, but he had fortunately succeeded in hiding his son and heir,
Shams al-Din Muhammad. Henceforward the latter and his successors
lived for the most part like Sufi shaikhs; they were to be rediscovered
in the 16th century at Anjiidan (on the ancient route from Isfahan to
Hamadan), during the short renaissance mentioned above.
The leaven of the Isma'ili religion as the religion of personal salvation, the "religion of the Resurrection", is subsequently to be found
incorporated in everything which in Iran is called *irfdn> hikmat, tasawwuf9 and long and attentive study is still required to estimate its effects.
Perhaps they are apparent in this nostalgia for a manifestation of the
divinity which allows the inner eye of the heart to behold it, not through
incarnation, but through "docetist" transparition by means of a phantasma of flesh, by the flash of beauty transfiguring a face. The concept of
1

Haft bdbi bdbd saiyid-nd, anonymous Persian text ed. W. Ivanow in Two Early Ismaili
Treatises (Bombay, 1933), p. 21.
2
]dmi\ p. 23, and in Mercure de France (February, 1965), p. 298.
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the eternal imam, divine anthropos and logos, fosters this expectation
of divine anthropomorphosis and an Isma'ili treatise on the tradition of
Alamut contains pages of pure Sufism. The following passage may be
quoted: " J u s t as the Creation is the veil of God, just as the creative
state is the veil of the Deity, so religion (jharVa) is the veil of the
Resurrection (qiydmat)"1
Thus it is within the framework of the periods of Isma'llism which
preceded it and those which followed it that the work of Nasir-i
Khusrau acquires its major significance - a significance which is
revealed as much in its affinities with what came before and afterwards
as in the differences. Moreover, the spread of this Iranian Isma'llism
testifies to the importance of the part played by the Persian language,
comparable with that of Arabic. As far away as the high plateaux of
Central Asia, as far even as the lands of China, wherever an Isma'ill
community existed, the Persian language too was sanctified as a liturgical language, a "church language".

III.

THE LIFE AND WORK OF NASIR-I KHUSRAU

Abu Mu'In Nasir b. Khusrau was born in 394/1003-4, in Qubadhiyan,
a small town in the neighbourhood of Balkh. He belonged to a family
of government officials in comfortable circumstances and he had two
brothers. One of them, Abu Sa'id, was to accompany him on the great
journey which led him as far as the Egypt of the Fatimids. The two
brothers seem to have been united by strong affection. Nasir refers to
it in his Divan and Abu Sa'Id, for his part, composed a funerary elegy
in memory of Nasir.2 One question arises: did Nasir, by reason of his
family connections, have a right to the title of sayjid} The Isma'ilis of
Badakhshan were convinced that he had, and their letters always contain references, it would appear, to convincing evidence on this point.
His ancestors, of Iranian stock, probably left Baghdad to settle in
Balkh or in Qubadhiyan, cities which at this period were attached to
Khurasan. With regard to his education and upbringing, some clues are
to be gleaned from his works. There appears to be no compelling reason
for questioning his own testimony concerning the scientific fervour
of his youth which led him to interest himself in all the realms of
1

Kaldm-ipiry Persian text ed. W. Ivanow (Bombay, 1935), p. 113.
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philosophy and science, and indeed, no less significantly, in the various religions. Nor are there any serious grounds for discrediting his
recollections of the important positions which he occupied, his reception at the court of the Ghaznavids and his frequent attendance on
princes and celebrities. Contrary to some opinion, he seems to have
been in complete mastery of his own ideas and of the Persian language
in which he expressed them. Likewise his books were by no means
designed for a popular circle of readers, for the higher teaching of the
da'wat was not ad usum populi. Indeed, the fanaticism of his contemporaries caused him both indignation and sadness, because this fanaticism annihilated the "two wisdoms" and not at all because of disappointed ambitions for his own career. He had renounced a career on
the day when he tendered his resignation as a financial official at Marv,
so as to be free to depart for Egypt, and he was to return from there
invested with a wholly spiritual mission and entirely dedicated to the
Isma'lli cause. Though his indignation might burst forth in vibrant
pages, it was the eternal indignation of the sage, provoked less by the
blind fanaticism of the masses, than by the false scholars who were
their abettors.
The question which dominates his whole spiritual biography, of
much greater importance than his position in relation to his corporeal
family, is to know at what stage Nasir-i Khusrau was converted to
Isma'ilism and was received into the esoteric brotherhood. Although
it has been thought that he was a Sunni by birth, it is not at all impossible that he was a ShTl. While his references to Sunnism are noticeably hostile, it is to be observed that he passes over the imams and the
doctrines of duodecimal Shi'ism without comment. In fact, if the case
represented by conversion from the ShTism of the twelve imams to
Isma'ilism be analysed, the spiritual event was not such that it had to be
accompanied by a "resentment" which could not be contained in
silence, an element not invariably absent from religious conversions.
In any event, the awakening of the conscience on the spiritual plane
represented by the Isma'ili gnosis necessarily preserved the neophyte
from any aggression complex. To hear the da'wat ("call"), to be converted to the religion of the Resurrection (qiydmat), here was nothing
which could be translated in terms of a change in confessional denomination. It implied acceding to an esoteric understanding which in
essence included something of the "oecumenical". Moreover, the
propagation of this higher knowledge by the "missionaries" of the
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Isma'IlI da'wat was quite unlike what the history of the Christian
churches has generally caused to be known by the name of "missions".
It was not a matter of converting crowds, of publicly proclaiming a
message, but of discerning, one by one, those individuals who were
suitable to receive in confidence initiation and secret instruction.
Over too long a period a very trite "cliche" has been accepted as
adequate to explain the conversion of Nasir. It was imagined that until
Nasir reached the age of forty-two his adherence to Islam was somewhat modified by a life of pleasure. One fine morning, however, as the
result of a dream, he decided to change his way of life and undertook
the pilgrimage to Mecca. The road to Mecca brought him close to
Egypt, where he was converted to the Isma'ili doctrine of the Fatimids
and he returned to his native country invested with the rank of hujjat.
If this interpretation is accepted as it stands, in conformity with the law
of least resistance, no questions are even asked about the inner motives
which could have guided Nasir to his encounter with the Isma'ili
doctrine. It is not even debated whether the event may not have been
the goal of a spiritual quest.
Two pieces of decisive evidence are available on this point which it
is sufficient to read in the subtle spirit of the ta'wil: (i) the description
of the dream which provided the motive for the departure for Egypt,
while giving the official pretext of the pilgrimage to Mecca, and (2) a
long qasida in which, with some reference to the ta'wil, it is possible to
read the whole spiritual confession of Nasir.
(1) On a certain night Nasir saw in a dream a personage who reproached him with taking a delight in drunkenness, to which Nasir
replied that, for the purpose of forgetting the torments of this world,
the sages had not discovered anything better. The vision persisted and
established the point that the loss of consciousness and self-possession
did not mean the liberation of self or the finding of repose. But how
was that state to be attained which fortifies the intelligence and the
conscience? The reply came that he who seeks is also he who finds, and
without another word the vision indicated with a gesture the direction
of the qibla. Aroused from that night's sleep, Nasir resolved as follows:
" I t is necessary for me to awake from a sleep which has lasted for forty
years."1
Herein are to be found archetypical themes, and the whole significance of this dream becomes apparent when the method is discovered
1
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of deciphering the symbolic narrative. The questions to be asked are
the following: Who was the vision? What was the order given by it?
To know the imam of the time and to recognize him through his disguise (this too can have several different meanings) is the great concern
and preoccupation which mobilises all the spiritual energies of a devout
Isma'ili. From the depths of the subliminal consciousness the ideal
image of the imam emerges with the clarity of the dream and the
"Silent One" conveys his order incorporeally by a simple gesture. It
may perhaps be said that for an Isma'ili the "quest for the imam" had
the same significance as the "quest for the Grail" represented for our
mystical knights and minstrels.
Drunkenness and sleep, or the lethargy of drunkenness which is
equivalent to unconsciousness and ignorance, these are the archetypical
symbols which are always recurring in all these accounts of spiritual
metamorphosis. Indeed, the narrator speaks of a sleep which has lasted
forty years (that was the age of the author). This drunken sleep with
which the sleeper is reproached is simply the conventional and routine
practice of purely legalitarian and formalist religion (sharl'a). To awake
from this lethargy of unconsciousness is to learn the hidden significance
of the exoteric religion and what this meaning implies. In short, it is
not simply a matter of one night in a cycle of twenty-four hours, but of
the night of unknowingness, a single night which lasted from the birth
of the author into this earthly world. Putting an end to this night a
messenger, the Isma'ili dd'jy came to provoke the awakening. It was
because Nasir was already an Isma'lli that he left for the Fatimid kingdom (just as Hasan-i Sabbah was sent there after his conversion); it was
not because he happened to be in Egypt that he became an Isma'ili.
Hence a whole train of strange circumstances can be explained from
this juncture, such as the suddenness of the departure (6 Jumada II
437/20 December 1045). Nasir must already have been an Isma'ili for
seven years by the time the order came. He left immediately for Marv
to hand in his resignation as an official in the department of finance.
Without waiting for the great caravan of the hajj, which would have
assured his comfort and relative security, he departed accompanied
merely by his brother and by a little Indian servant, with a modest
turn-out and slender provisions. Nevertheless at each stage the travellers always found the help necessary for reaching the following stage,
as though their itinerary had been planned with reference to the
"lodges" of brothers ready to welcome and help them.
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(2) The impression is confirmed if, with the aid of the ta'wll, the
long qasida be deciphered in which Nasir set down the apologia for his
life, the date for the composition of which can be fixed at about 456/
1064.1 After a prologue in which Nasir recalls his youth and his
presentiments of the existence of the imam, five subjects follow in
order: 1. The oath of fidelity (Qur'an 48. 18). 2. The quest for truth.
3. al-balad al-amin (the sacrosanct domain of the imam). 4. Wisdom
unveiled. 5. The oath of the secret. Finally, salutations and prayers for
the imam.
There seems no doubt that the recipient to whom the qasida was
addressed was the high dignitary and prolific author Mu'ayyad fi'l-Din
Shirazi Salmani, a native of Shiraz or of Ahvaz, who arrived in Cairo
during the same year as Nasir (439/1047) and died there thirty years
later (470/1077). The receiving of his oath of allegiance refers not to
the conversion of Nasir, but to his admission into the service of the
"missionaries" of the da'wat, after he had been found suitable. Having
received the necessary pedagogic instruction, Nasir was to be allocated
to his own country, as being particularly likely to succeed there.
The evocation of the verse of the Qur'an (48.18) referring to the oath
of fidelity taken to the Prophet under a tree, inspires these reminiscences: " I asked myself these questions: what has now befallen this
tree and this hand? Where shall I seek this hand, this site? They said to
me, it is no longer there, neither the tree nor this hand, for this hand
has been mutilated, the assembly has been dispersed."2 With this
reference to the "quest for the imam" is linked the account of the
philosophical quest: " I rose from my place and left on my journey. No
regret came over me for my house nor for my garden, nor for the
familiar surroundings." The enchanted city at which the seeker arrives,
where Mu'ayyad Shirazi is the "guardian of the threshold", is not the
material city of Cairo, it is al-balad al-amin (Qur'an 95. 3), it is the
"virtual paradise" which is the da'wat typifying on earth the ddr
al-ibdd\ the celestial pleroma of the archetypes of Light.
The sojourn of Nasir-i Khusrau in Cairo was to be prolonged for
some six years, at the end of which he must have been thoroughly well
qualified to fulfil the task expected of him by the "cause"; his mission
required that hermeneutic flexibility of the ta'wil revealed in all his
books as his own personal contribution. He was back at Balkh on
1
2
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26 Jumada II 444/23 October 1052, and from that time the obscure
period of his biography begins. There are still, however, two dates
which stand out: the year 453/1061, mentioned in the Zdd al-musdfirin
("The Travellers' Viaticum"), as marking the completion of this book,
and the year 462/1070, in which the Jam? was undertaken. The Zdd
al-musdfirin^ which was finished at Yumgan in 453/1061, refers to those
ignorant fanatics who, on the pretext that he was an infidel (bad-dtn),
attacked his house and hounded him from his home and country.1 Is it
really possible that such an attack could have been made on a personage
who had every appearance of being a pious hdjji returning from Mecca?
Some interval of time must have elapsed to allow for Nasir's behaviour
to have given rise to suspicions. On the other hand it is known that his
spiritual functions brought him to Mazandaran and the region bordering the Caspian Sea. The ties which this region had with ShTism, as
well as its dense forests, offered the chance of an easy refuge to the
secret missionary of Isma'ilism. It is therefore probable that this journey
took place between the two dates, the year of Nasir's return and the
year given by the Zdd al-musdfirm^ and that after his journey to Mazandaran he had returned to Balkh.
On this point the Jdmf appears to contribute valuable information.
Nasir says in his Divdn\ "The Turks have chased him out of Khurasan.
The amir of Khurasan did not want him, nor the Shah of Sijistan, nor
the amir of Khuttalan." 2 But the subject of the Jdmc is a correspondence
with an amir of Badakhshan, not mentioned elsewhere hitherto, so far
as is known, at any rate under his true name. This prince was an Isma'ili
whom Nasir appears to have known well and he praises him in the very
warmest terms. It was not the despatch of the qasida of Abu'l-Haitham
which was to be the reason for their relationship; on the contrary, it
was the cordiality of the relationship which was to be conducive to
such an overture from the Prince 'All b. Asad; hence it seems that an
indication is provided as to the reasons guiding Nasir in his choice of
Yumgan as a "city of refuge"; in other respects the place does not
appear to have combined many of the conditions of a charmed abode.
Yumgan is the name of a district, a valley which forms a lateral
branching-off from the chain of the Hindu Kush, irrigated by a watercourse which today bears the Turkish name of Kokcha (blue river), a
tributary of the upper Oxus. The district begins some miles above the
1
2
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city of Jarm (4,800 feet) and rises rapidly in a southerly direction until
it reaches an altitude of 6,000 feet. In summer the valley is hot, dry and
dusty; in winter it is very cold. There is little cultivation and it is
sparsely populated. There, on a mound, the tomb of Nasir-i Khusrau
is to be found - a very modest one, according to the accounts of
numerous Isma'Ilis who have gone there on pilgrimages. Strangely
enough, the local people who regard themselves as sayyids and
descendants of Nasir-i Khusrau, are today fanatical Sunnls. They
believe that Nasir was a Sufi plr, a Sunni like themselves, having no
connection with Isma'Ilism. They also apply a pious zeal to discourage
the pilgrimages that the Isma'Ilis of Badakhshan (in the wider sense)
are naturally anxious to undertake.
More than once Nasir evokes his exile and his nostalgia in terms of
touching sadness. However, he gives scarcely any solid facts about his
life and his activities. It is not difficult to imagine that his spiritual task
as an Isma'ili dignitary must have occupied all his time. He himself
wrote: "Each year I used to send into the world a book of da'wat." 1
Thus he was in communication with the rest of the world, with his
brothers of the da'wat and with Egypt, and this was what mattered. It
may also be conjectured that his relations with the prince of Badakhshan,
'All b. Asad, must have brought him some consolation in his exile.
It was the prince of Badakhshan who in 462/1070 commissioned the
book to which Nasir gave the title of the " Sum of the Two Philosophies" (Jdm(). The author must by then have reached the age of sixtyseven years, since he was forty-two years of age when he undertook his
great journey in 437/1045. From this time onwards there is nothing
more to be said. Even the date of his death is by no means certain and
it is necessary to search for traces; according to the pilgrims, there is
no date at all on the tomb of Nasir. A date somewhere between the
years 465/1072 and 470/1077 appears to be the most probable.

IV. NASIR-I KHUSRAU AND RHAZES

There can be no question of expounding here, even summarily, the
philosophical system of Nasir-i Khusrau, and in fact it would be
necessary to make an exposition at the same time of the whole of
Isma'ili philosophy as it existed at that period. It is, however, at least
possible to specify certain tenets assumed by our philosopher on the
1
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occasion of his polemic against an eminent man who, in his lifetime,
had been bitterly opposed to the Isma'ili thinkers, namely Abu Bakr
Muhammad b. Zakariyya' Razi, better known in the West since the
Middle Ages under the Latin form of his name, Rhazes. To judge from
the Jdmi\ the criticisms of the work of Rhazes are related to three main
subjects: Nature, the fall of the Soul and the mission of the prophets.
From the outset, when the connection between the alchemy of Jabir
and the Isma'ili gnosis is considered, the fact that the concepts of Jabir
seem to be unknown to Rhazes is indicative. To ignore the Jabirean
science of the "balance" is indeed to disregard the fundamental
principle of the ta'wil, of which the alchemic work is an outstanding
example. There is to be observed in Rhazes a deep-seated inclination
to reject all esoteric and symbolic explanations of natural phenomena.
Just as in the Jam? Nasir gives a favourable account of the arguments
of the Greek philosophers, because the ta'wil allows him to reconcile
them with those of Isma'ili philosophy, so conversely he reveals a
nervous irritability when he mentions the opinions of Rhazes.
(a) Nature: A primary contention of Rhazes appears in connection
with Aristotle's doctrine defining Nature as a "principle of movement
and of rest". This hypothesis is not accepted by Rhazes and Nasir-i
Khusrau makes the following observation: "Muhammad b. Zakariyya'
Razi does not accept this hypothesis, according to which, he says, it
would be necessary for the Natures (taba*? - the four natural elemental
qualities) to have come from the Creator into material forms. If they
came from the Creator, it must follow that Nature existed in God. But
this is completely inadmissible."1
At the root of this dissimulation is a radical conflict with regard to
the concepts of the Soul and of Nature. According to the Isma'ili
philosophy of Nasir-i Khusrau, Nature is born into Matter by a contemplation which the Soul projects in the latter, just as the Soul proceeds to being by a contemplation of the Intelligence directed upon
itself. The Soul is in this sense the child of the Intelligence; in the same
way Nature is the child of the Soul, its pupil and its disciple. For this
reason she can act and produce actions which will be in imitation of the
activity of the Soul and, in consequence, she can be the principle of
movement. According to Rhazes, the Soul wished to be united with
Nature so as to produce sensate forms, but became instead its pitiful
captive. It is this myth of the fall of the Soul, as conceived by Rhazes,
1
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which the Isma'ili thinker rejects, and a rejection of the physical theory
of Rhazes means, eo ipso, a rejection of his doctrine of the Soul.
(b) The fall of the Soul: This myth is a characteristic feature of the
philosophy of Rhazes. It is known to us from the record of discussions
preserved by the Isma'ili da'i Abu Hatim Razi and by Nasir-i Khusrau
himself. There are, according to Rhazes, five eternal (qadim) principles
(the Creator, the Soul, Matter, Time, Space), while the world had its
origin in time (muhdath). If the world began to exist, it was because an
ardent desire set the soul in motion towards something, which might
be the world, for the purpose of interpenetration. It did not then know,
however, what misery would thenceforth cling to it. The Creator sends
the Intelligence (eaql, nous) to waken the Soul from its lethargy in the
habitation (haikal) which is the human being. Hence arise the function
and the message of the philosophers, which are the deliverance of souls
by means of philosophy, since it is through philosophy that the Soul
learns to know the world which is truly its own.
Nasir-i Khusrau opposes this myth with a vigorous denial; his reply
implies a refusal to admit that the Soul, the second hypostasis of the
Pleroma, may have fallen into Matter for the purpose of producing
Forms. In order to initiate such Forms there, it had only to project its
contemplation into this Matter for the active phjsis to be manifested
there. It is not the Soul (the second archangel of the divine Pentarchy,
according to the system of Nasir) who was seduced by Matter and
allowed itself to be subjugated by her. They are the partial or individual
souls which have emanated from her, ignorant and unconscious, that
are the victims of this fall. To awaken these souls is beyond the power
of the philosophers. Indeed, is it not the band of philosophers which
has been most often flouted and ignored? There is need of the word of
the prophets. Besides, "The Sum of the two Philosophies" reveals a
true piety in respect of the Anima mundi, which is the term used for
tauhid by the philosophers. Nasir thus takes up their defence against
Rhazes himself. Since the Anima mundi is "the lord of the souls of the
philosophers ", what would be the sense of their tauhid and their piety
if this Anima mundi had succumbed to Matter and become its captive?
Therefore it is not the Soul of the world which has been taken captive
by Matter, but the partial souls issued from it and these must be
awakened from their lethargy. As to the awakening, Nasir defies Rhazes
to provoke it. It is with reference to the prophets that the conflict
appears in its fundamental importance. For, according to Rhazes, souls
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not redeemed by philosophy wander post mortem about the world; these
are the bad souls which seduce certain human beings through their
pride, suggesting to them that they should proclaim themselves
prophets. For the Isma'ili, on the contrary, these bad souls are the
agents of Iblis-Satan, harassing the prophets, against whom each of the
prophets has had to struggle. For the Isma'ili thinker, the mission of
the prophets - and essentially that of Islamic philosophy - is a divine
mission, while for Rhazes it is a Satanic curse. The conflict breaks out
in all its violence.
(c) The mission of the prophets: On this point the antagonism of Rhazes
is certainly that of a man of genius, but one who fiercely ignores all
"dimensions", not merely of creed but perhaps even of religion. The
extreme interest of the situation lies in the fact that here the rationalist
challenge is taken up not by the doctors of the Law, by the "orthodox"
theologians of Islam, but by the esoterics (Bdtiniydri), whose entire
spiritual effort and raison d'etre are aimed in fact at rising above the letter
of the positive legalitarian religion and so at rising above the tonsil and
the %ahir (the exoteric). They themselves incur the worst suspicions of
the "orthodox" authorities and are exposed to the worst outrages of
their official counter-propaganda. Nasir-i Khusrau himself experienced
their severity. Probably the Isma'Ili - or generally ShTl - concept of
the mission of the prophet (the ndtiq, the enunciator of the letter) is not
the same as that of the Sunnl majority. It is no less indispensable to the
whole structure of the esoteric religion and to its vision of the correspondence of the worlds and inter-worlds, as well as to the mystery
of initiatory salvation, which, for the devotee, constitutes a spiritual
birth (wilddat ruhdmya), an inner event quite different from mere
redemption by philosophy. To sum up, what has to be considered here
is not a commonplace opposition between philosophical rationalism
and religion in the current or confessional sense of the word, but a far
more radical opposition between the spirit - esoteric, religious, initiatory - and a will which is hostile to all that this spirit implies.
In his profession of faith Rhazes expresses a basic egalitarianism,
deeming it unthinkable that God should have selected certain men for
the purpose of giving them superiority over the masses, conferring on
them the prophetic mission and constituting them, as it were, guides
for humanity. Rhazes resents the inequalities of nature and the law as
an intolerable injustice and combats it with a ferocity which is the more
determined for being turned against himself, since at heart he is per540
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fectly aware of his own eminent superiority. It was this aspect which
Abu Hatim brought, very delicately, to his attention, in the course of
their controversy, by a formidable argument ad homtnem. Rhazes
expresses himself with all the passion of a "grievance", the psychological origins of which elude discovery. The pretensions of the
prophets are, for him, responsible for the dogmas of inter-contradictory
religions and, consequently, for the wars and massacres unleashed in
the name of vain beliefs.
The Isma'ill thinker, for his part, is equally far removed, or even
more so, for different reasons, from religious and all other fanaticism.
Regarding the mortal contradictions denounced by Rhazes, the Isma'ili
knows very well that they arise and become inflamed only at the level
of the letter of the law, of the exoteric. Indeed, the whole of Isma'ili
teaching consists in training devotees who are capable of proceeding
beyond the literal appearances, the exoteric, of the Law. The ta'wil, the
spiritual hermeneutic which provides the means of esoteric initiation,
postulates the view of history moving in cycles, according to which
Time returns to its origin, towards the conclusion of the Great Resurrection. "If men," writes Nasir-i Khusrau, "were to seek this spiritual
hermeneutic, the prophetic religions would stand upright, each in the
place where it stands." 1 Men would understand that each one constitutes
one of the "six days" of the creation of the religious cosmos. One day
does not oppose another; it succeeds it.
The greatness of the Isma'ili thinker lies perhaps in the conception
of an eternal transgressor. In the eyes of the rationalist philosopher, he
transgresses reason because he upholds the appearance of religion;
never does his ta'wil wound it in the face. In the eyes of the doctor of
Law, he transgresses the latter, because he interprets the dogmas of the
faith in an inward and spiritual sense. It is this point which is summed
up with full awareness in an admirable passage by Nasir-i Khusrau:
"If," he writes, "in the event of an absence of moral sense taking
control of mankind, it were necessary for the sages and the scholars to
keep silent and renounce wisdom, then it would have been necessary
for the Sage of Sages, the Seal of the prophets, Muhammad the Elect,
to have withheld from men completely this treasure of Wisdom, this
mine of essential truths of all the sciences, which is the Holy Book. The
truth is quite otherwise. God gave him this command: Recite to the
created world the portions of the Book which have been revealed to
1
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you; institute prayer, for prayer preserves from baseness and from evil
actions" (Qur'an 29. 44). These lines, which might have provoked the
wrath of Rhazes, could not but appear very edifying to a doctor of
the Law.
However, Nasir-i Khusrau continues: "The exoteric (gahir) of Prayer
consists in adoring God with the postures of the body, in directing the
body towards the qibla of the body, which is the Ka'ba, the Temple of
the Most High God situated at Mekka. To understand the esoteric of
Prayer (ta>n>il-e bdtiri) means adoring God with the thinking soul and
turning towards the quest of the gnosis of the Book and the gnosis of
positive religion, towards the qibla of the spirit, which is the Temple
of God, that Temple in which the divine Gnosis is enclosed, I mean the
Imam in Truth, salutations to him."1
Here it is the doctor of the Law who will denounce, with indignation,
Shi'i extremism! It is for this reason that such a passage, by showing to
best advantage the standpoint of an Iranian Isma'ili thinker such as
Nasir-i Khusrau, confers an exemplary grandeur on his solitude.
1
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CHAPTER 17

ZOROASTRIAN LITERATURE
AFTER THE MUSLIM CONQUEST
In the preceding volume a survey was made of that part of extant
Mazdaean literature the content of which could have been known in
the Sasanian era, even though the books were probably or even
certainly compiled under Islam. Only those works were excluded
which showed obvious signs of contact with Islam, and it is these
which are now to be considered.
They were in the first place characterized by a tendency to be
explanatory as well as polemical. Their prime object was to set forth
the Mazdaean doctrine, whose liturgical texts, however ancient and
widespread in usage, were not of a kind to re-establish didactically, still
less to defend rationally, that doctrine, which was threatened on all
sides. It was a fact that Islam made rapid progress in Iran and even
recruited there its principal doctors and upholders, while the number
of Mazdaean mobads qualified to resist them steadily declined. Still more
regrettable was the growing scarcity of priests necessary for the conduct
of services and purifications, by whom alone the liturgy could be
maintained, as the axis of the truly religious life, together with custom
and law. Preoccupation with this state of affairs was to be expressed
not only in the form of casuistry, to deal with the practical problems
raised by this diminution of the priesthood, but also by concern to
provide the instruction which was lacking. Thereafter this instruction
and catechizing seemed to become more explicit and were addressed,
at any rate in the writings, to adult persons who were threatened by
conversion to Islam, by indifference or at the very least by ignorance.
Such instruction was indeed the chief concern of the mobads and explains why they should have written the books and also why they
should have been particularly anxious to preserve them when most
of the various works of Sasanian (or post-Sasanian) Pahlavi literature
had disappeared or, as in the case of epic, had been absorbed into
Persian literature of an ostensibly Muslim nature. Thus the literature
now under consideration is both religious and didactic, and is some543
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times apologetic and polemical. If it presents very few "literary"
features, it is at least superior to the literature of the preceding period
(and it must be stressed that only what has survived to the present day
is under review) in that it reveals the workings of a certain line of
thought. Though lacking in aesthetic merit, it is not without interest
for the history of philosophical and theological speculation, at the very
period when Islamic thought was in full spate. The Mazdaism of the
3rd-4th/9th-ioth centuries deserves to be better known not only for
itself but also for its contribution to our knowledge of the theoretical
tenets opposed to it by Islam.

I. ATURFARNBAG I FARRUX2ATAN

The first author for consideration is a mobad named Aturfarnbag i
Farruxzatan, of whom it is known that he lived under the 'Abbasid
Caliph Ma'mun (198/813-218/83 3) and that he was chief of the Mazdaeans of Fars. A short work records the disputation to which he was
challenged by a Mazdaean convert to Islam who had changed his name
from Dadv-Ohrmazd to Wahballah (usually called Abalis or Abaleh
owing to the ambiguities of Pahlavi script). He had also summoned
Jews and Christians to take part in the argument. The Caliph Ma'mun,
as is known, favoured such rhetorical jousts, and an account of this one
has been preserved in a document which may well have come from
Aturfarnbag himself. In his questions the renegade made an attack on
the consequences of dualism: the existence of opposites in the world,
fire-worship, the pains of Hell imposed by Ohrmazd, the state of the
bodies of infidels after their death, the wearing of the kustzk. To each
of these questions Aturfarnbag put up a defence and is said to have
won the approval of the caliph, which seems very unlikely.
The allusions in the Denkart to the activities of Aturfarnbag support
the belief that he took a major part in the collection of the Avestan
texts which had been dispersed at the time of the Muslim conquest and,
moreover, that he was the author of an Adven ndmak which was
drawn upon by the last editor of the Denkart. The latter indeed gave
the Denkart its name and took a considerable extract from it for his
Book V ; it is not impossible that this is the celebrated Ayln-nama
referred to in the Fihrist of al-Nadim and quoted by Ibn Qutaiba.
Aturfarnbag is mentioned also in the Ddtistdn-i demk, as an authority
on the tariffs of the cult, and in the "Epistles" of Manuscihr. A series
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of answers given by him, contained in the same manuscript as the Great
Bundahisn (TD i), was only published recently. The answers are short
and never give a general view of the problems or of the legal principles
at play, as is the case with some of the other works we are about to
examine. Indeed the greater number are concerned only with very
minor points of legal purity and are often repetitious. Some however
are interesting as bringing some light on the legislation of marriage and
the laws of inheritance, and sometimes apropos of the conversion to
Islam of a member of the family. Two answers tell us that next-of-kin
marriage was still a living practice; the xvetoddt was even enforced
against the will of a sister or daughter, but not without the consent of
the husbands. The many cases of defilement owing to contact with an
impure person or object seem to show that the laws digested in the
Videvddt were by way of being forgotten and give sense to the report
from the Denkart that Aturfarnbag had collected the dispersed fragments of the Avesta accessible until that time to an ever-diminishing
number of erpats and mobads.
The most important extracts, however, which also come from the
Adven ndmak, constitute Book IV of the Denkart. The book begins
with a sort of philosophical exposition of the "procession" of the
Amesa Spenta in terms reminiscent of Neoplatonism. From the noncreated Unity which is at the beginning proceeds Vahuman, the firstcreated, whose creation is in a way a counterpart to the assault of
Ahriman; there is thus already a duality, in consequence of which the
coming into being of the other Primordial Creatures is easily explained.
Passing on to Sahrevar, who represents the power of arms and the
militant aspect of royalty, the author lists the early Sasanian rulers who
played a part in preserving Mazdaean orthodoxy. It seems probable
that their decrees are quoted here verbatim, the pompous style of such
documents being easily recognizable. Proceeding next to the creatures
of the geti the author takes the opportunity of dealing very briefly with
a large number of theological questions, on which Denkart III gives
more detailed instruction. It is probable that Book IV is not merely a
summary of the material contained in Book III, but represents an
attempt to build up the theological and philosophical doctrines by
which Mazdaean thought had been sustained for several centuries
before and after the coming of Islam into a system based upon two
main dogmas, of dualism and of creation by a wise and provident God.
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II. MANUSCIHR-I GOSN-YAM

This mobad, a descendant of Aturfarnbag, was chief of the Mazdaeans
of Fars and Kirman, lived in the second half of the 3rd/9th century,
and is known from two very different written sources. The first is a
collection of three letters concerning the liturgical controversy in
which he opposed his brother Zatspram, mobad of Sirkan, the inhabitants of which had made a complaint about their priest. He had in fact
taught that the purification rite of barsnum, which played such an
important part in the life of the Mazdaeans, could in general be replaced
by a lesser purification. Manuscihr addressed himself in the first instance
to the inhabitants of Sirkan, and his line of argument is to establish the
paramount authority of the Avestan text in this matter, maintaining
that it was in no way diminished by the variety of opinions between the
Mazdaean divines, who very likely had been called in to justify the
legality of the innovation made by Zatspram. There are quotations here
and there from the corpus of jurisprudence which, as was already
known, had long ago been created by jurists and commentators on the
Avestan laws. In the second letter, addressed to Zatspram himself, a
similar line of defence was employed, insofar as this difficult text can be
understood. Manuscihr (II, ii, 9-12) was concerned to show how an
authorized interpretation could, in a particular instance, be supplemented by another interpretation, more apt but equally well authenticated, such as is the case with the differences between Afarg and
Metyomah or of Aturfarnbag, Vindat and Aturbocet; this argument
might be applied to the use which was made simultaneously of the
astronomical tables of the Empire (i.e. Iran), of India and of Ptolemy
for the purpose of determining the position of the sun, Saturn (Kevan)
or Mars (Varahran). The epistle continues on a note of severity:
Manuscihr informs his brother that he has already written to the people
of Sirkan and that he is sending a decree, Letter no. Ill, to all the
Mazdaeans of Iran forbidding them to follow the practice of Zatspram.
The interest of these documents, whose main purpose is now of little
consequence, lies in their disclosure of the functioning of the Mazdaean
hierarchy under conditions in which it no longer enjoyed the support
of the state. The sustained deferential tone of the letters is in contrast
with the dry and somewhat inquisitorial exposition of the religious
policy of the first Sasanids when dealing with " deviations" {Denkart
, English tr. by Zaehner, Zurvdn, pp. 7-9). The solemn and weighty
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style of Manusdhr is not at all abusive and he appears to be using his
authority only to put the flock of Zatspram on their guard against their
leader.
Manusclhr's other work is his Ddtistdn-i denik. In this he discusses
many questions which might perhaps have been taken for granted:
there was actually, at this period, good reason for recapitulating points
of doctrine and of practice which the Mazdaeans were in danger of
forgetting. There is no decisive evidence whether this work was written
before or after the " Epistles ", in spite of the striking differences of style
between them - the open letters and proclamation being couched in
solemn and meandering prose, while the Ddtistdn is much more clear
and direct, doubtless because more impersonal. It is a collection of
ninety-one answers to questions put by a certain Mihr-Xvarset i
Atur-Mahan and by other unnamed Mazdaeans. After beginning
with a preface in a ceremonial style which is very close to that of the
"Epistles" it proceeds forthwith to a series of fairly closely related
problems, as follows.
Questions 1-3 deal with the "just" man, that is to say, the archetype,
not only Gayomart, the first or primordial man, but also Zartust, the
bringer of Revelation, and his last son, Sosyans, born posthumously,
who closes the cycle of creation and introduces the eschatological
transfiguration(fraskart). This traditional doctrine, which places Zartust
in the middle of the history of the world, may have been revived in
opposition to Islamic speculation on the Insdn al-kdmil, unless of course
the reverse was the case and the Iranian theologoumenon served as a
model for the Muslim - a dilemma we often meet. In any case, the
purpose of the Perfect Man is, according to the main theme of Mazdaism, the perfect cult of the supremely good God and the struggle
against evil; the wisdom which presides over the divine government
provides for each period a ruler devout in the Faith. This quest after
perfection is not to be without its difficulties (questions 4-6), a fact
which serves only to emphasize the militant character of the religion.
Questions 8-14 examine the effect of the actions accomplished either
by a man himself or by others on his account, depending on whether
he has or has not ordered them to be carried out after his death - an
important matter in view of the prayers and rites which are required
during and after the death of a Mazdaean. When the body has been
delivered up to dogs and birds of prey for rending, it may be asked
whether the soul, which although separated from the body is still close
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to it, can still suffer (questions 15-17). Here it may be noted that dogs
are always mentioned as well as birds of prey, which would suggest
a practice different from the present, when the body is exposed to
the birds alone, the function of the dog being simply to drive away
the demons by glancing at the corpse (sag-did). Question 18 deals with
the vision of Ohrmazd and of Ahriman afforded to the dead, and the
answer, based on an Avestan text, recalls an ancient myth hitherto
attested only in its Manichaean form. Ohrmazd replies to the demand
made on him by Zartust to hold out his hand by telling him to take the
hand of Gayomart - all this takes place in a pre-eternity in which the
passing of time is transcended - in return for which he will see him,
Ohrmazd, at the resurrection of the body. Thus it will be the impious
who will benefit from the apocatastasis, while the just will see God and
will rejoice on arrival at the Ohrmazdian existence. The next questions
(19-33) deal with the places of the dead and the whole subject of
individual eschatology, before proceeding (34-7) to the resurrection of
the body.
All these chapters contribute precise details to the study of Mazdaean
anthropology and bear witness to the interest taken by the theologian
of this period in the nature of bliss in Paradise, a feature which is in
contrast with popular works of the Sasanian period like the "Book of
Arta Viraf", the author of which took a special pleasure in describing
the pains of Hell. An argument of great importance is developed in
Chapter 36: the offensive in the struggle between Ohrmazd and his
creatures on one side and Ahriman and his supporters on the other is
to be blamed entirely on Ahriman; the ills for which Ohrmazd is
responsible are, strictly speaking, punishments or acts of legitimate
defence. It may be noted incidentally that there is no trace of any
dispute regarding the perpetuity of the pains of Hell; such controversy
was not to arise until later.
Question 3 8 proceeds to an examination of the liturgy and considers
the manifold significance of the sacred girdle of the Mazdaeans, the
kustlk, symbolizing at the same time the bondage of man {bandakth) in
relation to Ohrmazd and the distinction between the upper and lower
parts of the body; the kustlk has as a celestial archetype the Milky Way
and the Den itself. The symbolism of its composition is dealt with in
the next question and also the offences connected with it, such as
walking without the kustlk and talking while eating. Since the wearing
of the kustlk is a Mazdaean characteristic, a discussion is inserted here
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on the gravity of the sin of aspostasy (question 40) and on the merit of
those who strive to prevent it from being committed (question 41).
There follow further questions on the dron (question 42) and on
sacrifice, ja^isn (question 47), and a collection of questions on the
relative values of theoretical and practical knowledge for priests, some
of them knowing the texts by heart while others are experts on ritual,
all of which has an appreciable effect on their stipends (questions 43-6,
65). These questions contain a mine of information on the state of the
Mazdaean clergy two centuries after the conquest of Iran by the Arabs.
Priests are few, badly-educated, and impoverished, and it is asked what
crafts they can practise in order to survive (question 45). There is
frequent discussion of their stipends (questions 81-8) and also of the
morality of economic transactions, such as buying goods cheaply and
selling them dear and, particularly, of doing business with nonMazdaeans and non-Iranians. (In this category are to be reckoned not
only the Arab invaders, whose total numbers were not very great, but
also the Semitic populations of the former Iranian Empire, Christians
and Jews who had long ago settled in the country.) For a survey of the
demography of Iran before Islam or in the early years of the conquest
such data are of the greatest interest. They provide the back-drop for a
study of the relationship between early Islam and its non-Muslim
"subjects" which is too often undertaken merely on the basis of
information on countries populated by Jews and Christians, such as
Egypt and Syria.
A characteristic feature of this relationship was the maintenance of
the personal law of the ahl al-kitdb and suchlike. To questions 53-61
Manuscihr replies with long dissertations on such essential institutions
of Iranian family law as authority over the family (dutak-sarddrih) which,
especially if the family possesses property, must never fail and for
which provision must be made. Sometimes the state of the family itself
may offer a solution, or the head of the family may have decided it
for the future, before his death. Public officials may, as a last resort,
intervene to designate the person most suitable in the circumstances to
be the new paterfamilias. A more original institution is that of the sturih,
which is the responsibility given (again in accordance with the customs
regulating the devolution of the sarddrift) to a person for the administration of property of a certain value, instead of and in place of the de
cujusy who has no legitimate or adoptive heir. This system of devolution
made it possible to ensure the continuity of the family by preserving
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permanently the property designed to maintain it. The subject cannot
be discussed further here, though it should be of considerable interest
to sociologists and to legal historians. The Mdtigdn-i ha^dr ddtistdn
mentions it frequently, but provides no substitute for the almost didactic exposition set forth in the Ddtistdn-i demk. Another practice which
the Islamic occupation did not abrogate and which was to be found
continuing as customary Mazdaean law was consanguineous marriage,
xvetodat, treated in question 64. Questions 71-7 are devoted to sexual
offences, particularly paederasty, which is so often referred to in any
discussion of Mazdaean morals.
Manuscihr replies, in irregular order, to questions on various cult
observances, geti-xnt, ttfndak-ruvdn, hamdk-Den (questions 79, 80, 82)
and repeats such expositions of cosmogony as may be read in the
Bundahisn or the "Selections" of Zatspram: it is what might be called
mythological physics, based entirely on tradition, with the exception
of question 90 which is very obscure and discusses, in quasi-philosophical terms, the movement of the heavens.
The book ends with a selection of "sayings of the ancients" which
recapitulates the beginning of Book VI of the Denkart, Both texts are
somewhat corrupt and serve as correctives to one another. There is no
need to assume that either text has borrowed from the other: the
aphorisms are clearly of greater antiquity than the two works themselves
and it is probable that they formed a thesaurus to which recourse was
made as needed. It has already been noted (Vol. 3) that the author of
Sdjast ne sdyast made use of it in concluding the second part of his book.

III. THE "RIVAYAT" OF EMET I ASAVAHISTAN

The author of this work was Manuscihr's nephew. He exercised after
him the authority of a mobad over a large part of southern Iran in the
first half of the 4th/ioth century. It consists of a small collection of his
answers to questions put to him by a certain Atur-Gusasp i Mihr Atas i
Atur-Gusasp and deals almost entirely with concrete examples arising
out of the position of the Mazdaeans in Iran under Islam. Muslim
influence is very much more apparent here than in the Ddtistdn-i denik
or in the Denkart and is shown to interfere with the laws which still
govern the Mazdaean community, especially family law and, in
particular, the institution of sturih. The opportunity is taken to explain
clearly how it works and to describe the status of woman both in her
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own family and in that of her husband. According to whether her father
has or has not an heir, natural or adopted, apart from herself, she is
either free or not free to contract a "plenary" or "authorized"
(pdtixsayihd) marriage which alone entitles her to dispose of her entire
property in favour of her husband or her children. Likewise, if she has
been married before, she is merely the cagar wife of her second husband.
(Her position if she had children by her first husband is not, however,
made very clear.) As regards repudiation, it is stated (question 7) that
it is valid only when the woman is definitely at fault or alternatively if
she agrees (deriving an advantage out of it is not enough). In questions
of succession, the conversion to Islam of a male member of the family
almost always has the effect of altering the status of the woman; if one
of her brothers dies and the other becomes a Muslim and thus, by doing
so, incurs under Mazdaean law a civil death, her status changes and
remains changed even after the new marriage which she may contract
(questions 1, 2). The property acquired by the apostate when he was a
Mazdaean cannot be allowed to remain in his possession, since an
ancient juridical saying lays down that property which has once belonged
to a Mazdaean must not be permitted to slip from Mazdaean hands
(question 4). In a diminished and defenceless Mazdaean community,
however, matters could not always be so arranged (question 25).
Repentance and return by an apostate are likewise provided for, and he
will benefit from the same spiritual advantages after death as other
Mazdaeans (question 26). The proximity of non-Mazdaeans (akden) is
liable to result in contamination and Mazdaism, as is well known, is
very scrupulous in this respect. On no account should the hot baths of
Muslims be used (question 19), and it is essential, if a Muslim has been
down into a well to clean it, that it should be purified afterwards with
the utmost care (question 36). The sin of adultery committed with a
non-Mazdaean woman is all the more serious if it results in the birth
of a child who will be reared in the Evil Religion (question 42). With
regard to contamination and the purification it calls for, difficulties
arise not only from the presence of Muslims but also owing to the
scarcity or the incompetence of the purifiers, that is of all Mazdaean
erpats. It appears in fact that this is the main preoccupation of the book,
to judge from the number of times it is mentioned, an erpat being
required not only for purposes of purification but also for the appointment of Mazdaeans to exercise the functions imposed by family law.
Where no erpat is available, recourse must be had to some reasonably
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well educated man or at least to a man of good repute (question 6).
There must often have been erpats who abandoned their office in order
to take up some more lucrative occupation, such as that of soldier or
brigand; in the event of their return, they would be suspended from
their sacred office (questions 10 and 11), a factor which tended to reduce
their numbers still further. Moreover, if they had failed to discharge a
debt or fine, they could not in future be employed except for minor
functions (question 9). It is hardly surprising therefore that certain
poorly qualified persons should have usurped their office (question 12).
One seemingly quite practical question as to the praise or blame
attaching to a man who, after deciding to build a bridge for the use of
his fellow-citizens, changes his mind and devotes the money to other
purposes, provokes a long and subtle dissertation on the relative merits
of undertakings according to the circumstances and the manner in
which they are accomplished (question 17).
With the publication of the Kivayat of Emet a few years before that
of the Rivdyat of Aturfarnbag (see above) one of the surprises in store
must have been the small group of questions devoted to the forms of
marriage between close relations (xvetodat), the existence of which,
even in remote antiquity, was vehemently contested in the last century.
The answers leave no room for doubt concerning the practice of the
custom, its various forms (marriage with sister, daughter or mother),
its quasi-solemnization (verbal promise, witnesses) and, especially, as
regards belief in the meritorious nature of the act, be it actually performed by a man, or intended and subsequently frustrated, or encouraged
among others, with or without the hope of progeny (questions 22, 24,
25, 28, 29, 30). In the light of the historical context, as revealed by the
book, it is astonishing that such a custom should have persisted in full
vigour within the Mazdaean community, surrounded as it was on all
sides by Islam. It may be wondered whether the Muslim authorities
were actually ignorant or preferred to appear ignorant of practices
which belonged strictly to the personal law of their non-Muslim
"subjects". In any case, against this evidently historical background,
the discussions aroused by these questions can certainly not be regarded
as either idle or academic.
It may be noted in passing that in two passages a distinction is made
between "apostates" and persons who are born into the "Evil
Religion" (questions 4, 6) but who have, notwithstanding, practised
the Mazdaean virtues (questions 26, 28).
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Two chapters contain brief replies to a collection of theological
questions. The first series (question 39) recalls the principal points of
individual eschatology: the fate of the soul after death and before the
resurrection of the body, the effect of the confession of sins (patet) or,
failing confession, of the ritual of the three nights (satus), the perpetuity
of the pains of Hell only until the resurrection, the protection of the
souls of the deceased by the Creator, even in Hell, the existence of an
intermediate region for "moderate" sinners, the difference between the
state of the just and that of the damned - the just man enjoying the
society of his kind, while each of the damned believes himself to be
alone. The second series (question 40) considers various aspects of the
important problem, so often discussed by Mazdaeans and Muslims
alike, of the extent to which a man's actions are governed by divine
predestination or by his own freewill.
This book, like the works of Manuscihr, clearly contributes some
valuable evidence on the practical life of the Mazdaeans at a time when
they were on the defensive against Islam. Following the Rivayat of
Aturfarnbag in Ms. TD 2 is another series of four questions asked by
erpat Spenddat - Farruxburzln, with answers of the head mobad
Frehsros i Vahraman in A.D. 1008. The only significant one presents us
with the rare occurrence of a conflict between Mazdaeans of Khurasan
and an official {sultdmk) of Baghdad who had enforced an intercalation
in the calendar, one Abu Mansiir (?) who was obviously a Muslim.
Following on the colophon of this rivayat come thirty more questions
on points of liturgy. There is no indication of their being by the same
author as the previous rivayat. The theoretical works now to be
examined reflect not so much the historical situation as the radical
conflict of doctrine in which the Mazdaeans changed over to the attack.

iv.

"DENKART

HI"

A survey was made in the previous volume of the parts of the Denkart
whose contents must certainly have been known to the Mazdaeans of
the Sasanian period. Here special attention will be given to Book III,
the most important theological work left by the Mazdaeans. The other
"doctrinal" books, IV and V, appear to be versions of or extracts from
earlier writings of one or of several authors. The author or editor of
Book III was a mobad named Aturpat i Emetan; according to information provided by Mas'udl and Hamza he may be placed chronologically
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near the middle of the 4th/ioth century and he is known to have
exercised spiritual authority over the Mazdaeans in southern Iran. He
himself reveals nothing of his identity until the final chapter of Book
III, in which he traces the history of the transmission of the Avesta and
the part played in it by Aturfarnbag. His own work was rather to
collect and epitomize the sum of religious thought expressed in later
books, chiefly in the %and, in the sayings of the Ancients, and in the
Adven ndmak of Aturfarnbag which was probably already a compilation. We know nothing of what was contained in Books I and II of his
Denkart. The content of Book III is made perfectly clear by the clause:
"from (or according to) the teachings of the Good Religion" that
comes at the end of the titles of almost all the chapters, except those
dealing with the outward form of the Den. This goes to show that the
author's purpose is to systematize the Religion, and to bring out the
(metaphysical) principles that give force and life to its structure.
The book opens with twelve short answers to questions put by
sundry "heretics" and sixteen other answers to questions put by a
disciple. The page containing the first question has been lost in the
only surviving manuscript, and the succeeding pages are damaged. The
manuscript is, moreover, very imperfect and requires continual correction; even the scribe was aware of this in several instances and
chose to repeat a complete chapter which he himself copied badly or
copied from an original which was in itself bad. Despite the ingenuity
of modern scholars, numerous pages will continue to remain obscure.
Apart from some very long chapters on xvetodat (Chapter 80), on
get! (Chapter 123), and on medicine (Chapter 157), no chapter exceeds
three or four pages in length. Their order is quite arbitrary: some, like
those which contain answers to opinions formulated in the previous
chapter, are in the right order, but most frequently the connection
between them is weak and depends on words rather than on the sense.
There is, however, no doubt regarding the unity of the book: the same
subjects are pursued and the same ideas are discussed from points of
view which at times scarcely differ from one another.
Moreover, the single preoccupation which governed the compilation
of the book becomes apparent from the ideological circumstances in
which it was written. It must not be forgotten that, at the time and
place of its origin, the development of Muslim thought was in full
spate; its purpose therefore was both to consolidate the faith of
Mazdaeans who - in direct proportion to their intellectual level - were
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tempted to desert their ancient religion with its load of myth and ritual,
and also to explain it in comprehensible and convincing terms to those
most apostolic invaders who must have been holding it up to ridicule.
But their own religion was surely subject to criticism, and hence the
defence of Mazdaism would imply almost inevitably an ordered attack
on the new faith. This offensive is directed seldom at the texts but in full
measure at those doctrines universally accepted by the enemy, and to
this end, since the appeal to any authority would not be valid here, it is
rational philosophy which predominates, the rational argument which
alone can carry conviction.
There is here something quite different from dialectical opportunism;
when the Muslim mutakallim argues with Greek philosophers or with
Muslim falasifa, he concentrates on seeking out internal contradictions
in tenets of his opponents so as to discredit them completely. These are
rational arguments which may be used to oppose the processes of reason
itself. The Mazdaean line of argument runs an entirely different course:
it is founded on the great truths of metaphysics in opposition to the
narrow metaphysical system - often deliberately, theoretically narrow
- of the Muslim theologians. The omniscience of God, His justice, His
providence, His wisdom are the pillars of knowledge and thus the
criteria of that truth which is under discussion. Inevitably this starting
point will be compared with the Mu'tazilite viewpoint, and it may be
thought that, when the latter were accused, in a famous hadith, of being
the "majus of Islam", it was not simply on account of their theory of
human freedom, but rather because both sides, basing their argument
on the justice of God, deduced as a consequence what should or should
not be properly attributed to God. This line of thought must have
appeared as imposing a limit to the omnipotence of God and, in any
case, as authorizing an interpretation of the spirit of the revealed texts
going far beyond the letter. Indeed, the Mazdaism which is defined and
illustrated by the third book of the Denkart, far from disputing on
words, recognizes from the outset a natural (they will say "innate")
knowledge of God and regards "innate reason" (asn-xrat) and the
Good Religion as fundamentally one. It follows that, at least in Book
III, the Denkart says comparatively little about the revelation, as such,
about the communication made to mankind by Ohrmazd, through the
mediation of the prophet Zarathustra, or the knowledge of such truths
as eschatology, which cannot be attained by deduction. In ethics, on
the other hand, the Mean (patmdn) is the norm and source which is that
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of reason in the realm of knowledge; both attributes are, of themselves,
the prerogative of every man. It is these characteristics of accessibility
and of universality which give to Mazdaism the superiority emphasized
by its theologian throughout the book.
A more detailed survey is desirable, however, of the adversaries
either mentioned by name or indirectly implied by the context. Most
frequently mentioned are the "doctors" {kesdaran — 'ultima*), who are
almost invariably Muslims but without being specified as such. In
nearly fifty chapters the doctrine set out in the title is followed by a
demonstration of the incompatibility of a true conception of God with
the doctrines, briefly summarized, of the kesdaran.
Direct references to Qur'anic doctrine are typical, in relation to the
kesdaran; their prophet represents himself as the Seal of Prophecy; the
Creator, after forbidding any cult but His own, commands the angels
to worship man. In particular, the eternity of the pains of Hell seems to
conflict with the justice of God and, still more, with the wisdom of His
providence, the perfection of His original plan. The omnipotence of
God is not consistent with the fact that His will is contradicted by the
sin of His own creatures and, indeed, how is the all-goodness of God
to be reconciled with any kind of responsibility for evil, be it nothing
more than mere "permission"? Some of the attacks are aimed more
particularly at a Mu'tazilite belief: the non-existence in God of such
eternal attributes as the source of action in time.
In at least one instance the kesdaran are Christians: Chapter 40 deals
with the Trinity and with the absurdity of father and son appearing
simultaneously in time. With regard to the Jews, it is sometimes difficult
to decide whether their faith or practices are the real target since these
are common to Jews and Muslims alike. Thus, for instance, the
mythological personage Dhahak (Zohak), the enemy of Yim, is regarded as the ancestor of Abraham, while in the SJodh-ndma he is
first and foremost the ancestor of the Arabs. The Manichaeans are not
overlooked; their "precepts" are in direct opposition to those proclaimed by Aturpat i Mahraspandan, and the ^andik (a term which
in Muslim heresiology was applied specifically if not exclusively to
Manichaeans) are rightly held responsible for the doctrine of the
two souls, which Saint Augustine both expounded and refuted for
posterity.
The author then appears to be fairly well informed on the beliefs of
his opponents and cannot be accused of either distortion or misunder556
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standing; again his attack is not a dialectical exercise but comes to
grips with reality.
Without any attempt being made to summarize all the chapters of
Book III, the important doctrines set out in them may be considered
with the purpose of showing the way in which they cohere and are
linked together. The basic dogma is clearly that of " classical" Mazdaism
(disregarding the Gdthds, which still present a problem of some
obscurity), which postulates the existence, in addition to Ohrmazd the
Creator, of Ahriman, the principle of Evil. From Good, however, only
good can ensue and the principle of Good must necessarily bring everything to a good conclusion for its creatures. Evil is thus ultimately
condemned, if not annihilated, a matter on which little explanation is
given but which follows from the fact that it is menog (transcendant) like
the principle of Good and even more exclusively so. Indeed, while the
Creator, whose menog state was coveted and assailed by Evil, causes
his creatures to pass from the menog state to the state of get! in which
they are armed to struggle with and triumph over Evil, Ahriman, for
his part, does not create in the true sense but makes use of getl beings
as his agents. It is they who, at the end of time, will disappear in a burst
of dissolution or, in the case of men who have served their time in
Hell, will be purified, transfigured and rendered immortal and blessed.
Man has thus a militant function in the service of salvation. He is the
lord of creation owing to his own free will thanks to which his nature
{cihr) becomes a wilful nature (kdmakih) and he is guided towards his
object within the framework of society, according to the four classes
of mankind - priests, warriors, husbandmen and craftsmen - topped by
the good Iranian king. The part played by the last is thus moral and
cosmic as well as political, and royalty, together with the Good
Religion itself, is the pillar of the world. The alliance of the two is
indissoluble and both enjoy a charisma - royal or religious - bearing
the name xvarrah. It is possible to foresee what this doctrine, which
runs through both the theology and the epic of Iran, was to become in
the purely religious and esoteric context of Isma'llism and in the Iranian
world where, under Islam, people continued to live on their nostalgia
for the charisma of royalty. The foundations had already been laid in
the theological history of Zoroastrianism, in which Vistaspa was the
"lay" champion of the new religion, which conferred legitimacy upon
him. On the other hand the Islamic conquest represented a foreign
conquest at the same time, so much so that the defeat of Zoroastrianism
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came to be linked with that of the Iranian Empire in the sacred historiography which became part and parcel of the religious and national
mythology.
To return to the question of human free will; it should be noted that
this idea is traditionally Mazdaean, since the Gdthds so plainly insist on
the " choice " of the primordial Good Spirit, but that it has been revived
and subjected to philosophical analysis making use of the distinction
between voluntary and natural action. There is, further, in the matter
of divine responsibility a flat rejection of the view which can be, and
which has been, deduced from the Qur'anic texts. Not only is God held
to be in no way responsible for the evil committed by his creature, but
the problem of the relationship between the free will of man and the
causality of God is not even raised. The Mu'tazilites were more explicit:
good and bad actions alike both lie outside the influence of God; their
solution in support of human responsibility is radical. It is unlikely that
the Mazdaeans deliberately adopted it, but the Mu'tazilites could
understandably be thought to have followed the same trend of
thought.
Although moral dualism was preserved complete by Mazdaism in its
later period, the conception of "physical" dualism required some
adjustments to comply with new information provided by Hellenistic
physics which had long been common knowledge. Clearly the oppositions and contradictions which are apparent in the physical world could
not be brought within the twofold scheme of good and evil, a fact
which had been realized for some time. The physics of the elements and
their opposites allowed for a systematic treatment which withdrew
these realities from the moral sphere, even if transcendent. Heiein lies
the interest of the chapters which deal with the physical world, even
though they bring in the assault of Evil, by relating it directly to the
creation and to the "evolution" of the getl as such. Little reference is
made to the fact that the menog had passed into the getl state by reason
of the Assault and, so to speak, "as a means of defence". This subject
gives rise to some very interesting chapters on the stages of creation of
the getl, starting with the original "production" of matter, which then
became subdivided into elements. These elements made up groups
determined by their form (desak) and thence were evolved the autonomous and complex individuals who constitute the world. The elaboration
of these ideas is not very advanced or very precise, but they are set out
in such a way as to make it clear that this field of study was not over558
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looked by the Mazdaeans of Iran, a country which at about the same
time was providing Islamic culture with some of its greatest philosophers.
From natural science the book proceeds to psychology, ethics and
medicine in relation to both body and mind; abundant information is
to be found in the most ancient Mazdaean texts on all these studies, and
especially with regard to the powers of the mind and to the various
spiritual elements of which it is composed. The clarification of these
concepts may perhaps make it possible, in spite of the lapse of time, to
establish more exactly the meaning of certain words which date from
the Avesta, for here, rather more than in natural science, the Iranian perhaps even Indo-Iranian - heritage predominates. For instance, at the
apex of the pyramid of the mental powers is "wisdom unborn"
(asn-xrat), coupled with "wisdom acquired by hearing" (gos-asnut-xrat).
In the later period of Mazdaism these concepts become "inborn
intellect" and "acquired intellect", but, despite this modification, they
retain something of their former cosmic dimensions. In all these
chapters on psychology, however, there is nothing that can compete
with Greek science and the richly developed researches of Neoplatonism, or with Indian speculation, in spite of the fact that the former had
already penetrated the Arabic-speaking world of Islam, largely through
the agency of Syriac-speaking Christians. Analysis appears here only in
rudimentary form and is chiefly concerned with the classification of
ancient beliefs in the course of transformation.
The systematic treatment of ethics is conducted along more rigorous
lines; here also the ideas are traditional, but the tabulation of virtues
and vices is borrowed largely from the peripatetic school. There are
grounds for the belief that this borrowing is not of recent date but can
be traced back to the lost Nasks of the Avesta, as is suggested by the
rich miscellany of ethical learning which makes up Book VI of the
Denkart. There are two factors which tend to confirm the supposition
that the knowledge of Greek ethics was fairly widespread in the Iranian
world. On the one hand the Sasanian Empire was to offer hospitality to
the Greek philosophers of the School of Athens when it was closed on
the orders of Justinian, an invitation which can only be explained if the
Iranians had already come into contact with Greek thought. Secondly,
the discovery in Afghanistan of rock inscriptions bearing some of the
edicts of Priyadarsi-Asoka, in a Greek translation which is both elegant
and scholarly, shows that there existed in the Iranian world a public
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which was well versed in the technicalities of Greek philosophical
thought. At this point there is a link with the principle of the Mean,
presented as the distinctive feature of Iranian ethics, which should
appeal to the sympathies of all good minds (while at the same time
diverting them from Islam and Christianity). Nevertheless, within this
Greek setting it is indeed the Iranian virtues which reappear. The
synthesis or fusion was successfully achieved and was to leave its mark
on the whole rich field of ethics known to mediaeval Muslim Iran.
In this summary an attempt has especially been made to sort out the
fundamental doctrines, which can easily be traced throughout all these
chapters in spite of their haphazard arrangement. Even in this study of
the theoretical texture we can see the link with the doctrines of the past.
In reading Book III it must not be forgotten that in Book VIII the
author elected to recapitulate, in very great detail, all the Nasks of the
Avesta which had survived the shipwreck of Mazdaean culture, and
that in Book IX he collected, in a Pahlavi translation, numerous passages from the lost Avesta which illustrated Gathic teachings by means
of myth. There is thus no question of a religion which has given way
to philosophy or which would have abandoned the imagery of the
revelation of Zarathustra. Even in Book III many references are to be
found to doctrines of this type, in addition to rational justifications of
the ritual and use of the Avestan vocabulary, only slightly transposed
into Pahlavi, which serve as reminders of the vitality and the continuity
of this religious tradition. The fact remains that Book III marks a stage
of the greatest importance.

V. "SKAND-GUMANIK

VICAR"

The author of this last great treatise of the later period of Mazdaism,
Martan-Farrux i Ohrmazddatan, gives himself as a man in search of
truth and eager to set his faith on a solid foundation while establishing
its superiority over the other religions - Judaism, Christianity, Manichaeism and Islam, all of which he refutes in great detail. In this
theoretical undertaking he relies on the works of his predecessors,
describing himself as their pupil and populariser. There is firstly a
certain Aturpat i Yavandan (?), of whom nothing is known, not even
the exact form of his father's name, but he appears to be connected with
Aturfarnbag i Farruxzatan, mentioned in every instance as the author
of the Denkart. He also refers to Rosn i Aturfarnbagan, author of a
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Kosan nipik which is the one mentioned in the Fihrist of al-Nadim (the
title occurs quite frequently).
The book is divided into two parts: one of them is theoretical, in the
form of replies to various questions put to him by a certain Mihrayyar
i Mahmatan, who may have been a Muslim, and expositions of theories
of cosmogony and cosmology, all tending to establish the truth of
dualism. The other part, which is a polemic, deals with the four
religions and also with the dahriyya, the sophists and the atheists.
Here is a confrontation not only of the established religions but of
those currents of irreligious or even anti-religious thought against
which all the others must do battle. The arguments directed against any
adversary could be utilized by one or other of the opponents whereas
it could be turned round against the allies of a moment ago. It is
accordingly not easy to determine which side has fathered this or that
argument, but at least it may be imagined that the arguments against
Judaism and Christianity were polished and tested at the time when
Mazdaism found itself at close quarters with them, that is to say in the,
Sasanian period, and that this arsenal may have been later reassembled
and utilized by the same Iranians after they had become Muslims. It is
also possible that in these early times the three established religions
may have had to deal with all kinds of "irreligious" persons. In any
case it is remarkable that the first compilations of arguments against
the other religions - and the first more or less objective expositions of
those religions as viewed by their Muslim opponents - should have
been almost contemporaneous with a book like the §kand-gumdnik vicar
and of the same type.
The first chapter - the division into chapters is the work of modern
editors - gives an all-round picture of the world of the gods and the
world of the getl with the Den, which is like a tree, its trunk being that
Mean whence come all the hierarchy of which mankind and human
society are composed. The problem which at once arises of the opposites and contradictions lying at the heart of the Good World is the
subject of Chapter 2; the solution of it leads directly to the question of
the ultimate responsibility for evil and there follows an endeavour, in
the face of all objections, to establish that evil never truly results from
good, in spite of appearances arising from the interplay within the
celestial sphere of the stars of Ohrmazd and the planets of Ahriman
(Chapters 3 and 4). Confutation of atheists and of the dahriyya (Chapters
5 and 6) begins with a substantial piece of epistemology on the ways
36
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leading to knowledge and especially to the knowledge of God: the
starting point being the argument on responsibility and predetermination. The whole dissertation culminates in a demonstration of the belief
that, in order to account for the existence of evil, leaving out the Prime
Cause, which cannot be otherwise than good, wise and all-powerful
over that which originates from it, there must be a principle which is
external to God (Chapter 7). Corroboration is provided by an analysis
of what takes place in the geti, the anti-type of the menog, which is
engulfed in the struggle but is provided by the Creator with a means
of defence. Everything suggests that Evil is a principle and a principle
which is unique (Chapter 8). It follows that the struggle against evil is
the very purpose of the divine act of creation, having been foreseen
before the constitution of the beings of the geti, who are to be the
principal performers: it is thus imposed upon the Creator and on
creation (Chapter 9). This chapter quotes a whole chapter of Denkart
III, only the title of which is actually found in the Denkart. It looks as
though that chapter had been literally torn out of the archetype of the
extant manuscript - a fact which suggests that there were very few
copies of the Denkart in circulation. The strictly speculative part of the
book ends with Chapter 10 which deals with the inner aspects of the
history of Mazdaism. Man, by means of the Den which is the organ of
religious knowledge, succeeds in resisting the enticements of the
Antagonist, a process that makes up the religious (e.g. Mazdaean)
history of humanity. The opportunity is taken to give a brief summary
of the history of Zoroastrianism, which first faithfully follows the
traditional legend of Zoroaster's mission, the conversion of Vistaspa
and the religious war; then it becomes quasi-historic since it mentions
the ordeal to which Aturpat i Mahraspandan submitted in order to bear
witness to the truth of the Religion against the heretics.
Next comes the full array of polemics. Chapters 11 and 12 significantly
begin with an attack on Islam, as being a typically monist religion. All
the critical arguments of the Denkart are taken up, recapitulated and
directed specifically against numerous texts in the Qur'an, selected
mainly from the first forty suras, in addition to attacks aimed at beliefs
which are peculiar to the Mu'tazilites; since their premises were often
identical with those of the Mazdaeans it was easy to confront them
persistently with the existence of evil in order to coerce them into
admitting the existence of the Antagonist.
Chapter 12 takes account of the criticisms directed by Islam against
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Mazdaism and replies to them by expounding the fundamental optimism
of the Good Religion, according to which the existence of evil and its
ravages, for which God is in no way responsible, are held in check and
strictly limited by the prescience and the power of God who will not
tolerate an everlasting mixture of good and evil, and at the end of time
will deliver all his creatures. This defence of Mazdaism is manifestly
based on the Denkart.
In his criticism of Judaism (Chapters 13 and 14) the author refers
initially to the texts of the first chapters of Genesis and particularly to
the account of the fall of man, a theme already touched upon in connection with the Qur'anic texts on the same subject. The Biblical version
used, although generally consistent with the Hebrew, shows traces of
Targumic and even of Syriac translations. According to the Armenian
authors who supply us with information on the controversies between
Christians and Mazdaeans under Yazdgard II, the latter were not
ignorant, at that period, of the doctrines, nor probably of the Biblical
texts, of either the Old or the New Testament. In addition Jewish
midrasim are also quoted here, for purposes of ridicule; it is not quite
certain whether the author had first-hand knowledge of them from the
Hebrew or Aramaic texts, but the later midras is known to have been
echoed sometimes in the Muslim hadlth and traces are to be found even
in the "Thousand and One Nights", a collection which contains, as
is well known, a fair amount of Iranian tradition.
The review of Christianity (Chapter 15) deals with the principal
Christian mysteries: the Incarnation, the redemptive death of Christ
and the revelation of the Trinity. The important texts of the New
Testament are quoted freely and, what is more interesting, all those
which may be adduced in support of a true dualism are exploited
accordingly. Christianity is given the name which it continued to bear
in Iran of the religion of the "Godfearing" {tarsdklh). In Chapter 40 of
the Denkart & direct attack had already been made on the doctrine of
the Trinity.
The final chapter (16) is devoted to Manichaeism and provides a very
objective and competent exposition of its cosmology, followed by
systematic criticism, of which only the beginning has been preserved.
It deals with the description of the first " a g e " of cosmic history, when
the two infinites of spirit and matter coexisted in juxtaposition. The
Manichaean account of this state is given in terms which are clearly
mythical, allowing for the drastic criticism of the Mazdaean author.
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Other Mazdaean texts give more pertinent criticism of the dogma,
customs and ethics of the Manichaeans. A false dualism, starting from
the postulate that evil comes from matter, must have seemed all the
more dangerous to a dualism like the Mazdaean, which was not in the
least "Platonic". Indeed, Mani had been put to death by order of
the Iranian government at the instigation of the clergy led by Karter.
During the Muslim period the ^andiqs who were prosecuted and condemned by the authorities were mostly fellow-travellers of Manichaeism, though care must be taken not to interpret the word " Manichaean "
more literally in relation to the Muslim controversy than when it
appears in the Christian polemics of the Patristic period or mediaeval
periods. It was easy to treat as "dualism" the least semblance of
deviation from strict Christian or Muslim monotheism and easier still
to designate as "Manichaean" any appearance of dualism. However,
the eastern world had a first-hand experience of Manichaeism which
must have lasted for a long time: the charge of Manichaeism levelled
against an alleged heretic was damning. There is hardly any direct
information on the history of Iranian Manichaeism after the execution
of Mani, but the fact remains that all the documents found in Central
Asia, in Soghdian, Old Turkish, Kuchean or Chinese, have been
translated from Parthian and Middle Persian, the two dialects of
western Iran.
The Zoroastrian scholars living under Islamic rule did not confine
themselves to writing in Pahlavi, for the internal use of their own community. They also wrote in Persian, a language and above all a script
which was known to non-Mazdaeans as also to the new generations of
Mazdaeans who could read Pahlavi only a little or with difficulty.
Among the works which have survived are translations or adaptations
of Pahlavi books, complete or fragmentary, including some verse
which does not, however, show much poetic inspiration. These translations are of interest in that they reveal how religious knowledge has
been preserved and handed down; they also dispose of the belief which
is an over-simplification, but widely held, that the life of the Mazdaean
community completely disappeared from Iran under Islamic rule, as
though from the 4th/ioth century onward it was to be sought in India
alone. Although it is in fact in India that the vast majority of Mazdaean
manuscripts known today are to be found, it must be remembered that
they did not all arrive there in the 4th/ioth century. On the contrary,
the ignorance of the Indian communities can be gauged by the numer564
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ous epistolary consultations in which they engaged with the Mazdaeans
who had remained in I r a n - a n d this was from the 9th/ 15 th century
onward - for the purpose of renewing or checking their knowledge on
questions of doctrine or ritual. The replies have been preserved and
published, very unsystematically, in collections vaguely designated as
rivayat, which also contain the translations mentioned above and short
writings on religious controversy or propaganda. The most important
of them will now be considered.
'Ulamd-yi Islam is the title of a kind of dialogue between Muslim
and Mazdaean divines, in which the latter reply at length to the
questions of the former. On the subject of cosmogony it is striking that
the exposition emphasizes the part played by Time, regarded as
"uncreated" and prior to Ohrmazd, whom it nevertheless serves
notwithstanding the services it renders to Ahriman. This is in fact the
Zurvanist doctrine, known to both Christian and Manichaean polemicists of the Sasanian period and more so to the Muslim heresiologists. This does not mean that all speculations about time should be
listed as deriving from the myth of Primordial Time, father of the twins
Ohrmazd and Ahriman, which does not incidentally even appear in its
achieved form in the lUlamd-yi Islam. The latter, however, provides
very good evidence of the astronomical speculations connected with
Zurvanism. Another short book which bears the same title (known as
'Ulamd-yi Islam I) is a miscellany of answers to Muslim objections; in it
is to be found a direct appropriation of a well-known Muslim tenet
expressed by saying that God is "a thing which is not like other
things".
In considering Mazdaean culture in Muslim Iran one should remember that all the important treatises analysed here are contained in
manuscripts which were written in Iran, particularly in Fars and in
Kirman, and were not brought by the Parsees to India until quite late,
in the 18 th and, still more, the 19th century. At that time the intellectual
level of the Zoroastrians of Iran was not very high and their social
position was in most cases precarious, while among the Parsees in India
some of the large fortunes which resulted from the modernization of
the sub-continent made it possible for schools to be opened and for
young scholars to be educated. The progress of this community had its
effect ultimately on the conditions of their coreligionists in the mother
country; meanwhile, however, the patrons of learning and the scholars
had stripped what was left of the private libraries of Iran.
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I. THE UMAYYAD AGE IN IRAN

Although Arabic literature in Iran can be traced from the ist/7th
century onwards, it is nevertheless true that for the first two centuries
or so the sources available are scanty and widely dispersed in later
works. But this is a problem affecting all Arabic literature in the early
period of Islam. Another obstacle is that at the outset little attention
was paid to the Iranian part of the Muslim world, for the centre of the
stage was held by the pace-setters in the Hijaz at first, then later in
Damascus and Baghdad. This was due in large part to the origins of
Islam in the Hijaz and to the subsequent displacements of its capital
and the consequent downgrading of cultural centres elsewhere in Iran
to the east or in Africa and Spain to the west.
As for Iran in particular, the role of Persians in Arabic literature could
hardly be over-emphasized. Arabic literature ceased to be the exclusive
property of the Arabs after the istjjth century, and it is most unjust
and hardly objective to compile histories of Arabic literature that give
the impression that somehow all the great authors were Arabs; but this
is precisely the case ever since modernist Arab nationalists have taken
to composing histories of Arabic literature, not to mention their
histories of Islamic civilization.
If the Persians played more than just a passive role in Arabic literature, and even in the greater formulation of Islamic traditional culture,
this is in great measure because the entire extent, and not merely a part,
of the ancient Sasanian empire, with all of its institutions and cultural
traditions, fell to the lot of the Arab conquerors. They conquered the
Persians but did not do away with the age-old cultural institutions of
that people; on the contrary, the Arabs were in their turn conquered,
culturally speaking, by the Persians.
To be sure, there had been contacts between Iran and the Arabs long
before the coming of the Arab Muslims. These contacts had taken place
mostly in the Tigris-Euphrates region and on the southern coast of Iran
across from the Arabian peninsula. As a matter of fact, the Sasanian rulers,
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seeing the necessity of having good relations with neighbouring Arab
kingdoms and tribes, had established a sort of ministerial post of Arab
affairs in their court at Ctesiphon. One of the famous pre-Islamic
Arab poets, cAdi b. Zaid, who died around the beginning of the ist/yth
century, occupied that post. He was likewise a master of Persian letters,
meaning of course the Pahlavi variant of his day. But what is of interest
to us is that he was a scribe {kdtib, pi. kuttdb) who had taken over his
father's post, just as his father had done from 'Adi's grandfather, and
just as 'Adi's son would do after him. Such a system of hereditary
transmission, almost approaching a caste-like state, was an important
Persian institution. It was to play a role of considerable influence in the
unfolding of Islamic culture when the Persian scribes brought all of
their talents to bear within the new tradition.
The Persian contribution to Arabic letters and Islamic civilization in
general is already adumbrated in the particular case of Salman al-Farisi,
the famous and even legendary Persian Companion of the Prophet.
Upon the latter's death, the other Companions chose Abu Bakr as his
successor in accordance with the consultative customs of the Arabs.
Salman, feeling that they had neglected the more just claims of 'All,
burst out with the Persian phrase kardid va-nakardid, meaning: "You
have chosen but have not chosen rightly!" Al-Jahiz (d. 255/869), the
Arab prose stylist, in discussing Salman's outburst, explains it by saying
that Salman was accustomed to the hierarchic society of Persia and
could not readily grasp the Arab ways of election; for in Persia, he goes
on to say, in Sasanian times a scribe could not become a warrior and a
craftsman could not become a scribe; everyone had his pre-ordained
place through tradition.1
Al-Jahiz, needless to say, is making an equation between Islam and
Arab customs, a confusion not limited to him alone. Salman, on the
other hand, had made no such equation but seems to have been judging
things through his own discernment as a Muslim without regard to the
particular social customs of the Arabs. One might even go further and
say that, apart from the question of 'All and Abu Bakr, Salman incarnated the more universal aspect of Islam and that he was in a sense
the prefiguration of the eventual broadening of Islam not only in Iran
but elsewhere. This would have its reflections in Arabic literature.
Salman's devotion to Islam is well illustrated by the fact that he
helped in the very conquest of his own country. Once, as the head of an
1
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Arab army laying siege to a Persian fortress, he called out to the
Persians in their own language: "I am only a Persian like you! Can you
not see that the Arabs obey me? If you become Muslims, then you
benefit from our religion and fall under its obligations; but, if you wish,
you may keep your own religion and pay the poll-tax out of subordination!" Finally, he had to take the fortress by storm.1
The case of Salman has a bearing on Arabic literature in Iran just as
it has on Islam as a whole. Was the literature, like the religion that
inspired it, to be a Persian imitation of Arab tastes and forms in every
sense? Was Islam, for that matter, to be a faithful copy of the tribalistic
society of the Arabs in regard to its cultural institutions? The answers
to those questions came over a period of time. The Arab conquest of
Iran up to the confines of Transoxiana was over by 30/651, and such
questions were then only academic, but would not remain so for long.
The hierarchic society mentioned by al-Jahiz was indeed what the
Arab nomads found in Iran. Groups of Arab colonists settled in eastern
Iran because of the proximity of the Holy War at the frontiers. They
were but a minority within the confines of Iran. Soon important
centres of Islamic culture came into being at Nishapur, Marv, Herat,
Sarakhs and elsewhere in the eastern province, for western Iran was
really the centre of Zoroastrianism and would remain so for quite some
time.
If Islam was to be implanted firmly on Persian soil, and if the Arabic
of the Qur'an was to prosper, then measures had to be taken to transmit
these things from one generation to the next. It is here that we find the
origins of Arabic literature in Iran. How was this transmission effected?
The greatest Muslim teachers of early times were, of course, the
Companions of the Prophet and then the Followers of the Companions.
Their presence in any given place guaranteed the integrity of the Islamic
message. Now, because of the ever-present Holy War on its frontiers,
Khurasan attracted many of these fervent Muslims. It is with them that
Arabic literature, both sacred, which is that of the Qur'an, and nonsacred, which is the poetry and prose of the Arabs as such, begins its
long history in Iran.
All indications permit us to see that Khurasan had more than its share
of these early teachers. Qutham b. 'Abbas, a Companion of the Prophet,
died in Samarqand; Buraida b. al-Husaib, another Companion, died in
Marv in the caliphate of Yazid b. Mu'awiya. When Qutaiba b. Muslim
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conquered Samarqand, one of the many people invited to see his spoils
was a venerable old man, al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir, who had been
standard-bearer to 'All. The famous Dahhak b. Muzahim al-Khurasanl,
a teacher of children and an early religious scholar, was a Follower who
died at Balkh (c. 105/723). The list could go on; the important thing to
keep in mind, however, is that Khurasan became a stronghold of
Islamic studies and therefore of Arabic literature.
It was through the efforts of such religious figures that Qur'anic
studies were begun and transmitted in Iran. They, and many others
besides, taught in one of the three places of instruction that we know
existed everywhere in Umayyad times. The first place, meant for children, was the Qur'anic elementary school, or the kuttdb (which must
not be confused with the plural of kdtib> or scribe); the second was
the home {ddr) of a particular religious scholar; and the third was the
mosque {masjid). The teacher, imitating the Prophet, would sit on the
ground with his students, young or old, seated around him in a circle
(halqa), a mode of instruction that was to endure for centuries, even
down to the present day. The religious college {madrasa), introduced
into Islam in the 5th/nth century in Khurasan itself, would change
nothing of the essentials for it was but a mosque with accommodation
for students.
At the elementary school, the children learned Qur'anic Arabic,
indispensable for Islamic religious observations, and at times they
might learn Arabic poetry, arithmetic and writing, depending on the
capabilities of the teachers. These elementary schools for children were
not of Islamic origin, but had existed in pre-Islamic times in Arabia;
Islam simply continued their use, infinitely expanded their numbers,
and gave them an Islamic cast through the Qur'anic instruction available in them. As Dodge well says, the Qur'an was "the foundation
stone of Muslim education".1 One began in these elementary schools
at an early age, learning the Qur'an and occasionally other disciplines.
Not all of the teachers were of a calibre that drew praise. Al-Jahiz says
that in his day it was quite common to say: "More stupid than the
teacher of an elementary school!" But he takes exception to this and
remarks that some of the great figures of early Islam were teachers of
schoolchildren, amongst them being al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf, 'Abd al-Hamid
(a Persian who was a great prose stylist in Arabic), and Dahhak b.
Muzahim.2 He could also have mentioned the almost legendary
1
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Abu Muslim, who was so instrumental in bringing down the
Umayyads.
Those who went deeper into Islamic studies, and they were perhaps
not many, did so either at the home of a Muslim sage or else at a nearby
mosque. The mosque, it will be recalled, was the focal point of Islam,
so that just as it was "the centre of town life, the place for political and
social meetings as well as for worship, so it was also the place for
teaching".1 It would be well to remember that a mosque is not necessarily a stone structure having a given shape, but a place where one
performs the ritual obligations of Islam, and this could be even a tent
or a small inconspicuous building, as can be seen even in the present
day in the Muslim world. The number of such mosques in Iran after
the initial wave of conquest must have been considerable. Islam itself
lays great stress on the acquisition of religious knowledge; the Muslim
is under obligation to say his prayers and perform other religious duties
using Qur'anic Arabic. He might even ignore Arabic literature, in the
conventional sense, and prefer his own colloquial speech, but he could
not ignore the Arabic of the Qur'an, which is deemed to be sacred and
inviolate because of Islamic teachings on its divine origins as the Word
of God. It is not Arabic literature that is sacred, but the Qur'an, which
is not considered "literature". Consequently, elementary education,
with its almost unique emphasis on learning the Qur'an, was bound to
be widespread amongst the Muslims, both Arabs and Persians, in Iran
in those early days.
We have, then, no problem in envisaging how Arab Muslims transmitted their religion and literary culture to their offspring. But what
about the Persian Muslims, who soon formed the vast majority of
Muslims in Iran? We do know that Salman al-Farisi taught a vast
number of Persians in their own language till such time as they learned
Qur'anic Arabic for ritual purposes. Persian Muslim children, of course,
went to the Qur'anic elementary schools, and from thence to the other
places of learning mentioned above, if they went at all, and not everyone
could have had a compelling reason to do so. Once these Persians
became religious scholars in their own turn, they taught others; but
these scholars did not then have those well-defined characteristics that
one associates with the 'ulama* of later times. On the contrary, the early
religious sages seem to have formed a very fluid and indefinable group.
Often they were greengrocers and warriors.
1
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The process by which the Persian Muslims picked up the Qur'anic
disciplines directly from the Arabs could not have taken a very long
time. In the very first generation of Islam in Iran there must have been
Persian Muslims who taught not only Persians but Arabs as well. Being
an Arab, it goes without saying, implied no automatic monopoly over
Islam and no instantaneous comprehension of the Qur'an. Otherwise,
why did the Prophet have to explain so many verses of the Qur'an to
his auditors in his own day? As a matter of fact, al-Jahiz records the
case of a certain Persian called Musa b. Sayyar al-Uswari (a descendant,
no doubt, of the Sasanian cavalry, the asdwira> that embraced Islam in
the very first days of the conquest), who was one of the teachers of his
period, when the qussds were not merely story-tellers but teachers. This
Musa would sit in his meeting-place with the Arabs to his right, the
Persians to his left, and then read aloud a verse of the Qur'an, explain
it to the Arabs in Arabic, then turn to the Persians and explain it to
them in Persian.1
While we can see how Islam was responsible for the establishment of
Arabic studies in Iran, and therefore the motivating cause for their
preservation and transmission - for without Qur'anic Arabic, which
must be distinguished from conventional Arabic literature, there could
be no Islam amongst the Persians of Iran - we are not on such sure
ground when it comes to determining how the non-Muslim Persian
scribes of Iran came by their knowledge of Arabic. Since the scribes
simply continued in Islam with much the same caste-like arrangements
that obtained under the Sasanians, one wonders if even the Persian
Muslim scribes did not have their own system of education in Arabic
quite apart from the Qur'anic schools mentioned above. We shall have
to return to this question when dealing with early 'Abbasid days, for
it was at that epoch that we see the Persian scribes, Muslims or not,
come back into the picture with the same important rank and attributes
of power that they had in Sasanian times.
But during the Umayyad epoch Arabic literature in Iran was not
much different from what obtained elsewhere in the Muslim world.
The literary genres were not rich in diversity; poetry was of course the
chief literary vehicle of expression; letters are to be found, composed
by governors or important figures in Iran. All of this is imbedded in
later collections referring back to Umayyad days, and is characterized
by a certain straightforward simplicity and conciseness of spirit that
1
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reflect, no doubt, the virtues of the early Muslims, Persians or Arabs,
who asked few questions.
As was said, poetry was the dominant genre of the times. The usual
themes of Arabic poetry, couched in the time-honoured form of the
Arabic ode (qastda), were cultivated: poems of praise (hamd)y of glorification (fakhr) either of the tribe or of one's self, of elegy (marthiya), of
satire (hijd^ and of other sorts. This is not exceptional for its day. It
reflects, likewise, the martial spirit of early Islam, its virile and robust
nature, its directness and earthy realism. Much of it is connected with
the famous Muhallabid dynasty that governed the vast areas of Khurasan, which was all of the regions in eastern Iran and even beyond.
They seem to have set themselves up as munificent patrons of poetry
and culture in those lands far from the caliphal seat at Damascus, and
were at the same time engaged in both military and commercial
adventures in the east. Khurasan, one will recall, was the main source
of tribute for the Umayyad caliphs; but, even so, much of that tribute
remained in Khurasan.
One of their poets was Ka'b al-Ashqari, an Azdite and companion
of al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra, and known for his poems of praise and of
satire. The reigning caliph, cAbd al-Malik (65-86/685-705), when he
heard Ka'b recite, was astonished at his talents and asked why his own
poets did not praise him after the fashion of Ka'b towards al-Muhallab.
His fame was such that al-Farazdaq was moved to say that the poets of
his day were four: himself, al-Akhtal, al-Jarir, and Ka'b. 1
Still another Muhallabid poet was al-Mughira b. Habna', an Arab
known for his satire. Both he and Kacb were in constant verbal battle
with a poet of the day called Ziyad al-Acjam. The last-mentioned poet
is of special interest to us because he was a Persian who had mastered
Arabic verse forms and was the first of a long line of Persian masters in
succeeding ages who would number in their ranks such great poets as
Abu Nuwas and Bashshar b. Burd of the 2nd/8th century. Ziyad died
early in the reign of Hisham (105-25/724-43), and is known for his
elegy composed at the death of al-Mughira b. al-Muhallab in 82/701.
As can be seen, it did not take the Persians very long after the conquest
of Khurasan in 30/651 before they too began reciting Arabic poetry,
which implies more than just a passing acquaintance with its forms.
Though he mastered the forms, Ziyad seems to have been deficient in
pronunciation on one or two points. Ibn Qutaiba (d. 276/889-90), the
1
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Persian literary critic, feels that Ziyad was at times deficient in his
grammatical knowledge.1 However that might be, Ziyad, like the other
poets of his day, had a ram who not only learned Ziyad's poems but
could recite them for him as well.
It is owing to Ziyad's occasional use of Persian words that Ibn
Qutaiba voices his criticism; but apart from that, Ziyad's poems are
stamped with the Bedouin traits of his Arab contemporaries. This,
however, would be a fleeting phenomenon amongst Persians composing Arabic poems.
For truly Persian content in the poetry of the age, one must turn to
the Persians Isma'il b. Yasar and his son Ibrahim in the time of the
caliph Hisham (105-25/724-43). Though Ismail came from western
Iran and spent most of his life outside his native land, he is nonetheless
known for his poems wherein the Persian kings and traditions are
glorified. He went even so far as to glorify them to the face of the
caliph Hisham, who promptly ordered that Isma'Il be thrown in a pool
of water. Though he is sometimes called uShtfubi, or partisan of things
Persian, he was in reality a Persian engaged in glorifying his own kings
and culture much in the same way as the Arabs did for their particular
tribes.
Some of the poetry reflects the religio-political issues of those early
times of Islam. Thabit Qutna, an Arab warrior-poet from Khurasan,
and companion of Yazid b. al-Muhallab in the days of the caliph
Sulaiman (96-9/715-17), was a murjfite who sided neither with the
reigning Umayyads nor with the claims of the Shi'ls nor with those of
the Kharijites, but preferred to leave all questions on the caliphate to
God's judgement.
The issue of the caliphate was but one of the questions then under
investigation. The reigning caliphs were Umayyad Arabs. Their
abusive fiscal policies toward Muslims who were not Arabs provoked
outbursts of protests even from Arabs. Nahar b. Tausi'a al-Yashkuii,
an Arab poet in eastern Iran at the time of Qutaiba b. Muslim, had this
to say of the tribalistic feelings of his fellow-Arabs: "My father is
Islam! Whenever they pride themselves on Tamim or Qais, I have no
other father! " 2 But his was a voice crying in the wilderness when compared with the chorus of Arabs who insisted that Islam and Arabism
were one and the same thing. This was a sort of latter-day version of
1
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Judaism based on the concept of a "chosen people", but impossible
to sustain for long in view of the ever-increasing number of Muslims
whose allegiance was to Islam, not to Arabism.
What can one say, however, of the Arabic poetry of Iran in those
days? Certainly, the influence of Iran made itself felt in the contents, if
not in the forms, of the poems. Iranian place-names, feasts {naurut^ and
mihragdn)^ and even Persian words figure in the poems. The ancient
poetical forms were used by both the Persians and Arabs, but with a
different touch when compared with pre-Islamic poetry. This was in
part the result of the conditioning of Islam that affected all Arabic
poetry of the ist/yth century; it was in part due to the psychological
change taking place in the previously nomadic Arabs who were now
beginning to settle down; and in part it was the influence of the
mawdli, or non-Arabs, on Arabic literature, an influence which was by
no means negligible. " O n account of the mawali," says Nallino, "after
the middle of the ist century, the poetry of the Arabs was transformed
little by little into a poetry of different Muslim peoples while remaining
Arabic in tongue." 1
In addition, to turn to the Arabs in Iran, one must bear in mind that
the conquerors of Iran soon succumbed not only to the culture of the
land but also to its speech. They were, after all, but a small minority in
a land the culture of which was still intact, however decadent the
Zoroastrian traditions might seem. They passed on to the Persians the
new Semitic religion they had brought with the conquest and were in
turn the recipients of Persian culture. A famous Arab poet of the day,
Ibn Mufarrigh, is a case in point. He had spent some time in Khurasan
and, like many other Arabs there, if not all of them, knew Persian.
Shortly before his death in Kirman (69/689), he composed the earliest
Persian verse recorded in Arabic literature, one which contained both
Arabic and Persian words. 2
Nevertheless, the hold of the Arabs over their empire and the
identification of Islam with Arabism persisted down to the end of the
Umayyads. Nasr b. Sayyar (d. 131/748), the last Umayyad governor in
Khurasan, incarnated that identification. In a letter addressed to the
last Umayyad caliph, Marwan (d. 132/750), he warned the caliph of
Abu Muslim's activities and what their eventual results would be to
Arabism and Islam, for the two were one and the same thing in his eyes.
1
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In the last line of a poem appended to the letter, he said: "Flee from
your homes and bid a last farewell to Islam and the Arabs! m
Long before that fateful moment, a group of generally silent, but
highly purposeful men, had spent most of the Umayyad period carrying
out the burden of administrative duties in Iran. These were the Persian
scribes. They were to be found outside Iran likewise, and everywhere
their impact in those early times was quiet but decisive. In Arabic
letters alone, no other group in the Muslim world had more direct
influence in steering the course of Arabic literature away from the
narrow straits of early days into the deeper waters of later times. With
the Umayyads gone, they came upon the stage conscious of their
millennial background in Iran and ready to reaffirm their ancient status
and prerogatives.

II. THE EARLY 'ABBASID EPOCH

Mention'was made of the Persian scribes {kuttdb) in Iran when we dealt
with the question of how the Persians learned and transmitted Arabic
literature, both sacred and profane. The possibility was left open that
perhaps they did not learn or transmit their knowledge of Arabic in the
usual channels open to the Persian Muslims (elementary Qur'anic
school, the home of a sage, and the mosque).
When the Arabs came to Iran, they had none of the administrative
institutions called for by the establishment of an empire which they
had to direct. They were nomads, and nomads have no bureaucracy.
The Persians, however, did have one. The scribal caste there had
already an ancient history behind it. In Sasanian times they kept their
own style of records, wore distinctive garments, and formed a caste of
their own, examining all neophytes to the profession and accompanying
all armies into the field to supervise the course of events.
Pahlavl was the script that the scribes used to keep their records, and
the same script was used when the Arabs took over the reins in Iran.
The order to Arabicize the financial records went out in the reign of
'Abd al-Malik, in the year 78/697. The actual implementation of the
order throughout Iran seems to have been gradual. Most of the scribes
in Nasr b. Sayyar's time in Khurasan were Zoroastrians and still used
Pahlavi. It was only in 124/742 that the governor of Iraq, Yiisuf b.
'Umar, sent Nasr an order to employ only Muslims as scribes and to
1
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convert the financial records from Pahlavi to Arabic, which he did with
the help of one of his secretaries. This means, if literally interpreted,
that almost a hundred years elapsed, between the conquest of Khurasan
in 30/651 and the order of Yusuf, before the secretaries finally adopted
Arabic.
In reality there had been scribes in eastern Iran prior to Yusuf's order
who were Muslims and knew Arabic, and these were mainly Persians.
It is very likely that the Persian scribes, Muslims or Zoroastrians, taught
their skills to their own offspring just as the artisans of the day bequeathed their trade secrets to their sons. The very fact that the scribal
families formed a caste-like group, with its own professional status, and
tended to perpetuate their function through several generations, shows
that they were under no need to pass through the usual centres of
Islamic learning to master Arabic. Moreover, they did not even have
to be Muslims to stay within the chancery ranks, in spite of the order
given by Yusuf b. 'Umar in 124/742. We know, for example, that the
famous scribal family, or dynasty, of the Sahlids, who were from
Sarakhs in eastern Iran, were still Zoroastrian scribes when they enter
Islamic history with a perfect mastery of both Arabic and Pahlavi
letters. Indeed, they had been sponsored by yet another great scribal
family, the Barmakids, who likewise came from eastern Iran. It was
only in 190/805 that al-Fadl b. Sahl, the famous vizier of al-Ma'mun,
was converted to Islam at the hands of the caliph; yet al-Fadl's Arabic
eloquence was appreciated long before his conversion to Islam. All of
this seems to imply that, from the very first days of the conquest, there
had been Zoroastrian scribes in Iran who saw the handwriting on the
wall and mastered Arabic letters in addition to their own Pahlavi.
The Persian scribes introduced new themes into Arabic literature.
The first great prose stylist in Arabic was the Persian secretary to the
last Umayyad caliph, 'Abd al-Hamid (d. 132/750). When asked how he
came to his masterful knowledge of Arabic, he replied that it was
through studying the eloquence of 'All, the fourth caliph. cAbd
al-Hamid is credited with being the first to elongate his epistles. On
closer examination, there is more to his distinction than that. His
epistolary style breathes the influence of Persian culture within an
Islamic context. Some of his epistles, moreover, show Persian influence
in their contents, as when he counsels rulers on how to govern, how to
conduct themselves in court, which are old Persian themes. And even
his epistles on hunting, for example, show a fresh departure from the
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conventional Arab descriptions hitherto employed, and reveal the
subtle influence of his Persian background. But in no epistle does this
background break forth with more evidence than in his epistle to the
scribes, wherein the ancient dignity of the scribal profession is reaffirmed
within an Islamic framework. It is by no accident that this famous
epistle was composed in the last days of the Umayyad regime, for the
scribes, with their eminent positions of power and diversified culture,
were then coming into real prominence, and were ready to influence the
patterns and style of Islamic civilization on the bases of the essentially
Semitic contents of the Qur'an. A synthesis had already been worked
out between the Arabs and Persians by 'Abd al-Hamld's time. This is
shown in his epistle to the scribes wherein he says that the scribe must
look into every type of knowledge and either master it or take enough
to suffice him; he must know the duties of religion. Addressing the
scribe, he says: "Begin with knowledge of the Qur'an and religious
obligations; then proceed to Arabic, for that sharpens your tongue;
then master calligraphy, the ornamentation of your writings. Get to
know poetry, its rare words and ideas, and know also the battle-days
of both the Arabs and Persians, their history and biographies, all of
which serves to inspire you." 1
In short, for the scribes, it was not enough to know the battle-days
of the Arabs alone, but also Persian battle-days. But one may be sure
that more than just the "battle-days" of the Persians would be brought
into Arabic literature by the scribes. Many of them were equally at
home in Pahlavi literature and were expert translators into Arabic of
much of the literary material available in Pahlavi. Al-Fadl b. Sahl,
already mentioned, got his start in that fashion, though none of his
translations has come down to us.
The name of Ibn al-Muqaffac (d. c. 139/757) is the second in importance in the development of Arabic prose. He was a Persian who hailed
from the region of Shiraz and was a scribe in the areas of Nishapiir and
Kirman in the days before the Umayyads fell. Though there has been
some dispute as to whether he was a Muslim or not, his writings radiate
an Islamic flavour. He too claimed that the utterances of 'All were his
main inspiration for his Arabic prose style. Like his predecessor, he
introduced into Arabic letters the genre of animal fables which we see
in his work Kalila wa Dimna, a translation from Pahlavi that goes back
eventually to Indian roots. His other translations are no longer extant.
1
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Kalila wa Dimna was an instant success due to its limpid and flowing
Arabic, and has remained so down to the present day. His epistles also
reveal their Persian background when it is a question of manners, or of
friendship, or of the type of conduct between rulers and ruled, and the
like.
It is through such scribes as Ibn al-Muqaffa' and the great scribal
families of early 'Abbasid times (the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries),
like the Sahlids and Barmakids, that Arabic prose was widened in
subject-matter and given a much more flexible nature. They so mastered
Arabic letters that al-Jahiz was moved to say: "As for myself, I have
never seen a more exemplary style than that of the scribes in rhetoric." 1
Many of them, in addition to their own contributions to Islamic culture,
were at the same time, by virtue of their commanding positions in
society, the patrons of science and learning. The Banu Naubakht were
a Persian scribal dynasty whose members were models in such diverse
fields as theology, astrology, letters, and translations from Pahlavi into
Arabic. The Banu Jarrah, in the 3rd/9th century and later, were another
Persian family known for their talents in Arabic letters. These people
were in a position to influence both literature and institutions because,
as Mez points out, the vizier stood higher in rank than all the generals,
yet he was but the chief scribe.2 Al-Jahiz remarks that common people
prove their ignorance by taking the scribe as the paragon of all desirable
traits; and he does not hesitate to give the scribes a tongue-lashing for
their attachment to Persian culture. Al-Jahiz was himself attached to
Arab culture, yet neither he nor the Persian scribes could extricate
themselves from the Islamic civilization of their day which was
primarily a synthesis of Perso-Arab elements, however much other
cultures, such as the Greek, Hindu, or even the Chinese, are taken into
consideration. The issue of Shu'iibiyya, fought over in the 2nd/8th and
3rd/9th centuries between the Arabs and Persians, has perhaps been
given too much emphasis: the Perso-Arab synthesis just mentioned
was too vast an affair to be left to the whims of the belles-lettrists.
Apart from the influence of the Persians on the contents of Arabic
letters, both prose and poetry, mention must be made of their decisive
contributions in both Arabic grammar and lexicography. When one
considers that the greatest name in Arabic grammar belongs to Slbawaih (d. c. 180/796), the Persian Muslim whose work entitled al-Kitab
has held its unique place down to the present day, and that he is but the
1
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first of a long line of Persians over the centuries who have left their
mark on Arabic grammar, the question arises why a Persian, and not
an Arab, was so instrumental in crystallizing Arabic grammar in such
magistral fashion.
Ibn Khaldun is probably quite right when he credits the Persians
with the foremost role in the development of the philological, grammatical, and other Islamic disciplines, while reserving for the early
Arabs a sort of political eminence. The implications here are in accordance with his well-known theories about the interplay of sedentary and
nomadic cultures, the former possessed of all the trappings of civilization, the latter having none but characterized nevertheless by a certain
virility. The Persians would be the cultivated city-dwellers, with the
arts and sciences at their disposal, the early Arabs the virile, nomadic
group without the refinements of learning at their disposal.
Moreover, by the end of the 2nd/8th and the beginning of the 3rd/9th
centuries, the Quraishite style of speech, with its full panoply of inflection (icrdb), was a stilted archaic tongue. In the ist/7th century, when the
Arab military conquests were taking place, the Quraishite style was
"the language of prestige, as well as perhaps some kind of military
koine used in the military expeditions". But even then, the Arabs who
were settling down in the cities had to be careful and could only maintain the proper style by sending their children into the desert (bddzya),
where the pure nomads still used it, in addition to their own dialects.
The caliph 'Abd al-Malik (65-86/686-705), for example, failed to send
al-Walld (86-96/705-15) into the desert, with disastrous results for
al-Walid's speech. "Our love for al-Walld," lamented 'Abd al-Malik,
"redounded against us, for we did not impose the desert upon him."
Al-Jahiz maintains that it was the intrusion of foreign words into
the Quraishite Arabic style that corrupted its inflection.1 But this is
only part of the story. The urbanized Arabs had undergone a psychological change which could not but affect their language. It is not
written Arabic that we are speaking of here; this Arabic has remained
essentially the same throughout the centuries, apart from vocabulary
accretions, for the Qur'an has exerted an overwhelming influence on it.
Nor are we discussing the dialects of Arabic, which even in the preIslamic days were distinguished from the Quraishite manner of speech,
the prestige style of the day, that was carried over into Islam and
served as the unifying speech of the Arabs under the Umayyads.
1
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Quraishite Arabic was characterized by the inflection of words, and by
the 3rd/9th century this inflection had disappeared in the great urban
areas of the Arabic-speaking world; to use it in imitation of the Bedouin
was considered a mannerism and pedantic. Some of the best poets of
the 2nd/8th century, such as Abu Nuwas (d. c, 198/813), sometimes
insert Persians.words in their poems to a point where.it is difficult to
say if we are in the presence of an Arabic or a Persian poem.1 A grammarian such as Sibawaih, therefore, was writing for both the urbanized
Arabs as well as for the non-Arabs on the basis of what he had learned
from the pure speech of the desert Arabs, who kept their good style
until well into the 4th/ioth century. By that time Arabic dialects had
arisen everywhere in the Arabic-speaking part of the Muslim world.
It was not only in grammar that the Persians, inheritors of an ancient
civilization, made their influence felt. Lexicography in Arabic owes
much to the culture of Iran. In that science Haywood affirms that we
must "take note not only of Persia, but also of the province of Khurasan". He sees certain resemblances between the alphabetical order
of the dictionary (Kitab al-airi) composed by al-Khalll b. Ahmad (d.
175/791) and that of Sanskrit, and attributes this to Indian influence in
the eastern areas of Iran. Al-Khalll, though an Arab from 'Uman, is
said to have produced the first Arabic dictionary while he was in
Khurasan and with the co-operation of a native of that region. Indeed,
because of the predominant part played by the Persians and others in
Arabic lexicography, not only in early but also in much later times,
Haywood concludes that "the lexicography was undoubtedly Arabic;
it was not Arab".
It is interesting to observe that the Persians of eastern Iran had
maintained from the early days of Islam till the coming of the Saljuqs a
very high degree of religious scholarship and fervour. This was applied
even to their handling of Arabic. While it is true that the presence of an
Arabic-speaking agent here and there in Iran had about as much
influence on the dialects of the Persians "as that of the English agents
on the languages of modern India", nevertheless, amongst the Persian
Muslim scholars, a tradition of pure Arabic speech, with complete
inflection (t'rab), was maintained even when it was no longer used in
the Arabic-speaking urban centres outside of Iran. As was said, in the
3rd/9th century the inflection and other peculiarities of good Arabic
speech were considered a mannerism in the Arabic-speaking world.
1
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But the Khurasan! Persian scholar could not be ridiculed by the ordinary Persian for giving his Arabic the inflection and Umayyad overtones
that he used, for the ordinary Persian knew only Persian. It is perhaps
because of the Umayyad purity of his style that al-Jahiz remarked that
when a Khurasan! spoke Arabic, "in spite of his inflecting Arabic and
choosing his words, you know by his articulation that he is a Khurasan!". This tradition continued into the 4th/ioth century, when all
over the Arabic-speaking world, in the urban centres, the different
dialects had arisen. The geographer al-Muqaddasi (d. 390/1000) says
that the Khurasanis used the purest Arabic he had occasion to hear in
his long journeys throughout the Muslim lands of the East and West.
But he is clearly not saying that the Khurasanis were Arabs. The only
Arabs who inflected their speech in the 4th/ioth century were the pure
nomads in certain regions of Arabia and elsewhere; these came by their
good Arabic by birthright and therefore effortlessly. Elsewhere in the
Arabic-speaking world the regional dialects had arisen. Al-Muqaddasi
is referring to a minority of cultivated and erudite Persian Muslim
scholars who, to use his words, "went to great pains" to learn that
correct Arabic.1 These were undoubtedly the religious scholars, or
'ulama', of Khurasan, for he says that they were highly honoured in
that area and had had a notable past tradition of Islamic studies, whereas
in the western part of Iran it was the scribes who were held in esteem.
When al-Muqaddasi says that the Khurasanis used the purest Arabic
he had heard, he meant not only their inflection of Arabic but also,
perhaps, their use of it with traditional, or Umayyad, nuances.
It goes without saying that he was quite right in referring to the
remarkable tradition of Islamic studies in Khurasan prior to the
4th/ioth century. The great Persian Muslim scholars of that region
have left behind the foremost collections of the hadiths of the Prophet.
This genre of literature is second only to the Qur'an in its significance.
The collection made by al-Bukhari (d. 256/870), sometimes called an
"Arab" traditionist, but really the grandson of a Persian named
Bardizbih, is perhaps the most noteworthy. The collection made by yet
another Khurasan!, Muslim b. Hajjaj, who died near Nishapur in
261/875, is also of great importance, as is that of al-Tirmidhi, who died
in 270/884 in Tirmidh. These are but a few of the leading names in that
genre of Arabic literature.
And in still another field, that of the mystical sayings and composi1
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tions of the Sufi masters, the 2nd/8th and 3rd/9th centuries show that
Khurasan was a bastion of Sufism. This likewise is a new genre of
literature. We have only brief utterances, chiefly of a compactly
suggestive nature, from the early masters, such as Abo Yazld alBistami (d. 261/874). In addition, a more expository and discursive
genre of mystical literature appears for the first time in the Muslim
world in the literary works of al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi (d. 285/898), a
Khurasan! who paves the way for the later masters. The eastern Iranian
frontiers were still aflame with holy war and no doubt this fact alone
accounts for the abundance of Sufis there. Early Islamic mysticism was
"militant, and it was generally after having participated in the holy war
on the frontiers that the mystics took up a cloistered life in those
hermitages that were soon fortified because they were on the frontiers ". 1
Under such circumstances, mystical literature was bound to be more
abundant there than, say, in western Iran.
Though the beginnings of the New Persian literature are sometimes
traced to the 3rd/9th century, the cultivated Persians of that time used
Arabic as their literary medium and Persian for ordinary conversation.
The Tahirids of the first half of the 3rd/9th century were Persians
whose command of Arabic letters, both prose and poetry, was famous
in their day. They used Persian in their court but gave Arabic a certain
preference. In that century prose had supplanted poetry in eminence as
a literary tool and the founder of the dynasty, Tahir, has left behind a
famous epistle to his son 'Abd-AUah, composed when the latter was
appointed governor of Egypt in 206/822 by the caliph al-Ma'miin.
Here, once again, we meet the ancient Sasanian influences and models
of courtly conduct issuing through the Arabic pen of a Persian Muslim,
for Tahir counsels his son on the best ways of governing and meting
out justice, and uses a magnificent Arabic style in doing so.
Mention must be made, too, of another great Persian, Abu Hanifa
al-Dlnawarl (d. c. 290/902), who is ranked with the finest prose masters
of Arabic literature. His compositions deal with history, botany,
astronomy, and otherfields;unfortunately, this much-neglected author's
works have come down to us in fragmentary forjn except for his
brilliant history dealing with Persia, al-Akhbdr al-tiwdly or "The Long
Narratives". Though it is written from a purely Persian point of view,
this in no way implies that he was a Shu'ubi; rather, he was intent
merely upon giving his work a certain perspective. He uses a concise,
1
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unornamented but well-chosen Arabic, attesting to his perfect command of the resources of that language.
Another Persian master of Arabic letters in that day is Ibn Qutaiba
(d. 276/889-90), also one of the best prose stylists of Arabic, who only
recently has begun to receive the attention he deserves. He embodies in
his own person and works the Perso-Arab synthesis mentioned previously in the chapter. He even defended the Arabs to a certain extent
from the barbed shafts aimed at them by the Persian scribes conscious
of their own great past. However, in his anecdotal work, 'Uyun alakhbdry he draws his material from both Persian and Arab sources.
Though he was primarily a religious scholar, and had even been a qadi
for a while, he nonetheless saw fit to compose a manual of good Arabic
usage addressed to the scribes of his day and called Adab al-kdtib, which
has since become one of the indispensable manuals for all students of
literary Arabic. In the introduction to his work, apart from excoriating
the scribes for their defective Arabic (probably he had the run-of-themill secretaries in mind), he lays down much the same rules for the
scribe's training (religious, arithmetical, literary) as his great predecessor
*Abd al-Hamid had already done in the 2nd/8th century in his epistle to
the scribes.
By Ibn Qutaiba's time the new class of belles-lettrists, or udabd\ had
come to the fore with al-Jahiz as their model, but they had not really
displaced the scribe in importance. Rather, the range of the belleslettrist's subject-matter had been widened and approached that of the
highly cultivated scribes. The religious scholar, or W//», on the other
hand, tended then more and more to concentrate on a given aspect of
religious studies. "If you want to be an *dlim" said Ibn Qutaiba, "then
specialize in one type of knowledge; but if you want to be an adib9 then
take the best part of everything." 1 But, more often than not, the
religious scholar could be a belles-lettrist, as the case of Ibn Qutaiba
himself so well illustrates. Whether an author is to be considered
primarily as a religious scholar or a belles-lettrist or a scribe depends,
not on fixed traits and categories, but rather on the degree of his commitment to one of these fields. Some, like the famous 'Abbasid vizier
c
Ali b. 'Isa (d. 334/946), one of the members of a great family of Persian
scribes, seem to be religious scholars, belles-lettrists, and scribes at one
and the same time.
Other genres of Arabic literature appear in this early 'Abbasid period.
1
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These have to do with geography, cosmology, and even astrologica
and mathematical subjects, not to mention medicine and allied fields.
In those fields the Persians were most active. This enlargement of the
range of Arabic literature was due in great part to the translations into
Arabic from Pahlavi, Greek, Syriac and Sanskrit, which were circulating amongst the cultivated classes and leaving their imprint. We can
single out for brief consideration only two of the many Persians whose
contributions were of great importance in the development of Islamic
sciences in those days. Abu Ma'shar al-Balkhi (d. 272/886), who came
from eastern Iran, was a rather famous astrologer and astronomer. He
was known to the Latin West as Albumasar and his work on astronomy,
Kitdb al-madkhal al-kabir, was translated into Latin. Ahmad b. Tayyib
al-Sarakhsl (d. 286/899), a disciple of al-Kindi, likewise came from
eastern Iran. Though he was the author of diverse philosophical and
scientific works, he is known mainly as an astrologer. He seems,
however, to have been the first author of a work on geography bearing
the title Kitdb al-masdlik we?l-?namdlik, a title that was to reappear in
other geographical works of later times. These men, and others like
them, were not specialists in the present-day sense of the word, but had
a world-view that was essentially Islamic in its ontology even though
Greek, Hindu, and other influences supplied the technical or even
terminological framework.
It was perhaps in the 3rd/9th century that Iran begins to pull away
more openly from the tight control of the caliphal seat at Baghdad. The
Tahirids reigned in the first half of that century, and though they were
attached to Arabic letters, they ruled as masters in their own house
with considerable independence. They were eclipsed by the Saffarids in
the second half of the century. Ya'qub, the founder of the dynasty,
though nominally attached to the caliphal seat, was really subject to no
one. By that time the caliphal authority at Baghdad was in decline. It is
of interest to note that Ya'qub did not care to have poetry recited to
him in Arabic and that some accounts place the origins of the New
Persian literature in his day, though others would place it even earlier.
One has the impression, in any case, that the ethnic genius of the
Persians, having absorbed the Islamic message and even contributed to
its expression in Arabic, was now moving toward the moment when
it would break forth in its own tongue.
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THE EPOCH OF THE BUYIDS AND THE SAMANIDS

Iran saw two important dynasties arise on its soil in the 4th/ioth
century: the Buyids, who ruled in the south and also in Iraq, and the
Samanids, who ruled in the east from their court at Bukhara. They
were both of Persian origin and tongue.
The Buyids conquered Baghdad in 334/946. They were Shi'i Muslims
but created no difficulties for the reigning caliph of Sunnl Islam;
quite the contrary, the caliph was given ample liberties although
he did not really rule. This extension of Persian rule into the heart of
Sunn! Arab Islam by a Shi'i dynasty is interesting enough in itself;
however, west of Baghdad, in Egypt, we find another Shi'i dynasty,
equally magnificent, coming into being in the 4th/ioth century with the
Fatimids. Like the Fatimids, the Buyids were great patrons of the arts
and sciences, even though in their beginnings they had been only
uncouth Dailamites. The fact that they ruled over Baghdad and had
general attachments to Iraq, where Arabic letters prevailed, made them
patrons more of Arabic letters than of the New Persian literature then
flourishing in the eastern part of Iran. There were, nevertheless, poets
in western Iran who wrote in the New Persian tongue in Buyid times.
Arabic letters, however, prevailed over Persian in western Iran.
The libraries of the Buyids in Iran, at Shiraz, Ray and Isfahan, were
the marvels of their day. Moreover, we still see what was evident in
preceding times: the chief scribes, that is to say, the viziers, are Persians
whose mastery of Arabic is joined to an astonishing culture that roams
over all the fields of learning. A Persian katib like Ibn al-'Amid (d.
3 5 9/969-7°) is a good illustration of this broad culture and technical
virtuosity in Arabic. Philosopher, philologian, religious scholar, poet,
and prose stylist, his name has been juxtaposed to that of his Persian
predecessor, 'Abd al-Hamid, in the field of epistolary compositions.
'Abd al-Hamid is said to have given them a new dress and Ibn al-'Amid,
"the second al-Jahiz", is said to have brought them to an end. But a
distinction must be made. 'Abd al-Hamld's epistolary style is virile and
not overly ornamented. Ibn al-'Amld's style, on the other hand, like
that of his successor in the Buyid ministry, the Persian Ibn 'Abbad,
called the "Sahib" (d. 385/995), was charged with figures of speech
and cast in the rhymed prose style then coming into fashion. There is
here a kind of terminus ad quern in Arabic letters which is not flattering
to the Buyid ministers just mentioned.
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But that, after all, is only in the strictly belles-lettrist domain of
Arabic literature. No such defect can be found in the Persian historian
and moral philosopher Ibn Muskuya (Miskawaih) (d. 431/1040), who
had been a scribe and courtier under Ibn al-'Amid. His historical work
called Tajdrib al-umam ("The Experiences of Nations") is in straightforward prose and characterized by an objective historical attitude.
Historical literature was becoming a matter of first-rate significance
at that time. This was due in part to the great impetus given it by the
work of the Persian religious scholar al-Tabari (d. 310/923), from
Tabaristan, whose Tcfrikh al-rusul wcfl-muliik ("The Annals of the
Messengers and the Kings") is a vast universal history dealing with
both the Prophets and Persian kings. In part, too, history in the traditional Islamic world was cultivated by way of pinning down all of the
events surrounding the origins and subsequent history of the Community. Other historians, such as Hamza al-Isfahani (d. c. 360/971), who
was also a philologian, stress Persian history in particular.
An insatiable curiosity characterizes the 4th/ioth century both in
Iran and elsewhere, a curiosity that is not merely occupied with history.
All of the domains of Islamic learning were affected. Though that age
is sometimes considered by Western historians as belonging to the
"golden age" of Islam, it was not considered as such by its contemporaries. The 3rd/9th century had already laid the foundations for the
curiosity about the world and its workings which explodes in all
directions in the 4th/ioth. The great Basran Sufi master and sage, Abu
Talib al-Makki (d. 386/996), taking the pulse of his contemporaries,
sees them as being far removed from the state of affairs in the beginning
age of Islam. He notes that people no longer pose simple questions as
of yore, and even in ordinary greetings one is forced to submit to
complete interrogations; new sciences, such as theology, logic, argumentation and the like, have arisen; grammar is pursued with passionate
attachment; and even Heaven is petitioned in rhymed prose. All of this
he calls "decadence" {fasdd).1
While it is true that a spate of questions were now being posed in all
domains, the traditional sages were very much in evidence under the
Biiyids. The latter encouraged Shi'i literature, which bursts forth in the
4th/ioth and 5th/nth century with a veritable cascade of works. It
must be recalled that the "major occultation" (al-ghaiba al-kubra) for
the Twelver Shi'is took place in 329/940, when the Twelfth Imam,
1
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al-Mahdl, disappeared. The great Shf i canonical collections of hadiths
come into being in this period, such as the Usul al-kafl of al-Kulaini
(d. 329/940), certainly the most authoritative collection amongst the
Shi'is, and the collection of Ibn Babuya (d. 3 81/991-2); and theological
treatises of maximum importance also come into the open buttressing
the ShTI doctrines.
One of the most interesting of the Shi4! authorities under the Buyids
is Sayyid Sharif al-Radi(d. 406/1016). The Buyid Baha' al-Daula took
him under his care. As a descendant of the Caliph CAH, al-Radi enjoyed
great prestige. His poems in Arabic breathe the ShTi perfume of devotion to the cAlid house and have always been considered as paramount
in Arabic literature. But, of course, his renown in both the Shi'i and
Sunni world has been due to his compilations of the sayings, letters,
and sermons of cAli in the work called Nahj al-baldgha, the third most
fundamental text in the Shi'i world after the Qur'an and the hadiths
of the Prophet.
Another personality of touching appeal in Buyid days is the Persian
Shrt poet, Mihyar al-Dailami (d. 428/1037). He began his career as a
scribe in one of the chanceries of the ruling dynasty. A Zoroastrian of
the same Dailamite origins as the Buyids, he converted to Islam at the
hands of Sharif al-Radi. His poems show both his love for Shfism and
a wonderful skill in Arabic verse forms. Mihyar was proud of his
Persian ancestry and of Islam at one and the same time.
It was under the Buyids, also, that numerous scholars in all fields
wrote their works. Geographers, mathematicians, astronomers and
physicians, have left us considerable material wherewith to judge the
Buyids' patronage of the sciences. The great Shici scholar, Abu'l-Faraj
al-Isfahani (d. 3 5 6/967), a Persian from Isfahan who is sometimes called
a "pure Arab" because of his genealogical tree on his father's side,
compiled his justly famous Kitdb al-aghdni ("The Book of Songs")
under the Buyids. In it he has preserved a mass of poems, anecdotes
and brief accounts of great historical value concerning personalities in
Arabic literature from pre-Islamic times till the end of the 3rd/9th
century.
But it is perhaps Ibn Sina, the great Muslim philosopher from Bukhara who died in Hamadan in 428/1037, who gives us a striking
example of Buyid culture. He even served as a minister of the Buyids
for a while. Though he wrote his philosophical and cosmological
treatises in Arabic, he nevertheless used Persian for his Ddnish-ndma-yi
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'Aid*I, dedicated to 'Ala' al-Daula, ruler of Isfahan. His works, especially the early ones, such as al-Shifd and al-Najdt, are considered by S. H.
Nasr as "the most complete expressions of the philosophy of the
Peripatetic school in Islam", but there are also his mystical and visionary narratives, that form the point of departure of what was later to be
called the Ishrdqi school of thinking, or the Illuminationist school.
The fact that Ibn Sina produced a work in Persian demonstrates this
important point: while poetry is the main instrument in the revival of
Persian letters in the 4th/ioth and 5th/i ith centuries, prose also played
its role. Indeed, already in the 4th/ioth century, there were books in
Persian representing practically all of the sciences of the day. This
shows to what an extent Arabic letters were then ceding the field to
Persian. It is precisely in that century that in the Arabic-speaking
countries the diverse regional dialects had arisen and invaded the
speech even of the grammarians. Written Arabic had by then crystallized
into a definite grammatical structure. It therefore remained above the
fray; but the dialects rendered easy communications between one
region and another a thing of the past. If such was the case in the
Arabic-speaking part of the Muslim world, then the time had indeed
come for the rise of Persian letters in Iran.
There was a genre of Arabic literature cultivated in Iran in the
4th/ioth and 5 t h / n t h centuries that deserves more attention than it
gets. This is the Sufi literature, which of course had roots in the past.
A more developed prose style is now in evidence. The Kitdb al-lumcf
of Abu Nasr al-Sarraj al-Tusl (d. 378/988), a classic in its field, is an
explanatory Sufi treatise containing the sayings of previous masters
together with extracts from their compositions. A later Sufi master,
Abu cAbd al-Rahman al-Sulami (d. 412/1022), fills his Tabaqdt al-siifijja
with a mass of statements from great Sufis prior to his day, especially
those in Iran. Though this is not to be considered simply as belleslettrist literature, the Sufis have unwittingly produced some of the
finest Arabic known, due no doubt to the seriousness of their subjectmatter, which admits of no bantering or mere playing with words.
It remained for Abu Nu'aim al-Isfahani (d. 430/1038), a Sufi and a
religious scholar, to string together, in his Hilyat al-auliyd\ a mass of
information and sayings emanating from the sages and ascetics of
Sufism from the very early days of Islam till his own. His work is
remarkable for showing how Sufism, far from being an extraneous
element, or even a foreign body, within conventional Islam, actually
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penetrates its deeper significations and inner domains. Abu Nucaim was
himself an example of this balance between inner and outer Islam; he
was one of the greatest authorities on hadiths of the Prophet in his day
and wrote a history of Isfahan {Dhikr akhbdr Isfahan), and at the same
time he was a Sufi.
We may turn now to the Samanids of eastern Iran. Like the Buyids
in the south and west of Iran, the Samanids were also great patrons of
the arts and sciences. But their patronage was not limited to the sole
domain of Arabic letters. They were sponsors also of Persian letters,
which had less brilliance at the Buyid court due, as was mentioned, to
the influence of the Arabic-speaking caliphal seat at Baghdad which the
Buyids controlled. By that time the whole Muslim world was a congeries of distinct cultural entities, so that even the Hamdanids of Aleppo
or the dynasties in Morocco or eastern Iran drew upon their own
resources to produce the cultural brilliance that we see.
Something of the self-sufficiency of the different Islamic cultural
areas is seen in the story of Abu'l-Hasan al-'Amirl's visit to Baghdad.
This great Persian philosopher, little known in the West, was born in
the Nishapur of Samanid times and it was in that area that he gained
his philosophical training. He belonged to that school of Muslim
philosophers who tried to establish a harmony between religion and
philosophy. Between the days of al-Farabl (d. 339/950), the great
political philosopher and musical theoretician, not to say mystic (as his
work Fusus al-hikam. which must not be confused with Ibn al-'Arabi's
•

•

•

s

work with the same title, shows so well), who likewise came from
eastern Iran, and the days of Ibn Sina (d. 428/1037), Abu'l-Hasan al'Amiri (d. 381/992) is probably the most important author in this class
of literature. Many of his works survive, though insufficient attention
has been paid him. When Abu'l-Hasan paid a visit to the Baghdad
philosophers, the latter, according to Abu Hayyan al-Tauhldl (d. 414/
1023), did not care for Abu'l-Hasan because he had not come from
Baghdad! But the aversion was mutual and Abu'l-Hasan returned to his
native Khurasan. It was as if both sides were content to live with their
own cultural heritage without intrusions from the outside world.
Occasionally, however, Baghdad, because of the symbolic attraction
of the Sunni caliphal power, was given more than just nominal recognition by the Samanids. We recall that the geographer al-Muqaddasl (or
al-Maqdisi) said that the religious scholars were held in high esteem in
Khurasan and that he considered the Arabic used in Khurasan (no
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doubt by these same Persian scholars) as the purest he had heard anywhere in his extensive travels. Nevertheless, the Samanid king Nuh b.
Nasr (331-43/943-54) and his vizier Bal'amI saw fit to address a letter
containing hundreds of questions on Arabic and the Qur'an to the
great Persian grammarian and qddt of Baghdad, Abu Sa'Id al-Sirafi
al-Marzubanl (d. 368/978), addressing him as the "Imam" of the
grammarians. This could be interpreted as two Persians recognizing
the superiority of another Persian in Arabic letters. But it likewise
shows that Baghdad had a certain magnetic attraction in spite of its
political decline.
While the Buyids laid great stress on Arabic literature, the Samanids
patronized both Arabic and Persian letters. The fact, however, that the
Buyids were closer to the Arabic-speaking world, and indeed ruled in
Iraq, does not imply that the Arabic literature produced under them
was somehow more "Arabic" than that produced under the Samanids.
One will recall that the literary Arabic of the 4th/ioth century, an extremely flexible tool, was the end-result of a long process of development in which the Persians, especially the great scribes, or secretaries,
played more than just a minor role.
We have in the Yattmat al-dahr of the Persian scholar Abu Mansur
al-Tha'alibl (d. 429/1038) a remarkable collection of the poems and
prose compositions produced in Arabic in both Iran and elsewhere.
His sources, generally speaking, do not go back earlier than the 4th/ioth
century. No similar works exist for the 3rd/9th century, or earlier.
Hence, for periods earlier than the 4th/ioth century we must rely on
disparate sources to arrive at some idea of the state of Arabic belleslettres in Iran, particularly its eastern part. Had it not been for his
collection, even the 4th/ioth century would have been just as difficult
to investigate, as far as belles-lettres are concerned, as previous ages.
Ironically, his collection of Arabic works, mostly poems composed by
both major and minor figures, throws light on the state of Arabic
belles-lettres produced by Persians at the very moment that New
Persian literature comes into view.
Our remarks on Samanid Arabic literature, or more generally, on the
belles-lettres composed in eastern Iran will be confined to what is found
in the Yatima. For one thing, we know that, apart from a few exiles
from Baghdad, the eastern authors cited by al-ThacalibI were all
Persians. In this respect they are not ethnically different from the great
Persian masters of Arabic farther to the west of Iran under the Buyids,
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such as Ibn al-'Amid or Hamza al-Isfahani or Ibn Muskuya, and a host
of others. This is well to remember when one is looking for the
"Persian mind" amongst the belles-lettrists of Khurasan exclusively.
For another thing, it is quite clear that the eastern Persian authors were
all highly urbanized men and used to the patterns of life that Islamic
civilization had long before established. In short, they were not Arab
nomads, but rather, they were the products of the Perso-Arab cultural
synthesis, under the aegis of Islam, that had been worked out, even in
the domain of literary Arabic.
Therefore, the contents of 4th/ 10th-century Arabic belles-lettres in
eastern Iran were bound to differ from what the conquering Bedouins
produced there in the ist/yth century, for at that time only the beginnings of a synthesis could have been made. To look for characteristics
of the Persian mentality in the Arabic-using poets of Khurasan in
Samanid times by citing, as Browne does, such criteria as references to
Iranian feast-days, a presupposition of a knowledge of the Persian
language, or the use of "Persian" verse-forms such as the gha^al and
the Arabic equivalent of the mathnavi^ is really to overlook the fact that
these criteria are at best quite external. References to Persian feast-days
are found in Arabic poetry of the ist/yth century; the use of Persian
words in Arabic poems is to be found even amongst the Bedouins with
some knowledge of urban ways of life. Al-Jahiz gives an example of
this latter point when he cites the poem of a certain al-cUmmani who
praised Harun al-Rashld: the rhyming words of the poem are all in
Persian.1 One must not forget, moreover, that the "Persian mind" of
the 4th/ioth century had been considerably Semiticized through the
tincture that Islam invariably gives its adherents, to say nothing of the
psychological influence of Arabic, and Islam in that day was irrevocably
established in Iran even though Zoroastrianism still flourished in parts
of the west. On the other hand, and this is likewise important, from the
ist/yth century onwards, the Persians had Aryanized, or Iranized, their
Semitic co-religionists, the Arabs, that is to say the urbanized Arabs,
and by the 4th/ioth century the latter formed the immense majority of
Arabs, while the Bedouin retreated into obscurity.
Consequently, if it is difficult to discern the "Persian mind" in the
Khurasanl belles-lettrists of the day, it is because of the significant
transformations that had been going on for some time in the cultural
expressions of Islam, and in Arabic. If one wishes to compare the
1
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Khurasanis with others, it is therefore not with their contemporaries
further to the west of Iran, who were likewise Persians, that they might
be compared, but rather with the ist/yth-century poets. The latter were
by and large of a nomadic disposition, with a psychology and cultural
ambiance that seem rough, warlike, and close to the savage beauty of
the desert and its strangely rigorous world. But by the 4th/ioth century
much had changed. The pure Bedouin was too rough for the taste of
the times. Even the 4th/ 10th-century Arab poet, al-Mutanabbi, was not
a Bedouin, but a poet who combined the smooth civility of the citydweller (for that is what he was, in spite of his brief stint in the desert),
with a touch of the ancient savagery: hence his popularity.
Amongst the belles-lettrists of eastern Iran in the 4th/ioth century,
no one cries over the camp-fire remains of some beloved's departed
tribe, no one wastes away his camel's strength in crossing the desert.
In their poems the themes attaching to the finest specimens of ancient
Arabic poetry are not to be found; in fact they despised the Bedouins,
and could easily say, with Abu Bakr al-Khwarazmi (d. 383/993), the
great Arabic prose stylist of Iran: "Loathsome to me are the Bedouins'
witticisms; odious to me is the number of Bedouins." 1
Some of the poets mentioned in the Yatima are Persians who excelled
in both Arabic and Persian letters. It was as if they had two tongues to
express one and the same Islamic culture. No doubt, this provoked
questions of cultural affinity. Abu'1-Fath al-Bustl (d. 383/993), a major
poet of the day, is a good example of these two-tongued Persians, while
Abu Sa'ld al-Rustami, a minor poet of the day, seems to incarnate the
question of cultural affinity. The latter, who came from a more westerly
part of Iran, has this to say of his Arabo-Persian background: "As far
as my ancestors are concerned, I belong to the house of Rustam,
otherwise my poetry comes from Lu'ay b. Ghalib" (a pre-Islamic Arab
poet).2 But, in truth, he is speaking of the forms of Arabic poetry, not
the contents. The ideals of the early nomadic Arabs, or of the Bedouins
in general, hardly fascinated him or the other belles-lettrists of his day
in Iran, and he seems to sum up the whole question of cultural affinity
and scorn of the Bedouins' ideals when he says in a poem:
Openly and secretly I am known as a Persian of Arabic culture:
Would that I knew how people situate me when my name is evoked!
My origins are clear enough, and I am of good stock.
1
2
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I do not scurry about praising kings and exhausting riding-mounts;
Nor do I roam about in the desert!1
It might be true, as Barbier de Maynard points out, that the poetical
extracts in the Khurasan! section of the Yatima are as "unremarkable in
poetic invention as in style", but there is, nevertheless, a considerable
variety of themes that one would never find in the Arab Bedouin poetry,
for the psychological climate, the temperament, the ideals of our
Khurasanl belles-lettrists are imbued with that curiosity and restless
mentality that Abu Talib al-Makki stigmatized as the signs of the
decadence (fasdd) of his day. There are poems to celebrate a house newly
built (ddriyydt)\ poems that reveal a certain preoccupation with the
stellar universe and its influence on human destiny {nujumiyydf); poems
loaded with legalistic casuistry (fiqhiyydt), and so on.
Looking at the prose works of such great eastern authors as Badf
al-Zaman al-Hamadani (d. 398/1007), the inventor of the maqdmdt
literary genre in Arabic, and Abu Bakr al-Khwarazml (d. 383/993), both
of whom spent much of their time in Nishapur or elsewhere in
Khurasan, one is struck by their incredible literary skill. Al-Hamadani,
for example, was so at home in both Arabic and his own Persian tongue
that people would fling Persian verses containing rare words at him and
he would translate them on the spot into Arabic with amazing rapidity.
Even the genre of maqamat literature, the genre al-Hamadani perfected,
probably on the basis of the works by Ibn Duraid (d. 321/933), is
couched in an overly embroidered Arabic. Like Abu Bakr al-Khwarazml,
al-Hamadani seems to have reached the terminal point in Arabic letters.
While the decadence mentioned by al-Makki had as its happy sequel
the tremendous outpouring of energy in the intellectual and cosmological
sciences of the day, which we have only touched upon, its reflection in
the belles-lettres literature of Iran in the 4th/ioth century, especially in
the prose works of both western and eastern Persian authors, is not a
happy one. There is a sort of exaggerated skill in these Persian masters
of Arabic. Their figures of speech, their ornamented rhymed prose, the
very rapidity with which they can toss off a composition, even a qasida,
on the spur of the moment, all point to a perfection that is almost
acrobatic, as if they were all superb jugglers.
In truth, one feels that in Iran the masters just mentioned had finally,
after several centuries, reached the point where they had exhausted the
belles-lettrist possibilities of Arabic and were now very busily burning
1
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up its resources. How much further can one get in perfection than
al-Hamadanl? He could compose a book on a certain theme, beginning
with the last line and working back, line by line, to the first line, and it
would be a marvel of rhetorical artistry.
That could not be the start of a new golden age of Arabic belleslettres in Iran. Rather, it is the last movements of a literary current
begun in the ist/yth century, a sort of galvanized prestidigitation before
the curtain falls. It is surely not by accident that the New Persian letters,
with their own fresh, untapped sources, were coming upon the scene
precisely at that moment.
True, in the 4th/ioth century, Arabic would be the main vehicle for
the Persian man of culture. But the rise of Persian letters would soon
change that situation. Even though great masters of Arabic would
appear in later centuries, by the time of al-Blrunl (d. 442/1050), on the
eve of the Saljuq reign in the Near East, the cultivated Persians no
longer gave Arabic a unique place. This great Muslim scholar, who was
a cosmologist, historian, mathematician, and indeed a man of many
parts, had a great love for Arabic, which in his eyes was a wonderful
tool for scientific expression, while Persian seems to have been relegated
by him to the domain of poetry. In his Kitdb al-saidala he tells us that
his contemporaries in Persia prefer Persian to Arabic; they asked:
"What is the point in knowing the nominative and accusative declensions and all of those other things you know regarding defective
formations, or rare words, in Arabic?"
As was said, the knowledge of Arabic and its use amongst cultivated
Persians would not disappear from Iran with the coming of the Saljuqs
in the 5th/nth century and the triumphal manifestation of the ethnic
genius of that people in the New Persian literature. But the 4th/ioth
and 5th/nth centuries did see the swan-song of Arabic belles-lettrist
compositions in this sense that, henceforth, that genius had its own
Islamicized tongue, Persian, at its immediate disposal. This was not a
repudiation of Islam. On the contrary, the Arabic of the Qur'an would
always remain sacred to the Persian Muslims; but ordinary Arabic
literature was something else again. Moreover, the distinction between
Arabisrn and Islam had long before been made. Thus, when the Persians
took to fostering the growth of their own language, they did not "bid a
last farewell to Islam", as Nasr b. Sayyar would have said, for Islam was
firmly implanted in the Persian soul, but they did "bid a last farewell to
the Arabs ", for by then no single ethnic group had a monopoly on Islam.
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THE RISE OF THE
NEW PERSIAN LANGUAGE
I. INTRODUCTION

New Persian literature, like that of many other countries, begins with
poetry. According to the earliest anthology, the Tuubdb al-albdb of
Muhammad 'Aufi (618/1221-2), the first Persian poem was a qasida
composed in 193/809 by a certain 'Abbas or Abu'l-'Abbas of Marv on
the occasion of the entry into that city of the future caliph Ma'mun.
This information is very questionable, however, and the few couplets
quoted by 'Auf 1 are certainly apocryphal, for the command of classical
rhetoric in them is unlikely to be achieved in a first attempt. In fact
the earliest poems which have been preserved date from the middle of the
3rd/9th century. The Tdrikh-i Sistan, a local chronicle compiled in the
5 th/1 ith century, attributes the production of the first poetry in Persian
to the Sistanians. According to this interesting account, the victory of
Ya'qub b. al-Laith the Saffarid over the Kharijite 'Ammar in 251/865
was celebrated after the custom of the time by panegyrics in Arabic.
Ya'qtib was an uneducated military leader (condottiere) with no knowledge of Arabic. "Why," he asked, " d o you compose verses which I
do not understand?" One of his secretaries, Muhammad b. Vasif, then
had the idea of composing in the same strain a qasida in Persian, which
is quoted in the Tdrikh-i Sistdn, and his example was followed by two
of his compatriots. The anthologies make no mention of these Slstanian
poets, but the Chahdr maqdla of Nizami 'Arudi (5 50-1/115 5-7) and the
ljubdb al-albdb of cAuf 1 quote some verses by a poet of the Herat region,
Hanzala of Badghls, whose work is certainly earlier in date than 259/873.
Both traditions therefore attribute the beginnings of Persian classical
poetry to the same period.
In addition to Hanzala, 'Auf 1 mentions a small number of poets living
at the time of the Tahirid and SafFarid dynasties, and many more in the
Samanid period. The court at Bukhara remained throughout the
century a brilliant centre of Persian and Arabic literature, while the local
courts of Khurasan and Transoxiana also patronized poets. The output
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was certainly abundant, but only isolated fragments have survived.
These however suffice to give an idea of the splendour and variety of
this first poetic activity. Henceforth Persian poetry could be considered
mature; its subjects and forms were fixed and the same tradition was to
inform all the poetry which followed, from the rich output of the first
Ghaznavid period onwards. It was also in the 4th/ioth century and in
the same part of Iran that Persian prose had its origin; the first extant
works date from the middle of the century.
Until this time literary activity in Persia had been confined to eastern
Iran. It began in such regions as Slstan, Khurasan and Transoxiana,
and penetrated only gradually into western Iran. Towards the end of
the 4th/ioth century several poets writing in Persian were to be found
at the court of Qabus b. Vushmglr, amir of Gurgan, and in the entourage of the Sahib Isma'il b. 'Abbad at Ray. It was not until the following century, however, that Persian literature was to become the main
form of expression of the Iranian territories as a whole.
The language known as New Persian, which was usually called at
this period by the name of dan otparsi-i dart, can be classified linguistically as a continuation of Middle Persian, the official, religious and
literary language of Sasanian Iran, itself a continuation of Old Persian,
the language of the Achaemenids. Unlike the other languages and
dialects, ancient and modern, of the Iranian group such as Avestan,
Parthian, Soghdian, Kurdish, Pashto, etc., Old, Middle and New
Persian represent one and the same language at three stages of its
history. It had its origin in Fars (the true Persian country from the
historical point of view) and is differentiated by dialectical features,
still easily recognizable from the dialects prevailing in north-western
and eastern Iran.
Phonetically and grammatically, the degree of evolution from Old
Persian to Middle Persian is considerable, the differences being comparable with the differences between Latin and French, for example.
On the other hand New Persian remains in many respects quite close
to Middle Persian. The adoption of the Arabic script, which reflects
and marks the break with Middle Persian tradition, is an event of
enormous importance to civilization, but it must not hide the fact that
the phonetic development from Middle to New Persian is very slight,
especially New Persian at its early stage. The relationship existing
between Old, Middle and New Persian is well illustrated by the word
for "king" - Old Persian khshayathiya, but Middle Persian and New
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Persian shah. Phonetic differences between Middle and New Persian
are generally not greater than in the example Middle Persian drdstag
"decorated" and New Persian drdsta. The grammatical structure has
also undergone only minor changes, chiefly in relation to verbal
morphology and syntax. It is particularly in its vocabulary that New
Persian departs from Middle Persian, in two different ways. First, New
Persian contains many words which are originally foreign to Persian
proper and are betrayed by their form as belonging to other, northern
or eastern Iranian dialects: New Persian owes much to Parthian and to
related dialects and it has also borrowed from Soghdian. Secondly, it
has admitted a considerable proportion of Arabic words, a proportion
which has increased with time in the literary language and which also
varies between the different literary forms: rare in epic poetry, considerable from the outset in lyrical poetry and significant even in the
earliest prose. It is evident that no one has ever written " p u r e " Persian,
that is completely free from Arabic elements. An Arab author, Abu
Hatim of Ray (d. 322/934), observes that in order to express many ideas
it is necessary for a Persian to have recourse to Arabic words. 1 The
mixed character of the New Persian vocabulary, as well as being an
important fact of civilization, is a basic feature of the language, so that
in this respect Persian may be compared with English, the Arabic
element holding the same place and playing the same part in Persian
as the Latin element combined with the original Anglo-Saxon in
English. On the whole, therefore, New Persian appears to have been
from the start a mixed language, based on the Persian dialect but
bearing marked traces of other Iranian dialects and infiltrated with
Arabic words. It may be thought that this diversity was a factor in
making it the common language of the Iranian countries and, over the
centuries, the main literary and cultural language of the eastern Muslim
world.
The emergence of the New Persian language and literature presents
considerable historical problems. How was this new literary language
formed? What necessity gave rise to it? How does it happen that, in
spite of its original connection with the regions of the south-west, it
seems to have appeared first in the east, at the opposite extremity of the
plateau? Why did literature develop initially in Transoxiana, an outlying region where, until the Islamic conquest at the beginning of the
2nd/8 th century, the common and literary language was Soghdian, a
1
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fundamentally different Iranian language? Moreover, from its beginning or very nearly so, Persian poetry is in full possession of its
techniques, verse-forms, rhetorical devices, genres and subjects. It
emerged like Minerva from the head of Jupiter, fully equipped from
the shadows of history. How were its literary rules formed? On what
sources did the early writers draw and how much did they owe to
Iranian tradition and how much to the imitation of Arabic poetry?
Such questions are controversial for the documents naturally do not
give a direct answer. Nevertheless sufficient indications may be found
for the consideration of certain probabilities.

II. THE LANGUAGES SPOKEN IN IRAN DURING THE FIRST
CENTURIES UNDER ISLAM

In an account passed down by the Fihrist, Ibn al-Muqaffac describes the
linguistic situation in Iran at the end of the Sasanian period. The
Iranians, he says in effect, have five languages: pahlavi, the language of
the Fahla country, that is to say of ancient Media, the Jibal of the
Muslims, dari, the language of the capital (Ctesiphon or Mada'in), par si,
language of the mobads and scholars, surydni, spoken in Sawad, and
F, used in Khuzistan. Of these five languages two are not Iranian
in the sense accepted by linguists; suryani is Aramaic, at that time the
common language of the population of Mesopotamia, while khuzl was
probably a relic of the ancient Elamite. The official language of the
state and of the Zoroastrian religion was evidently parsi, that is to say
literary Middle Persian, the vehicle of literature later known as Pahlavl;
for, as the result of a shift of meaning which has caused much confusion,
the name Pahlavl, originally meaning Parthian, was used in the Islamic
period to indicate the only ancient language then still known, Middle
Persian, and continues to be the name usually applied to it today. Ibn
al-Muqaffa', however, had no knowledge of such a usage; he gave
Middle Persian its proper name of pars! (in Middle Persian itself pdrsig)
and used the term pahlavl to describe the dialect of Media, historically
close to Parthian. As regards dari, it was the usual spoken language not
only in the capital but probably throughout a large part of the empire
too.
This description, which is limited to western Iran, makes it possible
to reconstruct the situation as follows. The official language, and the
only written one, was Middle Persian, a language already fixed in its
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archaic form before the beginning of the Sasanian period and reserved
for official and literary use. In everyday talk dari was employed, its name
being derived from dar, the "Porte", that is to say the court or the
capital. Originally this language must scarcely have differed from the
written language, but while the latter remained almost static, the spoken
tongue developed to such an extent that towards the end of the
Sasanian period the differences were finally noticed and the need was
felt to give it a proper name. Parsi (Middle Persian literary) and dari
were not, strictly speaking, two languages, nor even two separate
dialects, but rather two stylistic levels of the same language, parsi being
the medium of the administration, of religion and of written literature,
and dari that of everyday oral communication, that is to say the common vernacular of Iran. Alongside dari there existed of course local
dialects, the most important of which was pahlavi, probably upheld by
the prestige of an oral literature inherited from the Parthian poetic
tradition.
During the first centuries under Islam the sources do not provide a
general picture of the languages of Iran, but it is possible to glean some
items of information from the geographers and the historians. There
were numerous local dialects. Khuzl persisted in Khuzistan; it was said
to be a language which could not be put into Arabic script. Azarbaljan
was the domain of adhari^ an important Iranian dialect which Mas'udI
mentions together with dari and pahlavi; other idioms also occurred
which may have been "Caucasian". The Ardabil district was remarkable for its mixture of languages: according to Muqaddasi there were
seventy of them in use. Among Caspian dialects dailami was the language of the rough soldiery who spread over western Iran and Iraq;
tabari was sufficiently vigorous to become the vehicle of a written
literature in about the 4th/ioth century. At Astarabad, in Gurgan, two
distinct idioms were spoken. The Pahlavi of Jibal gave its name to the
fah/an>iyyat,which.w&ce poems in dialect. There were dialects in the open
country of Kirman; the Kofch (or Koch, Arabic Qufs) tribes and the
Baluchis had their languages, probably different from one another, as
did the inhabitants of Makran. In the north-east Khwarazmian, the
mother-tongue of Blruni, flourished. Under the Muslim conquest
Soghdian lost its function as an official and cultural language, but it
survived as the spoken language of the region of Samarqand. Not long
after the conquest the inhabitants of Bukhara were speaking a dialect
very much like Soghdian which persisted in the country districts until
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at least the 4th/ioth century. Ushrusana also had its dialect. In what is
now Afghanistan, Gharchistan had its own idiom, as did the land of
Ghur, whose inhabitants in 411/1020 could communicate with Mas'ud
of Ghazna only by means of an interpreter. Many other dialects existed
in the Iranian countries and Muqaddasl in his description of Khurasan
stated explicitly that almost everywhere in the country districts "another
tongue" was spoken, that is to say a dialect distinct from the common
language.
This common language was of course darl and a most important
feature of this period was the fact that it spread considerably. It probably lost ground in Iraq (though it remained in use among the townspeople at least until the 4th/ioth century), but it gained immense
territory in the east. Probably already in the Sasanian. period it had
ousted from Khurasan proper the Parthian which had been the common language there in the 3rd century A.D. Supported by the prestige
of the empire darl had perhaps also begun to spread quite widely in
Bactria and beyond the Oxus. It was certainly at the time when Transoxiana and the present Afghanistan had been integrated into the
caliphate that the Muslim conquerors imposed it in all north-eastern
regions. Even the name tajik, which is still used today to designate the
Persian-speaking populations of Transoxiana and of the whole of the
eastern part of the plateau, is the Soghdian form of the Persian word
td%i, which was the Iranian name for Arabs, but could also mean
"Muslim", as shown by Tavadia.1 These "Arabs" were actually for
the most part Iranians converted to Islam: their victory was also that
of the darl language which, first taking root in the towns, eliminated
from there the local dialects and confined them to the country districts
with the result that eventually most of them died out. In the 3rd/9th
century, perhaps even earlier, it had become the common spoken
language of the Iranian lands as a whole.
A spoken language which extends over vast territories without having the support of a written tradition tends to assume a diversity of
forms and dari was no exception to this rule. Its local variants in the
different regions where it took root were influenced to a greater or
lesser degree by the dialects which it replaced. In the Sasanian period
the dari spoken in Khurasan was certainly not identical with that of
Fars or of Iraq and even today the Persian spoken in Kabul and the
colloquial Persian of Tehran are very different and the users of these
1
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two colloquial forms cannot easily understand each other. Even within
the frontiers of each Persian-speaking country, despite the tendency
towards unification imposed by modern social conditions, there are
many local forms of speech. In Iran those of Khurasan and of Slstan
for instance preserve a markedly individual character, while in Afghanistan and also in Tajikistan there are numerous Persian dialects. These
differences are of ancient date. The geographer Muqaddasi in his
description of each region always devotes a few lines to the language
of its inhabitants. The forms of speech to which he refers are for the
most part only local variants of the common language, but he distinguishes practically as many of them as there are important towns or
political districts. The indications given by him, although both
summary and subjective, are interesting as evidence of the existence of
linguistic discrepancies which were apparent to people living at that
time. On the other hand, a close examination of early Persian texts
enables us to gain some idea of the dialectology of dari. The output of
the 4th/ioth and 5th/nth centuries, especially in prose (since prose
works are less literary and have been better preserved in their original
form than the poetry), reveals various dialectical shades of difference.
The early Judaeo-Persian writings provide a quantity of instructive
information on the forms of speech in south-western Iran and supplement what can be deduced from texts in Arabic script, which were
composed mostly in eastern regions. Taking them as a whole, it is
possible to detect among the local forms of the common language of
about a thousand years ago two main groups, belonging to the east and
to the west respectively, each group containing sundry variants. The
dari used in the south-west, both in its vocabulary and in various
grammatical features, remained closer to Middle Persian, while the
dari of Khurasan was encumbered with more elements coming from
non-Persian Iranian dialects, particularly Parthian. It was the dari
of Khurasan which penetrated into what is now Afghanistan and into
Transoxiana; in this latter region it acquired a number of Soghdian
words.
Alongside both the early dialects and dari, which had spread everywhere with a greater or lesser degree of local variation, Arabic had also
taken root in Iran. It was of course the everyday language of the Arab
immigrants: certain towns such as Dlnavar, Zanjan, Nihavand, Kashan,
Qum and Nishapur had a considerable Arab population and Arab
tribes had also settled in Khurasan. However, these Arab elements
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were more or less rapidly assimilated: in the middle of the 2nd/8th
century the majority of the Arabs in the army of Abu Muslim spoke
dari. Arabic gained little ground among the Iranian population except
as a cultural language and in this respect the Iranian countries differed
fundamentally from almost all other parts of the empire of the caliphs.
While in the Fertile Crescent and in Africa Arabic was gradually taking
the place of Aramaic, Egyptian and the Berber languages as the
language of daily communication, the same function was being performed in the east by dari at the expense of the other Iranian languages.
It was dari, not Arabic, which was the language of the eastern conquests. Paradoxically Arab domination and the extension of Islam had
the effect of largely unifying the spoken language of the Iranian
countries, a factor which was decisive in the formation of literary New
Persian.

III.

LITERARY LANGUAGES IN USE UNTIL
THE 3RD/9TH CENTURY

During the first two centuries of Islam, the medium for written expression and literature in Iran was provided by two languages of unequal
importance, one of them declining and the other in the ascendant Middle Persian (called Pahlavi) and Arabic. It is well known that at
first the conquerors were necessarily dependent on the former Iranian
civil service and that its officials continued to keep the financial registers
in Middle Persian until 78/697-8 (or 82/701-2) in the west and until
124/741-2 in Khurasan, the years in which Arabic replaced Middle
Persian as the administrative language. Although it is fairly safe to
assume that during the same period Middle Persian continued to be the
medium by which the intellectual activity of the cultivated Iranian was
expressed, its use became increasingly restricted with the progress of
Islamic influence and the vigorous development of Arab culture.
Abandoned by the new Muslim converts, it persisted only among the
Zoroastrians, particularly - perhaps even exclusively - among the
priests, who were the trustees of the ancient culture. The major part of
Pahlavi literature which has survived dates from the 3rd/9th century, a
period of relatively intense productivity, but this activity was limited to
subjects connected with the Mazdaean religion, which the priests
wanted to defend against the triumphant extension of Islam. It was the
work of clerics and remained geographically confined to Fars.
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Indeed from the 2nd/8th century onwards, the principal cultural
language of Iran was Arabic and it had been openly adopted as such
by the Islamicized Iranian aristocracy. Although in certain remote
provinces it was still ignored by such local princes as Vindadhhurmuzd,
king of Tabaristan, who was able to converse with the caliph Harun
al-Rashid only by means of an interpreter, it was understood and used
by many Iranian nobles and by the intelligentsia. It was not merely the
administrative language, essential for anyone who held a position of
any authority, but also the medium of science and of literature. That
Arabic should have fared thus in Iran was due not simply to its being
the language of the Qur'an, the Word of God, and of the exegesis and
of the cult recently adopted by the mass of the population, but also
resulted from its having become the repository of most of the treasures
of the Iranian tradition. The ancient books of history, wisdom and
science, the romances, stories and fables had all been translated into
Arabic and they were known to educated Iranians much more from
these translations than from the original works in Middle Persian.
Even some Arabic poetry was, as it seems, permeated with the influence
of Sasanian poetry. In the 3rd/9th century, with the exception of those
works which were strictly Mazdaean, there was probably nothing of
importance to be found in Middle Persian texts which was not available,
more conveniently, in Arabic. Arabic literature was therefore not
foreign to the Iranians: they contributed to it themselves as translators
and as original writers and it is known that many of the greatest
"Arabic" writers and scholars were Iranians. In the Golden Age of
'Abbasid civilization Arabic literature no longer belonged to the Arabs
alone, but was the common property of the peoples of the caliphate,
among whom Iranians played a leading part. It offered them riches
obtained from various sources, Arab, Iranian, Greek and Syriac, and
all alike rediscovered and reanimated their own traditions, renewing
them with those of their neighbours. This does not mean that the
peoples were blended and lost their separate identities; far from it. The
controversy of the Shu'ubiyya provides a striking demonstration of the
extent to which the Iranians were aware of their own ethnic affiliations,
when they came up against the Arabs. This "national" consciousness
did not, however, manifest itself in the sphere of language; linguistic
nationalism is a modern invention and did not exist in those days, as is
best proved by the fact that the arguments of the Shu'ubites were all
conducted in Arabic. The Arabic language was the instrument which
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the most ardent Iranian partisans used quite naturally and to the same
degree as their opponents in discussing their ideas.
Linguistic usage in Iran in about the 3rd/9th century may be summed
up as follows: there were two languages in use all over Iran at the same
time on different levels. One of them, darl, was used, but only in speech,
by the bulk of the population; the other, Arabic, was the medium of
religion and the administration, of science and of literature, being
written and spoken only by educated people. This situation was to
continue in some degree even after the emergence of Persian literature:
in the 4th/ioth century Persian and Arabic poetry flourished side by
side at the courts of Khurasan and for a long time afterwards Arabic
remained the chief instrument of science and of philosophy. There was
nothing exceptional about such a state of affairs in the Middle Ages similar conditions prevailed in the countries of western Europe, where
Latin, the educated language, was superimposed on the common speech,
which was only gradually promoted to nobler usage.
Side by side with the highly cultivated literature in Arabic, however,
there also existed an oral literature in the common parlances, repository of the Sasanian tradition. It is now known that pre-Islamic Iran
possessed some brilliant poetry, although the extant traces of it remained unrecognized for a long time. The reason why only minute
fragments have survived is, as M. Boyce has pointed out, because this
poetry was oral. It was composed by professional minstrels, poetmusicians who sang at the royal and seigneurial courts and also at
gatherings of all kinds and at all levels of society. Parthia was a particularly active centre of this kind of poetic production. The beautiful
poems in Parthian devoted to the Manichaean religion, of which
numerous fragments have been found by archaeologists, must surely
have been based on an elaborate tradition. Moreover the Parthian
minstrels {gosan) remained famous for a very long time. From miscellaneous indirect evidence it may be inferred that "the gosan played a
considerable part in the life of the Parthians and their neighbours, down
to late in the Sasanian epoch: entertainer of king and commoner,
privileged at court and popular with the people; present at the graveside
and at the feast; eulogist, satirist, story-teller, musician; recorder of
past achievements, and commentator of his own times". 1 There was
also, however, poetry in Persian (Middle Persian or dari) as is testified
by some pieces preserved in Pahlavi literature and by fragments
1
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transcribed into Arabic script, particularly the hymn of the fire-altar of
Karkuy, quoted in the Tdrikh-i Sistan, if it really dates from the preIslamic period. The surest piece of evidence, and the most interesting,
is a short passage discovered recently by Shaf Vl Kadkani in a work of
Ibn Khurdadbih (d. 230/844) which runs as follows:
Qaisar mdh manadh u Khdqdn xurshedh
an i man xudhdy abr manadh kdmgbdrdn
ka xvdhadh mdh poshadh ka xvdhadh xurshedh

The Qaisar is like unto the moon and the Khaqan to the sun.
My lord is like unto the cloud all-powerful:
At will he veils the moon and at will the sun.
This fragment is attributed to Barbad, a famous minstrel of the time of
Khusrau II Parviz.1 In any case the content makes it clear that it belongs
to the Sasanian period.
After the Arab conquest this poetry inevitably declined, giving way
in the princely courts to Arabic poetry. There is nothing, however, to
indicate that it disappeared; on the contrary, everything suggests that it
persisted in lower levels of society. Since it had been so much appreciated by all classes in pre-Islamic times, it is hard to imagine that it did
not survive afterwards among the masses for whom Arabic remained a
foreign language. It continued to exist among the people and probably
also in the courts of local lords, the dihqdns, who were deeply attached
to tradition. In fact several short pieces handed down from various
sources afford proof of its existence. One of them, db-ast-u nabtdh-ast...,
has been attributed to the Arab poet Yazid b. Mufarrigh, who is said
to have composed it extempore at Basra during the years 60-4/679-84.
Another poem, a^Khuttaldn dmadih . . ., is a satirical piece addressed by
the inhabitants of Balkh to a defeated amir in 108/726-7 or 119/737-8;
a third, Samarqand-i kandmand. . ., which seems to be a lament on the
ruin of Samarqand, is attributed to about the year 200/815-16, and
another, dhu-i kuht. . ., also appears to be of very early date. These
pieces, whose versification apparently belongs to the same type as
pre-Islamic poetry, are in dari. The places mentioned (Khuzistan,
Bactriana, Transoxiana) suggest that this popular or semi-popular
poetry in dari was cultivated practically everywhere in the land of Iran.
1
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IV. THE EMERGENCE OF THE NEW PERSIAN
LITERARY LANGUAGE

The emergence of Persian literature involved the elevation of a widely
distributed oral language, dari, to the rank of a language of general
culture. This process took at least two centuries, from the 3rd/9th to
the 5th/nth, in the course of which literary Persian was progressively
extended from popular poetry to poetry of an elevated style and thence
to science and administration; its territory was likewise enlarged from
Eastern Iran to the regions of the West. At the same time it must itself
have undergone a relative unification and stabilization. The dari in
everyday use was, as has been seen, subject to variations in numerous
local dialects. The literary language was originally based on the
colloquial forms of speech of the East, in particular those of Transoxiana, where poetry was first cultivated, as is shown by its vocabulary,
which contains many local words unknown in other parts of Iran. The
earliest extant Persian dictionary, the L.ughat-i furs of Asadi, was compiled towards the middle of the 5th/nth century precisely with the
object of explaining these words to readers belonging to Western Iran.
The author gives a brief explanation of his aim, stating in the introduction that he has encountered poets of merit "with little knowledge
of Persian words". This assertion, which at first sight seems surprising,
is corroborated by Nasir-i Khusrau, a poet and writer from Bactriana,
who relates in his celebrated Safar-ndma that in 437/1045 he met in
Tabriz Qatran, "a good poet, but one who did not know Persian very
well", and that he was obliged to explain to him the divans of Daqlql
and of Munjik - meaning that Qatran, although expert himself in
manipulating the language of literature, was not familiar with the
local expressions which occurred in the work of the earliest poets of
Khurasan and of Transoxiana. This interesting observation, together
with the dictionary of Asadi, bears witness to the local idiosyncrasies of
Eastern origin which were originally contained in the literary language.
These were later discarded, while the language was probably enriched
with elements drawn from other dialects, not to mention innumerable
loans from Arabic, and so became the cultivated language of the whole
of Iran.
It is of course not known at what period dari first came to be written.
In the Middle Ages, as we know, script, much more than language, was
connected with religion. At a very early date the Jews were writing
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dad in Hebrew characters; the inscriptions of Tang-i Azao in Afghanistan of A.D. 752-3 and a fragment of a private letter found at DandanUiliq near Khotan in Chinese Turkestan, also attributed to the 2nd/8th
century, appear to be the earliest records of New Persian in any script.
The Christians used the Syriac script, as is proved by a fragment of a
Persian translation of the Psalms found at Turfan, undated but also
very early. From the same oasis come several fragments in New Persian
and in Manichaean script, copied in the first half of the 4th/ioth century
or earlier by the communities of Central Asia. It is also likely that the
Iranian Muslims, when they were not sufficiently well educated to use
the Arabic language, had long before the introduction of literature
written down their own language in Arabic script to serve their practical needs, private correspondence or business accounts. Such practices
no doubt involved many fluctuations in spelling, traces of which can
still be found in the Persian words and names quoted by Arab authors.
The only detailed account of the origin of literary poetry is that given
in the Tdrikh-i Sistdn. Being a local chronicle this book naturally aimed
at exalting the glories and merits of its own province and is thus limited
to a small area. It cannot be expected to supply information which is
valid for the whole of Iran. Although the verses quoted seem more
authentic because of the clumsy style and the metrical irregularities, we
cannot be sure that Muhammad b. Vasif was the very first poet to
compose a poem (a qasidd) in Persian on the Arabic model. It is likely
that similar attempts were made elsewhere at about the same time or a
little before: Hanzala of Badghis seems to be of earlier date and, for
various reasons which will be considered later, it may be inferred that
these early efforts were themselves the result of a long preparation.
The account given in the Tdrikh-i Sistan, however, reveals certain
aspects of the conditions of the emergence of Persian poetry of the
classical type. The scene was the court of an Iranian king, Ya'qiib b.
al-Laith: a panegyric in Arabic was rejected by this prince, who did not
understand the language. Muhammad b. Vasif was thus obliged to seek
another means of celebrating his patron in verse and it was then that
he ventured to compose a qaslda in Persian. Now there was already
another kind of poetry in Persian: the popular or semipopular poetry
which must have existed in Sistan as elsewhere, and it may be asked
why, failing Arabic, no recourse was made to it. The reason is that,
precisely because of its popular nature, it was unsuitable for singing
the praises of a great king. Muhammad b. Vasif, who was a secretary,
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nurtured on Arabic literature, must have been particularly sensitive to
the difference in dignity and suitability between the noble Arabic
poetry and this literature which was considered scarcely more than
folklore; it was accordingly necessary for him to create a new medium.
It is quite possible that the same circumstances may have arisen
elsewhere, perhaps at an earlier date, in the courts of less important
potentates. There is nothing surprising in the fact that these experimental pieces have not been preserved for posterity; that of Muhammad
b. Vasif is known only from a book of local interest, the sole manuscript
of which was long afterwards discovered by a fortunate chance. It may
be conjectured that the new poetry, written in darl but borrowing its
verse-forms from Arabic literature, made its first appearance in the
obscure courts of local princes. Hanzala of Badghis, the first poet
commemorated by the anthologies, seems himself to have been known
chiefly in his own province. The Chahdr maqdla indeed relates that it
was a couplet of Hanzala which fired the ambition of the adventurer
Ahmad b. 'Abd-Allah Khujistani; he was, however, a compatriot of
Hanzala, Khujistan being a district of the province of Badghis, in the
region of Herat, and it was actually in his own country, according to
the Chahdr maqdla^ that he read the divan of the poet. Thus it may be
concluded that the latter exercised his talent within his own native
territory and that his fame can scarcely have crossed its frontiers.
Hanzala in Badghis and Muhammad b. Vasif in Sistan were therefore
local poets and they are the only ones whose names have been preserved,
but others like them were probably to be found in Eastern Iran in the
3rd/9th century: such men were the creators of Persian poetry for
Iranian patrons who had little knowledge of Arabic but wished to imitate persons of importance and like them to be praised in a noble style.
It may be asked why Persian literature first appeared in the East and
why its development was confined to Khurasan and Transoxiana until
about the end of the 4th/ioth century. The explanation usually given is
that it was obviously due to the distance of these regions from the
capital and the existence of Iranian dynasties which were practically
independent of the caliph. Princes, especially the Samanids, are credited
with the desire to promote a "national" literature, but such a desire, if
it existed, could not have been the sole or even the principal factor,
since it could come into being only as the result of a strong collective
movement deeply-rooted in social conditions. The political aspect is
less important than the remoteness from the centres of culture of the
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caliphate. In Fars and Jibal the relationship with these centres, particularly with Baghdad, was much closer and the country was certainly
much more affected by Arab influence. In the east, on the contrary there
existed a whole class of dihqans who were not only devoted to the
memory of ancient Iran but were very little touched by Arab culture.
It was probably under their patronage that there was a gradual development of a poetry which was at the same time modelled on the
ceremonial Arabic compositions and nurtured by Iranian traditions
preserved in popular and semi-popular verse.
Another factor could also have contributed to this development. In
the west, at any rate in Fars, literature in Middle Persian was still
flourishing in the 3rd/9th century. TheMazdaeans occupied an important
place in society there and retained considerable power. A well-organized
class of mobads preserved the legacy of the past within the rigid conventions of the Sasanian tradition and when they wrote it was in
Middle Persian, a language supported by its old prestige. Thus while
Arabic was widely used by the aristocracy, the intelligentsia and the
Arabs, who were quite numerous in the towns, Middle Persian was the
medium of that ancient culture which was now desperately defended by
the mobads, and between them there was little room for a new literary
language based on the vernacular. The situation was quite different in
the east, especially in the north-east, where dari did not have to face
powerful competition of this kind. The use and knowledge of Arabic
were less widespread and there was certainly no Iranian literary language still sufficiently vigorous to prevent the formation of a new
medium arising out of the spoken language. Mazdaism had not been so
strongly rooted there and although communities survived down to the
3rd/9th and 4th/ioth centuries, at this period it was much enfeebled,
so that there existed no clerical caste able to maintain the tradition of
Middle Persian. The purely Iranian culture was not the privilege of
clerics and lived on not in the form of dogmatic writings but to a large
extent orally with narratives and poems in dari. As a semi-popular
culture, it was opposed to the Arabic-inspired culture of the high
aristocracy and in order to take its place beside the latter it needed only
to produce works in the noble genres.
To sum up: the use of the Persian language for literature appears to
have originated in the following manner:
(i) Persian poetry, that is to say the noble poetry in dari as distinct
from the traditional oral poetry, began as court poetry.
39
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(2) It came into being in local courts, where the language was dari
and Arabic was either unknown or little known by the princes and
their entourage.
(3) This process occurred in the eastern provinces because the
country was much less impregnated by Arab culture and also because
there darl did not have to compete, as in western Iran, with the ancient
Iranian literary language.
(4) This poetry, which was at first exclusively lyrical (panegyric)
imitated Arabic models, although it may also have been subject, in both
form and content, to the influence of oral Iranian literature, a point
which will be considered later.
Dari b( came the new literary language of Iran because it was the
most widely known. The same conditions, however, which saw the
emergence of Persian literature also inspired literary composition in
other dialects, in places where they were sufficiently vigorous. Such
output occurred chiefly in regions around the Caspian, which, being
geographically isolated, were late to come under the influence of Islam
and the Arab world, and which in any case had always been centres of
pronounced individualism, so that it is not surprising that they were
also centres of a certain amount of literary activity in the local idiom.
The date when this activity began is not known, but it was perhaps
inspired by the example of Persian literature. The work of a Mazandarani poet, Amir Pazvari, has survived and the names are known of
two works by Mamiban b. Rustam b. Sharvin, a prince of Tabaristan
who lived in the 4th/ioth century: the Mar?(ubdn-ndma, a collection of
stories which was adapted into Persian by Varavinl in the 7th/13 th
century, and a book of verse entitled Niki-ndma. A whole group of
writers using the same dialect lived at the court of Qabus b. Vushmglr
(366-403/976-1012), the famous scholar-prince of Tabaristan. Similar
ventures occurred also in Jibal: Bundar (or Pindar) of Ray (d. 401 /1 o 1 o)
wrote verse in the dialect of his city and a little later Baba Tahir used
a kind of Persian characterized by traces of dialect. The existence of a
dialect poetry in this region is not at all surprising. As late as the
7th/13 th century the author of a treatise on versification, Shams-i Qais
of Ray, emphasized the fondness of the inhabitants of (Persian) Iraq
for their local poetry (fahlawiyydt) and it is quite possible that it was the
means by which the tradition of the splendid Parthian poetry (pahlavi
in the true and original sense of the term) was continued down the
centuries.
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These literary experiments in dialect which occurred in about the
4th/ioth century were scarcely followed up in later times. Various
Persian writers, including some of the most important, made use on
occasion of dialect, but only for satirical or humorous verse, that is to
say in a colloquial kind of writing which had nothing to do with poetry
of the exalted style. In the beginning these dialects could perhaps have
competed with Persian, but soon the conflict became too unequal
between the idiom limited to its own province and the general language
which permeated all the countries of Iran. After the flourishing of
Persian poetry under the Samanids, once its first masterpieces had
established its supremacy, literature in dialect was confined to folklore.

V. THE ORIGIN OF THE FORMS AND THEMES OF
PERSIAN POETRY

The appearance of New Persian literature is usually represented as the
most obvious sign of an Iranian renaissance after an eclipse of at least
two centuries, during which Arab culture reigned alone. According to
another interpretation, it was not so much a renaissance as the birth of
a culture which was completely new and Islamic and was scarcely
connected at all with ancient Iran. Should we say renaissance or new
birth, continuation or break with the past? In the light of present
knowledge, this way of viewing the problem seems to be an oversimplification. Despite the upheaval of the Arab conquest with its
destruction of the Sasanian political structure, despite the social
changes caused by the presence of the invaders and the economic
development which took place during the first centuries under the
caliphate, despite also the ideological revolution which resulted from
the influence of Islam, Iranian culture did not disappear but was modified in its content, so as to give an important place to Islam, and in its
form, as a consequence of the adoption of the Arabic language. The
Iranians did not sink into barbarism, nor even into silence, for three
centuries, but shared in the intensive efforts which produced the new
civilization of the Islamic East and were among the most energetic
contributors to this burst of activity, infusing into it a large part of
their ancient culture. At the same time certain aspects of this culture,
more or less Islamicized, survived at the humbler level of oral literature.
It was in this soil that literature in dari was brought forth, being
unquestionably inspired by Arabic models, but also fertilized by local
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traditions. It was neither a pure and simple resurgence of the ancient
culture nor the expression of an entirely fresh culture of Arab-Islamic
origin. The links with ancient Iran had been established partly perhaps
by such of the Middle Persian writings as were still being read, but
surely much more by what had been handed down to Arabic literature
and by what still remained, more or less modified and brought up to
date, in the living oral tradition. It is in these two sources, Arabic
literature and oral Iranian literature, that the origin of the forms and
themes of Persian poetry must be sought.
The question of form is outside the scope of this chapter, and
discussion of it here will be confined to a few observations. From
the techniques of pre-Islamic Iranian poetry to those of Persian
poetry the distance is considerable. In the one there is accentual
unrhyming verse, in the other quantitative verse, that is to say verse
based on a definite succession of long and short syllables, arranged in
poems of fixed form. The chief lyrical verse-form, the qaslda, was
certainly borrowed from Arabic poetry, and it is extremely probable
that the principle of quantitative versification and the use of rhyme
were directly inspired by it. It would indeed be very unlikely for Iran
to have developed this quantitative poetry independently, since there
was no sign of it in the pre-Islamic period and since numerous Arabic
examples were at hand. The same argument may be applied to rhyme,
although it occurs in two Middle Persian poems; one of them, however,
definitely belongs to the Islamic era and there is no certainty that the
other is any earlier. It is possible that the traditional poetry was familiar
with certain devices of rhyme or assonance (they are to be found in the
pieces of folk-lore type mentioned above and in the hymn of the
fire-altar of Karkuy), but the use of a single rhyme in a long poem and
the appearance of this rhyme at the end of each couplet (bait) and not
of each line (misrd*) conform too closely to the rules of Arabic poetry
not to have been directly imitated.
The differences between Arabic and Persian versification are, however,
great. On the one hand certain classes of poems, such as the mathnavi
and the rubd'i, are widely used in Persian but not in Arabic, which
suggests an Iranian origin and also demonstrates that the founders
of Persian poetry did not restrict themselves to imitation, but also
worked creatively. On the other hand, a discrepancy which is
more subtle and perhaps even more significant, the usual metres
of each language, although described by theorists by means of the
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same concepts and the same technical terms, do not in general tally.
If New Persian versification is, like the Arabic, quantitative and is
actually an imitation of it, the types of verse are in fact different;
although the principle is the same, it is not applied in the same way in
each case. Persian metres therefore are an original invention, imposed
by the phonetic structure of the language, and all the evidence points
to the conclusion that this invention did not occur ex nihilo but was
largely inspired by the traditional Iranian rhythmic patterns, a view
which was indeed held and expressed as early as 1932 by E. Benveniste:
" L'originalite des Persans en matiere de technique poetique a consiste
a assujettir le metre syllabique iranien a la prosodie quantitative arabe.
De cette adaptation, dont l'exemple le plus ancien et le plus acheve est
le mutaqdrib epique, sort la poesie noble de la Perse moderne." 1
So there are grounds for seeking the origin of the various types of
New Persian verse in the versification of pre-Islamic Iran, which
unfortunately is too little known for the precise genealogical relationship to be understood: it would be necessary to define exactly the
analogies between a given New Persian quantitative metre and a given
type of accentual verse in the ancient poetry. There are only a few
instances in which it is possible to form an idea of the connection: for
example, the metre of the ruba'i, which has no parallel in Arabic poetry
and stands in isolation in the Arabic-Persian metrical system, might
well be an adaptation of the type of (non-quantitative) verse represented
by the poem dhu-i kuhiy which certainly belongs to traditional poetry.
It is also possible that several quantitative metres are derived from the
same type of accentual verse and that, conversely, several accentual
types may have given rise to one and the same metre, for, since the
principles are different, it cannot be expected that there will be close
conformity in detail. The essential fact remains that the dominant
features of the traditional rhythmic patterns must have been taken over
as the framework of New Persian versification. These rhythms, in their
ancient form, were still alive in oral poetry, probably without alteration,
for the language did not undergo any important modification between
the ist/7th and the 3rd/9th centuries. They were certainly well known
to the creators of Persian poetry, whose function it was to mould from
them new types of verse based on the quantitative principle.
It is a long way from the non-rhyming accentual poem to the qaslda
and numerous tentative experiments must have preceded the standard1
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ization of the rules of metre, prosody and rhyme. It is still possible to
find traces of intermediate forms. Metrical irregularities not infrequently occur in the earliest examples of Persian poetry; they must
originally have been more numerous, for the copyists have certainly
eliminated a number of them. Some have persisted in popular poetry
even to the present day: for example, lines of the quatrains {dubaiti) in
their first syllables show a wavering between long and short which is
alien to the classical metrical system. As regards rhyme, the rules deal
with its phonetic form (simple assonance not being allowed), with its
position within the poem (rhyming couplets in the mathnavi, a single
rhyme appearing at the end of each couplet in the lyrical forms) and the
kind of words to be used (the same word may not be rhymed a second
time in the same poem). These rules are infringed in several early
pieces: the two poems in Middle Persian discovered by Henning and
Tavadia, the hymn of the fire-altar of Karkuy contained in the Tdrikh-i
Sistdn, which is perhaps a transcription from Middle Persian, and two
poems in New Persian and in quantitative verse (not without irregularities) which are quoted in the Tuhfat al-muluk of 'All b. Abl Hafs
Isfahan! (7th/ 13 th century) and certainly date from an early period.
From these various pieces it is possible to form an idea of some of the
stages in the progress of poetry from the pre-Islamic type towards
classical poetry. Broadly speaking, the evolution must have proceeded
as follows:
(1) Unrhymed accentual versification (pre-Islamic poetry).
(2) Accentual versification with rhymes which are irregular in relation to the classical system (poems in Middle Persian found by Henning
and Tavadia, hymn of Karkuy).
(3) Irregular quantitative versification with irregular rhymes (New
Persian poems of Tuhfat al-muluk).
(4) Irregular quantitative versification with regular rhymes (early
examples of Persian poetry, popular quatrains).
(5) Regular quantitative versification with regular rhymes (classical
poetry).
Thus, as regards its forms, Persian poetry is indebted both to Arabic
literature and to the Iranian tradition. The same holds good of its
content. In lyrical poetry the content appears to be identical with that
of contemporary Arab poetry; detailed studies of subject-matter are
still lacking, however, and they might perhaps reveal shades of difference, at present overlooked, in the choice of themes and their im614
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portance in relation to one another. It is doubtful, nevertheless, whether
the list of subjects would be appreciably different, which is hardly
surprising, for at the time when Persian poetry first developed in Eastern
Iran, Arabic poetry continued to be in vogue. The courts of the
Samanid amirs and of their vassals were frequented by numerous
Arabic-speaking poets and Tha'alibi was able to present a brilliant
picture of their activity. Towards the end of the 4th/ioth century the
amir Qabus b. Vushmgir at Gurgan and the vizier 'Isma'll b. 'Abbad
at Ray, themselves men of letters, were both patrons of Arabic learning
and at the same time of Persian learning, which was then making its
first appearance in those regions. Poets writing in Persian and in Arabic
attended the same courts and had the same patrons - in fact they were
themselves often the same person. Bilingual poets were numerous, such
as, to mention only a few examples, Shahld, Mus'abi, Muradi, Aghaji,
Khusravi, Abu'1-Fath of Bust, Rabi'a of Qusdar, Kisa'i, Bundar of
Ray; nor must Muhammad b. Vasif, the innovator of Sistan, be forgotten; as M. I. Zand says, "The poet who wrote his works in both
Arabic and Parsi, the poet dhu-lisdnain. . . who commanded two languages . . . was a characteristic figure of those times." Since lyrical
poetry both in Arabic and in Persian was addressed, at least in aristocratic circles, to the same audiences and readers and often shared the
same authors, it naturally dealt with the same subjects, in the same way.
It is obvious that the Arabic lyric imposed its patterns upon the
Persian.
In Persian literature, epic poetry is at the opposite pole to lyric
poetry. This genre, unknown in Arabic, is completely Iranian and
illustrates in the clearest fashion the continuity between pre-Islamic
literature and that of Muslim Iran. The subject-matter, even when
transmitted partly by means of historians writing in Arabic, is entirely
traditional, a fact which is so evident that it need not be emphasized.
Another respect in which Persian poetry is connected with the ancient
Iranian culture, by ties which are less apparent though very strong, is
through ethical thought, expressed not only in many passages of the
"Book of Kings" but also in specific works like those of Abu Shukiir
(4th/ioth century) and even in many verses of the lyrical poets. A whole
body of practical rules and advice based on the conception of khirad
(moral intelligence, innate ability to perceive good and evil) and on a
sense of the transience of the things of this world was for a long time
to inspire a considerable part of Persian literature. It was influenced
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very little by Islam and certainly had Iranian roots which were as
ancient as they were deep.
Even some of the more important subjects of lyrical verse are not
without parallel in ancient Iranian literature. Descriptions of nature
and of the seasons, which are the daily bread of Persian poetry of the
4th/ioth and 5th/i ith centuries, also furnish the theme of some charming verses among the fragments recovered from Manichaean writings.
Iranian festivals such as the naurut^ and the mihragdn must certainly have
been celebrated in verse under the Sasanians as they were under their
Muslim successors; a specimen of this poetry is perhaps recognizable
in the speech of the great mobad quoted by the Nauru^-ndma, which
seems indeed to have been transcribed from Middle Persian. The
glorification of wine, a completely non-Islamic theme, is too much in
accordance with the references to it in Middle Persian prose texts and
with what is known of court life in the Sasanian period not to have been
the subject of poetry at that time. Even panegyric has its Iranian
antecedents, as is proved by the piece attributed to Barbad and quoted
above (Qaisar mdh mdnadh . . .); the image would take its place quite
naturally in the panegyric part of a New Persian qasida.
All these themes existed of course in Arabic poetry of the 'Abbasid
period; they had probably been introduced partly under the influence
of the Iranian civilization. On the other hand it may be stated without
much risk of error that they also survived in oral poetry in darl and in
the dialects. They were thus available on all sides to the founders of
Persian poetry, who did not have to invent them, but needed only to
find suitable methods for developing and harmonizing them, that is to
say to invent a rhetorical system.
It is a surprising fact that this rhetoric makes its appearance, at the
middle of the 3rd/9th century, fully formed from the outset. In fact,
even though the verses of Muhammad b. Vasif and of his emulators in
Slstan show signs of the clumsiness and rigidity of style which are to
be expected in an art which is still "primitive", the poetry of the
earliest authors quoted by the anthologies shows an astonishing
mastery. The two couplets by Hanzala of Badghls reveal a notable
maturity, and Flmz Mashriqi, who followed him a little later, provides
some good examples of very well constructed verse. In a piece like the
following,
The harp, saddened by the rose, raises her voice in lament.
With hair dishevelled she rends her face with her nails.
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The bottle now prostrates itself in prayer
Now a gulp of blood pours forth from its heart,
the description makes use of images which are truly classical, such as
the personification of inanimate objects and subtle metaphors. It may
be suspected that such verses have been touched up by the copyists or
the anthologists, but not to the extent of being entirely rewritten. The
imagery certainly belongs to the original and suggests that the poet
already had at his disposal a craft elaborated by his predecessors. Here
again it is apparent that the first examples of Persian poetry represent
the culmination of preparatory labours which had called for repeated
and prolonged efforts by a number of obscure creative writers.
VI.

LYRICAL POETRY

Since Persian poetry originated in courts for the glorification of Iranian
princes, lyrical poetry was the first genre to appear. Its raison d'etre was
the panegyric and its form the qaslda, in imitation of Arabic poetry for
which it began as a substitute and which it was soon to rival. Without
doubt it was generously cultivated under the patronage of the Samanid
amirs at Bukhara, which was a brilliant literary centre, and also under
certain vassal princes, such as Fakhr al-Daula Abu'l-Muzaffar, amir of
Chaghaniyan (second half of the 4th/ioth century), who was the patron
of Daqiqi and of Munjlk and whose fame as a benefactor to learning
attracted Farrukhi at the start of his career. From all this activity,
however, up to the end of the 4th/ioth century, there remain only
fragments, short pieces or isolated verses quoted in the anthologies and
dictionaries which, if they do not impart full knowledge, give an inkling
of the talent or stature of the poets of this period. The evidence of later
times is as important here as the works themselves, or rather the little
that remains of them. Farrukhi, Manuchihri, Mu'izzl and other later
poets recall with respect and admiration some of their predecessors of
the 4th/ioth century. This period left to posterity the memory of a kind
of Golden Age, of munificent kings heaping unheard-of favours upon
the panegyrists who had succeeded in pleasing them. Even when
allowance is made for legend, the fact remains that this fame is not
unfounded: the Samanids and certain of their vassals gave powerful
support to the upsurge of Persian poetry.
The most impressive figure among these poets is Rudaki (d. 329/
940-1), to whom tradition attributes a considerable output and an
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important influence on the mind of the king Nasr I b. Ahmad. Poets of
his own time paid homage to his genius and he was regarded as the
father of Persian poetry. In fact, as has been observed, the themes and
the forms had already been established before him, but he doubtless
gave to them a breadth and a brilliance hitherto unknown. One of his
contemporaries from western Iran, Abu Hatim of Ray (d. 322/934),
who wrote in Arabic but probably knew Persian, stated contemptuously: "What has recently been created in Persian by way of poetry is
only talk without meaning, without titles and without usefulness: there
is no divan among the Persians", 1 a remark which proves that the
predecessors of Rudaki had not yet succeeded in bringing their work
to the notice of literary circles and having it recognized as true literature. After him, however, it had become an accomplished fact. The
fragments of his poems which have survived make it possible to surmise
the reason for his reputation. They reveal a generous disposition and a
free and brilliant style, in which nobility is allied to simplicity.
The poets of the Samanid epoch mentioned in the anthologies are
quite numerous, and the isolated verses or fragments of poems which
have been preserved give some idea of the general features of that
poetry but not, usually, of the personality of the individual authors. It
is possible, however, to discern some characteristics of several of the
contemporaries or successors of Rudaki. Shahid of Balkh was older
than Rudaki, who composed a funeral elegy on his death. He was a poet
who wrote in both Persian and Arabic and also a philosopher, known
as such because of a controversy in which he engaged with Abu
Zakariyya' Razi (Rhazes) on the nature of pleasure. The appearance of a
personality like Shahid in the early days of Persian poetry suggests that
poetry was not simply the work of "entertainers" concerned solely
with pleasing their patrons by some happy verbal invention. It could
contain more serious thought and some verses by Shahid, Rudaki and
others reveal an inspiration both philosophical and religious. Such
preoccupations played an important part during the reign of Nasr I b.
Ahmad, under the influence of Isma'ilism which was active in propaganda and had succeeded in gaining the favour of the sovereign, and
they must to some extent have left their mark on the Persian poetry of
the day. Further evidence is to be found in the curious qaslda of the
Isma'Ill Abu'l-Haitham of Gurgan, a kind of catalogue in verse of
philosophical questions designed to stimulate reflection, with commen1
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taries in prose firstly by an anonymous disciple of Abu'l-Haitham and
later by Nasir-i Khusrau.
Daqiql (d. between 365/975 and 370/980), well known as a predecessor of Firdausl in the creation of epic poetry, was also one of the most
talented lyrical poets of this period. He appears to have made an
important contribution to the development of rhetoric and himself
declared in verse:
Panegyric was bare when he came to me;
I gave him all his finery.
Now decked in cloak and robe goes he.
He is mentioned with reverence by his successors. Abu'l-'Abbas of
Rabinjan (fl. 331/943) seems to stand apart from the poets of his time:
most of the verses preserved are satirical and recall the humble realities
of daily life. Satirical inspiration also has an important place in the work
of Munjik of Tirmidh (about the end of the 4th/ioth century), who was
equally famous as a panegyrist. Rabi'a of Qusdar was the first poetess
of the Persian language and the author of love-poems of a touching
sincerity. Kisa'i of Marv (b. 341/953, died at an advanced age), after
singing the praises of the Samanids and of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna,
turned later to religious poetry of ShTl inspiration and was the first to
compose poems glorifying the twelve Imams.
The western regions of Iran had remained devoted exclusively to
Arabic literature until about the middle of the 4th/ioth century. At this
period the literary movement which had originated in Khurasan spread
westward to the courts of Qabus b. Vushmgir, the Ziyarid amir of
Gurgan (366-403/976-1012) and of Majd al-Daula, the Buyid prince of
Ray, whose vizier, the Sahib Isma'il b. 'Abbad (367-85/977-95), the
protector and cultivator of Arab learning, also gave encouragement to
Persian poetry. The output from Gurgan and from Ray is known only
from fragments but seems, so far as can be judged, to have come
particularly under the influence of Arab rhetoric. Mantiqi of Ray, for
example, one of the proteges of the Sahib who appreciated his work,
is found to have indulged in subtle figures of speech, in contrast with
the simplicity of the early masters. This taste for artifice is perhaps less
a characteristic of the poet himself than of the court of Ray, where
refinements of style were highly esteemed. It was before the Sahib that
Badl' al-Zaman al-Hamadanl, the future author of the Maqdmdt in
Arabic, famous for their florid style, made his first appearance.
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At the beginning of the 5th/nth century the centre of Persian
literary life was transferred to Ghazna. Poets were naturally attracted
by the brilliance of the court of the most powerful prince of the day and
by the hope of obtaining greater honours and more ample rewards from
him than from amirs of lesser importance. This concentration of literary
men and scientists at Ghazna, however (according to legend the poets
alone numbered four hundred), also resulted from the deliberate policy
of Mahmud, who realized the importance of associating intellectual
prestige with political and military power. He gathered around him,
whether they liked it or not, a large proportion of the best poets and
the greatest minds of his time. This attention paid to what is now called
propaganda was rewarded by the legendary popularity which clung to
his name in the Persian literary tradition and even in folklore. Mahmud
created the title and the office of malik al-shu'ara, "prince of poets",
which implies some organization of poetical activities at court. In fact
the output was abundant and brilliant. While the works of the previous
century seem to have been lost very early, those of some of the poets
belonging to this first Ghaznavid period have remained as models of
the style known as khurdsdni which lyrical poetry followed until the
7th/13 th century.
The most famous poet of the time of Mahmud was 'Unsurl of Balkh
(d. 431/1039-40), "prince of poets", who retained the favour of the
sultan throughout his life and was the leader of a school. His divan, of
which only quite a small part has been preserved, is of interest mainly
because of his skill in panegyric. Farrukhi of Sistan (d. 429/1037-8) is
now considered to have been the best poet of the period. He excelled
at describing the seasons and the aristocratic festivals in a style of noble
ease infused with gaiety and provides a good example of a poet whose
inspiration is in agreement, it would seem spontaneously, with the
rhythm of life at court. The fact that more than nine thousand couplets
from his divan have survived until the present day shows the extent of
his popularity over the centuries. Manuchihri of Damghan (d. c.
432/1040-1), the panegyrist of the Sultan Mas^ud, son of Mahmud,
occupies a special position slightly apart from the main stream: a lover
of pre-Islamic Arabic poetry, which he imitated in several poems, he
was also the author of numerous descriptions of nature, abounding in
beautifully observed details relieved by ingenious comparisons and
metaphors which have lost none of their charm for the modern reader.
He was the first to employ, in addition to the qaslda, strophic forms
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(musammaf) which gave a new breadth to lyrical poetry. Of the work of
other poets of the period there are only fragments or isolated remnants.
The themes of Persian lyrical poetry during this first period were
relatively few in number. Constantly repeated and refined they impress
the reader with a very special aesthetic vision of the world. Panegyric
of the patron was the essential aim of the poem: it praised his fame, his
power, his virtues, the happiness of his peoples, his unconquerable
bravery in battle, or, if a vizier was the subject, the wisdom of his
administration, and in any case certainly his inexhaustible liberality,
which the poet expected to see in the form of a handsome reward. These
praises were sung in an exaggerated style which very soon became the
rule for this kind of poetry. It was, however, the first part of the qaslda,
on another subject, which gave the poem lasting interest. In early
Arabic poetry this first part often recalled the love of the poet for some
beauty from whom nomadic life had parted him, the grief of separation
and the journey, on a faithful steed, over a perilous desert. This theme
is treated repeatedly by Manuchihrl, but it rarely occurs in Persian
poetry, where it is purely conventional. Far more often the Persian poet
takes his inspiration from life at court. He often sings of festivals,
especially the great Iranian feasts, nauruz, the feast of the New Year
and the spring, mihragan, the feast of autumn and the wine-harvest,
soda, the feast of mid-winter celebrated by great fires at night. Descriptions of the seasons, of spring, autumn and winter in the country and
in the gardens are usually associated with royal entertainments, at
which, in pomp and luxury, the cup is handed round among the guests,
to the sound of musical instruments. The glorification of wine is an
important subject: sometimes the poet describes the ripening of the
grape, the harvests and the miraculous transformation of the juice into
a delectable wine; in other passages he invites the guests to intoxicate
themselves with this vintage which dispels the cares of the world and
turns a man into a superman. These themes are closely related to the
aristocratic life of the time; it is sufficient to read the chronicle of
Abu'1-Fadl Baihaqi to see the importance of drinking-parties (majlis-i
shardb) in the lives of kings and important personages. Love is naturally
not absent from this poetry: the beauty of the loved one and the grief
of the lover dying of desire are described in accordance with a convention which became standardized at an early date. Among other subjects
treated in the qasldas or in the shorter pieces which may be either
extracts from qasldas or were perhaps deliberately composed as
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"fragments" (qif'a), mention should be made of the enigma, in which
the subject is not actually named but ingeniously implied by allusions,
the funerary lament, moral reflections on the inconstancy and injustice
of the world, and more personal themes such as regret for youth (a
celebrated qasida by Rudaki is one of the best examples of this type),
complaints by the poet about his own state and the satirising of such
rivals and enemies as he could not fail to have at court.
All these subjects are treated in a language which shows marked
traces of Arabic influence and reflects the great impact of Arabic models
on the development of lyrical poetry in Persian.

VII. NARRATIVE AND DIDACTIC POETRY

Here we shall deal with narrative poetry, with the exception of epic
poetry which will be dealt with in the next section. The difference
between them depends solely on the subject-matter and its treatment,
for the verse-form is the same for each. It is the mathnavi, a poem in
rhyming couplets, the length of which is not subject to any rules.
Having much greater freedom than the qasida, it lends itself to long
descriptions as well as to brief anecdotes and to the exposition of moral,
philosophical, mystical and even scientific reflections. Although very
rare in Arabic poetry, it was widely used in Iran from the beginnings
of Persian literature and occupied a position at least equal to that of
lyrical poetry.
Romances and collections of stories and fables existed in the literature
of pre-Islamic Iran; the most famous of them was a collection of fables
of Indian origin, the T?anchatantra. A Pahlavi version of it was produced
under Khusrau I Anushlrvan and it was translated into Arabic by Ibn
al-Muqaffac under the title of Kalila wa Dimna (the names of the two
jackals who were the leading characters in one of the stories). Renowned
as a manual of wisdom, this same book provided the material for the
first known Persian mathnavi. It was rendered into verse by Rudaki
himself at the request of Abu'1-Fadl Barami, vizier to the Samanid
NasrIIb. Ahmad, but the poem has unfortunately been lost, apart from
some fragments. The same fate has overtaken other mathnavls composed by Rudaki, notably a Sindbdd-ndma, another collection of stories
also of Indian origin and also transmitted in an Arabic version. The
extant fragments show that Rudaki employed the same metres which
were to occur most frequently in mathnavi throughout the whole of
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Persian literature - mutaqdrib, ha%aj, khaftfy ramal\ this last metre, which
was used in Kaltla and in the Sindbdd-ndma> and in many other poems,
was also to be the metre of the great mystical poem by Jalal al-DIn
(Maulavi), known as the "Mathnavi" par excellence. On this point it
may be noted that the tradition had been well established from the
beginning of the 4th/ioth century.
The first successor of Rudaki was Abu Shukur of Balkh, who also
composed several mathnavls and, in particular, an Afarin-ndma
(written in 333-6/944-8), a poem of moral import in which the ideas
were probably illustrated by anecdotes. These works are lost, but from
such verses as have been preserved it may be seen that Abu Shukur was
a direct heir to the moralizing literature of pre-Islamic times; many of
the sentences which he put into verse are to be found in the Middle
Persian books of andar%. He had an important influence on Persian
didactic poetry, for the Iranians always had a taste for this moral
literature and remained constant to the same source of very ancient
ideas.
W. B. Henning has discovered a fragment, in Manichaean script, of
a rendering in Persian verse of the famous romance of Buddhist origin
Bilauhar-u BuddsafC'Batl&am and Josaphat"), which also dates from the
time of Rudaki. This piece is the single example of its kind belonging
to the 4th/ioth century, but in the following century 'Unsurl was the
author of several verse romances, all of which have disappeared. They
included a narrative, S_hddbakht-u cain al-haydty which was summarized
in Arabic by Biruni, Khingbut-u surkhbut, " T h e white and the red
idols", a local legend connected with the two great statues of Buddha
which can still be seen at Bamiyan in Afghanistan, Vdmiq-u iAdhrd\
the story of two lovers which seems to have been of Hellenistic origin.
Another romance, named Varqa-u Gulshdh, the work of a certain
"Ayyuqi, can probably also be attributed to the time of Mahmud of
Ghazna. This poem tells a love story in an Arab setting; although
rather weak in plot and in style, it is interesting as the earliest extant
example of a genre destined to have a brilliant future. In the period
under consideration it is especially interesting to note the diversity of
origin of the narratives put into verse: Iranian, Indian, Arab and
Hellenistic sources alike contributed to the making of a literary form
which appears to have been very much in fashion.
The Zardtusht-ndma, a legendary history of Zoroaster written by a
Mazdaean poet, stands somewhat apart from the main tradition. C.
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Rempis has shown that this poem, which was for a long time attributed
to the 7th/13 th century, was actually composed by a certain Kai Ka'us,
son of Kai Khusrau of Ray, a little before 368/978. It is thus the earliest
mathnavi which has survived to the present day. Mention should also
be made of one other poem of the same period but of quite a different
type, the Ddnish-ndma, "Book of Science" by Maisarl, written in
367-70/978-81, which is simply a medical treatise in verse. Without
having any poetical pretensions, it is significant in providing evidence
of a genre, that of scientific exposition in verse, not otherwise known
to have existed in Persian at so early a date. The style of Maisarl, which
is firm and clear, suggests that he was heir to an already established
tradition.
VIII. EPIC POETRY

Persian epic, which is completely unique in type, consists of the recital
in verse of the whole of the history, factual or imaginary, of Iran from
the creation of the world to the end of the Sasanian dynasty. It comprises elements of various origins, the most ancient of which are the old
Indo-Iranian myths already recalled in the Avesta. Then come evocations of the periods before and after the beginning of Zoroastrian
Mazdaism, a history of Alexander derived chiefly from the fictional
work of the pseudo-Callisthenes and finally the history of the Sasanians.
In addition to tales of royal deeds, there are legends relating to various
local heroes, the most important of which are those concerning
Rustam, the prince of Sistan who became the great champion of epic
Iran. This mass of material was accumulated gradually over many
centuries. Khurasan appears to have been the principal centre of this
activity, but other Iranian regions also contributed to it. Towards the
end of the Sasanian period the essential elements were collected and
arranged in chronological order in a book written in Middle Persian
entitled Khwaddy-ndmag, the "Book of Kings", the last edition of which
appeared at the very end of the Sasanian epoch under Yazdgard III
(632-51). This work, which has long since disappeared, was a learned
compilation. In addition to it there certainly existed a multitude of
fragmentary accounts composed more freely in prose or in verse.
Hamza al-Isfahani (d. 360/970), in an interesting passage translated by
Shaked, says: "As regards the Persians, their dispersed [historical]
accounts and reports, and their scattered stories concerning lovers,
were turned into verse for their kings, registered in books and per624
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manently deposited in storehouses which were libraries. The number of
these books assembled was so large that it cannot be specified. Most
of them were lost when their kingdom disappeared, though remnants of
them survived, the number of which exceeds ten thousand sheets
written in their Persian script. These are poems all composed in a single
metre which is similar to raja^. They resemble Arabic verse by the fact
that they are composed in regular metres but they differ from it by the
fact that they have no rhyme." A single example has survived - the
poem entitled Yddgdr i Zarerdn, the "Memorial of Zarer", which
describes the exploits of an Iranian hero of the time of Zoroaster.
The Khwaddj-ndmag was translated or adapted into Arabic several
times. The translation which was both the earliest and the best known
was the work of Ibn al-Muqaffa' (d. c. 142/759-60). The names are
recorded of eight other adaptations, complete or partial, but all have
been lost. The little that is known suggests that they were subject to
important variations of contents, implying that their authors had used
various other sources apart from the Khwaddy-ndmag. With the development of New Persian literature it was inevitable that similar works in
Persian should appear. Under the Samanids a lively interest in ancient
Iran was encouraged by the amirs themselves and certain of their
vassals. Abu'l-Mu'ayyad of Balkh, also known as a poet of the time
of Nuh II b. Mansur (365-87/976-97), was the author of a lengthy
Shdh-ndma, "Book of Kings", in prose, fragments of which have
survived. Of another Shdh-ndma, written by a certain Abu 'All also of
Balkh, hardly anything is known except the name. There is a little more
information regarding a third work, compiled in 346/957 by order of
Abu Mansur Muhammad b. cAbd al-Razzaq, governor of the city of
Tus. The preface, which alone has been preserved, explains that it
was put together by a college of four Zoroastrians who apparently
used accounts from various sources in addition to the Khwaddyndmag,
All these works were in prose, but the notion of putting the material
into verse was bound to occur before long. Indeed, this immense
collection of narratives constituted the national memorial of the Iranian
people and was a valuable treasure, rich in information, which it was
essential to preserve. Versification could help to perpetuate it. Firdausi
himself was well aware of this fact and he stated, with regard to the
book oiKalila wa Dimna rendered into verse by Rudaki: " H e bound
together by means of metre the words of this prose work . . . For an
40
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educated reader this form lends an additional grace; for an ignorant
person it is beneficial: a prose n2Lttztive(pardkanda) disperses(pardkanad)
the recollection of it, but when it is bound together by mette(paivasta)
it satisfies the soul and the mind." 1 Narratives which were historical or
regarded as such were therefore a subject of poetry in the same way as
the tales and maxims already turned into verse by Rudaki: the mathnavi
was the ideal form for them. Moreover, they had already been treated
in poetry in Middle Persian. Many of them certainly remained very
popular and continued to be circulated in oral literature: there is no
reason why some of them should not have been in verse. The existence
of epic poems based on folklore among the Kurds and the Baluchis of
the present day makes this a probable hypothesis. It is known, moreover, that elegies on the death of the hero Siyavush were sung at
Bukhara by popular minstrels.
The first poem of this kind in New Persian mentioned in our sources
was composed by a certain Mas'iidl of Marv, probably near the beginning
of the 4th/ioth century; the three couplets which remain and several
allusions to it indicate that it embraced all the traditional history of the
kings of Iran from their origin to the end of the Sasanian dynasty, but
its precise extent is not known. It is said to have been held in great
esteem among the Iranians. Several decades later Daqiql in his turn
undertook the composition of a Shdh-ndma in verse, but the work was
cut short by his premature death. About a thousand couplets of it,
telling of the preaching of Zoroaster under king Gushtasp, were
preserved by Firdausi and incorporated into his own poem. It is known
from Biruni that Daqiqi composed more than this. His epic talent has
been assessed in varying terms by the experts, some of them finding
him dull and dry, compared with his great successor, while others
perceive scarcely any differences of style between the passage by
Daqiql and the rest of the Shdh-ndma. It is certain in any case that the
epic style was already well established before Firdausi. The mutaqdrib
metre employed by Daqiql remained the only one used in epic and the
language was clearly differentiated from that of lyrical poetry: it was
much less arabicized, and instead was full of archaic Iranian words,
which were probably already no longer in daily use at that time. This
low proportion of Arabic vocabulary was also a feature of prose works
on the same subjects, to judge from the preface to the S_hdh-ndma of
Abu Mansur. These particular characteristics of the language of epic
1
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were most likely the result of the influence of Middle Persian sources
and perhaps also of the influence of the oral tradition.
Firdausi (b. between 320/932 and 330/941-2; d. 411/1020-1 or

416/1025-6), dihqan of the neighbourhood of Tus, began his work in
about 365/975-6 and finished it probably in 400/1009-10; the whole
poem amounts to some fifty thousand couplets. After being supported
in his work by members of the aristocracy of his native city, the poet
sought the patronage of the Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna, when the
latter had become the most powerful sovereign of the age. General
hearsay and the more reliable but less specific indications furnished by
the Shah-ndma suggest that this attempt met with no success. For
Firdausi, like his contemporaries, the subject he was treating was the
real history of ancient Iran and his work was scientific as well as
poetical (witness the epithet hakim, " doctor", which has remained
appended to his name). As a scholar he did not write fiction, but
scrupulously followed his sources, chief of which was the prose
Shah-ndma of Abu Mansur, though he also made use of others. One
of the merits of Firdausi was that he carefully selected from the mass of
material available to him and that he compiled a corpus of the stories
which were to remain in the memory of the Iranians and of the other
peoples, Turks and Indians, who were at one time nurtured on Persian
literature. He incorporated once and for all the "Sistanian cycle"
concerning Rustam and his family into the national tradition; on the
other hand he omitted various legends of lesser interest, some of which
were treated by his successors and imitators. Nevertheless he owed his
fame even more to his art, which consisted in giving life, by means of
brilliant narrative, to the great men of the past. " Rustam," he exclaimed,
"was hitherto merely a warrior of Sistan; I have made him Rustam the
son of Dastan." "From this verse," writes Bausani, "it may be seen
how Firdausi understood his task, which was not to revitalize symbolic
'legends', but to transfigure, by means of poetry, the true facts which,
when presented simply as historical material, remained arid." 1
The Sjodh-ndma has miscellaneous contents. Alongside heroic narrative, which constitutes the central and strictly epic section, it includes
romantic descriptions, like the charming story of Bizhan and Manlzha,
instructive or amusing anecdotes and collections of aphorisms (andar%
or pand) derived directly from moral literature in Middle Persian. The
ideology which is found in the work and unifies the poem belongs to
1
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Sasanian Iran, a time when the major preoccupations were with the
legitimacy of kings, the loyalty of vassals towards their sovereign and
the eternal struggle of good and evil reflected in the war between Iran
and Turan. Only the characteristic features of the Mazdaean religion
are blurred, to the point of disappearing completely, in favour of a
vague monotheism compatible with Islam. The Shah-ndma is a compendium of all kinds of legacies from Iranian antiquity. In the 4th/ioth
century, these memories were still vivid, especially among the class of
the dihqans to which Firdausi belonged, and for them it was not a
matter of simple narrative, of a curious or instructive nature, which was
to be found in ancient books, but the very essence of their past and the
mainstay of their national consciousness.
It was this feeling which gave Firdausi the inspiration necessary to
bring his gigantic poem to a successful conclusion, and his greatness
lies in his having used his exceptional poetic gifts in its service. He was
aware of the value of his work and believed in the eminent dignity of
the art of language. "The soul of the poet," he said, "finds happiness
when speech (sukhan) is united with intelligence (khirad)"1 As regards
the art of speech, he was clearly indebted to his predecessors, all those
Persian poets who, for more than a century, had cultivated the language,
constructed the system of rhetoric and had brought to perfection the
literary instrument by means of which he was able to work the very
rich but amorphous material into the brilliant form which gave it
eternal life. However great the genius of Firdausi, the Shah-ndma could
not have been produced if the Persian language and the Persian art of
poetry had not been brought already to maturity. Ancient in content,
modern in form, it was the product of a unique moment of equilibrium
when the memories of the past still lived on in the Iranian mind (the
class of dihqans was soon to disappear and the ideology to undergo a
fundamental transformation) and when the new literary language was
already sufficiently well developed to allow the composition of a
masterpiece.
IX. PROSE

Of the prose works produced before the end of the first thirty odd
years of the 5 th/i ith century, there are very few, in fact scarcely a dozen,
which have not been lost, but the total output was certainly more
numerous. We know the titles of some books whose text is missing and
1
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manuscripts of unknown works may be discovered (there are precedents).
It is a relatively varied literature. The prose Shdh-ndmas have already
been mentioned, and history in the strict sense of the term is represented
by the adaptation made in 3 5 2/963-4 by Abu 'All Balcami, vizier of the
Samanid amir Mansur b. Nuh, at the latter's command, of the Arabic
Annals of Tabari; it is the earliest large piece of New Persian prose to
have been preserved to the present day. It remained the standard work
of general history in Iran until the Mongol period. Geography is treated
in the interesting Hududal-Cdlamy "The Regions of the World", written
in 372/982-3 for a prince of Juzjan. The demands of religious
propaganda, revived by the struggle between Sunnism and Isma'ill
Shf ism, played an important part in the development of Persian prose.
The commentary on the Qur'an {tafsir) by Tabari was rendered into
Persian by a college of learned men convened by order of Mansur b.
Nuh (350-65/961-76). It was the first tafsir in Persian; two others,
anonymous and undated, the so-called Cambridge and Lahore tafsirs,
were also written at a very early period. The commentary on the sacred
text is limited to descriptions of the preaching of Muhammad and the
history of earlier prophets; it is patently addressed not to experts, but
to a wide public. To combat the progress of heresy, Nuh b. Mansur
(365-87/976-97) ordered the translation of a brief treatise on orthodoxy
written by a Hanafite doctor, Abu'l-Qasim Samarqandl (d. 342/95 3-4),
the text of which has been preserved. There was also some Isma'Ui
literature in Persian, from which an anonymous commentary has
survived on the philosophical qaslda of Abu'l-Haitham mentioned
above. Finally the first mystical work in Persian appeared in the 5 th/i ith
century-a commentary on the Kitdb al-tcfarruf oi Kalabadhi by Abu
Ibrahim Mustamli of Bukhara (d. 434/1042).
All the other extant books are on science or philosophy. The Hiddjat
al-mutcfallimin^ "Guide to Students", by Abu Bakr Akhavaini of
Bukhara, a pupil of the celebrated Abu Zakariyya' Razi (Rhazes) is an
interesting medical treatise, the author of which, by his scholarly spirit
and his clinical observations, chiefly of mental disorders, shows himself
to be worthy of his master. The Kitdb al-abniya 'an haqd'iq al-adwiya,
"Book of the Foundations of Pharmacology " by Abu Mansur Muvaffaq
of Herat, has survived in a manuscript copied in 447/1056 by the poet
Asadi of Tiis, which is the most ancient Persian manuscript known.
Astronomy and astrology are represented by two works, the Kitdb
al-mudkhal ild 'Urn ahkdm al-nujum, "Introduction to Astrology", by
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Abu Nasr of Qum, and the Kitdb al-tafhim li-awcfil sind'at al-tanjim by
Birunl. An Arabic version of both of them also exists and in both cases
it is probably the original. The Kitdb al-mudkhal was compiled at Qum
in 364-5/975-6 and theKitdb al-tafhim at Ghazna in 419-20/1028-9; the
Persian translations must have been made a little later. Finally Avicenna,
who resided in Isfahan from 412/1021 until his death in 428/1037, wrote
two of his works in Persian there for the Kakuyid amir 'Ala' al-Daula:
the encyclopaedia of philosophy and science entitled Danish-ndma-yi
'Aid'I, "Book of Science for "Ala"', and a medical treatise dealing
with the pulse.
As may be observed, prose literature was still purely utilitarian and
had no aesthetic pretensions, for at this time literary art was concerned
exclusively with poetry. If an author wrote in prose, it was solely for
purposes of instruction or of propaganda. Commentaries on the Qur'an,
religious controversy, mysticism, history, geography, mathematics and
astronomy, medicine and natural sciences and philosophy, the area
staked out by these works covered a large part of what was considered
science at that time. Most of them were translations, from Middle
Persian chiefly for the Shdh-ndmas, from Arabic for all the rest. Arabic
remained beyond question the principal language of thought and of
science in Iran; it was used quite naturally for their basic works by
scholars such as Avicenna and Biruni, both of whom spent the whole
of their lives in Iranian countries. The interesting fact is, however, that
a need was felt to render into Persian a part of the knowledge accumulated by Arabic-speaking authors. The translators were aware of the
reasons for their work and often explained them. It is stated, for
example, in the Arabic preface to the Persian adaptation of the Annals
of Tabari: " I have translated this book in order that all, princes and
subjects alike, may have access to it, so as to read it and know it." The
introduction to the Tafsir-i Tabari mentioned that the Arabic original
had been brought to Bukhara from Baghdad and that the amir Mansiir
b. Nuh, finding it difficult to read, took steps to have it translated into
Persian. The translator of the dogmatic pamphlet of Abu'l-Qasim
Samarqandi wrote: "The amir of Khurasan (Nuh b. Mansiir) ordered
that this book should be translated into Persian, so that, being already
available to experts {khdss), it might also be useful to the masses (^dmm)y
to the end that all might have a good knowledge of religion and keep
themselves apart from innovation." 1 Similar statements are to be found
1
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in various other works of the 4th/ioth and 5th/nth centuries. They
show that there existed in Iran a wide public sufficiently interested in
intellectual matters to wish to be informed, but not very familiar with
the Arabic language; the Samanid amirs were among them and their
individual action contributed to the development of Persian prose.
Prose was not able to advance, however, without a considerable
effort being made to improve the language. The fact was that neither
the darl spoken in daily usage nor the language of poetry provided the
whole vocabulary needed for dealing with matters of doctrine or
science. This difficulty was fully realized by Biruni who, in a famous
passage, spoke with some severity about the Persian language: "If I
compare Arabic with Persian," he wrote in the preface to the Saidana,
"two languages of which I have an intimate knowledge, I confess that
I prefer invective in Arabic to praise in Persian. And anyone will
acknowledge that my remark is well founded if he examines what
happens to a scientific text when translated into Persian; it loses all
clarity, its horizon becomes blurred and its practical application disappears. The function of the Persian language is to immortalize historical epics about the kings of bygone ages and to provide stories to tell
on night-watches." 1 The polemical tone is rather surprising - Biruni
was probably irritated, at a time when the Persian language was in full
expansion, by some adulators who extolled it beyond its justifiable
claims - but it must be recognized that his judgement was valid for that
period. Arabic was then a precision instrument for the expression of
scientific thought; Persian had given brilliant proofs of its ability in
poetry, but abstract and technical vocabularies still had to be invented.
A comparison of the two versions of the Kitdb al-tafhtm is sufficient to
demonstrate this truth.
The effort of Persian authors and translators is thus all the more
noteworthy. When writing about religion, they easily surmounted the
difficulty by adopting, as was natural, Arabic terms. In scientific and
philosophical treatises they made very interesting attempts to produce
technical vocabularies from Iranian stock. This effort is particularly
apparent in Isma'Ili literature, firstly in the anonymous commentary on
the qaslda of Abu'l-Haitham and later in the works of Nasir-i Khusrau;
it can be observed also in the Ddnish-ndma of Avicenna. These authors
did not abstain from using Arabic words, but their work also contains
1
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a number of abstract Iranian words, which are partly neologisms and
partly philosophical terms existing in Middle Persian, so that some
contact with Pahlavl literature is indicated. The same tendency is
revealed in science and may be observed in the Persian version of the
Kitdb al-tafhimy the author of which, instead of reproducing Arabic
technical terms, often endeavoured to translate them, or, failing anything better, to paraphrase them.
Indeed he was not the only one to do so. A later author, Shahmardan
b. Abi'l-Khair, in his Kaudat al-munajjimin, "Garden of the Astronomers ", written in 466/1073-4, criticized his predecessors in the following
terms: "The most astonishing thing is that, when they write a book in
Persian, they state that they have adopted this language in order that
those who do not know Arabic may be able to use the book. Yet they
have recourse to words of pure Persian (darl-yi vi%ha-yi mutlaq) which are
more difficult than Arabic. If they employed the terms currently in use
it would be easier to understand them." He adds that for his part he
does not avail himself of any but ordinary terms, that is to say Arabic,
which can be learned by anyone in five days.1 This interesting passage
confirms that in the 461-5th/ioth-uth centuries there was a definite
movement for the creation of a scientific vocabulary which was authentically Persian. At the same time it makes it clear that the movement
was unsuccessful: in the second half of the 5th/nth century it was the
Arabic vocabulary which prevailed.
1
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THE "RUBA'I" IN
EARLY PERSIAN LITERATURE
In the western conception of Persian literature the words rubctiydt and
'Umar Khayyam have become practically synonymous, and it is only
recently that scholarship in this field has brought a growing realization
that this picture is incomplete. Before then we can consider to what
extent Khayyam contributed to the development of this particular
Persian literary form, we must go back a few centuries.
We need not concern ourselves here with the argument whether the
classical Persian metres derive from Persian or Arabic sources; the one
metre whose purely Persian origin has never been challenged is the
rubcfL The arguments in favour of a Central Asian, Turkic origin for
the ruba'I put forward by Bausani1 are by no means to be dismissed, in
spite of some rather dubious assumptions; but they have no bearing
on the question of the metrical pattern, which is quite common in
Persian but unknown elsewhere. Tradition indeed claims that it was
invented by the early 4th/ioth century poet Rudakl. According to
Shams-i Qais,2 writing in the 7th/i3th century, Rudakl (or some other
poet) overheard the excited cry of a small boy (said by the 9th/ 15 th
century biographer Daulatshah to have been the son of Ya'qub b.
Laith) as he was rolling nuts into a ditch:
ghaltan ghaltan hamiravad ta bun-i gav
_ _ .

v ^ — W —

—

KJ KJ

—

Rolling along it goes to the edge of the ditch
Inspired by the balanced rhythm of this sentence, the poet went home
and proceeded to write quatrains in this and equivalent metres, which
in due course came to be known as ruba'i (four-line poem), dubaitt
(two-couplet poem), or tardna (poem of freshness and youth).
Leaving legend aside, it is sufficient to note that from a fairly early
2
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date the term ruba'I began to be used for a poem having two main
characteristics:
(1) two verses {bait) or four hemistichs (msra"), with the rhymescheme either aaaa or aaba;
(2) the metre known in Arabic terminology as ha%aj muthamman
akhrab aw akhram maqbud makfuf majbuby or more simply
—

KJ —

^

—

—

The second, metrical, requirement however seems to have been a
gradual development, since in the earliest stages of known Persian
poetry we find what appear to be quatrains in other metres. It must be
emphasized at this point that our treasury of early Persian poetry is so
scanty that we have to be cautious about basing conclusions on it.
Much of it has had to be gathered from non-literary sources - dictionaries, grammars and works on prosody, in which isolated verses are
used to illustrate rare words or linguistic subtleties, or histories and
biographies, where the purpose is to enliven or emphasize a point in
the narrative. The result is that our material consists of unrelated scraps
of poetry selected for specialized interests, and not necessarily typical
of their author's work. In particular we cannot know whether a fourline fragment is an independent unit or part of a longer poem now lost.
The rhyme scheme may be a guide: aaaa is almost certainly an independent verse, abab almost certainly not, while aaba could be either an
independent quatrain or the opening verses of a longer poem. The two
fragments by Hanzala Badghisi (fl. 250/864) that are conventionally
regarded as the earliest authentic verses by a named poet are both in
quatrain form and independent in sense, but have respectively the aaba
and abab rhyme-schemes:
yar-am sipand agarchi bar atish harm figand
az bahr-i chashm ta na-rasad mar-vara gazand
ii-ra sipand u atish nayad harm bi-kar
ba ruy-i hamchu atish u ba khal-i chun sipand
My love may burn the wild rue for a charm
To keep her untouched by the evil eye.
Yet what need has she of such magic spells ?
Her cheek is fire, the mole thereon wild rue.
*
mihtarl gar bi-kam-i shir dar ast
shau khatar kun zi kam-i shir bi-juy
ya buzurgi u *izz u nicmat u jah
ya chu mardan-t marg-i ruyaruy
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If lordship lies within the lion's mouth,
Be not afraid, go, seek it even there.
Thus either wealth and glory will be yours,
Or like a man you'll come to grips with death.
*
An almost contemporary poet, Mahmud Varraq (/. 260/873), wrote:
nigarina bi-naqd-i jan-t nadham
girani dar baha arzan-t nadham
giriftastam bi-jan daman-i vaslat
diham jan az kaf u daman-t nadham
Beloved, life's too cheap a price for you;
I will not sell so rich a prize for nothing.
I clasp you to me with my very life;
I'll give my life, I will not let you go.
The metrical pattern of this verse, ^ - - - o
^
,
though not that subsequently established for the formal ruba'l, was
nevertheless widely used for quatrains in popular literature, and indeed
the term dubaiti was often used to distinguish this form from the ruba'i
proper. The dubaiti was never to become popular as a literary form,
though in folk-literature it survives to the present day. The only ancient
poet to use this form almost exclusively was the dervish poet Baba
Tahir 'Uryan (the Naked) of Hamadan (fl. 5th/nth century), whose
quatrains are still extant in the dialect form in which they were probably
first sung, side by side with later Persianized versions:
mii (man) ki sar dar biyabunum (biyabanam) shav (shab) u ruj (riiz)
sirishk az dida barunum (baranam) shav u ruj
na tav (tab) dlrum (daram) na jayum (jayam) mlkaru (mikunad) dard
haml (hamin) dunam (danam) ki nalunum (nalanam) shav u ruj
I wander through the desert day and night,
My eyes are wet with weeping day and night.
No fever racks me, and I feel no pain;
All that I have is sorrow day and night.
*
bi-ln bi-ashyunl (ashyanl) bar kiyan (klha) sham (shavam)
bi-in bi-khanumuni (khanumani) bar kiyan sham
hama gar mu biriinan (biranand) va ta (su-yi tu) ayam
ta (tu) az dar gar birunl (biranl) bar kiyan sham
Needy and destitute, where shall I turn ?
Driven from house and home, where shall I turn ?
Rebuffed at every door, I turn to you;
If you reject me too, where shall I turn?
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Nevertheless the distinguishing feature that marks out the ruba'i
from all other verse forms is the metre, which is not only virtually
unique to the quatrain form, but also enjoys the unusual facility of
combining two different patterns within the same poem:
(1) the repeated alternation of two long and two short syllables:
(2) the more typical pattern in which the above sequence is combined
with a section in which single long and short syllables alternate:
When to these are added the variants permissible for all Persian
metrical patterns (the substitution of one long syllable for two consecutive short syllables, and of one overlong syllable for a consecutive
long and short syllable), the poet is equipped with a metrical form that
is unique even in Persian poetry in its simplicity, balance and flexibility.
(A short syllable is a consonant plus short vowel; a long syllable is a
consonant plus long vowel, or a consonant plus short vowel plus
consonant; an overlong syllable is a consonant plus long vowel plus
consonant, or a consonant plus short vowel plus two consonants.)
Ignoring variations in the last syllable, which may be either long or
overlong, the other variations provide in theory sixty-two different
hemistichs, flexibility enough without the additional possibility of treating a wide range of syllables as either long or short according to metrical requirements (the iddfa, the' ending -a (h\ vaju (and), short syllables
followed by an initial ham^a^ to mention only a few examples). Particularly striking is the possibility of "changing gear" in mid-poem, though
this is not always exploited when pattern (2) (which itself incorporates
such a change) is used. A check of 172 ruba'iyat attributed to the earliest
poets up to Manuchihri (d. 432/1040) shows that 51 follow pattern (2)
throughout, 59 use pattern (1) once, 45 twice, and 15 three times, while
only two keep to pattern (1) throughout. Or to put it another way,
there are 486 hemistichs in pattern (2), as against 202 in (1). This
division into two patterns has nothing to do with the two "trees"
beloved of the classical prosodists, which are distinguished by a much
less significant difference.
Perhaps the most surprising feature of the ruba'l metre is the fact
that, in spite of its easily assimilated rhythm, it is confined in use almost
exclusively to the quatrain form. The qualification "almost" is necessary because, as Mujtaba Minuvi has shown,1 poets have been known
1

Mujtaba Minuvi, Pdm^dabgujtdr (Tehran, 1967), pp. 335-7.
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to experiment with it in other forms. However even this indefatigable
scholar has only been able to turn up five examples, and one of these,
a qasida by Farrukhi (d. 428/1037), even though Shams-i Qais classifies
it as in the ruba'i metre,1 should rather be scanned according
{munsarih muthamman
to the pattern — ^ \J
w - w - ^ w
matwi manhur). Of the other four examples, the best known is a
musammat by Manuchihri, while the others include a qifa by 'Ain
al-Qudat Hamadani (c. 492/1099-525/1131), another by Abu Tahir
Khatuni (fl. 500/1106) also quoted by Shams-i Qais, and a qasida by the
little-known poet Jamal al-Din Abu'l-Mahasin Yusuf b. Nasr, quoted
in the 7th/13 th century Lubdb al-albdb of Muhammad cAufl.
The sources of the ruba'I metrical pattern can probably no longer be
traced, but they certainly pre-date the age of Rudaki. Even the fullyfledged ruba'I metre was already current in his time, if we may judge
from the earliest recorded examples - a possibly spurious verse attributed to Abu Hafs Sughdi {fl. 300/912), and two attributed to
Shahid Balkhi (d. 324/936), a slightly older contemporary of Rudaki:
bus u nazaram jamal bashad ba yar
in fatva man girifta-am az churgar
Beauty is in the kisses of my love;
Such is thzfatvd of the holy man.
*
(Abu Hafs Sughdi)
plsh-i vuzara rukhna-yi ash'ar-i mara
bi-qadr makun bi-guft guftar-i mara
Present ( ?) my poems to the men of state;
Do not condemn with words my humble verse.
*
(Shahid Balkhi)
ai qamat-i tu bi-surat-i kavanjak
hastl tu bi-chashm-i har kasl bulkanjak
Your body's twisted as a cucumber,
You are to every eye an uncouth clown.
(Shahid Balkhi)
However the same metrical patterns are encountered in even earlier
poems; the simpler pattern (1) is already found (with different syllabic
lengths) in poems by Muhammad b. Vaslf, Bassam Kurd and Muham1

al-Mtfjam, p. 92.
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mad b. Mukhallad, all of whom were at the court of the Saffarid Ya'qub
b. Laith (253/867-265/878):
ai amlrl ki amiran-i jahan khassa va 'amm
banda vu chakir u maulat va sagband u ghulam
Prince, before whom the princes of the world
Humble themselves in abject slavery . . .
* (Muhammad b. Vasif)
har ki nabud uy bi-dil muttaham
bar athar-i da*vat-i tu kard na'am
All those who had no evil in their hearts
With one accord cried " Yes!" to your command . . .
*
(Bassam Kurd)
juz tu na-zad havva v-adam na-kisht
shir-nihadi bi-dil u. bar manisht
Eve never bore, nor Adam sired, a son
Like you, a lion in valour and resolve . . .
(Muhammad b. Mukhallad)
Pattern (2) appears a little later in a verse by Flruz Mashriqi (d.
283/896), in a form one syllable shorter than the ruba'i metre:
murghlst khadang ai 'ajab did!
murghi ki hama shikar-i u iana
dada par-i khwlsh kargasash hadya
ta bachcha-sh-ra barad bi-mihmana
The arrow flies like a bird, but what a bird!
A bird whose prey is every living soul.
The vulture yields its feathers as a gift
That they may bear their children to the feast.
Abu Salik Gurgani, a contemporary of Firuz Mashriqi, provides us
with two verses in a yet shorter variant, later a favourite for mathnavi
(rhyming couplet) epics and romances:
dar janb-i 'uliiv-i himmatat charkh
mananda-i vushm pish-i chargh-ast
Before your boundless zeal the very heavens
Tremble as does a quail before a hawk.
*
az fart-i fiata-yi u zanad az
paivasta zi imtila zaraghan
So generous is his bounty, greed itself
Belches aloud from utter satisfaction.
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So the ruba'I in its final form contains no elements that were not
familiar at least in the century before RudakTs lifetime. True, we have
more ruba'Iyat attributed to Rudakl than to any of his predecessors or
contemporaries; the dictionaries and other sources have yielded,
amongst much other material, thirty-nine ruba'lyat. But only one of
these appears in a work earlier than the beginning of the ioth/i6th
century, and even that is no earlier than the 7th/i 3th century prosodical
work of Shams-i Qais i1
vajib nabuvad bi-kas bar ifdal u karam
vajib bashad har ayina shukr-i ni'am
taqsir nakard khwaja dar na-vajib
man dar vajib chiguna taqsir kunam
God's law demands munificence of no man;
What it demands is gratitude for favours.
My lord excels in what is not demanded;
How then can I fail in my obligations ?
The problem of the authenticity of Rudakl's quatrains is indeed even
more puzzling than the case of 'Umar Khayyam, of whose poetic gifts
some scholars still remain sceptical. In 'Umar's case the earliest recorded
ruba'Iyat in his name appear some seventy years after his death; for
Rudakl the gap is more like three centuries, and even then we have only
one example, and must wait another three centuries for the remainder.
We should not however be too discouraged by such anomalies. The
ruba'I is one of the most foot-loose of Persian verse-forms, a fact largely
explained by its brevity and its uniformity of metre and form. One
ruba'I is much like another; in most cases neither language nor subjectmatter are copious enough to enable us to place a particular one in the
right century, let alone with the right author. The problem of the
"wandering" quatrains is always with us, though it is much more
acute when, as in the case of 'Umar Khayyam or Abu Sa'Id b. Abi'lKhair, the poet has written virtually nothing else.
The suggestion has been made that the rhyme-scheme may help in
the problem of dating ruba'lyat. Bausani appears to regard the aaba as
the original form, and cites its appearance in Turkic and Chinese
literature, as well as in Persian, as evidence of its radiation outwards
from a common Central Asian source. Tirtha on the other hand takes
the view that quatrains with the aaaa rhyme-scheme are likely to be
1
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the older.1 This is not borne out by those attributed to Rudaki (but we
have already noted the dubious authenticity of these); of 37 whose
rhyme-scheme can be determined, 12 have four rhymes and 25 three.
Scattered verses by other poets up to the middle of the 5th/i ith century
show 15 aaaa and 17 aaba. On the other hand the figures for those
5 th/11th-century poets whose ruba'iyat have survived in substantial
numbers lean heavily towards the four-rhyme type: Farrukhi (d.
428/1037) - 37 aaaa, 1 aaba; Qatran (d. 464/1072) - 130 aaaa, 21 aaba;
'Unsuri(d. 430/1039) - ^aaaa, 8 aaba\ Azraqi(d. c. 464/1072) - 88 aaaa,
20 aaba; Abu'l-Faraj Rurn (d. c. 491/1098)-43 aaaa, 5 aaba; Mas'ud
Sa'd Salman (437/1046-515/1121) - 399 aaaa, 8 aaba; Amir Mu'izzi
(d. 518/1124) - 149 aaaa, 28 aaba. These figures contrast with an overall
ratio for classical Persian poets of 30 per cent aaaa to 70 per cent aaba.
The difference is sufficiently marked to lend colour to the belief that the
aaaa form was the earlier, but it does not really help us, since the threerhyme form certainly existed at a very early stage - Faralavi(/?. 318/930)
has one, for instance.
The shape of the ruba'I has remained unchanged throughout its long
career in Persian literature. The first two hemistichs set the scene; the
third stands poised on the brink, and the fourth emphasizes the point.
It is as characteristic in its genre as the Greek epigram or the Japanese
haiku, with both of which it has been compared. In contrast to the more
substantial qasida and ghat^al, it was usually a vehicle for improvisation,
and contemporary accounts suggest that, as still today, many wellknown ruba'iyat originated as impromptu thoughts thrown out at
random during informal literary or religious gatherings. This would
also explain the simple, almost earthy language of most of them, which
contrasts noticeably with the highly chiselled and polished style of the
more formal verse-forms, even as early as the 5th/nth century. Nor
was it long enough for the sustained ecstasy of mystical inspiration;
even mystics like Abu Sa'id b. Abi'l-Khair and Khwaja 'Abd-Allah
Ansarl, whose poetic output was confined almost exclusively to the
ruba'I, used it rather to emphasize and illustrate points already elaborated
in prose sermons and prayers.
It has been suggested that long stanzaic poems were sometimes
composed in ruba'i form, but the evidence is very slim. Minuvi quotes
four examples,2 but two of these (from the 8 th/14th-century Mi'ydr-i
]amdti of Shams Fakhri Isfahan!, and the 9th/15th-century prosodist
1
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Mu'in al-Din 'Abbasa) are acknowledged prosodist's tours de force - a
fact that in itself proves the rarity of the device.1 The other two examples
(three quatrains in the 7th/13th-century Tdrlkh-i Tabaristdn and a series
of 123 attributed to Afdal al-Din Kashi (7th/13th century) seem rather
to be collections of independent quatrains grouped according to
subject-matter, a practice not uncommon among anthologists before
the introduction during the 9th/15 th century of the alphabetical
arrangement under rhyming letters. In any case the stanzaic poem is
comparatively rare in Persian literature. The musammat by Manuchihri
mentioned above is one of the earliest examples, and we must look to
the 6th/i2th and 7th/13th centuries for its formal development.
The subject-matter of the ruba'l, in contrast to its form, is virtually
unrestricted; it has been used for the complaints of the lover, the
celebration of wine, the eulogizing of the patron, the satirizing of
enemies, the thoughts of the philosopher, and the expression of
mystical ecstasy. Riidaki is usually the plaintive lover:
bi-ru-yi tu khwurshid jahan-suz mabad
ham bl tu chiragh 'alam-afmz mabad
ba vasl-i tu kas chu man bad-amuz mabad
ruzl ki tura na-binam an riiz mabad
Your face brings ardour to the burning sun,
Your eyes increase the brilliance of the moon.
In your embrace I rest immune from evil;
Far be the day that you are far from me!
*
dil sir na-gardadat zi bidadgarl
chashm ab na-gardadat chu dar man nigarl
in turfa ki dust-tar zi janat daram
ba anki zi sad hazar dushman batarl
Your cruel heart is never satisfied,
You shed no tears at my predicament.
How strange that I should love you more than life,
Though you are harsher than a thousand foes!
Sometimes he gives us more straightforward and as yet unconventionalized descriptions of beauty:
ai az gul-i surkh rang barbuda va bu
rang az pay-i rukh rabuda bu az pay-i mu
gul-rang shavad chu ruy shu'i hama ]u
mushkin gardad chu mii fishani hama ku
1
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You have stolen colour and fragrance from the rose,
Red for your cheeks and perfume for your tresses.
The stream becomes rose-coloured when you bathe,
The lane musk-scented when you comb your hair.
An occasional note of pessimism about life and destiny reminds us
of 'Umar Khayyam nearly two centuries later:
han tishna-jagar majuy zin bagh thamar
bldistan ast in riyad-i bi-du dar
blhuda maman ki baghbanat bi-qafast
chun khak nishasta glr u chun bad guzar
Ho, thirsty one, there's no refreshment here;
This double-gated garden's but a desert.
Waste no more time, the gardener's close behind you;
Pause like the dust, and pass on like the wind.
One of the most widely quoted of RudakFs ruba'lya t is the following:
chun kar-i dilam zi zulf-i u mand girih
bar har rag-i jan sad arzu mand girih
ummld zi girya bud afsus afsus
k-an ham shab-i vasl dar gulu mand girih
My heart is stifled by her curling locks,
My longings stifled in my quivering veins;
I hoped my sobs would move her, but alas!
That night they too were stifled in my throat
It is tempting to place a Sufi interpretation on these verses, which
display some of the characteristics of later Sufi poetry; but it would be
an anachronism to do so. All the evidence suggests that Persian mystical
poetry is a phenomenon of the 5th/nth century onwards. The resemblance arises presumably from the fact that the mystical poets embedded
their experiences in conventional lyric poetry; and indeed had this
lyric tradition not been already established by earlier poets like Rudaki,
Farrukhi, 'Unsuri and Manuchihri, it could hardly have served as a
vehicle for mystical ideas.
The next century provides us with few complete ruba'iyat. That
prolific writer Abu Shukur of Balkh(/?. 340/951) has left us only one,
characteristic however in its balance and ingenuity:
ai gashta man az gham-i faravan-i tu past
shud qamat-i man zi dard-i hijran-tu shast
ai shusta man az farlb u dastan-i tu dast
khwud hich kasl bi-sirat u san-i tu hast
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Humbled by constant grieving over you,
My body bowed by pain of separation,
I wash my hands of all your tricks and falsehoods.
Who in the world would be so cruel as you ?
Daqlqi (329/941-367/978), better known for his epic verse later
expanded by Firdausi into the Sjhdh-ndma, also composed an ingenious
ruba'i in the same vein:
chashm-i tu ki fitna dar jahan khizad az ii
la'l-i tu ki ab-i khidr mirizad az ii
kardand tan-i mara chunan khwar ki bad
miyayad u gard u khak mlbizad az u
Your eyes, from which stems all the world's dissension,
Your ruby lips, whence streams the water of life,
These have so wasted my poor body, that
The wind sweeps through it in a cloud of dust
The ruba'i was generally felt to be too short for panegyric sentiments, which required the more lavish scope of the qasida. However an
unknown Sani' or Sayigh of Balkh in about 354/965 is recorded in the
Tdrikh-i Sistdn as having addressed the following to a Saffarid prince: 1
khan-i gham-i tu past shuda viran bad
khan-i tarabat hamlsha abadan bad
hamvara sar-i kar-i tu ba nlkan bad
tu mlr-i shahid u dushmanat makan bad
May the house of sorrow never rise for you!
May the house of pleasure prosper where you are!
May your dealings always be with righteous men!
Thrive like our late Amir, your foes like his!
The opening of the 5 th/i ith century coincided with the rise of three
poets who may be claimed as the founders of the Persian poetical
tradition, if only because they are the first to have left a substantial
corpus of unchallenged work. All of them were court poets to Sultan
Mahmud of Ghazna and his son Mas'ud. Certainly the distinction of
Farrukhi, 'Unsuri and Manuchihri is first and foremost in the fields of
the qasida and the ghazal, but their ruba'iyat show something of the
quality of their more formal compositions, and provide opportunities
for the display of verbal dexterity and rhetorical skill. Farrukhi, for
1
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instance, uses the suydl u javdb (question and answer) device in the
following quatrain:
guftam rukh-i tu bahar-i khandan-i man ast
guft an-i tu nlz bagh u bustan-i man ast
guftam lab-i shakkarin-i tu an-i man ast
guft az tu darlgh nist gar jan-i man ast
I said, " Your cheek is like the smiling spring
She said, "Yours is a scented flower-garden."
I said, "Your sugar-lip belongs to me."
She said, " My life is yours, without restraint.
'Unsuri provides the following example oijam* va taqsim (combination and division):
si chiz bi-burd az si chiz-i tu mithal
az rukh gul u az lab mul u az ruy jamal
si chiz bi-burd az si chlzam hama sal
az dil gham u az rukh nam u az dlda khiyal
Three things have modelled themselves on three of yours Rose on cheek, grape on lip, beauty on face.
Three things each year are taken from three of mine Grief from heart, tears from cheek, fancy from eye.
Characteristic of Manuchihri is:
dar bandam az an du zulf-i band andar band
nalanam az an 'aqiq-i qand andar qand
ai va'da-yi farda-yi tu pich andar pich
akhir £ham-i hijran-i tu chand andar chand
I am a prisoner of those tangled locks,
Tormented by those sugared ruby lips.
Tomorrow's tryst with you convulses me,
Still more the pain of parting at the end.
However the 5th/nth-century name that springs most readily to
mind in connection with the ruba'i is Abu Sa'id b. Abi'l-Khair (3 5 7/
967-440/1048). True, there is a fairly clear statement in the biography
written by his great-great-grandson Muhammad b. Munavvar between
553/1158 and 599/1203 that Abu Sa£ld wrote virtually no poetry himself.1 The passage describes how Abu Sa'id wrote a verse on the back
of a letter sent to him by a dervish of Nlshapur, and continues: "The
1
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Shaikh al-Islam, grandfather of the present writer, related that some
are of the opinion that the verses recited by the Shaikh [Abu Sa'id]
were composed by him, whereas this is not so. He was so immersed in
God that he had not the leisure to compose poetry, except for this one
verse."
This statement has been taken in its overt sense by such European
scholars as Zhukovskii, BerteFs, Fritz Meier and Rypka; but Sa'id
Nafisi, in his edition of the verses of Abu Sa'id, contradicts this and
adduces a variety of evidence in support.1 We do not need to enter into
this argument, since there is general agreement that, even if the
ruba'iyat are not by Abu Sa'id himself, they were learnt by him from
his teachers, and have certainly been attached to his name from a very
early date. Naflsi notes that of the 726 complete ruba'lyat in his edition,
172 are also attributed to other poets, notably 'Umar Khayyam (55),
Baba Afdal (40), Rum! (30), Auhad al-Din Kirmani (35) and Bakharzi
(23). This still leaves well over five hundred for whom no other author
has ever been suggested. This is not conclusive evidence of Abu Sa'ld's
authorship, but it at least leaves it open. What can certainly be stated
without qualification is that the ruba'iyat attributed to Abu Sa'id
constitute the first major corpus of Sufi quatrains, and indeed one of
the earliest collections of Persian Sufi verse in any form. There is also
no question that Abu Sa'id was widely recognized during his lifetime
as a Sufi teacher of great authority, and a representative of the eastern,
"intoxicated" school of Sufi thought of which Bayazld Bistami was
the first and greatest figure.
ma kushta-i 'ishq-im u jahan maslakh-i ma-st
ma bi-khwar u khwab-lm u jahan matbakh-i ma-st
ma-ra nabuvad hava-yi firdaus az ank
sad martaba balatar az an duzakh-i ma-st
For love's sake we are butchered by the world,
The greedy world robs us of food and sleep.
We have no need of Paradise, because
Our Hell exceeds it by a hundred-fold.
*
baz a baz a har anchi hasti baz a
gar kafir u gabr u but-parasti baz a.
in dargah-i ma dargah-i numldi nist
sad bar agar tauba shikasti baz a
1
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Come back, come back! Whoever you are, come back I
Infidel, guebre, idolater, come back!
Here in these courts of ours is no despair,
Sin and repent unceasing, but come back!
*
gar murda buvam bar amada sail bist
chi pindari ki guram az 'ishq tuhlst
gar dast bi-khak bar nihi k-inja ki-st
avaz ayad ki hal-i ma'shuqam chlst
Though I lie twenty years beneath the soil,
Never suppose that love will leave my grave.
Touch but the earth and ask, "Who lies beneath?"
Then hear the answer, " How fares my beloved ? "
*
avval ki mara 'ishq-i nigaram birabud
hamsaya-i man zi nala-i man naghunud
v-akniin kam shud nala chu dardam bifuzud
atish chu hama girift kam gardad dud
When first my loved one stole my heart away,
My neighbours knew no rest from my lament.
Now my lament is less, my pain is more;
When all is burnt away, no smoke remains.
*
'ishq amad u shud chu khunam andar rag u pust
ta kard mara tuhl va pur kard zi dust
ajza-yi vujudam hamagi dust girift
naml-st zi man bar man u baqi hama u-st
Love flowed like blood through every vein of mine,
Drove out all else and filled me with the Friend.
My Friend embraces every limb of me,
Only my name remains, the rest is He.
One of the most famous of Abu Sa'id's verses has been the subject
of several commentaries:
haura bi-nazara-i nigaram saf zad
ridvan bi-'ajab bi-mand u kaf bar kaf zad
an khal-i siyah bar an rukhan mitraf zad
abdal zi bim chang dar mashaf zad
The houris stood in ranks to see my love,
Heaven became amazed and clapped its hands.
Seeing her cheeks veiled by the dusky mole,
The saints from fear grasped at the Holy Book.
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The next author whose name is particularly associated with the
ruba'i is Khwaja 'Abd-Allah Ansari (396/1006-481/1088) of Herat,
though in fact his quatrains have never been separately collected, but
remain scattered throughout his theological and mystical writings,
notably his Mundjdt, Rasd'il and other works in rhymed prose interspersed with verse. It may also be that some of the numerous ruba'iyat
quoted in Maibudi's Kashfal-asrdr, written in 5 20/1126, can be attributed
to Ansari, since this work is avowedly an expanded version of the
latter's now lost Tafsir al-Qur'dn. In any case these are obviously of
early date, and come therefore within the period under consideration.
Once again we find ruba'iyat, together (less frequently) with other
scraps of verse, used to illustrate or emphasize points in the discourse
rather than as an art-form in their own right.
'aib ast 'azim bar kashidan khwud-ra
v-az jumla-i khalq bar guzldan khwud-ra
az mardumak-i dlda bi-bayad amukht
didan hama kas-ra va na-didan khwud-ra
It's a sad fault to raise yourself aloft,
To set yourself above the common herd.
Learn this much from the pupil of the eye:
See all the world, but never see yourself.
*
an kas ki tu-ra shinakht jan-ra chi kunad
farzand u 'ayal u khanuman-ra chi kunad
divana kunl har du jahanash bakhshi
divana-i tu har du jahan-ra chi kunad
He who has known you, what is life to him ?
What shall he do with children, wife and home ?
Treat him as mad, the universe is his;
Why should your madman want the universe ?
*
paivasta dilam dam-i hava-yi tu zanad
jan dar tan-i man nafas barayi tu zanad
gar bar sar-i kMk-i m an giyahl ruyad
az har bargi bu-yi vafa-yi tu zanad
My heart is yearning for you ceaselessly,
My soul within me breathes of nothing else.
The flowers that blossom from my funeral earth
Give off the scent of my undying love.
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andar rah-i din du ka'ba amad hasil
yak ka'ba-i surat-ast u yak ka'ba-i dil
ta bi-tvanl ziyarat-i dilha kun
k-afzun zi hazar ka'ba bashad yak dil
Two shrines we find upon the road of faith,
The Ka'ba and the temple of the heart.
Make all your pilgrimages to the heart,
One heart is worth a thousand of the other.
nai az tu hayat-i javidan mi-khwaham
nai 'aish u tana"um-i jahan mi-khwaham
nai kam-i dil u rahat-i jan mi-khwaham
chizl ki rida-yi tu-st an mi-khwaham
I do not seek eternal life from Thee,
I do not want the pleasures of this world.
I do not look for ease and peace of mind;
All that I ask is that which pleases Thee.
The decline of the Ghaznavids and the rise of the Saljuqs were
marked by the appearance of a new generation of panegyric poets, of
whom Qatran, Azraqi and Runi, and somewhat later Mas'ud Sacd
Salman and Amir Mu'izzi were the most distinguished figures. The
Tabriz! poet Qatran (d. 465/1072) lived mainly at the courts of local
rulers in Azarbaljan and the Caucasus, to whom his panegyric qasifid
are addressed, as also many of his ruba'Iyat, of which 151 are recorded
in his divan.
daranda-i dad u din malik mamlan-ast
chun shir bi-riiz-i kin malik mamlan-ast
ba danish u din qarin malik mamlan-ast
ta hashr bi-afarin malik mamlan-ast
Mamlan
Mamlan
Mamlan
Mamlan

dispenses sanctity and justice,
is like a lion in his fury,
is paramount in faith and learning,
is praised throughout eternity.

Other verses of his are savagely satirical:
anl ki vafa na-bayad az mihr-i tu just
dar va'da mukhalif-I u dar paiman sust
bl-sharml u bldadgarl plsha-i tu-st
dast az tu bi-sabun-i rayl bayad shust
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No one can hope for lasting love from you,
You break your promise, you forget your oath.
Shamelessness and injustice are your craft,
Ray soap one needs to wash one's hands of you.
For an example of impromptu ingenuity, we need look no further
than the quatrain composed by the Herat! poet Azraqi (d. 526/1132) to
console the young Tughanshah for an unsuccessful throw at dice i1
gar shah du s hish khwast du yak zakhm uftad
ta zan na-bari ki ka'batain dad na-dad
an zakhm ki kard ray-i shahanshah yad
dar khidmat-i shah ruy bar khak nihad
The king sought sixes, but the dice gave ones;
Yet this was no injustice on their part.
The dice, knowing full well the royal wish,
In homage bowed their faces to the ground.
Amir Mu'izzl (440/1048-518/1124), court poet to Malik-Shah and
Saniar, followed in the footsteps of Farrukhi, 'Unsuri and Manuchihri.
shaha athar-i sabuh kari cajab-ast
nazad bi-sabuh har ki shadi-talab-ast
bada bi-hama vaqt tarab-ra sabab-ast
likan bi-sabuh klmiya-yi tarab-ast
O King, the morning drink's a splendid thing,
All who seek pleasure love the morning drink.
At every hour wine is a source of mirth,
At dawn it is the elixir itself.
The function of the poet as royal entertainer is also illustrated in the
poetry of Mas'ud Sa'd Salman (438/1046-515/1121), who served the
Ghaznavid court in India after the expulsion of that dynasty from Iran.
In his case there is often a note of wry wit, reflecting his own troubled
fortunes, which included several periods of imprisonment:
gar sabr kunam 'umr hami bad shavad
v-ar nala kunam 'adu haml shad shavad
shadl-yi 'adii na-juyam u sabr kunam
shayad ki falak dar In miyan rad shavad
1

Chahdr maqdla, pp. 86-8.
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In sufferance will my life pass like the wind,
But grumbling too will make my enemies glad.
I will not please my foes, I will be patient;
Perhaps too Heaven will soon be generous.
A contemporary at the same court was another poet of Persian origin,
Abu'l-Faraj Rum; for him the qasida and ghazal were primarily panegyric vehicles, and it is only in his ruba'iyat that we sometimes find a
note of tenderness:
az dard-i firaqat ai bi-lab shakkar-i nab
nai ruz mara qirar u nai dar shab khwab
chashm u dil-i man zi hiirat ai durr-i khwushab
sahra-yi pur atish ast u darya-yi pur ab
Through hopeless yearning for my sweet-lipped love
Days know no rest, and nights are robbed of sleep.
My eyes and heart, seeking that peerless pearl,
Burn like the desert, billow like the sea.
By the end of the 5 t h / n t h century the development of the ruba'i was
complete. Perhaps it attained its highest peak in the hands of the poet
(or poets) who wrote under the name of 'Umar Khayyam (439/1048525/1131); from his time onwards poets did little more than embroider
on a well-established tradition. For this reason, if for no other, it is
virtually impossible to establish with any degree of certainty which of
the many ruba'iyat attributed to Khayyam are in fact his. Until the end
of the nineteenth century this does not seem to have worried anybody.
Manuscript, lithographed and printed editions contained hundreds,
even more than a thousand, quatrains. By the turn of the century
however scholars were becoming aware of two curious circumstances:
first, early sources for Khayyam's verses were almost non-existent, and
secondly, a number of those commonly attributed to him are to be
found in the collected works of other poets.
So far as sources are concerned, there are none contemporary with
Khayyam, and the only one dating from the 6th/12th century is the
Sindbdd-ndma of Zahlrl Samarqandl, written in 555/1160, which contains five anonymous quatrains attributed to Khayyam in later sources:
chun nist maqam-i ma dar in dahr muqlm
pas bl mai u ma'shuq khata'I-st 'azim
ta kai zi qadim u muhdath ummldam u bim
chun man raftam jahan chi muhdath chi qadim
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I am not here forever in this world;
How sinful then to forfeit wine and love!
The world may be eternal or created;
Once I am gone, it matters not a scrap.
*
ma-shnau sukhan az zamana-saz-amadagan
mai khwah muravvaq bi-taraz-amadagan
raftand yakan yakan faraz-amadagan
kas mi-na-dihad nishan zi baz-amadagan
Ignore the fools who temporize with Fate;
Your darling friends will pour you sparkling wine.
So many postured here awhile and went,
And never has a man of them returned.
bar gir piyala u. sabu ai dil-juy
ta bi-khramim gird-i bagh u lab-i juy
bas shakhs-i 'azlz-ra ki charkh-i bad-khiiy
sad bar piyala kard u sad bar sabuy
Lift up the cup and bowl, my darling love,
Walk proudly through the garden by the stream;
For many a slender beauty Heaven has made
Into a hundred cups, a hundred bowls.
*

az jumla-i raftagan-i In rah-i daraz
baz amada kist ta bi-ma guyad raz
pas bar sar-i in du-raha-i az u niyaz
ta hich namani ki nami-a'l baz
Of all the travellers on this endless road
No one returns to tell us where it leads.
There's little in this world but greed and need;
Leave nothing here, for you will not return.
*

in charkh-i falak ki ma dar an hairan-Im
fanus-i khiyal az an mithali danim
khwurshid chiragh dan u calam fantis
ma chun suvar-im k-andar an gardanlm
This sphere of Heaven in which we wander lost
Seems to me rather like a shadow-lantern;
The sun's the lamp, the world's the twirling shade,
And we the figures painted round about.
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Khayyam's name first appears as the author of ruba'lyat in 7th/13thcentury sources, by which time we are already a century after his own
time, more than sufficient for corruptions and interpolations to have
taken place. Even so the material is still very scanty. A treatise on the
Qur'an by the Imam Fakhr al-Din Razi, written at the beginning of the
century, provides us with one:
daranda chu tarkib-i tabayi' arast
az bahr-i chi u fikandash andar kam u kast
gar nik amad shikastan az bahr-i chi bud
v-ar nik nayamad in suvar 'aib kira-st
Our elements were merged at His command;
Why then did He disperse them once again ?
For if the blend was good, why break it up ?
If it was bad, whose was the fault but His ?
A Sufi work, the Mir sad al-cibdd, written by Shaikh Najm al-Din
Daya in about 619/1222, attacks Khayyam for impiety and quotes
against him the above ruba'l together with the following:
dar dayira-i k-amadan u raftan-i ma-st
an-ra na bidayat na nihayat paida-st
kas mi-na-zanad daml dar in ma'ni rast
k-In amadan az kuja va raftan bi-kuja-st
This circle within which we come and go
Has neither origin nor final end.
Will no one ever tell us truthfully
Whence we have come, and whither do we go ?
In 658/1260 'Ata Malik Juvaini wrote his history of the Mongol
invasions Tdrikh-i Jabdn-gusbd, in the course of which, by way of
comment on the massacre of the people of Marv, he quotes the following verse by Khayyam:
ajza-yi piyala-i ki dar ham paivast
bi-shkastan-i an rava nami-darad mast
chandin sar u pa-yi nazanin az sar-i dast
bar mihr-i ki paivast u bi-kin-i ki shikast
Even a drunkard never would propose
To smash to bits his neatly-fashioned cup.
By whom then were so many comely bodies
Fashioned in love, yet smashed in angry hate ?
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In this period we must also include a recently discovered anthology,
al-Aqtdb al-qutbiya, even though internal evidence suggests that it is
not altogether a reliable source. This was written by 'Abd al-Qadir b.
Hamza Ahari in 629/1232, and the oldest extant manuscript is dated
666/1268. It contributes the following additional ruba'iyat to our stock:
dar justan-i jam-i jam jahan paimudam
ruzl na-nishastam u shabi na-ghnudam
z-ustad chu raz-i jam-i jam bi-shnudam
an jam-i jahan-nama-yi jam man budam
I scoured the world in search of Jamshid's bowl,
Not resting days nor sleeping in the night.
And then a teacher told me the plain truth:
That world-revealing bowl is - 1 myself.
*
ma'Im dar In gunbad-i dirina-asas
juyanda-i rakhna'i chu mur andar tas
agah na az manzil u ummid u haras
sar-gashta ya chashm-basta chun gav-i kharas
Here we are, trapped beneath this ancient vault,
Scurrying like ants in search of some escape;
We're lost, and yet feel neither hope nor fear,
Confused and blindfold, like the miller's ox.
*
ma lu'batakanim u falak lu'bat-baz
az ru-yi haqiqati na az ru-yi majaz
bazi chu hami-kunim bar nat'-i vujud
raftim bi-sanduq-i *adam yak yak baz
We are the pawns, and Heaven is the player;
This is plain truth, and not a mode of speech.
We move about the chessboard of the world,
Then drop into the casket of the void.
*
z-avardan-i man na-bud gardun-ra sud
v-az burdan-i man jah u jalalash nafzud
v-az hich kasi niz du gusham nashniid
k-avardan u burdan-i man az bahr-i chi bud
What gain did Heaven get from making me ?
What kudos did it earn from my demise ?
Yet I have never heard from anyone
Why I was brought here, and why taken away.
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Thus up to a century and a half after Khayyam's death we have at
most a dozen quatrains plausibly attributed to him. The following
century is a little more generous; sources like the Mu'nis al-ahrdr
(740/1339), the Nut(hat al-majdlis (731/1331), the Tdnkh-i gu^ida
(730/1330), two manuscripts in the Majlis Library in Tehran, and a
manuscript of the Tuam'at al-sirdj written in 695/1296, give us another
55, making a total of 67 up to the end of the 8th/i4th century - still a
very modest figure. It is only during the 9th/15 th century that we find
the first major collections of Khayyamic ruba'iyat - the Bodleian MS
of 865/1460 with 15 8, the TLarab-khdna of 867/1462 with 373, and various
other manuscripts of comparable date and bulk in Istanbul, Paris and
elsewhere. We can scarcely doubt that this steadily rising curve was the
result of a growing acceptance of Khayyam as an accredited writer of
ruba'lyat, to whose name almost any quatrain could plausibly be attached.
This would also account for the phenomenon of the "wandering"
quatrains, first noted by Zhukovskii in 1897. The Russian scholar drew
attention to 82 quatrains included in J. B. Nicolas's edition of Khayyam's ruba'iyat published in 1867, which he had found in the divans of
some forty different poets ranging from Firdausi (321/933-411/1020)
to Talib Amuli (d. 1034/1625). Since Zhukovskii's time the researches
of such scholars as Arthur Christensen, E. Denison Ross, Friedrich
Rosen1 and Christian Rempis have at one and the same time added to
the number of "wandering" quatrains and whittled away the sum of
"authentic" ones. The two extremes are represented by H. H. Schaeder,
who in 1934 roundly declared that Khayyam's name "is to be struck
out of the history of Persian poetry", and Swami Govinda Tirtha,2
who in 1941 listed no fewer than 756 "vagrants" out of the total of
2,213 quatrains he had found in Khayyam's name. These 756 were
distributed over a list of 143 poets ranging over six centuries and
reading like a roll-call of the great and small figures of classical Persian
literature.
Clearly, if any sense is to be made out of this confused scene, we must
accept, first, that many of the ruba'iyat are not by Khayyam, and
secondly, that even the authentic ones were probably improvised by
him in his leisure moments, and did not achieve the dignity of written
record until after a century or more of oral transmission. To sift the
1

"Zur Textfrage der Vierzeiler Omar's des Zeltmachers ", in ZDMG (1926), pp. 265E
H. H. Schaeder, "Der geschichtliche und der mythische Omar Chajjam", in ZDMG,
Band xm (88) (Leipzig, 1934), pp. *25*-*28*; Tirtha, p. 182.
2
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true from the false, some criterion of authenticity over and above
manuscript evidence needs to be adopted, and something of this kind
has been attempted in recent years by Iranian scholars. Muhammad
'All Furiighi in 1942 used the 66 ruba'iyat in the earliest manuscript
sources then available to him as "key" quatrains, and rejected any later
additions that did not seem to him to be consistent with the outlook
characteristic of these. This left him with a total of 178. In 1966 'All
Dashti, using a rather more cautious approach, accepted only 36 "key"
quatrains, but filled out his picture of Khayyam's view of life by
reference to his prose writings and to contemporary and near-contemporary biographical records. On this basis he found himself able
to add another 65 as probably authentic- out of which total of 101,
79 figure in Furughfs list. The discrepancy illustrates the difficulty of
arriving at any conclusive answer, but at least the Furiighi and Dashti
lists present a more or less consistent picture of their author, which
is more than can be said for some of the amorphous collections of
the ioth/i6th century and later. A few characteristic examples, which
would probably be accepted as authentic by most scholars and critics,
are given below, and present a clear enough picture of a rationalist,
sceptical enquirer, uncomfortably aware of the limitations of the
scientific method, seeking vainly for a rational explanation of the
contradictions of life and death, creation and destruction, compounding
and dissolution, existence and non-existence. His scientific and philosophical writings, his public image, reveal none of these doubts; only
in his impromptu verse do we see something of the private fears and
misgivings that made it impossible for him to surrender either to the
certainties of science or to the spiritual consolations of religion.
In bahr-i vujud amada birun zi nihuft
kas nist ki In gauhar-i tahqiq bi-suft
har kas sukhanl az sar-i sauda guftand
z-an ruy ki hast kas naml-danad guft
The boundless universe was born of night;
No man has ever pierced its secrets yet.
They all have much to say for their own good,
But none can tell us who he is, or why.
*
yak qatra-i ab bud u ba darya shud
yak dharra-i khak ba zamin yak-ja shud
amad-shudan-i tu andar In 'alam chlst
amad magasl padid u na-paida shud
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A drop of water fell into the sea,
A speck of dust came floating down to earth.
What signifies your passage through this world ?
A tiny gnat appears - and disappears.
*
vaqt-i sahar ast khiz ai maya-i naz
narmak narmak bada dih u chang navaz
k-inha ki bi-jay and na-payand daraz
v-anha ki shudand kas namiyayad baz
The dawn is here; arise, my lovely one,
Pour slowly, slowly wine, and touch the lute.
For those who still are here will not stay long,
While those departed never will return.
*
har yak chandi yaki bar ayad ki man-am
ba ni'mat u ba sim u zar ayad ki man-am
chun karak-i u. nizam girad ruzi
nagah ajal az kamln dar ayad ki man-am
Once in a while a man arises boasting;
He shows his wealth, and cries out, " It is I ! "
A day or two his puny matters flourish;
Then Death appears and cries out, " It is I ! "
*
har dharra ki bar ruy-i zamini buda-st
khwurshld-rukhl mah-jabini buda-st
gard az rukh-i nazanln bi-azarm fishan
k-an ham rukh-i khub-i nazanini biida-st
Each particle of dust upon this earth
Was once a moon-like face, the brow of Venus;
Wipe gently from your loved one's cheek the dust,
For this same dust was once a loved one's cheek.
fasl-i gul u tarf-i juybar u lab-i kisht
ba yak du si ahl u lu'batl hur-sirisht
pish ar qadah ki bada-nushan-i sabuh
asuda zi masjid-and u farigh zi kinisht
The rose-clad meadow by the water's edge,
Two or three friends, a charming playmate too;
Bring out the cup, for we who drink at dawn
Care nothing for the mosque or synagogue.
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ayyam-i zamana az kasl darad nang
kii dar gham-i ayyam nishinad dil-tang
mai nush dar abglna ba nala-i chang
z-an pish k-at abglna ayad bar sang
He merely earns the odium of Fate
Who sits and grumbles at his wretched lot.
Drink from the crystal cup, and touch the lute,
Before your cup is dashed against the ground.
*
an-ra ki bi-sahra-yi 'ilal takhta and
bi u hama karha bi-pardakhta and
imruz bahana-i dar andakhta and
farda hama an buvad ki di sakhta and
Though man be driven into black despair,
Life goes on well enough without his aid.
Today is nothing but a make-believe;
Tomorrow all will be as it was planned.
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CHAPTER 20

'UMAR KHAYYAM: ASTRONOMER,
MATHEMATICIAN AND POET
Ghiyath al-Din Abu'1-Fath 'Umar b. Ibrahim al-Khayyaml (the full
name of 'Umar Khayyam as it appears in the Arabic sources) in Persian
texts is usually called simply 'Umar-i Khayyam, that is, 'Umar the tentmaker, and it is reasonable to assume that his father or grandfather
followed that trade. He was almost certainly born in Nlshapur, where
he passed the greater part of his life and where his grave is still to be
seen. Our earliest authority, the Tatimma suivdn al-hikma (or Tcfrikh
hukama* al-Isldm), by Zahir al-Din Abu'l-Hasan Baihaql, written
some time before 549/1154-5, states quite categorically that 'Umar was
a Nishapuri by birth, as also were his father and his ancestors.1 On the
other hand, a late work, the Tdnkh-i alji of Ahmad Tatavl (988/1580)
refers to another tradition according to which his family came from a
village called Shamshad near Balkh, though he himself was born in the
vicinity of Astarabad at the north-east corner of the Caspian. So, too,
the 9th/15th-century writer Yar Ahmad Rashldl Tabrizl in his Tarabkhdna says that 'Umar was born near Astarabad and passed his early
life in Balkh.
The dates of his birth and death have only recently been established;
thanks to the researches of the Indian scholar Govinda Tirtha and the
Soviet scholars RozenfePd and Yushkevich, the editors of 'Umar's
scientific works, it is possible to name, with almost absolute certainty,
the actual date not only of his birth but also of his death. It so happens
that Baihaqi, our oldest authority, gives the full details of his horoscope,
and on the basis of these data Govinda was able to calculate the exact
day of 'Umar's birth. The Institute of Theoretical Astronomy of the
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. checked Govinda's calculations
and reached the conclusion that between the years 1015 and 1054 the
astronomical conditions of the horoscope were satisfied on one day
only, 18 May 1048 - the very date that had been calculated by Govinda.
1

E. D. Ross and H. A. R. Gibb, "The earliest account of 'Umar Khayyam", BSOS,
vol. v (1928-30), pp. 467-73.
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Now according to Nizami 'Arudi Samarqandi, our second oldest
authority, in a passage in his Chahdr maqdla he must have died in
5 26/1131-2, for Nizami visited his tomb in 5 30/1135-6, four years after
his death. From evidence in the Tarab-khdna Rozenfel'd and Yushkevich were also able to calculate that the precise date of his death was
Thursday, 12 Muharram 526/4 December 1131. Born then in 439/1048
'Umar lived to the age of 83.
Of 'Umar's early life we know nothing. We must assume that he
pursued his studies in Nishapur, but the famous story of the Three
Friends, familiar from FitzGerald's preface to the Rubd'iydt, can now be
finally dismissed as pure legend. cUmar, it will be remembered, was said
to have been a fellow-student at Nishapur with Nizam al-Mulk, the
vizier of the Saljuq sultans Alp-Arslan and Malik-Shah, and Hasan-i
Sabbah, the founder of the sect of the Isma'Ills or Assassins of Alamut.
If, however, 'Umar was born, as seems reasonably certain, in 439/1048,
then Nizam al-Mulk, who was born in 410/1020,1 would have been
about thirty years of age at the time of his birth, and they cannot
possibly have been fellow-students. That 'Umar and Hasan-i Sabbah
should have studied together presents no chronological difficulties, but
there is not the slightest evidence that Hasan, a native of Ray, received
his education in Nishapur.
We first hear of the adult 'Umar in Samarqand; it was here that he
composed his treatise on algebra under the patronage of the chief qadi
Abu Tahir cAbd al-Rahman b. 'Alaq. By Abu Tahir he must have been
presented to the Qarakhanid ruler Shams al-Mulk Nasr b. Ibrahim
(460/1068-472/1080), who, so Baihaqi informs us, "used to show him
the greatest honour, so much so that he would seat the Imam 'Umar
beside him on his divan". He was presumably still at Shams al-Mulk's
court in Bukhara in 466/1073-4, when peace was concluded with
Sultan Malik-Shah, who had invaded the khan's territory, and it must
have been then, at the age of twenty-six, that 'Umar entered MalikShah's service. The reformation of the Persian calendar and the building
of an observatory at Isfahan, undertakings in which cUmar played a
leading part, are mentioned by the 7th/13th-century Arab historian Ibn
al-Athir under the year 467/1074-5. The new calendar, named Malik! or
Jalali was more accurate than the Gregorian, although five hundred
years earlier. The observatory remained in use until the death of MalikShah in 485/1092-3, but after that it was disused.
2

Baihaqi, TdrTkh-i Baibaq, p. 130.
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With Sultan Malik-Shah 'Umar was on terms of intimacy, being
admitted to the company of his nadims or favourite courtiers, but
Sultan Sanjar, whom he had treated as a boy for small-pox, conceived a
dislike for him, and it is perhaps significant that we have no record of
his activities after Sanjar's accession to the sultanate in 511/1118. He
seems in fact to have fallen from grace after Malik-Shah's death; he
went on the pilgrimage and, upon his return, retired to Nlshapur,
where he appears to have lived the life of a recluse. We do not hear of
him again until 506/1112-13, when he was in Balkh in the company of
Abu'l-Muzaffar Isfizarl, who had collaborated with him in the computation of the Jalali era: it was here that Nizami 'Arudi heard him
make his famous prophecy about his place of burial. In 1113 or 1114,
probably in Nlshapur, he was visited by Baihaqi and his father and
catechized the former, then a boy of eight, on Arabic philology and
geometry. Finally, in the winter o f 5 o 8 / n i 4 - i 5 we find him at Marv,
whence he was summoned to make a weather forecast for the sultan,
who wished to go hunting; this is, presumably, Sultan Muhammad, the
second son and third successor (498/1105-511/1118) of Malik-Shah; it
is less likely to have been his brother Sanjar, although the latter had
ruled over Khurasan (of which Marv was then part) since 489/1096.
The story is told by Nizami 'Arudi:
In the winter of the year A.H. 508 [A.D. 1114-15] the King sent a messenger
to Marv to the Prime Minister Sadr al-Din [Abu Ja'far] Muhammad b.
al-Muzaffar (on whom be God's Mercy) bidding him tell Khwaja Imam 'Umar
to select a favourable time for him to go hunting, such that therein should
be no snowy or rainy days. For Khwaja Imam 'Umar was in the Minister's
company, and used to lodge at his house.
The Minister, therefore, sent a messenger to summon him, and told him
what had happened. So he went and looked into the matter for two days,
and made a careful choice; and he himself went and superintended the
mounting of the King at the auspicious moment. When the King was
mounted and had gone but a short distance, the sky became over-cast with
clouds, a wind arose . . . and snow and mist supervened. All present fell to
laughing and the King desired to turn back; but Khwaja Imam ['Umar] said,
"Let the King be of good cheer, for this very hour the clouds will clear
away, and during these five days there will not be a drop of moisture." So
the King rode on, and the clouds opened, and during those five days there
was no moisture, and no one saw a cloud.

'Umar was in his sixty-seventh year when he made his prediction.
Over the remaining sixteen years of his life there is drawn an impenetrable veil. His death scene is described by his brother-in-law, the Imam
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Muhammad al-Baghdadi, who told Baihaqi that "he used to use a
golden toothpick. He was studying the metaphysics in Avicenna's
Shifd, and when he came to the chapter on 'The One and the Many',
he placed the toothpick between the two pages and said, * Summon the
righteous ones that I may make my testament.' He then made his testament, arose and prayed, neither ate nor drank. When he prayed the last
evening prayer he prostrated himself saying as he did so,* O God, Thou
knowest that I have sought to know Thee to the measure of my powers.
Forgive my sins, for my knowledge of Thee is my means of approach
to Thee', and died."
For an account of his final resting place we turn again to Nizami
' Arudi:
In the year A.H. 506 [A.D. 1112-13] Khwaja 'Umar-i-Khayyaml and Khwaja
Imam Muzaffar-i-Isfizari had alighted in the city of Balkh, in the Street of
the Slave-sellers, in the house of Amir . . . Abu Sa'd Jarrah, and I had joined
that assembly. In the midst of our convivial gathering I heard that Argument
of Truth \Hujjat al-Haqq\ 'Umar say, " My grave will be in a spot where the
trees will shed their blossoms on me twice a year." This thing seemed to me
impossible, though I knew that one such as he would not speak idle words.
When I arrived at Nishapur in the year A.H. 530 [A.D. 1135-6], it being
then four years since that great man had veiled his countenance in the dust,
and this nether world had been bereaved of him, I went to visit his grave on
the eve of a Friday (seeing that he had the claim of a master on me), taking
with me one to point out to me his tomb. So he brought me out to the Hira
Cemetery; I turned to the left, and found his tomb situated at the foot of a
garden-wall, over which pear-trees and peach-trees thrust their heads, and
on his grave had fallen so many flower-leaves that his dust was hidden
beneath the flowers. Then I remembered that saying which I had heard from
him in the city of Balkh, and I fell to weeping, because on the face of the
earth, and in all the regions of the habitable globe, I nowhere saw one like
unto him. May God (blessed and exalted is He!) have mercy upon him, by
His Grace and His Favour!

'Umar Khayyam, says Baihaqi, "was niggardly in both composing
and teaching, and wrote nothing but a compendium on physics, a
treatise on Existence, and another on Being and Obligation, though he
had a wide knowledge of philology, jurisprudence and history". In
fact, his surviving scientific works, if one excludes the spurious Nauru%ndma^ a treatise on the Persian New Year's Day, occupy only 130 pages
in Rozenfel'd's translation. For an assessment of these works the reader
is referred to his and Yushkevich's introductory essays and commentary
and to Professor E. S. Kennedy's chapter ("The Exact Sciences in Iran
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under the Saljuqs and Mongols") in Volume 5 of the Cambridge History
of Iran. It is the rubd'iydt or quatrains which, mirrored in FitzGerald's
masterpiece, have won for 'Umar the poet a fame far greater than was
vouchsafed to 'Umar the scientist. Though not disdained by the professional poets, these brief poems seem often to have been the work
of scholars and scientists who composed them, perhaps, in moments of
relaxation to edify or amuse - for their content can be both grave and
gay - the inner circle of their disciples. We have rubd^is by Avicenna
(d. 428/1037), the greatest of the Persian philosophers, whom 'Umar
regarded as his master and whose encyclopaedic work, the Shifd, he
was reading at the time of his death; by Ghazzali (d. 505/1111), a
contemporary but no friend of 'Umar; and by Naslr al-Dln Tusi
(d. 672/1274), an astronomer like 'Umar and the builder of an observatory of which, unlike 'Umar's, the remains can still be traced. Such vers
d'occasion would at first have been transmitted mainly by word of mouth,
but writers of the next generation or two would quote them in their
works and gradually, over the centuries, they would be collected together in anthologies, etc. This is at any rate what happened to 'Umar's
poems. Not until the middle of the 9th/15 th century - three hundred
years after his death - do the first attempts appear to have been made
to collect together the whole corpus of his poems. Of these collections
the best known by far is the Bodleian MS. used by FifczGerald: it was
compiled in Shiraz in 865/1460-1 and contains 158 ruba'is. Of the
manuscripts preserved in the Istanbul libraries one, bearing the same
date as the Bodleian MS., has as many as 315, while another, four years
older, has only 131 ruba'is.
From now onwards the ruba'iyat were copied with greater frequency
and increased in number with each copy, the copyists tending to
incorporate the work of other poets and sometimes, perhaps, their own
as well. In addition to the Bodleian MS. with its mere 158 ruba'is
FitzGerald also consulted the transcript of an undated Calcutta MS.,
probably 12th/18th century, which contained no less than 516. So, too,
Nicolas's edition of the Persian text (Paris, 1867), based on a Tehran
lithograph, comprised a total of 464 ruba'is. Even these figures pale
into insignificance compared with the 604 in the Bankipur MS. and the
770 in the Lucknow lithographed edition of 1894-5. The quantity was
however drastically reduced by the researches of such scholars as
Zhukovski, Ross and, above all, Christensen. The final verdict of the
last-named scholar was that of more than 1,200 ruba'is known to be
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ascribed to 'Umar, only 121 could be regarded as reasonably authentic.
E. G. Browne as long ago as 1906 declared "that while it is certain that
'Umar Khayyam wrote many quatrains, it is hardly possible, save in a
few exceptional cases, to assert positively that he wrote any particular
one of those ascribed to him". It was and, despite apparent evidence
to the contrary, is still possible to argue that his status as a poet of
the first rank was a comparatively late development and that to his
contemporaries and to the immediately succeeding generations he was
a scientist pure and simple.
The question of 'Umar's feelings about mysticism has been disputed.
Some Sufis have claimed him as their own, others just the opposite.
Now while he may well, like Avicenna before him, have had his mystical
side, he was after all, like his master, a philosopher, that is, a champion
of Greek learning, and as such regarded with equal hostility by the
orthodox and the Sufis - we have seen that he was disliked by
Ghazzali, who was in a sense a representative of both parties. That
the Sufis - or some of them - adapted his poems to their own ideas
we know from an often-quoted passage from the "History of the
Philosophers" of Qifti (568/1172-646/1248): "The later Sufis have
found themselves in agreement with some part of the apparent sense of
his verse, and have transferred it to their system, and discussed it in their
assemblies and private gatherings, though its inward meanings are to
the [Ecclesiastical] Law stinging serpents, and combinations rife with
malice." On the other hand the celebrated Sufi mystic Najm al-Din
Daya(d. 654/1256) speaks of 'Umar as one of "those poor philosophers,
atheists and materialists who . . . err and go astray" and as proof of
this assertion quotes two of his ruba'ls, which, he says, demonstrate
"the height of confusion and error". Similar sentiments are expressed
by a witness whose authority is beyond question: the celebrated Sufi
poet and thinker Farid al-Din cAttar (c. 5 37/1142-3 to c. 617/1220), the
author, in addition to his mathnavis or narrative poems, of the Tadhkirat
al-auliyd ("Memorial of the Saints") containing ninety-seven biographies of ancient mystics. In his Ildhi-ndma or "Book of the Divinity"
he tells the story of a clairvoyant who could read the thoughts of the
dead. Taken to the tomb of cUmar Khayyam the seer is asked to
practise his art, and speaks as follows:
This is a man in a state of imperfection.
At that Threshold towards which he turned his
face he laid claim to knowledge.
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Now that his ignorance had been revealed to him,
his soul is sweating from confusion.
He is left between shame and confusion; his
very studies have made him deficient.1
Thus this great expert on Sufism, writing less than a century after
'Umar's death, saw in the astronomer-poet not a fellow-mystic, but a
free-thinking scientist, who all his life had exalted Reason over Revelation and who now, in his tomb, awaited with fear and trepidation the
final reckoning on Judgment Day.
1

'Attar, llahi-ndmay ed. H. Ritter (Istanbul, 1940), p. 272, 11. 12-15; ed. F. Rouhani
Tehran, 1340/1961), p. 215, 11. 5173-6.
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O. Grabar. Persian Art before and after the Mongol Invasion (Ann Arbor, 1959),
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R. Ettinghausen. "The Wade Cup". AO, vol. 11 (1957).

AIUON,

Textiles {for sources)
R.B.Serjeant. "Materials for a History of Islamic Textiles". AI, vols.
IX-XIV (1942-8). Reprinted in book form as Islamic Textiles, Material
for a History up to the Mongol Conquest. Beirut, 1972.
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CHAPTER IO

For the Arab-Sasanian coinage see John Walker in A Catalogue of the Muhammadan Coins in the British Museum, vol. 1: A Catalogue of the Arab-Sassanian
Coins (London, 1941), hereinafter referred to as B.M. Cat 1.
On the Bukharan coinage ibid., pp. lxxx-xcvii, 162-9 and note 3; Frye,
Richard N. (ed.), Sasanian Remains from Qasr-i Abu Nasr (Cambridge, Mass.,
1973), Miles, George C , "The Coins", pp. 26-36; Gaube, Heinz, Arabosasanidische Numismatik (Brunswick, 1973).
On general Islamic coinage in Iran see Brown, Helen W. Mitchell, " Oriental
Numismatics", in A Survey of Numismatic Research, 1966-1971, vol. 11
(International Numismatic Commission, New York, 1973), pp. 315-46;
Miles, G. C , The Numismatic History of Rayy, New York, 1938 (ANSNS,
vol. 11); Miles, George C, Excavation Coins from the Persepolis Region,
ANSNNM,
no. 143 (1959), hereinafter referred to as Miles, Persepolis
Region.

For Islamic mint names in general (excluding India) see Zambaur, E. von,
Die Mun^prdgungen des Islams (Wiesbaden, 1968), supplemented recently by
Miles, "Additions to Zambaur's Miinzpragungen des Islams",
ANSMN,
vol. XVII (1971), pp. 229-33.
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On local coinage see Miles, Persepolis Region, where the bibliography of earlier
literature will be found. A few specimens were described by J. Walker in
Memoires de la Mission Archeologique en Iran, vol. xxxvn (Paris, i960), pp.

49-65.
On Byzantine-Arab coin relationships consult Miles, " Byzantine Miliaresion
and Arab Dirhem: Some Notes on Their Relationship" in ANSMN, vol. ix
(i960), pp. 189-218.

Tahirid coins: E. von Zambaur, " Contributions a la numismatique orientale", NZ (1905), pp. 119-42. An important monograph on Saffarid
coins is R. Vasmer's " Uber die Miinzen der Saffariden und ihr Gegner
in Fars und Hurasan", NZ (1930), pp. 131-62. For a dirham hoard containing Saffarid coins, quite possibly the property of a soldier in Ya'qub
b. al-Laith's army, see Miles, "Tresor de dirhems du IXe siecle",
Memoires de la Mission Archeologique en Iran, vol. xxxvn (Paris, i960),

pp. 67-145.
Sajid coins: The coinage of the Sajids is discussed in a detailed monograph
by R. Vasmer, " O monetax Sadzldov" in I^yestiya Obsledovaniya i
It(uceniya A%erbaid%ana, no. 5 (Baku, 1927), pp. 22-48. Cf. NHR, nos.
155C, i56A,B.
'Alid coins: For some very curious 'Alid dirhams of the early 3rd/9th
century, see Miles, "Al-Mahdi al-Haqq, Amir al-Mu'minin", RN
(1965), pp. 329-41, where references will be found to a number of other
revolutionary issues.
Ja'farids of Tiflis: See E. A. Pakhomov, Moneti Gru^ii (Zap. Num. Otd. Imp.
Russ. Arxeol. ObUestvd), vol. 1(1910), pp. 49-52; D. G. Kapanadze in
Vestnik Gosudarstvennogo Mu^eya Gru^ii, vol. xn-B (1944), pp. 183-90

(in Georgian, with Russian summary).
Justanids of Dailam: See R. Vasmer, " Zur Chronologie der Gastaniden und
Sallariden", Islamica, vol. 111 (Leipzig, 1927), pp. 165-86, 482-5; W.
Madelung, "Abu Ishaq al-Sabi on the Alids of Tabaristan and Gilan",
JNES, vol. xxvi (1967), pp. 52-7.
Hasanwaihids of Kurdistan: Miles, "Tresor de dirhems", op. cit. p. 145.
Kakwaihids: See Miles, " The Coinage of the Kakwayhid Dynasty", Iraq,
vol. v (1938), pp. 89-104; Miles, "Notes on Kakwayhid Coins",
ANSMN, vol. ix (i960), pp. 231-6; Miles, " A Hoard of Kakwayhid
Dirhems", ANSMN, vol. xn (1966), pp. 165-93; Miles, "Another
Kakwayhid Note", ANSMN, vol. xvm (New York, 1972), pp. 139-48,
with additional bibliography.
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On Samanid coinage: Hennequin, Giles, "Grandes Monnaies samanides et
ghaznavides de l'Hindu Kush, etude numismatique et historique",
Annales Islamologiques, vol. ix (Cairo, 1970), pp. 127-77.
On Samanid hoards in eastern Europe: M. Czapkiewicz et al., Skarb monet
Arabskich % Klukowic^ powiat Siemiatyc^e (Wroclaw-Warszaw-Krakow,
1964). For a general introduction to the Viking Age hoards, see N. L.
Rasmusson in Commentationes de nummis saeculorum IX-XI in Suecia
repertis, Pars Prima (Stockholm, 1961), pp. 3-16; Ulla S. Linder Welin,
s.v. Arabiska mynt in Kulturhistorisk Leksikon for nordisk middelader;
Linder Welin, Atti Congr. Int. di Numismatica, Roma, Settembre 1961,
vol. 11 (Rome, 1965), p. 499. For a recent investigation of the "silver
famine" problem: A.M.Watson, "Back to G o l d - a n d Silver", The
'Economic History Review, vol. xx (London, 1967), pp. 1-34.
Buyid coins: No comprehensive treatment of the complex Buyid coinage
exists. J.-C. Lindberg's " Essai sur les monnaies coufiques frappees par
les Emirs de la famille des Bouides " in Memoires de la Societe Royale des
Antiquaires du Nord (Copenhagen, 1840-4), pp. 193-271, was an admirable pioneer work, but an immense amount of material since that date
has become available in scattered publications and in unpublished
collections. Roy P. Mottahedeh is now engaged in compiling a major
corpus and monograph on the subject. Some important data on the
coinage drawn from literary sources have been assembled by Claude
Cahen in " Quelques Problemes economiques et fiscaux de FIraq Buyide
d'apres un traite de mathematiques ", AIEO, vol. x (1952), pp. 338-41.
On Buyid "ceremonial" gold pieces see Sir Thomas W. Arnold in
Painting in Islam (Oxford, 1928; New York, 1965), pi. LIX. Cf. J. Walker
in ANS Centennial Publication (New York, 1958), p. 694, fig. 2.
Qarakhanids: The only numismatic monographs, both limited in their treatment, are R. Vasmer's " Z u r Miinzkunde der Qarahaniden" in MSOS
(1930), pp. 83-104, and E. A. Davidovitch's " Numizmaticeskie
materiali dlya xronologii i genealogii sredneaziatskix Karaxanidov"
in Nttmi^maticeskii Sbornik (Moscow, 1957), pp. 91-119. See also
O. Pritsak, "Die Karachaniden", Der Islam, vol. xxxi (1953), pp. 17-68,
and his article " Kara-Hanlilar" in the Turkish Islam Ansiklopedisi, and
C. E. Bos worth, " Ilek-Khans ", El, 2nd ed.
CHAPTER

II

1. General works
Battani, Muhammad b. Sinan b. Jabir. al-Zlj al-Sdbi\ 3 vols., ed. and Latin
tr. C. A. Nallino. Milan, 1899-1907.
Braunmuhl, A. von. Vorlesungen uber die Geschichte der Trigonometrie, 2 vols.
Leipzig, 1900.
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CHAPTER 16

1. Sources

The literature of the Isma'llls is listed by W. Ivanow in Ismaili Literature
(Tehran, 1963). A list of the works of Nasir-i Khusrau according to the
chronology of their composition (numbers in parentheses refer to Ivanow's
book above):
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11. Bustdn al-uquHj} 5), mentioned in Zdd al-musafiriny p. 339, line 17, and in
Jdmi\ p. 137, line 12.
12. Kitdb al-miftdh wafl-misbdh (754), mentioned in Khwdn al-ikhwdn, p. 23.
13. Dalilal-mutahayyirin (753), mentioned in Khwdn al-ikhwdn.
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CHAPTER 19
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